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INTRODUCTION
WHAT THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS
This publication is a cumulative index to the abstracts contained in NASA SP-7037 (313) through NASA SP-
7037 (324) of Aeronautical Engineering: A Continuing Bibliography. NASA SP-7037, and its supplements
have been compiled by the Center for AeroSpace Information of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA). Entries are identified as follows:
1. NASA entries by STAR accession numbers N95-10000.
2. Open literature entries by accession numbers A95-60000, A95-70000, and A95-80000.
_HQW_THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS ORGANIZED. _
This Cumulative Index includes a subject, personal author, corporate source, foreign technology, contract
number, report number, and accession number index.
HOW TO USE THE SUBJECT INDEX
Two types of cross-references appear in the subject index:
1. Use (U) references indicate that the subject term is not "postable," i.e., not a valid term, and that
the following term or terms are used instead. For example:
AIRCRAFT PROTUBERANCES
U PROTUBERANCES
FLIGHT PERFORMANCE
U FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS
2. Narrower Term (NT) references refer the user to more specific headings in the same subject area,
under which additional material on the subject may be found. For example:
FLOW RESISTANCE
NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG
NT FRICTION DRAG
NT SUPERSONIC DRAG
In addition, a searcher may use the title or title and title extension in the index to narrow further his quest for
particular items; this is because subject terms may include documents on different aspects of the same
subject term. For example:
AIRLINE OPERATIONS
All-weather operations, including pilot role, instrument landing systems and guidance aids.
Airport congestion as constraint on air travel, considering runway capacity and adjusted demand.
HOW TO USE THE PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX
All personal authors used in the abstract section citations in the individual supplements appear in the index.
Differences in translation schemes may require multiple searching on the index for variants of an author's
name. For example:
EMELIANOV, M. D.
and
YEMELYANOV, M. D.
HOW TO USE THE CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
The corporate source index entries are abridged versions of the corporate sources used in the abstract
section citations in the individual supplements. The corporate source supplementary (organizational
component) does not appear in the index. For example:
BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH. MILITARY AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS DIV. (Source citation entry)
BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH. (Source index entry)
HOW TO USE THE FOREIGN TECHNOLOGY INDEX
The foreign technology index identifies research performed outside of the United States. Listings in this
index are arranged alphabetically by country of intellectual origin. For example:
CHINA, PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF
HOW TO USE THE CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX
All contract numbers that are identified in the abstract section citations in the individual supplements
appear in this index. Changes by agencies in the style in which contract numbers are presented may
require multiple searching for variants. For example:
AF 33(615)-71-C-1758
F33615-71-C-1758
HOW TO USE THE REPORT NUMBER INDEX
All report numbers that have been assigned by the corporate source, monitoring agency or cataloging
activity appear in this index. Variations in cataloging may result in different report number series. For
example:
TP-924
ONERA-TP-924
HOW TO USE THE ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
All documents that were acquired, indexed, and announced in STAR during the year which have been
assigned a unique identification number appear in this index. For example:
N95-10001
N95-10002
IDENTIFICATION OF DESIRED SUPPLEMENT
The abstract and descriptive cataloging for any accession number selected from the indexes may be found
in the appropriate supplement. The page number range of each supplement appears on page ii of this
index. Once the range of page numbers containing the selected accession number is located in the second
column, the desired supplement number will be found in the first column. For example:
Page 226 will be found in Supplement 318
AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS
Information concerning the availability of documents announced in Aeronautical Engineering is found in the
Introduction to the most currently issued supplement.
FEDERAL DEPOSITORY LIBRARY PROGRAM
In order to provide the general public with greater access to U.S. Government publications, Congress
established the Federal Depository Library Program under the Government Printing Office (GPO), with 53
regional depositories responsible for permanent retention of material, inter-library loan, and reference
services. At least one copy of nearly every NASA and NASA-sponsored publication, either in printed or
microfiche format, is received and retained by the 53 regional depositories. A list of the regional GPO
libraries, arranged alphabetically by state, appears on the inside back cover. These libraries are not sales
outlets. A local library can contact a Regional Depository to help locate specific reports, or direct contact
may be made by an individual.
PUBLIC COLLECTIONS OF NASA DOCUMENTS
An extensive collection of NASA and NASA-sponsored publications is maintained by the British Library
Lending Division, Boston Spa, Wetherby, Yorkshire, England for public access. The British Library Lending
Division also has available many of the non-NASA publications cited in STAR. European requesters may
purchase facsimile copy or microfiche of NASA and NASA-sponsored documents, those identified by both
the symbols # and * from FIZ—Fachinformation Karlsruhe—Bibliographic Service, D-76344 Eggenstein-
Leopoldshafen, Germany and TIB—Technische Informationsbibliothek, P.O. Box 60 80, D-30080 Hannover,
Germany.
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Typical Subject Index Listing
p 241 N95-21687
SUBJECT HEADING
AIRCRAFT ENGINES
— High performance parallel analysis of coupled problems
for aircfafTpropulsioh
[NASA-CR-19S355] p23 N95-10132
The subject heading is a key to the subject
content of the document. The title is used to
provide a description of the subject matter. When
the title is insufficiently descriptive of document
content, a title extension is added, separated
from the title by three hyphens. The accession
number and the page number are included in
each entry to assist the user in locating the
abstract in the abstract section. If applicable, a
report number is also included as an aid in identi-
fying the document. Under any one subject heading,
the accession numbers are arranged in sequence.
A-320 AIRCRAFT
Flying qualities of civil transport aircraft with electrical
flight control p 624 N95-32016
A-340 AIRCRAFT
Flying qualities of civil transport aircraft with electrical
flight control P 624 N9S-32016
A-7 AIRCRAFT
Derived gust spectra for the Macchi MB326H
[ARL-TM-3] P22S N95-21892
ABLATION
On the particular features of dynamic processes in solids
with varying boundary during interaction with intensive heat
flows
[BTN-94-EIX94461408756] p 171 A9S-63639
Review of numerical procedures for computational
surface thermochemistry
[BTN-94-EIX94441386682] p 205 A95<8191
Hypersonic nonequilibrium Navier-Stokes solutions over
an ablating graphite nosetjp
[BTN-95-EIX9S152583252] p 305 A95-73553
Ablative thermal management structural material on the
hypersonic vehicles
[AIAA PAPER 95-6133] p 547 A95-90452
Application of integral methods to ablation charring
erosion, a review
[BTN-95-EIX95302694460] p 636 A95-94057
Enhancements to integral solutions to ablation and
charring
[BTN-95-EIX95302694461] P 636 A95-94058
Thermal chemical energy of ablating silica surfaces in
air breathing solid rocket engines p 148 N95-16316
ABLATIVE MATERIALS
Trajectory-based heating analysis for the European
Space Agency/Rosetta Earth Return Vehicle
tBTN-95-EIX95041503787] p 205 A95-69218
Thermal chemical energy of ablating silica surfaces in
air breathing solid rocket engines p 148 N95-16316
ABNORMALITIES
Aircr3ft coirosion study
[AD-A279527]
ABRASION
Use of starch based blast media for dry paint stripping
[SAE PAPER 93261 6] p 456 A95-90081
Quality optimization of thermally sprayed coatings
produced by the JP-5000 (HVOF) gun using mathematical
modeling p 152 N95-19008
ABRASION RESISTANCE
---- Evaluation of alternate F-14 wing-lug coating ------ -
[AD-A283207) p 129 N95-17631
ABRASIVES
Use of starch based blast media for dry paint stripping
[SAE PAPER 932616] p456 A95-90081
Multilayer anti-erosion coatings p201 N95-19679
ABSORBERS (EQUIPMENT)
Adaptive tuned vibration absorbers: Tuning laws,
tracking agility, sizing, and physical implementations
p25 N95-11280
ABSORPTION SPECTRA
Chemical change in the arctic vortex during AASE 2
[HTN-95-70947] p 352 A95-78012
Latitude variations of stratospheric trace gases
[HTN-95-70948] p 352 A9S-78013
Empirical corrections of the rigid rotor interaction
potential of H2-H2 in the attractive region: Dimer features
in the FIR absorption spectra
[HTN-95-41943] p 361 A95-81690
ABSTRACTS
Bibliography of Doctor Chul Park
[NASA-TM-1 10353] p 527 N95-29351
ABUNDANCE
Comparison of column abundances from three infrared
spectrometers during AASE 2
[HTN-95-70946] p 352 A95-78011
Chemical change in the arctic vortex during AASE 2
[HTN-95-70947] p 352 A95-78012
Latitude variations of stratospheric trace gases
[HTN-95-70948] p 352 A95-78013
Modeling of plume chemistry of high flying aircraft with
H2 combustion engines p 509 A95-87405
AC GENERATORS
Variations observed in the AC generator signal period
of a Sea King helicopter
[AD-A284280] p 230 N95-19963
ACCELERATED LIFE TESTS
Micro-measurements of mechanical properties for
adhestves and composites using digital imaging
technology
[NASA-CR-196111] p22 N95-10231
Hypervelocity Impact Test Facility: A gun for hire
[TABES PAPER 94-605] p 86 N95-14639
An artfical corrosion protocol for lap-splices in aircraft
skin p 152 N95-19482
Interlaminar shear test method development for long
term durability testing of composites
p 301 N95-23300
Eddy current detection of pitting corrosion around
fastener holes p 315 N95-23507
Test method and test results for environmental
assessment of aircraft materials p 302 N95-23509
ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)
Dynamical instability of the aerogravity assist
maneuver
[BTN-95-EIX95152583282] p 298 A95-73583
The influence of source acceleration on acoustic
signals p 577 A95-90136
Production of flirpfono stdtes
[BTN-95-BX0619952748174] p 584 A95-94468
Obiter rarefied-flow reentry measurements from the
OARE on STS-62
[NASA-TM-1 10182] p 646 N95-30783
ACCELERATION TOLERANCE
Education, training, and human engineering in
aerospace; SAE Aerotech '93, Costa Mesa. CA. Sep.
27-30, 1993
[SAESP-992] p417 A95-84553
The large radius track centrifuge concept as an
acceleration research and simulation device
p 379 A95-84560
ACCELEROMETERS
Covariance analysis of strapdown INS considering
gyrocompass characteristics
[BTN-95-EIX95202637592] p 279 A95-76697
Condition monitoring for helicopters: 3303 Airborne
vibration monitoring system
[SAE PAPER 931360] p610 A95-93642
Effects of vibration on inertia! wind-tunnel model attitude
measurement devices
__[NASA-TM-109083] pjl rWSrluee.
Pressure measurements on an F/A-18 twin vertical tail
in buffeting flow. Volume 3: Buffet power spectral
densities
[AD-A281444] p36 N95-11829
Test Operation Procedure (TOP): Vibration testing of
helicopter equipment
[AD-A284433] p 81 N95-15815
Bearing defect signature analysis using advanced
nonlinear signal analysis in a controlled environment
[NASA-TM-108491] p 441 N95-28364
Results from tests of the Honeywell integrated flight
management unit
[PB95-211355] p 601 N95-30597
Orbiter rarefied-flow reentry measurements from the
OARE on STS-62
[NASA-TM-110182] p 646 N95-30783
A novel instrumentation system for measurement of
helicopter rotor motions and loads data, phase 1
[AD-A293309J p 607 N95-30923
ACCEPTABILITY
The air systems controllerate initiatives and policies for
the procurement of reliable and maintainable equipment
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-6-113] p 549 A95-91682
High-Speed Research: 1994 Sonic Boom Workshop:
Atmospheric Propagation and Acceptability Studies
[NASA-CP-3279] p75 N95-14878
The Advanced Avionics Subsystem Technology
Demonstration Program p 234 N95-20636
Evaluation of alternative pavement marking materials
[AD-A292973] p 626 N95-31468
ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
Annual review of aircraft accident data: US Air carrier
operations, calendar year 1992
[PB95-100319] P123 N95-17748
ACCIDENT PREVENTION
Aircraft safety evaluation
[BTN-94-EIX94511309382] p 103 A95-64608
Fundamentals of catastrophic failure prevention by
thrust vectoring
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748176] p 606 A95-94470
ASRS problems involving air carrier ground
deicmg/anti-icing p611 A95-95194
Modem transport engine experience with environmental
ingestion effects p199 N95-19660
Mishap risk control for advanced aerospace/composite
materials p 301 N95-23031
Prevention and control of inlet unstart using an SR-71
simulation p 367 N95-26948
Metascientific problems in safety science
[PB95-196408] p645 N95-30521
SCARLET: DLR rate saturation flight experiment
p598 N95-3106B
ACCOMMODATION COEFFICIENT
Unanswered questions concerning the NocOla
gas-surface interaction model
[ISBN 1-879921-O1-4] p 628 A95-93716
Calculation of satellite drag coefficients
[AD-A285118] p 300 N95-23781
ACCUMULATIONS
Control mechanism to prevent correlated message
arrivals from degrading signaling no. 7 network
performance
[BTN-94-EIX94341342286] p 56 A95-60842
A short-term, high-resolution automated snowfall
forecasting system
 P666 A95-93510
The 1992-3 operational winter forecasting experiment
for Stapleton airport
 P677 A95-93561
Collection efficiency and ice accretion calculations for
a sphere, a swept MS(1)-317 wing, a swept NACA-0012
wing tip. an axisymmetric inlet, and a Boeing 737-300
[NASA-TM-106831] p 123 N95-18582
A-1
ACCUMULATORS SUBJECTINDEX
ACCUMULATORS
Replicator for characterization of cirrus and polar
stratospheric cloud particles
[NASA-CR-197785] p 445 N95-26669
175Hp contrarotating homopolar motor design report
[AD-A291138] p 557 N95-30122
ACCURACY
Dryden lectureship in research, a perspective on CFO
validation
[AIAA PAPER 93-0002] p 3 A95-60180
Accuracy enhancements for overset grids using a defect
correction approach
IAIAA PAPER 94-0523] p3 A95-60181
Evaluation of the Sparton tight-tolerance AXBT
[HTN-95-40728] p 251 A95-70473
On the choice of appropriate bases for nonlinear
dynamic modal analysis
[HTN-95-A0495] p 221 A95-72566
Effects of spatial order of accuracy on the computation
of vortical flowfields
[HTN-95-42589] p 459 A95-87219
An investigation of the accuracy of FEM analysis of a
graphite epoxy box beam
[SAE PAPER 931221 ] p 543 A95-88011
Verification of terminal forecasts p 664 A95-93502
Jet stream winds: Comparisons of operational analyses
with independent aircraft data at multiple longitudes
p665 A95-93506
Flight test evaluation of the Stanford University/United
Airlines differential GPS Category 3 automatic landing
system
[NASA-TM-110354] p 593 N95-30788
ACEE PROGRAM
NASA-ACEE/Boeing 737 graphite-epoxy horizontal
stabilizer service p 400 N95-28489
ACETYLENE
The Methane-Acetylene Cycle Aerospace Plane: A
potential option for inexpensive Earth to orbit
transportation
[HTN-95-51845] p 525 A95-87483
ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION
Flyover noise reduction of piston-engine propeller
aeroplanes using an active noise control technique
[SAE PAPER 931218] p 509 A95-87466
Modeling lateral attenuation of aircraft flight noise
p570 A95-88464
Active minimization of energy density in
three-dimensional enclosures
[NASA-CR-197213] p 172 N95-16848
Effect of atmospheric pressure on measured aircraft
noise levels
[PB95-130423] p 232 N95-21425
Suppressor of oscillations in airframe cavities
[AD-D017265] p 388 N95-26507
ACOUSTIC COUPLING
Interaction of jet noise with a nearby panel assembly
[BTN-95-EIX95262694295] p 434 A95-85466
Achievements and tasks for active noise control
p29 N95-11270
The acoustic characteristics of turbomachinery
cavities
[NASA-CR-4671 ] p476 N95-28720
ACOUSTIC DUCTS
Robust fixed-structure control
[AD-A286515] p 257 N95-22216
Robust fixed-structure control
[AD-A292883] P 679 N95-30961
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
Maori wave emission from a high-temperature
supersonic jet
[BTN-95-EIX95152577586] p 264 A95-73496
Mach wave emission from a high-temperature
supersonic jet
[HTN-95-42571 ] p 458 A95-87201
Emerging nondestructive inspection for aging aircraft
[PB95-143053] P328 N95-25401
Bearing defect signature analysis using advanced
nonlinear signal analysis in a controlled environment
[NASA-TM-108491] p 441 N95-28364
ACOUSTIC EXCITATION
Transonic flutter suppression using active acoustic
excitations
[BTN-95-EIX95262694310] p 408 A95-85481
Near field of a coaxial jet with and without axial
excitation
[HTN-95-42332] p 372 A95-86161
Active open-loop control of particle dispersion in round
jets
[HTN-95-42334] p 372 A95-86163
High angle-of-attack airfoil performance improvement by
internal acoustic excitation
[HTN-95-42347] p 372 A95-86176
On the differences between the effect of acoustic
perturbation and unsteady bleed in controlling flow
separation over a cylinder
[SAE PAPER 932573] p 467 A95-90062
A theoretical analysis of airborne sound transfer for a
resiliently mounted machine to its foundation
p30 N95-11304
Effect of constraining layer stiffness on performance of
damping tile materials using finite element modelling with
Rayleigh integral p30 N95-11306
On the interaction of jet noise with a nearby flexible
structure
[NASA-CR-194934] p 57 N95-1181Z
Impact of Acoustic Loads on Aircraft Structures
[AGARD-CP-549] p 173 N95-19142
Nonlinear dynamic response of aircraft structures to
acoustic excitation p 135 N95-19151
Brite-Euram programme: ACOUFAT acoustic fatigue and
related damage tolerance of advanced composite and
metallic structures p174 N95-19159
ACOUSTIC FATIGUE
Simulation of Shuttle launch G forces and acoustic loads
using the NASA Ames Research Center 20G centrifuge
p 86 N95-14089
Impact of Acoustic Loads on Aircraft Structures
[AGARD-CP-549] p 173 N95-19142
Current and future problems in structural acoustic
fatigue p 173 N95-19143
High-temperature acoustic test facilities and methods
p174 N95-19149
Nonlinear dynamic response of aircraft structures to
acoustic excitation p 135 N95-19151
Acoustic fatigue testing on different materials and
skin-stringer elements p 174 N95-19156
Acoustic fatigue characteristics of advanced materials
and structures p 174 N95-19157
Brite-Euram programme: ACOUFAT acoustic fatigue and
related damage tolerance of advanced composite and
metallic structures p174 N95-19159
Thermo-acoustic fatigue design for hypersonic vehicle
skin panels p 162 N95-19161
Application of superplastjcally formed and diffusion
bonded structures in high intensity noise environments
p174 N95-19162
ACOUSTIC IMAGING
Ultrasonic imaging of damages in CRFT-laminates
p578 A95-90828
ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE
Proceedings of the Sixth International Symposium on
Long-Range Sound Propagation
[AD-A290920] p 580 N95-30084
ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENT
Structural acoustic calculations in the low-frequency
range
[BTN-95-EIX95152582336] p 323 A95-73S38
Disturbance generation in supersonic jets under acoustic
excitation
[HTN-95-20926] p 463 A95-88965
Research of the method for evaluating noise caused
by sonic boom p562 A95-91519
Signal processing of noise data from high-speed
flyovers
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748178] p 680 A95-94248
Effect of atmospheric pressure on measured aircraft
noise levels
[PB95-130423] p232 N95-21425
Method for extracting forward acoustic wave
components from rotating microphone measurements in
the inlets of turbofan engines
[NASA-CR-195457] p 616 N95-30779
ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION
Nonreflective boundary conditions for high-order
methods
[HTN-95-42328] p 371 A95-86157
High-frequency acoustic radiation from a curved duct
of circular cross section p 573 A95-90098
Measurements of atmospheric turbulence effects on tail
rotor acoustics
[NASA-TM-108843] p 38 N95-12360
Ducted fan acoustic radiation including the effects of
nonuniform mean flow and acoustic treatment
[NASA-CR-197449] p 172 N95-16401
ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES
Experimental investigation of the sources of propeller
noise due to the ingestion of turbulence at low speeds
[BTN-95-EIX95262697042] p 569 A95-86859
Wavelet transformations for helicopter identification via
acoustic signatures
[AD-A279980] p 257 N95-20963
Active control of fan noise-feasibility study. Volume 1:
Flyover system noise studies
[NASA-CR-195392-VOL-1] p 258 N95-21888
Effect of density gradients in confined supersonic shear
layers, part 1
[NASA-CR-198029] p 348 N95-24412
Effect of density gradients in confined supersonic shear
layers. Part 2: 3-D modes
[NASA-CR-198030] p 349 N95-24413
Photoacoustic chambers for studying solids and gases:
Theory and practical examples
[IFTR-39/1994] p 412 N95-26837
The noise reduction potential of dual-stream coaxial
rectangular improperly expanded jet flows
[NASA-CR-197820] p 437 N95-26995
Anechoic wind tunnel study of turbulence effects on wind
turbine broadband noise p 451 N95-27992
Evaluation ota doubly-swept blade tip f or rotorcraft noise
reduction
[NASA-CR-189677] p 452 N95-28264
ACOUSTIC SCATTERING
Geometrical acoustics approach for calculating the
effects of flow on acoustics scattering
[BTN-94-EIX94321331207] p 61 A95-60790
Atmospheric effects on the risetime and waveshape of
sonic booms p 100 N95-14886
Acoustic scattering from ellipses by the modal element
method
[NASA-TM-106935] p 579 N95-29401
ACOUSTIC SIMULATION
The influence of source acceleration on acoustic
signals p 577 A95-90136
Design and operation of a thermoacoustic test facility
p 147 N95-19150
ACOUSTICS
Rotating Kirchhoff method for three-dimensional
transonic blade-vortex interaction hover noise
[BTN-94-EIX94441386601] p 182 A95-67332
Inter-Noise 92: Noise control and the public; International
Congress on Noise Control Engineering, Toronto, Ontario,
Canada, July 20 - 22, 1992. Vols. 1 & 2
[ISBN 0-931784-25-5] p 559 A95-88457
Rotating Kirchhoff method for three-dimensional
transonic blade-vortex interaction hover noise
[HTN-95-20927] p 463 A95-88966
Boundary element analysis of the acoustic field inside
three-dimensional regular and irregular ducts
p573 A95-90097
Active control of interior noise in a business jet using
piezoceramic actuators p29 N95-11276
Adaptive tuned vibration absorbers: Tuning laws,
tracking agility, sizing, and physical implementations
p25 N95-11280
Modification of the Ames 40- by 80-foot wind tunnel
for component acoustic testing for the second generation
supersonic transport
[NASA-TM-108850] p 65 N95-13642
Anisotropic heat exchangers/stack configurations for
thermoacoustic heat engines
[AD-A280974] p 168 N95-16506
Active minimization of energy density in
three-dimensional enclosures
[NASA-CR-197213] p 172 N95-16848
Acoustic climb to cruise test
[NASA-TM-110504] p 230 N95-20155
Acoustic field in unsteady moving media
[NASA-CR-198162] p 438 N95-27179
The acoustic characteristics of turbomachinery
cavities
[NASA-CR-4671] p476 N95-28720
ACOUSTO-OPTICS
Optical processing and control
[AD-A279157] p 259 N95-21975
ACRYLIC RESINS
Operational parameters and material effects
p651 N95-32179
ACTIVATED CARBON
Laboratory evaluation of a reactive baffle approach to
NOx control
[AD-A283802] P 255 N95-19921
ACTIVE CONTROL
Active control of wake/blade-row interaction noise
[BTN-95-EIX95042474389] p 196 A95-68311
Noise and vibration control
[BTN-95-EIX95042477108] P 179 A95-68351
Smart structures in the control of airframe vibrations
[HTN-95-31014] p236 A95-71184
Secondary source locations in active noise control:
Selection or optimization?
[BTN-94-EIX94381352222] p 257 A95-71738
Grid refinement test of time-periodic flows over bluff
bodies
[BTN-94-EIX94401378822] p 307 A95-76491
Summary of an active flexible wing program
[BTN-95-EIX95182619209] p 283 A95-76635
Simulation and model reduction for the active flexible
wing program
[BTN-95-EIX95182619211] p 295 A95-76637
Multiple-function digital controller system for active
flexible wing wind-tunnel model
[BTN-95-EIX95182619212] p 322 A95-76638
On-line analysis capabilities developed to support the
active flexible wing wind-tunnel tests
[BTN-95-EIX95182619213] p 296 A95-76639
A-2
SUBJECT INDEX ADAPTIVE FILTERS
Flutter suppression control law design and testing for
the active flexible wing
[BTN-95-EIX95182619214] p 292 A95-76640
Design and multifunction tests of a frequency
domain-based active flutter suppression system
[BTN-95-EIX9518261921S] p 292 A95-76641
Rolling maneuver load alleviation using active controls
[BTN-95-EIX95182619217] p 270 A95-76643
Transonic flutter suppression using active acoustic
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potential aeroelastic program, version 1
(NASA-CR-198367] p 651 N95-32205
Full-scale hingeless rotor performance and loads
[NASA-TM-110356] p 691 N95-32699
AERODYNAMIC STALLING
Interferometry and computational studies of an
oscillating airfoil compressible dynamic stall flow field
[HTN-94-00703] p3 A95-60182
Oscillating airfoil compressible dynamic stall studies
[HTN-94-00704] p 3 A95-60183
Dynamic stall of an oscillating wing. Part 1: Evaluation
of turbulence models
[AIAA PAPER 93-3403] p 3 A95-60184
LDV measurements in dynamically separated flows
[ISBN 0-8194-1311-9] pS A95-60191
A study of compressibility effects on dynamic stall of
rapidly pitching airfoils
[HTN-94-00715] p5 A95-60193
Comparison of theory and experiment for non-linear
flutter and stall response of a helicopter blade
(BTN-94-EIX94351108100] p 191 A95-66500
New airfoil-design concept with improved aerodynamic
characteristics
[PAPER-4384] p230 A95-72585
Computation of the poststall behavior of a circulation
controlled airfoil
[BTN-95-EIX9S152582320] p 264 A95-73523
Moving wall effect in relation to other dynamic stall flow
mechanisms
[BTN-95-EIX95152582324] p 265 A95-73527
Dynamic stall control for advanced rotorcraft
application
[BTN-95-EIX95222650793] p 334 A95-79249
Reattachment studies of an oscillating airfoil dynamic
stall flowfield
[HTN-95-51660] p 432 A95-85042
Predicting stall and post-stall behavior o1 airloils at low
mach numbers
[BTN-95-EIX95262694297] p 365 A95-85468
Interferometric investigations of compressible dynamic
stall over a transiently pitching airfoil
[HTN-95-42338] p 372 A95-86167
High angle-of-attack airfoil performance improvement by
internal acoustic excitation
[HTN-95-42347] p 372 A95-86176
Techniques for tailoring aircraft stall and post-stall
behavior
[SAE PAPER 931226] p 458 A95-87199
Active boundary-layer control in diffusers
[HTN-95-42580] p 458 A95-87210
Dynamic-stall and structural-modeling effects on
helicopter blade stability with experimental correlation
[HTN-95-81646] p 542 A95-87694
An overview of static and dynamic airfoil performance
[SAE PAPER 931228] p 463 A95-88960
Compressible Navier-Stokes calculations of the flow
over airfoil sections. Comparisons of 1st and 2nd order
turbulence models
[SAE PAPER 932510] p 546 A95-89183
Collectively variable incidence wingtips for lift control
and reduced gust sensitivity
[HTN-95-92836] p 471 A95-90754
Numerical study of multi-element airfoil aerodynamics
[ISBN 1-879921-01-4] p 587 A95-93750
Control of unsteady separated flow associated with the
dynamic stall of airfoils
[NASA-CR-197024] p 74 N95-14613
Structural effects of unsteady aerodynamic forces on
horizontal-axis wind turbines
[DE94-011863] p157 N95-16939
Aircraft accident report Stall and loss of control on final
approach. Atlantic Coast Airlines, Inc./United Express
Flight 6291 Jetstream 4101, N304UE Columbus. OH, 7
January 1994
[PB94-910409] p 123 N95-17646
Numerical simulation of dynamic-stall suppression by
tangential blowing
[AD-A284887] p 120 N95-19110
2-0 and 3-D oscillating wing aerodynamics for a range
of angles of attack including stall
[NASA-TM-4632] p 120 N95-19119
Evidence that aerodynamic effects, including dynamic
stall, dictate HAWT structural loads and power generation
in highly transient time frames
[DE94-011865] p216 N95-19855
Stall precursor study of high frequency data for three
high speed, swept compressor rotors
[AD-A289379] p 406 N95-26878
Horizontal axis wind turbine post stall airfoil
characteristics synthesization p 376 N95-27974
Preliminary analysis of dynamic stall effects on a
91-meter wind turbine rotor p376 N95-27975
Interactions of spanwise and chordwise vorticity
associated with three-dimensional dynamic stall over an
oscillating wing
[AD-A290546] p 477 N95-29091
PIV investigation of compressibility effects on dynamic
stall p478 N95-29102
Dynamic stall of a NACA 0012 airfoil in laminar flow
p479 N95-29243
Pressure based high order TVD methodology for
dynamic stall control
[AD-A290149] p479 N95-29316
High-and low-frequency dynamics of isolated blades and
rotors with dynamic stall and wake
[AD-A290358] p 503 N95-29322
Validation of the helicopter rotor code HERO
[PB95-198040] p607 N95-30838
Vorticity dynamics and control of dynamic stall
[AD-A288658] p 620 N95-31400
X-31: A program overview and flight test status
p609 N95-32013
Control of unsteady separated flow associated with the
dynamic stall of airfoils
[NASA-CR-198972] p 594 N95-32193
Turbulence models in the Navier-Stokes simulation of
airfoil stall
[TRITA-NA-9312] p 705 N95-33059
Numerical simulations of dynamic stall phenomena in
low speed flows p 685 N95-34546
AERODYNAMICS
Turbofan propulsion simulator
[BTN-94-EIX94461290240] p 82 A95-61737
Aircraft model for the AIAA controls design challenge
[BTN-94-EIX94S11433921] p 142 A95-64587
Aerodynamic design and calculation of flow around the
plane cascade of turbine
[BTN-94-EIX94481415357] p 104 A95-65347
Behavior of the Johnson-King turbulence model in
axisymmetnc supersonic flows
[BTN-94-EIX94441386606] p 183 A95-67337
Powered lift for land and sea
[BTN-95-EIX95041503010] p 192 A95-68313
Aerodynamicady blunt and sharp bodies
[BTN-95-EIX95041503781] p 205 A95-69212
Numerical simulation of steady and unsteady,
vordcity-dominated aerodynamic interference
[BTN-95-EIX950624B7524] p 186 A95-69232
Numerical simulation of incidence and sweep effects
on delta wing vortex breakdown
[BTN-95-EIX95062487526] p 186 A95-69234
Aerodynamic sensitivity coefficients using the
three-dimensional full potential equation
[BTN-95-EIX95062487530] p 186 A95-69238
Comparison of electrostatic and aerodynamic forces
during parachute opening
[BTN-95-EIX95062487532] p 187 A95-69240
Interpretation of waverider performance data using
computational fluid dynamics
[BTN-9S-EIX95062487534] p 193 A95-69242
Aerodynamic characteristics of strake vortex flaps on
a strake-wing configuration
[BTN-95-EIX9S062487537] p 187 A95-69245
Large-scale computational fluid dynamics by the finite
element method
[BTN-94-EIX94381359154] p 243 A95-71744
Mechanical system reliability and risk assessment
[BTN-95-EIX95142553046] p 304 A95-73452
Simulation of turbulent fluctuations
[BTN-95-EIX95142553041] p 304 A95-73457
Laplace interaction law for the computation of viscous
airfoil flow in low- and high-speed aerodynamics
[BTN-95-EIX95142553037] p 263 A95-73461
Preconditioned domain decomposition scheme for
three-dimensional aerodynamic sensitivity analysis
[BTN-95-EIX95152577612] p 321 A95-73471
Shock tunnel measurements of hypervelocity blunted
cone drag
[BTN-95-EIX95152577606] p 305 A95-73477
Eigenanalysis of unsteady flows about airfoils, cascades,
and wings
[BTN-95-EIX95152577597] p 305 A95-73486
Progress in high-lift aerodynamic calculations
[BTN-95-EIX95152582315] p 264 A95-73518
Unstructured grid solutions to a wing/pylon/store
configuration
(BTN-95-EIX95152582322] p 265 A95-73525
Moving wall effect in relation to other dynamic stall flow
mechanisms
[BTN-95-EIX95152582324] p 265 A95-73527
Navier-Stokes prediction of large-amplitude delta-wing
roll oscillations
[BTN-95-EIX95152582329] p 281 A95-73531
Further analysis of higlvrate rolling experiments of a
65-deg delta wing
[BTN-95-EIX95152582331] p 281 A95-73S33
Pneumatic concept for tip-stall control of cranked-arrow
wings
[BTN-95-EIX95152582335] p 281 A95-73537
Higher-order viscous shock-layer solutions for
high-altitude flows
[BTN-95-EIX95152583255] p 306 A95-73556
Aerodynamic characteristics of a canard-controlled
missile at high angles of attack
[BTN-95-EIX95152583257] p 267 A95-73558
Improved version of the Naval Surface Warfare Center
aeroprediction code (AP93)
[BTN-95-EIX95152583260] p 267 A95-73561
Functional dependence of trajectory dispersion on initial
condition errors
[BTN-95-EIX95152583263] p 298 A95-73564
Supersonic axisymmetric conical flow solutions for
different ratios of specific heats
[BTN-95-EIX95152583283] p 306 A95-73584
Analytical solution for controls, heats, and states of flight
trajectories
[BTN-95-EIX95152583286] p282 A95-73587
Aerodynamics of the Shuttle Orbiter at high altitudes
[BTN-95-EIX95182617454] p 298 A95-75725
Some aspects of the aerodynamics of separating
strap-ons
[BTN-95-EIX95182617464] p 298 A95-75735
Comparison of linear stability results with flight transition
data
[BTN-95-EIX95182619097] p 283 A95-76582
Aeroelastic vehicle mulSvariable control synthesis with
analytical robustness evaluation
[BTN-95-EIX95182619115] p 321 A95-76592
Functional agility metrics and optimal trajectory
analysis
[BTN-95-EIX95182619121] p 321 A95-76598
Analytical solution and parameter estimation of projectile
dynamics
[BTN-95-EIX95212645695] p 272 A9S-76747
Calculation of wing-alone aerodynamics to high angles
of attack
[BTN-95-EIX95212645713] p 261 A95-76765
Experimental investigation of the flow around a circular
cylinder Influence of aspect ratio
[BTN-94-EIX95011441120] p 347 A95-80044
Determination of piloting feedback structures for an
altitude tracking task
[BTN-95-EIX95242670770] p 327 A95-81077
Aerodynamic parameters of crop canopies estimated
with a center-of-pressure technique
[HTN-95-41901] p356 A95-81648
Polar Patrol Balloon system and preliminary
experimental results p368 A95-82513
Matrix fraction approach for finite-state aerodynamic
modeling
[BTN-95-EIX95262694311] p 365 A95-85482
Effect of Reynolds number and turbulence on airfoil
aerodynamics at -90-degree incidence
[HTN-95-42320] p 370 A95-86149
Preconditioned domain decomposition scheme for
three-dimensional aerodynamic sensitivity analysis
[HTN-95-42S97] p 459 A95-87227
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Orbital transport Technical, meteorological and
chemical aspects; Aerospace Symposium, 3rd,
Braunschweig, Germany, Aug. 26-28,1991
[ISBN 3-540-563180] p 524 A95-87373
Design optimization of an airbreathing aerospaceplane
p524 A95-87382
Aerodynamics of delta wings with application to high-
alpha flight mechanics p 460 A95-87395
Symposium on Aerodynamics & Aeroacoustcs, Tucson,
AZ. Mar. 1-2.1993
[ISBN 981-02-1732-3) p 462 A95-88892
An introduction to generalized functions with some
applications in aerodynamics and aeroacoustics
p56S A95-88895
Unsteady aerodynamics of vortical flows: Early and
recent developments p 462 A95-88896
Computation of vortex formation over ELAC-1
configuration using vorticity confinement
[AIAA PAPER 95-6157] p 470 A95-90469
Parallel CFD design on network-based computer
[AIAA PAPER 95-0984] p565 A95-90656
Similarity solutions for hypersonic flow past slender
bodies of revolution at small incidence
-[HTN-95-12195] p475~ A95^91895
A perspective of rarefied gas flow problems relevant
to high altitude flight
[SAE PAPER 931366] p 586 A95-93647
A design trade study using CFO modeling of reaction
jets for aerodynamic control
[SAE PAPER 931384] p 586 A95-93660
Aerodynamic applications of underexpanded hypersonic
viscous jets
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748162] p 589 A95-94456
Analysis of some interference effects in a transonic wind
tunnel
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748166] p 589 A95-94460
Nonlinear aerodynamic analysis of grid fin
configurations
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748172] p 590 A95-94466
Assessment of technology for aircraft development
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748181] p 606 A95-94474
Analysis of low Reynolds number airfoil flows
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748183] p 590 A95-94476
Interaction of a weak shock with freestream
disturbances
[BTN-9S-EIX9533275U473] p 638 A95-94687
Partially implicit method for simulating viscous aerofoil
flows
[BTN-94-EIX94522406680] p 709 A95-96299
Computational fluid dynamics uses in fluid
dynamics/aerodynamics education
[NASA-TM-108834] p8 N95-10847
Potential impacts of advanced aerodynamic technology
on air transportation system productivity
[NASA-TM-109154] p 10 N95-11489
Pressure measurements on an F/A-18 twin vertical tail
in buffeting flow. Volume 3: Buffet power spectral
densities
[AD-A281444] p36 N95-11829
Optimum aerodynamic design via boundary control
[NASA-CR-195882] p 36 N95-11877
Research in progress in applied mathematics, numerical
analysis, fluid mechanics, and computer science
[AD-A284982] p 61 N95-11932
Right dynamics of an unmanned aerial vehicle
[AD-A282259] p 45 N95-12410
Laws of infrared similitude
[AD-A282209] p 62 N95-12426
Activities of the Institute for Aerospace Studies of
Toronto University p63 N95-12699
Mach number control in the High Speed Wind Tunnel
of NUR
[PB94-201670] pS3 N95-13243
A review of 50 years of aerodynamic research with
NACA/NASA
[NASA-TM-109163] p 102 N95-13663
Developments in laser-based diagnostics for wind
tunnels in the Aeromechanics Division: 1987-1992
[AD-A283011] p84 N95-13687
VUV shock layer radiation in an arc-jet wind tunnel
experiment p 67 N95-13719
Scale effects on aircraft and weapon aerodynamics
[AGARD-AG-323] p67 N95-14103
Quality assessment for wind tunnel testing
[AGARD-AR-304] p 67 N95-14197
Fourth High Alpha Conference, volume 1
[NASA-CP-10143-VOL-1] p 67 N95-14229
Preparations for flight research to evaluate actuated
forebody strakes on the F-18 high-alpha research
vehicle p72 N95-14257
Computational aerodynamics based on the Euler
equations
[AGARO-AG-3253 p72 N95-14264
Missile Aerodynamics
[AGARD-R-804] p73 N95-14445
Aeromechanical design of modem missiles
p73 N95-14446
Engineering Codes for aeroprediction: State-of-the-art
and new methods p 73 N95-14447
High angle of attack aerodynamics p 74 N95-14450
Navier-Stokes predictions of missile aerodynamics
p74 N95-14451
Aero-optics system integration
[TABES PAPER 94-604] p 100 N95-14638
The Aluminum Falcon: A tow cost modem commercial
transport
[NASA-CR-197180] p 81 N95-15742
A workstation based simulator for teaching compressible
aerodynamics
[NASA-TM-106799] p 170 N95-16906
Interactive computer graphics applications for
compressible aerodynamics
[NASA-TM-106B02] p 170 N9S-17264
Low speed propeller slipstream aerodynamic effects
p116 N95-17882
Parachute inflation: A problem in aeroelasticity
[AD-A284375] p 117 N95-18340
CFD: Advances and Applications, part 1
[NAL-SP-9322-PT-1] p 165 N95-19444
Advanced wind-turbine design-studies: Advanced-
conceptual study
[DE93-000031J p 256 N95-20985
Aeronautical engineering: A continuing bibliography with
indexes (supplement 315)
[NASA-SP-7037(315)] p219 N95-21640
Mach 10 computational study of a three-dimensional
scramjet inlet flow field
[NASA-TM-4602] p 310 N95-23210
Aerodynamic design optimization with sensitivity analysis
and computational fluid dynamics
[NASA-CR-197419] p 274 N95-23218
Aerodynamic surface distension system for high angle
of attack forebody vortex control
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11979-1J p 286 N95-23390
Aerodynamic design and analysis of a highly loaded
turbine exhaust p 312 N95-23435
Numerical computation of aerodynamics and heat
transfer in a turbine cascade and a turn-around duct using
advanced turbulence models p 313 N95-23444
NTS-spill test facility wind tunnel exhaust plume
characterization
[DE95-003630] p 297 N95-24019
Aeronautical engineering: A continuing bibliography with
indexes (supplement 316)
[NASA-SP-7037(316)] p328 N95-24465
Aerodynamic parameter estimation via Fourier
modulating function techniques
[NASA-CR-4654] p 335 N95-24630
Using digital filtering techniques as an aid in wind turbine
data analysis
[DE94-011862] p 357 N95-24853
Aeronautical engineering: A continuing bibliography with
indexes (supplement 317)
[NASA-SP-7037(317)] p 328 N95-25798
Cumulative reports and publications through December
31.1994
[NASA-CR-195043] p 361 N95-26085
Suppressor of oscillations in airtrame cavities
[AO-D017265] p388 N95-26507
Wind-tunnel test of the S814 thick root airfoil
[DE95-000268] p 376 N95-27541
Aeronautical engineering: A continuing bibliography with
indexes (supplement 318)
[NASA-SP-7037(318J] p 367 N95-27543
Study of potential aerodynamic benefits from spanwise
blowing at wingtip
[NASA-TP-3515] p378 N95-28669
A fourth order Euter/Navier-Stokes prediction method
for the aerodynamics and aeroelasticity of hovering rotor
blades p554 N95-29242
Requirements and trends of computational
aerodynamics as a tool for aircraft design
p692 N95-34506
Hypersonic CFD analysis for the aerothermodynamic
design of HOPE p 684 N95-34520
Application of CFD techique for HYFLEX aerodynamic
design p 693 N95-34542
High order accuracy computational methods in
aerodynamics using parallel architectures
[AD-A294167] p 686 N95-34763
AEROELASTIC RESEARCH WINGS
Structural design optimization with survivability
dependent constraints application: Primary wing box of a
multi-role fighter p398 N95-28440
AEROELASTICITY
Comprehensive aeromechanics analysis of complex
rotorcraft using 2GCHAS
[HTN-94-00695] p2 A95-60174
First level release ol 2GCHAS for comprehensive
helicopter analysis - a status report
[HTN-94-00697] p2 A95-60176
On the dynamics of aeroelastic oscillators wtth one
degree of freedom
[BTN-94-EIX94501431527] p 153 A95-64524
Comparison of theory and experiment for non-linear
flutter and stall response of a helicopter Made
[BTN-94-EIX94351108100] p 191 A95-66500
Aeroelastic stability of ningeless rotor blade in hover
using large deflection theory
[BTN-94-EIX94441386616] p 183 A95-67347
Using adaptive structures to attenuate rotary wing
aeroelastic response
[BTN-95-EIX95062487547] p 192 A95-68361
Influence of structural and aerodynamic modeling on
flutter analysis
[BTN-95-E1X95062487550] p 203 A95-6B364
Advance finite element modeling of rotor blade
aeroelasticity
[HTN-95-31013] p 221 A95-71183
Air and ground resonance of helicopters with elastically
tailored composite rotor blades
[HTN-95-A0497] p 222 A95-72568
Parametric studies for tiltrotor aeroelastic stability in
highspeed flight
-[HTN-95-A0499] p"222 -A95^72570-
Eigenanalysis of unsteady flows about airfoils, cascades,
and wings
[BTN-95-EIX95152577597] p 305 A95-73486
Efficient sensitivity analysis for rotary-wing
aeromechanical problems
tBTN-95-EIX9S152577585] p 264 A95-73497
Limit cycle phenomena in computational transonic
aeroelasticity
[BTN-95-EIX95152582317] p 264 A95-73520
Static aeroelastic characteristics of a composite wing
[BTN-95-EIX95152582340] p 282 A95-73542
Flutter of an infinitely long panel in a duct
[BTN-95-EIX95182619087] p 291 A95-75772
Aeroelastic vehicle multivariable control synthesis with
analytical robustness evaluation
[BTN-95-EIX95182619115] p 321 A95-76592
Analytical aeropropulsive/aeroelastic
hypersonic-vehicle model with dynamic analysis
[BTN-95-EIX95182619138] p 269 A95-76615
Application of transonic small disturbance theory to the
active flexible wing model
[BTN-9S-EIX95182619210] p 270 A95-76636
Application of Navier-Stokes aeroelastic methods to
improve fighter wing maneuver performance
[BTN-95-EIX95182619218] p 284 A95-76644
Multilevel decomposition procedure for efficient design
optimization of helicopter rotor blades
[BTN-95-EIX95222650784] p 334 A95-79240
Fundamental mechanisms of aeroelastic control with
control surface and strain actuation
[BTN-95-EIX95242670746] p 327 A95-81101
Effects of blade tip shape on dynamics, cost, weight,
aerodynamic performance, and aeroelastic response
[HTN-95-61074] p369 A95-83658
Stress considerations in reduced-size aeroelastic
optimization
[BTN-95-EIX95262694313] p 366 A95-85484
Aeroelastic stability of cascades in turbomachinery
[HTN-95-61156] p 405 A95-86255
Aeroelastic response of composite rotor blades
considering transverse shear and structural damping
[HTN-95-81647] p 542 A95-87695
Aeroelastic stability of ningeless rotor blade in hover
using large deflection theory
[HTN-95-20952] p 546 A95-88991
Flight testing of the composite material bearingless rotor
system for the helicopter p 498 A95-91503
Hubload responses of a rotor in forward flight due to
multiple frequency blade pitch variations
p515 A95-91504
Effects of structural damping on aeroelastic stability of
various shaped composite plate wing
p530 A95-91530
Computer aided static aeroelastic analysis of
wing/pylon/store combination p 499 A95-91531
Experiment of the large elastic deformation of biconvex
wing sections in an air-flow p475 A95-91564
Matching fluid and structure meshes for aeroelastic
computations: a parallel approach
[BTN-95-EIX95302679864] p 636 A95-94102
Aeroelastic tailoring research
[PB94-180031] p6 N95-10135
Computations of unsteady aerodynamic loads around
oscillating wings. Part 1: Formulation
[PB94-180049] p7 N95-10136
Computations of unsteady aerodynamic loads around
oscillating wings. Part 2: Computed results and
p7 N95-10137[PB94-180056]
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Flutter analysis of supersonic axial flow cascades using
a high resolution Euler solver. Part 1: Formulation and
validation
[NASA-TM-105798] p 23 N95-10244
The use of the Regier number in the structural design
with flutter constraints
[NASA-TM-109128] p 13 N95-1146S
parallel aeroelastic computations for wing and wing-body
configurations
[NASA-CR-196835] p 36 N95-11766
Aeroelastic simulation of higher harmonic control
[NASA-CR-4623] p37 N95-11911
Studies on the flow induced by an oscillating airfoil in
a uniform stream
[PB94-2044SO] p40 N95-13250
User's guide for ENSAERO: A multidisciplinary program
for fluid/structural/control interaction studies of aircraft
(release 1)
[NASA-TM-108853] p65 N95-13662
Development and application of structural dynamics
analysis capabilities
[NASA-CR-197229) p 96 N95-14922
prediction of rotor-blade deformations due to unsteady
airloads
[AD-A284467] p 81 N95-15821
Measurements of unsteady pressure and structural
response for an elastic supercritical wing
[NASA-TP-3443] p 104 N95-16560
FPCAS2D user's guide, version 1.0
[NASA-CR-195413] p 156 N95-16588
Parachute inflation: A problem in aeroelasticity
[AD-A284375] p117 N95-18340
A linear system identification and validation of an AH-64
Apache aeroelastic simulation model
p 146 N95-18903
Unsteady aerodynamic analyses for turbomachinery
aeroelastic predictions p 141 N95-19381
Prediction of rotor-blade deformations due to unsteady
airloads
[AD-A286593] p 231 N95-20860
High-performance parallel analysis of coupled problems
for aircraft propulsion
[NASA-CR-197440] p 289 N95-23088
Flutter analysis of composite box beams
[NASA-CR-197931) p 294 N95-23392
User's guide for ECAP2D: An Euler unsteady
aerodynamic and aeroelastic analysis program for two
dimensional oscillating cascades, version 1.0
[NASA-CR-189146] p 316 N95-24189
A non-iterative grid deformation algorithm for
computational fluid dynamics for aeroelasticity
[AD-A288298] p 436 N95-26418
Aeroelasticity of wing and wing-body configurations on
parallel computers
[NASA-CR-197756] p 389 N95-26590
Aeroelastic stability of wind turbine blade/aileron
systems p377 N95-27981
Observed acoustic and aeroelastic spectral responses
of a MOD-2 turbine blade to turbulence excitation
p 451 N95-27991
Aeroelasticity and structural optimization of composite
helicopter rotor blades with swept tips
[NASA-CR-4665] p 397 N95-28262
Unique considerations in the design and experimental
evaluation of tailored wings with elastically produced
chordwise camber p 423 N95-28436
Nonlinear dynamics and aeroelasticity of rotorcraft in
forward flight
(AD-A291714] p400 N95-28504
A fourth order Euler/Navier-Stokes prediction method
for the aerodynamics and aeroelasticity of hovering rotor
blades p554 N95-29242
Aeroelastic pilot-in-the-loop oscillations
p598 N95-31070
Performance improvement of composite wings through
aeroelastic tailoring and modem control
[AD-A293689] p 608 N95-31602
Vibration reduction in helicopter rotors using an actively
controlled partial span trailing edge flap located on the
blade p 624 N95-32111
FPCAS3D User's guide: A three dimensional full
potential aeroelastic program, version 1
[NASA-CR-198367] p 651 N95-32205
Full-scale hingeless rotor performance and loads
[NASA-TM-110356] p 691 N95-32699
Development of a composite tailoring procedure for
airplane wing
[NASA-CR-199081] p 691 N95-32928
Analysis and design methodology for chordwise
deformable wings p692 N95-33311
AEROMANEUVERING
Numerical optimization of synergetic maneuvers
[AD-A283398] p 109 N95-17435
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING
Right simulation
[BTN-94-EIX94461290242] p 84 A95-6173S
Calculation of geometry of stamps with small allowances
for pieces of the aerodynamic profile
[BTN-94-EIX94461408772] p 103 A95-63655
Vortex drift A historical survey p 455 A95-88897
Dryden summer 1994 update
[NASA-TM-104305] p 33 N95-10750
Aeronautics and space technology, past, present, and
future p35 N95-11892
AGARD highlights 94/2
[AGARD-HIGHLIGHTS-94/2] p 102 N95-13640
Artificial intelligence with applications for aircraft
[DOT/FAA/CT-94/41 ] p 99 N95-13895
Aeronautical engineering: A continuing bibliography with
indexes (supplement 315)
[NASA-SP-7037(315)] p219 N95-21640
Research and Technology, 1994
[NASA-TM-106764] p 262 N95-24025
Aeronautical engineering: A continuing bibliography with
indexes (supplement 316)
[NASA-SP-7037(316(] p 328 N95-24465
JPRS report Science and technology. Central Eurasia
[JPRS-UST-94-027] p 349 N95-24470
JPRS report Science and technology. Central Eurasia
[JPRS-UST-94-018] p349 N95-24472
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Airfoil pressure measurements during oblique
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Role of Kutta waves on oscillatory shock motion on an
airfoil
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Compressible Navier-Stokes calculations of the flow
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detection systems p 41 N95-13204
Certification methodology applied to the NASA
experimental radar system p 41 N95-13205
Aircraft and sub-system certification by piloted
simulation
[AGARD-AR-278] p 145 N95-17388
An evaluation of Automatic Terminal Information Service
(ATIS) flight deck display presentation options
(AD-A280100) p228 N95-21020
Consistent approach to describing aircraft HIRF
protection
[NASA-CR-195067] p 334 N95-25341
Bonded composite repair of metallic aircraft
components: Overview of Australian activities
p392 N95-27505
Hardware cleanliness methodology and certification
p419 N95-27656
Application of damage tolerance methodology in
certification of the Raggto P-180 Avanti
p399 N95-28480
Right test evaluation of the Stanford University/United
Airlines differential GPS Category 3 automatic landing
system
[NASA-TM-110354] p 593 N9530788
A-55
CH-47 HELICOPTER SUBJECT INDEX
Report to the Chairman, Subcommittee on Aviation,
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation,
US Senate. Aviation safety; Data problems threaten FAA
strides on safety analysts system
[GAO/AIMD-9S-27] p 687 N95-32705
A rose by any other name: Certification seen as process
rather than content p 688 N95-34766
Human factors certification in the development of future
air traffic control systems p 690 N95-34770
Quality assurance and risk management Perspectives
on Human Factors Certification of Advanced Aviation
Systems p 690 N95-34771
User type certification for advanced flight control
systems p 699 N95-34772
CH-47 HELICOPTER
Design and flight test of a simplified control system for
a transport helicopter p 144 N95-18902
CHANGE DETECTION
Real-time estimation of atmospheric turbulence severity
from in-situ aircraft measurements
[BTN-95-EIX95182619231] p319 A95-76657
Minimal time detection algorithms and applications to
flight systems
[TR-2-FSRC-93] p 171 N95-18564
CHANNEL FLOW
Analysis of flow channeling near the wall in packed
beds
[HTN-94-00698] p2 A95-60177
Kinetic theory in aerothermodynamics
[HTN-95-A0002] p 183 A95-67829
Pressure measurements on a pitching airfoil in a water
channel
[HTN-95-61209] p 541 A95-87582
Aerodynamic investigation of the flow field in a 180 deg
turn channel with sharp bend p 163 N9S-19257
Large-eddy simulation of flow through a plane,
asymmetric diftuser p 250 N95-22449
A fixed time performance evaluation of parallel CFD
applications
[DE94-014240] p 436 N95-26445
CHANNELS (DATA TRANSMISSION)
New filtering method for linear weakly coupled stochastic
systems
[BTN-95-EIX0608952736485] p 678 A95-92708
Optical backplane for modular avionics
p 257 N95-20652
CHARACTERIZATION
Characterization of a hot-film probe for hypersonic
flow
[AIAA PAPER 95-6110] p511 A95-90440
CHARGE COUPLED DEVICES
Research instrumentation for polytechnic university's
supersonic wind tunnel facility
[AD-A290232] p 523 N95-29468
CHARGE DISTRIBUTION
Thundercloud electric field modeling for the
ionosphere-Earth region. 1: Dependence on cloud charge
distribution
[HTN-95-41223] p317 A95-75035
CHARGE TRANSFER
Broadband polarization-transfer experiments for rotating
[GTN-95-0009a61494012091-58] p 579 A95-92319
Collaborative research on aircraft icing and charging
processes in ice
[AD-A285102] p276 N95-23201
CHARTS
An exploratory survey of information requirements for
instrument approach charts
[AD-A293882] p601 N95-31520
Current issues in the design and information content
of instrument approach charts
[AD-A294752J p 690 N95-34562
Resource document for the design of electronic
instrument approach procedure displays
[AD-A295108] p 691 N95-34797
CHEBYSHEV APPROXIMATION
Statistical discrete gust-power spectral density methods
overlap-holistic proof and beyond
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748175] p 584 A95-94469
CHECKOUT
Integrated test system single point control of aircraft
checkout
[SAE PAPER 931417] p 583 A95-93682
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
An intercomparison of aircraft instrumentation for
tropospheric measurements of sulfur dioxide
[HTN-95-91855] p 354 A95-80843
An intercomparison of aircraft instrumentation for
tropospheric measurements of carbonyl sulfide, hydrogen
sulfide, and carbon disufRde
[HTN-95-91856] p 355 A95-80844
An intercomparison of instrumentation for tropospheric
measurements of dimethyl sulfide: Aircraft results for
concentrations at the parts-per-trillion level
[HTN-95-91857] p 355 A95-80845
An Echelle Grating Spectrometer (EGS) for mid-IR
remote chemical detection
[DE94-019310] p249 N95-21478
The effect of wear on fire-blocking layer material
effectiveness
[AD-A291520] p485 N95-29855
Standardization of surface contamination analysis
systems p631 N95-31798
CHEMICAL CLEANING
Parts washing-alternatives study: United States Coast
Guard. Project summary and report
(PB95-166146] p343 N95-26004
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
Possible effects of CO2 increase on the high-speed civil
transport impact on ozone
[HTN-95«>779J p317 A95-75976
Analysis of the physical state of one Arctic polar
stratospheric cloud based on observations
[HTN-95-70917] p 351 A95-77982
Effects on stratospheric ozone from high-speed civil
transport: Sensitivity to stratospheric aerosol loading
[HTN-95-91842] p 354 A95-80830
An intercomparison of aircraft instrumentation for
tropospheric measurements of sulfur dioxide
[HTN-95-91855] p 354 A95-80843
An intercomparison of aircraft instrumentation for
tropospheric measurements of carbonyl sulfide, hydrogen
sulfide, and carbon disulfide
[HTN-95-91856] P 355 A95-80844
An intercomparison of instrumentation for tropospheric
measurements of dimethyl sulfide: Aircraft results for
concentrations at the parts-per-trillion level
[HTN-95-91857] p 355 A95-80845
Chemical composition and photochemical reactivity of
exhaust from aircraft turbine engines
[HTN-95-51277] p 356 A95-80862
Modeling of plume chemistry of high frying aircraft with
H2 combustion engines P 509 A95-87405
Solid fuel ramjet composition
[AO-O016458] p152 N95-19090
Replicator for characterization of cirrus and polar
stratospheric cloud particles
[NASA-CR-197785] p 445 N95-26669
Electrochemical impedance pattern recognition for
detection of hidden chemical corrosion on aircraft
components, phase 1
[AD-A291345] p 556 N95-29946
CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM
Linear disturbances in hypersonic, chemically reacting
shock layers
[BTN-94-EIX94441386605] p 182 A95-67336
Thermochemical nonequilibrium viscous shock-layer
analysis for a Mars aerocapture vehicle
tBTN-95-EIX95082502732] p 239 A95-70139
General solution procedure for flows in local chemical
equilibrium
[HTN-95-42329] p 404 A95-86158
Linear disturbances in hypersonic, chemically reacting
shock layers
[HTN-95-20931] P 464 A95-88970
Numerical studies of Mach reflection with air chemistry
p548 A95-90575
Broadband polarization-transfer experiments for rotating
solids
[GTN-95-0009261494012091-58] p 579 A95-92319
CHEMICAL EXPLOSIONS
Evaluation of neutron techniques for illicit substance
detection
[DE95-002988] P 300 N95-22764
CHEMICAL LASERS
The 25th International Symposium on Combustion
[AD-A286825] p 630 N95-31268
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
Photoacoustic chambers for studying solids and gases:
Theory and practical examples
[IFTR-39/1994] p412 N95-26837
CHEMICAL REACTIONS
Linear disturbances in hypersonic, chemically reacting
shock layers
[BTN-94-EIX94441386605] p 182 A95-67336
Linear disturbances in hypersonic, chemically reacting
shock layers
[HTN-95-20931] P 464 A95-88970
A one-dimensional inviscid nonequilibrium flow solver
[ISBN 1-879921-01-4] p 588 A95-937S2
Effects of the chemical reaction model on calculations
of supersonic combustion flows
[BTN-95-EIX0616952745802] p 638 A95-94487
The use of electrochemistry and ellipsometry for
identifying and evaluating corrosion on aircraft
[AD-A288536] p 381 N95-27186
CHEMICAL TESTS
Chemical composition and photochemical reactivity of
exhaust from aircraft turbine engines
[HTN-95-51277] p 356 A95-80862
CHEMICAL VAPOR INFILTRATION
Scale-up and modeling of forced chemical vapor
infiltration
[DE94-017769] p 247 N95-20781
Ceramic composite combustor cans for expendable
turbine engines
[AD-A289551] p 407 N95-28646
Innovative processing of composites for ultra-high
temperature applications, book 1
[AD-A290889] p 537 N95-29842
CHEMILUMINESCENCE
Developments in laser-based diagnostics for wind
tunnels in the Aeromechanics Division: 1987-1992
[AD-A283011] p84 N95-13687
CHILDREN
The performance of child restraint devices in transport
airplane passenger seats
[DOT/FAA/AM-94/19] p 40 N95-12146
CHINA
Thermal design of returnable satellites
[AD-A294113] p701 N95-34500
CHINESE AIRCRAFT
The analysis of the processing increased weight for pilot
production of F-X aircraft
[HTN-95-71133] p 385 A95-83494
CHIPS
MCMs for avionics: Technology selection and
intermodule interconnection p 234 N95-20641
Reliability assessment of Multichip Module technologies
via the Triservice/NASA RELTECH program
p245 N95-20643
Assuring Known Good Die (KGD) for reliable, cost
effective MCMs p246 N95-20644
CHIPS (ELECTRONICS)
Intelligent finite element submodeling of multichip
modules for reliability analysis
[AD-A292911] p 679 N95-31455
CHLORINE
The distribution of hydrogen, nitrogen, and chlorine
radicals in the lower stratosphere: Implications for changes
in O3 due to emission of NO(y) from supersonic aircraft
[HTN-95-70935] p 351 A95-78000
Impact on ozone of high-speed stratospheric aircraft:
Effects of the emission scenario
[HTN-95-51283] p 356 A95-80868
CHLORINE COMPOUNDS
Estimates of total organic and inorganic chlorine in the
lower stratosphere from in situ and flask measurements
during AASE 2
[HTN-95-A0861] p 317 A95-76265
CHLORINE OXIDES
Airicraft measurements of CLO and HCL during EASOE
1991/92
[HTN-9SO0721] p 444 A95-86291
An overview of millimeter-wave spectroscopic
measurements of chlorine monoxide at Thule, Greenland,
February-March, 1992: Vertical profiles, diurnal variation,
and longer-term trends
[HTN-95-00722] p 444 A95-86292
Airborne measurements during the European Arctic
Stratospheric Ozone Experiment : Observation of COO
[HTN-95430745] p 445 A95-86315
In situ measurements of CIO and implications for the
chemistry of inorganic chlorine in the lower stratosphere
p563 N95-29830
CHOKED FLOW
Investigation of starting and ignition transients in the
thermally choked ram accelerator p698 N95-34805
CHORDS (GEOMETRY)
Effect of leading-edge extension fences on the vortex
wake of an F/A-18 model
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748192] p 591 A95-94481
CIRCUIT BOARDS
Electromagnetic reverberation characteristics of a large
transport aircraft
[AD-A282923] p 82 N95-15392
CAE for thermal management of aerospace electronic
boards using the BETAsoft program
p438 N95-27354
Life cycle costs of alternatives for F-16 printed circuit
[AD-A288744] p 401 N95-28586
CIRCUIT BREAKERS
Partial discharge testing of high voltage wiring harness
for airborne displays
[AD-A289150] p 401 N95-27003
Electrical short circuit and current overload tests on
aircraft wiring
[AD-A293308] p 646 N95-3O922
CIRCUITS
A time stepping coupled finite element-state space
modeling environment for synchronous machine
performance and design analysis in the ABC frame of
reference p649 N95-31948
A-56
SUBJECTINDEX CLEANING
CIRCULAR CONES
Elliptic tip effects on the vortex wake of an axisymmetric
body at incidence
[BTN-94-EIX94441386612] p 208 A95-67343
Suppression of vortex asymmetry and side force on a
circular cone
[BTN-95-EIX95042474413] p 209 A95-68287
Quantitative comparison between interferometric
measurements and Euler computations for supersonic
cone flows
[BTN-95-EIX95222650782] p 358 A9S-79238
The aerodynamic characteristics of cup-like body in
supersonic flow P 427 A95-S2407
Measurement of free-flight dynamic stability derivatives
of cones in a hypersonic gun tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 95-6082] p519 A9S-87411
Nonlinear asymptotic theory of hypersonic flow past a
circular cone
(HTN-95-92599) p 461 A95-87415
CIRCULAR CYLINDERS
Vortex cutting by a blade. Part II: Computations of vortex
response
[BTN-94-EIX94441386611] p 208 A95-67342
Experimental investigation" of the flow" around Vcircular
cylinder Influence of aspect ratio
[BTN-94-EIX95011441120] P 347 A95-80044
Observation of traveling waves in the three-dimensional
boundary layer along a yawed cylinder
(HTN-95-6106'1) p430 A95-83648
On the differences between the effect of acoustic
perturbation and unsteady bleed in controlling flow
separation over a cylinder
[SAE PAPER 932573] p 467 A95-90062
Wind tunnel investigations of the appearance of shocks
in the windward region of bodies with circular cross section
at angle of attack p 113 N95-17866
Force and pressure data of an ogive-nosed slender body
at high angles of attack and different Reynolds numbers
p113 N95-17868
Wind tunnel performance comparative test results of a
circular cylinder and 50 percent ellipse tailboom for
circulation control antitorque applications
[AO-A283335] P 130 N95-18008
Research on bluff body vortex wakes
[AD-A286319] p 223 N95-20177
The effects of three-dimensional imposed disturbances
on bluff body near wake flows: Effects of taper and splitter
plates on the near wake characteristics of a circular cylinder
in uniform and shear flow
[AD-A292113] P477 N95-28921
A simulation of damping process of pendulum motion
due to aerodynamic forces P 711 N95-34551
CIRCULAR PLATES
Experimental investigation of the flow around a circular
cylinder Influence of aspect ratio
[BTN-94-EIX95011441120] p 347 A95-80044
CIRCULAR TUBES
High-frequency acoustic radiation from a curved duct
of circular cross section p 573 A95-90098
CIRCULATION
Recirculating cavity casing treatment failure
[AD-A289330] p 513 N95-28908
CIRCULATION CONTROL AIRFOILS
Application of circulation control to advanced subsonic
transport aircraft Part 1: Airfoil development
[BTN-95-EIX95062487545] p 185 A95-68359
Application of circulation control to advanced subsonic
transport aircraft Part 2: Transport application
[BTN-95-EIX95062487546] p 185 A95-68360
Numerical model for circulation-control flows
[HTN-95-81632] P 461 A95-87680
Computational study of a two-slot circulation control
airfoil
[SAE PAPER 932531] p 466 A95-89191
Wind tunnel performance comparative test results of a
circular cylinder and 50 percent ellipse tailboom for
circulation control antitorque applications
[AD-A283335] p 130 N95-18008
CIRRUS CLOUDS
Preliminary analysis of University Of North Dakota aircraft
data from the FIRE Cirrus IFO-2
lNASA-CR-198038] p 357 N95-24219
Replicator for characterization of cirrus and polar
stratospheric doud particles
[MASA-CR-197785] p 445 N95-26669
Correction of thin cirrus effects in AV1RIS images using
the sensitive 1.375-mieron cirrus detecting channel
p708 N95-33748
CISLUNAR SPACE
How 'HITEN's' aerobraking experiments were carried
out p415 A95-82553
CIVIL AVIATION
The ICAO CMS/ATM system: New king, new law?
[HTN-95-S0218] p 175 A95-64855
Aircraft accident investigation and airworthiness - A
practical example of the interaction of two disciplines with
some reflections on possible legal consequences
(HTN-95-50219) p 176 A95-64856
World fiends in air transport policies. (Approaching the
21st century)
[HTN-95-50220] p176 A95-64857
EC Aviation Scene
[HTN-95-50223) p 176 A95-64860
Development of aeronautical mobile satellite services
over the past thirty years
[BTN-95-E1X95152569458] p 305 A95-73498
Containing military autotest cost growth through the use
of commercial standard equipment architectures
[BTN-95-EIX95172595295] p 287 A95-75717
Maintenance challenges and trends
[BTN-95-EIX95182617808] p 261 A95-75753
Maintenance programs
[BTN-95-EIX95182617809] p 261 A95-75754
Possible effects of CO2 increase on the high-speed civil
transport impact on ozone
[HTN-95-60779] p317 A95-75976
Structural composites in civil gas turbine aero engines
[HTN-95-B0258] p 529 A95-89202
Materials and structures for theTHSCT
[BTN-95-EIX95282711241] p 455 A95-89634
An intelligent tutoring system for civil aviation flight
training p521 A95-91535
Introduction of the GPS to civil aviation field
p487 A95-91536
Some comments on current research and development
ot civil VTOL aircrafts p499 A95-91572
Explanatory factors for the geographic distribution of
U.S. Civil aviation mortality
[HTN-95-92908] p 484 A95-91846
Aviation and the environment p 657 A95-93464
Automation of observations in the Netherlands
p 661 A95-93485
Northwest Airlines atmospheric hazards advisory &
avoidance system p 672 A9S-93S39
Civil aircraft performance - developments for improved
safety
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-25-175]
p596 A95-93601
Signal processing of noise data from high-speed
flyovers
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748178] p 680 A95-94248
Micro-measurements of mechanical properties for
adhesives and composites using digital imaging
technology
[NASA-CR-196111] p22 N95-10231
A full Navier-Stokes analysis of subsonic diffuser of a
bifurcated 70/30 supersonic inlet for high speed civil
transport application
[NASA-TM-106637] p8 N95-10820
High speed civil transport: Sonic boom softening and
aerodynamic optimization
[NASA-CR-196397] p 28 N95-11192
High speed civil transport aerodynamic optimization
[NASA-CR-196960] p 38 N95-12389
Integrated design and manufacturing for the high speed
civil transport
[NASA-CR-197183] p 48 N95-12700
Evaluation of alternative in-flight fire suppressants for
full-scale testing in simulated aircraft engine nacelles and
dry bays
[PB94-203403] p 42 N95-13247
Aircraft accident report Overspeed and loss of power
on both engines during descent and power-off emergency,
landing Simmons Airlines. Inc.. d/b/a. American Eagle
Flight 3641. N349SB False Rrver Air Park, New Roads,
Lousiana, 1 February 1994
[PB94-910408] p 78 N95-14916
Research and technology highlights, 1993
[NASA-TM-4575] p 102 N95-15065
European aeronautics: Strong government presence in
industry structure and research and development support
Report to Congressional Requesters
[GAO/NSIAD-94-71 ] p 176 N95-18578
Federal aviation regulations, part 91. General operating
and flight rules. Change 8
[PB94-217445] p188 N95-19720
Application of three-dimensional hybrid
structured/unstructured grids to land, sea and air
vehicles
[ARA-MEMO-399] p 210 N95-19775
Census US civil aircraft calendar year 1993
[AD-A286309] p219 N95-20091
Test and evaluation report for the Manual Domestic
Passive Profiling System (MDPPS)
[AD-A286312] p 225 N95-20093
Inner loop flight control for the High-Speed Civil
Transport p 293 N95-23314
Handling qualities of the High Speed Choi Transport
P294 N95-23325
The airline quality report, 1994
[NIAR-94-11] p277 N95-24012
Oceanic operations: An authoritative guide to oceanic
operations
[FAA-AFS-550] p277 N95-24065
A review of civil aviation fatal accidents in which
lost/disoriented was a cause/factor 1981-1990
[DOT/FAA/AM-95/1] p 278 N95-24071
CFD research, parallel computation and aerodynamic
optimization
[NASA-CR-197748] p 373 N95-26649
The high speed civil transport and NASA's High Speed
Research (HSR) program p 390 N95-26945
An integrated GPS/INS/BARO and radar altimeter
system for aircraft precision approach landings
[AD-A289280] p 383 N95-26985
A review of Australian and New Zealand investigations
on aeronautical fatigue during the period Apr. 1993 - Mar.
1995
[AR-009-202] p397 N95-27918
Rotorcraft crashworthy airframe and fuel system
technology development program
[AD-A289986] p382 N95-28630
Effects of cabin pressure on_dimb and descent rates
" [ESDU-94040J "" p 503 "N95-29016
The effect of wear on fire-blocking layer material
effectiveness
[AD-A291520] p485 N95-29855
Development of advanced approach and departure
procedures. Failure scenarios
[PB95-198123] p601 N95-30815
Effects of civil tiltrotor service in the northeast corridor
on en route airspace loads
[AD-A293586] p 599 N95-31687
Integration of air traffic databases: A case study
[AD-A293691] p602 N95-32022
Report to the Chairman, Subcommittee on Aviation,
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation,
US Senate. Aviation safety: Data problems threaten FAA
strides on safety analysis system
[GAO/AIMD-95-27] p 687 N95-32705
Fact sheet for Congressional requesters. Airport
competition: Essential air service slots at O'Hare
International Airport
[GAO/RCED-94-118FS] p699 N95-32759
Report to the Chairman, Subcommittee on
Transportation and Related Agencies, Committee on
Appropriations, US Senate. Airport Improvement Program:
Reliever airport set-aside funds could be redirected
[GAO/RCED-94-226] p699 N95-32786
Report to the Chairman, Subcommittee on
Transportation and Related Agencies, Committee on
Appropriations, US Senate. Airport Improvement Program:
The Military Airport Program has not achieved intended
impact
[GAO/RCED-94-209] p700 N95-32888
Human factors certification in the development of future
air traffic control systems p 690 N95-34770
CIVIL DEFENSE
Fundamentals of catastrophic failure prevention by
thrust vectoring
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748176] p 606 A95-94470
CLASSIFICATIONS
Initial exploration of the ASRS database
p 681 A95-95204
Hypersonic flow-field measurements: Intrusive and
nonintrusrve
[AD-A283867] p119 N95-18674
Fuel-type classification and parameters prediction by
Gas Liquid Chromatography analysis
[AD-A293442] p630 N95-31368
CLEAN ENERGY
Activated buoyancy propulsion = Paradox Power (tm)
[TABES PAPER 94*19] p 74 N95-14646
CLEAN ROOMS
Measurement of particle emissions from dean room
gas-handling components
[BTN-94-EIX943813S9040] p 295 A95-74554
Measurement of moisture and total hydrocarbon
contributions by varves used in dean room gas-delivery
systems
[BTN-94-EIX94381359041] p 295 A95-74629
CLEANERS
Parts washing alternatives study: United States Coast
Guard. Project summary and report
[PB95-166146] p 343 N95-26004
CLEANING
Hardware cleanliness methodology and certification
p419 N95-27656
Bicarbonate of soda paint stripping process validation
and material characterization p631 N95-31778
Environmentally Safe and Effective Processes for Paint
Removal
[AGARD-LS-201 ] p650 N95-32165
Water blasting paint removal methods
p650 N95-32170
A-57
CLEANLINESS SUBJECTINDEX
Selective chemical stripping p 650 N9S-32175
Facilities used for plastic media blasting
p627 N95-32176
Operational parameters and material effects
p651 N95-32179
Standardization work p651 N95-32181
CLEANLINESS
Hardware cleanliness methodology and certification
p419 N95-27656
CLEAR AIR TURBULENCE
International Conference on Aviation Weather Systems,
5th, Vienna, VA, Aug. 2-6.1993. Preprint Volume
[HTN-95-92940] P 652 A95-93441
Testing of TKE parameterizations in numerical models
for clear-air turbulence forecasting p 667 A95-93515
Northwest Airlines atmospheric hazards advisory &
avoidance system p 672 A95-93539
A northern hemisphere clear air turbulence
climatology p674 A95-93547
An evaluation of dear-air turbulence indices
p674 A95-93548
Airborne Windshear Detection and Warning Systems.
Fifth and Final Combined Manufacturers' and
Technologists' Conference, part 2
[NASA-CP-10139-PT-2) p41 N95-13203
Characteristics of civil aviation atmospheric hazards
p42 N95-13208
Aircraft wake RCS measurement p59 N95-13210
Doppler radar detection of vortex hazard indicators
p42 N95-13212
Remote sensing of turbulence in the dear atmosphere
with 2-micron lidars P 59 N95-13213
CLEARANCES
Dynamic behavior of valves with pneumatic chamber
for reciprocating compressors
[BTN-94-EIX94351143311] P 207 A95-65845
Aircraft and sub-system certification by piloted
simulation
[AGARD-AR-278] P 145 N95-17388
WINCLR: A computer code for heat transfer and
clearance calculation in a compressor
[NASA-CR-195436] P 366 N95-26363
Verification of turbine cascade flow with tip clearance
p 698 N95-34511
CLIMATOLOGY
Development of a dimatological data base to help
forecast cloud cover conditions for shuttle landings at the
Kennedy Space Center p 670 A95-93529
Preliminary analysis of University of North Dakota aircraft
data from the FIRE Cirrus IFO-2
[NASA-CR-198038] P 357 N95-24219
Evaluation of alternative pavement marking materials
[AD-A292973] ' P 626 N95-31468
CLIMBING FLIGHT
Acoustic climb to cruise test
[NASA-TM-110504) P 230 N95-20155
Effects of small changes on rate of climb
[ESDU-94039] P 501 N95-28707
Effects of cabin pressure on climb and descent rates
[ESDU-94040J p503 N95-29016
CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION
External viewing airborne CCTV system
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-25-172]
p595 A95-93598
CLOSED CYCLES
Ultimate characteristics of a rocket engine with a
turbo-pump supply system
[BTN-94-EIX94461408757] p 148 A95-63640
CLOSURE LAW
Modelling 2D separation from a high lift aerofoil with a
non-linear eddy-viscosity model and second-moment
closure
[HTN-95-C0005] P 585 A95-93393
Preliminary results of turbulence predictions for use in
aviation weather forecasting p 675 A95-93551
CLOSURES
New end tube closure system for the ram accelerator
[BTN-94-EIX94441380974] p 195 A95-68158
CLOUD COVER
Diurnal variation of lee vortices in Taiwan and the
surrounding area
[HTN-95-91363] P 318 A95-76394
Anarysis ot the physical state of one Arctic polar
stratospheric cloud based on observations
[HTN-95-70917] P 351 A95-77982
Flying with automated surface observations
p 659 A95-93472
Transport Canada proposed R&D program for the
development of a mufti-parameter dual X-Ka band Doppler
radar for aviation meteorology applications
p659 A95-93477
The aviation gridded forecast system verification
program - A description of aviatjon-impact-variable
evaluation plans P 664 A95-93498
Comprehensive verification of terminal forecast ceiling
and visfcility p664 A95-93500
Nortaf: Computer generated aerodome forecasts
p668 A95-93521
Development of a climatological data base to help
forecast doud cover conditions for shuttle landings at the
Kennedy Space Center p670 A95-93529
Preliminary analysis of University of North Dakota aircraft
data from the FIRE Cirrus IFO-2
[NASA-CR-198038] p 357 N95-24219
CLOUD GLACIATION
Preliminary comparisons between MM5 NCAR/Penn
State model generated icing forecasts and observations
p655 A95-93458
The production of supercooled liquid water by a
secondary cold front p 673 A95-93542
An application of some cloud modeling techniques to
a regional model simulation of an icing event
p673 A95-93543
Preliminary studies of ice formation in upslope douds
p674 A95-93546
Replicator for characterization of cirrus and polar
stratospheric doud particles
[NASA-CR-197785] p 445 N95-26669
CLOUD HEIGHT INDICATORS
ITWS ceiling and visibility products
p654 A95-93454
Transport Canada proposed R&D program for the
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3-D Navier-Stokes analysis of crossing glancing
shocks/turbulent boundary layer interactions
[BTN-95-EIX95302729768] p 636 A95-94130
Supersonic, turbulent flow computation and drag
optimization for axisymmetric afterbodies
[BTN-95-EIX95302729772] p 637 A95-94134
In-flight pressure measurements on a subsonic transport
high-lift wing section
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748170] p 589 A95-94464
Computational fluid dynamics '92; Proceedings of the
European Computational Fluid Dynamics Conference. 1st,
_ BrusselvBelgium, Sep. 7-11. 1992. Vds. 1 &-2
[ISBN 0-444-89793-3] p 638 A95-95357
Discretization of the parabolised Navier-Stokes
equations p 638 A95-95362
Numerical solution of Euler and Navier-Stokes equations
for 2D transonic problems p 638 A95-95366
Laminar and turbulent flow over optimal riblets
p639 A95-95383
Heat transfer on bent-noise biconic in hypersonic flow
p639 A95-95394
Optimal shape design in hypersonic aerodynamics and
electromagnetics p 639 A95-95397
A numerical investigation of flow around a
square-section cylinder mounted with a splitter plate
p639 A95-95401
Effects of splitter plate on wake formation from a circular
cylinder A discrete vortex simulation
p639 A95-95404
An efficient discrete vortex method for low Reynolds
number incompressible flows p 639 A95-95407
Viscous flow simulation using the discrete vortex
diffusion velocity method p639 A95-95421
Numerical simulation of the 3D turbulent flow around
the combustor dome of an aircraft engine
p640 A95-95423
A robust inverse inviscid method for airfoil design
p640 A95-95431
An improved finite element method for the solution of
the compressible Euler and Navier-Stokes equations
p640 A95-95439
Navier-Stokes computations around a realistic fighter
configuration p 591 A95-95440
Implicit muttidomain calculation of viscous transonic
flows without artificial viscosity or upwinding
p640 A95-95443
High-lift calculations using Navier-Stokes methods
p 641 A95-95444
Permeable wall boundary conditions for transonic airfoil
design p 641 A95-95445
A modular system for computational fluid dynamics
p 641 A95-95446
On the prediction of transonic unsteady flows using
second order time accuracy p 641 A95-95448
Multigrid/muttiblock method for transonic potential flow
around wing/body/nacelle configurations including a
slipstream p 591 A9S-9S451
Implicit upwind-Euler solution algorithms for
unstructured-grid applications p 641 A95-95454
2-D and 3-D numerical simulation of a supersonic inlet
flowfield p 641 A95-95457
Multigrid solution for the compressible Euler equations
by an implicit characteristic-flux-averaging
p642 A95-95459
Transonic vortical flow predicted with a structured
miltiWock Euler solver p 642 A95-95462
An unstructured node centered scheme for the
simulation of 3-D inviscid flows p 642 A95-95463
An innovative algorithm to accurately solve the Euler
equations for rotary wing flow p 642 A95-95467
SAUNA: A system for grid generation and now simulation
using hybrid structured/unstructured grids
p642 A95-95470
A cartesian grid finite element method for aerodynamics
of moving rigid bodtes p 642 A95-95471
Grid adaptation for problems in computational fluid
dynamics p 643 A95-95472
Multi-block firtte volume calculation of compressible flow
past aerodynamic configurations p 643 A95-95473
A 2D parallel multiblock Navier-Stokes solver with
applications on shared- and disturbed memory machines
p643 A95-95475
Grid generation: Algebraic and partial differential
equations techniques revisited p 643 A95-95477
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Surface grid generation for multi-block structured grids
P643 A95-95478
Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian finite element analysis for
flow-induced vibration of rigid body p643 A95-95485
High performance parallelized implicit Euler solver for
the analysis of unsteady aerodynamic flows
p 644 A95-95495
Hypersonic Navier-Stokes computations about complex
configurations p 644 A95-95497
Navier-Stokes simulation of turbulent vortex
high-Re-number flows over a delta wing
p644 A95-95507
Computational fluid dynamics study of the variable-pitch
split-blade fan concept
[NASA-CR-189206] p 15 N95-10247
Proceeding towards hypervelocrSes in ram
accelerators P 19 N95-10285
A full Navier-Stokes analysis o> subsonic diffuser of a
bifurcated 70/30 supersonic inlet for high speed civil
transport application
[NASA-TM-106637] p8 N95-10820
Numerical study of Gortler instability. Application to the
design of a quiet supersonic wind tunnel
[PB94-184801] p21 N95-10844
Computational fluid dynamics uses in fluid
dynamics/aerodynamics education
[NASA-TM-108834] p8 N95-10847
Numerical simulation of the flow about the F-18 HARV
at high angle of attack
[NASA-CR-196396] p9 N9S-10940
High speed civil transport Sonic boom softening and
aerodynamic optimization
[NASA-CR-196397] p 28 N95-11192
Development of an upwind, finite-volume code with
finite-rate chemistry
[NASA-CR-196749] p9 N95-11366
Steady and unsteady three-dimensional transonic flow
computations by integral equation method
[NASA-CR-196777] p 10 N95-11582
Parallel aeroelastic computations for wing and wing-body
configurations
[NASA-CR-196835] P 36 N95-11766
Object-oriented technology for compressor simulation
[NASA-TM-106723] P 49 N95-11864
Investigation of advanced counterrotation blade
configuration concepts for high speed turboprop systems.
Task 8: Cooling flow/heat transfer analysis
[NASA-CR-195359] p 50 N95-11901
Research in progress in applied mathematics, numerical
analysis, fluid mechanics, and computer science
[AD-A284982] P 61 N95-11932
An axisymmetric analog two-layer convective heating
procedure with application to the evaluation of Space
Shuttle Orbiter wing leading edge and windward surface
heating
[NASA-CR-188343] P 54 N95-11937
Investigation of advanced counterrotation blade
configuration concepts for high speed turboprop systems.
Task 8: Cooling flow/heat transfer analysis user's
manual
[NASA-CR-195360] P 50 N95-11951
Computational flow predictions for hypersonic drag
devices p37 N95-11967
High speed civil transport aerodynamic optimization
[NASA-CR-196960] P 38 N95-12389
Supersonic base flow investigation over axisymmetric
afterbodies
[PB94-180957] P 39 N95-12578
Validation of the RPLUS3D code for supersonic inlet
applications involving three-dimensional shock
wave-boundary layer interactions
[NASA-TM-106579] P 39 N95-13058
Numerical time dependent sheet cavitation simulations
using a higher order panel method
[PB94-204435] P 59 N95-13249
User's guide for ENSAERO: A multidisciplinary program
for fluid/structural/control interaction studies of aircraft
(release 1)
[NASA-TM-108853] . P 65 N95-13662
Developments in laser-based diagnostics for wind
tunnels in the Aeromechanics Division: 1987-1992
[AD-A283011] p84 N95-13687
Numerical modeling of a cryogenic fluid within a fuel
tank
[NASA-TM-4651] P 89 N95-13892
Turbomachinery Design Using CFD
[AGARD-LS-195] p 89 N95-14127
Computational methods for preliminary design and
geometry definition in turbomachinery
p 89 N95-14128
Designing in three dimensions p 90 N95-14130
Unsteady flows in turbines: Impact on design
procedure p90 N95-14132
The industrial use of CFD in the design of
turbomachinery P 90 N95-14133
New methods, new methodology: Advanced CFD in the
Snecma turbomachinery design process
p90 N95-14134
The role of CFD in the design process
p 90 N95-14135
Aero design of turbomachinery components: CFD in
complex systems p90 N95-14136
A selection of experimental test cases for the validation
of CFD codes, volume 1
[AGARD-AR-303-VOL-1] p 91 N95-14201
Hybrid structured/unstructured grid computations for the
F/A-18 at high angle of attack p 68 N95-14233
Computational aerodynamics based on the Euler
equations
[AGARD-AG-325] p 72 N95-14264
A Cartesian, cell-based approach for adaptively-refined
solutions of the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations
[NASA-TM-106786] p 73 N95-14297
Engineering Codes for aeroprediction: State-of-the-art
and new methods p 73 N95-14447
Navier-Stokes predictions of missile aerodynamics
p 74 N95-14451
Computation of supersonic air-intakes
p 74 N95-14452
Numerical simulation of the flow about the F-18 HARV
at high angle of attack
[NASA-CR-197023] p 74 N95-14614
Numerical study of the effects of icing on viscous flow
over wings
[NASA-CR-197102] p75 N95-14803
An approximate Fiiemann solver for thermal and
chemical nonequilibrium flows
[NASA-CR-195003] p 96 N95-14912
Development and application of structural dynamics
analysis capabilities
[NASA-CR-197229] p 96 N95-14922
Numerical design of advanced multi-element airfoils
[NASA-CR-197135] p 76 N95-15762
An approach for dynamic grids
[NASA-TM-106774] p 76 N95-158S3
Numerical simulation of supersonic compression comers
and hypersonic inlet flows using the RPLUS2D code
[NASA-TM-106580] p 105 N95-16038
High altitude hypersonic flowfield radiation
[AD-A281386] p 106 N95-16160
Applications of automatic differentiation in computational
fluid dynamics p 156 N95-16461
Optimum Design Methods for Aerodynamics
[AGARD-R-803] p 127 N95-16562
Time accurate computation of unsteady inlet flows with
a dynamic flow adaptive mesh
[AD-A285498] p 157 N95-16736
Applications of automatic differentiation in CFD
[NASA-TM-109948] p 157 N95-16828
Interactive computer graphics applications for
compressible aerodynamics
[NASA-TM-106802] p 170 N95-17264
Three dimensional compressible turbulent flow
computations for a diffusing S-duct with/without vortex
generators
[NASA-CR-195390] p 138 N95-17402
A selection of experimental test cases for the validation
of CFD codes, volume 2
[AGARD-AR-303-VOL-2J p 109 N95-17846
Low-speed surface pressure and boundary layer
measurement data for the NLR 7301 airfoil section with
trailing edge flap p111 N95-17855
Data from the GARTEur (AD) Action Group 02 airfoil
CAST 7/DOA1 experiments p111 N95-17856
A supercritical airfoil experiment p 111 N95-17858
Two-dimensional high-lift airfoil data for CFD code
validation p112 N95-17859
Measurements of the flow over a low aspect-ratio wing
in the Mach number range 0.6 to 0.87 for the purpose of
validation of computational methods. Part 1: Wing design,
model construction, surface flow. Part 2: Mean flow in the
boundary layer and wake, 4 test cases
P112 N95-17860
Detailed study at supersonic speeds of the flow around
delta wings p112 N95-17861
STOVL CFD model test case p 115 N95-17881
Low speed propeller slipstream aerodynamic effects
P116 N95-17882
Parachute inflation: A problem in aeroelastictty
[AD-A284375] p117 N95-18340
Aeromechanics technology, volume 1. Task 1:
Three-dimensional Euler/Navier-Stokes Aerodynamic
Method (TEAM) enhancements
[AD-A285713] p 132 N95-18483
A selection of experimental test cases for the validation
of CFD codes. Supplement Datasets A-E
[AGARD-AR-303-SUPPL] p 117 N95-18539
NASA High Performance Computing and
Communications program
[NASA-TM-4653] p 176 N95-18573
Static aerodynamics CFD analysis for 120-mm
hypersonic KE projectile design
[ARL-MR-184] p118 N95-18611
Numerical computations of supersonic base flow with
special emphasis on turbulence modeling
[AD-A283688] p119 N95-18670
Hypersonic flow-field measurements: Intrusive and
nonintrusive
[AD-A283867] p 119 N95-18674
Mesh quality control for multiply-refined tetrahedral
grids
[NASA-CR-197595] p 160 N95-18737
Solution of full potential equation on an airfoil by multigrid
technique
[NAL-TM-CSS-9303) p 119 N95-18904
Theoretical investigations of shock/boundary layer
interactions on a Ma(infinity) = 8 waverider
[DLR-FB-94-12] p 119 N95-18910
Flow field investigation in a free jet - free jet core system
for the generation of high intensity molecular beams
[DLR-FB-94-11] p 172 N95-18912
Solution of Navier-Stokes equations using high accuracy
monotone schemes p 161 N95-19019
An assessment of the adaptive unstructured tetrahedral
grid. Euler Flow Solver Code FELISA
[NASA-TP-3526] p 119 N95-19041
Static investigation of two fluidic thrust-vectoring
concepts on a two-dimensional convergent-divergent
nozzle
[NASA-TM-4574] p 120 N95-19042
Determination of stores pointing error due to wing
flexibility under flight load
[NASA-TM-4646] p 134 N95-19044
Numerical simulation of dynamic-stall suppression by
tangential blowing
[AD-A284887] p 120 N95-19110
Navier-Stokes, flight, and wind tunnel flow analysis for
the F/A-18 aircraft
[NASA-TP-3478] p 120 N95-19114
Determination of solid/porous wall boundary conditions
from wind tunnel data for computational fluid dynamics
codes p 164 N95-19266
Unsteady aerodynamic analyses for turbomachinery
aeroelastic predictions p 141 N95-19381
Steady potential solver for unsteady aerodynamic
analyses p 141 N95-19382
CFD: Advances and Applications, part 1
[NAL-SP-9322-PT-1] p 165 N95-19444
Computation of inviscid flows: Full potential method
p 165 N95-19447
Panel methods p 165 N95-19448
Viscous flow past aerofoils axisymmetric bodies and
wings p123 N95-19457
On supersonic-inlet boundary-layer bleed flow
[NASA-CR-195426] p 202 N95-19769
Validation and evaluation of the advanced aeronautical
CFD system SAUNA: A method developer's view
[ARA-MEMO-390] p210 N95-19774
Application of three-dimensional hybrid
structured/unstructured grids to land, sea and air
vehicles
[ARA-MEMO-399] p210 N95-19775
Verification of the CFD simulation system SAUNA for
complex aircraft configurations
[ARA-MEMO-401] p211 N95-19776
Inviscid and viscous flow modelling of complex aircraft
configurations using the CFD simulation system sauna
[ARA-MEMO-403] p211 N95-19777
Open Skies project computational fluid dynamic
analysis
[AD-A285928] p 223 N95-19991
Application of Direct and Large Eddy Simulation to
Transition and Turbulence
[AGARD-CP-551 ] p 248 N95-21061
Investigation of shear layer transition using various
turbulence models p 248 N95-21096
Computational studies of laminar to turbulence
transition
[AD-A285622] p 248 N95-21146
Application of Navier-Stokes code PAB3D with
kappa-epsilon turbulence model to attached and separated
flows
[NASA-TP-3480] p 224 N95-21338
Effects of yaw and pitch motion on model attitude
measurements
[NASA-TM-4641] p 250 N95-22109
Unstructured-grid large-eddy simulation of flow over an
airfoil p 225 N95-22448
Large-eddy simulation of flow through a plane,
asymmetric diffuser p250 N95-22449
Direct numerical simulations of on-demand vortex
generators: Mathematical formulation
p 251 N95-22452
Particle kinetic simulation of high altitude hypervelocity
flight
[NASA-CR-197383] p 309 N95-22481
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Euler Technology Assessment program for preliminary
aircraft design employing SPUTFLOW code with Cartesian
unstructured grid method
[NASA-CR-4649J P 273 N95-22917
A CFO study of complex missile and store configurations
in relative motion
[NASA-CR-197912] P 285 N95-22949
Macfi 10 computational study of a three-dimensional
scramjet inlet flow field
[NASA-TM-4602] P 309 N9S-2301S
Euler technology assessment for preliminary aircraft
design employing OVERFLOW code with multibtock
structured-grid method
[NASA-CR-4651] P273 N95-23095
An assessment of viscous effects in computational
simulation of benign and burst vortex flows on generic
fighter wind-tunnel models using TEAM code
[NASA-CH-4650] P 273 N95-23185
Maori 10 computational study Of a three-dimensional
scramjet inlet flow field
[NASA-TM-4602] p 310 N95-23210
Aerodynamic design optimization with sensitivity analysis
and computational fluid dynamics
[NASA-CR-197419] P 274 N95-23218
TIGER: Auser-friendly interactive grid generation system
for complicated turbomachinery and axis-symmetric
configurations p322 N95-23419
Three-dimensional Navier-StokeS analysis and redesign
of an imbedded bellmouth nozzle in a turbine cascade
inlet section p311 N95-23423
Supersonic flow and shock formation in turbine tip
gaps P312 N95-23429
CFO analysis of turbopump volutes
p312 N95-23436
Convergence acceleration of implicit schemes in the
presence of high aspect ratio grid cells
p313 N95-23446
A time-accurate finite volume method valid at all flow
velocities p314 N9S-23447
A study of the vortex flow over 76/40-deg double-delta
wing
[NASA-CR-195032] p 314 N95-23466
Validation of a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
code for supersonic axisymmetric base flow
p315 N95-23652
Verification of computational aerodynamic predictions
for complex hypersonic vehicles using the
INCA(trademark) code
[DE95-004757] p 330 N95-24308
Aerodynamic optimization studies on advanced
architecture computers
[NASA-CR-198045] P 330 N95-24379
DSMC calculations for 70-deg blunted cone at 3.2 km/s
in nitrogen
[NASA-TM-109181] p 348 N95-24396
Aerodynamic shape optimization of wing and wing-body
configurations using control theory
[NASA-CR-198024] P 335 N95-25334
The coupling of fluids, dynamics, and controls on
advanced architecture computers
[NASA-CR-197727] P 360 N95-25797
Recent improvements to and validation of the one
dimensional NASA wave rotor model
[NASA-TM-106913] p 332 N95-25962
A combined geometric approach for solving the
Navier-Stokes equations on dynamic grids
[NASA-TM-106919] P 332 N95-26075
Cumulative reports and publications through December
31. 1994
[NASA-CR-195043] p361 N95-26085
Computational fluid dynamics and transonic flow
[AD-A288962] p436 N95-26405
A non-iterative grid deformation algorithm for
computational fluid dynamics for aeroelasticity
[AD-A288298] P 436 N95-26418
A fixed time performance evaluation of parallel CFD
applications
[DE94-014240] P436 N95-26445
Numerical simulation of combustion flow around a flame
holder with hydrogen injection
[NAL-TR-1233] p419 N95-26523
Supersonic transport grid generation, vafidation. and
optimization
[NASA-CR-197752] p 448 N95-26648
CFD research, parallel computation and aerodynamic
optimization
[NASA-CR-197748] P 373 N95-26649
Numerical simulation of the flow about the F-18 HARV
at high angle of attack
[NASA-CR-197755] P 374 N9S-26735
Development of an upwind, finite-volume code with
finite-rate chemistry
[NASA-CR-197747] p 374 N95-26760
Computational support of the laminar flow supersonic
wind tunnel, CNSFV code development Maglev, and grid
generation
[NASA-CR-197750] p411 N95-26775
Supersonic civil airplane study and design; Performance
and sonic boom
[NASA-CR-197745] p 390 N95-26813
A numerical method for unsteady transonic flow about
wings with control surfaces
(AD-A289631) p 375 N95-26859
Rarefied gas effects on aerobraking/reentry vehicles
with wakes
[NASA-CR-196586] p415 N95-27093
Application of CFD to the analysis and design of
high-speed inlets
[NASA-CR-198574] p 438 N95-27240
MAS Technical Summaries, March 1993 - February
1994
[NASA-RP-1355] p 453 N95-27367
Optimization of wave rotors for use as gas turbine engine
topping cycles
[NASA-TM-106951] p 406 N95-27860
Industry-Wide Workshop on Computational Turbulence
Modeling
_[NASA-C!?-10165) p 439- N95-27882
A summary of computational experience at GE Aircraft
Engines for complex turbulent flows in gas turbines
p439 N95-27885
The applicability of turbulence models to aerodynamic
and propulsion flowfields at McDonnell-Douglas
Aerospace p 439 N95-27886
Combustion system CFD modeling at GE Aircraft
Engines p 439 N95-27889
A NASTRAN-based computer program for structural
dynamic analysis of Horizontal Axis Wind Turbines
p439 N95-27980
TranAir A full-potential, solution-adaptive, rectangular
grid code for predicting subsonic, transonic, and
supersonic flows about arbitrary configurations. Theory
document
[NASA-CR-4348] p 378 N95-28265
Numerical analysis of intra-cavity and power-stream flow
interaction in multiple gas-turbine disk-cavities
[NASA-TM-106886] p 407 N95-28344
Numerical study to assess sulfur hexafluoride as a
medium for testing multielement airfoils
[NASA-TP-3496] p 378 N95-28674
Surface Modeling, Grid Generation, and Related Issues
in Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) Solutions
[NASA-CP-3291] p 476 N95-28723
Requirements for effective use of CFD in aerospace
design p.551 N95-28725
Grid generation and surface modeling for CFD
p 551 N95-28726
Rapid Airplane Parametric Input Design (RAPID)
p 501 N95-28730
Algorithms for high aspect ratio oriented triangulations
p476 N95-28731
Surface modeling and grid generation for aeropropulsion
CFD p 551 N95-28732
An unstructured-grid software system for solving
complex aerodynamic problems p 476 N95-28743
Three-dimensional hybrid grid generation using
advancing front techniques p 567 N95-28745
Demonstration of an automated CFD system for
three-dimensional flow simulations p 551 N95-28767
A procedure for automating CFD simulations of an
inlet-bleed problem p552 N95-28768
A nonintrusive method of quantifying flow visualization
data in vortex flow fields
[AD-A289802] p 552 N95-28948
A study of fluid problems requiring a direct particle
simulation
[AD-A290212] p567 N95-29074
A vorticity-velocity approach for three-dimensional
unsteady viscous flow over wings p478 N95-29108
An extension of the continuum model by Grad's thirteen
moment equations for hypersonic rarefied flows
p478 N95-29118
A numerical method for modelling wings with sharp
edges maneuvering at high angles of attack
p503 N95-29122
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) analysis of aC-135
aircraft with a side-mounted splitter plate (with comparison
to wind tunnel data)
(AD-A292029J p 553 N95-29187
Solution of the Navier-Stokes equations on locally
refined Cartesian meshes using state-vector splitting
p553 N95-29197
A fourth order Euler/Navier-Stokes prediction method
for the aerodynamics and aeroelasticity of hovering rotor
blades p554 N95-29242
High-and low-frequency dynamics of isolated blades and
rotors with dynamic stall arid wake
[AD-A290358] p 503 N95-29322
Development of a rotary wing Navier-Stokes CFD code
based on TLNS3D code
[AD-A290421] p554 N95-29387
Estimation of aerodynamic load distributions on the
F/A-18 aircraft using a CFD panel code
[DSTO-TR-0147] p504 N95-29445
Computation of the integrated aerodynamic and
propulsive flowfields of a generic hypersonic space
plane p 481 N95-29788
A method for the modelling of porous and solid wind
tunnel walls in computational fluid dynamics codes
p 523 N95-29795
Computational algorithms for aerodynamic analysis and
design
[AD-A291084] p482 N95-29972
Inlet flow test calibration for a small axial compressor
rig. Part 2: CFD compared with experimental results
[NASA-TM-106999] pS14 N95-30007
Survey of CFD applications for high speed inlets
[AD-A291365] p 557 N95-30087
Use of the PARC code to estimate the off-design
transonic performance of an over/under turboramjet
nozzle
-[NASA-TM-106924]- p 482 N9530091
Comparison of spatial numerical operators for
duct-nozzle acoustics p580 N95-30158
A numerical study of the small scale wing-body junction
problem p482 N95-30235
Pressure updating methods for the steady-state fluid
equations
[NASA-CR-198163] p 569 N95-30353
A numerical study of the starting process in a hypersonic
shock tunnel p 626 N95-30493
Development of a linearized unsteady Euler analysis for
turbomachinery blade rows
[NASA-CR-4677] p 592 N95-30611
A numerical model for dynamic wave rotor analysis
[NASA-TM-106997] p615 N95-30617
Validation of the NPARC code for nozzle afterbody flows
at transonic speeds
[NASA-TM-106971] p 592 N95-30704
Computation of high-altitude hypersonic flow-field
radiation p 593 N95-30843
Parametrics on 2D Navier-Stokes analysis of a Mach
2.68 bifurcated rectangular mixed-compression inlet
[NASA-TM-107003] p617 N95-30861
Acceleration potential models
PREDICHAT/PREDICDYN applied for calculation of
axisymmetric dynamic inflow cases
[PB95-207015] p647 N95-30957
Advanced k-epsilon modeling of heat transfer
[NASA-CR-4679] p 648 N95-31423
Application of multigrid computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) methods to rotor analysis
[AD-A293012] p 648 N95-31475
Unsteady flow simulations about moving boundary
configurations using dynamic domain decomposition
techniques p 649 N95-31837
Numerical solution of the full potential equation using
a chimera grid approach
[NASA-TM-110360] p 594 N95-32188
Three-dimensional aerodynamic shape optimization
using Discrete sensitivity analysis p 691 N95-32904
Turbulence models in the Navier-Stokes simulation of
airfoil stall
[TRITA-NA-9312] p 705 N95-33059
Numerical simulation of supersonic flow using a new
analytical bleed boundary condition
[NASA-CR-198368] p697 N95-33208
Numerical studies of turbulent free surface flows and
unsteady propeller flows
[AD-A294377] p 706 N95-34343
Special publication of National Aerospace Laboratory
[NAL-SP-27] p684 N95-34505
Requirements and trends of computational
aerodynamics as a tool for aircraft design
p692 N95-34S06
A study on the convergence of a 3-D Euler code for
cascade flow calculations p706 N95-34508
A study of supersonic mixing flow field with ramp
injector p 706 N95-34512
Calculation of supersonic combustion in SCRAMJET
engines p698 N95-34513
Hypersonic CFD analysis for the aerothermodynamic
design of HOPE p 684 N95-34520
Numerical solutions of invistid and viscous flows about
airfoils by TVD method p 684 N95-34521
Direct numerical simulation of incompressible
homogeneous isotropic turbulence using NWT
p706 N95-34530
Performance evaluation of the NWT with incompressible
NScode p707 N95-34533
Parallel computation of transonic flows about an aircraft
configuration using multi-block structured grids
p685 N95-34537
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Vector-parallel simulations of transonic wind tunnel flows
about a fully configured model of aircraft
p685 N95-34538
A large scale 3D Navier-Stokes analysis using
NAL-NWT p707 N95-34539
Role of computational fluid dynamics in aeronautical
engineering. Number 12: Formulation and verification of
uni-particle upwind schemes for the Euler equations
p707 N95-34S40
Application of CFO techique for HYFLEX aerodynamic
design p693 N95-34542
Computations of low speed flow about space-plane
p685 N95-34544
Numerical simulations of dynamic stall phenomena in
low speed Hows p 685 N95-34546
Numerical simulation of unsteady viscous flow around
an airfoil with oscillating spoiler p 685 N95-34547
Direct analysis of transonic rotor noise with CFD
technique p 711 N95-34549
A simulation of damping process of pendulum motion
due to aerodynamic forces p 711 N95-34551
COMPUTATIONAL GEOMETRY
Multidimensional lines 2: Proximity and applications
[BTN-94-EIX94341340329] p 61 A95-60865
Aerodynamic shape optimization of a HSCT type
configuration with improved surface definition
[NASA-CR-197011] p67 N95-13701
Computational methods for preliminary design and
geometry definition in turbomachinery
p89 N95-14128
Three-dimensional hybrid grid generation using
advancing front techniques p 567 N95-28745
Users manual for the improved NASA Lewis ice accretion
code LEWICE 1.6
[NASA-CR-198355] p 485 N95-29132
Grid orthogonality effects on predicted turbine midspan
heat transfer and performance
[NASA-TM-106931] p 554 N95-29371
Acoustic scattering from ellipses by the modal element
method
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Simulation of rotor blade element turbulence
[NASA-TM-108862] p 232 N95-21186
A preliminary study of the airwake model used in an
existing SH-60B/FFG-7 helicopter/ship simulation
program
[DSTO-TR-0015] p 224 N95-21659
Unstructured-grid large-eddy simulation of flow over an
airfoil p225 N95-22448
Large-eddy simulation of flow through a plane,
asymmetric ditfuser p250 N95-22449
Direct numerical simulations of on-demand vortex
generators: Mathematical formulation
p 251 N95-22452
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Pa/tide kinetic simulation of high altitude nypervelocity
flight
[NASA-CR-197383] p 309 N95-22481
High-performance parallel analysis of coupled problems
for aircraft propulsion
[NASA-CR-197440] p 289 N95-23088
Development and verification of a resin film
infusion/resin transfer molding simulation model for
fabrication of advanced textile composites
[NASA-CR-197439] p 301 N95-23179
A wall interference assessment/correction system
[NASA-CR-197421] p 309 N95-23183
Design of a variable area diffuser for a 15-inch Mach
6 open-jet tunnel p297 N95-23309
Development of qualification guidelines for personal
computer-based aviation training devices
[DOT/FAA/AM-95/6] p 323 N95-23603
Estimate of probability of crack detection from service
difficulty report data
[PB95-149381] p328 N95-24295
The coupling of fluids, dynamics, and controls on
advanced architecture computers
JNASAjCFy 97727] p_360 N95-25797_
The 1994 updated National Airspace System
performance assessment for year 2005
[AD-A288652] p 380 N95-26485
Numerical simulation of combustion flow around a flame
holder with hydrogen injection
[NAL-TR-1233] p419 N95-26523
The value of simulation for training
[AD-A289174] p411 N95-26S56
Comparison of fixed wing aircraft algorithms for
JANUS
[AD-A288503] p 389 N95-26652
Numerical simulation of the flow about the F-18 HARV
at high angle of attack
[NASA-CR-197755] p374 N9S-26735
A numerical model to predict the fate of jettisoned
aviation fuel
[AD-A289336] p 419 N95-26842
A mathematical analysis of the Janus combat simulation
weather effects models and sensitivity analysis of
sky-tc-ground brightness ratio on target detection
[AD-A289629] p 446 N9S-26858
The photo-realistic ART virtual cockpit
[AD-A289376] p 390 N95-26876
EASY-SIM: A visual simulation system software
architecture with an Ada 9X application framework
[AD-A289325] p 448 N9S-26895
Analysis and simulation of narrowband GPS jamming
using digital excision temporal filtering
[AD-A289328] p 383 N9S-26898
Aircraft nosewheel steering simulation
p 412 N95-26944
Implementation and demonstration of a multiple model
adaptive estimation failure detection system for the F-16
[AD-A289301 ] p 391 N95-27042
CAE for thermal management of aerospace electronic
boards using the BETAsoft program
p 438 N9S-27354
NAS Technical Summaries. March 1993 - February
1994
[NASA-RP-135S] p4S3 N95-27367
Precision landing system mathematical modeling study
report for Andrews Air Force Base, runway 19L, Camp
Springs, MD
[AD-A289015] p384 N95-27903
A NASTRAN-based computer program for structural
dynamic analysis of Horizontal Axis Wind Turbines
p 439 N95-27980
Aeroelastic stability of wind turbine blade/aileron
systems p 377 N9S-27981
A hybrid vehicle evaluation code and its application to
vehicle design. Revision 1
[DE95-008053] p 441 N9S-28029
A hybrid vehicle evaluation code and its application to
vehicle design, revision 2
[DE95-008060] p 441 N95-28139
Analysis of aircraft engine blade subject to ice impact
p 407 N95-28277
Unmanned aerial vehicles, 1994 master plan
[AD-A291628] p 398 N9S-28411
Numerical simulation of crack growth in pressurized
fuselages
[PB95-19241S] p400 N95-2863S
Surface Modeling, Grid Generation, and Related Issues
in Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) Solutions
[NASA-CP-3291] p476 N95-28723
Rapid Airplane Parametric Input Design (RAPID)
p 501 N9S-28730
Demonstration of an automated CFD system for
three-dimensional flow simulations p 551 N95-28767
Users manual for the improved NASA Lewis ice accretion
code LEWICE 1.6
[NASA-CR-198355] p 485 N95-29132
A fourth order Euler/Navier-Stokes prediction method
for the aerodynamics and aeroelasticity of hovering rotor
blades P 554 N95-29242
Applications of digital video and synthetic environments
to unmanned aerial vehicles
[AD-A291875] p 504 N95-29437
Transport delays associated with NASA Langley Flight
Simulation Facility
[NASA-TM-110150] p 568 N95-29454
Design and evaluation of a LQR controller for the
bluebird unmanned air vehicle
[AD-A289769] P 504 N95-29457
Numerical simulations of the flow in the HYPULSE
expansion tube
[NASA-TM-110357] p 523 N95-30228
Telepresence media resource tape
[NASA-TM-110648] p 569 N95-30248
Manual for a workstation-based generic flight simulation
program (LaRCsim). version 1.4
[NASA-TM-110164] p 518 N95-30327
Numerical simulation and analysis of the hypersonic
turbulent flow past a blunt-fin/ramp configuration
[DLR-FB-94-19] p 483 N95-30349
__ _Q r^??1^8nted_ approach^  for _gas turbine engine
simulation
[NASA-TM-106970] p 615 N95-30594
A novel instrumentation system for measurement of
helicopter rotor motions and loads data, phase 1
[AD-A293309] P 607 N95-30923
Calspan experience of PIO and the effects of rate
limiting p 598 N95-31072
Computer model to simulate testing at the National
Transonic Facility
[NASA-TM-4664] P 627 N95-32217
The application of helicopter mission simulation to
Nap-of-the-Earth operations p 710 N95-32496
Requirements and trends of computational
aerodynamics as a tool for aircraft design
p692 N95-34506
Design of secondary flow control cascade using
numerical simulation p 698 N95-34507
Calculation of supersonic combustion in SCRAMJET
engines P 698 N95-34513
Direct numerical simulation of incompressible
homogeneous isotropic turbulence using NWT
p 706 N95-34530
Application of CFD techique for HYFLEX aerodynamic
design p693 N95-34542
Numerical simulation of unsteady viscous flow around
an airfoil with oscillating spoiler p 685 N95-34547
Numerical simulation of two-dimensional PAR-WIG
p685 N95-34548
High order accuracy computational methods in
aerodynamics using parallel architectures
[AD-A294167] p 686 N95-34763
COMPUTERS
AIAA Computing in Aerospace 10, San Antonio, TX,
March 28-30,1995
[ ISBN 1 -56347-119-1] P 565 A95-90629
Evaluation of scanners for C-scan imaging in
nondestructive inspection of aircraft
[DE94-012473] P 152 N95-19100
The opportunities for and challenges of common
integrated electronics
[AD-A279991] P 248 N95-20966
CONCAVITY
Multiple instabilities of three-dimensional boundary
layers along a concave wall
[HTN-95-71126] P 429 A95-83487
CONCENTRATION (COMPOSITION)
Antarctic snow record of southern hemisphere lead
pollution
[HTN-95-40359] p212 A95-66869
Time-of-flight mass spectrometer for impulse facilities
[BTN-95-EIX95142553057] p 262 A9S-73441
Erosion of dust-filtered helicopter turbine engines. Part
1: Basic theoretical considerations
[BTN-95-EIX95182619222] p 288 A95-76648
Evolution of the concentrations of trace species in an
aircraft plume: Trajectory study
[HTN-95-A1044] p443 A95-84549
CONCORDE AIRCRAFT
Maintenance requirements for a supersonic transport
[BTN-95-EIX95031502751] p 179 A9S-68258
Concorde: Silver jubilee Mach 2 marks 25 years
[HTN-95-42618] p 483 A95-87248
Preliminary identification of buffet problems in high speed
civil transport p 294 N95-23319
CONCRETES
Moisture induced pressures in concrete airfield
pavements
[AD-A281974] p 52 N95-11789
Marginal aggregates in flexible pavements: Background
survey and experimental plan
[DOT/FAA/CT-94/58] p 53 N95-12216
CONCURRENT ENGINEERING
Lean manufacturing for lean times
[BTN-95-EIX95302730538] p 583 A95-94036
Integrated design and manufacturing for the high speed
civil transport
[NASA-CR-197183] p 48 N95-12700
New technologies for space avionics
[NASA-CR-197574] p 150 N95-18196
STEP: A futurevision, today
[NONP-NASA-VT-95-49121] p 452 N95-27209
CONDENSATION NUCLEI
On the link between cloud-top radiative properties and
sub-cloud aerosol concentrations
[HTN-95-A0527] p 255 A95-73181
CONDENSING
Condensing cycle air conditioning system
[SAE PAPER 932056] p513 A95-91637
CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
Effect of curvature in the numerical simulation of an
electrothermal de-icer pad
[BTN-95-EIX95182619219] p 276 A95-76645
User's manual for the NASA Lewis ice accretion/heat
transfer prediction code with electrothermal deicer input
" " -
CAE for thermal management of aerospace electronic
boards using the BETAsoft program
p 438 N95-27354
CONDUCTIVITY
The effect of aviation fuels containing low amounts of
static dissipater additive on electrostatic charge
generation
[AD-A280075] p 420 N95-28152
CONES
Transition correlations in three-dimensional boundary
layers
[HTN-95-51648] p 432 A95-85030
Shock tunnel measurements of hypervelocity blunted
cone drag
[HTN-95-42591] p 459 A95-87221
CONFERENCES
Balloon technology and observations; Symposium P3
of the COSPAR Plenary Meeting, 29th, Washington. DC.
Aug. 28-Sept 5, 1992
[HTN-95-70250] p 181 A95-66276
Guidance and control, 1993; Annual Rocky Mountain
Guidance and Control Conference, 16th, Keystone, CO,
Feb. 6-10, 1993
[ISBN-0-87703-365-X] p 341 A95-80389
Education, training, and human engineering in
aerospace; SAE Aerotech '93, Costa Mesa, CA, Sep.
27-30, 1993
[SAESP-992] p417 A95-84553
Fatigue of aircraft materials; Specialists' Conference,
Delft, Netherlands, 1992
[HTN-95-B0076] p 387 A9&35892
Orbital transport Technical, meteorological and
chemical aspects: Aerospace Symposium, 3rd,
Braunschweig, Germany, Aug. 26-28. 1991
[ISBN 3-540-563180] p 524 A95-87373
Computational methods in applied sciences; European
Computational Fluid Dynamics Conference, 1st, Brussels.
Belgium, Sept 7-1 1,1 992
[ISBN 0-444-89795-X] p 539 A95-87552
Inter-Noise 92: Noise control and the public; International
Congress on Noise Control Engineering, Toronto, Ontario,
Canada, July 20 - 22, 1992. Vols. 1 & 2
[ISBN 0-931784-25-5] p 559 A95-88457
Symposium on Aerodynamics & Aeroacoustics, Tucson,
AZ, Mar. 1-2. 1993
[ISBN 981-02-1732-3] p 462 A95-88892
Noise control in aeroacoustics: Proceedings of the 1993
National Conference on Noise Control Engineering,
NOISE-CON 93, Williamsburg, VA, May 2-5. 1993
[ISBN 0-931784-26-3] p 573 A9S-90088
AIAA Computing in Aerospace 10. San Antonio. TX.
March 28-30, 1995
[ ISBN 1 -56347-1 19-1] p 565 A95- 90629
Report to the aerospace profession; SETP Symposium,
37th, Beverly Hills, CA. USA. September 1993
[HTN-95-12142] p 497 A95-90866
Algorithmic trends in computational fluid dynamics; The
Institute for Computer Applications in Science and
Engineering (ICASEVLaRC Workshop. NASA Langley
Research Center, Hampton, VA. US. Sep. 15-17, 1991
[ISBN 0-387-94014-6] p 550 A95-91915
International Conference on Aviation Weather Systems,
5th, Vienna, VA, Aug. 2-6, 1993. Preprint Volume
[HTN-95-92940] p 652 A95-93441
Computational fluid dynamics '92; Proceedings of the
European Computational Fluid Dynamics Conference, 1 St.
Brussels. Belgium. Sep. 7-11, 1992. Vols. 1 & 2
[ISBN 0-444-89793-3] p 638 A95-95357
Fly-By-LJght/Power-By-Wire Requirements and
Technology Workshop
[NASA-CP-10108] p12 N95-10245
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Airborne Windshear Detection and Warning Systems.
Fifth and Final Combined Manufacturers' and
Technologists' Conference, part 1
[NASA-CP-10139-PT-1] P 10 N95-10566
Noise Con 1994: Proceedings of the 1994 National
Conference on Noise" Control Engineering. Progress in
Noise Control for Industry
[LC-75-24750] P 28 N95-11259
Fourth High Alpha Conference, volume 1
[NASA-CP-10143-VOL-1] P 67 N95-14229
Fourth High Alpha Conference, volume 2
[NASA-CP-10143-VOL-2] p 69 N95-14239
Fourth High Alpha Conference, volume 3
[NASA-CP-10143-VOL-3] p71 N95-14251
Proceedings of the FAA Inspection Program Area
Review
[AD-A283849] p 77 N95-14350
FAA/NASA International Symposium on Advanced
Structural Integrity Methods for Airframe Durability and
Damage Tolerance
[NASA-CP-3274-PT-1) p 92 N95-14453
High-Speed Research: 1994 Sonic Boom Workshop:
Atmospheric Propagation and Acceptability Studies
[NASA-CP-3279] p 75 N95-14878
The 1993 JANNAF Propulsion Meeting, volume 1
[CPIA-PUBL-602-VOL-1 ] p148 N95-16312
Workshop on Formal Models for Intelligent Control
[AD-A281399] p 169 N95-16864
Conference on Aerospace Transparent Materials and
Enclosures. Volume 2: Sessions 5-9
[AD-A283926] p 131 N95-18162
Aircraft Loads due to Turbulence and their Impact on
Design and Certification
[AGARD-R-798] p 143 N95-18597
Conference on Aerospace Transparent Materials and
Enclosures, volume 1
[AD-A283925] p 133 N95-18677
Mathematical Models of Gas Turbine Engines and their
Components
[AGARD-LS-198] p 139 N95-19017
Wall Interference, Support Interference and Flow Field
Measurements
[AGARD-CP-535] p 162 N95-19251
NASA Lewis Research Center Workshop on Forced
Response in Turbomachinery
[NASA-CP-10147] p 141 N95-19380
FAA/NASA International Symposium on Advanced
Structural Integrity Methods for Airframe Durability and
Damage Tolerance, part 2
[NASA-CP-3274-PT-21 P 124 N9S-19468
Proceedings of the USAF Structural Integrity Program
Conference
[AD-A285684] p 194 N95-19517
Erosion, Corrosion and Foreign Object Damage Effects
in Gas Turbines
[AGARD-CP-558] P 197 N95-19653
T-45A High Angle of Attack Testing: US Naval Test Pilot
School 46th Annual Reunion and Symposium
[AD-A284000] P 231 N95-20466
Advanced Packaging Concepts for Digital Avionics
[AGARD-CP-562] p 233 N95-20631
Application of Direct and Large Eddy Simulation to
Transition and Turbulence
[AGARD-CP-551] p248 N9S-21061
Corrosion detection and management of advanced
airframe materials
[AGARD-CP-565] P 302 N95-23496
Report of proceedings: Aviation Accident Investigation
Symposium. Volume 2: Participant presentations
[PB94-917007] p277 N95-23598
Aviation Accident Investigation Symposium. Volume 1:
Industry recommendations and Safety Board responses
[PB94-917005] p278 N95-24105
The 1994 Fiber Optic Sensors for Aerospace Technology
(FOSAT) Workshop
[NASA-CP-10166] p337 N95-24207
Proceedings of the 2d USAF Aging Aircraft
Conference
[AD-A288217] p 336 N95-25578
Thermal Barrier Coating Workshop
[NASA-CP-10170] p344 N95-26119
AIAA Techfest 20 Proceedings
[NIAR-94-1] p367 N95-26941
Composite Repair of Military Aircraft Structures
[AGARD-CP-550] P 392 N95-27504
Right Mechanics/Estimation Theory Symposium 1995
[NASA-CP-3299] P 416 N95-27763
Industry-wide Workshop on Computational Turbulence
Modeling
[NASA-CP-10165] p439 N95-27882
Ninth DOD/NASA/FAA Conference on Fibrous
Composites in Structural Design, volume 3
[NASA-CR-198718] P 420 N95-28266
Ninth DOD/NASA/FAA Conference on Fibrous
Composites in Structural Design, volume 1
[NASA-CR-198723] P 421 N9S-28420
Ninth DOD/NASA/FAA Conference on Rbrous
Composites in Structural Design, volume 2
[NASA-CR-198722] p 424 N95-28462
Proceedings of the AIAA/FAA joint symposium on
general aviation systems
[AD-A2898301 p 368 N95-28610
Surface Modeling, Grid Generation, and Related Issues
in Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) Solutions
[NASA-CP-3291] p476 N95-28723
Third NASA Advanced Composites Technology
Conference, volume 1, part 2
[NASA-CP-3178-VOL-1-PT-2] p 531 N95-28823
Third NASA Advanced Composites Technology
Conference, volume 1. part 1
[NASA-CP-3178-VOL-1-PT-1] p 534 N95-29029
Intelligent turbine engines for Army applications
[AD-A290532J p514 N95-29496
Proceedings ol the 12th Annual National Conference
on Ada Technology
[AD-A290693] p 569 N95-29644
Proceedings of the Sixth International Symposium on
Long-Range Sound Propagation
[AD-A290920] p 580 N95-30084
Flight Vehicle Integration Panel Workshop on Pilot
Induced Oscillations
[AGARD-AR-335] p 597 N95-31061
The 25th International Symposium on Combustion
[AD-A286825] p 630 N95-31268
Active control technology: Applications and lessons
learned
[AGARD-CP-560] p 620 N95-31989
Environmentally Safe and Effective Processes for Paint
Removal
[AGARD-LS-201] p650 N95-32165
Low-Level and Nap-of-the-Earth (NOE) night
operations
[AGARD-CP-563] p 686 N95-32486
Special publication of National Aerospace Laboratory
[NAL-SP-27] p684 N95-34505
CONFIDENCE LIMITS
Reaction-time response of aircraft crash
[BTN-95-EIX95292721296] p 595 A95-92626
En route noise levels from propfan test assessment
airplane
[NASA-TP-3451] p62 N95-12341
CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT
Accelerated application development for flight
software
[AIAA PAPER 95-1031] p 566 A95-90703
Report to Congressional Committees. Comanche
Helicopter: Testing needs to be completed prior to
production decisions
[GAO/NSIAD-95-112] p 397 N95-27910
CONFINEMENT
Numerical mixing calculations of confined reacting jet
flows in a cylindrical duct
[NASA-TM-106736] p 139 N95-18133
Dynamics of phase ordering of nematics in a pore
[DE95-607662] p 362 N95-25978
CONFORMAL MAPPING
Optimum aerodynamic design via boundary control
p 127 N95-16565
CONGRESSIONAL REPORTS
Naval aviation: F-14 upgrades are not adequately
justified. Report to Congressional Committees
[AD-A286338] p 231 N95-20212
Report to the Secretary of Defense. Unmanned aerial
vehicles: No more Hunter systems should be bought until
problems are fixed
[GAO/NSIAD-95-52] p 286 N95-24091
Nitrogen oxide emissions and their control from
uninstalled aircraft engines in enclosed test cells: Joint
report to Congress on the Environmental Protection
Agency - Department of Transportation study
[PB95-166237] p 358 N95-26005
Report to Congressional Committees. Tactical Aircraft
Concurrency in development and production of F-22
aircraft should be reduced
[GAO/NSIAD-95-59] p 336 N95-26338
Report to Congressional Committees. Comanche
Helicopter: Testing needs to be completed prior to
production decisions
[GAO/NSIAD-95-112] p 397 N95-27910
Report to the Chairman, Legislation and National
Security Subcommittee, Committee on Government
Operations, House of Representatives. Tactical aircraft:
F-15 replacement is premature as currently planned
[GAO/NSIAD-94-118] p 679 N95-31987
Report to the Chairman. Legislation and National
Security Subcommittee, Committee on Government
Operations, House of Representatives. Unmanned aerial
vehicles: Performance of short-range system still in
question
[GAO/NSIAD-94-65] p 609 N95-32196
Report to Congressional Committees. Military airlift: C-17
settlement is not a good deal
[GAO/NSIAD-94-141] p585 N95-32198
Report to the Chairman, Subcommittee on
Transportation and Related Agencies, Committee on
Appropriations, House of Representatives. Air traffic
control: Status of FAA's plans to dose and contract out
low-activity towers
[GAO/RCED-94-265] p 603 N95-32199
Report to the Chairman. Subcommittee on Aviation,
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation,
US Senate. Aviation safety: Data problems threaten FAA
strides on safety analysis system
[GAO/AIMD-95-27] p 687 N95-32705
Fact sheet for Congressional requesters. Airport
competition: Essential air service slots at O'Hare
International Airport
[GAO/RCED-94-118FSJ p 699 N95-32759
Army aviation: Modernization strategy needs to be
reassessed. Report to Congressional requestors
[GAO/NSIAD-95-9] p 683 N95-32783
Report to the Chairman, Subcommittee on Aviation,
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation,
US Senate. Aviation Safety: FAA can better prepare
general aviation pilots for mountain flying risks
[GAO/RCED-94-15] p 687 N95-32784
Report to the Chairman, Subcommittee on
Transportation and Related Agencies, Committee on
Appropriations, US Senate. Airport Improvement Program:
Reliever airport set-aside funds could be redirected
[GAO/RCED-94-226] p 699 N95-32786
Aviation security: Development of new security
technology has not met expectations. Report to
Congressional requesters
[GAO/RCED-94-142] p 687 N95-32885
Report to the Chairman, Subcommittee on
Transportation and Related Agencies. Committee on
Appropriations, US Senate. Airport Improvement Program:
The Military Airport Program has not achieved intended
impact
[GAO/RCED-94-209] p 700 N95-32888
CONICAL BODIES
DSMC calculations for 70-deg blunted cone at 3.2 km/s
in nitrogen
[NASA-TM-109181] p348 N95-24396
The 25th International Symposium on Combustion
[AD-A286825] p 630 N95-31268
CONICAL FLOW
Interpretation of waverider performance data using
computational fluid dynamics
[BTN-95-EIX95062487534] p 193 A95-69242
Supersonic axisymmetric conical flow solutions for
different ratios of specific heats
[BTN-95-EIX95152583283] p 306 A95-73584
Nonlinear asymptotic theory of hypersonic flow past a
circular cone
[HTN-95-92599] p 461 A95-87415
Optimization of wavedriver configurations generated
from inclined circular and elliptic cones
[AIAA PAPER 95-6089] p 492 A95-89198
Heat transfer on bent-noise biconic in hypersonic flow
p639 A95-95394
Low-speed wind tunnel testing of the NPS and NASA
Ames Mach 6 optimized waverider
[AD-A283585] p 75 N95-15319
CONJUGATE GRADIENT METHOD
Aerodynamic sensitivity coefficients using the
three-dimensional full potential equation
[BTN-95-EIX95062487530] p 186 A95-69238
Aerodynamic shape optimization using preconditioned
conjugate gradient methods
[BTN-95-EIX95142553033] p 263 A95-73465
CONSERVATION EQUATIONS
Modeling aerodynamic problems using Smoothed
Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH)
[SAE PAPER 932512] p 465 A95-89185
CONSERVATION LAWS
CFD: Advances and Applications, part 1
[NAL-SP-9322-PT-1] p 165 N95-19444
A time-accurate finite volume method valid at all flow
velocities p314 N95-23447
Computational methods for control and optimal design
of aerospace systems
[AD-A292861] p 608 N95-31451
CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS
Non-linear viscoelastic-ptastic constitutive relations for
an aeronautical PMMA
[HTN-95-71132] p 385 A95-83493
CONSTRAINTS
The performance of child restraint devices in transport
airplane passenger seats
[DOT/FAA/AM-94/19] p 40 N95-12146
Empirical results on scheduling and dynamic
backtracking p299 N95-23761
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A brief survey of constrained mechanics and variational
problems in terms of differential forms
P360 N95-25803
CONSTRUCTION
Aeronautical engineering: A continuing bibliography with
indexes (supplement 315)
[NASA-SP-7037(315)] p 219 N95-21640
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
Expert systems and artificial intelligence applications in
engineering design and inspection p 710 N95-33008
CONTAINMENT
Severe edge effects and simple complimentary interior
solutions for thin-walled anisotropic and composite
structures
[AD-A290645] p 555 N9S-29562
CONTAMINANTS
Aircraft gas turbine emissions challenge
[BTN-94-EIX9S011441239] p 403 A95-84196
Nitrogen oxide emissions characteristics of augmented
turbofan engines
[BTN-94-EIX95011441240] p 403 A95-S4197
Numerical study of contaminant effects on combustion
of hydrogen, ethane, and methane in air
[AJAA.PAPER 95^097)._ p__510 A9WI8005
Three dimensional model calculations of the global
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for stratospheric ozone loss p26 N95-10657
Bicarbonate of soda blasting technology for aircraft
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[PB94-193323] p 104 N95-17466
Future directions in helicopter protection system
configuration p 198 N95-196S7
CONTAMINATION
Measurement of moisture and total hydrocarbon
contributions by valves used in dean room gas-delivery
systems
[BTN-94-EIX94381359041] p 295 A95-74629
An assessment of ground-test facility capabilities for
measurement of hypervelocity scramjet performance
[AIAA PAPER 95-6148) p 512 A95-90462
Out of area experiences with the RB199 in Toronto
P198 N95-19654
Community relations plan: Galena Airport and Camp ion
Air Force Station, Alaska
[AD-A286722] p 446 N95-27234
Hardware cleanliness methodology and certification
P419 N95-27656
Evaluation of commercial water-in-fuel test kits
[AD-A292135] p 537 N95-29572
Standardization of surface contamination analysis
systems p631 N95-31798
CONTINGENCY
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[AD-A293902] p 599 N95-31S12
CONTINUrrY EQUATION
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subjected to subsonic flows p 172 N95-18542
CONTINUOUS NOISE
Comments on the use of structurebome noise analysis
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CONTINUOUS SPECTRA
Aircraft measurements of water vapour continuum
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[HTN-95-90884] p 253 A95-72393
CONTINUOUS WAVE LASERS
The 25th International Symposium on Combustion
[AD-A286825] p 630 N95-31268
CONTINUUM FLOW
Hypersonic rarefied flow past spheres including wake
structure
[BTN-95-EIX95152583250] p 305 A95-73551
Hypersonic wind tunnel test techniques
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The aerothermodynamic validation reentry experiment
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The aerothermodynamic validation reentry experiment
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Damage tolerant repair techniques for pressurized
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[BTN-94-EIX94461408769] p 153 A95-63652
An approach to aerodynamic characteristics of low radar
cross-section fuselages p 106 N95-16251
CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
Report to Congressional Committees. Military airlift C-17
settlement is not a good deal
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[BTN-95-EIX95031502749] p 217 A95-68256
Fatigue life estimation program for Part 23 airplanes,
•AFS.FOR'
[SAE PAPER 931249] p 565 A95-89221
An artifical corrosion protocol for lap-splices in aircraft
skin p 152 N95-19482
CUMULUS CLOUDS
Microphysical and radiative properties of small cumulus
clouds over the sea
[HTN-95-A0526] p 255 A95-73180
On the link between cloud-top radiative properties and
sub-cloud aerosol concentrations
[HTN-95-A0527] p 255 A95-73181
Developing thunderstorm forecast rules utilizing first
detectable cloud radar-echoes p667 A95-93514
CURING
Ultrasonic techniques for repair of aircraft structures with
bonded composite patches p 136 N95-19486
Development and verification of a resin film
infusion/resin transfer molding simulation model for
fabrication of advanced textile composites
[NASA-CR-197439] p 301 N95-23179
External patch repair of CFRP/honeycomb sandwich
p395 N95-27522
CURVATURE
Elliptic tip effects on the vortex wake of an axisymmetric
body at incidence
[BTN-94-EIX94441386612] p 208 A95-67343
On wave-front curvature in linear stability theory
[BTN-94-BX94441385756] p 184 A95-68220
Influence of streamwise curvature on longitudinal
vortices imbedded in turbulent boundary layers
[BTN-94-EIX94401378820] p 307 A95-76489
Effect of curvature in the numerical simulation of an
electrothermal de-icer pad
[BTN-95-EIX95182619219] p 276 A95-76645
Instability of three-dimensional boundary layers due to
streamline curvature
[HTN-95-61070] p 430 A95-83654
CURVE FITTING
Strain gage selection in loads equations using a genetic
algorithm
[NASA-CR-4597] p 48 N95-12831
CURVED BEAMS
The effect of material heterogeneity in curved composite
beams for use in aircraft structures p 422 N95-28426
CURVED PANELS
Advanced composites structural concepts and materials
technologies for primary aircraft structures: Structural
response and failure analysis
[NASA-CR-4448] p11 N95-10240
Testing and analysis of flat and curved panels with
multiple cracks p93 N95-14460
Nonlinear bulging factor based on R-curve data
p94 N95-14476
Shear buckling analysis of a hat-stiffened panel
[NASA-TM-4644] p 158 N95-17490
Evaluation of the fuselage lap joint fatigue and
terminating action repair p 166 N95-19477
Rapid repair of large area damage to contoured aircraft
structures p394 N95-27516
Static and fatigue testing of full-scale fuselage panels
fabricated using a Therm-X(R) process
p420 N95-28270
Dimensional stability of curved panels with cocured
sWfeners and cobonded frames p 532 N95-28836
Design, analysis, and fabrication of a pressure box test
fixture for tension damage tolerance testing of curved
fuselage panels P533 N95-28839
Buckling analysis of curved composite sandwich panels
subjected to inplane loadings p 533 N95-28845
CUSHIONS
The effect of wear on fire-blocking layer material
effectiveness
[AD-A291520] p 485 N95-29855
CUTTING
Modelling for optimal operations of line milling of
aerodynamic surfaces
[BTN-94-EIX94461408774] p 138 A95-63657
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Vortex cutting by a blade. Part II: Computations of vortex
response
[BTN-94-E1X94441386611] p 208 A95-67342
Vortex cutting by a Made, Part 2: Computations of vortex
[HTN-95-20937] ' p 464 A95-88976
CV-880 AIRCRAFT
Fuselage bumthrough from large exterior fuel fires
[AD-A286295] p 226 N95-22318
CYBERNETICS
Emerging applications in probability (Sensor
management)
[AD-A292781] p 601 N95-31433
CYCLES
Corrosion of firo-dflmsgod sircraft
[AD-A294968] p 693 N9S-34S83
CYCUC LOADS
Non-linear viscoelastic-plastic constitiitive relations for
an aeronautical PMMA
[HTN-95-71132] p 385 A95-83493
Fatigue crack growth in 2024-T3 aluminum under tensile
and transverse shear stresses p 153 N95-19490
Damage of high temperature components by dust-laden
air~ - - - - - - - - - -— p201-.N95-19673_
Probabilistic material strength degradation model for
fnconel 718 components subjected to high temperature,
high-cycle and low-cycle mechanical fatigue, creep and
thermal fatigue effects
[NASA-CR-197832] p419 N95-27167
Preliminary analysis of dynamic stall effects on a
91 -meter wind turbine rotor p 376 N95-27975
Calculation of design load for the MOD-SA 7.3 mW wind
turbine system p 440 N9S-27982
Comparison of measured and calculated dynamic loads
for the Mod-2 2.5 mW wind turbine system
p440 N95-27983
Investigation of static and cyclic bearing failure
mechanisms for GR/EP laminates p422 N95-28427
CYCLOGENESIS
Research aircraft observations of a polar low at me east
Greenland ice edge
[HTN-95-A0175) p 215 A95-69766
Mesoscale structure of precipitation bands in a North
Atlantic winter storm
[HTN-95-40659) p 215 A95-69803
Tropical cyclone observation and forecasting with and
without aircraft reconnaissance
[HTN-95-80701] p 254 A95-72545
CYCLONES
Research aircraft observations of a polar low at the east
Greenland ice edge
[HTN-95-A0175] p 215 A95-69766
Mesoscale structure of precipitation bands in a North
Atlantic winter storm
[HTN-95JW659] p 215 A95-69803
CYCLOTRON RADIATION
Permanent magnet electron cyclotron resonance
plasma source with remote window
[BTN-95-EIX95242674338] p 450 A95-82176
CYCLOTRON RESONANCE
Permanent magnet electron cyclotron resonance
plasma source with remote window
CBTN-95-EIX95242674338J p 450 A95-82176
Cu deposition using a permanent magnet electron
cyclotron resonance microwave plasma source
[DE94-017768] p 304 N95-23981
CYLINDERS
Numerical investigation of cylinder wake flow with a rear
stagnation jet
[HTN-95-51669) p 433 A95-85051
CYLINDRICAL BODIES
Numerical computations of supersonic base flow with
special emphasis on turbulence modeling
(BTN-94-EIX94441386632) p 179 A95-68181
Aerodynamic mechanism of galloping
[BTN-94-BX94371347709] p 219 A95-69968
Time-resolved surface heat flux measurements in the
wing/body junction vortex
[BTN-9S-EIX95082502716] p 220 A95-71029
Wind-tunnel tests of an inclined cylinder having helical
[BTN-95-EIX9S262694306] p411 A95-85477
Computation of vortex breakdown on a rolling delta
wing
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748195] p 591 A95-94484
Wind tunnel investigations of the appearance of shocks
in the windward region of bodies with circular cross section
at angle of attack p113 N95-17866
Force and pressure data of an ogive-nosed slender body
at high angles of attack and different Reynolds numbers
pi 13 N95-17868
Supersonic vonex flow around a missile body
pi 14 N95-17870
Field and data analysis studies related to the
atmospheric environment
[NASA-CR-196543) p 168 N95-18093
Numerical mixing calculations of confined reacting jet
flows in a cylindrical duct
(NASA-TM-106736) p 139 N95-1B133
Numerical computations of supersonic base flow with
special emphasis on turbulence modeling
[AD-A283688] p119 N95-18670
Effects of three-dimensional imposed 3-D disturbances
on bluff-body near wake flows
[AD-A289553] p 374 N95-26757
Experimental and theoretical studies of wakes in
stratified flows
[AD-A290203] p 553 N95-29060
CYLINDRICAL SHELLS
Field-consistent element applied to flutter analysis of
circular cylindrical shells
[BTN-94-EIX94341341971] p 56 A95-60871
Simplified analysis of general instability of stiffened
shells with cutouts in pure bending
[BTN-95-EIX95042474418] P 209 A95-68282
Numerical investigation of sound transmission through
double wall cylinders with respect to active noise control
p 577 A95-90134
Development of strength analysis methods and design
model for aircraft constructions in Kazan Aviation
institute P 127 N95-16264
Compression strength of composite primary structural
components
[NASA-CR-197554] p 160 N95-18388
Load transfer in the stiffener-to-skin joints of a
pressurized fuselage
[NASA-CR-198610] P 439 N95-27865
CYLINDRICAL WAVES
RCS measurements, transformations, and comparisons
under cylindrical and plane wave illumination
[BTN-94-EIX94371347126] P 242 A95-69976
DAMAGE
Multiaxis pilot ratings for damaged aircraft
[BTN-95-EIX95182619128) P 269 A95-76605
On-line learning nonlinear direct neurocontrollers for
restructurable control systems
[BTN-95-BX95242670768] P 359 A95-81079
Plaster damage experiments at the BBN Sonic Boom
Test Facility p529 A95-90120
Damage to composite aircraft structures from lightning
strike attachment to unprotected CFC and internal sparking
causing fuel injection
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-4-026] p 531 A95-91675
Repairs to composite structure on military aircraft
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-4-067] p 531 A95-91677
Elastic-plastic models for multi-site damage
p 92 N95-14454
Brite-Euram programme: ACOUFAT acoustic fatigue and
related damage tolerance of advanced composite and
metallic structures P 174 N95-19159
Widespread fatigue damage monitoring: Issues and
concerns p136 N95-194B8
Navy foreign object damage and its impact on future
gas turbine engine low pressure compression systems
p198 N95-19658
Scandinavian Airlines Systems experience on erosion,
corrosion and foreign object damage effects on gas
turbines P 198 N95-19659
Experimental and numerical simulations of the effects
of ingested particles in gas turbine engines
p 199 N95-19662
Damage of high temperature components by dust-laden
air p 201 N95-19673
Rationale for the Modular Air-system Vulnerability
Estimation Network (MAVEN) methodology
[AD-A285797] p 284 N95-22510
Residual strength of thin panels with cracks
p311 N95-23311
Double pass retroreflectton for corrosion detection in
aircraft structures p 323 N95-23503
POD assessment of NDI procedures using a round robin
test
(AGARD-R-809) p315 N95-23602
Bird ingestian into large (urbofan engines
[DOT/FAA/CT-93/14] p 333 N95-24631
Scarf repairs to graphite/epoxy components
p396 N95-27523
Damage occurrence on composites during testing and
fleet service: Repair of Airbus aircraft
p 396 N95-27526
Comparison of resin Hm infusion, resin transfer molding,
and consolidation of textile preforms for primary aircraft
structure p42S N95-28477
Application of damage tolerance methodology in
certification of the Ptaggio P-180 Avanti
p 399 N95-28480
Test results from large wing and fuselage panels
p537 N95-2S051
Probabilistic reliability modeling of fatigue on the H-46
fie bar
[AD-A289926] p 607 N95-30927
New adaptive methods for reconfigurable flight control
systems, appendix 1
[AD-A292711] p619 N95-30937
DAMAGE ASSESSMENT
Computerized maintenance aid
[BTN-95-EIX95031502749] p217 A95-68256
Corrosion prevention and control
[BTN-9S-EIX9S031502753) p 188 A95-68260
Mechanical system reliability and risk assessment
[BTN-95-EIX95142553046] p 304 A95-73452
Validation of an effective flat auriform-shaped specimen
to study CFRP composite laminates under biaxial
loading
[BTN-95-EIX95152584677] p 282 A95-73589
Right simulation fatigue crack growth testing of
aluminum alloys
[HTN-95-O0652] p418 A95-84731
Status and prospects for aluminium-lithium alloys in
aircraft structures p 387 A95-85893
Elements of structural integrity assurance
p387 A95-85896
—Verification- of the damage. tolerance_of a_fighter
aircraft p 388 A95-85897"
Damage tolerance capability p 388 A95-85898
Ultrasonic imaging of damages in CRFT-laminates
p578 A95-90828
Intelligent skins development for future military aircraft
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-17-189]
p531 A95-91714
Moisture induced pressures in concrete airfield
pavements
[AD-A281974] p 52 N95-11789
Inspecting for widespread fatigue damage: Is partial
debonding the key? p 93 N95-14458
Probabilistic inspection strategies for minimizing service
failures p 93 N95-14461
A method of calculating the safe fatigue life of compact,
highly-stressed components p 93 N95-14464
Computational predictive methods for fracture and
fatigue p 93 N95-14466
Development of the NASA/FLAGRO computer program
for analysis of airframe structures p 94 N95-14473
Challenges for the aircraft structural integrity program
p 80 N95-14481
Analysis of small crack behavior for airframe
applications p95 N95-14484
Full-scale testing and analysis of fuselage structure
p95 N95-14485
Artificial neural network modeling of damaged aircraft
[AD-A283227] p 80 N95-14849
POD assessment of NDI procedures using a round robin
test
[AGARD-R-809] p 315 N95-23602
Aircraft accident report. Runway overrun following
rejected takeoff. Continental airlines flight 795, McDonnell
Douglas MD-82, N18835, LaGuardia Airport. Flushing. NY,
2 March 1994
[PB95-910401] p277 N95-23609
Emerging nondestructive inspection for aging aircraft
CPB95-143053J p328 N95-25401
Proceedings of the 2d USAF Aging Aircraft
Conference
[AD-A288217] p 336 N95-25578
Navy composite maintenance and repair experience
p 424 N95-28446
Compressive strength of damaged and repaired
composite plates p442 N95-28484
SMART materials: Surfaces, transforms and interfaces.
The commensurate engineering dimension
[AD-A289S98] p 442 N95-28649
Mapping hidden aircraft defects wish dual-band infrared
computed tomography
[DE95-011531] p584 N9S-32164
Modal identification and its applications to damage
detection in vibrating structures p 704 N95-32920
DAMPERS
Dynamics of the McDonnell-Douglas Large Scale
Dynamic Rig and dynamic calibration of the rotor
balance
[NASA-TM-108855] p65 N95-13891
DAMPING
Lyapunov exponents and stochastic stability of
two-dimensional parametrically excited random systems
[BTN-94-EIX94361122401) p 207 A95-65897
Stability of magnetic bearing-rotor systems and the
effects of gravity and damping
[BTN-94-EIX94441386619] p 208 A95-68168
Flap-lag damping in hover and forward flight with a
three-dimensional wake
[HTN-95-A0496] p 221 A95-72567
Prediction of energy absorption capability of composite
stiff eners
IHTN-95-A0500) p 230 A95-72571
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Dynamic-stall and structural-modeling effects on
helicopter blade stability with experimental correlation
[HTN-95-81646] p 542 A95-87694
Stability of magnetic bearing-rotor systems and the
effects of gravity and damping
[HTN-95-20955] p 465 A95-88994
An electrorheologically controlled semi-active landing
gear
[SAE PAPER 931403] p 605 A95-93673
Dynamic stiffness and damping of foil bearings for gas
turbine engines
[SAE PAPER 931449] p 635 A95-93698
Van der pol absorber for rotor vibrations
[BTN-94-EIX94441385106] p 702 A95-96579
Use of blade pitch control to provide power train damping
for the Mod-2, 2.5-mW wind turbine p 440 N95-27986
Retirculating cavity casing treatment failure
[AD-A289330J p 513 N95-28908
High-and low-frequency dynamics of isolated blades and
rotors with dynamic stall and wake
[AD-A290358] p 503 N95-29322
A simulation of damping process of pendulum motion
due to aerodynamic forces p 711 N95-34551
DARKENING
Factors affecting the perception of luning in monocular
regions of partial binocular overlap displays
[AD-A286287] p 259 N95-22044
DATA ACQUISITION
Optimum full-scale subsonic wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 86-0732] p 18 A95-60161
Forecasting for a large field program: STORM-FEST
[HTN-95-90694] p215 A95-69721
Condition monitoring and diagnostics
[BTN-95-EIX95182617811] p 261 A95-75756
The FAA regional/commuter aircraft flight loads data
collection program
[SAE PAPER 931258] p493 A95-89224
A systems for flight data acquisition and analysis for a
remotely-piloted research vehicle p517 A95-91554
Use of pilot reports for verification of aircraft icing
diagnoses and forecasts p 666 A95-93508
MOCRS: Aircraft observations collection and uses
p668 A95-93517
Low frequency ultrasonic nondestructive inspection of
aluminum/adhesive fuselage lap splices
[DE94-014242] p24 N95-11135
Development of an experimental facility for analysis of
rotorrjynamic phenomena
[AD-A281897] p25 N95-11330
virtual environment application with partial gravity
simulation p 169 N95-15988
Data acquisition and processing software for the Low
Speed Wind Tunnel tests of the Jindivik auxiliary air
intake
[AD-A285455] p 108 N95-17178
Universal wind tunnel data acquisition and reduction
software
[AD-A283897] p 171 N95-18365
Strategic avionics technology definition studies. Sutatask
3-1A3: Electrical Actuation (ELA) Systems Test Facility
[NASA-CR-188360] p 143 N95-18567
Dynamic Stability Instrumentation System (DSIS).
Volume 1: Hardware description
[NASA-TM-109160-VOL-1] p 171 N95-18899
Right parameters monitoring system for tracking
structural integrity of rotary-wing aircraft
p135 N95-19469
Muttiport pressure measurements on continuously
moving wind tunnel models
[ARA-MEMO-391 ] P 188 N95-19772
An overview of Health and Usage Monitoring Systems
(HUMS) for military helicopters
[DSTO-TR-0061] p 327 N95-24200
Weather And Radar Processor (WARP) Test and
Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP)
[AD-A288280] p 445 N95-26453
Research instrumentation for polytechnic university's
supersonic wind tunnel facility
[AD-A290232] p 523 N95-29468
Electrochemical impedance pattern recognition for
detection of hidden chemical corrosion on aircraft
components, phase 1
[AD-A291345] p 556 N95-29946
Offshore next generation weather radar (NEXRAD)
OT&E integration and OT&E operational test
[AD-A293223] p 646 N95-30902
Anechoic chamber upgrade
[AD-A294375] p 700 N95-34342
DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Supersonic and hypersonic shock/boundary-layer
interaction database
[BTN-94-EIX94441386604] p 182 A95-67335
DATABASES
Supersonic and hypersonic shock/boundary-layer
interaction database
[BTN-94-EIX94441386604] p 182 A95-67335
Computerized maintenance aid
[BTN-95-EIX95031502749] p217 A95-68256
Modeling student knowledge with self-organizing feature
maps
[BTN-95-EIX95262697073] p 564 A95-86862
Supersonic and hypersonic shock/boundary-layer
interaction database
[HTN-95-20930] p 463 A95-88969
Towards improving the NMC aircraft data base
p660 A95-93480
Development of a dimatological data base to help
forecast cloud cover conditions for shuttle landings at the
Kennedy Space Center p 670 A95-93529
General aviation landing incidents and accidents: A
review of ASRS and AOPA research findings
p596 A95-95198
Initial exploration of the ASRS database
p 681 A95-95204
Advanced distributed simulation technology advanced
rotary wing aircraft. System/segment specification.
Volume 3: Visual system module
[AD-A280239] p 20 N95-10351
Windshear certification data base for forward-look
detection systems p4l N95-13204
A selection of experimental test cases for the validation
of CFD codes, volume 1
[AGARD-AR-303-VOL-1 ] p 91 N95-14201
A supercritical airfoil experiment p 111 N95-17858
A selection of experimental test cases for the validation
of CFD codes. Supplement Datasets A-E
[AGARD-AR-303-SUPPL] p 117 N95-18539
A CMC database for use in the next generation launch
vehicles (rockets) p 150 N95-18993
Documentation and archiving of the Space Shuttle wind
tunnel test data base. Volume 2: User's Guide to the
Archived Data Base
[NASA-TM-104806-VOL-2] p 205 N95-19624
Description and flow characterization of hypersonic
facilities
[AD-A284291] p 223 N95-20248
Data link terminal DLT document
[PB95-110805) p229 N95-21369
Independent review of Aviation Technology and
Research Information Analysis System (ATRIAS)
[AD-A284049] p 226 N95-21518
A user's guide to LUGSAN 1.V. A computer program
to calculate and archive lug and sway brace loads for
aircraft-carried stores
[DE95-001919J p 232 N95-21730
Compendium of NASA data base for the Global
Troposphere Experiment's Pacific Exploratory Mission
West-A (PEM West-A)
[NASA-TM-109177] p 320 N95-23009
Impeller flow field characterization with a laser two-focus
velocimeter p313 N95-23440
NLS Right Simulation Laboratory (FSL) documentation
[NASA-CR-196564] p 363 N95-24439
AIAA Techfest 20 Proceedings
[NIAR-94-1] p367 N95-26941
Horizontal axis wind turbine post stall airfoil
characteristics synthesization p376 N95-27974
Enplanement and all cargo activity
[AD-A280074] p 412 N95-28151
Overview of the ACT program p 424 N95-28463
COINS: A composites information database system
P453 N95-28465
Proceedings of the AIAA/FAA joint symposium on
general aviation systems
[AD-A289830] p 368 N95-28610
Conversion of the TRACON operations concepts
database into a formal sentence outline job task
taxonomy
[DOT/FAA/AM-95/16] p 488 N95-28819
Modeling spatio-temporal databases to measure the
performance of the GPS satellite constellation
p489 N95-29596
International access to aeromedical evacuation medical
equipment assessment data p 569 N95-29622
Integration of air traffic databases: A case study
[AD-A293691) p 602 N95-32022
Full-scale hingeless rotor performance and loads
[NASA-TM-110356] p 691 N95-32699
DATA COLLECTION PLATFORMS
Aviation terminal forecasts based on automated
observations (FTAUTO) p 668 A95-93520
Long endurance stratospheric solar powered airship
[PB95-178729] p 336 N95-26009
DATA COMPRESSION
Fault detection in multiprocessor systems and array
processors
[BTN-95-EIX95242679097] p 359 A95-81253
DATA CONVERSION ROUTINES
User documentation of the CTA program
[AD-A289508] p 375 N95-26854
DATA CORRELATION
Data from the GARTEur (AD) Action Group 02 airfoil
CAST 7/DOA1 experiments p111 N95-17856
DATA INTEGRATION
MATSurv multisensor air traffic surveillance
[AD-A292253] p 489 N95-28887
DATA LINKS
Gatelink highspeed communications with parked
aircraft
[SAE PAPER 932610] p 486 A95-90079
An integrated system to improve aviation weather
forecasts for the Alaska Range p 656 A95-93460
The data link flight information service application
p665 A95-93504
Dissemination of terminal weather products to the flight
deck via data link p669 A95-93525
Dissemination of weather products
p670 A95-93526
Weather products for aviation from WAFC Bracknell
p670 A95-93527
Spread spectrum applications in unmanned aerial
vehicles
[AD-A281035] p 156 N95-16448
GPS-Squitter capacity analysis
[AD-A280037] p 245 N95-20599
Data link terminal DLT document
[PB95-110805] p229 N95-21369
Differential GPS and system integration of the Low
Visibility Landing and Surface Operations (LVLASO)
demonstration p280 N95-23318
DATA MANAGEMENT
Gatelink highspeed communications with parked
aircraft
[SAE PAPER 932610] p 486 A95-90079
Initial exploration of the ASRS database
p 681 A95-95204
DATA PROCESSING
On-line analysis capabilities developed to support the
active flexible wing wind-tunnel tests
[BTN-95-EIX95182619213] p 296 A95-76639
Data processing and mapping in airborne radiometric
surveys
[HTN-95-51587] p 442 A95-83591
The inference of aviation weather hazards based on
the integration of radar and lightning data
p660 A95-93483
Initial exploration of the ASRS database
p 681 A95-95204
Efficient and effective handling of cycle slips in global
positioning system data p 43 N95-12230
Automation of reverse engineering process in aircraft
modeling and related optimization problems
[NASA-CR-197109] p 129 N95-16899
A processing centre for the CNES CE-GPS
experimentation p 125 N95-17196
OAT15A airfoil data p 111 N95-17857
Flight parameters monitoring system for tracking
structural integrity of rotary-wing aircraft
p 135 N95-19469
SAR image registration in absolute coordinates using
GPS carrier phase position and velocity information
[DE94-018738] p 228 N95-20195
Optical processing and control
[AD-A279157] p 259 N95-21975
Enhancement of F/A-18 operational flight
measurements: Data report for phase 1
[DSTO-TR-0049] p 286 N95-23666
Calculation of satellite drag coefficients
[AD-A285118] p300 N95-23781
AVIRIS and TIMS data processing and distribution at
the land processes distributed active archive center
p325 N95-23872
Using digital filtering techniques as an aid in wind turbine
data analysis
[DE94-011662J p 357 N95-24853
Weather And Radar Processor (WARP) Test and
Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP)
[AD-A288280] p 445 N95-26453
Stall precursor study of high frequency data for three
high speed, swept compressor rotors
[AD-A289379] p 406 N95-26878
STEP: A futurevision, today
[NONP-NASA-VT-95-49121] p 452 N95-27209
Advanced data visualization and sensor fusion:
Conversion of techniques from medical imaging to Earth
science p711 N95-34236
DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
Fault detection in multiprocessor systems and array
processors
[BTN-95-EIX95242679097] p 359 A95-81253
Certification of windshear performance with RTCA class
D radomes p 41 N95-13206
The impact of advanced packaging technology on
modular avionics architectures p 233 N95-20632
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DATA PROCESSING TERMINALS
Evaluation of the Haworth-Newman avionics Display
Readability Scale
[AD-A286127] p 235 N95-22232
DATA RECORDERS
Investigation of flight data recorder fire test
requirements
[AD-A285832] p 232 N95-20032
Micro-time Stress measurement device development
[AD-A289511] P448 N95-26845
Solid-state data recorder, next development and use
p705 N95-33143
DATA REDUCTION
Identification of aviation weather hazards based on the
integration of radar and lightning data
[HTN-95-51323] p 356 A95-80908
The FAA regional/commuter aircraft flight loads data
collection program
[SAE PAPER 931258] p 493 A95-89224
Aviation value-added products and services from the
NEXRAD Information Dissemination Service (NIDS)
p 671 A95-93535
Initial exploration of the ASRS database
p~681 A95-95204
Reanalysis of European flight loads data
[AD-A282052] p9 N95-11179
Efficient and effective handling of cyde slips in global
positioning system data p 43 N95-12230
A new algorithm for five-hole probe calibration, data
reduction, and uncertainty analysis
[NASA-TM-106458] p 38 N95-12378
SAR image registration in absolute coordinates using
GPS carrier phase position and velocity information
1DE94-018738) p228 N95-20195
Using digital filtering techniques as an aid in wind turbine
data analysis
[DE94-011862) p357 N95-24853
Artificial intelligence techniques for flight test planning,
phase 1
[AD-A293962] p 608 N95-31525
DATA RETRIEVAL
HLLV avionics requirements study and electronic filing
system database development
[NASA-CR-193993] p 49 N95-13027
DATA SMOOTHING
New methods, new methodology: Advanced CFD in the
Snecma turbomachinery design process
p90 N95-14134
A brief survey of constrained mechanics and variational
problems in terms of differential forms
p360 N95-25803
DATA STORAGE
Holographic interferornetric tomography for
reconstructing flow fields p 310 N95-23287
AVIRIS and TIMS data processing and distribution at
the land processes distributed active archive center
p325 N95-23872
DATA STRUCTURES
Determination of piloting feedback structures for an
attitude tracking task
[BTN-95-EIX95242670770] p 327 A95-81077
Matching fluid and structure meshes for aeroelastic
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P476 N9S-28731
The fluid mechanics of a high aspect ratio slot with an
impressed pressure gracfient and secondary injection
P557 N95-30304
High aspect ratio metal microstructures and method for
preparing the same
[AD-D017463] p629 N9S-30750
HIGH ENERGY ELECTRONS
Induced Compton scattering by relativistjc electrons in
magnetized astrophysical plasmas p 563 N95-29885
HIGH ENERGY FUELS
Solid fuel ramjet composition
[AD-D016458] p 152 N95-19090
HIGH FREQUENCIES
High-frequency acoustic radiation from a curved duct
of circular cross section p 573 A95-90098
Assessing aircraft survivability to high frequency
transient threats
[AD-A283999] p 134 N95-18726
Design and development of a test rig for the high
frequency testing of rolling sleeve airsprings
[DSTO-TN-0001] p411 N95-26378
HIGH GRAVITY ENVIRONMENTS
The large radius track centrifuge concept as an
acceleration research and simulation device
p379 A95-84560
HIGH PRESSURE
Thermo-hydrodynamic solution of floating ring seals for
high pressure compressors using the finite-element
method
[HTN-95-92246] p 433 A95-85290
High pressure vaporization and burning of methanol
droplets in reduced gravity p 527 A95-87285
Effect of surface roughness on local film cooling
effectiveness and heat transfer coefficients
[AD-A283854J p 91 N95-14351
Twin engine afterbody model p 115 N95-17880
Studies on high pressure and unsteady flame
phenomena
[AD-A284126] p 152 N95-18410
An analysis of the costs and benefits in improving
F402-RR-406A High Pressure Turbine, second stage
blades under the aircraft engine Component Improvement
Program (CIP)
[AD-A285127] p 197 N9S-19595
An investigation of the AFIT 2-inch shock tube as a
flow source for supersonic testing
(AD-A28924S) p412 N95-26966
NASA Lewis Research Center's combustor test facilities
and capabilities
[NASA-TM-106903] p412 N95-27176
HIGH RESOLUTION
MAX-91: Polarimetric SAR results on Montespertoli
site p320 N95-23940
Classification of ultra high range resolution radar using
decision boundary analysis
[AD-A289378] p 437 N95-26877
Computational algorithms for aerodynamic analysis and
[AD-A291084] p 482 N95-29972
HIGH REYNOLDS NUMBER
Aerodynamic Investigation with focusing schlieren in a
cryogenic wind tunnel
[HTN-95-20835] P 544 A95-88096
High subsonic and high Reynolds number wind tunnel
tests of two-dimensional natural-laminar-flow airfoils with
suction boundary layer control p 472 A95-91508
Navier-Stokes simulation of turbulent vortex
high-Re-number flows over a delta wing
p644 A95-95507
Numerical simulation of the flow about the F-18 HARV
at high angle of attack
[NASA-CR-196396] p 9 N95-10940
Numerical simulation of the flow about an F-18 aircraft
in the high-alpha regime p 68 N95-14232
Numerical simulation of the flow about the F-18 HARV
at high angle of attack
[NASA-CR-197023] p 74 N95-14614
Detailed study at supersonic speeds of the flow around
delta wings p112 N95-17861
On the Ughthill relationship and sound generation from
isotropic turbulence
[NASA-CR-195005] p 159 N95-18191
Unsteady aerodynamic analyses for turbomachinery
aeroelastic predictions p 141 N95-19381
Numerical and experimental study of drag characteristics
of two-dimensional HLFC airfoils in high subsonic, high
Reynolds number flow
[NAL-TR-1244T] p 331 N95-24998
Comparative wind tunnel test at high Reynolds numbers
of NACA 64 621 airfoils with two aileron configurations
p377 N95-27977
HIGH SPEED
Possible effects of CO2 increase on the high-speed civil
transport impact on ozone
(HTN-95-60779J p317 A95-75976
Impact on ozone of high-speed stratospheric aircraft
Effects of the emission scenario
[HTN-95-51283] p 356 A95-80868
Mesh generation and adaptiviry for the solution of
compressible viscous high speed flows
[BTN-95-EIX95262697157] p 538 A95-86893
A-136
SUBJECTINDEX HOPE AEROSPACE PLANE
Conceptual studies of high speed combustors lor mixing
enhancement mechanisms
[AIAA PAPER 95-6095] p 510 A95-88003
Gatelink highspeed communications with parked
aircraft
[SAE PAPER 932610] p 486 A95-90079
Signal processing of noise data from high-speed
flyovers
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748178] p 680 A95-94248
The High Speed Research Program
[NASA-TM-109869] p 10 N95-10548
The Bite: A high speed, low-cost general aviation aircraft
for Aerowortd
[NASA-CR-197161] p45 N95-12530
The Balsa bullet A high speed, low-cost general aviation
aircraft for Aerowortd
[NASA-CR-197165] p 46 N9S-12638
High-Speed Research: 1994 Sonic Boom Workshop:
Atmospheric Propagation and Acceptability Studies
[NASA-CP-3279] p 75 N95-14878
Error propagation equations for estimating the
uncertainty in high-speed wind tunnel test results
[DE94-014J36] _P_145__N95-_165P9_
Two-dimensional 16.5 percent thick supercritical airfoil
NLR 7301 p110 N95-17854
Hypersonic flight testing
[AD-A283981] p 134 N95-18891
Advanced diesel electronic fuel injection and
turDocharging
[A0-A279176] p211 N95-19809
Inner loop flight control for the High-Speed Civil
Transport p293 N95-23314
Application of CFO to the analysis and design of
high-speed inlets
INASA-CR-198574) p 438 N95-27240
Modeling and control of rotating stall in high speed
multi-stage axial compressors p513 N95-29244
Compressibility effects on and control of dynamic stall
of oscillating airfoil
[AO-A291804] p480 N95-29428
Characterization of stall inception in high-speed
single-stage compressors
[AD-A291275] p 514 N95-29934
HIGH STRENGTH
Repairs of CFC primary structures
p 396 N95-27527
HIGH STRENGTH ALLOYS
Forming and bonding techniques for high-strength
aluminum alloys
[HTN-95-20605] p 418 A95-84786
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
Test method and test results for environmental
assessment of aircraft materials p 302 N95-23509
HIGH TEMPERATURE
Mach wave emission from a high-temperature
supersonic jet
[HTN-95-42571] p 458 A95-87201
Lightweight high-temperature fuel metering valves
[SAE PAPER 931444] p 635 A95-93693
Effects of activated reactive evaporation process
parameters on the mtcronardness of polycrystalline silicon
carbide thin films
[GTN-95-00406090-4621 ] p 680 A95-93965
Brush seal performance and durability issues based on
T-700 engine test results
(NASA-TM-106502) p 22 N95-11483
High temperature strain gage technology for gas turbine
engines
[NASA-CR-191177] p 57 N95-11996
Damage ot high temperature components by dust-laden
air p201 N95-19673
New Trends in coatings developments for turbine blades:
Materials processing and repair p 201 N95-19676
Toughened Slcomp composites for gas turbine engine
applications
[OE95-002851] p 235 N95-21243
Evolution of oxidation and creep damage mechanisms
in HIPed silicon nitride materials
[DE95-001360] p 300 N95-22689
Design of a variable area diffuser for a 15-inch Mach
6 open-jet tunnel p 297 N95-23309
Innovative processing of composites for ultra-high
temperature applications, book 1
(AD-A290889) p 537 N95-29842
NASA Lewis Research Center's preheated combustor
and materials test facility
[NASA-TM-106676] p 626 N95-30592
HIGH TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENTS
The potential for CMCs to replace superalloys in engine
exhaust ducts
[HTN-95-42298] p418 A95-84992
Measurements of pressure and thermal wakes in a
transonic turbine cascade
[AD-A283464] p 38 N95-12548
Hypersonic engine leading edge experiments in a high
heat flux, supersonic flow environment
[NASA-TM-106742] p 91 N95-14299
Aerodynamic characteristics of the orbital reentry vehicle
experimental probe fins in a supersonic flow
[NAL-TR-1232] p 342 N95-25664
Advanced composite structural concepts and materials
technologies for primary aircraft structures: Advanced
material concepts
[NASA-CR-4485] p 503 N9S-29027
Static pressure drop by swirling flow of an internal cooling
air system through a turbine shaft p 698 N95-34560
HIGH TEMPERATURE FLUIDS
A one-<limensional inviscid nonequilibrium flow solver
[ISBN 1-879921-01-4] p 588 A95-93752
HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES
Mach wave emission from a high-temperature
supersonic jet
[BTN-95-EIX951525775B6] p 264 A95-73496
Temperature effects on acoustic interactions between
altitude test facilities and jet engine plumes
[NASA-CR-197638] p 258 N95-21170
Toughened Siteomp composites for gas turbine engine
applications _______ ______ ___
[DE95-002851] p 235 N95-21243
Phase 2: HGM air flow tests in support of HEX vane
investigation p 312 N95-23438
High frequency flow-structural interaction in dense
subsonic fluids
[NASA-CR-4652] p 330 N95-24217
Computation of high-altitude hypersonic flow-field
radiation p 593 N95-30843
HIGH TEMPERATURE SUPERCONDUCTORS
Phonon characteristics ol high (T sub c) superconductors
from neutron Doppler broadening measurements
[DE95403703] p324 N95-24076
HIGH TEMPERATURE TESTS
Contribution of thermal radiation to the temperature
profile of ceramic composite materials
[BTN-94-EIX9501 1441252] p417 A95-84209
Study on the turbine vane and blade for a 1 500 C class
industrial gas turbine
[BTN-94-EIX95011441254] p 431 A95-84211
High-temperature acoustic test facilities and methods
p 174 N95-19149
Design and operation of a thermoacoustic test facility
p 147 N95-19150
Investigation of flight data recorder fire test
requirements
[AD-A285832] p 232 N95-20032
Thermally stable organic polymers
[AO-A290755] p 537 N95-29482
Bell Helicopter Advanced Rotocraft Transmission (ART)
program
[NASA-CR-1 95479] p 555 N95-29538
HIGH VOLTAGES
Partial discharge testing of high voltage wiring harness
for airborne displays
[AD-A289150] p 401 N95-27003
HIGHLY MANEUVERABLE AIRCRAFT
Robust dynamic inversion for control of highly
maneuverable aircraft
[BTN-95-EIX95242670747] p 359 A9S61100
Impact of agility requirements on configuration
synthesis
[NASA-CR-4627] p 44 N95-119S2
Feedback control laws for highly maneuverable
[NASA-CR-197944] p 295 N95-23410
Computational methods for control and optimal design
of aerospace systems
[AD-A292861] p 608 N95-31451
Nonlinear adaptive control of highly maneuverable high
performance aircraft p710 N95-33712
HILSCH TUBES
3D visualization of unsteady 2D airplane wake vortices
[AD-A284745) p 27 N95-11593
HISTORIES
Design decisions from the history of the EUVE science
payload
[HTN-9S-60545] p 205 A95-698S4
Development of aeronautical mobile satellite services
over the past thirty years
[BTN-95-EIX951 52569458] p 305 A95-73498
Special purpose landing gear A survey of historical
[SAE PAPER 932579] p 494 A95-90066
What's next in commercial aircraft environmental control
systems?
[SAE PAPER 932057] p 513 A95-91638
Langley overview
[NASA-TM-109891] p 20 N95-10547
Aeronautics and space technology, past, present and
future p35 N95-11892
NASA's Hypersonic Research Engine Project A
review
[NASA-TM-107759] p 50 N95-12860
A review of 50 years of aerodynamic research with
NACA/NASA
[NASA-TM-109163] p 102 N95-13663
The personal aircraft Status and issues
[NASA-TM-109174] p 223 N95-20688
Application of CFD to the analysis and design of
high-speed inlets
[NASA-CR-198574] p 438 N95-27240
Pia A historical perspective p 597 N95-31062
HL-10 REENTRY VEHICLE
Development and flight testing of the HL-10 lifting
body p498 A95-90872
HL-10 dedication ceremony
[NASA-TM-104295] p 13 N95-10740
HOLDERS
Test model designs for advanced refractory ceramic
materials p55 N95-11968
Background noise levels measured in the NASA Lewis
9- by 15-foot low-speed wind tunnel
— [NASA-TM--106817] . _ p_145._N95-18054_
HOLES
Erosion of T56 5th stage rotor blades due to bleed hole
overtipflow p 200 N95-19666
HOLES (MECHANICS)
Bonded composite repair of cracked load-bearing
holes
[BTN-94-EIX94401360553] p 243 A95-71867
Analytical developments in support of the NASA aging
aircraft program with an application to crack growth from
rivets
[SAE PAPER 931223] p 545 A95-88789
New experimental approach to determine initial fatigue
quality with fastener holes
[BTN-94-EIX94522406136] p 701 A95-96273
Impingement flow heat transfer measurements of turbine
blades using a jet array
[AD-A283450] p 62 N95-12512
Particle deposition in gas turbine blade film cooling
holes p 199 N95-19661
Eddy current detection of pining corrosion around
fastener holes p31S N95-23507
POD assessment of NDI procedures using a round robin
test
[AGARD-R-809] p 315 N95-23602
Leading edge film cooling effects on turbine blade heat
transfer
[NASA-TM-106955] p 513 N95-29115
HOLOGRAPHIC INTERFEROMETRY
Quantitative comparison between interferometric
measurements and Euler computations for supersonic
cone flows
[BTN-95-EIX95222650782] p 358 A95-79238
Head-on parallel blade-vortex interaction
[HTN-95-61197] p 491 A95-87570
Developments in laser-based diagnostics for wind
tunnels in the Aeromechanics Division: 1987-1992
[AD-A283011] P84 N95-13687
Holographic interferometric tomography for
reconstructing flow fields p 310 N95-23287
HOLOGRAPHY
Control of wind tunnel operations using neural net
interpretation of flow visualization records
(NASA-TM-106683] p 24 N95-10854
Development and flight testing of an Obstacle Avoidance
System for US Army helicopters p 687 N95-32500
HOMING
Switched bias proportional navigation for homing
guidance against highly maneuvering targets
[BTN-95-EIX95182619145] p 279 A95-76622
HOMING DEVICES
Ideal proportional navigation p342 A95-81374
HOMOGENEOUS TURBULENCE
Direct ntirnGncoi sirnulfltion of incorrtprsssibte
homogeneous isotropic turbulence using NWT
p706 N95-34530
HONEYCOMB STRUCTURES
Minimum-mass design ol sandwich aerobrakes for a
lunar transfer vehicle
[BTN-95-EIX95212645707] p 299 A95-767S9
Held repair materials for naval aircraft
p394 N95-27514
Composite repair of a CF18: Vertical stabilizer leading
edge p 395 N95-27517
Composite repair issues on the CF-18 aircraft
p395 N95-27S18
External patch repair of CFFtP/honeycomb sandwich
p395 N95-27522
Scarf repairs to graphite/epoxy components
p396 N95-27523
HOPE AEROSPACE PLANE
Rarefied gas numerical wind tunnel: OREX and HOPE
p427 A95-82391
A-137
HORIZONTAL FLIGHT SUBJECTINDEX
Guidance and control of HOPE and its future
technologies p506 A95-91543
Experimental investigation of static and dynamic ground
effect on HOPE ALFLEX vehicle
[NAL-TR-1236] p 388 N95-26525
HORIZONTAL FLIGHT
Time-optimal turn to a heading: An analytic solution
[BTN-94-EIX94511433940] p 142 A95-64606
Response of a nonrotating rotor blade to lateral
turbulence. Part 1: Theory
[BTN-95-EIX95182619228] p 284 A95-76654
Air resonance of hingeless rotor helicopters in trimmed
forward flight
[HTN-95-61075] p 369 A95-83659
Numerical simulation of helicopter engine plume in
forward flight
[NASA-CH-197488] p 107 N95-16589
HORIZONTAL ORIENTATION
Horizontal axis wind turbine post stall airfoil
characteristics synthesization p 376 N95-27974
A NASTRAN-based computer program for structural
dynamic analysis of Horizontal Axis Wind Turbines
p439 N95-27980
Measurement and prediction of broadband noise from
large horizontal axis wind turbine generators
p 451 N95-27990
HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES
A conceptual design of the SST without horizontal tail
p498 A95-91520
Conceptual study of next generation high-speed civil
transport: A candidate with horizontal tail
p499 A95-91521
Symmetric steady manoeuvre loads on rigid aircraft of
classical configuration at subsonic speeds
[ESDU-94009] p43 N95-11774
HORSESHOE VORTICES
Wing-body juncture flows
[AD-A281526] p 106 N95-16099
HOT CORROSION
New Trends in coatings developments for turbine blades:
Materials processing and repair p201 N95-19676
Resistance of silicon nitride turbine components to
erosion and hot corrosion/oxidation attack
p202 N95-19683
HOT ISOSTATIC PRESSING
Evolution of oxidation and creep damage mechanisms
in HIPed silicon nitride materials
[DE95-001360] p 300 N95-22689
HOT SURFACES
Mechanism of deposit formation on fuel-wetted hot metal
surfaces
[AD-A289847] p 426 N95-28621
HOT-FILM ANEMOMETERS
Characterization of a hot-film probe for hypersonic
flow
t AIAA PAPER 95-6110] p 511 A95-90440
The use of hot film for the investigation of boundary-layer
transition
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-9-199] p 475 A95-91697
Turbulent flow mwasurements with a triple-split hot-film
probe
[HTN-95-A1774] p 634 A95-93337
An in-srtu system for warning of icing conditions
p660 A95-93481
HOT-WIRE ANEMOMETERS
A review of the hot-wire technique in 2-D compressible
flow
[HTN-95-61157] p 373 A95-86256
HOT-WIRE FLOWMETERS
Transverse vorticity measurements in the NASA Ames
80 x 120 wind tunnel boundary layer
p 251 N95-22457
HOVERING
Validation of the dynamic response of a blade-element
UH-60 simulation model in hovering flight
[HTN-94-00663] p 18 A95-60155
Evaluation of simulation motion fidelity criteria in the
vertical and directional axes
[HTN-94-00666] p 18 A95-60156
Navier-Stokes simulation of rotor-body flowfield in hover
using overset grids
[PAPER C15] p 1 A95-60160
Study of noise on a small-scale hovering tilt rotor
[HTN-94-00712] p 5 A95-60190
Aerodynamic interactions between a rotor and wing in
hover
[HTN-94-00714] p5 A95-60192
Rotating Kirchhoff method for three-dimensional
transonic blade-vortex interaction hover noise
[BTN-94-EIX94441386601] p 182 A95-67332
Aeroelastic stability of hingeless rotor blade in hover
using large deflection theory
[BTN-94-EIX94441386616] p 183 A95-67347
Simulation and flight test evaluation of head-up-display
guidance for harrier approach transitions
[BTN-95-EIX95062487S33] P 194 A95-69241
Measurement around a rotor blade excited in pitch. Part
1: Dynamic inflow
[HTN-95-31007] p 220 A95-71177
Measurement around a rotor blade excited in pitch. Part
2: Unsteady surface pressure
[HTN-95-31008] p 220 A9S-71178
Rotorcraft control system design for uncertain vehicle
dynamics using quantitative feedback theory
[HTN-95-31012] p236 A95-71182
Rap-lag damping in hover and forward flight with a
three-dimensional wake
[HTN-95-A0496] p 221 A95-72567
Air and ground resonance of helicopters with elasticity
tailored composite rotor blades
[HTN-95-A0497] p 222 A95-72568
H-infinity helicopter flight control law design with and
without rotor state feedback
[BTN-95-EIX95182619129] p 291 A95-76606
Identification and simulation evaluation of a combat
helicopter in hover
[BTN-95-EIX95242670749] p 335 A95-81098
Neuro-controllers for adaptive helicopter training
[SAE PAPER 932535] p 379 A95-84557
Intelligent flight trainer for initial rotary wing training
[SAE PAPER 932536] p 386 A95-84558
Automated hover training: An empirical evaluation
[SAE PAPER 932536] p 379 A95-84559
Autonomous helicopter hover positioning by optical
tracking
[HTN-95-C0006] p 585 A95-93394
Stability analysis lor elasticity tailored rotor blades
[ISBN 1-879921-01-4] p 635 A95-93703
The appliation of potential CFD methods to helicopter
hover flows
[ISBN 1-879921-01-4] p 587 A95-93747
Row visualization studies of VTOL aircraft models during
Hover in ground effect
[NASA-TM-108860] p 272 N95-22666
An experimental investigation of helicopter downwash
and tailboom interaction at the Wichita State University
7x10 foot wind tunnel p 375 N95-26955
A fourth order Euler/Navier-Stokes prediction method
for the aerodynamics and aeroelasticity of hovering rotor
blades p554 N95-29242
Development of a rotary wing Navier-Stokes CFD code
based on TLNS3D code
[AD-A290421 ] p 554 N95-29387
Unsteady pressure and inflow velocity on a pitching rotor
blade in hover p480 N95-29771
An analytic modeling and system identification study of
helicopter dynamics p 505 N95-29787
Moving base simulation of an integrated flight and
propulsion control system for an ejector-augmentor STOVL
aircraft in hover
[NASA-TM-108867] p 606 N95-30646
An LDV investigation of support structure influence on
the flow field near the wingtip of a STOVL configuration
in hover
[AD-A294126] p686 N95-34750
HOVERING STABILITY
An analytical model for a nonlinear elastomeric lag
damper and its effect on aeromechanical stability in
Hover
[KTN-95-61076] p 369 A95-83660
HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
Guidance and control, 1993; Annual Rocky Mountain
Guidance and Control Conference, 16th, Keystone, CO,
Feb. 6-10, 1993
[ISBN-0-87703-365-X] p 341 A95-80389
HUBS
Composite propeller system for Domier 328
[BTN-94-EIX94461290506] p 66 A95-61728
Effects of blade tip shape on dynamics, cost, weight
aerodynamic performance, and aeroelastic response
[HTN-95-61074] p 369 A95-83658
Considerations in the development of the coupled rotor
fuselage model
[HTN-95-61077] p 370 A95-83661
Efficient sensitivity analysis for rotary-wing
aeromechanical problems
[HTN-95-»2570] p 458 A95-87200
Dynamic response of NASA Rotor Test Apparatus and
Sikorsky S-76 hub mounted in the 80- by 120-Foot Wind
Tunnel
[NASA-TM-108847] p 25 N95-11389
Dynamics of the McDonnell-Douglas Large Scale
Dynamic Rig and dynamic calibration of the rotor
balance
[NASA-TM-108855] p 65 N95-13891
NASA low-speed axial compressor for fundamental
research
[NASA-TM-4635] p 296 N95-23192
HUMAN CENTRIFUGES
The large radius track centrifuge concept as an
acceleration research and simulation device
P379 A95-84560
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
Education, training, and human engineering in
aerospace; SAE Aerotech '93, Costa Mesa, CA, Sep.
27-30, 1993
[SAESP-992] p417 A95-84553
Human factors issues in aircrtt cabin design
[SAE PAPER 932527] p 386 A95-84556
Inter-Noise 92: Noise control and the public: International
Congress on Noise Control Engineering, Toronto, Ontario,
Canada, July 20 - 22,1992. Vols. 1 & 2
[ISBN 0-931784-25-5] p 559 A95-88457
The mini-business approach at Chadderton
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-26^>37]
p 681 A95-93602
Organizational ergonomics and aviation safety
p596 A95-95083
ASRS problems involving air carrier ground
deicmg/anti-icing p611 A95-95194
Emergency medical service (EMS): A unique flight
environment p 596 A95-95203
Neuro-controllers for adaptive helicopter hover training
[BTN-94-EIX94522407592] p 709 A95-96241
Aircraft maneuver envelope warning system
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11953-1] p 82 N95-14518
A graphical user interface for design and analysis of
air breathing propulsion systems
[TABES PAPER 94-616] p 83 N95-14645
Industry review of a crew-centered cockpit design
process and toolset
[AD-A282966] p 130 N95-17661
Conference on Aerospace Transparent Materials and
Enclosures, volume 1
[AD-A283925] p 133 N95-18677
An overall approach of cockpit noise verification in a
military aircraft p 175 N95-19163
Crew aiding and automation: A system concept for
terminal area operations, and guidelines for automation
design
[NASA-CR-4631] p228 N95-19950
An evaluation of Automatic Terminal Information Service
(ATIS) flight deck display presentation options
[AD-A280100] p228 N95-21020
Independent review of Aviation Technology and
Research Information Analysis System (ATRIAS)
[AD-A284049] p 226 N95-21518
Systems engineering design and technical analyses for
Strategic Avionics Crew-station Design Evaluation Facility
(SACDEF)
[AD-A286239] p 235 N95-22024
TRISTAR 1: Evaluation methods for testing head-up
display (HUD) flight symbology
[NASA-TM-4665] p 288 N95-24030
A crew-centered flight deck design philosophy for
High-Speed Civil Transport (HSCT) aircraft
[NASA-TM-109171] p 335 N95-24582
Digital systems validation. Chapter 20 Artificial
Intelligenge with applications for aircraft. Handbbook,
volume 2
[AD-A288492] p 448 N95-26638
Integrated mission precision attack cockpit technology
(IMPACT). Phase 1: Identifying technologies for
air-to-ground fighter integration
[AD-A289562] P 389 N95-26684
Conversion of the TRACON operations concepts
database into a formal sentence outline job task
taxonomy
[DOT/FAA/AM-95/16] p 488 N95-28819
Guidelines for the design of GPS and LORAN receiver
controls and displays
[AD-A293753] P 602 N95-31572
Analysis of heads-up display quickening versus handling
qualities
IAD-A293797] p611 N95-31584
Aircraft evacuations through Type-3 exits I: Effects of
seat placement at the exit
[DOT/FAA/AM-95/22] p 599 N95-31845
The application of helicopter mission simulation to
Nap-of-the-Earth operations p 710 N95-32496
A helmet mounted display for night missions at low
altitude p 693 N95-32503
Current issues in the design and information content
of instrument approach charts
[AD-A294752] p 690 N95-34S62
A rose by any other name: Certification seen as process
rather than content p 688 N95-34766
Human factors certification in the development of future
air traffic control systems p 690 N95-34770
Quality assurance and risk management Perspectives
on Human Factors Certification of Advanced Aviation
Systems p690 N95-34771
HUMAN PERFORMANCE
Flight control system mode transitions influence on
handling qualities and task performance
[BTN-95-EIX95062487525] p 203 A95O233
A-138
SUBJECTINDEX HYDROXYL EMISSION
The simulator training research advance testbed for
aviation (STRATA): A simulation research facility for army
aviation p 626 A95-95161
Conversion of the TRACON operations concepts
database into a formal sentence outline job task
taxonomy
[DOT/FAA/AM-95/16] p 488 N95-28819
Mode of human image representation and error checking
strategies in complex visual displays
[AD-A290107] p 485 N95-29210
Quality assurance and risk management Perspectives
on Human Factors Certification of Advanced Aviation
Systems p 690 N9W4771
HUMAN REACTIONS
Euro-noise '92, London. UK, Sept 14-18. 1992. Bks.
1-3
[ISBN 1-873082-39-8] p 558 A95-87354
The effects and prediction of rotary wing aircraft noise
on the community
[HTN-95-92536] p 558 A95-87356
Criticism of the Leq as an index for aircraft noise and
other discontinuous noise sources p 559 A95-88477
Criticism of the Leq as an Index for aircraft noise and
other-discontinuous noise sources-—P-559-A95-S8478-
Assessment of helicopter noise annoyance-. A
comparison between helicopters and jet aircraft
p560 A95-88480
Past and present UK research on aircraft noise effects
p560 A95-90090
Recent laboratory studies of loudness and annoyance
to sonic booms p575 A95-90117
The effect of onset rate on annoyance to military aircraft
noise p561 A95-90119
Environmental nosie research using the Human
Response Monitor (HRM). Phase 1: System
development p 562 A9S-90122
Improvement of the predicted aural detection code
ICHIN (I Can Hear It Now) p 576 A95-90123
HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERFACE
AIAA Computing in Aerospace 10, San Antonio, TX,
March 28-30, 1995
[ISBN 1-56347-119-1] p 565 A95-90629
A graphical user interface for design and analysis of
air breathing propulsion systems
[TABES PAPER 94-616] p 83 N95-14645
Guidelines for the design of GPS and LORAN receiver
controls and displays
[AD-A293753] p 602 N95-31572
HUMIDITY
Preliminary comparisons between MM5 NCAR/Penn
State model generated icing forecasts and observations
p655 A95-93458
Stratus' tephigram as a training/forecasting tool
p657 A95-93465
Examination of conditions in the proximity of pilot reports
of aircraft icing during storm-fest p 666 A95-93509
MEMFOG • The Memphis fog algorithm
p668 A95-93516
Effect of stratification and geometrical spreading on
sonic boom rise time p 75 N95-14880
Corrosion of landing gear steels p 302 N95-23500
Patterns in the sky: Natural visualization of aircraft flow
fields
[NASA-SP-514] p584 N95-31000
HURRICANES
A technique for detecting a tropical cyclone center using
a Doppler radar
IHTN-95-20631] p215 A95-69574
HYBRID CIRCUITS
A programmable heater control circuit for spacecraft
[NASA-TM-108459] p9 N95-11157
HYBRID COMPOSITES
Optimization of adaptive intraply hybrid fiber composites
with reliability considerations
[NASA-TM-106632] p 157 N95-16911
HYBRID NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
Integrated GPS/Glonass navigation: Algorithms and
[BTN-95-EIX95112522531] p 190 A95-69332
Flight evaluation of DGPS and DGPS-INS navigation
systems p382 A95-82462
Failure detection and isolation structure for global
positioning system autonomous integrity monitoring
[BTN-95-EIX952827066S6] p 486 A95-89648
HYBRID STRUCTURES
Three-dimensional hybrid grid generation using
advancing front techniques p 567 N95-28745
HYDRATES
Analysis of the physical state of one Arctic polar
stratospheric cloud based on observations
[HTN-95-70917] p 351 A95-77982
High-speed civil transport impact Role of sulfate, nitric
acid trihydrate, and ice aerosols studied with a
two-dimensional model including aerosol physics
[HTN-95-91843] p 354 A95-80831
HYDRAULIC ANALOGIES
Simple method of supersonic flow visualization using
watertable
[BTN-95-EIX95182619105] p 269 A95-76590
Verification of multidisciplinary models for
turbomachines p 140 N95-19025
HYDRAULIC CONTROL
General requirements for the electrohydraulic systems
of the aircraft controls loading force on the simulators
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-5-138] p 522 A95-91681
HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT
Dissolved gas - the hidden saboteur
[SAE PAPER 931404] p 628 A9S-93674
The development of a highly reliable power management
and distribution system for civil transport aircraft
[NASA-TM-106697] p 50 N95-11867
The industrial use of CFD in the design of
turbomachinery p90 N95-14133
Composite flight-control actuator development
p410 N95-28281
HYDRAULIC FLUIDS
Hydraulic system diagnostic sensors
[BTN-95-EIX95031502752] p 209 A95-68259
Dissolved gas - the hidden saboteur
—[SAE-PAPER-931404] p 628 -A95^93674-
The effects of aircraft fuel and fluids on the strength
properties of Resin Transfer Molded (RTM) composites
p536 N95-29047
HYDRAULIC TEST TUNNELS
Comer vortex suppressor
[AD-D016423] p116 N95-18337
Development of a multicomponent force and moment
balance for water tunnel applications, volume 1
[NASA-CR-4642-VOL-1 ] p 161 N95-18955
Development of a multicomponent force and moment
balance for water tunnel applications, volume 2
[NASA-CR-4642-VOL-2] p 161 N95-18956
Demonstration study of hierarchical control of
fluid-dynamic phenomena
[AD-A289341] p 437 N95-26751
HYDROCARBON COMBUSTION
Multidimensional calculation of spark flame initiation by
adopting a generic hydrocarbon kinetic scheme
p528 A95-87566
Hydrocarbon-fueled ramjet/scramjet technology
program, phase 2 extension
[NASA-CR-189659] p 15 N95-10319
HYDROCARBON FUELS
The Methane-Acetylene Cycle Aerospace Plane: A
potential option for inexpensive Earth to orbit
transportation
[HTN-95-51845] p 525 A9SS7483
Hydrocarbon-fueled ramjet/scramjet technology
program, phase 2 extension
[NASA-CR-189659] p 15 N95-10319
A study of aircraft post-crash fuel fire mitigation
[AD-A282208] p 40 N95-12499
Analysis of test criteria for specifying foam firefighting
agents for aircraft rescue and firefighting
[AD-A286381] p 227 N95-22352
HYDROCARBONS
Measurement of moisture and total hydrocarbon
contributions by valves used in clean room gas-delivery
systems
[BTN-94-EIX94381359041] p 295 A95-74629
A Study of aircraft post-crash fuel fire mitigation
[AD-A282208] p 40 N95-12499
HYDRODYNAMICS
New strategy combining backward inference with
forward inference in monitoring and diagnosing techniques
for tiydrodynamic bearing-rotor systems
[BTN-94-EIX94331336949] p 88 A95^1795
Numerical study of sound generation due to a spinning
vortex pair
[BTN-95-EIX95182619075] p 307 A95-75760
Tnermo-hydrodynamic solution of floating ring seals for
high pressure compressors using the finite-element
method
[HTN-95-92246] p 433 A95-85290
Modeling aerodynamic problems using Smoothed
Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH)
[SAE PAPER 932512] p 465 A9S^9185
The acoustic characteristics of turbomachinery
cavities
[NASA-CR-4671] p 476 N95-28720
Analyzing the stability of floating ice floes
[AD-A292149] p563 N95-29160
HYDROFLUORIC ACID
Matrix isolated HF: the high-resolution infrared spectrum
of a cryogenically sotvated hindered rotor
[GTN-9SO301010494002231-16] p 578 A95-92210
HYDROFOILS
Lift analysis of a variable camber foil using the Discrete
vortex-blob method
[HTN-95-20940] p 545 A95-88979
Hydrofoil force balance
[AD-D016475] p 160 N95-18461
Numerical studies of turbulent free surface flows and
unsteady propeller flows
[AD-A294377] p 706 N95-34343
HYDROGEN
The distribution of hydrogen, nitrogen, and chlorine
radicals in the tower stratosphere: Implications for changes
in O3 due to emission of NO(y) from supersonic aircraft
[HTN-95-70935] p 351 A95-78000
Ignition analysis of hydrogen/air mixture in supersonic
mixing layer p416 A95-82301
General solution procedure for flows in local chemical
equilibrium
[HTN-95-42329] p 404 A95-86158
Stationary premixed flames in spherical and cylindrical
geometries
[HTN-95-42336] p 418 A95-86165
Intrinsic transport and chemistry coupling in combustion
phenomena p 538 A95-87191
Numerical study of contaminant effects on combustion
of hydrogen, ethane, and methane in air
[AIAA PAPER 95*097] p 510 A95-88005
Cooling of aerospace plane using liquid hydrogen and
methane
[BTN-95-EIX06199S2748171] p 590 A95-94465
A hybrid vehicle evaluation code and its application to
vehicle design. Revision 1
[DE95-008053] p 441 N95-28029
HYDROGEN CHLORIDES
Airicraft measurements of CLO and HCL during EASOE
1991/92
[HTN-95-00721] p 444 A95-86291
HYDROGEN ENGINES
Secondary power system study for the hytex RA3 flight
test vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 95-6158] p 512 A9S-90470
A hybrid vehicle evaluation code and its application to
vehicle design. Revision 1
[DE95-008053] p 441 N95-28029
A hybrid vehicle evaluation code and its application to
vehicle design, revision 2
[DE95-008060] p 441 N95-28139
HYDROGEN FUELS
Studies on plasma jet igniters p 403 A95-82680
Influence of the flight trajectory on the exhaust gas
composition of a HS-fueled air-breathing ramjet engine
p509 A95-87404
Modeling of plume chemistry of high flying aircraft with
H2 combustion engines p 509 A95-87405
The Methane-Acetylene Cycle Aerospace Plane: A
potential option for inexpensive Earth to orbit
transportation
[HTN-95-51845] p 525 A95-87483
Scramjet combustor design in France
[AIAA PAPER 95-6094] p510 A95-88002
Airborne rotary separator study
[NASA-CR-191045] p 150 N95-18743
Shock tunnel studies of scramjet phenomena 1993
[NASA-CR-195038] p 350 N95-25394
HYDROGEN SULFIDE
Analysis of the physical state of one Arctic polar
stratospheric cloud based on observations
[HTN-95-70917) p 351 A95-77982
An intercomparison of aircraft instrumentation for
tropospheric measurements of carbonyl sutfide, hydrogen
sulfide, and carbon disulfide
[HTN-95-91856] p 355 A9S30844
HYDROGRAPHY
Assimilation of altimeter data in a quasi-geostrophic
model of the Gulf Stream system: A dynamical
perspective
[NASA-CR-196313] p 320 N95-23766
Real-time testing and demonstration of the US Army
Corps of Engineers' Real-Time On-The-Fly positioning
system
[AD-A288624] p 334 N95-25609
HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE
Oscillating-flow regenerator test rig
[NASA-CR-196982] p 53 N95-13200
HYDROSTATICS
Wormgear geometry adopted for implementing
hydrostatic lubrication and formulation of the lubrication
problem
[AD-A290331] p 210 N95-19567
Electro-hydrostatic actuator controller design using
quantitative feedback theory
[AD-A289220] p 409 N95-26957
HYDROXYL EMISSION
Development of techniques for the in situ observation
of OH and HO2 for studies of the impact of high-altitude
supersonic aircraft on the stratosphere
[NASA-CR-196759] p 61 N95-12832
Two-dimensional imaging of OH in a lean burning high
pressure combustor
[NASA-TM-1068S4] p 236 N9S-21383
A-139
HYDROXYL RADICALS SUBJECT INDEX
HYDROXYL RADICALS
Comparison of NO and OH planar fluorescence
temperature measurements in scramjet model flowfields
[BTN-95-EIX95042474388] p 209 A95-68312
Aircraft-bome, laser-induced fluorescence instrument
for the in situ detection of hydroxyl and hydroperoxyl
radicals
[BTN-95-EIX95072499029] p 253 A95-71908
A model for temperature-dependent collisional
quenching of OH A(sup 2) Sigma(sup +)
[HTN-95-42308] p 450 A95-85O02
Two-dimensional imaging of OH in a lean burning high
pressure combustor
[NASA-TM-106854] p 236 N95-21383
Spatially-resolved velocity measurements in steady,
high-speed, reacting flows using laser-induced OH
fluorescence p650 N95-32109
HYGROSCOPICITY
Gas turbine compressor corrosion and erosion in
Western Europe
[AO-B196178L] p 201 N95-19678
HYPERBOLIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
On the exact solutions of pseudorange equations
[BTN-95-EIX95142555477] p 278 A95-73433
HYPERCUBE MULTIPROCESSORS
A fixed time performance evaluation of parallel CFD
applications
[DE94-014240] p436 N95-26445
HYPERSONIC AIRCRAFT
Hypersonic waverider test vehicle: A logical next step
[BTN-9S-EIX9S041503783] p 193 A95-69214
Development of an efficient inverse method for
supersonic and hypersonic body design
[BTN-95-EIX95041503784] p 180 A95-69215
Direct-lift design strategy for longitudinal control of
hypersonic aircraft
[BTN-95-EIX95182619131] p 291 A95-76608
An advanced scramjet propulsion concept for A 350
MG SSTO space plane p402 A95-82325
A conceptual design of hypersonic research vehicle with
subscale scramjet engine p 384 A95-82482
Optimal trajectories for hypersonic launch vehicles
[HTN-95-61120] p415 A95-84884
Orbital transport Technical, meteorological and
chemical aspects; Aerospace Symposium, 3rd,
Braunschweig, Germany, Aug. 26-28,1991
[ISBN 3-540-563180] p 524 A95-87373
Environmental aspects of Orbital transport
p559 A95-87377
Hypersonic technology experimental vehicles (The need
for flight testing at hypersonic speed)
p490 A95-87378
Trim conditions for optimal flight performance of
hypersonic aircraft p 514 A95-87397
Handling qualities of hypersonic aircraft and related
control requirements p 515 A95-87398
Real time for the calculation of the aerodynamic of
aircrafts with delta wings p460 A95-87399
Secondary power system study for the hytex RA3 flight
test vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 95-6158] p512 A95-90470
Aircraft Symposium, 30th, Tsukuba, Japan, Sep. 30 -
Oct 2. 1992
[HTN-95-A1609] p 498 A95-91491
Some considerations on system design of the hypersonic
transport and supersonic air-intakes p473 A95-91522
Experimental investigation on aerothermodynamic
characteristics of hypersonic transport
p473 A95-91525
A shock tunnel test of a winged hypersonic research
vehicle P474 A95-91538
Optimality of the steady-state flight for hypersonic
aircraft p526 A95-91550
Optimal shape design in hypersonic aerodynamics and
electromagnetics p 639 A95-95397
Shock-tunnel combustor testing for hypersonic
vehicles
[NASA-CR-196836] p 52 N95-11938
A simple analytical aerodynamic model of Langley
Winged-Cone Aerospace Plane concept
[NASA-CR-194987] p 54 N95-12175
Numerical modeling of a cryogenic fluid within a fuel
tank
[NASA-TM-4651 ] p 89 N95-13892
Static and dynamic friction behavior of candidate high
temperature airframe seal materials
[NASA-TM-106571] p 152 N95-16905
HYPERSONIC BOUNDARY LAYER
Shock layers and boundary layers in hypersonic flows
[HTN-9S-A0003] p 183 A95-67830
Model for compressible turbulence in hypersonic wall
boundary and high-speed mixing layers
[BTN-94-EIX94441386625] p 184 A95-68174
Analytical study of the neutral stability of a model
hypersonic boundary layer
[BTN-95-EIX9S152577589] p 263 A95-73493
Structure of a double-fin turbulent interaction at high
speed
[BTN-95-EIX95222650780] p 347 A95-79236
Characterization of a hot-film probe for hypersonic
flow
[AIAA PAPER 95-6110] p 511 A95-90440
Hypersonic shock wave/turbulent boundary layer
interactions in the vicinity of an expansion comer
[AIAA PAPER 95-6125] p 469 A95-90446
HYPERSONIC FLIGHT
Navier-Stokes simulations of Orbiter aerodynamic
characteristics including pitch trim and bodyflap
[BTN-95-EIX95041503779] p 204 A95-69210
Multiblock analysis for Shuttle Orbiter reentry heating
from Mach 24 to Mach 12
[BTN-95-EIX95041503780] p 205 A95<9211
Shock tunnel measurements of hypervelocity blunted
cone drag
[BTN-95-EIX95152577606] p 305 A95-73477
Analytical solution for controls, heats, and states of flight
trajectories
[BTN-95-EIX95152583286] p 282 A95-73587
Direct-lift design strategy for longitudinal control of
hypersonic aircraft
[BTN-95-EIX95182619131] p 291 A95-76608
Integrated development of the equations of motion for
elastic hypersonic flight vehicles
[BTN-95-EIX95242670755] p 327 A9531092
Hypersonic trajectory control of aerospace plane with
integrated SCRAMJET engine p 413 A95-82384
Hypersonic thermal protection with mass injection at
angle of attack p414 A95-82414
Hypersonic technology experimental vehicles (The need
for flight testing at hypersonic speed)
p490 A95-87378
High temperature aspects of the European Hermes
programs p 524 A95-87379
Integrated thermal and mechanical analysis of
hypersonic vehicles by using adaptive finite element
methods p524 A95-87383
Estimation of aerodynamic derivatives: Euler scheme
validation and approximate methods for hypersonic
configurations p460 A95-87385
Numerical simulation of real gas effects and
aerodynamic heating of hypersonic space transportation
vehicles p540 A95-87558
International collaboration in hypersonic technologies -
A specific and worthwhile initiative
[AIAA PAPER 95-6140] p 581 A95-90457
A waverider derived hypersonic X-vehide
[AIAA PAPER 95-6162] p 496 A95-90473
A shock tunnel test of a winged hypersonic research
vehicle p474 A95-91538
A guidance concept for hypersonic aerospacecrafts
p526 A95-91549
Optimality of the steady-state flight for hypersonic
aircraft p526 A95-91550
Kinetic heating in hypersonic flight
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-3-056] p 475 A95-91674
A perspective of rarefied gas flow problems relevant
to high altitude flight
[SAE PAPER 931366] p 586 A95-93647
Design and evaluation of candidate pressure ports for
the HYFLITE experiment
[NASA-TM-109146] p 22 N95-11003
Hypersonic engine leading edge experiments in a high
heat flux, supersonic flow environment
[NASA-TM-106742] p 91 N95-14299
Air-breathing aerospace plane development essential:
Hypersonic propulsion flight tests
[NASA-TM-108857] p 66 N95-14921
Hypersonic flight testing
[AD-A283981] p 134 N95-18891
Particle kinetic simulation of high altitude hypervelocity
flight
[NASA-CR-197383] p 309 N95-22481
Computation of high-altitude hypersonic flow-field
radiation p 593 N95-30843
Application of CFD techique for HYFLEX aerodynamic
design p693 N95-34542
HYPERSONIC FLOW
Computation of nonequilibrium viscous flows in arc-jet
wind tunnel nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 94-0254] p2 A95-60173
A comparison of three-dimensional nonequilibrium
solution algorithms applied to hypersonic flows with stiff
chemical source terms
[AIAA PAPER 93-2861] p4 A95-60186
Shock layers and boundary layers in hypersonic flows
[HTN-95-A0003] p 183 A95-67830
Experimental and computational results for the external
flowfield of a scramjet inlet
[BTN-94-EIX94441380977] p 195 A95-68161
Measurement by coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering
in the R5Ch hypersonic wind tunnel
[BTN-95-EIX95112523811] p 188 A95-69322
Flow resolution and domain influence in rarefied
hypersonic blunt-body flows
[BTN-95-EIX95082502729] p 220 A95-70136
Time-of-flight mass spectrometer for impulse facilities
[BTN-95-EIX95142553057] p 262 A95-73441
Analytical study of the neutral stability of a model
hypersonic boundary layer
[BTN-95-EIX95152577589] p 263 A95-73493
Hypersonic rarefied flow past spheres including wake
structure
[BTN-95-EIX95152583250] p 305 A95-735S1
Application of the multigrid solution technique to
hypersonic entry vehicles
[BTN-95-EIX95152583254] p 306 A95-73555
Zonally decoupled direct simulation Monte Carlo
solutions of hypersonic blunt-body wake flows
[BTN-95-EIX95182617458] p 268 A95-75729
Scaling of incipient separation in supersonic/transonic
speed laminar flows
[BTN-95-EIX95182619104] p 269 A95-76589
Review and development of base pressure and base
heating correlations in supersonic flow
[BTN-95-EIX95212645688] p 271 A95-76740
Numerical analysis of hypersonic low-density scramjet
inlet flow
[BTN-95-EIX95212645694] p 272 A95-76746
Laser velocimetry seed-particle behavior in shear layers
at Mach 12
[BTN-95-EIX95212645712] p 272 A95-76764
Structure of a double-fin turbulent interaction at high
speed
[BTN-95-EIX95222650780] p 347 A95-79236
Hypersonic model testing in a shock tunnel
[BTN-95-EIX95222650789] p 329 A95-79245
Supercooling in hypersonic nitrogen wind tunnels
[BTN-94-EIX95011441134] p 340 A95-81020
VSL analysis of hypersonic flows around a reentry
vehicle with equilibrium air chemistry
p413 A95-82400
Reentry technology experiment on the first mission of
reentry capsule 'EXPRESS' p 414 A95-82499
Hypersonic flow simulation with thermoelectric effect
p368 A95-82669
Accuracy and efficiency assessments for a weak
statement CFD algorithm for high-speed aerodynamics
[BTN-94-EIX95011441238] p 370 A95-84195
Hypersonic flow past open cavities
[HTN-95-42577] p 458 A95-87207
Vorticfty in an inviscid fluid at hypersonic speeds
[HTN-95-42590] p 539 A95-87220
Numerical modeling and simulation of chemically
reacting reentry flows p 525 A95-87387
The high enthalpy shock tunnel in Goettingen (HEG)
p518 A95-87391
Thrust modeling for hypersonic engines
fAIAA PAPER 95-6081 ] p 509 A95-87410
Experimental investigation of hypersonic flow over a
wing-body combination
[AIAA PAPER 95-6083] p 460 A95-87412
Nonlinear asymptotic theory of hypersonic flow past a
circular cone
[HTN-95-92599] p 461 A95-87415
Computational methods in applied sciences; European
Computational Fluid Dynamics Conference, 1st Brussels,
Belgium. Sept. 7-11, 1992
[ISBN 0-444-89795-X] p 539 A95-87552
Numerical simulation of three-dimensional hypersonic
reacting flows over blunt bodies with catalytic surface
[HTN-95-61184] p 539 A95-87557
Numerical simulation of real gas effects and
aerodynamic heating of hypersonic space transportation
vehicles p540 A95-87558
Chemical recombination in an expansion tube
[HTN-95-20844] p 544 A95-88105
Supersonic and hypersonic shock/boundary-layer
interaction database
[HTN-95-20930] p 463 A95-88969
Characterization of a hot-film probe for hypersonic
flow
[AIAA PAPER 95-6110] p511 A95-90440
Research activity at the shock tube facility at NASA
Ames p547 A95-90559
Numerical studies of Mach reflection with air chemistry
p548 A95-90575
Similarity solutions for hypersonic flow past slender
bodies of revolution at small incidence
[HTN-95-12195] p 475 A95-91895
Application of integral methods to ablation charring
erosion, a review
[BTN-95-EIX95302694460] p 636 A95-94057
Aerodynamic applications of underexpanded hypersonic
viscous jets
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748162] p 589 A95-94456
Hypersonic Navier-Stokes computations about complex
configurations p 644 A95-95497
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Development of an upwind, finite-volume code with
finite-rate chemistry
[NASA-CR-196749] p9 N95-11366
Shock-tunnel combustor testing (or hypersonic
vehicles
INASA-CR-196836] p 52 N95-11938
Hypersonic Gas-Surface Energy Accommodation Test
Facility
[DE94-014468] p39 N95-12652
Thermoacoustic environments to simulate reentry
conditions p 86 N95-14096
• Laminar and turbulent flow computations of Type 4
shock-shock interference aerothermal loads using
unstructured grids
[NASA-CR-195008] p 97 N95-15604
High attitude hypersonic flowfield radiation
[AD-A281386] p 106 N95-16160
In-flight imaging of transverse gas jets injected into
transonic and supersonic crossflows: Design and
development
[NASA-CR-186031] p 157 N95-17418
Hypersonic flow-field measurements: Intrusive and
nonintrusrve
- (AD-A283867-) p 119 - N95-18674-
Theoretical investigations of shock/boundary layer
interactions on a Ma(infinity) = 8 waverider
[DLR-FB-94-12] p 119 N95-18910
Parabolized Navier-Stokes solution of
supersonic/hypersonic flows p 123 N95-19464
Application of pressure sensitive paint in hypersonic
flows
[NASA-TM-106824] p 223 N95-20794
Shock wave interactions in hypervelocity flow
[AD-A286S07J p 250 N95-22212
Experimental results for a hypersonic nozzle/afterbody
flow field
[NASA-TM-4638] p 274 N9S-23250
Design of a variable area diffuser for a 15-inch Mach
6 open-jet tunnel p297 N95-23309
Verification of computational aerodynamic predictions
for complex hypersonic vehicles using the
INCA(trademark) code
[DE95-004757] p 330 N95-24308
DSMC calculations for 70-deg blunted cone at 3.2 km/s
in nitrogen
(NASA-TM-109181] p 348 N95-24396
Viscous shock-layer analysis on hypersonic flow over
reentry capsule with nonequilibrium chemistry
[ISAS-656] p436 N95-26739
A study of fluid problems requiring a direct particle
simulation
[AD-A290212] p 567 N95-29074
An extension of the continuum model by Grad's thirteen
moment equations for hypersonic rarefied flows
p478 N95-29118
Numerical simulation and analysis of the hypersonic
turbulent flow past a blunt-fin/ramp configuration
[DLR-FB-94-19] p 483 N95-30349
Flow models for the design of a hypersonic iodine vapor
wind tunnel nozzle with chemical and vibrational
nonequilibrium effects p 592 N95-30448
A numerical study of the starting process in a hypersonic
shock tunnel p626 N95-30493
Computation of high-altitude hypersonic flow-field
radiation p 593 N95-30843
Analysis of planar laser-induced fluorescence images
obtained during shakedown testing of the AEDC impulse
facility
[AD-A293237] p 646 N95-30906
Hypersonic CFD analysis for the aerothermodynamic
design of HOPE p 684 N95-34520
HYPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER
Hypersonic eonvective heat transfer over 140-deg blunt
cones in different gases
[BTN-95-EIX95152583253] p 306 A95-73554
High temperature aspects of the European Hermes
programs p 524 A95-87379
Integrated thermal and mechanical analysis of
hypersonic vehicles by using adaptive finite element
methods p524 A95-87383
Numerical simulation of real gas effects and
aerodynamic heating of hypersonic space transportation
vehicles p540 A95-87558
The use of thermochromic liquid crystals for heat transfer
measurements in short duration hypersonic wind tunnel
facilities
[AlAA PAPER 95-6115] p 520 A95-90443
Hypersonic shock wave/turbulent boundary layer
interactions in the vicinity of an expansion comer
[AlAA PAPER 95-6125] p 469 A95-90446
Experimental investigation on aerothermodynamic
characteristics of hypersonic transport
P473 A95-91525
Computational fluid dynamics '92: Proceedings of the
European Computational Fluid Dynamics Conference. 1 si
Brussels, Belgium, Sep. 7-11.1992. Vols. 1 & 2
[ISBN 0-444-89793-3] p 638 A95-95357
Heat transfer on bent-noise biconic in hypersonic flow
p639 A95-95394
An axisymmetric analog two-layer eonvective heating
procedure with application to the evaluation of Space
Shuttle Orbtter wing leading edge and windward surface
heating
[NASA-CR-188343) p 54 N95-11937
Hypersonic engine leading edge experiments in a high
heat flux, supersonic flow environment
[NASA-TM-106742] p 91 N95-14299
Heat transfer measurements in small scale wind
tunnels
[AD-A288689] p 341 N95-26053
HYPERSONIC INLETS
Experimental and computational results for the external
flowfield of a scramjet inlet
[BTN-94-EIX94441380977] p 195 A9S68161
Optimization of contoured hypersonic scramjet inlets
with a least-squares parabolized Navier-Stokes
procedure
-- [HTN'95-20976] p 26V ~A95-74042
Numerical analysis of hypersonic low-density scramjet
inlet flow
[BTN-95-EIX95212645694] p 272 A95-76746
Hypersonic shock wave/turbulent boundary layer
interactions in the vicinity of an expansion comer
[AlAA PAPER 95-6125] p 469 A95-90446
3-D Navier-Stokes analysis of crossing glancing
shocks/turbulent boundary layer interactions
[BTN-95-EIX95302729768] p 636 A95-94130
Shock-tunnel combustor testing for hypersonic
vehicles
[NASA-CR-196836] p 52 N95-11938
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[BTN-95-EIX95182619077) p 307 A95-75762
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[HTN-95-51275] p 355 A95-80860
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Computational methods in applied sciences; European
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swept-shock-wave boundary-layer interactions
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Modification of the two-equation turbulence model in
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formulation
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Numerical computations of supersonic base flow with
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[AD-A283688] p 119 N95-18670
Application of Navier-Stokes code PAB3D with
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flows
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Advanced k-epsilon modeling of heat transfer
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Flight test development and evaluation of a Kalman filter
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[HTN-94-O0684] p 16 A95-60167
Comparison of parameter identification algorithms for
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[BTN-94-EIX94371347708] p219 A95-69967
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(HTN-95-70149) p 227 A95-70671
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[BTN-95-EIX95142555475] p 278 A95-73435
Real-time navigation using the global positioning
system
[BTN-95-EIX95172595298] p 279 A95-75714
New failure detection approach and its application to
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[BTN-95-EIX95202637613] p 279 A95-76676
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The combination of forecasts in an automated aviation
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Groundspeed filtering for CTAS
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A quiet STOL Research Aircraft Development program
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Global cost and weight evaluation of fuselage keel
design concepts p 501 N95-28840
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Utilization of composite materials by the US Army: A
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Testing of TKE parameterizations in numerical models
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Spectral analysis of vortex/free-surface interaction
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Combustor kinetic energy efficiency analysis of the
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Static aerodynamics CFD analysis for 120-mm
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Testing of TKE parameterizations in numerical models
for dear-air turbulence forecasting p 667 A95-93515
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Kinetic theory in aerothermodynamics
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On-board avionics maintenance
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Evaluation of the techniques of fuzzy control for the
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Kinetic theory in aerothermodynamics
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Acoustics of laminar boundary layers breakdown
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[NASA-TP-3446] p 17 N95-10860
Comparison of X-31 flight wind-tunnel, and water-tunnel
yawing moment asymmetries at high angles of attack
p68 N95-14234
High angle of attack flying qualities criteria for
longitudinal rate command systems p 70 N95-14247
Determination of stability and control derivatives from
the NASA F/A-18 HARV from flight data using the
maximum likelihood method
[NASA-CR-197320) p 204 N95-19576
Analysis of the longitudinal handling qualities and
pilot-induced-oscillation tendencies of the
High-Angle-of-Attack Research Vehicle (HARV)
p293 N95-23297
Aerodynamic surface distension system for high angle
of attack forebody vortex control
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11979-1] p 286 N95-23390
A comparison of the Neal-Sm'ith and omega Tau
function, zeta function and tau function flying qualities
criteria
[AD-A289503] p 390 N95-26844
Use of blade pitch control to provide power train damping
for the Mod-2, 2.5-mW wind turbine p 440 N95-27986
Flight Vehicle Integration Panel Workshop on Pilot
Induced Oscillations
[AGARD-AR-335] p 597 N95-31061
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
Offset thrust axes and pitch stability
[BTN-95-EIX950624875S3] p 203 A95-68367
Navier-Stokes simulations of Orbiter aerodynamic
characteristics including pitch trim and bodyflap
[BTN-95-EIX95041503779] p 204 A95-69210
Tailless aircraft design-recent experiences
p492 A95-88899
A frying qualities study of longitudinal long-term dynamics
of hypersonic planes
[AIAA PAPER 95*150) p 521 A95-90464
An easy way to analyze longitudinal and
lateral-directional trim problems with AEO or OEI
P409 N95-26949
Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a proposed
wing-body reusable launch vehicle concept
[NASA-TM-108489] p 592 N95-30712
Unified criteria for ACT aircraft longitudinal dynamics
p607 N95-31065
LONGITUDINAL WAVES
The decay of longitudinal vortices shed from airfoil vortex
generators
[NASA-CR-198356] p 480 N95-29402
LORAN
Guidelines for the design of GPS and LORAN receiver
controls and displays
[AD-A293753] p 602 N95-31572
LORAN C
Comments on 'correction of inertia] navigation with Loran
C on NOAA's P-3 aircraft'
[HTN-95-70149] p227 A95-70671
LOSSES
Thrust modeling for hypersonic engines
[AIAA PAPER 95*081 ] p 509 A95 i^7410
LOUDNESS
Assessment of helicopter noise annoyance: A
comparison between helicopters and jet aircraft
p560 A95-88480
LOUDSPEAKERS
Broadband, wide-area active control of sound radiated
from vibrating structures using local surface-mounted
radiation suppression devices p 30 N95-11283
LOW ALTITUDE
Flight test development and evaluation of a Kalman filter
state estimator for low-altitude flight
[HTN-94-00684] p 16 A95-60167
Simulation development of a forward sensor-enhanced
low-altitude guidance system
[HTN-94-00688] p 17 A95-60170
Design and flight evaluation of an integrated navigation
and near-terrain helicopter guidance system for night-time
and adverse weather operations
[NASA-TM-108837] p11 N95-10846
Multilayer anti-erosion coatings p201 N95-19679
Synthetic Terrain Imagery for Helmet-Mounted Display,
volume 1
[AD-A293612] p612 N95-31656
Advanced gust management systems: Lessons learned
and perspectives p622 N95-32002
Low-Level and Nap-of-the-Earth (NOE) night
operations
[AGARD-CP-563] p 686 N95-32486
Flight test of a low-altitude helicopter guidance system
with obstacle avoidance capability p688 N95-32490
Tactical low-level helicopter communications
p702 N95-32492
A helmet mounted display for night missions at low
altitude p693 N95-32S03
Perceptual dimensions of simulated scenes relevant for
visual low-altitude flight
[AD-A294385] p 700 N95-34344
LOW ASPECT RATIO
Marangoni-Benard convection in a low-aspect-ratio
liquid layer p56 A95-61544
Development of a low-aspect ratio fin for flight research
experiments
[NASA-TM-4596] p 108 N95-16858
LOW ASPECT RATIO WINGS
An approach to aerodynamic characteristics of low radar
cross-section fuselages p 106 N95-16251
Low aspect ratio wing experiment
p113 N95-17865
A nonlinear vortex lattice method for unsteady flow with
separated vortex
[DLR-FB-94-32] p 704 N95-32787
LOW CONDUCTIVITY
Quality optimization of thermally sprayed coatings
produced by the JP-5000 (HVOF) gun using mathematical
modeling p 152 N95-19008
LOW COST
The Balsa bullet A high speed, low-cost general aviation
aircraft for Aerowortd
[NASA-CR-197165] p 46 N95-12638
LCX: Proposal for a low-cost commercial transport
[NASA-CR-197186] p 47 N95-12645
Assessing aircraft survivability to high frequency
transient threats
[AD-A283999] p 134 N95-18726
Programmable cockpit research simulator
[AD-A279219] p 204 N95-19848
Design of a high altitude long endurance aircraft with
manufacturing considerations p 391 N95-26947
Development of a low-cost, modified resin transfer
molding process using elastomeric tooling and automated
preform fabrication p420 N95-28268
LOW DENSITY FLOW
Higher-order viscous shock-layer solutions for
high-attitude flows
[BTN-95-EIX95152583255J p 306 A95-73556
Numerical analysis of hypersonic low-density scramjet
inlet flow
[BTN-95-EIX9S212645694] p272 A95-76746
LOW EARTH ORBITS
Reentry analysis for low Earth orbiting spacecraft
p415 A95-85774
LOW FREQUENCIES
Behavior of an inversion-based precipitation retrieval
algorithm with high-resolution AMPR measurements
including a low-frequency 10.7-GHz channel
[HTN-95-70134] p 252 A95-70656
Reducing low frequency noise emissions from a Langley
Air Force Base Hush-House p 561 A95-90112
Low frequency ultrasonic nondestructive inspection of
aluminum/adhesive fuselage lap splices
[DE94-014242] p24 N95-11135
A-158
SUBJeCT/NDEX MACH NUMBER
LOW PRESSURE
Research aircraft observations of a polar low at the east
Greenland ice edge
[KTN-95-A0175] p215 A95-69766
LOW REYNOLDS NUMBER
Low Reynolds number laminar separation bubble control
using a backward facing step
[SAE PAPER 932572] p 467 A95-90061
A low fin height heat exchanger technology
demonstrator for Hermes
[SAE PAPER 932119] p 526 A95-90360
Aerofoil characteristics at low Reynolds number
p472 A95-91507
An experimental investigation of forward-swept wings
at low Reynolds numbers
[SAE PAPER 931370] p 604 A95-93650
An efficient discrete vortex method for low Reynolds
number incompressible flows p 639 A95-95407
Modification of the two-equation turbulence model in
NPARC to a Chien low Reynolds number k-epsilon
formulation
- -[NASA-TM-106710] p 37 N95-11917
Advanced k-epsilon modeling of heat transfer
[NASA-CR-4679] p 648 N95-31423
LOW SPEED
Aerodynamic characteristics of a canard-controlled
missile at high angles of attack
[BTN-95-EIX951525B3257] p 267 A95-73558
Viscous-inviscid interaction method for unsteady
low-speed airfoil flows
[BTN-9S-EIX95182619093] p 269 A95-75778
Aerodynamic characteristics of external store
configurations at low speeds
[BTN-95-EIX95182619230] p 271 A95-76656
Low-speed wind tunnel tests of two waverider
configuration models
[AIAA PAPER 95-6093] p 493 A95-89251
Low-speed wind tunnel testing of the NPS and NASA
Ames Mach 6 optimized waverider
[AD-A283585] p 75 N95-15319
Two-dimensional 16.5 percent thick supercritical airfoil
NLR7301 p110 N95-17854
Low-speed surface pressure and boundary layer
measurement data for the NLR 7301 airfoil section with
trailing edge flap p 111 N95-17855
Force and pressure data of an ogive-nosed slender body
at high angles of attack and different Reynolds numbers
p113 N95-17868
Low speed propeller slipstream aerodynamic effects
p116 N95-17882
Velocity measurements with hot-wires in a
vortex-dominated flowfield p 121 N95-19261
NASA low-speed axial compressor for fundamental
research
[NASA-TM-4635] p 296 N95-23192
Handling qualities of the High Speed Civil Transport
p294 N95-23325
Low speed aerodynamic characteristics of delta wings
with vortex flaps: 60 deg and 70 deg delta wings
[NAL-TR-1245] p 331 N95-25105
Effect of low-speed impact damage and damage location
on behavior of composite panels p 426 N95-28481
Damage tolerance of a geodesicaHy stiffened advanced
composite structural concept for aircraft structural
applications p 399 N95-28487
Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of the stability and
control characteristics of a series of flying wings with sweep
angles of 50 deg
[NASA-TM-4640] p 505 N95-30226
LOW SPEED STABILITY
Handling qualities of hypersonic aircraft and related
control requirements pSIS A95-87398
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a slender
wing with vertical fins p 460 A95-87400
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNELS
Low speed wind tunnel blockage corrections for airfoils
at medium to large angles of attack p 474 A95-91557
Data acquisition and processing software for the Low
Speed Wind Tunnel tests of the Jindivik auxiliary air
intake
[AD-A285455] p 108 N95-17178
Low speed propeller slipstream aerodynamic effects
p116 N95-17882
Background noise levels measured in the NASA Lewis
9- by 15-foot low-speed wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-106817] p 145 N95-18054
Wall correction method with measured boundary
conditions for low speed wind tunnels
p 164 N95-19263
Calculation of low speed wind tunnel wall interference
from static pressure pipe measurements
p 164 N95-19273
Vapor generator wand
[NASA-CASE-LAR-15058-1] p 238 N95-20080
Row quality improvements in the NASA Lewis Research
Center 9- by 15-foot Low Speed Wind Tunnel
[NASA-CR-195439] p 627 N95-316S3
LOW TEMPERATURE
High density monolithic packaging technology for
digital/microwave avionics p 240 N95-20646
LOW TURBULENCE
Separation control on high-lift airfoils via micro-vortex
generators
[BTN-95-EIX95152582326] p 265 A95-73529
LOW VISIBILITY
Passive millimeter wave camera for aircraft landing in
low visibility conditions
[BTN-95-EIX95292721321] p 609 A95-92513
Passive MMW camera for low visibility landings
p59 N95-13215
Differential GPS and system integration of the Low
Visibility Landing and Surface Operations (LVLASO)
demonstration p 280 N95-23318
The effects of display location and dimensionality on
taxiway navigation
[AD-A294878] p 690 N95-34570
LOWER ATMOSPHERE
Aircraft-borne; "laser-induced-fluorescence-instrument-
for the in situ detection of hydroxyl and hydroperoxyl
radicals
[BTN-95-EIX95072499029] p 253 A95-71908
LUBRICANTS
A stationary flow of a viscous liquid in radial clearances
of rotor bearings in the turbocompressor of an internal
combustion engine
[BTN-94-EIX94461408765] p 153 A95-63648
The dynamic nature of rotor thermal bending due to
unsteady lubricant shearing within a bearing
[HTN-95-42091] p 430 A95-83857
Lubricant evaluation and performance, 2
[AD-A279144] p 242 N95-21969
LUBRICATION
Effect of squeeze film damper land geometry on damper
performance
[HTN-95-92247] p 434 A95-85291
Rolling bearing failure and wear debris detection
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-15-094]
p457 A95-91711
Worrngear geometry adopted for implementing
hydrostatic lubrication and formulation of the lubrication
problem
[AD-A290331] p210 N95-19567
LUGS
Evaluation of alternate F-14 wing lug coating
[AD-A283207] p 129 N95-17631
A user's guide to LUGSAN 1.1: A computer program
to calculate and archive lug and sway brace loads for
aircraft-carried stores
[DE95-001919] p 232 N95-21730
LUMBAR REGION
A multibody/finite element analysis approach for
modeling of crash dynamic responses
[NIAR-94-3] p277 N9S-24050
LUMINAIRES
Prototype stop bar system evaluation at Seattie-Tacoma
International Airport
[AD-A290136] p490 N95-30031
LUMINANCE
Factors affecting the perception of luning in monocular
regions of partial binocular overlap displays
[AD-A28S287] p 259 N95-22044
LUMINESCENCE
Optical surface pressure measurements: Accuracy and
application field evaluation p 175 N95-19274
LUMINOUS INTENSITY
Application of pressure sensitive paint in hypersonic
flows
[NASA-TM-106824] p 223 N95-20794
LUNAR ORBITS
How 'HlTEN's' aerobraking experiments were carried
out P415 A95-82553
LUNAR SPACECRAFT
Minimum-mass design of sandwich aerobrakes for a
lunar transfer vehicle
[BTN-95-EIX95212645707] p 299 A95-76759
M
MACH NUMBER
Oscillating airfoil compressible dynamic stall studies
[HTN-94-00704] p3 A95-60183
A comparison of three-dimensional nonequilibrium
solution algorithms applied to hypersonic flows with stiff
chemical source terms
[AIAA PAPER 93-2861] p4 A95-60186
A study of compressibility effects on dynamic stall of
rapidly pitching airfoils
[HTN-94-00715] p5 A95-60193
Supersonic and hypersonic shock/boundary-layer
interaction database
[BTN-94-EIX94441386604] p 182 A95-67335
Linear disturbances in hypersonic, chemically reacting
shock layers
[BTN-94-EIX94441386605] p 182 A95-67336
Behavior of the Johnson-King turbulence model in
axisymmetric supersonic flows
[BTN-94-EIX94441386606] p 183 A95-67337
Influence of injectant Mach number and temperature
on supersonic film cooling
[BTN-94-EIX94441386686] p 184 A95-68195
Multiblock analysis for Shuttle Orbiter reentry heating
from Mach 24 to Mach 12
[BTN-95-EIX95041503780] p 205 A95^9211
Navier-Stokes computation of a viscous optimized
waverider
[BTN-95-EIX95041503782] p 193 A95-69213
Minimum-drag axisymmetric bodies in the
supersonic/hypersonic flow regimes
[BTN-95-EIX9S041503785] p 180 A95-69216
Flow resolution and domain influence in rarefied
- hypersonic blunt-body flows
[BTN-95-EIX95082502729]" " " p"220 A95-70136
Main features of overexpanded triple jets
[BTN-95-EIX95142553040] p 304 A95-73458
Analytical study of the neutral stability of a model
hypersonic boundary layer
[BTN-95-EIX95152577589] p 263 A95-73493
Mach wave emission from a high-temperature
supersonic jet
[BTN-95-EIX95152577586] p 264 A95-73496
Improved version of the Naval Surface Warfare Center
aeroprediction code (AP93)
[BTN-95-EIX95152583260] p 267 A95-73561
Flutter of an infinitely long panel in a duct
[BTN-95-EIX95182619087] p 291 A95-75772
Scaling of incipient separation in supersonic/transonic
speed laminar flows
[BTN-95-EIX95182619104] p 269 A95-765B9
Natural laminar flow wing concept for supersonic
transports
[BTN-95-EIX95182619226] p 308 A95-76652
Numerical investigation of supersonic flows around a
spiked blunt body
[BTN-95-EIX95212645690] p 271 A95-76742
Calculation of wing-alone aerodynamics to high angles
of attack
[BTN-95-EIX95212645713] p 261 A95-76765
Study of subsonic base cavity flowfield structure using
particle image velocimetry
[BTN-95-EIX95222650781] p 327 A95-79237
Predicting stall and post-stall behavior of airfoils at low
mach numbers
[BTN-95-EIX95262694297] p 365 A95-85468
Compressible inviscid vortex flow of a sharp edge delta
wing
[BTN-95-EIX95262694308] p 370 A95-85479
Condensation in jet engine intake ducts during stationary
operation
[BTN-95-EIX95292721154] p612 A95-92590
Some additional stability and performance
characteristics of the scissor/pivot wing configurations
[SAE PAPER 931383] p 618 A95-93659
Airfoil leading-edge suction and energy conservation for
compressible flow
[BTN-95-EIX95302730589] p 637 A95-94197
Aerodynamic applications of underexpanded hypersonic
viscous jets
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748162] p 589 A95-94456
Analysis of some interference effects in a transonic wind
tunnel
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748166] p 589 A95-94460
In-flight pressure measurements on a subsonic transport
high-lift wing section
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748170] p 589 A95-94464
Estimation of supersonic leading-edge thrust by a Euler
flow model
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748194] p 591 A95-94483
Interaction of a weak shock with freestream
disturbances
[BTN-95-EIX953327S0473] p 638 A95-94687
Effect of leading- and trailing-edge flaps on clipped delta
wings with and without wing camber at supersonic
[NASA-TM-4542] p 5 N95-10028
A shadowgraph study of the National Launch System's
1 1/2 stage vehicle configuration and Heavy Lift Launch
Vehicle configuration — Using the Marshall Space Flight
Center's 14-Inch Trtsonic Wind Tunnel
[NASA-RP-1347] p 35 N95-11710
Shock-tunnel combustor testing for hypersonic
vehicles
[NASA-CR-196836] p 52 N95-11938
A-159
MACH REFLECTION SUBJECT INDEX
A simple analytical aerodynamic model of Langley
Winged-Cone Aerospace Plane concept
[NASA-CR-194987] p 54 N95-12175
Experimental aerodynamic characteristics of a generic
hypersonic accelerator configuration at Mach numbers 1.5
and 2.0 — conducted in the Langley Unitary Plan Wind
Tunnel
[NASA-TM-4413] p 39 N95-12770
Mach number control in the High Speed Wind Tunnel
of NLfi
[PB94-201670] p 53 N95-13243
Unsteady flow phenomena in discrete passage diffusers
for centrifugal compressors
[AD-A281412] p 155 N95-16163
Scramjet testing guidelines p 138 N95-16317
Error propagation equations for estimating the
uncertainty in high-speed wind tunnel test results
[DE94-014136] p 145 N95-16509
Mach number, flow angle, and loss measurements
downstream of a transonic fan-blade cascade
[AD-A280907] p 108 N95-16824
Comparison of computational and experimental results
for a supercritical airfoil
[NASA-TM-4601] p 108 N95-16908
2-D aileron effectiveness study p 110 N95-17851
Investigation of an NLF(1)-0416 airfoil in compressible
subsonic flow p110 N95-17852
OAT15A airfoil data p 111 N95-17857
Measurements of the flow over a low aspect-ratio wing
in the Mach number range 0.6 to 0.87 for the purpose of
validation of computational methods. Part 1: Wing design,
model construction, surface flow. Part 2: Mean flow in the
boundary layer and wake, 4 test cases
p112 N95-17880
Pressure distributions on research wing W4 mounted
on an axisymmetric body p 112 N95-17862
DLR-F4 wing body configuration p 130 N95-17863
Low aspect ratio wing experiment
p113 N95-17865
Measurement of gust response on a turbine cascade
[NASA-TM-106776] p 117 N95-18457
Row coefficient behavior for boundary layer bleed holes
and slots
[NASA-TM-106846] p 244 N95-19953
Wing pressure distributions from subsonic tests of a
high-wing transport model — in the Langley 14- by 22-Foot
Subsonic Wind Tunnel
[NASA-TM-4583] p 272 N95-22802
Performance of the 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic tunnel
with air, nitrogen, and sulfur hexafluoride media under
closed loop automatic control
[NASA-CR-195052] p 310 N95-23257
Design of a variable area diffuser for a 15-inch Mach
6 open-jet tunnel p 297 N95-23309
Comparative wind tunnel test at high Reynolds numbers
of NACA 64 621 airfoils with two aileron configurations
p 377 N95-27977
Measurements of store forces and moments and cavity
pressures for a generic store in and near a box cavity at
subsonic and transonic speeds
[NASA-TM-4611] p 378 N95-28241
An experimental investigation of the time-dependent
separation of tangent bodies in supersonic flow
[AD-A290720] p 480 N95-29500
Transonic, supersonic and hypersonic wind-tunnel tests
on aerodynamic characteristics of reentry body with
blunted cone configuration
[ISAS-658] p 480 N95-29640
The 1995 version of the NSWC aeropredictkm code.
Part 1: Summary of new theoretical methodology
[AD-A291518] p 481 N95-29853
An aerodynamic and static-stability analysis of the
Hypersonic Applied Research Technology (HART)
[DA9426923] p 481 N95-29965
Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a proposed
wing-body reusable launch vehicle concept
[NASA-TM-108489] P 592 N95-30712
Unsteady transonic wind tunnel test on a semispan
straked delta wing, oscillating in pitch. Part 1: Description
of the model, test setup, data acquisition, and data
processing
[AD-A293113] P593 N95-30885
Hypervelocity wind tunnel number 9, high Mach number
development program
[AD-A289934] p 594 N95-30929
Control of unsteady separated flow associated with the
dynamic stall of airfoils
INASA-CR-198972] p 594 N95-32193
MACH REFLECTION
Numerical studies of Mach reflection with air chemistry
p 548 A95-90575
Numerical experiments on aerodynamic heating
mechanism in shock reflection processes
p 471 A95-91497
MACHINE LEARNING
On-line learning nonlinear direct neurocontrollers for
restructurable control systems
[BTN-95-EIX95242670768] p 359 A95-81079
A neural expert approach to self designing flight control
systems
[AD-A279965] p 237 N95-21122
Selecting optimal experiments for feedforward multilayer
perceptions
[AD-A290856] p 678 N95-30406
MACHINE TOOLS
Automatic riveting cell for commercial aircraft floor grid
assembly
[BTN-95-EIX95182617807] p 261 A95-75752
Development of an intelligent tool-condition monitoring
system for FMS
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-32-012]
p583 A95-93617
Development of processes, means, and theoretical
principles of thin-walled detail plastic forming at Kazan
Aviation Institute p 155 N95-16281
MAGNESIUM ALLOYS
NASA-UVa light aerospace alloy and structures
technology program supplement Aluminum-based
materials for high speed aircraft
[NASA-CR-4645] p 343 N95-24878
MAGNESIUM CHLORIDES
Gas turbine compressor corrosion and erosion in
Western Europe
[AD-B196178L] p 201 N95-19678
MAGNETIC ANOMALIES
The joint Russian-Brasil research on balloons
p 182 A95-66303
MAGNETIC BEARINGS
Stability of magnetic bearing-rotor systems and the
effects of gravity and damping
[BTN-94-EIX94441386619] p 208 A95-68168
Effects of AMB parameters on the dynamic stability of
the rotor
[BTN-94-EIX94381353450] p 323 A95-75494
Stability of magnetic bearing-rotor systems and the
effects of gravity and damping
[HTNI-95-20955] p 465 A95-88994
Influence of backup bearings and support structure
dynamics on the behavior of rotors with active supports
[NASA-CR-197438] p310 N95-23190
Dynamic behavior of a magnetic bearing supported jet
engine rotor with auxiliary bearings
[NASA-CR-197860] p 338 N95-24213
Whirl plus tilt
[DE95-007948] p452 N95-28108
Influence of backup bearings and support structure
dynamics on the behavior of rotors with active supports
[NASA-CR-199080] p 703 N95-32689
Dynamic behavior of a magnetic bearing supported jet
engine rotor with auxiliary bearings p 703 N95-32691
Dynamic modelling and response characteristics of a
magnetic bearing rotor system with auxiliary bearings
p703 N95-32692
Synchronous dynamics of a coupled
shaft/bearing/housing system with auxiliary support from
a clearance bearing: Analysis and experiment
p703 N95-32693
MAGNETIC COILS
Extension to the dynamic modeling of the large angle
magnetic suspension test fixture
[NASA-CR-197801] p411 N95-26768
MAGNETIC DISKS
A selection of experimental test cases for the validation
of CFD codes. Supplement Datasets A-E
[AGARD-AR-303-SUPPL] p117 N95-18539
MAGNETIC EFFECTS
Effects of AMB parameters on the dynamic stability of
the rotor
[BTN-94-EIX94381353450] p 323 A95-75494
MAGNETIC FIELDS
Mechanism and technological particular features of
themnomagnetic hardening
[BTN-94-EIX94461407953] p 89 A95-62627
Powerful bolide explosion over North Italy
[HTN-95-80564] p 218 A95-69658
MAGNETIC LEVTTATION VEHICLES
Computational support of the laminar flow supersonic
wind tunnel, CNSFV code development, Maglev, and grid
generation
[NASA-CR-197750] p 411 N95-26775
MAGNETIC SUSPENSION
System identification of the Large-Angle Magnetic
Suspension Test Fixture (LAMSTF) p 296 N95-23299
Extension to the dynamic modeling of the large angle
magnetic suspension test fixture
[NASA-CR-197801] p411 N95-26768
MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC FLOW
Temperature diagnostics in the hypersonic flow regime:
An application to develop a stagnation temperature
probe
[AIAA PAPER 95-6114] p 511 A95-90442
MHD-flow in slotted channels with conducting walls
[DE94-018370] p258 N95-21388
MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS
MHD-flow in slotted channels with conducting walls
[DE94-018370] p 258 N95-21388
MAGNETOMETERS
Right Mechanics/Estimation Theory Symposium 1995
[NASA-CP-3299] p416 N95-27763
MAGNETOSTATIC FIELDS
A time stepping coupled finite element-state space
modeling environment for synchronous machine
performance and design analysis in the ABC frame of
reference p649 N95-31948
MAGNETOSTRICTION
Torsional actuation with extension-torsion composite
coupling and a magnetostrictive actuator
[BTN-95-EIX95262694314] p 435 A95-85485
MAINTAINABILITY
Maintenance requirements for a supersonic transport
[BTN-95-EIX95031502751] p 179 A95-68258
Reliability and maintainability
[BTN-95-EIX95042477109] p 179 A95-68350
The air systems controllerate initiatives and policies for
the procurement of reliable and maintainable equipment
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-6-113] p 549 A95-91682
KC-135 cockpit modernization study. Phase 1:
Equipment evaluation
[AD-A284099] p 131 N95-18398
Navy foreign object damage and its impact on future
gas turbine engine low pressure compression systems
p 198 N95-19658
New Trends in coatings developments for turbine blades:
Materials processing and repair p201 N95-19676
Design of a high altitude long endurance aircraft with
manufacturing considerations p 391 N95-26947
Report to Congressional Committees. Comanche
Helicopter Testing needs to be completed prior to
production decisions
[ GAO/NSIAD-95-112] p 397 N95-27910
MAINTENANCE
Ceramic blanket reduces maintenance costs
[BTN-94-EIX94461290278] p 77 A95-61733
Fatigue resistance of peened 7050-T7451 aluminium
alloy: Repair and re-treatment of a component surface
[BTN-94-EIX94371347838] p 206 A95-69131
Condition monitoring and diagnostics
[HTN-95-92312] p 387 A95-85356
Cabin fuselage structural design with engine installation
and control system
[NASA-CR-197173] p 47 N95-12639
The assessment of the AH-64D, longbow, mast-mounted
assembly noise hazard for maintenance personnel
[AD-A284971] p 171 N95-16226
Identification of Artificial Intelligence (Al) applications for
maintenance, monitoring, and control of airway facilities
[AD-A282479] p 125 N95-17373
E-6A hardness assurance, maintenance and
surveillance program
[AD-A283994] p 134 N95-19067
Performance deterioration of axial compressors due to
blade defects p 199 N95-19665
An airborne monitoring system for FOD and erosion
faults p200 N95-19668
Braze repair possibilities for hot section gas turbine
parts p 201 N95-19677
Public-sector aviation issues: Graduate research award
papers. 1992-1993
[PB94-217478] p219 N95-19967
Life cycle costs of alternatives for F-16 printed circuit
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models p28 N95-11262
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INM contour validation: A case study
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Numerical modeling of a cryogenic fluid within a fuel
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Unsteady flows in turbines: Impact on design
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airspeed environment
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p92 N95-14456
The role of fretting corrosion and fretting fatigue in
aircraft rivet hole cracking p94 N95-14470
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Axial crack propagation and arrest in pressurized
fuselage p 94 N95-14479
Fracture mechanics validity limits p 95 N95-14480
Noise radiation by instability waves in coaxial jets
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USAF single-event sonic boom prediction model:
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An investigation of polynomial calibrations methods for
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Algorithms for bilevel optimization
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Minimal time detection algorithms and applications to
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Mathematical Models of Gas Turbine Engines and their
Components
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Local design optimization for composite transport
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Nonlinear dynamics and aeroelasticity of rotorcraft in
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Development of a TECS control-law for the lateral
directional axis of the McDonnell Douglas F-15 Eagle
[AD-A289771] p410 N95-28598
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Influence of turbulence parameters, Reynolds number,
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Rapid Airplane Parametric Input Design (RAPID)
p 501 N95-28730
Surface modeling and grid generation for aeropropulsion
CFD p 551 N95-28732
Automatic blocking for complex three-dimensional
configurations p 566 N95-28734
Automatic multi-block grid generation for high-lift
configuration wings p 567 N95-28764
A global/local analysis method for treating details in
structural design p 552 N95-28848
Cost model relationships between textile manufacturing
processes and design details for transport fuselage
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A numerical method for modelling wings with sharp
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p 503 N95-29122
Users manual for the improved NASA Lewis ice accretion
code LEWICE 1.6
[NASA-CR-198355] p 485 N95-29132
Application of optimization technique to control system
design for departure prevention and aircraft model
estimation through dynamic inversion
p517 N95-29156
A fourth order Euler/Navier-Stokes prediction method
for the aerodynamics and aeroelasticity of hovering rotor
blades p 554 N95-29242
Modeling and control of rotating stall in high speed
multi-stage axial compressors p 513 N95-29244
Linear and nonlinear discrete-time state-space modeling
of dynamic systems for control applications
p567 N95-29251
Acoustic scattering from ellipses by the modal element
method
[NASA-TM-106935] p 579 N95-29401
Modeling spatio-temporal databases to measure the
performance of the GPS satellite constellation
p 489 N95-29596
An analytic modeling and system identification study of
helicopter dynamics p505 N95-29787
Manual for a workstation-based generic flight simulation
program (LaRCsim). version 1.4
[NASA-TM-110164] p 518 N95-30327
A numerical model for dynamic wave rotor analysis
[NASA-TM-106997] p615 N95-30617
Axial loads on yawed rotors
[PB95-214193] p592 N95-30638
Computation of high-altitude hypersonic flow-field
radiation p 593 N95-30843
Dynamical systems as models for flow-induced
vibrations
[PB95-206991] p 647 N95-30956
Acceleration potential models
PREDICHAT/PREDICDYN applied for calculation of
axisymmetric dynamic inflow cases
[PB95-207015] p647 N95-30957
Looking for the simple PIO model
p597 N95-31066
Calspan experience of PIO and the effects of rate
limiting p598 N95-31072
Numerical simulation of ram accelerator performance
including transient effects during initiation of combustion
and sensitivity studies p 629 N95-31203
The 25th International Symposium on Combustion
[AD-A286825] p 630 N95-31268
Analysis and modeling of an airport departure process
[AD-A293782] p 602 N95-31581
A time stepping coupled finite element-state space
modeling environment for synchronous machine
performance and design analysis in the ABC frame of
reference p649 N95-31948
Tactical low-level helicopter communications
p702 N95-32492
A highly reliable, high performance open avionics
architecture for real time Nap-of-the-Earth operations
p693 N95-32497
Techniques for the determination of local dynamic
pressure and angle of attack on a horizontal axis wind
turbine
[DE95-009204] p 707 N95-32685
PSC algorithm description p695 N95-33013
Calculation of supersonic combustion in SCRAM JET
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Direct splitting of coefficient matrix for numerical
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Unbalance response of a dual rotor system: Theory and
experiment
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Matrix fraction approach for finite-state aerodynamic
modeling
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Higher harmonic control analysis for vibration reduction
of helicopter rotor systems
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Plant and controller optimization by convex methods
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Myklestad-Prohl transfer matrix method
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hypersonic applications
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Thermally stable organic polymers
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US Navy operating experience with new aircraft
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material concepts
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Thermally stable organic polymers
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MATRIX METHODS
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Robust fixed-structure control
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Comparison of parameter identification algorithms for
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Determining the accuracy of maximum likelihood
parameter estimates with colored residuals
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Minimal time detection algorithms and applications to
flight systems
[TR-2-FSRC-93] p 171 N95-18564
Determination of stability and control derivatives from
the NASA F/A-18 HARV from flight data using the
maximum likelihood method
[NASA-CR-197320] p 204 N95-19576
Maximum-likelihood spectral estimation and adaptive
filtering techniques with application to airborne Doppler
weather radar
(NASA-CR-197699] p 316 N95-23670
Estimate of probability of crack detection from service
difficulty report data
[PB95-149381] p328 N95-24295
An flnatytic modeling dnd systorn id6ntific3tion study of
helicopter dynamics p 505 N95-29787
MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT
Performance study for inlet installations
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Evolution of a nose-wheel steering system
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Fiber-optic technology for transport aircraft
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Aerospace applications of beta titanium alloys
[HTN-95-B0394] p 530 A95-90475
Strategy in the commercial aircraft industry in the United
States: A comparison of dectsionmaXing by
McDonnell-Douglas and Boeing aircraft companies from
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[AD-A288289] p 366 N95-26409
Report to Congressional Committees. Military airlift C-17
settlement is not a good deal
[GAO/NSIAD-94-141] p 585 N95-32198
MD 11 AIRCRAFT
Integrated fight crew transition training for the advanced
flight deck aircraft
[SAE PAPER 932599] p 380 A95-84S71
MEAN FREE PATH
A preliminary study of the airwake model used in an
existing SH-60B/FFG-7 helicopter/ship simulation
program
(DSTO-TR-0015J p224 N95-21659
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Trajectory optimization using parallel shooting method
on parallel computer
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MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
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support
[HTN-9S-50054] p 98 A95-62279
An intercomparison of aircraft instrumentation for
tropospheric measurements of sulfur dioxide
[HTN-95-91855] p 354 A95-80843
An intercomparison of aircraft instrumentation for
tropospheric measurements of carbonyl sulfide, hydrogen
sulfide, and carbon dsulfide
IHTM-95-91856] p 355 A95-80844
An intercomparison of instrumentation for tropospheric
measurements of dimethyl sulfide: Aircraft results for
concentrations at the parts-per-trillion level
[HTN-95-91857] p 355 A95-80845
Preliminary results of high resolution measurements of
snowfall at Stapleton International Airport during the winter
of 1992-93 p 661 A95-93484
A short-term, high-resolution automated snowfall
forecasting system p 666 A95-93510
The 1992-3-operatonal winter forecasting-experiment
for Stapleton airport p677 A95-93561
Hypersonic flight testing
[AD-A283981] p 134 N95-18891
Workshop report Measurement techniques in highly
transient, spectrally rich combustion environments
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Flutter clearance flight tests of an OV-10A airplane
modified for wake vortex flight experiments
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Research instrumentation for polytechnic university's
supersonic wind tunnel facility
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MECHANICAL DRIVES
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Control system design for the MOD-5A 7.3 mW wind
turbine generator p 440 N95-27985
Variable speed generator application on the MOD-5A
7.3 mW wind turbine generator p 440 N95-27989
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Blade-by-blade tip clearance measurement system for
gas turbine applications
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On the dynamics of aeroelastjc oscillators with one
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Engineering methods for the evaluation of transonic
flutter characteristics for aerodynamic control surfaces
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damage
[BTN-94-EIX94511433967] p 701 A95-96664
Micro-measurements of mechanical properties for
adhesives and composites using digital imaging
technology
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project
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Environmental effects on composite airframes: A study
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Radiation Measurement Unmanned Aerospace Vehicle)
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Corrosion behavior of landing gear steels
[AD-A285862] p 242 N95-22132
Idealized textile composites for experimental/analytical
correlation p 301 N95-23277
Through-trie Thickness(R) braided composites for
aircraft applications p 421 N95-28273
Application of advanced material systems to composite
frame elements p422 N95-28432
Shear force, bending moment and torque of rigid aircraft
in symmetric steady maneuvering flight
[ESDU-94045] p502 N95-28896
Mechanical characterization of 20, 2D stitched, and 3D
braided/RTM materials p 535 N95-29038
The effect of interface properties on nickel base alloy
composites
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High strain-rate testing of parachute materials
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Functional dependence of trajectory dispersion on initial
condition errors
[BTN-95-EIX95152583263] p 298 A95-73564
Determination of wall boundary conditions for
high-speed-ratio direct simulation Monte Carlo
calculations
[BTN-95-EIX95182617457] p 267 A95-75728
Zonally decoupled direct simulation Monte Carlo
solutions of hypersonic blunt-body wake flows
[BTN-95-EIX95182617458] p 268 A95-75729
Numerical analysis of hypersonic low-density scramjet
inlet flow
[BTN-95-EIX9S212645694) p 272 A95-76746
Rarefied gas numerical wind tunnel: OREX and HOPE
p427 A95-82391
Parameters of Nocilla gas/surface interaction model
from measured accomodation coefficients
[HTN-95-81639] p 541 A95-87687
Fatigue reliability method with in-service inspections
p 94 N95-14475
Particle kinetic simulation of high altitude hypervelocrty
flight
[NASA-CR-197383] p 309 N95-22481
DSMC calculations for 70-deg blunted cone at 3.2 km/s
in nitrogen
[NASA-TM-109181] p 348 N95-24396
Airborne passive polarimetric measurements of sea
surface anisotropy at 92 GHz
[NASA-CR-197288] p 707 N95-32823
MOON-EARTH TRAJECTORIES
Fuel-optimal bank-angle control for lunar-return
aerocapture
[BTN-95-EIX95212645706] p 299 A95-76758
MOORING
An in situ evaluation of TOPEX/Poseidon altimetric
measurements versus meaurements made by moorings
and inverted echo sounders for sea surface height
[NASA-CR-198621] p 447 N95-27805
MORPHOLOGY
Integration of AIRSAR and AVIRIS data for Trail Canyon
alluvial fan. Death Valley, California p 709 N95-33760
MORTALITY
Explanatory factors for the geographic distribution of
U.S. Civil aviation mortality
[HTN-95-92908] p 484 A95-91846
Deaths and injuries as a result of lightning strikes to
aircraft
[HTN-95-12213] p 485 A95-91913
MOSAICS
Developing the Aviation Gridded Forecast System
p 671 A95-93532
Aviation value-added products and services from the
NEXRAD Information Dissemination Service (NIDS)
p 671 A95-93535
The development of an aircraft icing forecast technique
using data from maps p 675 A95-93549
MOSCOW
Aviation weather forecasting automated methods in the
RAFC Moscow and the Airport Vnukovo
p669 A95-93523
MOTION
Multiport pressure measurements on continuously
moving wind tunnel models
[ARA-MEMO-391] p188 N95-19772
MOTION PERCEPTION
The selective use of functional optical variables in the
control of forward speed
[NASA-TM-108849] p 35 N95-12227
MOTION PICTURES
NASA video catalog
[NASA-SP-7109(01» p 363 N95-24238
MOTION SIMULATION
Evaluation of simulation motion fidelity criteria in the
vertical and directional axes
[HTN-94-00666] p 18 A95-60156
Right simulation
[BTN-94-EIX94461290242] p 84 A95-61735
The advanced flight simulator complex
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-5-025] p 522 A95-91679
Simulation of rotor blade element turbulence
[NASA-TM-108862] p 232 N95-21186
A preliminary study of the airwake model used in an
existing SH-60B/FFG-7 helicopter/snip simulation
program
[DSTO-TR-0015] p 224 N95-21659
Air cushioned landing craft (LCAC) based ship to shore
movement simulation: A decision aid for the amphibious
commander. A (SMMAT) application
[AD-A289635] p 436 N95-26722
Telepresence media resource tape
[NASA-TM-110648] p 569 N95-30248
MOTION SIMULATORS
Collected papers on wind turbine technology
[NASA-CR-195432] p 447 N95-27970
Design of a real-time wind turbine simulator using a
custom parallel architecture p 449 N95-27979
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Determination of piloting feedback structures for an
altitude tracking task
[BTN-95-EIX95242670770] p 327 A95-81077
MOUNTAINS
An algorithm for forecasting mountain wave-related
turbulence in the stratosphere
(HTN'95-80656) p 254 A95-72500
Airborne lidar observation of mountain-wave-induced
polar stratospheric clouds during EASOE
(HTN-95-00738) p444 A95-86308
An integrated system to improve aviation weather
forecasts for the Alaska Range p656 A95-93460
A poor man's expert system for aviation VSRF in
complex terrain p 669 A95-93S24
Amplification and breaking of atmospheric gravity
waves P675 A95-93552
Lee waves benign and malignant p 595 A95-93554
Report to the Chairman, Subcommittee on Aviation,
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation,
US Senate. Aviation Safety: FAA can better prepare
general aviation pilots for mountain flying risks
[GAO/RCED-94-15] p 687 J495-32784
-MOUNTING
Active plate and missile wing development using
directionally attached piezoelectric elements
[HTN-95-42340] p 408 A95-86169
A theoretical analysis of airborne sound transfer for a
resiliently mounted machine to its foundation
p30 N95-11304
MRCA AIRCRAFT
Out of area experiences with the HB199 in Toronto
p 198 N95-19654
MULUTES
Innovative processing of composites for ultra-high
temperature applications, book 1
[AD-A290889] p 537 N95-29842
MULTIBLOCK GRIDS
Construction of nearly orthogonal multiblock grids for
compressible flow simulation
[BTN-94-EIX94361133526] P 207 A95-65981
Automatic multi-block grid generation for high-lift
configuration wings P 567 N95-28764
Numerical solution of the full potential equation using
a chimera grid approach
[NASA-TM-110360] P 594 N95-32188
Parallel computation of transonic flows about an aircraft
configuration using multi-block structured grids
p685 N95-34537
A large scale 3D Navier-Stokes analysis using
NAL-NWT p707 N95-34539
MULTIDISCIPUNARV DESIGN OPTIMIZATION
Ply layup optimization and micromechanics tailoring of
composite aircraft engine structures
[BTN-9S-EIX95112524206] P 196 A95-69302
Multilevel decomposition procedure for efficient design
optimization of helicopter rotor blades
[BTN-95-EIX95222650784] P 334 A95-79240
Aeroservoelastic aspects of wing/control surface
planform shape optimization
[BTN-95-EIX95222650795] P 340 A95-79251
NASA High Performance Computing and
Communications program
[NASA-TM-4653] p 176 N95-18573
Aerodynamic optimization studies on advanced
architecture computers
[NASA-CR-198045] P330 N95-24379
Structural design optimization with survivability
dependent constraints application: Primary wing box of a
mum-role fighter p398 N95-28440
Surface Modeling, Grid Generation, and Related Issues
in Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) Solutions
[NASA-CP-3291] p476 N95-28723
A grid generation system for multi-disciplinary design
optimization p 567 N95-28763
MULTIGRID METHODS
Navier-Stokes simulation of rotor-body flowfietd in hover
using overset grids
[PAPER CIS] p 1 A95-60160
Jet to treestream velocity ratio computations tor a jet
inacrossflcw
[AIAA PAPER 93-4860] p 2 A95-60178
Application of the multigrid solution technique to
hypersonic entry vehicles
[BTN-95-EIX95152583254] P 306 A95-73555
Three-dimensional adaptive grid-embedding Euler
technique
[HTN-95-20825] P 543 A95-S8086
Parallel computational fluid dynamics '91; Conference
Proceedings. Stuttgart, Germany, Jun. 10-12,1991
[ISBN 0-444-89363-6] P 548 A95-91479
Computational fluid dynamics '92; Proceedings of the
European Computational Fluid Dynamics Conference, 1st,
Brussels, Belgium, Sep. 7-11.1992. Vote. 1 & 2
[ISBN 0-444-89793-3] P 638 A95-95357
Navier-Stokes computations around a realistic fighter
configuration p 591 A95-95440
Multigrid solution for the compressible Euler equations
by an implicit characteristic-flux-averaging
p642 A95-9S459
SAUNA: A system for grid generation and flow simulation
using hybrid structured/unstructured grids
p 642 A95-9S470
Hypersonic Navier-Stokes computations about complex
configurations p 644 A95-95497
Agglomeration multigrid for viscous turbulent flows
[AD-A284064] p 8 N95-10848
Solution of full potential equation on an airfoil by multigrid
technique
[NAL-TM-CSS-9303] p119 N95-18904
CFD: Advances and Applications, part 1
[NAL-SP-9322-PT-1] p 165 N95-19444
Inviscid and viscous flow modelling of complex aircraft
configurations using the CFD simulation system sauna
[ARA-MEMO-403] p211 N95-19777
Surface Modeling, Grid Generation, and Related Issues
in Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) Solutions
[NASA-CP-3291] p476 N95-28723
Block-structured grids for complex _aerpdynamic
'configurations: Current status p 551 N95-28736
Three-dimensional hybrid grid generation using
advancing front techniques p567 N95-28745
Leading edge film cooling effects on turbine blade heat
transfer
[NASA-TM-106955] p 513 N95-29115
Development of a rotary wing Navier-Stokes CFD code
based on TLNS3D code
[AD-A290421] p554 N95-29387
Pressure updating methods for the steady-state fluid
equations
[NASA-CR-198163] p 569 N95-30353
Multigrid convergence acceleration for the 20 Euler
equations applied to high-lift systems
[PB95-198081] p593 N95-30814
A simulation of damping process of pendulum motion
due to aerodynamic forces p 711 N95-34551
MULTIMEDIA
A computer-based multimedia prototype for night vision
[AD-A286208] p 258 N95-21882
MULTIPATH TRANSMISSION
Active control of complex noise problems using a
broadband, multichannel controller p 29 N95-11271
Precision landing system mathematical modeling study
report for Andrews Air Force Base, runway 19L, Camp
Springs, MD
[AD-A289015] p 384 N95-27903
Tactical low-level helicopter communications
p702 N95-32492
MULTIPHASE FLOW
Effect of ambient turbulence intensity on sphere wakes
at intermediate Reynolds numbers
[BTN-95-EIX95182619101] p 308 A95-76586
An aerodynamic analysis of a mixed flow turbine
[NASA-TM-106674] p 15 N95-10153
MULTIPLEXING
Fiber Optic Control System integration for advanced
aircraft Electro-optic and sensor fabrication, integration,
and environmental testing for flight control systems:
Laboratory test results
[NASA-CR-195408] p 161 N95-18938
MULTI POLES
Sound propagation from an arbitrarily oriented murdoole
placed near a plane, finite impedance surface
[BTN-94-EIX94371338964] p 257 A95-70797
MULTIPROCESSING (COMPUTERS)
Parallel methods for the flight simulation model
[DE94-013330] p 52 N95-11752
Portable parallel stochastic optimization for the design
of aeroproputsion components
[NASA-CR-195312] p 154 N95-16072
MULTISENSOfl APPLICATIONS
Low-level data fusion for landing runways detection
P689 N95-33136
Advanced data visualization and sensor fusion:
Conversion of techniques from medical imaging to Earth
science p711 N95-34236
MULTISENSOR FUSION
Passive MMW camera for low visibility landings
p59 N95-13215
MATSurv muttisensor air traffic surveillance
[AD-A292253] p 489 N95-28887
An approach to sensor data fusion for flying and landing
aid purpose p686 N95-32488
The DLR research programme on an integrated mufti
sensor system for surface movement guidance and
control p689 N95-33135
Low-level data fusion for landing runways detection
p689 N95-33136
Advanced data visualization and sensor fusion:
Conversion of techniques from medical imaging to Earth
science p 711 N95-34236
MULTISPECTRAL BAND SCANNERS
TIMS observations of surface emissKrity in
HAPEX-Sahel p709 N95-33799
MULTISPECTRAL RADAR
The Anglo-French Compact Laser Radar demonstrator
programme p 703 N95-32501
MULTWARIABLE CONTROL
Aeroelastic vehicle multivariable control synthesis with
analytical robustness evaluation
[BTN-95-EIX95182619115] p 321 A95-76592
Multivariable stability and robustness of sequentially
designed feedback systems
[BTN-95-EIX95182619125] p 322 A95-76602
Derivation of system matrices from nonlinear dynamic
simulation of jet engines
[BTN-95-EIX95182619139] p 288 A95-76616
High-performance, robust, bank-to-tum missile autopilot
design
[BTN-95-EIX9S242670751] p 336 A95-81096
Multivariable adaptive control using only input and output
— measurementS'for turbojet "engines
[BTN-95-EIX95292721165] p 677 A95-92597
Design of high performance muttivariable control
systems for supermaneuverable aircraft at high angle of
attack
[NASA-CR-197661] p 293 N95-22908
N
NACELLES
Civil aircraft propulsion integration: Current & future
[SAE PAPER 932624] p 495 A95-90085
Evaluation of alternative in-flight fire suppressants for
full-scale testing in simulated aircraft engine nacelles and
dry bays
[PB94-203403] p 42 N95-13247
Ducted fan acoustic radiation including the effects of
nonuniform mean flow and acoustic treatment
[NASA-CR-197449] p 172 N95-16401
Pressure distribution measurements on an isolated IPS
441 nacelle pi 15 N95-17878
Low speed propeller slipstream aerodynamic effects
p116 N95-17882
Impact of noise environment on engine nacelle design
p 173 N95-19147
Application of fiber-reinforced bismaleimide materials to
aircraft nacelle structures p 397 N95-28278
Drag measurements of an axisymmetric nacelle
mounted on a flat plate at supersonic speeds
[NASA-TM-4660] p 684 N95-32821
Fan noise prediction assessment
[NASA-CR-195051] p711 N95-33831
NAP-OF-THE-EARTH NAVIGATION
Automatic guidance and control for helicopter obstacle
avoidance
[BTN-95-EIX95182619130] p 291 A95-76607
Low-Level and Nap-of-the-Earth (NOE) night
operations
[AGARD-CP-563] p 686 N95-32486
The application of helicopter mission simulation to
Nap-of-the-Earth operations P 710 N95-32496
A highly reliable, high performance open avionics
architecture for real time Nap-of-the-Earth operations
p693 N95-32497
Laser based obstacle warning sensors for helicopters
p686 N95-32499
NARROWBAND
Analysis and simulation of narrowband GPS jamming
using digital excision temporal filtering
[AD-A289328] p 383 N95-26B98
NASA PROGRAMS
Status of the NASA balloon program
p 181 A95-66296
Overview of the NASA balloon R&D program
p 181 A95-66297
The NASA-sponsored Maryland center for hypersonic
education and research
[AIAA PAPER 95-6105] p 519 A95-88010
The NASA/LIT A Center for hypersonic research
[AIAA PAPER 95-6106] p 520 A95-90438
Research and educational initiatives at the Syracuse
University Center for Hypersonics
[AIAA PAPER 95-6107] p 520 A95-90439
NASA Lewis Propulsion Systems Laboratory test article
systems criteria
[NASA-TM-106589] p 20 N95-10446
Langley overview
[NASA-TM-109891] p 20 N95-10547
Dryden overview for schools
[NASA-TM-104282] p 21 N95-10710
Dryden tour tape, 1994
[NASA-TM-104288] p 21 N95-10714
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Building the Integrated Test Facility: A foundation for
the future
[NASA-TM-104280] p 21 N95-10738
NASA Lewis Propulsion Systems Laboratory customer
guide manual
[NASA-TM-106569] p 21 N95-10822
General Aviation Task Force report
[NASA-TM-109950] p1 N95-11463
Aeronautics and space technology, past present, and
future p35 N95-11892
NASA's Hypersonic Research Engine Project A
review
[NASA-TM-107759] p SO N95-12860
A review of 50 years of aerodynamic research with
NACA/NASA
[NASA-TM-109163] p 102 N95-13663
Research and technology highlights, 1993
[NASA-TM-4575] p 102 N95-15065
Assessment of the Space Station program
p 149 N95-16352
ICASE
[NASA-CR-195001] p 170 N95-16898
NASA High Performance Computing and
Communications program
[NASA-TM-4653] p 176 N95-18573
1994 NASA-HU American Society for Engineering
Education (ASEE) Summer Faculty Fellowship Program
[NASA-CR-194972] p 325 N95-23276
Research and Technology, 1994
[NASA-TM-106764] p 262 N95-24025
AIAA Techfest 20 Proceedings
[NIAR-94-1] p367 N95-26941
The high speed civil transport and NASA's High Speed
Research (HSR) program p 390 N95-2694S
Research and Technology Objectives and Plans
Summary (RTOPS)
[NASA-TM-108574) p 453 N95-28002
Overview of the ACT program p 424 N95-28463
Software process improvement in the NASA software
engineering laboratory
[AD-A289912] p 450 N95-28627
NASA SPACE PROGRAMS
Space Generic Open Avionics Architecture (SGOAA):
Overview p 99 N95-14161
NASTRAN
Thin tailored composite wing for civil tjltrotor
p 285 N95-23317
A NASTRAN-based computer program for structural
dynamic analysis of Horizontal Axis Wind Turbines
p439 N95-27980
Applications of a damage tolerance analysis
methodology in aircraft design and production
p426 N95-28483
NATIONAL AEROSPACE PLANE PROGRAM
National AeroSpace Plane: Technology transfer
[BTN-95-EIX95072498879] p 180 A95-68395
The Methane-Acetylene Cycle Aerospace Plane: A
potential option for inexpensive Earth to orbit
transportation
[HTN-95-51845] p 525 A95-87483
Aero-Space Plane: Flexible access to space
[NASA-TM-109904] p 22 N95-10553
Hypersonic engine seal development at NASA Lewis
Research Center p60 N95-13602
NATIONAL AIRSPACE SYSTEM
Analysis of en route controller hazardous
weather-related tasks p 665 A95-93503
Using ATMS weather products for air traffic strategic
planning p672 A95-93536
Integrated voice and data communications for air traffic
service applications pSOO A95-9S090
Vertical flight terminal operational procedures. A
summary of FAA research and development
[AD-A283550] p 85 N95-15328
Identification of Artificial Intelligence (Al) applications for
maintenance, monitoring, and control of airway facilities
[AD-A282479] p 125 N95-17373
Operational And Supportability Implementation System
(OASIS) test and evaluation master plan
[AD-A284765] p 126 N95-18088
Federal Aviation Administration plan for research,
engineering and development 1995
p363 N95-24202
Aviation system capacity improvements through
technology
[NASA-TM-109165] p 333 N95-24633
The 1994 updated National Airspace System
performance assessment for year 2005
[AD-A288652] p 380 N95-26485
Federal aviation administration plan for research,
engineering and development
[AD-A290952] p 490 N95-29733
A NASPAC-Based analysis of the delay and cost effects
of the western-pacific region preliminary resectorization
effort of 1993
[AD-A288696] p 601 N95-31013
Effects of civil tiltrotor service in the northeast corridor
on en route airspace loads
[AD-A293S86J p 599 N95-31687
NATIONAL AVIATION SYSTEM
An approach to weather requirements management
p653 A95-93448
FAA aviation forecasts: Fiscal year 1995-2006
[AD-A293682] p 584 N95-31598
NATIONAL LAUNCH VEHICLE PROGRAM
A shadowgraph study of the National Launch System's
1 112 stage vehicle configuration and Heavy Lift Launch
Vehicle configuration — Using the Marshall Space Flight
Center's 14-Inch Trisonic Wind Tunnel
[NASA-RP-1347] p35 N95-11710
NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING
Collected papers of the Soar/ IFOR project, Spring
1994
[AD-A280063] p 238 N95-20624
NAVIER-STOKES EQUATION
Navier-Stokes simulation of rotor-body flowfield in hover
using overset grids
[PAPER C15] p1 A95-60160
Recent advances in Euler and Navier-Stokes methods
for calculating helicopter rotor aerodynamics and
acoustics
[HTN-94^W686] p2 A95-60169
Solution-adaptive structured-unstructured grid method
for unsteady turbomachinery analysis. Part I:
Methodology
[BTN-94-EIX94441380983] p 208 A95-67329
Linear disturbances in hypersonic, chemically reacting
shock layers
[BTN-94-EIX94441386605] p 182 A95-67336
Shock layers and boundary layers in hypersonic flows
[HTN-95-A0003] p 183 A95-67830
Three-dimensional analysis of scramjet nozzle flows
[BTN-94-EIX94441380978] p 196 A95-68162
Navier-Stokes computation of a viscous optimized
waverider
[BTN-95-EIX95041503782] p 193 A95-69213
Numerical simulation of incidence and sweep effects
on delta wing vortex breakdown
[BTN-95-EIX95062487526] p 186 A95-69234
Large-scale computational fluid dynamics by the finite
element method
[BTN-94-EIX94381359154] p 243 A95-71744
Preconditioned domain decomposition scheme for
three-dimensional aerodynamic sensitivity analysis
[BTN-95-EIX95152577612] p 321 A95-73471
Effects of spatial order of accuracy on the computation
of vortical flowfields
[BTN-95-EIX95152577604] p 305 A95-73479
Computation of oscillating airfoil flows with one- and
two-equation turbulence models
[BTN-95-EIX95152577588] p 263 A95-73494
Computation of the poststall behavior of a circulation
controlled airfoil
[BTN-95-EIX95152582320] p 264 A95-73523
Navier-Stokes prediction of large-amplitude delta-wing
roll oscillations
[BTN-95-EIX95152582329] p 281 A95-73531
Computational study of plume-induced separation on a
hypersonic powered model
[BTN-95-EIX95152582346] p 266 A95-73548
Hypersonic rarefied flow past spheres including wake
structure
[BTN-95-EIX95152583250] p 305 A95-73551
Hypersonic nonequilibrium Navier-Stokes solutions over
an ablating graphite nosetip
[BTN-95-EIX95152583252] p 305 A95-73553
Hypersonic convective heat transfer over 140-deg blunt
cones in different gases
[BTN-95-EIX95152583253] p 306 A95-73554
Application of the muttigrid solution technique to
hypersonic entry vehicles
[BTN-95-EIX95152583254] p 306 A95-73555
Higher-order viscous shock-layer solutions for
high-altitude flows
[BTN-95-EIX95152583255] p 306 A95-73556
Optimization of contoured hypersonic scramjet inlets
with a least-squares parabolized Navier-Stokes
procedure
[HTN-95-20976] p 261 A95-74042
Convective and radiative heat transfer analysis for the
fire 2 forebody
[BTN-95-EIX95182617460] p 268 A95-75731
Turbulent transonic airfoil flow simulation using a
pressure-based algorithm
[BTN-95-EIX95182619078] p 269 A95-75763
Simulation of transverse gas injection in turbulent
supersonic air flows
[BTN-95-EIX95182619080] p 269 A95-75765
Viscous-inviscid interaction method for unsteady
low-speed airfoil flows
[BTN-95-EIX95182619093] p 269 A95-75778
Influence of streamwise curvature on longitudinal
vortices imbedded in turbulent boundary layers
[BTN-94-EIX94401378820] p 307 A95-76489
Grid refinement test of time-periodic flows over bluff
bodies
[BTN-94-EIX94401378822] p 307 A95-76491
Numerical investigation of supersonic flows around a
spiked blunt body
[BTN-95-EIX95212645690] p 271 A95-76742
Computational/experimental investigation of staged
injection into a Mach 2 flow
[HTN-95-51646] p 432 A95-85028
Practical formulation of a positively conservative
scheme
[HTN-95-51668] p 433 A95-85050
Compressible Navier-Stokes computations of
multielement airfoil flows using multiblock grids
[HTN-95-42327] p 371 A95-86156
Using the LJou-Steffen algorithm for the Euler and
Navier-Stokes equations
[HTN-95-42348] p 373 A95-86177
Mesh generation and adaptivtty for the solution of
compressible viscous high speed flows
[BTN-95-EIX95262697157] p 538 A95-86893
Pulsed jet ignition modeling with a full chemistry
p538 A95-87184
Hypersonic flow past open cavities
[HTN-95-42577J p 458 A95-87207
Computational methods in applied sciences; European
Computational Fluid Dynamics Conference, 1st Brussels,
Belgium, Sept 7-11,1992
[ISBN 0-444-89795-X] p 539 A95-87552
Two-dimensional unsteady leading-edge separation on
a pitching airfoil
[HTN-95-81628] p 461 A95-87676
Numerical model for circulation-control flows
[HTN-95-81632] p 461 A95-87680
Heat-transfer measurements and computations of
swept-shock-wave boundary-layer interactions
[HTN-95-81634] p 541 A95-87682
Low-dimensional description of the dynamics in
separated flow past thick airfoils
[HTN-95-20832] p 544 A95-88093
Compressible Navier-Stokes calculations of the flow
over airfoil sections. Comparisons of 1st and 2nd order
turbulence models
[SAE PAPER 932510] p 546 A95-89183
Computational study of boundary layer control for
improving airfoil performance
[SAE PAPER 932513] p 466 A95-89186
Computational aerodynamic analysis on the Open Skies
aircraft
[SAE PAPER 932514] p 466 A95-89187
Computational study of a two-slot circulation control
airfoil
[SAE PAPER 932531] p 466 A95-89191
Computational fluid dynamics with icing effects
[SAE PAPER 932532] p 466 A95-89192
Navier-Stokes calculations of rotor-airframe interaction
in forward flight
[HTN-95-01087] p 468 A95-90273
Parallel computational fluid dynamics '91; Conference
Proceedings, Stuttgart, Germany, Jun. 10-12, 1991
[ISBN 0-444-89363-6] p 548 A95-91479
Aerodynamic simulation on massively parallel systems
p549 A95-91487
Solution of the Navier-Stokes equations on a massively
parallel transputer system p 549 A95-91490
Numerical experiments on aerodynamic heating
mechanism in shock reflection processes
p 471 A95-91497
Implicit multiblock Euler and Navier-Stokes
calculations
[HTN-95-A1755] p 634 A95-93318
Evaluation of a multigrid-based Navier-Stokes solver for
aerothermodynamic computations
[BTN-95-EIX95302694459] p 583 A95-94056
3-D Navier-Stokes analysis of crossing glancing
shocks/turbulent boundary layer interactions
[BTN-95-EIX95302729768] p 636 A95-94130
Supersonic, turbulent flow computation and drag
optimization for axisymmetric afterbodies
[BTN-95-EIX95302729772] p 637 A95-94134
Computation of delta-wing roll maneuvers
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748164] p 605 A95-94458
Navier-Stokes applications to high-lift airfoil analysis
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748182] p 590 A95-94475
Analysis of low Reynolds number airfoil flows
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748183] p 590 A95-94476
Computational fluid dynamics '92; Proceedings of the
European Computational Fluid Dynamics Conference, 1st
Brussels. Belgium, Sep. 7-11.1992. Vols. 1 & 2
[ISBN 0-444-89793-3] p 638 A95-95357
Discretization of the parabolised Navier-Stokes
equations p 638 A95-95362
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Numerical solution of Euler and Navier-Stokes equations
for 2D transonic problems p 638 A95-9S366
Laminar and turbulent flow over optimal riblets
p639 A95-95383
Heat transfer on bent-noise bicorec in hypersonic flow
p639 A95-95394
A numerical investigation of flow around a
square-section cylinder mounted with a splitter plate
p639 A95-95401
An efficient discrete vortex method for low Reynolds
number incompressible flows p 639 A95-95407
Viscous flow simulation using the discrete vortex
diffusion velocity method p 639 A95-95421
An improved finite element method for the solution of
the compressible Euler and Navier-Stokes equations
p640 A95-95439
Navier-Stokes computations around a realistic fighter
configuration p 591 A95-95440
Implicit multidomain calculation of viscous transonic
flows without artificial viscosity or upwinding
p640 A95-95443
High-lift calculations using Navier-Stokes methods
On the prediction of transonic unsteady flows using
second order time accuracy p 641 A95-95448
2-D and 3-D numerical simulation of a supersonic inlet
flowfield p 641 A95-95457
A cartesian grid finite element method for aerodynamics
of moving rigid bodies p 642 A95-95471
Multi-block finite volume calculation of compressible flow
past aerodynamic configurations p 643 A95-95473
A 2O parallel multiblock Navier-Stokes solver with
applications on shared- and disturbed memory machines
p643 A9S-95475
Surface grid generation for multi-block structured grids
p643 A95-95478
Hypersonic Navier-Stokes computations about complex
configurations p 644 A95-95497
Navier-Stokes simulation of turbulent vortex
high-Re-number flows over a delta wing
p 644 A95-95507
Partially implicit method for simulating viscous aerofoil
flows
[BTN-94-EIX94522406680] p 709 A95-96299
Navier-Stokes simulations of WECS airfoil flowfields
[DE94-013341] p7 N95-10226
A full Navier-Stokes analysis of subsonic diffuser of a
bifurcated 70/30 supersonic inlet for high speed civil
transport application
[NASA-TM-106637] p8 N95-10820
Agglomeration multigrid for viscous turbulent flows
[AD-A284064] p8 N95-10848
Numerical simulation of the flow about the F-18 HARV
at high angle of attack
[NASA-CR-196396] p 9 N95-10940
Steady and unsteady three-dimensional transonic flow
computations by integral equation method
[NASA-CR-196777] p 10 N95-11S82
Investigation of advanced counterrotation blade
configuration concepts for high speed turboprop systems.
Task 8: Cooling flow/heat transfer analysis
[NASA-CR-195359] p 50 N95-11901
Supersonic base flow investigation over axisymmetric
afterbodies
[PB94-180957] p39 N95-12578
Validation of the RPLUS3D code for supersonic inlet
applications involving three-dimensional shock
wave-boundary layer interactions
[NASA-TM-106579] p 39 N95-13058
User's guide for ENSAERO: A multidisciplinary program
for fluid/structural/control interaction studies of aircraft
(release 1)
[NASA-TM-108853] p 65 N95-13662
Numerical modeling of a cryogenic fluid within a fuel
tank
[NASA-TM-4651) p 89 N95-13892
The role of CFD in the design process
p 90 N95-14135
Hybrid structured/unstructured grid computations for the
F/A-18 at high angle of attack p 68 N95-14233
A Cartesian, cell-based approach for adoptively-refined
solutions of the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations
[NASA-TM-106786] p 73 N95-14297
Navier-Stokes predictions of missile aerodynamics
p 74 N95-14451
Numerical study of the effects of icing on viscous flow
over wings
[NASA-CR-197102] p 75 N95-14803
Comparison of computational and experimental results
for a supercritical airfoil
[NASA-TM-4601] p 108 N95-16908
Three dimensional compressible turbulent flow
computations for a diffusing S-duct with/without vortex
generators
[NASA-CR-195390] p 138 N95-17402
Static aerodynamics CFD analysis for 120-mm
hypersonic KE projectile design
[ARL-MR-184] p 118 N95-18611
Numerical computations of supersonic base flow with
special emphasis on turbulence modeling
[AD-A283688J p 119 N95-18670
Theoretical investigations of shock/boundary layer
interactions on a Mapnfinity) = 8 waverider
[OLR-FB-94-12] p119 N95-18910
Solution of Navier-Stokes equations using high accuracy
monotone schemes p 161 N95-19019
Simulation of steady and unsteady viscous flows in
turtoomachinery p 140 N95-19023
Numerical simulation of dynamic-stall suppression by
tangential blowing
[AO-A284887] p 120 N95-19110
Unsteady aerodynamic analyses for turbomachinery
aeroelastic predictions p 141 N95-19381
Parabolized Navier-Stokes solution of
supersonic/hypersonic flows p 123 N95-19464
Inviscid and viscous flow modelling of complex aircraft
configurations using the CFD simulation system sauna
[ARA-MEMCM03] p211 N95-19777
Open Skies project computational fluid dynamic
"analysis
[AD-A285928] p 223 N95-19991
Application of Navier-Stokes code PAB3D with
kappa-epsiton turbulence model to attached and separated
flows
[NASA-TP-3480] p 224 N95-21338
Unstnjctured-grid large-eddy simulation of flow over an
airfoil P 225 N95-22448
Large-eddy simulation of flow through a plane,
asymmetric diffuser p 250 N95-22449
An assessment of viscous effects in computational
simulation of benign and burst vortex flows on generic
fighter wind-tunnel models using TEAM code
[NASA-CR-4650] p 273 N95-23185
Mach 10 computational study of a three-dimensional
scramjet inlet flow field
[NASA-TM-4602] p 310 N95-23210
Numerical computation of aerodynamics and heat
transfer in a turbine cascade and a turn-around duct using
advanced turbulence models p 313 N95-23444
Convergence acceleration of implicit schemes in the
presence of high aspect ratio grid cells
p 313 N95-23446
A time-accurate finite volume method valid at all flow
velocities p314 N95-23447
Cavitation modeling in Euler and Navier-Stokes codes
p315 N95-23630
Verification of computational aerodynamic predictions
for complex hypersonic vehicles using the
INCA(trademark) code
[OE95-004757] p 330 N95-24308
A combined geometric approach for solving the
Navier-Stokes equations on dynamic grids
[NASA-TM-106919] p 332 N95-26075
Computational analysis of forebody tangential slot
blowing on the high alpha research vehicle
[NASA-CR-197754] p 389 N95-26591
Study of potential aerodynamic benefits from spanwise
blowing at wingtip
[NASA-TP-3515] p 378 N95-28669
Numerical study to assess sulfur hexafluoride as a
medium for testing multielement airfoils
[NASA-TP-3496] p 378 N95-28674
An unstructured-grid software system for solving
complex aerodynamic problems p 476 N95-28743
A vorticity-velocity approach for three-dimensional
unsteady viscous flow over wings p 478 N95-29108
Leading edge film cooling effects on turbine blade heat
transfer
[NASA-TM-106955] p 513 N95-29115
An extension of the continuum model by Grad's thirteen
moment equations for hypersonic rarefied flows
p478 N95-29118
Finite element vorticity-based methods for the solution
of the incompressible and compressible Navier-Stokes
equations P 553 N95-29119
Navier-Stokes solution of wing wake structure and its
perturbation p 479 N95-29121
Solution of the Navier-Stokes equations on locally
refined Cartesian meshes using state-vector splitting
p553 N95-29197
A fourth order Euter/Navter-Stokes prediction method
for the aerodynamics and aeroelastjcity of hovering rotor
blades p554 N95-29242
Grid orthogonality effects on predicted turbine midspan
heat transfer and performance
[NASA-TM-106931] p 554 N95-29371
Development of a rotary wing Navier-Stokes CFD code
based on TLNS3D code
[AD-A290421] p 554 N95-29387
Computation of the integrated aerodynamic and
propulsive flowfields of a generic hypersonic space
plane p 481 N95-29788
Survey of CFD applications for high speed inlets
[AD-A291365] p 557 N95-30087
Use of the PARC code to estimate the off-design
transonic performance of an over/under turboramjet
nozzle
[NASA-TM-106924] p 482 N95-30091
Computation of high-altitude hypersonic flow-field
radiation p 593 N95-30843
Parametrics on 20 Navier-Stokes analysis of a Mach
2.68 bifurcated rectangular mixed-compression inlet
[NASA-TM-107003] p617 N95-30861
Numerical simulation of ram accelerator performance
including transient effects during initiation of combustion
and sensitivity studies p 629 N95-31203
The 25th International Symposium on Combustion
[AD-A286825] p 630 N95-31268
Unsteady flow simulations about moving boundary
configurations using dynamic domain decomposition
techniques p 649 N95-31837
_ Turbulence models in the Navier-Stokes sjmulatjor^  ol
airfoil stall
[TRtTA-NA-9312] p 705 N95-33059
Numerical studies of turbulent free surface flows and
unsteady propeller flows
[AD-A294377] p 706 N95-34343
Calculation of supersonic combustion in SCRAMJET
engines p 698 N95-34513
Hypersonic CFD analysis for the aerothermodynamic
design of HOPE p 684 N95-34520
Numerical solutions of inviscid and viscous flows about
airfoils by TVD method p 684 N95-34521
Direct numerical simulation of incompressible
homogeneous isotropic turbulence using NWT
p706 N95-34530
Performance evaluation of the NWT with incompressible
NScode p707 N95-34533
Parallel computation of transonic flows about an aircraft
configuration using multi-block structured grids
pS85 N95-34537
Vector-parallel simulations of transonic wind tunnel flows
about a fully configured model of aircraft
p685 N95-34538
A large scale 3D Navier-Stokes analysis using
NAL-NWT p707 N95-34539
Computations of low speed flow about space-plane
p685 N95-34544
Numerical simulations of dynamic stall phenomena in
low speed flows p 685 N95-34546
Numerical simulation of unsteady viscous flow around
an airfoil with oscillating spoiler p 685 N95-34547
A simulation of damping process of pendulum motion
due to aerodynamic forces p 711 N95-34551
NAVIGATION
Development and flight test of a deployable precision
landing system
[BTN-95-EIX95062487535] p 190 A95-69243
Switched bias proportional navigation for homing
guidance against highly maneuvering targets
[BTN-95-EIX95182619145] p 279 A95-76622
New failure detection approach and its application to
GPS autonomous integrity monitoring
[BTN-95-EIX95202637613] p 279 A95-76676
Solutions of generalized proportional navigation with
maneuvering and nonmaneuvering targets
[BTN-95-EIX95202637606] p 279 A95-76683
The navigation toolkit
[NASA-CR-197290] p 229 N95-22161
Operator modeling in commerical aviation: Cognitive
models, intelligent displays, and pilot's assistants
[NASA-CR-198609] p 401 N95-28203
Qualitative environmental navigation: Theory and
practice — robot navigation p 601 N95-30486
NAVIGATION AIDS
Flight test development and evaluation of a Kalrnan filter
state estimator for low-attitude flight
[HTN-94-00684] p 16 A95-60167
Conversion of Earth-centered Earth-fixed coordinates
to geodetic coordinates
[BTN-94-EIX94441380862] p 125 A95-64294
On-the-fly carrier phase ambiguity resolution for precise
aircraft landing
[BTN-95-EIX95112522535] p 190 A95-69328
Precise navigation using adaptive FIR filtering and time
domain spectral estimation
[BTN-95-EIX95142555485) p 227 A95-72888
A market perspective on FANS
[SAE PAPER 932521 ] p 486 A95-89189
Automatic vehicle location and airfield ground
movement
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-7-148] p 488 A95-91689
A-173
NAVIGATION INSTRUMENTS SUBJECT INDEX
Spatial awareness comparisons between large-screen,
integrated pictorial displays and conventional EFIS
displays during simulated landing approaches
[NASA-TP-3467] p80 N95-14852
GPS-Squitter capacity analysis
[AD-A280037) p 245 N9S-20599
Minima reduction simulation test results
[AD-A285626J p 228 N95-21148
Cueing light configuration for aircraft navigation
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11982-1] p 280 N95-23393
TRISTAR 1: Evaluation methods for testing head-up
display (HUD) flight symbology
[NASA-TM-4665] p 288 N95-24030
Conceptual design of a map interactive system for
military aircraft cockpits
[AD-A289760J p 508 N95-28692
An exploratory survey of information requirements for
instrument approach charts
[AD-A293882] p 601 N95-31520
An approach to sensor data fusion for flying and landing
aid purpose p686 N95-32488
Laser based obstacle warning sensors for helicopters
p686 N95-32499
A helmet mounted display for night missions at low
altitude p 693 N95-32503
Effects of the specific military aspects of satellite
navigation on the civil use of GPS/GLONASS
p 688 N95-33134
Current issues in the design and information content
of instrument approach charts
[AD-A294752] p 690 N95-34S62
NAVIGATION INSTRUMENTS
Simulation development of a forward sensor-enhanced
low-altitude guidance system
[HTN-94-00688] p 17 A95-60170
Comments on effect of wet snow on the null-reference
ILS system
[BTN-95-EIX95142555488] p 227 A95-7288S
Assessment of a non-dedicated GPS receiver system
for precise airborne attitude determination
[DE94-019309] p 229 N95-21520
Flight evaluation of GPS/DGPS sensor systems installed
in NAL D0228
[NAL-TR-1230] p 382 N95-26S85
Guidelines for the design of GPS and LORAN receiver
controls and displays
[AD-A293753] p 602 N95-31S72
An approach to sensor data fusion for flying and landing
aid purpose p 686 N95-32488
Low-level data fusion for landing runways detection
p689 N95-33136
NAVIGATION SATELLITES
Description of a GNSS availability model and its use in
developing requirements
[BTN-95-EIX9S202637603] p 308 A95-76686
Analysis and simulation of narrowband GPS jamming
using digital excision temporal filtering
[AD-A289328] p 383 N95-26898
Determining GPS average performance metrics
p383 N95-27791
NAVIGATORS
An analysis of the KC-135 three-person cockpit
[AD-A289540] p 390 N9S-26873
NAVSTAR SATELLITES
Effect of broadcast and precise ephemerides on
estimates of the frequency stability of GPS Navstar
clocks
[BTN-95-EIX9S112522530] p 190 A95-69333
Modeling spatio-temporal databases to measure the
performance of the GPS satellite constellation
p489 N95-29596
NAVY
Navy and the HARV: High angle of attack tactical utility
issues p 71 N95-14252
Naval Aviation System TEAM mapping, charting, and
geodesy handbook
[AO-A288S90] p 446 N95-26841
Navy composite maintenance and repair experience
p 424 N95-28446
Environmental support of naval aviation
[AD-A292873] p 598 N95-314S4
NEAR FIELDS
Rotating Kirchhoff method for three-dimensional
transonic blade-vortex interaction hover noise
[BTN-94-EIX94441386601] p 182 A95-67332
Near field of a coaxial jet with and without axial
excitation
[HTN-95-42332J p 372 A95-86161
Development of a large-aspect-ratio rectangular
turbulent free jet
[HTN-95-42333] p 372 A95-86162
Active open-loop control of particle dispersion in round
jets
[HTN-95-42334] p 372 A95-86163
Near field noise prediction requirements
[ISVR-TR-234] p27 N95-11166
Correction of support influences on measurements with
sting mounted wind tunnel models p 122 N95-19281
Unsteady pressure and inflow velocity on a pitching rotor
blade in hover p 480 N95-29771
NEAR INFRARED RADIATION
Possible near-IR channels for remote sensing
precipitable water vapor from geostationary satellite
platforms
[HTN-95-70139] p214 A95-69431
2 micron LJDAR for laser-based remote sensing: Right
demonstration and application survey
[BTN-9S-EIX95212641072] p 319 A95-76737
VUV shock layer radiation in an arc-jet wind tunnel
experiment p67 N95-13719
AVIRIS and TIMS data processing and distribution at
the land processes distributed active archive center
p325 N95-23872
NEAR WAKES
Supersonic near-wake afterbody boattailing effects on
axisymmetric bodies
[BTN-95-EIX95182617465] p 268 A95-75736
Study of subsonic base cavity flowfield structure using
particle image velocimetry
[BTN-95-EIX95222650781] p 327 A95-79237
Research on bluff body vortex wakes
[AD-A286319] p 223 N95-20177
DSMC calculations for 70-deg blunted cone at 3.2 km/s
in nitrogen
[NASA-TM-109181] p 348 N9S-24396
Effects of three-dimensional imposed 3-D disturbances
on bluff-body near wake flows
[AD-A289553] p 374 N95-26757
The near-wake flow behavior of an oscillating airfoil with
modified trailing edge p375 N95-26953
The effects of three-dimensional imposed disturbances
on bluff body near wake flows: Effects of taper and splitter
plates on the near wake characteristics of a circular cylinder
in uniform and shear flow
[AD-A292113] p 477 N95-28921
Navier-Stokes solution of wing wake structure and its
perturbation p479 N95-29121
NETHERLANDS
Automation of observations in the Netherlands
p 661 A95-93485
Review of aeronautical fatigue investigation in the
Netherlands during the period March 1991-March 1993
[PB95-139184] p285 N95-23161
Development of advanced approach and departure
procedures. Failure scenarios
(PB95-198123) p 601 N95-30815
NEURAL NETS
Artificial intelligence for turboprop engine maintenance
[BTN-95-EIX95182617812] p 288 A95-75757
Neural network prediction of three-dimensional unsteady
separated flowfields
[BTN-95-EIX95182619232] p 308 A95-76658
On-line learning nonlinear direct neurocontrollers for
restructurable control systems
[BTN-95-EIX95242670768] p 359 A95-81079
Direct adaptive and neural control of wing-rock motion
of slender delta wings
IBTN-95-EIX95242670748] p 327 A95-81099
Neuro-controllers for adaptive helicopter training
[SAE PAPER 932535] p 379 A95-84557
Artificial neural networks for predicting nonlinear
dynamic helicopter loads
[HTN-95-51678] p 404 A95-85060
Artificial intelligence for turboprop engine maintenance
[HTN-95-92313] p 404 A9M5357
Modeling student knowledge with self-organizing feature
maps
[BTN-95-EIX95262697073] p 564 A95-86862
Application of artificial neural networks in nonlinear
aerodynamics and aircraft design
[SAE PAPER 932533) p 492 A95-89193
A switched reluctance machine rotor position estimator
A neural network application
[SAE PAPER 932560] p511 A95-90057
A design of a self-learning robust scheduled autopilot
P516 A95-91533
Neural network approach to identification of
aerodynamic loads on a wing. 1: Application to cantilevered
beam models p 475 A95-91568
Neuro-controllers for adaptive helicopter hover training
[BTN-94-EIX94522407592] p 709 A95-96241
Control of wind tunnel operations using neural net
interpretation of flow visualization records
[NASA-TM-106683] p 24 N95-10854
Optimization of aerospace structures
[NASA-CR-196763] p 48 N95-12787
Artificial intelligence with applications for aircraft
[DOT/FAA/CT-94/41] p 99 N95-13895
Artificial neural network modeling of damaged aircraft
[AD-A283227] p 80 N95-14849
An artificial neural network system for diagnosing gas
turbine engine fuel faults
[DE94-013960] p 138 N95-17371
The accuracy of parameter estimation in system
identification of noisy aircraft load measurement
[NASA-CR-197516] p 134 N95-19130
A neural expert approach to self designing flight control
systems
[AD-A279965] p 237 N95-21122
On-line, adaptive state estimator for active noise
control p 322 N95-23308
Application of neural networks to unsteady aerodynamic
control p 360 N95-25264
Digital systems validation. Chapter 20 Artificial
Intelligenge with applications for aircraft. Handbbook,
volume 2
[AD-A288492] p 448 N95-26638
An exploratory application of neural networks for airfoil
design p 448 N95-26943
Selecting optimal experiments for feedforward multilayer
perceptrons
[AD-A290856] p 678 N95-30406
NEUTRAL BUOYANCY SIMULATION
Education, training, and human engineering in
aerospace; SAE Aerotech '93, Costa Mesa, CA, Sep.
27-30. 1993
[SAESP-992] p417 A95-84553
NEUTRONS
Phonon characteristics of high (T sub c) superconductors
from neutron Doppler broadening measurements
[DE95-003703] p 324 N95-24076
Investigation and characterization of SEU effects and
hardening strategies in avionics
[AD-A291058] p 509 N95-29950
NEW YORK
Research and educational initiatives at the Syracuse
University Center for Hypersonics
[AIAA PAPER 95-6107] p 520 A95-90439
NEW ZEALAND
A review of Australian and New Zealand investigations
on aeronautical fatigue during the period Apr. 1993 - Mar.
1995
[AR-009-202] p397 N95-27918
NEWFOUNDLAND
Aircraft icing measurements in East Coast winter
storms
[HTN-95-60505] p 214 A95-68756
FTGEN - An automated FT production system
p 668 A95-93519
NEWTON METHODS
Trajectory optimization using parallel shooting method
on parallel computer
[BTN-95-EIX95282706670] p 564 A95-88175
Higher harmonic control analysis for vibration reduction
of helicopter rotor systems
[NASA-TM-103855] p 66 N95-14419
NEWTON-RAPHSON METHOD
Demonstration of the Dynamic Rowgraph Methodology
using the Titan 2 Space Launch Vehicle Digital Flight
Control System
[NASA-CR-197517] p 150 N95-17493
NICKEL ALLOYS
Fatigue crack growth in nickel-based superalloys at
500-700 C. 1:Waspaloy
[BTN-94-EIX94371347843] p 206 A95-69136
Viscoplastic response of structures for intense local
heating
[HTN-95-41540] p346 A95-77921
Study on the turbine vane and blade for a 1500 C class
industrial gas turbine
[BTN-94-EIX95011441254] p 431 A95-84211
Effect of annealing and desulfurization on oxide
spallation of turbine airfoil material
[BTN-95-EIX95282707024] p 528 A95-88264
Fatigue in single crystal nickel superalloys
[AD-A283459] p 56 N95-12546
Fatigue in single crystal nickel superalloys
[AD-A282917] p 88 N95-15415
Fatigue in single crystal nickel superalloys
[AD-A285727] p 152 N95-18068
The effect of interface properties on nickel base alloy
composites
[NASA-CR-198363] p 629 N95-30787
Cadmium plating replacements p 631 N95-31773
NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERIES
Maintenance-free lead acid battery for inertia! navigation
systems aircraft
[BTN-95-EIX95292721316] p 633 A95-92511
NIGHT
Low-Level and Nap-of-the-Earth (NOE) night
operations
[AGARD-CP-563] p686 N9W2486
An approach to sensor data fusion for flying and landing
aid purpose p686 N95-32488
A-174
SUBJECTINDEX NOISE MEASUREMENT
NIGHT FLIGHTS (AIRCRAFT)
Aircraft noise and sleep disturbance: A field study
[HTN-95-92543] p 558 A95-87363
A computer-based multimedia prototype for right vision
goggles
[AD-A286208] p 258 N95-21882
NIGHT VISION
A platform independent application of Lux illumination
prediction algorithms
(AO-A283669) p 170 N95-18018
Ultra-Reliable Digital Avionics (URDA) processor
p245 N95-20638
A computer-based multimedia prototype for night vision
goggles
[AD-A286208] p 258 N95-21882
Laser based obstacle warning sensors for helicopters
p686 N95-32499
A helmet mounted display for night missions at low
altitude p693 N95-32503
NITRIC ACID
Analysis of the physical state of one Arctic polar
stratospheric cloud based on observations
[HTN-95-70917] p 351 A95-77982
Sensitivity of supersonic aircraft modelling studies to
HNO3 photolysis rate
[HTN-95-11475] p 353 A9S-79453
High-speed civil transport impact: Role of sulfate, nitric
acid trihydrate, and ice aerosols studied with a
two-dimensional model including aerosol physics
[HTN-95-91843] p 354 A95-80831
Impact on ozone of high-speed stratospheric aircraft
Effects of the emission scenario
[HTN-95-51283] p 356 A95-80868
Airborne measurements during the European Arctic
Stratospheric Ozone Experiment column amounts of
HNO3 and O3 derived from FTIR emission sounding
[HTN-95-00742] p 445 A95-86312
NITRIC OXIDE
Comparison of NO and OH planar fluorescence
temperature measurements in scramjet model flowfields
[BTN-9S-EIX95042474388] p 209 A95-68312
Measurement and analysis of nitric oxide radiation in
an arcjet flow
[BTN-95-EIX95082502727] p 243 A95-71040
Nitrogen oxide emissions characteristics of augmented
turbofan engines
[BTN-94-EIX95011441240] p 403 A95-84197
NITROGEN
Measurement by coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering
in the R5Ch hypersonic wind tunnel
[BTN-95-EIX95112523811] p 188 A95-69322
The distribution of hydrogen, nitrogen, and chlorine
radicals in the lower stratosphere: Implications for changes
in O3 due to emission of NO(y) from supersonic aircraft
[HTN-95-70935] p 351 A95-78000
Supercooling in hypersonic nitrogen wind tunnels
[BTN-94-EIX95011441134] p 340 A95-81020
OSMC calculations for 70-deg blunted cone at 3.2 km/s
in nitrogen
[NASA-TM-109181] p 348 N95-24396
Numerical simulations of the flow in the HYPULSE
expansion tube
[NASA-TM-110357] p 523 N95-30228
NITROGEN DIOXIDE
Three-dimensional model interpretation of NO(x)
measurements from the lower stratosphere
[HTM-95-90534] p 213 A95-67806
Nitrogen oxide emissions characteristics of augmented
turbofan engines
[BTN-94-EIX95011441240] p 403 A95-84197
Airborne measurements during the Arctic stratospheric
experiment Observation of O3 and NO2
[HTN-95-00748] p 445 A95-86318
NITROGEN OXIDES
Three-dimensional model interpretation of N0(x)
measurements from the lower stratosphere
[HTN-95-90534] p 213 A95-67806
Analysis of the physical state of one Arctic polar
stratospheric cloud based on observations
[HTN-95-70917] p 351 A95-77982
The distribution of hydrogen, nitrogen, and chlorine
radicals in the lower stratosphere: Implications for changes
in O3 due to emission of NO(y) from supersonic aircraft
[HTN-95-70935] p 351 A95-78000
Vertical transport rates in the statosphere in 1993 from
observations of CO2. N2O. and CH4
[HTN-95-70941] p 351 A95-78006
Meridional distributions of NO(X), NO(Y). and other
species in the lower statosphere and upper troposphere
during AASE 2
[HTN-95-70944] p 352 A95-78009
Impact of present aircraft emissions of nitrogen oxides
on tropospheric ozone and climate forcing
[HTN-95-21364] p 353 A95-78679
Sensitivity of supersonic aircraft modelling studies to
HN03 photolysis rate
[HTN-95-11475] p 353 A95-79453
Tracer transport for realistic aircraft emission scenarios
calculated using a three-dimensional model
[HTN-95-41799] p 353 A95-80525
Modeling of aircraft exhaust emissions and infrared
spectra for remote measurement of nitrogen oxides
[HTN-95-51276] p 355 A95-80861
Potential effects on ozone of future supersonic
aircraft/2D simulation
[HTN-95-51282] p 356 A95-80867
Impact on ozone of high-speed stratospheric aircraft
Effects of the emission scenario
[HTN-95-51283] p 356 A95-80868
Aircraft gas turbine emissions challenge
[BTN-94-EIX95011441239] p 403 A95-84196
Evolution of the concentrations of trace species in an
aircraft plume: Trajectory study
[HTN-95-A1044] p 443 A95-84549
Prediction of NO(x) emission index of turbulent diffusion
flame p538 A95-87195
Aviation and the environment p 657 A95-93464
Numerical rnbdng calculations JJf confined reacting jet
flows in a cylindrical duct
[NASA-TM-106736] p 139 N95-18133
Wave cycle design for wave rotor engines with limited
nitrogen oxide emissions p 161 N95-18901
Laboratory evaluation of a reactive baffle approach to
NOx control
[AD-A283802] p 255 N95-19921
Nitrogen oxide emissions and their control from
uninstalled aircraft engines in enclosed test cells: Joint
report to Congress on the Environmental Protection
Agency - Department of Transportation study
[PB95-166237] p 358 N95-26005
NITROGEN PLASMA
Temperature diagnostics in the hypersonic flow regime:
An application to develop a stagnation temperature
probe
[AIAA PAPER 95*114] p 511 A95-90442
NITROUS OXIDES
Nitrous oxide and methane emissions from aero
engines
[HTN-95-21363] p 353 A95-78678
NOISE
The accuracy of parameter estimation in system
identification of noisy aircraft load measurement
[NASA-CR-197516] p 134 N95-19130
NOISE (SOUND)
Secondary source locations in active noise control:
Selection or optimization?
[BTN-94-EIX94381352222] p 257 A95-71738
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separation
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Electro-optic characterization of ultrafast photodetectors
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Automated hover training: An empirical evaluation
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Looking for the simple PIO model
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[SAE PAPER 932535] p 379 A95-84S57
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training p 521 A95-91535
Functions of NAL fixed base simulator for helicopter
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The development of computer-based instructional
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Helicopter in-flight simulation development and use in
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Programmable cockpit research simulator
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A computer-based multimedia prototype for night vision
goggles
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Conceptual design of the AE481 Demon Remotely
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Spread spectrum applications in unmanned aerial
vehicles
[AD-A281035] p 156 N95-16448
Unmanned aerial vehicle heavy fuel engine test
[AD-A284332] p 139 N95-18383
Environmental effects on composite airframes: A study
conducted for the ARM UAV Program (Atmospheric
Radiation Measurement Unmanned Aerospace Vehicle)
[DE94-015351] p206 N95-19579
Automation of hardware-in-the-loop testing of control
systems for unmanned air vehicles
[AD-A284833] p 194 N95-19693
Unmanned aerial vehicles
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Photovoltaic electric power applied to Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAV) p245 N95-20530
Design of a GaAs/Ge solar array for unmanned aerial
vehicles
[NASA-TM-106870] p 320 N95-23259
Report to the Secretary of Defense. Unmanned aerial
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[GAO/NSIAD-95-52] p 286 N95-24091
Design and synthesis of a real-time controller for an
unmanned air vehicle
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Propulsion system assessment for very high UAV under
ERAST
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Unmanned aerial vehicles, 1994 master plan
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Unmanned Aerial Vehicle technology
[DSTO-GD-0044] p503 N95-29362
Applications of digital video and synthetic environments
to unmanned aerial vehicles
[AD-A291875] p 504 N95-29437
Design and evaluation of a LOR controller for the
bluebird unmanned air vehicle
[AD-A289769] p 504 N95-29457
Unmanned aerial vehicles. 1994 master plan
p607 N95-31416
Automatic flight control system for an unmanned
helicopter system design and flight test results
p622 N95-32004
Report to the Chairman, Legislation and National
Security Subcommittee, Committee on Government
Operations, House of Representatives. Unmanned aerial
vehicles: Performance of short-range system still in
question
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communications
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voice communications
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Studies in drag reduction p 478 N95-29094
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[PB94-910410] p 333 N95-24206
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Study of heat transfer rates during quenching of a hot
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Experimental investigation of flow-boiling heat transfer
under microgravity p 428 A95-82642
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Conversion of production automotive engines for
aviation use
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Finite element time domain - modal formulation for
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The high enthalpy shock tunnel in Goettingen (HEG)
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A study of compressibility effects on dynamic stall of
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1: Dynamic inflow
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Two-dimensional unsteady leading-edge separation on
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Numerical simulation of transient vortex breakdown
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Navier-Stokes simulations of Orbiter aerodynamic
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Non-linear viscoelastic-plastic constitutive relations for
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Compressive strength of damaged and repaired
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Fundamental concepts in the suppression of
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Cadmium plating replacements p 631 N95-31773
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Unsteady flow testing in a passive tow-correction wind
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Predicting exhaust plume boundaries with supersonic
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Evolution of the concentrations of trace species in an
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Modeling of plume chemistry of high flying aircraft with
H2 combustion engines p 509 A95-87405
Numerical simulation of helicopter engine plume in
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Impact of dynamic loads on propulsion integration
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Estimating wind tunnel interference due to vectored jet
flows P164 N95-19265
Temperature effects on acoustic interactions between
altitude test facilities and jet engine plumes
(NASA-CR-197638) p 258 N95-21170
NTS-spill test facility wind tunnel exhaust plume
characterization
[DE95-003630] p 297 N95-24019
The atmospheric effects of stratospheric aircraft A
fourth program report
[NASA-RP-1359] p 357 N95-24274
Measurements of ions formed in jet engine exhaust
plumes
[AD-A290940J p 514 N95-29764
Vorticity dynamics and control of dynamic stall
(AD-A288658) p 620 N95-31400
PNEUMATIC CONTROL
Forebody flow control on a full-scale F/A-18 aircraft
[BTN-95-EIX95152582333] p 281 A95-73535
Pneumatic concept for tip-stall control of cranked-arrow
wings
(BTN-95-EIX95152582335] p 281 A95-73537
Directional control at high angles of attack using blowing
through a chined forebody
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748179] p619 A95-94472
Right investigation of the use of a nose gear jump strut
to reduce takeoff ground roll distance of STOL aircraft
[NASA-TM-108819] p 44 N95-12225
F/A-18 and F-16 forebody vortex control, static and
rotary-balance results p 72 N9S-14254
Low-energy pneumatic control of forebody vortices
p72 N95-14256
Flight evaluation of pneumatic forebody vortex control
in post-stall flight p 72 N95-14259
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Turbofan propulsion simulator
[BTN-94-EIX94461290240] p 82 A95-61737
Design and development of a test rig for the high
frequency testing of rolling sleeve airsprings
[DSTO-TN-0001] p411 N95-26378
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A new algorithm for five-hole probe calibration, data
reduction, and uncertainty analysis
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Dynamic behavior of valves with pneumatic chamber
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The development of a highly reliable power management
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Development of pneumatic test techniques for subsonic
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separated flowfields
[BTN-95-EIX95182619232] p 308 A95-76658
Differencing of density in compressible flow for a
pressure-based approach
[HTN-95-42349] p 373 A95-86178
Computation of delta-wing roll maneuvers
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748164] p 605 A95-94458
Correlation of unsteady pressure and inflow velocity
fields of a pitching rotor blade
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748169) p 589 A95-94463
Investigation of the influence of pylons and stores on
the wing lower surface flow p 116 N95-17885
Surface pressure coefficient distributions for
axisymmetric forecowls at zero incidence (M sub infinity
less than or equal to 1.5)
[ESDU-9401S] p477 N95-28904
Application of multigrid computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) methods to rotor analysis
[AD-A293012] p648 N95-31475
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
Experimental and computational results for the external
flowfield of a scramjet inlet
[BTN-94-EIX94441380977] p 195 A95-6B161
Suppression of vortex asymmetry and side force on a
circular cone
[BTN-95-EIX95042474413] p 209 A95-68287
Measurement around a rotor blade excited in pitch. Part
2: Unsteady surface pressure
[HTN-95-31008] p 220 A95-71178
Aerodynamics of a finite wing with simulated ice
[BTN-95-EIX95182619227] p 270 A95-76653
Aerodynamic characteristics of external store
configurations at low speeds
[BTN-95-EIX95182619230] p 27) A95-76656
Neural network prediction of three-dimensional unsteady
separated flowfields
[BTN-95-EIX95182619232] p 308 A95-76658
Hypersonic model testing in a shock tunnel
[BTN-95-EIX95222650789] p 329 A95-79245
The aerodynamic characteristics of cup-like body in
supersonic flow p 427 A95-82407
Practical formulation of a positively conservative
scheme
[KTN-95-51668] p 433 A95-85050
Pressure controlled surfaces - a 3D inverse panel
method as a design tool p 491 A95-S7565
Influence of wing shaphes on surface pressure
fluctuations at wing-body junctions
[HTN-95-61196] p 491 A95-67569
Airfoil pressure measurements during oblique
shcok-wave/vortex interaction in a Mach 3 stream
[HTN-95-81641] p 542 A95-87689
Fluctuating wall pressures near separation in highly
swept turbulent interactions
[HTN-95-20823] p 543 A95-8B084
Chemical recombination in an expansion tube
[HTN-95-20844] p 544 A95-88105
Lift analysis of a variable camber foil using the discrete
vortex-blob method
[HTN-95-20940] p 545 A95-88979
Numerical computations of supersonic base flow with
special emphasis on turbulence modeling
[HTN-95-20949] p 546 A95-88988
A note on the interpretation of mini-tuft photographs
[HTN-95-01089] p 468 A95-90275
Viscous contribution to the high Mach number damping
in pitch of blunt slender cones at small angles of attack
[HTN-95-01096] p 469 A95-90282
Optimum aerodynamic design of aircraft fuselage using
boundary element method p473 A95-91514
Development of a pilot tube with multi-hole pyramidal
head. 2: A five-hole yew probe of engineering model
p522 A95-91577
Leading-edge sweepback and shape effects on
fin-induced fluctuating pressures
[BTN-95-EIX95302694471] p 636 A95-94067
Effect of passive venting on static pressure distributions
in cavities at subsonic and transonic speeds
[NASA-TM-4549] p6 N95-10029
Navier-Stokes simulations of WECS airfoil flowfields
[DE94-013341] p7 N95-10226
Effect of weak periodic pressure gradient on streamwise
vortices near a wall p29 N95-11263
Exact dynamic responses of periodic multi-span beams
under converted pressure fields p 25 N95-11288
Application of two procedures for dual-point design of
transonic airfoils
[NASA-TP-3466] p 38 N95-12176
Base passive porosity for drag reduction
[NASA-CASE-LAR-15246-1] p 91 N95-14183
Right and full-scale wind-tunnel comparison of pressure
distributions from an F-18 aircraft at high angles of attack
— Conducted in NASA Ames Research Center's 80 by
120 ft wind tunnel p 68 N95-14231
Numerical simulation of the SOFIA flowfield
[NASA-CR-197025] p 74 N95-14612
Activated buoyancy propulsion = Paradox Power (tm)
[TABES PAPER 94-619] p 74 N95-14646
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Pressure measurements on an F/A-18 twin vertical tail
in buffeting flow. Volume 2: Steady and unsteady RMS
pressure data
[AD-A281581] p 76 N95-15465
An improved method of airfoil design
p 106 N95-162S2
Wan-signature methods for high speed wind tunnel wall
interference corrections p 107 N95-16257
Measurements of unsteady pressure and structural
response for an elastic supercritical wing
[NASA-TP-3443] p 104 N95-16560
Residual-correction type and related computational
methods for aerodynamic design. Part 1: Airfoil and wing
design p 128 N95-16566
Aerodynamic shape optimization p 128 N95-16572
Review of the EUROPT Project AERO-0026
p 129 N95-16573
2-D airfoil tests including side wall boundary layer
measurements P 158 N95-17847
Measurements on a two-dimensional aerofoil with
higWitt devices P 109 N9S-17848
2-D aileron effectiveness study p 110 N95-17851
Two-dimensional 16.5 percent thick supercritical airfoil
-NLR7301 p110~N95^17854-
Low-speed surface pressure and boundary layer
measurement data for the NLR 7301 airfoil section with
trailing edge flap p111 N95-17855
Measurements of the flow over a low aspect-ratio wing
in the Mach number range 0.6 to 0.87 for the purpose of
validation of computational methods. Part 1: Wing design,
model construction, surface flow. Part 2: Mean flow in the
boundary layer and wake, 4 test cases
p112 N95-17860
Detailed study at supersonic speeds of the flow around
delta wings P 112 N95-17861
Pressure distributions on research wing W4 mounted
on an axisymmetric body p112 N95-17862
DLR-F5: Test wing for CFD and applied aerodynamics
p113 N95-17864
Wind tunnel investigations of the appearance of shocks
in the windward region of bodies with circular cross section
at angle of attack P 113 N9S-17866
Force and pressure data of an ogive-nosed slender body
at high angles of attack and different Reynolds numbers
p 113 N95-17868
Pressure distribution measurements on an isolated IPS
441 nacelle P 115 N95-17878
Measurement of gust response on a turbine cascade
[NASA-TM-106776] p117 N9S-184S7
Aeromechanics technology, volume 1. Task 1:
Three-dimensional Euler/Navier-Stokes Aerodynamic
Method (TEAM) enhancements
[AD-A28S713] P 132 N95-18483
2-D and 3-D oscillating wing aerodynamics for a range
of angles of attack including stall
[NASA-TM-4632] P 120 N95-19119
Analysis of test section sidewall effects on a two
dimensional airfoil: Experimental and numerical
investigations P 165 N95-19276
Application of pressure sensitive paint in hypersonic
flows
[NASA-TM-106824] P 223 N95-20794
Wing pressure distributions from subsonic tests of a
high-wing transport model — in the Langley 14- by 22-Foot
Subsonic Wind Tunnel
[NASA-TM-4583] p 272 N95-22802
Three-dimensional unsteady flow calculations in an
advanced gas generator turbine p 312 N95-23425
Experimental study of the effects of Reynolds number
on high angle of attack aerodynamic characteristics of
forebodies during rotary motion
[NASA-CR-195033] P 330 N95-24443
Airfoil modification effects on subsonic and transonic
pressure distributions and performance for the EA-6B
airplane
[NASA-TP-3S16] P373 N95-26382
Wind tunnel experiments on wake flow field behind a
reentry capsule from a viewpoint of parachute deployment
at supersonic speeds
[lSAS-655] P374 N95-26740
Comparative wind tunnel test at high Reynolds numbers
of NACA 64 621 airfoils with two aileron configurations
p377 N95-27977
Measurements of store forces and moments and cavity
pressures for a generic store in and near a box cavity at
subsonic and transonic speeds
[NASA-TM-4611] P 378 N95-28241
Computer program for estimation of leading-edge
suction distribution for plane thin wings at subsonic
[ESDU-94038] p 476 N95-28708
The pressure field of a gust interacting with a flat
plate p5S7 N95-30161
Afterbody/nozzle pressure distributions of a twin-tail
twin-engine fighter with axisymmetric nozzles at Mach
numbers from 0.6 to 1.2
[NASA-TP-35O9] p 594 N95-31984
PRESSURE DRAG
Application of Navier-Stokes aeroelastic methods to
improve fighter wing maneuver performance
[BTN-9S-EIX95182619218] p 284 A95-76644
An investigation of the transonic pressure drag
coefficient for axi-symmetric bodies
[AD-A280990] p 105 N95-15994
A theoretical and experimental investigation of the flow
over supersonic leading edge wing/body configurations
[DRA-TM-AERO-PROP-41] p 331 N95-25649
PRESSURE DROP
Static pressure drop by swirling flow of an internal cooling
air system through a turbine Shan p 698 N95-34S60
PRESSURE EFFECTS
Development of hypersonic engine seals: Flow effects
of preload and engine pressures
[BTN-95-EIX95112524204] p 196 A95-69304
Main features of overexpanded triple jets
[BTN-95-EIX95142553040] p 304 A95-73458
Effects of expansions on a supersonic boundary layer
--Surface pressure measurements
[BTN-95-EIX95142553036] p 263 A95-73462
Experimental investigation of the flowfield about an
upswept afterbody
[BTN-95-EIX95152582321] p 265 A95-73524
Prediction of supersonic inlet unstart caused by
freest/earn disturbances
[BTN-95-EIX95222650790] p 329 A95-79246
Pressure and temperature distortion testing of a
two-stage centrifugal compressor
[BTN-94-EIX95011441250] p 431 A95-84207
Performance variation of scramjet nozzle at various
nozzle pressure ratios
[BTN-95-EIX0616952745781] p615 A95-94505
Interaction of a weak shock with freest/earn
disturbances
[BTN-95-EIX95332750473] p 638 A95-94687
Effect of weak periodic pressure gradient on streamwise
vortices near a wall p 29 N95-11263
Wake measurements in a strong adverse pressure
gradient
[NASA-CR-197272] p 224 N95-21031
Effect of atmospheric pressure on measured aircraft
noise levels
[PB95-130423] p232 N95-21425
Load transfer in the stiffener-to-skin joints of a
pressurized fuselage
[NASA-CR-198610] p 439 N95-27865
Composite fuselage shell structures research at NASA
Langley Research Center p425 N95-28466
Effects of cabin pressure on climb and descent rates
[ESDU-94040] p503 N95-29016
Pressure updating methods for the steady-state fluid
equations
[NASA-CR-198163] p 569 N95-30353
PRESSURE GRADIENTS
Behavior of the Johnson-King turbulence model in
axisymmetric supersonic flows
[BTN-94-EIX94441386606] p 183 A95-67337
Turbulent transonic airfoil flow simulation using a
pressure-based algorithm
[BTN-95-EIX95182619078] p 269 A95-75763
Simulating heat addition via mass addition in constant
area compressible flows
[BTN-95-EIX95182619100] p 307 A95-76585
Effect of weak periodic pressure gradient on streamwise
vortices near a wall p 29 N95-11263
Airfoil optimization by the one-shot method
p 128 N95-16569
Tools for applied engineering optimization
p 128 N95-16570
Mach number, flow angle, and loss measurements
downstream of a transonic fan-blade cascade
[AD-A280907] p 108 N95-16824
Investigation of the flow over a series of 14 percent-thick
supercritical aerofoils with significant rear camber
p109 N95-17849
Effect of crossflow on Goertler instability in
incompressible boundary layers
[NASA-CR-195007] p 159 N95-18193
Wake measurements in a strong adverse pressure
gradient
[NASA-CR-197272] p 224 N9S-21031
Acoustic receptivity due to weak surface
inhomogeneities in adverse pressure gradient boundary
layers
[NASA-TM-4577] p 249 N95-21258
Large-eddy simulation of flow through a plane,
asymmetric oSftuser p 250 N95-22449
The fluid mechanics of a high aspect ratio slot with an
impressed pressure gradient and secondary injection
p557 N95-30304
Subscale study of engine bellmouth inlet vortices in test
cell R1D
(AD-A294993) p 707 N95-34818
PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
Separation control on high-lift airfoils via micro-vortex
generators
[BTN-9S-EIX95152582326] p 265 A95-73529
Influence of wing shaphes on surface pressure
fluctuations at wing-body junctions
[HTN-95-61196] p 491 A95-87569
Pressure measurements on a pitching airfoil in a water
channel
[HTN-95-61209] p 541 A95-87582
Air data prediction from surface pressure measurements
on guided munitions
[BTN-95-EIX95282706664] p 466 A95-89641
Laser velooimetry and blade pressure measurements
of a blade-vortex interaction
[HTN-95-01081] p547 A95-90267
Rotor-wake-induced flow separation on a lifting
surface
[HTN-95-01082] p 468 A95-90268
Development of a pilot tube with multi-hole pyramidal
—head. 2: A five-hole yew probe'of engineering model
p522 A95-91577
Cost effective small-scale experiments to aid the design
of ASTOVL aircraft
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-9-098] p 475 A95-91695
Leading-edge sweepback and shape effects on
fin-induced fluctuating pressures
[BTN-9S-EIX95302694471] p 636 A95-94067
In-flight pressure measurements on a subsonic transport
high-lift wing section
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748170] p 589 A95-94464
Performance variation of scramjet nozzle at various
nozzle pressure ratios
(BTN-95-EIX0616952745781] p615 A95-94505
Design and evaluation of candidate pressure ports for
the HYFLJTE experiment
[NASA-TM-109146] p 22 N95-11003
Pressure measurements on an F/A-18 twin vertical tail
in buffeting flow. Volume 3: Buffet power spectral
densities
[AD-A281444] p 36 N95-11829
A new algorithm for five-hole probe calibration, data
reduction, and uncertainty analysis
[NASA-TM-106458] p 38 N95-12378
Design and development of an F/A-18 inlet distortion
rake: A cost and time saving solution
p69 N95-14241
Pressure measurements on an F/A-18 twin vertical tail
in buffeting flow. Volume 2: Steady and unsteady RMS
pressure data
[AD-A281581] p76 N95-15465
Data acquisition and processing software for the Low
Speed Wind Tunnel tests of the Jindivik auxiliary air
intake
[AD-A285455] p 108 N95-17178
Measurements on a two-dimensional aerofoil with
high-lift devices p109 N95-17848
Surface pressure and wake drag measurements on the
Boeing A4 airfoil in the IAR 1.5X1.5m Wind Tunnel
Facility p110 N95-17850
Pressure distribution measurements on an isolated TPS
441 nacelle p115 N95-17878
Applications of the five-hole probe technique for flow
field surveys at the Institute for Aerospace Research
P163 N95-19255
Calculation of low speed wind tunnel wall interference
from static pressure pipe measurements
p164 N95-19273
Optical surface pressure measurements: Accuracy and
application field evaluation p 175 N95-19274
Multiport pressure measurements on continuously
moving wind tunnel models
[ARA-MEMO-391 ] p 188 N95-19772
Application of pressure sensitive paint in hypersonic
flows
[NASA-TM-106824] p 223 N95-20794
Pressure measurements on an F/A-18 twin vertical tail
in buffeting flow. Volume 4, part 1: Buffet cross spectral
[AD-A285593] p 237 N95-21214
Workshop report Measurement techniques in highly
transient, spectrally rich combustion environments
[AD-A288395] p 350 N95-25606
Stall precursor study of high frequency data for three
high speed, swept compressor rotors
[AD-A289379] p 406 N95-26878
Interactions of spanwise and chordwise vorticity
associated with three-dimensional dynamic stall over an
oscillating wing
[AD-A290546] p 477 N95-29091
Analyzing the stability of floating ice floes
[AD-A292149] p 563 N95-29160
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PRESSURE OSCILLATIONS SUBJECTINDEX
A hybrid electronically scanned pressure module for
cryogenic environments
[NASA-TM-110146] p554 N95-29453
Research instrumentation for polytechnic university's
supersonic wind tunnel facility
[AD-A290232] p 523 N9S-29468
Unsteady pressure and inflow velocity on a pitching rotor
blade in hover p480 N95-29771
Workshop report Measurement techniques in highly
transient, spectrally rich combustion environments
p629 N95-31208
Subscale study of engine bellmouth inlet vortices in test
cellRID
[AD-A294993] p 707 N95-34818
PRESSURE OSCILLATIONS
Effect of weak periodic pressure gradient on streamwise
vortices near a wall p 29 N95-11263
Active control of panel vibrations induced by a boundary
layer flow
[NASA-CR-197867] p 273 N95-23182
The acoustic characteristics of turbomachinery
cavities
[NASA-CR-4671] p 476 N95-28720
Unsteady pressure and inflow velocity on a pitching rotor
blade in hover p 480 N95-29771
PRESSURE PULSES
System for determining aerodynamic imbalance
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11913-1] p311 N95-23377
A pulsed liquid fuel ramjet p617 N95-31201
PRESSURE RATIO
Performance variation of scramjet nozzle at various
nozzle pressure ratios
[BTN-95-EIX061695274578.1 ] p 615 A95-94505
Pressure measurements on an F/A-18 twin vertical tail
in buffeting flow. Volume 3: Buffet power spectral
densities
[AD-A281444] p 36 N95-11829
Error propagation equations for. estimating the
uncertainty in high-speed wind tunnel test results
[OE94-014136] p 145 N95-16509
Internal performance characteristics ot thrust-vectored
axisymmetric ejector nozzles
[NASA-TM-4610] p 331 N95-25338
The noise reduction potential of dual-stream coaxial
rectangular improperly expanded jet flows
[NASA-CR-197820) p 437 N95-26995
Application of multigrid computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) methods to rotor analysis
[AD-A293012] p648 N95-31475
PRESSURE RECOVERY
F/A-18 inlet calculations at 60-deg angle of attack and
10-deg sideslip
[BTN-95-EIX95112524199] p 195 A95-69309
Numerical study of the performance of swept, curved
compression surface scramjet inlets
[BTN-95-EIX95112524198] p 197 A95-69310
Experimental investigation of the flow in diffusers behind
an axial flow compressor
[BTN-95-EIX95282710057] p 632 A95-92472
Linear Motor Free Piston Compressor
[AD-A293452] P 647 N95-31374
PRESSURE REDUCTION
Erosion of T56 5th stage rotor blades due to bleed hole
overtipflow p 200 N95-19666
MHD-flow in slotted channels with conducting walls
[DE94-018370] p 258 N95-21388
Effects of cavity bleed and its configuration on
aerodynamic characteristics ot supersonic internal flow
[NAL-TR-1247] p 594 N95-31715
PRESSURE SENSORS
Air data prediction from surface pressure measurements
on guided munitions
[BTN-95-EIX95282706664] p 466 A95-89641
New sensor technology for aircraft hydraulic system
diagnostics
[SAE PAPER 932586] p 494 A95-90070
Design and evaluation of candidate pressure ports for
the HYFIJTE experiment
[NASA-TM-109146] p 22 N9S-11003
Pressure measurements on an F/A-18 twin vertical tail
•in buffeting flow. Volume 3: Buffet power spectral
densities
[AO-A281444] p 36 N95-11829
A new algorithm for five-hole probe calibration, data
reduction, and uncertainty analysis
[NASA-TM-106458] p 38 N95-12378
Design and development of an F/A-18 inlet distortion
rake: A cost and time saving solution
p 69 N95-14241
Single-engine tail interference model
p115 N95-17879
Overview of unsteady transonic wind tunnel test on a
semispan straked delta wing oscillating in pitch
[AD-A284097] p 117 N95-18380
Applications of the five-hole probe technique for flow
field surveys at the Institute for Aerospace Research
p 163 N95-19255
Optical surface pressure measurements: Accuracy and
application field evaluation p 175 N95-19274
Multiport pressure measurements on continuously
moving wind tunnel models
[ARA-MEMC-391 ] p 188 N95-19772
Response of the B-1B air data sensor to simulated dust
cloud environments
[AD-A286134] p 235 N95-22036
Impeller flow field characterization with a laser two-focus
velocimeter p 313 N95-23440
Process and control systems for composites
manufacturing p 420 N95-28267
A hybrid electronically scanned pressure module for
cryogenic environments
[NASA-TM-110146] p554 N95-29453
Workshop report Measurement techniques in highly
transient spectrally rich combustion environments
P629 N95-31208
PRESSURE VESSELS
Oscillating-flow regenerator test rig
[NASA-CR-196982] p 53 N95-13200
Compression strength of composite primary structural
components
[NASA-CR-197554] p 160 N95-18388
Process and control systems for composites
manufacturing p 420 N95-28267
PRESSURIZED CABINS
Global cost and weight evaluation of fuselage keel
design concepts p 501 N95-28840
Effects of cabin pressure on climb and descent rates
[ESDU-94040] p503 N95-29016
PRESSURIZING
Linear Motor Free Piston Compressor
[AD-A293452] p 647 N95-31374
PRESTRESSING
Development of hypersonic engine seals: Flow effects
of preload and engine pressures
[BTN-95-E1X95112524204] p 196 A95-69304
PREVENTION
Design of a vehicle based system to prevent ozone
loss
[NASA-CR-197199] p 48 N95-12702
The prevention of PIO by design p 620 N95-31991
PRIMERS (COATINGS)
Use of starch based blast media for dry paint stripping
[SAE PAPER 932616] p 456 A95-90081
Organic coating technology for the protection of aircraft
against corrosion p 303 N95-23513
PRINTED CIRCUITS
Ultra-Reliable Digital Avionics (URDA) processor
p245 N95-20638
Life cycle costs of alternatives for F-16 printed circuit
board diagnosis equipment
[AD-A288744] p 401 N95-28586
PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS
Modeling of supersonic turbulent combustion using
assumed probability density functions
[BTN-95-EIX95112524190] p 206 A95-69318
MO AMAP-. A model that combines several different kinds
of aircraft operations p 32 N95-11323
Statistics of multi-look AIRSAR imagery: A comparison
of theory with measurements p 320 N95-23947
PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
Probabilistic evaluation of fuselage-type composite
structures p 398 N95-28444
PROBABILITY THEORY
Effects of satellite bunching on the probability of collision
in geosynchronous orbit
[BTN-95-EIX95152583276] p 298 A95-73577
Airplane icing research at the Boeing Company:
Participation in the second Canadian Atlantic Storms
Program p674 A95-93544
Probabilistic inspection strategies for minimizing service
failures p93 N95-14461
Aircraft wake vortex takeoff tests at O'Hara International
Airport
[AD-A283828] p 118 N95-18624
Probabilistic design of advanced composite structure
p424 N95-28443
Proof test methodology for composites
p424 N95-28445
Probabilistic reliability modeling of fatigue on the H-46
tie bar
[AD-A289926] p 607 N95-30927
Emerging applications in probability (Sensor
management)
[AD-A292781] p 601 N95-31433
A probabilistic design method applied to smart
composite structures
[NASA-TM-106715] p 651 N95-32206
PROBES
Eddy current for detecting second layer cracks under
installed fasteners
[AD-A282412] p 158 N95-17507
PROBLEM SOLVING
On the exact solutions of pseudorange equations
[BTN-95-EIX95142555477] p 278 A95-73433
Application of a control-volume-based finite-element
formulation to the shock tube problem
[BTN-95-EIX95182619099] p 295 A95-76584
Aircraft controller synthesis by solving a nonconvex
optimization problem
[BTN-95-EIX95282706672] p515 A95-89636
An approach to weather requirements management
p653 A95-93448
Optimum Design Methods for Aerodynamics
[AGARD-R-803] p 127 N95-16562
Review of the EUROPT Project AERO-0026
p 129 N95-16S73
PalymSys (TM)-. An extended version of CLIPS for
construction and reasoning using blackboards
p217 N95-19767
Computing methods for the approximate solution of time
dependent problems
[AD-A286007] p 256 N95-20719
Empirical results on scheduling and dynamic
backtracking p 299 N9S-23761
Aerodynamic parameter estimation via Fourier
modulating function techniques
[NASA-CR-4654] p 335 N95-24630
An unstructured-grid software system for solving
complex aerodynamic problems p 476 N95-28743
A procedure for automating CFD simulations of an
inlet-bleed problem p 552 N95-28768
PROCEDURES
Maintenance programs
[HTN-95-92310] p 365 A95-85354
Scientific and technical photography at NASA Langley
Research Center p310 N95-23290
PROCESS CONTROL (INDUSTRY)
STEP: A futurevision, today
[NONP-NASA-VT-95-49121] 'p452 N95-27209
PROCUREMENT
The Advanced Avionics Subsystem Technology
Demonstration Program p 234 N95-20636
PROCUREMENT MANAGEMENT
Case study of risk management in the USAF B-1B
bomber program
[AD-A282371] p 62 N95-11944
A case study of the teaming concept in the procurement
of the V-22 aircraft
[AD-A293770] p608 N95-31578
Report to the Chairman, Legislation and National
Security Subcommittee, Committee on Government
Operations, House of Representatives. C-17 Aircraft
program: Improvements in initial provisioning process
[GAO/NSIAD-94-63] p 584 N95-32194
PROCUREMENT POLICY
A status report on the development of the Federal
Aviation Administration/National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration Memorandum of Agreement
p652 A95-93447
Low rate initial production in Army Aviation systems
development
[AD-A281871] p 127 N95-16356
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
Trent engine development
[BTN-94-EIX94461290507] p82 A95-61727
New commercial off-the-shelf testers are automatic and
intelligent
[BTN-95-EIX95172595292] p 287 A95-75720
Evaluation and management of research and
development in aeronautics
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-8-102J p 581 A95-91691
Simultaneous engineering in aero gas turbine design and
manufacture
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-20-204]
p 581 A95-91723
An overview of FAA-sponsored aviation weather
research and development p 652 A95-93442
The forecast systems laboratory's role in the FAA's
aviation weather development program
p6S2 A9S-93443
On designing and engineering the integrated terminal
weather system p653 A95-93449
ITWS ceiling and visibility products
p 654 A95-93454
Automation of observations in the Netherlands
p 661 A95-93485
Developing the Aviation Gridded Forecast System
p 671 A95-93532
The prototype aviation weather products generator a
vehicle to assess user needs p 671 A95-93534
Aviation value-added products and services from the
NEXRAD Information Dissemination Service (NIDS)
p 671 A95-93535
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User involvement in the development of an advanced
icing product for use in aviation p 672 A95-93537
The development of a model specification for ground
support equipment
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-38-095]
p625 A95-93636
Lean manufacturing for lean times
(BTN-95-EIX95302730538) P 583 A95-94036
FAA vertical flight bibliography
[DOT/FAA/RD-94/17] P 14 N95-11684
Integrated design and manufacturing for the high speed
civil transport
[NASA-CR-197183] p 48 N95-12700
Eddy current for detecting second layer cracks under
installed fasteners
[AD-A282412] p 158 N95-17507
A quiet STOL Research Aircraft Development program
(NAL-TR-1223] p 336 N95-25862
Requirements (or effective use of CFD in aerospace
design p 551 N95-28725
Computational methods for control and optimal design
of aerospace systems
[AD-A292861] P 608 N95-31451
Initial evaluation of the Oregon State University planetary"
boundary layer column model for ITWS applications
[AD-A293775] P 677 N95-31465
Advanced turbine systems program conceptual design
and product development
[DE95-000088] P 650 N95-32163
Development and flight testing 0) an Obstacle Avoidance
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in buffeting flow. Volume 3: Buffet power spectral
densities
[AD-A281444] p 36 N95-11829
Pressure measurements on an F/A-18 twin vertical tail
in buffeting flow. Volume 2: Steady and unsteady RMS
[AD-A285555] p 143 N95-18641
Pressure measurements on an F/A-18 twin vertical tail
in buffeting flow. Volume 4, part 1: Buffet cross spectral
densities
[AD-A285593] p 237 N95-21214
[AD-A281581] p 76 N95-15465
Pressure measurements on an F/A-18 twin vertical tail
in buffeting flow. Volume 4, part 1: Buffet cross spectral
densities
[AD-A285593] p 237 N95-21214
Pressure measurements on an F/A-18 twin vertical tail
in buffeting flow. Volume 1: Wmd tunnel test summary
[AD-A279126] p 225 N95-21877
TAILLESS AIRCRAFT
Tailless aircraft design-recent experiences
p492 A95-88899
Design and construction of a remote piloted flying
wing
[NASA-CR-197195] p 47 N95-12695
X-31 quasi-tailless flight demonstration
p70 N95-14243
TAIWAN
Diurnal variation of lee vortices in Taiwan and the
surrounding area
[HTN-95-91363] p 318 A95-76394
TAKEOFF
Progress in high-lift aerodynamic calculations
[BTN-95-EIX95152582315] p264 A95-73518
Effect of underwing frost on a transport aircraft airfoil
at flight Reynolds number
[BTN-95-EIX95152582334] p 276 A95-73536
Factors affecting measured aircraft sound levels in the
vicinity of start-of-takeoff roll p 571 A95-88465
An investigation of piloting strategies for engine failures
during takeoff from offshore platforms
[HTN-95-92834] p 497 A95-90752
Determining the effects of alternative departure cutback
altitudes and power settings: A case study, John Wayne
Airport p31 N95-11320
Flight investigation of the use of a nose gear jump strut
to reduce takeoff ground roll distance of STOL aircraft
[NASA-TM-108819] p 44 N95-12225
The Elite: A high speed, low-cost general aviation aircraft
for Aeroworld
[NASA-CR-197161] p45 N95-12530
The Balsa bullet A high speed, low-cost general aviation
aircraft for Aeroworld
[NASA-CR-197165] p 46 N95-12638
Right test of takeoff performance monitoring system
[NASA-TP-3403] p 51 N95-12664
Airplane takeoff and landing performance monitoring
system
[NASA-CASE-LAR-14745-2-SB] p 85 N95-14415
STOVL CFD model test case p 115 N95-17881
Tilt Rotor Unmanned Air Vehicle System (TRUS)
demonstrator flight test program
[AD-A284151] p132 N95-18415
Aircraft wake vortex takeoff tests at O'Hara International
Airport
[AD-A283828] p118 N95-18624
F-15 resource tape
[NASA-TM-110502] p 230 N95-19994
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Aircraft accident report. Runway overrun following
rejected takeoff. Continental airlines flight 795. McDonnell
Douglas MD-82. N18835. LaGuardia Airport. Rushing, NY,
2 March 1994
[PB95-910401] p277 N95-23609
Analysis and modeling of an airport departure process
(AD-A293782] p 602 N9S-31581
An LDV investigation of support structure influence on
the flow field near the wingtip of a STOVL configuration
in hover
[AD-A294126] p 686 N95-34750
TAKEOFF RUNS
Flight investigation of the use of a nose gear jump strut
to reduce takeoff ground roll distance of STOL aircraft
[NASA-TM-108819] p 44 N95-12225
TANDEM WING AIRCRAFT
CaRnaid. A new readable aircraft concept
[SAE PAPER 932601 ] p 494 A95-90071
TANKER AIRCRAFT
KC-135 cockpit modernization study. Phase 1:
Equipment evaluation
[AD-A284099J p 131 N95-18398
TAPERING
— The use of cowl camber and taper to reduce rotor/stator
interaction noise
[NASA-CR-195421] p 323 N95-22675
Leading-edge suction distribution for plane thin wings
at subsonic speeds
[ESDU-94037] p477 N95-28800
TARGET ACQUISITION
Application of fuzzy logic to optimize placement of an
acquisition, tracking, and pointing experiment
p 341 A95-80390
A mathematical analysis of the Janus combat simulation
weather effects models and sensitivity analysis of
sky-to-ground brightness ratio on target detection
[AO-A289629] p 446 N95-26858
Classification of ultra high range resolution radar using
decision boundary analysis
[AD-A289378] p 437 N95-26877
Aircraft IR/acoustic detection evaluation. Volume 2:
Development of a ground-based acoustic sensor system
for the detection of subsonic jet-powered aircraft
[NASA-CR-189705-VOL-2] p 452 N95-28073
MATSurv multisensor air traffic surveillance
[AD-A292253] p 489 N95-28887
Offshore next generation weather radar (NEXRAD) test
and evaluation master plan (TEMP)
[AD-A291435] p 556 N95-30072
Apparent size passive range method
[AD-D017360] p611 N95-31180
TARGET DRONE AIRCRAFT
SR-71 may launch targets for missile defense tests
[HTN-95-91872] p 335 A9S81974
On the flight control system for UF-104
p507 A95-91560
TARGET RECOGNITION
Ultra-wideband electromagnetic target identification
P486 A95-90955
Classification of ultra high range resolution radar using
decision boundary analysis
[AD-A289378] p 437 N95-26877
TARGETS
SEM representation of the earty and late time fields
scattered from wire targets
tBTN-94-EIX94381353142] p 306 A95-74496
Permanent magnet electron cyclotron resonance
plasma source with remote window
[BTN-95-EIX95242674338] p 450 A95-82176
Scattering of short em-pulses by simple and complex
targets using impulse radar p 486 A95-90953
Advanced composites structural concepts and materials
technologies for primary aircraft structures: Structural
response and failure analysis
[NASA-CR-4448] p 11 N95-10240
Classification of ultra high range resolution radar using
decision boundary analysis
[AD-A289378] p 437 N95-26877
Three-O weather displays for aircraft cockpits
[AD-A289759] p 508 N95-28691
Conceptual design of a map interactive system for
military aircraft cockpits
[AD-A289760] p 508 N95-28692
TASKS
Conversion of the TRACON operations concepts
database into a formal sentence outline job task
taxonomy
[DOT/FAA/AM-SSHS] p 488 N95-28819
Resource document for the design of electronic
instrument approach procedure displays
[AD-A295108] p 691 N95-34797
TAXIING
Developments in airfield lighting
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-7-147] p 488 A95-91688
The effects of display location and dimensionality on
taxiway navigation
[AD-A294878J p690 N95-34570
TAXONOMY
Conversion of the TRACON operations concepts
database into a formal sentence outline job task
taxonomy
[DOT/FAA/AM-95/16] p 488 N95-28819
TAYLOR INSTABILITY
Instability of three-dimensional boundary layers due to
streamline curvature
[KTN-95-61070] p 430 A95-83654
TOR SATELLITES
Flight Mechanics/Estimation Theory Symposium 1995
[NASA-CP-3299] p416 N95-27763
TECHNICAL WRITING
ICASE
[NASA-CR-195001] p 170 N9S-16898
TECHNOLOGICAL FORECASTING
Navigational technology of dual usage
p688 N95-33131
Solid-state data recorder, next development and use
p705 N95-33143
TECHNOLOGIES
International collaboration in hypersonic technologies -
A specific and worthwhile initiative
[AIAA PAPER 95-6140] p 581 A95-90457
JPRS report Science and technology. Central Eurasia
[JPRS-UST-94-027] p349 N95-24470
JPRS report Science and technology. Central Eurasia
[JPRS-UST-94-018] * p349 N95-24472
JPRS Report Science and technology. Central
Eurasia
[JPRS-UST-94-032] p 350 N95-24759
FBIS report Science and technology. Central Eurasia
[FBIS-UST-95-029] p 649 N95-31728
TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT
Applying nanostructured materials to future gas turbine
engines
[HTN-95-11909] p404 A95-85990
Hypersonic technology experimental vehicles (The need
for flight testing at hypersonic speed)
p 490 A95-87378
Auxiliary Power Unit evolution: Meeting tomorrow's
challenges
[SAE PAPER 932541 ] p 510 A95-89195
Aeronautical technology - recent advances and future
prospects
[HTN-95-01097] p 496 A95-90283
Secondary power system study for the hvtex RA3 flight
test vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 95-6158] p 512 A95-90470
Report to the aerospace profession; SETP Symposium,
37th, Beverly Hills, CA. USA, September 1993
[HTN-95-12142] . p 497 A95-90866
Assessment of Russian VSTOL technology evaluating
the YAK-38 'FORGER' and YAK-141 'FREESTYLE'
P497 A95-90868
Assessment of technology for aircraft development
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748181] p 606 A95-94474
Impact of agility requirements on configuration
synthesis
[NASA-CR-4627] p44 N95-11952
Reliability assessment of Multichip Module technologies
via the Triservice/NASA RELTECH program
p24S N95-20643
High density monolithic packaging technology for
digital/microwave avionics p 240 N95-20646
Euter Technology Assessment program for preliminary
aircraft design employing SPLFTFLOW code with Cartesian
unstructured grid method
[NASA-CR-4649] p 273 N95-22917
Euler technology assessment for preliminary aircraft
design employing OVERFLOW code with multiblock
structured-grid method
[NASA-CR-4651 ] p273 N95-23095
Motor drive technologies for the power-by-wire (PBW)
program: Options, trends and tradeoffs
[NASA-TM-106885] p 295 N95-23671
Report to the Secretary of Defense. Unmanned aerial
vehicles: No more Hunter systems should be bought until
problems are fixed
[GAO/NSIAD-95-52] p286 N95-24091
Assessment of avionics technology in European
aerospace organizations
[NASA-CR-189201] p337 N95-24624
Wind technology development Large and small
turbines
[DE95-000286] p 358 N95-26090
Asian Aeronautics: Technology acquisition drives
industry development- Report to Congressional
requesters
[GAO/NSIAD-94-140] p 367 N95-26817
A review of falconry as a bird control technique with
recommendations for use at the Shuttle Landing Facility,
John F. Kennedy Space Center, Florida. USA
[NASA-TM-110142] p381 N95-27859
Propulsion system assessment for very high UAV under
ERAST
[MASA-CR-195469] p 406 N95-27866
High-stakes aviation: US-Japan technology linkages in
transport aircraft
[LC-94-65759] p 381 N9S-27907
JTEC/WTEC annual report and program summary:
1993/94
[NASA-CR-198563] p 454 N95-28038
Navy composite maintenance and repair experience
p 424 N95-28446
Composite fuselage crown panel manufacturing
technology p399 N95-28474
Requirements for effective use of CFD in aerospace
design p 551 N95-28725
Block-structured grids for complex aerodynamic
configurations: Current status p 551 N95-28736
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle technology
-- -[OSTO-GD-0044] p 503-N9S29362
The relation of handling qualities ratings to aircraft
safety p 597 N95-31067
Workshop report Measurement techniques in highly
transient, spectrally rich combustion environments
p629 N95-31208
Active control technology: Applications and lessons
learned
[AGARD-CP-560] p 620 N95-31989
Effects of the specific military aspects of satellite
navigation on the civil use of GPS/GLONASS
p688 N95-33134
HeliRadar: A rotating antenna synthetic aperture radar
for helicopter allweather operations p 705 N95-33137
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
Commercial applications for military laser radars
p543 A95-87794
Research and technology highlights, 1993
[NASA-TM-4575] p 102 N95-15065
Technology reinvestment project's focus area:
Affordable polymer matrix composites for airframe
structures
[PB95-136032] p 324 N95-23168
Research and Technology, 1994
[NASA-TM-106764] p 262 N95-24025
High-stakes aviation: US-Japan technology linkages in
transport aircraft
[LC-94-65759] p 381 N95-27907
Collected papers on wind turbine technology
[NASA-CR-195432] p 447 N95-27970
Navigational technology of dual usage
p688 N95-33131
Effects of the specific military aspects of satellite
navigation on the civil use of GPS/GLONASS
p688 N95-33134
Advanced data visualization and sensor fusion:
Conversion of techniques from medical imaging to Earth
science p711 N9S-34236
TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION
ATE enabling technologies
[BTN-95-EIX95172595294] p 287 A95-75718
Technology-insertion life-cycle-cost model
[AIAA PAPER 95 )^961] p 581 A95-90638
General Aviation Task Force report
[NASA-TM-109950] p1 N95-11463
Program test objectives milestone 3 — Integrated
Propulsion Technology Demonstrator
[NASA-CR-197030] p 127 N95-15971
Revitalizing general aviation
[NASA-TM-110113] p129 N95-16982
Independent review of Aviation Technology and
Research Information Analysis System (ATRIAS)
[AD-A284049] p 226 N95-21518
Technology reinvestment project's focus area:
Affordable polymer matrix composites for airframe
structures
[P695-136032] p 324 N95-23168
Aviation system capacity improvements through
technology
[NASA-TM-109165] p 333 N95-24633
Integrated mission precision attack cockpit technology
(IMPACT). Phase 1: Identifying technologies for
air-to-ground fighter integration
[AD-A289562] p 389 N95-26684
Utilization of composite materials by the US Army: A
look ahead p 421 N95-28421
Requirements for effective use of CFD in aerospace
design p 551 N95-28725
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle technology
[DSTO-GD«>44) p503 N95-29362
Structural aspects of active control technology
p623 N95-32006
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Expert systems and artificial intelligence applications in
engineering design and inspection p 710 N95-33008
Navigational technology of dual usage
p688 N95-33131
The OLR research programme on an integrated mulli
sensor system for surface movement guidance and
control p689 N95-3313S
Solid-state data recorder, next development and use
p705 N95-33143
TELECOMMUNICATION
Experimental study of the helicopter-mobile
radioelectrical channel and possible extension to the
satellite-mobile channel p247 N95-2094S
TELEMETRY
Evolutionary Telemetry and Command Processor (TCP)
architecture p86 N95-14162
Packet utilisation definitions for the ESA XMM mission
p 150 N95-17596
TELEOPERATORS
Telepresence media resource tape
CNASA-TM-110648] p 569 N95-30248
TELEROBOTICS
Guidance and control, 1993; Annual Rocky Mountain
Guidance and Control Conference, 16th, Keystone, CO,
Feb. 6-10,1993
[ISBN-0-87703-365-X] p 341 A95-80389
A generic telerobotics architecture for C-5 industrial
processes
[AIAA PAPER 94-1264-CP] p 27 N95-11529
Overview of NASREM: The NASA/NBS standard
reference model for telerobot control system architecture
re
[PB94-194560] p5S N95-128S4
Survey and implementation of commercial manual
controllers for a generic telerobotics architecture
[AD-A289215] p 449 N95-26990
TELESCOPES
Numerical simulation of the SOFIA flow field
[NASA-CR-1977S7] p 436 N95-26589
TEMPERATE REGIONS
In situ observations in aircraft exhaust plumes in the
lower stratosphere at midlatitudes
[HTN-95-A0862] p 318 A95-76266
TEMPERATURE
Controlling mechanisms of ignition of solid fuel in a
sudden-expansion combustor
[BTN-9S-EIX0616952745791J p 628 A95-942S5
TEMPERATURE CONTROL
A low fin height heat exchanger technology
demonstrator for Hermes
[SAE PAPER 932119] p 526 A95-90360
Integrated aircraft thermal management and power
generation
[SAE PAPER 932055] p 500 A95-91636
High heat sink fuels for improved aircraft thermal
management
[SAE PAPER 932084] p 530 A95-91659
Concepts for aircraft subsystem integration
[SAE PAPER 931377] p 604 A95-93656
A subsystem integration technology concept
[SAE PAPER 931382] p 604 A95-93658
A programmable heater control circuit for spacecraft
[NASA-TM-108459] p9 N95-11157
Transport phenomena in stratified multi-fluid flo w in the
presence and absence of gravity p 95 N95-14563
An engineering code to analyze hypersonic thermal
management systems p 155 N95-16322
Liquid flow-through cooling of electronic modules
p246 N95-20647
Characteristics of the turbine inlet temperature sensing
circuit for the T56 turbo-prop engine
[DSTO-TR-0095] p 405 N95-26424
CAE for thermal management of aerospace electronic
boards using the BETAsoft program
p438 N9S-27354
Minimum fan turbine inlet temperature mode
evaluation p696 N95-33016
Thermal design of returnable satellites
[AD-A294113] p701 N95-34500
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
A model for temperature-dependent collisional
quenching of OH A(sup 2) Sigmafsup +)
[HTN-95-42308] p 450 A95-85002
Computer code for determination of thermally perfect
gas properties
[NASA-TP-3447] p 37 N95-11995
TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
Convection heat transfer distributions over plates with
square ribs from infrared thermography measurements
[HTN-95-20713] p 435 A95-86603
Effect of surface roughness on local film cooling
effectiveness and heat transfer coefficients
[AD-A283854] p 91 N95-14351
Simulation of multkSsciplinary problems for the
thermostress state of cooled high temperature turbines
p140 N95-19021
Verification ' of multidistiplinary models for
turbomachines p 140 N95-19025
Effects of elevated free-stream turbulence and
streamwise acceleration on flow and thermal structures
in transitional boundary layers p 556 N95-29729
Effect of velocity and temperature distribution at the hole
exit on film cooling of turbine blades
[NASA-TM-106954] p 616 N95-30702
TEMPERATURE EFFECTS
Theoretical and actual performance of a long duration
superpressure balloon made from a biaxially oriented
nvion-6film p 181 A95-66282
Influence of injectant Mach number and temperature
on supersonic film cooling
[BTN-94-EIX94441386686] p 184 A95-68195
Prediction of supersonic inlet unstart caused by
freestream disturbances
[BTN-95-EIX95222650790] p 329 A9S-79246
Similarity rule for jet-temperature effects on transonic
base pressure
[BTN-95-EIX95222650791] p 329 A95-79247
The dynamic nature of rotor thermal bending due to
unsteady lubricant shearing within a bearing
[HTN-95-42091] p 430 A95-83857
Pressure and temperature distortion testing of a
two-stage centrifugal compressor
[BTN-94-EIX95011441250J p 431 A95-84207
Advanced Turbine Technology Applications Project
(ATTAP)
[NASA-CR-195393] p 101 N95-15743
Static and dynamic friction behavior of candidate high
temperature airframe seal materials
[NASA-TM-106571] p 152 N95-16905
An investigation of drag repeatability in half model testing
in the ARA Transonic Wind Tunnel
[ARA-MEMO-392] p 188 N95-19546
Investigation of a thermal buoyancy effect on the drag
of half models tested in the ARA Transonic Wind Tunnel
[ARA-MEMO-407] p 222 N95-19946
Temperature effects on acoustic interactions between
altitude test facilities and jet engine plumes
[NASA-CR-197638] p 258 N95-21170
Effect of atmospheric pressure on measured aircraft
noise levels
[PB95-130423] p 232 N95-21425
Effects of cavity dimensions, boundary layer, and
temperature on cavity noise with emphasis on benchmark
data to validate computational aeroacoustic codes
[NASA-CR-4653] p 361 N95-24879
The noise reduction potential of dual-stream coaxial
rectangular improperly expanded jet flows
[NASA-CR-197820] p 437 N95-26995
Probabilistic material strength degradation model for
Inconel 718 components subjected to high temperature,
high-cycle and low-cycle mechanical fatigue, creep and
thermal fatigue effects
[NASA-CR-197832] p419 N95-27167
Bonded composite repair of thin metallic materials:
Variable load amplitude and temperature cycling effects
p393 N95-27509
Repair of high temperature composite aircraft
structure p 395 N95-27520
Scarf joint technique with cocured and precured patches
for composite repair p 396 N95-27524
Recirculating cavity casing treatment failure
[AD-A289330] p 513 N95-28908
Development of LaRC (TM): IA thermoplastic polyimide
coated aerospace wiring
[NASA-CR-195048] p537 N95-30252
TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS
Marangoni-Benard convection in a low-aspect-ratio
liquid layer p 56 A95-61544
TEMPERATURE INVERSIONS
Criteria of forecasting low level wind shear over Qatar
p663 A95-93493
TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
Comparison of NO and OH planar fluorescence
temperature measurements in scramjet model flowfields
[BTN-95-EIX95042474388] p 209 A95-68312
Measurement by coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering
in the RSCh hypersonic wind tunnel
[BTN-9S-EIX95112523811] p 188 A95-69322
Time-resolved surface heat flux measurements in the
wing/body junction vortex
[BTN-95-EIX95082502716] p 220 A95-71029
Constant flux, turbulent convection data using infrared
imaging
[HTN-95-20731) p 435 A95-86621
Temperature diagnostics in the hypersonic flow regime:
An application to develop a stagnation temperature
probe
[AIAA PAPER 95-6114] p511 A95-90442
Airborne imaging radiometer scan simulation
[BTN-95-EIX95332753018] p 638 A95-94793
Measurements of pressure and thermal wakes in a
transonic turbine cascade
[AD-A283464] p 38 N95-12548
Turbine-engine applications of thermographic-phosphor
temperature measurements
[DE95-003625] p 358 N95-25110
Characteristics of the turbine inlet temperature sensing
circuit for the T56 turbo-prop engine
[DSTO-TR-0095] p 405 N95-26424
Fabry-Perot interferometer measurement of static
temperature and velocity for ASTOVL model tests
[NASA-TM-107014] p 645 N95-30587
TEMPERATURE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
Micro-time stress measurement device development
[AD-A289511] p448 N95-26845
TEMPERATURE PROBES
Temperature diagnostics in the hypersonic flow regime:
An application to develop a stagnation temperature
probe
[AIAA PAPER 95-6114] p511 A95-90442
Hypersonic flow-field measurements: Intrusive and
nonintrusive
[AD-A283867] p119 N95-18674
TEMPERATURE PROFILES
Evaluation of the Spartan tight-tolerance AXBT
[HTN-95-40728] p 251 A95-70473
Contribution of thermal radiation to the temperature
profile of ceramic composite materials
[BTN-94-EIX95011441252] p 417 A95-84209
Stratus' tephigram as a training/forecasting tool
p657 A95-93465
The improvement of meteorological data for air traffic
management purposes p 668 A95-93518
Creating a global climatology of freezing rain using
numerical model output p 673 A95-93541
Transport phenomena in stratified multi-fluid flo w in the
presence and absence of gravity p95 N95-14563
TEMPERATURE SENSORS
New sensor technology for aircraft hydraulic system
diagnostics
[SAE PAPER 932586] p 494 A95-90070
Characteristics of the turbine inlet temperature sensing
circuit for the T56 turbo-prop engine
[DSTO-TR-0095] p 405 N95-26424
TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTION
Use of pilot reports for verification of aircraft icing
diagnoses and forecasts p 666 A95-93508
Modeling spatio-temporal databases to measure the
performance of the GPS satellite constellation
p489 N95-29596
TENNESSEE
MEMFOG - The Memphis fog algorithm
p 668 A95-93516
TENSILE CREEP
Evolution of oxidation and creep damage mechanisms
in HIPed silicon nitride materials
[DE95-001360] p 300 N95-22689
TENSILE PROPERTIES
Tension fracture of laminates for transport fuselage. Pan
1: Material screening p 398 N95-28471
TENSILE STRENGTH
Review of some results of the author's fatigue
investigations with applications in engineering and material
science
[TAE-698] p316 N95-23662
Study on tensile fatigue testing method of unidirectional
fiber-resin matrix composites
[NAL-TR-1241] p343 N95-24989
Status of bonded boron/epoxy doubters for military and
commercial aircraft structures p 393 N95-27506
The effects of aircraft fuel and fluids on the strength
properties of Resin Transfer Molded (RTM) composites
p536 N95-29047
TENSILE STRESS
Fatigue crack growth in 2024-T3 aluminum under tensile
and transverse shear stresses p 153 N95-19490
Composite repair issues on the CF-18 aircraft
p395 N95-27518
TENSILE TESTS
Soft body impact on titanium fan blades
p 200 N95-19671
On aircraft repair verification of a fighter A/C integrally
stiffened fuselage skin p394 N95-27515
Design, analysis, and fabrication of a pressure box test
fixture for tension damage tolerance testing of curved
fuselage panels p 533 N95-28839
TENSOR ANALYSIS
Single-pass method for the solution of inverse potential
and rotational problems. Part 1: 2-D and quasi 3-D theory
and application p 107 N95-16563
TEPHIGRAMS
Stratus' tephigram as a training/forecasting tool
p657 A95-93465
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TERCOM
Simulation development of a toward sensor-enhanced
low-altitude guidance system
[HTN-94-00688] p 17 A95-60170
TERMINAL FACILITIES
Arrival traffic handling for a parallel runway airport
p487 A95-91S37
Status of the terminal Doppler weather radar with
deployment underway P 653 A95-93450
TOWR scan strategy implementation
[AD-A284877] p 98 N95-15749
The ATC operational evaluation of the prototype
integrated terminal weather system (ITWS) at Dallas/Fort
Worth and Orlando airports (May-September 1993)
[AD-A293808] P 677 N95-31587
TERMINAL GUIDANCE
Nonlinear observer and its application in flight control
p 447 A95-82449
TERRAIN
Partial camera automation in a simulated Unmanned Air
Vehicle
[AD-A288786] P 337 N95-26190
Synthetic Terrain Imagery for Helmet-Mounted Display.
Volume 2: Software design document
[AD-A293611] p 612 N95-31655
Synthetic Terrain Imagery for Helmet-Mounted Display,
volume 1
[AD-A293612] P 612 N95-316S6
Perceptual dimensions of simulated scenes relevant for
visual low-altitude flight
[AD-A294385] P 700 N95-34344
Altitude cuing effectiveness of terrain texture
characteristics in simulated low-altitude flight
[AD-A294369] P 700 N95-34362
TERRAIN FOLLOWING
Part-task simulator evaluations of advanced terrain
displays
[SAE PAPER 932570] P 401 A95-84567
Flight test of a low-altitude helicopter guidance system
with obstacle avoidance capability p688 N95-32490
A tactical navigation and routeing system for low-level
flight p709 N95-32494
A highly reliable, high performance open avionics
architecture lor real time Nap-oMhe-Earth operations
p693 N95-32497
TEST CHAMBERS
Oblique incidence sound absorption of porous materials
covered by perforated metal and exposed to tangential
airflow
[HTN-94-00681 ] P 19 A95-60165
Study on a scheme for the prolongation of microgravity
time of balloon-borne drop capsule p414 A95-82515
Characterization of annular two-phase gas-fiquid flows
in microgravity P 95 N95-14556
High-temperature acoustic test facilities and methods
p 174 N95-19149
Development of pneumatic test techniques for subsonic
high-lift and in-ground-effect wind tunnel investigations
p 121 N95-19268
Unsteady flow testing in a passive low-correction wind
tunnel P 147 N95-19272
16-foot transonic tunnel test section fknvfield survey
[NASA-TM-109157] p 238 N95-20669
Design of a variable area diffuser for a 15-inch Mach
6 opernjet tunnel P 297 N95-23309
NASA Lewis Research Center's combustor test facilities
and capabilities
[NASA-TM-106903] p 412 N95-27176
Two-phase flow research using the learjet apparatus
[NASA-TM-106814] p 438 N95-27854
NASA Dryden flow visualization facility
[NASA-TM-4631] P 449 N95-27914
TEST EQUIPMENT
Computer aided diagnostic testing of installed flight
control servo-actuators
[SAE PAPER 932584] p 494 A9S-9O068
NASA Lewis Propulsion Systems Laboratory test article
systems criteria
[NASA-TM-106589] p 20 N95-10446
Small crack test program for helicopter materials
p92 N95-14455
TEST FACILITIES
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1: Experimental procedure and results
[BTN-94-EIXS4401363884] p 307 A95-7SS16
Boundary layer studies over an S-Wade
[HTN-95-92261] p 434 A95-8530S
Multipoint inverse design of an infinite cascade of
airfoils
[KTN-95-81640] p 541 A95-87683
Engine structures analysis software: Component
Specific Modeling (COSMO)
[NASA-CR-195378] p 57 N95-11711
Investigation of advanced counterrotation blade
configuration concepts for high speed turboprop systems.
Task 8: Cooling flow/heat transfer analysis
[NASA-CR-195359] p 50 N9S-11901
Impingement flow heat transfer measurements^ turbine"
blades using a jet array
[AD-A283450] p 62 N95-12512
Measurements of pressure and thermal wakes in a
transonic turbine cascade
[AD-A283464] p 38 N95-12548
The industrial use of CFD in the design of
turbomachinery p90 N95-14133
New methods, new methodology: Advanced CFD in me
Snecma turbomachinery design process
p90 N95-14134
Structural effects of unsteady aerodynamic forces on
horizontal-axis wind turbines
[DE94-011863] p 157 N95-16939
Measurement of gust response on a turbine cascade
[NASA-TM-106776] p 117 N95-184S7
Wind turbine blade aerodynamics: The combined
experiment
[DE94-011866] p118 N95-18645
Wind turbine blade aerodynamics: The analysis of field
test data
[DE94-011867] p 118 N95-18646
Simulation of multidisciplinary problems for the
thermostress state of cooled high temperature turbines
p 140 N95-19021
Application of multidisciplinary models to the cooled
turbine rotor design p 140 N95-19024
Aerodynamic investigation of the flow field in a 180 deg
turn channel with sharp bend p 163 N95-19257
An analysis of the costs and benefits in improving
F402-RR-406A High Pressure Turbine, second stage
blades under the aircraft engine Component Improvement
Program (CIP)
[AD-A285127] p197 N95-19595
Out of area experiences with the RB199 in Toronto
p198 N95-19654
Particle deposition in gas turbine blade film cooling
holes p199 N95-19661
Experimental and numerical simulations of the effects
of ingested particles in gas turbine engines
P199 N95-19662
Damage of high temperature components by dust-laden
air p201 N95-19673
New Trends in coatings developments for turbine blades:
Materials processing and repair p 201 N95-19676
Thermal testing of high performance thermal barrier
coatings for turbine blades p202 N95-19681
Resistance of silicon nitride turbine components to
erosion and hot corrosion/oxidation attack
p202 N95-19683
Evidence that aerodynamic effects, including dynamic
stall, dictate HAWT structural loads and power generation
in highly transient time frames
[DE94-011865] p216 N95-19855
Advanced wind turbine design studies: Advanced
conceptual study
[DE93-000031] p 256 N95-20985
Supersonic flow and shock formation in turbine tip
gaps p312 N95-23429
Using digital filtering techniques as an aid in wind turbine
data analysis
[0694-011862] p357 N95-24853
NREL airfoil families for HAWTs
[0695-000267] p357 N95-24882
A summary of computational experience at GE Aircraft
Engines for complex turbulent flows in gas turbines
P439 N95-27885
Comparative performance tests on the Mod-2. 2.5-mW
wind turbine with and without vortex generators
p 377 N95-27978
Aeroelastic stability of wind turbine blade/aileron
systems p 377 N95-27981
Comparison of measured and calculated dynamic loads
for the Mod-2 2.5 mW wind turbine system
p440 N95-27983
Use of blade pitch control to provide power train damping
for the Mod-a 2.5-rnW wind turbine p 440 N95-27986
Observed acoustic and aeroelastic spectral responses
of a MOD-2 turbine blade to turbulence excitation
p 451 N95-27991
Leading edge film cooling effects on turbine blade heat
transfer
[NASA-TM-106955] p 513 N95-29115
Grid orthogonality effects on predicted turbine midspan
heat transfer and performance
[NASA-TM-106931J p 554 N95-29371
Effect of velocity and temperature distribution at the hole
exit on film cooling of turbine blades
[NASA-TM-106954] p616 N95-30702
Acceleration potential models
PREDICHAT/PREDICDYN applied for calculation of
axisymmetric dynamic inflow cases
[PB95-207015] p647 N95-30957
Advanced turbine systems program conceptual design
and product development
[DE9WXXJ088] p 650—N95-32163 -
Allison engine testing CMSX-4(reg sign) single crystal
turbine blades and vanes
[DE95-010308] p 694 N95-32636
TURBINE ENGINES
Erosion of dust-filtered helicopter turbine engines. Part
1: Basic theoretical considerations
[BTN-95-EIX95182619222] p 288 A95-76648
Life prediction of helicopter engines fitted with dust
filters
[BTN-95-EIX95182619224] p 289 A95-76650
Chemical composition and photochemical reactivity of
exhaust from aircraft turbine engines
[HTN-95-51277] p 356 A95-80862
Advances in the application of laser cutting, drilling, and
welding aerospace parts
[SAE PAPER 932544] p 547 A95-90052
Lightweight, optc-electronic engine control system for
aerospace turbine engines
[SAE PAPER 931442] p614 A95-93692
NASA Lewis Propulsion Systems Laboratory test article
systems criteria
[NASA-TM-106589] p 20 N95-10446
Air Force seal activities p60 N95-13600
Effect of surface roughness on local film cooling
effectiveness and heat transfer coefficients
[AD-A283854] p 91 N93-14351
Modem transport engine experience with environmental
ingesfon effects p199 N9S-19660
Damage of high temperature components by dust-laden
air p 201 N95-19673
New Trends in coatings developments for turbine blades:
Materials processing and repair p 201 N95-19676
Statistical analysis of Turbine Engine Diagnostic (TED)
field test data
[AD-A286032] p 248 N9S-20998
Turbine design and application volumes 1, 2, and 3
[E-5666-VOI-1-3] p236 N95-22341
Turbine-engine applications of thermographic-phosphor
temperature measurements
[DE9S-003625] p 358 N95-25110
A design perspective on thermal barrier coatings
p344 N95-26120
Ceramic composite combustor cans for expendable
turbine engines
[AD-A289551] p 407 N95-28646
Intelligent turbine engines for Army applications
[AD-A290532] p 514 N95-29496
TURBINE PUMPS
Ultimate characteristics of a rocket engine with a
turbo-pump supply system
[BTN-94-EIX94461408757] p 148 A95-63640
Boundary layer studies over an S-blade
[HTN-95-92261] p 434 A95-85305
CFD analysis of turbopump volutes
p312 N95-23436
Phase 2 HGM air flow tests in support of HEX vane
investigation p 312 N95-23438
Comparison of numerical results and multicavity purge
and rim seal data with extensions to dynamics
[NASA-TM-106685] p416 N95-27434
TURBINE WHEELS
Preliminary analysis of dynamic stall effects on a
91-meter wind turbine rotor p 376 N95-27975
Use of blade pitch control to provide power train damping
for the Mod-2. 2.5-mW wind turbine p440 N95-27986
Variable speed generator application on the MOD-5A
7.3 mW wind turbine generator p 440 N95-27989
UHB engine fan broadband noise reduction study
[NASA-CR-198357] p 580 N95-29641
Axial loads on yawed rotors
[PB95-214193] p592 N95-30638
TURBINES
Aerodynamic design and calculation of flow around the
plane cascade of turbine
[BTN-94-EIX94481415357] p 104 A95-65347
Static pressure distribution in the inlet of a helicopter
turbine compressor
[BTN-95-EIX95152582339] p 266 A95-73541
An aerodynamic analysis of a mixed flow turbine
[NASA-TM-106674] p 15 N95-10153
Impingement flow heat transfer measurements of turbine
blades using a jet array
[AD-A283450] p 62 N95-12512
Effect of surface roughness on local film cooling
effectiveness and heat transfer coefficients
[AD-A283854] p 91 N95-14351
Simulation of multidisciplinary problems for the
thermostress state of cooled high temperature turbines
p 140 N95-19021
Scale-up and modeling of forced chemical vapor
infiltration
[DE94-017769] p 247 N95-20781
Turbine design and application volumes 1, 2, and 3
- [E-5666-VOM-3] p 236 N9£22341-
Three-dimensional unsteady flow calculations in an
advanced gas generator turbine p 312 N95-23425
Aerodynamic design and analysis of a highly loaded
turbine exhaust p312 N95-23435
CFD analysis of turbopump volutes
p312 N95-23436
Numerical computation of aerodynamics and heat
transfer in a turbine cascade and a turn-around duct using
advanced turbulence models p313 N95-23444
Enhanced analysis and users manual for radial-inflow
turbine conceptual design code RTD
[NASA-CR-195454] p 275 N95-23462
A comparison of measured wind park load histories with
the WISPER and WISPERX load spectra
[DE95-000295] p 446 N95-27459
Improved modeling of unsteady heat transfer (The first
step)
[AD-A292777] p 648 N95-31432
Advanced turbine systems program conceptual design
and product development
[DE95-000088] p 650 N95-32163
Allison engine testing CMSX-4(reg sign) single crystal
turbine blades and vanes
[DE95-010308] p 694 N95-32636
Verification of turbine cascade flow with tip clearance
p698 N95-34511
TURBOCOMPRESSORS
Heat transfer in the flow-through part of axial
compressors
[BTN-94-EIX94461407949] p 89 A95-62267
Investigation of heat transfer in a rotating ring gap with
the axial flow of a coolant during the rotation of the central
shaft
[BTN-94-EIX94461407951] p 89 A95-62625
A stationary flow of a viscous liquid in radial clearances
of rotor bearings in the turbocompressor of an internal
combustion engine
[BTN-94-EIX94461408765] p 153 A95-63648
Therrno-hydrodynamic solution of floating ring seals for
high pressure compressors using the finite-element
method
[HTN-95-92246] p 433 A95-85290
Experimental investigation of the flow in diffusers behind
an axial flow compressor
[BTN-95-EIX95282710057] p 632 A95-92472
Inlet flow test calibration for a small axial compressor
facility. Part 1: Design and experimental results
[NASA-TM-106719] p 16 N95-11005
Ceramic manufacturing: Optimizing a multivariable
system
[DE94-015016] p56 N95-13184
Computational methods for preliminary design and
geometry definition in turbomachinery
p89 N95-14128
Elements of a modern turbomachinery design system
p90 N95-14129
Enhanced capabilities and modified users manual for
axial-flow compressor conceptual design code CSPAN
[NASA-TM-106833] p 119 N95-18933
Performance deterioration of axial compressors due to
blade defects p 199 N95-19665
Impact loading of compressor stator vanes by hailstone
ingeston p 200 N95-19670
Advanced diesel electronic fuel injection and
turbochargmg
[AD-A279176] p211 N95-19809
NASA low-speed axial compressor for fundamental
research
[NASA-TM-4635] p 296 N95-23192
WINCLR: A computer code for heat transfer and
clearance calculation in a compressor
[NASA-CR-195436] p 366 N95-26363
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Modeling and control of rotating stall in high speed
multi-stage axial compressors p 513 N95-29244
Inlet flow test calibration for a small axial compressor
rig. Part 2: CFD compared with experimental results
[NASA-TM-106999] p 514 N95-30007
The effect of adding roughness and thickness to a
transonic axial compressor rotor
[NASA-TM-106958] p 645 N95-30524
Investigating the use of smart acoustically active
surfaces for flow separation control in turbomachinery
[AO-A292819] p 648 N95-31443
Experimental and computational investigation of the tip
clearance flow in a transonic axial compressor rotor
[NASA-TM-106711] p 649 N95-31738
TURBOFAN AIRCRAFT
A preliminary design proposal for a maritime patrol strike
aircraft MPS-2000 Condor
[NASA-CR-197182] p 47 N95-12689
TURBOFAN ENGINES
Trent engine development
[BTN-94-EIX94461290507] p 82 A95-61727
Turbofan propulsion simulator
[BTN-94-EIX94461290240] p 82 A95-61737
Lycoming to test new engine core
[HTN-95-41393] p 288 A95-76389
Derivation of system matrices from nonlinear dynamic
simulation of jet engines
[BTN-95-EIX95182619139] p 288 A95-76616
Nitrogen oxide emissions characteristics of augmented
turbofan engines
[BTN-94-EIX95011441240] p 403 A95-84197
GETRAN: A generic, modularty structured computer
code for simulation of dynamic behavior of aero- and power
generation gas turbine engines
[BTN-94-EIX95011441241] p 431 A95-84198
Control requirements for the RB 211 low-emission
combustion system
(BTN-94-EIX95011441244] p 416 A95-84201
Active control of fan noise from a turbofan engine
[HTN-95-61198] p 570 A95-87571
Preliminary design of a single engine business jet
(SAE PAPER 931253] p 493 A95-89222
Fan noise reduction from a supersonic inlet during
simulated aircraft approach
[BTN-95-EIX95292721155] p 572 A95-89894
High bypass separate flow exhaust system improved
thrust efficiency by modifying the aft centeibody
[SAE PAPER 932622] p511 A95-90083
Civil aircraft propulsion integration: Current & future
[SAE PAPER 932624] p 495 A95-90085
Prediction of airplane cabin noise due to engine shock
cell excitation using statistical energy analysts
p577 A95-90131
Twenty-first century commercial transport engines
p512 A95-91495
Aero-engine R&O efforts for environmental protection
p512 A95-91502
Design trends in propulsion control systems
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-33-123]
p610 A95-93620
Surge recovery and compressor working line control
using compressor exit mach number measurement
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-33-210]
p610 A95-93622
An educational introduction to transonic compressor
stage design principles
[SAE PAPER 931393] p613 A95-93668
Propulsion simulator for high bypass turbofan
performance evaluation
[SAE PAPER 931410] p 625 A95-93676
Computational fluid dynamics study of the variable-pitch
split-blade fan concept
[NASA-CR-189206] p15 N95-10247
Fan noise research at NASA p28 N95-11260
Active control of turbomachine discrete tones
p29 N95-11275
Analytical investigation of adaptive control of radiated
inlet noise from turbofan engines p 30 N95-11277
The OFP-6M transport jet
[NASA-CR-197159] p 46 N95-12637
Gas turbine prediffuser-combustor performance during
operation with air-water mixture
[DpT/FAA/CT-93/52] p 83 N95-15683
Bird ingestion into large turbofan engines
[DOT/FAA/CT-93/14] p 333 N95-24631
UHB engine fan broadband noise reduction study
[NASA-CR-198357] p 580 N95-29641
Wave rotor-enhanced gas turbine engines
[NASA-TM-106998] p615 N95-30517
Method for extracting forward acoustic wave
components from rotating microphone measurements in
tne inlets of turbofan engines
[NASA-CR-195457] p616 N95-30779
Computation of noise radiation from turbofans: A
parametric study
[NASA-CR-198359] p 710 N95-32836
An Electronic Workshop on the Performance Seeking
Control and Propulsion Controlled Aircraft Results of the
F-15 Highly Integrated Digital Electronic Control Flight
Research Program
[NASA-TM-104278] p 694 N95-33009
An overview of integrated flight-propulsion controls flight
research on the NASA F-15 research airplane
p694 N95-33010
F-15 propulsion system p695 N95-33012
TURBOFANS
Propulsion simulator for high bypass turbofan
performance evaluation
[SAE PAPER 931410] p 625 A95-93676
Computational fluid dynamics study of the variable-pitch
split-blade fan concept
[NASA-CR-189206] p 15 N95-10247
Fan noise research at NASA p28 N95-11260
Recirculating cavity casing treatment failure
[AD-A289330] p 513 N95-28908
Computation of noise radiation from turbofans: A
parametric study
[NASA-CR-198359] p 710 N95-32836
TURBOJET ENGINE CONTROL
Derivation of system matrices from nonlinear dynamic
simulation of jet engines
[BTN-95-EIX95182619139] p 288 A95-76616
Control requirements for the RB 211 low-emission
combustion system
[BTN-94-EIX95011441244] p 416 A95-84201
Application of an integrated methodology for propulsion
and airframe control design to a STOVL aircraft
[NASA-TM-106729] p 16 N95-11159
Flight assessment of the onboard propulsion system
model for the Performance Seeking Control algorithm on
an F-15 aircraft
[NASA-TM-4705] p617 N95-31425
An Electronic Workshop on the Performance Seeking
Control and Propulsion Controlled Aircraft Results of the
F-15 Highly Integrated Digital Electronic Control Flight
Research Program
[NASA-TM-104278] p 694 N95-33009
An overview of integrated flight-propulsion controls flight
research on the NASA F-15 research airplane
p694 N95-33010
Performance seeking control program overview
p695 N95-33011
PSC algorithm description p 695 N95-33013
Minimum fuel mode evaluation p695 N95-33015
Minimum fan turbine inlet temperature mode
evaluation p696 N95-33016
Maximum thrust mode evaluation p696 N95-33017
Rapid deceleration mode evaluation
p696 N95-33018
Performance seeking control excitation mode
p696 N95-33019
Performance seeking control (PSC) for the F-15 highly
integrated digital electronic control (HIDEC) aircraft
p 697 N95-33020
Propulsion Controlled Aircraft design and development
p697 N95-33022
TURBOJET ENGINES
Investigation of heat transfer between rotating shafts
of transmissions of turbojet engines
[BTN-94-EIX94461408760] p 138 A95-63643
Development and application of the double V type flame
stabilizer
[BTN-94-EIX94481415355] p 154 A95-65345
Unbalance response of a dual rotor system: Theory and
experiment
[BTN-94-EIX94351143320] p 195 A95-65854
Aircraft gas turbine emissions challenge
[BTN-94-EIX95011441239] p 403 A95-84196
Experimental investigation of thermoelastic deformation
in turbojet-engine bearings under maintenance
inspection
[BTN-95-EIX95292721173] p 546 A95-89904
Multivariable adaptive control using only input and output
measurements for turbojet engines
[BTN-95-EIX95292721165] p 677 A95-92597
Propulsion education at Cartton University
[SAE PAPER 931391] p613 A95-93667
Calculation of control laws for the digital fuel control
unit of a small thrust turbojet
[SAE PAPER 931411] p614 A95-93677
Small turbojets: Designs and installations
P138 N95-16323
Perspective problems of gas turbine engines
simulation p 140 N95-19026
Portable static test facility for small, expendable, turbojet
engines, phase 1
[AD-A286337] p 239 N95-21719
Comparison of numerical results and multicavity purge
and rim seal data with extensions to dynamics
[NASA-TM-106685] p 416 N95-27434
TURBOMACHINE BLADES
Study on the turbine vane and blade for a 1500 C class
industrial gas turbine
[BTN-94-EIX95011441254] p 431 A95-84211
Aeroelastic stability of cascades in turbomachinery
[HTN-95-61156] p 405 A95-86255
Experimental investigation of the sources o) propeller
noise due to the ingestion of turbulence at low speeds
[BTN-95-EIX95262697042] p 569 A95-86859
Blade-by-blade tip clearance measurement system for
gas turbine applications
[BTN-95-EIX95292721167] p 546 A95-89899
Correlation of unsteady pressure and inflow velocity
fields of a pitching rotor blade
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748169] p 589 A95-94463
NASA Lewis Research Center Workshop on Forced
Response in Turbomachinery
[NASA-CP-10147] p 141 N95-19380
Forced response of mistuned bladed disks
p 141 N95-19383
Investigation of shear layer transition using various
turbulence models p248 N95-21096
TURBOMACHINERY
New approach to geometric profiling of the design
elements of the passage part in turbo-machines
[BTN-94-EIX94461408769] p 153 A95-63652
Rotor whirl forces induced by the tip clearance effect
in axial flow compressors
[BTN-94-EIX94351143331] p 207 A95-67304
Solution-adaptive structured-unstructured grid method
for unsteady turbomachinery analysis. Part I:
Methodology
[BTN-94-EIX94441380983] p 208 A95-67329
Aeroelastic stability of cascades in turbomachinery
[HTN-95-61156] p 405 A95-86255
Investigation of advanced counterrotation blade
configuration concepts for high speed turboprop systems.
Task 8: Cooling flow/heat transfer analysis user's
manual
[NASA-CR-195360] p 50 N95-11951
Turbomachinery Design Using CFD
[AGARD-LS-195] p 89 N95-14127
Designing in three dimensions p 90 N95-14130
The industrial use of CFD in the design of
turbomachinery p90 N95-14133
New methods, new methodology. Advanced CFD in the
Snecma turbomachinery design process
p90 N95-14134
The role of CFD in the design process
p90 N95-14135
Aero design of turbomachinery components: CFD in
complex systems p90 N95-14136
Application of mutticomponent models to flow passage
simulation in multistage turbomachines and whole gas
turbine engines p 140 N95-19022
Simulation of steady and unsteady viscous flows in
turbomachinery p140 N95-19023
Verification of multidisciplinary models for
turbomachines p 140 N95-19025
NASA Lewis Research Center Workshop on Forced
Response in Turbomachinery
[NASA-CP-10147] p 141 N95-19380
Unsteady aerodynamic analyses for turbomachinery
aeroelastic predictions p 141 N95-19381
Steady potential solver for unsteady aerodynamic
analyses P141 N95-19382
Forced response of mistuned bladed disks
p 141 N95-19383
A general theory of two- and three-dimensional rotational
flow in subsonic and transonic turbomachines
[NASA-CR-4496] p 377 N95-28003
Bearing defect signature analysis using advanced
nonlinear signal analysis in a controlled environment
[NASA-TM-108491] p 441 N95-28364
The acoustic characteristics of turbomachinery
cavities
[NASA-CR-4671 ] p 476 N95-28720
Model development for active control of stall phenomena
in aircraft gas turbine engines p 514 N95-29679
Investigating the use of smart acoustically active
surfaces for flow separation control in turbomachinery
[AD-A292819] P648 N95-31443
TURBOPROP AIRCRAFT
Development and validation of a numerical acoustic
analysis program for aircraft interior noise prediction
p572 A95-88471
Numerical and flight measured interior noise
characteristics of a twin-engine turboprop general aviation
aircraft p573 A95-90094
Enroute NASA/FAA low-frequency propfan test in
Alabama (October 1987): A versatile atmospheric aircraft
long-range noise prediction system p 573 A95-90099
Experimental active control of sound in the ATR 42
p575 A95-90110
Noise transmission and reduction in turboprop aircraft
p175 N95-19164
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Artificial intelligence for turboprop engine maintenance
[BTN-95-EIX95182617812J p 288 A95-7S757
Lycoming to test new engine core
(HTN-95-41393J p 288 A95-76389
Artificial intelligence for turboprop engine maintenance
[HTN-9S-92313] p 404 A95-85357
Investigation of advanced counterrotation blade
configuration concepts for high speed turboprop systems.
Task 8: Cooling flow/heat transfer analysis user's
manual
[NASA-CR.19S360] p SO N95-11951
Brush seals for turbine engine fuel conservation
p 59 N9S-13595
TURBORAMJET ENGINES
Test results on air turbo ramjet engine for a future space
plane P402 A95-82327
Use of the PARC code to estimate the off-design
transonic performance of an over/under turboramjet
nozzle
[NASA-TM-106924] p 482 N95-30091
TURBOSHAFTS
Lycoming to test new engine core
[HTN-95^41393] p.288-A95-76389-
Applicability of electrically driven accessories for
turboshaft engines
[BTN-95-EIX9S2927211S3] p 612 A95-92589
Sensor fault detection and diagnosis simulation of a
helicopter engine in an intelligent control framework
[AD-A290223] p 137 N95-15970
US Army rotorcraft turboshaft engines sand and dust
erosion considerations p 198 N95-19656
Future directions in helicopter protection system
configuration p 198 N95-19657
Wave rotor-enhanced gas turbine engines
[NASA-TM-106998] p61S N95-30517
TURBULENCE
An experimental investigation of wing tip turbulence with
applications to aerosound
[AIAA PAPER 86-1918] p 1 A95-60164
Model for compressible turbulence in hypersonic wall
boundary and high-speed mixing layers
[BTN-94-EIX94441386625] p 184 A95-68174
Tip vortex on a swept wing. Mean flow and unsteady
phenomena
[BTN-94-EIX944413857S5] p 184 A95-68219
An algorithm for forecasting mountain wave-related
turbulence in the stratosphere
[HTN-95-80656] p 254 A95-72500
Navier-Stokes prediction of large-amplitude delta-wing
roll oscillations
[BTN-95-€IX95152582329] p 281 A95-73531
Row study of supersonic wing-nacelle configuration
[BTN-95-EIX95152582344] p 266 A95-73546
Observations on using experimental data as boundary
conditions for computations
[BTN-95-EIX95182619103] p 321 A95-76588
Response of a nonrotating rotor blade to lateral
turbulence. Part 1: Theory
[BTN-95-EIX95182619228] p 284 A95-76654
Structure of a double-fin turbulent interaction at high
[BTN-95-BX95222650780] p 347 A95-79238
On the role of the outer region in the
turbulent-boundary-layer bursting process
[BTN-94-EIX95011441078] p 348 A95-81056
Prediction of two-dimensional momentumless wake by
k- epsilon - gamma model
[BTN-95-EIX95262694299] p 434 A95-85470
Quantitative investigation of compressible mixing:
Staged transverse injection into Mach Z flow
[HTN-95-42330] p 404 A95-86159
Drag coefficients of spherical liquid droplets. Part 2.
Turbulent gaseous fields
[BTN-95-EIX95262697041] p 538 A95-86858
Experimental investigation of the sources of propeller
noise due to the ingestion of turbulence at low speeds
[BTN-95-EIX95262697042] p 569 A95-86859
Vortex cutting by a blade, part 1: General theory and a
simple solution
[HTN-95-20822] p 543 A95-88083
Fluctuating wall pressures near separation in highly
swept turbulent interactions
[HTN-95-20823) p 543 A95-88084
Hypersonic shock wave/turbulent boundary layer
interactions in the vicinity of an expansion comer
[AIAA PAPER 95-6125] p 469 A95-90446
Turbulence characteristics 01 supersonic boundary layer
past a backward facing step
[AIAA PAPER 95-6126] p 470 A95-90447
Measurement in laminar and transitional boundary-layer
flows on concave surface
[BTN-95-EIX95282711333] p 632 A95-92408
Knowing our users - A challenge for meteorologists at
the National Aviation Weather Advisory Unit
p65S A95-93459
The aviation gridded forecast system verification
program - A description of aviation-impact-variable
evaluation plans p 664 A95-93498
Statistical discrete gust-power spectral density methods
overlap-holistic proof and beyond
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748175] p 584 A95-94469
Turbulent effects on parachute drag
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748193] p 591 A95-94482
Interaction of a weak shock with freestream
disturbances
•[BTN-95-EIX95332750473J p 638 A95-94687
Empirical refinements to boundary layer transition noise
models p28 N95-11262
Effect of weak periodic pressure gradient on streamwise
vortices near a wall p 29 N95-11263
Modification of the two-equation turbulence model in
NPARC to a Chien tow Reynolds number k-epsilon
formulation
[NASA-TM-106710] p 37 N95-11917
Spectral analysis of vortex/tree-surface interaction
[AD-A283210] p96 N95-14658
Structural effects of unsteady aerodynamic forces on
horizontal-axis wind turbines
_[DE94-011863] p157 N95-16939
Experiments in the trailing edge flow of an NLR 7702
airfoil p110 N95-17853
Experimental study of vane heat transfer and
aerodynamics at elevated levels of turbulence
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[HTN-95-42329] p 404 A95-66158
Mesh generation and adaptivity for the solution of
compressible viscous high speed flows
[BTN-95-EIX95262697157] p 538 A95-86893
Low-dimensional description of the dynamics in
separated flow past thick airfoils
[HTN-95-20832] p 544 A95-88093
Computational fluid dynamics with icing effects
[SAE PAPER 932532] p 466 A95-89192
Numerical design methods for transonic NLF
configurations p 471 A95-91498
Algorithmic trends in computational fluid dynamics; The
Institute for Computer Applications in Science and
Engineering (ICASE)/LaRC Workshop. NASA Langley
Research Center, Hampton. VA, US. Sep. 15-17,1991
[ISBN 0-387-94014-6] p 550 A95-91915
A viewpoint on discretization schemes for applied
aerodynamic algorithms for complex configurations
pSSO A95-91916
Beyond the Riemann problem, part 1
pSSO A95-91925
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Numerical calculations of the turbulent flow through a
controlled diffusion compressor cascade
[BTN-9S-EIX9S282710056] p 632 A95-92473
A three-dimensional Navier-Stokes/fuD-potential
coupled analysis for rotor blades
[ISBN 1-879921-01-4] p 587 A95-93748
Numerical solutions of three dimensional viscous flows
[ISBN 1-879921-01-4] pS87 A95-93749
Evaluation of a muttigrid-based Navier-Stokes solver for
aerothermodynamic computations
[BTN-9S-EIX95302694459] p 583 A95-94056
3-D Navier-Stokes analysis of crossing glancing
shocks/turbulent boundary layer interactions
[BTN-95-EIX9S302729768] p 636 A95-94130
Aerodynamic applications of underexpanded hypersonic
viscous jets
[BTN-9S-EIX0619952748162] p 589 A95-944S6
Comparison of the predictive capabilities of several
turbulence models
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748167] p 589 A95-94461
Viscous flow simulation using the discrete vortex
diffusion velocity method p 639 A9S-95421
—Implicit-multidomain-calculation-of viscous-transonic-
flows without artificial viscosity or upwinding
p640 A95-95443
Agglomeration multjgrid for viscous turbulent flows
[AD-A284064] p8 N95-10848
Development of an upwind, finite-volume code with
finite-rate chemistry
[NASA-CR-196749] p9 N95-11366
Studies on the flow induced by an oscillating airfoil in
& uniform stream
[PB94-204450] p40 N95-13250
Aero design of turbomachinery components: CFD in
complex systems p 90 N95-14136
Numerical study of the effects of icing on viscous flow
over wings
[NASA-CR-197102] p 75 N95-14803
Time accurate computation of unsteady inlet flows with
a dynamic flow adaptive mesh
[AD-A285498] p 157 N95-16736
Three dimensional compressible turbulent flow
computations for a diffusing S-duct with/without vortex
generators
[NASA-CR-195390] p 138 N95-17402
Investigation of the flow over a series of 14 percent-thick
supercritical aerofoils with significant rear camber
p 109 N95-17849
Measurements of the flow over a low aspect-ratio wing
in the Mach number range 0.6 to 0.87 for the purpose of
validation of computational methods. Part 1: Wing design,
model construction, surface flow. Part 2: Mean flow in the
boundary layer and wake, 4 test cases
p112 N95-17860
Solution of Navier-Stokes equations using high accuracy
monotone schemes p 161 N95-19019
Simulation of steady and unsteady viscous flows in
turbomachinery p 140 N9S-19023
Viscous flow past aerofoils axisymmetric bodies and
wings P 123 N95-19457
Inviscid and viscous flow modelling of complex aircraft
configurations using the CFD simulation system sauna
tARA-MEMO-403] p 211 N95-19777
Experiments on the flow field physics of confluent
boundary layers for high-lift systems
[NASA-CR-197318] p 224 N95-21343
An assessment of viscous effects in computational
simulation of benign and burst vortex flows on generic
fighter wind-tunnel models using TEAM code
[NASA-CR-4650] p273 N95-23185
Development of an upwind, finite-volume code with
finite-rate chemistry
[NASA-CR-197747] p 374 N95-26760
Global flowfield about the V-22 Tiltrotor Aircraft
[NASA-CR-198603] p 375 N95-27248
Calculation of three-dimensional (3-D) internal flow by
means of the velotity-vorticity formulation on a staggered
grid
[NASA-TM-110352] p 376 N95-27258
Numerical study to assess sulfur hexafluoride as a
medium for testing multielement airfoils
[NASA-TP-3496] p 378 N95-28674
Block-structured grids for complex aerodynamic
configurations: Current status p 551 N95-28736
A vorticity-velocity approach for three-dimensional
unsteady viscous flow over wings p 478 N95-29108
Leading edge film cooling effects on turbine blade heat
transfer
[NASA-TM-106955] p 513 N95-2911S
Finite element vortjctty-based methods for the solution
of the incompressible and compressible Navier-Stokes
equations p 553 N95-29119
Solution of the Navier-Stokes equations on locally
refined Cartesian meshes using state-vector splitting
p 553 N95-29197
A numerical study of the starting process in a hypersonic
shock tunnel p626 N95-30493
Numerical solutions of inviscid and viscous flows about
airfoils by TVD method p 684 N95-34521
Numerical simulation of unsteady viscous flow around
an airfoil with oscillating spoiler p 685 N95-34547
Nonlinear stability of unsteady viscous flow
[AD-A294931] p 707 N95-34597
VISCOUS FLUIDS
A stationary flow of a viscous liquid in radial clearances
of rotor bearings in the turbocompressor of an internal
combustion engine
[BTN-94-EIX94461408765] p 153 A95-63648
Direct numerical simulations of on-demand vortex
generators: Mathematical formulation
p 251 N95-22452
VISIBILITY
A simulator study about effects of visibility upon
helicopter pilot performance p 522 A95-91556
ITWS ceiling and visibility products
p654 A95-93454
Rying with automated surface observations
p659 A95-93472
Representativeness and responsiveness-of-automated-
weather systems p 660 A95-93482
The performance of forward scatter visibility sensors for
application in autostations and runway visual range in snow
and freezing precipitation events p 662 A95-93489
The aviation gridded forecast system verification
program - A description of aviation-impact-variable
evaluation plans p 664 A95-93498
Comprehensive verification of terminal forecast ceiling
and visibility p 664 A9S-93500
Verification of terminal forecasts p664 A95-93502
Analysis of rapidly developing fog at the Kennedy Space
Center p 671 A95-93531
Airborne Windshear Detection and Warning Systems.
Frfth and Final Combined Manufacturers' and
Technologists1 Conference, part 2
[NASA-CP-10139-PT-2] p41 N95-13203
Characteristics of civil aviation atmospheric hazards
p42 N95-13208
Evaluation of retro-reflective beads in airport pavement
markings
[AD-A291065] p 523 N95-29967
Initial evaluation of the Oregon State University planetary
boundary layer column model for ITWS applications
[AD-A293775] p 677 N95-31465
Evaluation of alternative pavement marking materials
[AD-A292973] p 626 N96-31468
VISUAL AIDS
Inadequacy of visual alarms in helicopter air medical
transport
[HTN-95-01218] p 484 A95-91450
Research requirements for future visual guidance
systems
[AD-A279188] p 191 N95-19810
VISUAL CONTROL
Developments in airfield lighting
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-7-147] p488 A95-91688
The 4-D approach to visual control of autonomous
systems
[AIAA PAPER 94-1243-CP] p 27 N95-11513
VISUAL RELDS
Factors affecting the visual fragmentation of the
field-of-view in partial binocular overlap displays
[AD-A283081] p 172 N95-17334
Factors affecting the perception of tuning in monocular
regions of partial binocular overlap displays
[AD-A286287] p 259 N95-22044
VISUAL FLIGHT
Perceptual dimensions of simulated scenes relevant for
visual low-altitude flight
[AD-A294385] p 700 N95-34344
VISUAL FLIGHT RULES
Federal aviation regulations, part 91. General operating
and flight rules. Change 5
[PB94-194883] p 123 N95-17476
Federal aviation regulations, part 91. General operating
and flight rules. Change 8
[PB94-217445] p 188 N95-19720
VISUAL OBSERVATION
Representativeness and responsiveness of automated
weather systems p660 A95-93482
VISUAL PERCEPTION
Functions of NAL fixed base simulator for helicopter
research p522 A95-91555
A simulator study about effects of visibility upon
helicopter pilot performance p522 A95-91556
The selective use of functional optical variables in the
control of forward speed
[NASA-TM-108849] p 35 N95-12227
Factors affecting the visual fragmentation of the
field-of-view in partial binocular overlap displays
[AD-A283081] p 172 N95-17334
Factors affecting the perception of luring in monocular
regions of partial binocular overlap displays
[AD-A286287] p 259 N95-22044
Visual contrast detection thresholds for aircraft
contrails
[AD-A288618] p 328 N95-25607
Characterization of corrosion and development of a
breadboard of a D sight aircraft inspection system, phase
1
[AD-A288347] p 380 N95-26527
Perceptual dimensions of simulated scenes relevant for
visual low-altitude flight
[AD-A294385] p 700 N95-34344
VISUAL SIGNALS
Inadequacy of visual alarms in helicopter air medical
transport
[HTN-95-01218] p 484 A95-91450
Cueing light configuration for aircraft navigation
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11982-1] p280 N95-23393
VOICE COMMUNICATION
Integrated voice and data communications for air traffic
service applications p 600 A95-95090
An analysis of tower (local) controller-pilot voice
communications
[AD-A283718] p 160 N95-18436
Speech analysis and synthesis based on
pitch-synchronous segmentation of the speech
waveform
[AD-A288824] p 435 N95-26349
Development of a coding form for approach control/pilot
voice communications
[DOT/FAA/AM-95/15] p 384 N95-28540
Tactical tow-level helicopter communications
p702 N95-32492
VOICE DATA PROCESSING
Speech analysis and synthesis based on
pitch-synchronous segmentation of the speech
waveform
[AD-A288824] p 435 N95-26349
VOLCANOES
Volcanic ash forecast transport and dispersion
(VAFTAD) model
[HTN-95-80702] p 254 A95-72546
Two dimensional stratospheric aerosol distributions
during EASOE
[HTN-95-00726] p 444 A95-86296
Airborne measurements during the Arctic stratospheric
experiment Observation of O3 and NO2
[HTN-95-00748] p 445 A95-86318
Role of the aviation weather system in providing a
real-time ATC volcanic ash advisory system
p663 A95-93494
Alaska's volcanic ash warning system
p663 A95-93495
VORTEX ADVISORY SYSTEM
A technique for detecting a tropical cyclone center using
a Doppler radar
[HTN-95-20631 ] p215 A95-69574
VORTEX ALLEVIATION
Comer vortex suppressor
[AD-D016423] p116 N95-18337
VORTEX AVOIDANCE
Characterizing the wake vortex signature for an active
line of sight remote sensor
[NASA-CR-197697] p 333 N95-24391
VORTEX BREAKDOWN
Aspects of vortex breakdown
[HTN-95-A0001] p183 A95-67828
Adaptive computations of flow around a delta wing with
vortex breakdown
[BTN-94-EIX94441386631] p 184 A95-68180
Numerical simulation of incidence and sweep effects
on delta wing vortex breakdown
[BTN-95-EIX95062487526] p 186 A9«9234
Transient structure of vortex breakdown on a delta
wing
[BTN-95-EIX95182619073] p 268 A95-75758
Compressible inviscid vortex flow of a sharp edge delta
wing
[BTN-95-EIX95262694308] p 370 A95-85479
Simple numerical criterion for vortex breakdown
[HTN-95-61210] p 541 A95-87583
Effects of periodic spanwise blowing on Delta-wing
configuration characteristics
[HTN-95-81631] p 461 A9S87679
Dynamic pitch-up of a delta wing
[HTN-95-81633] p 462 A9S-87681
Effects of trailing-edge jet entrapment on delta wing
vortices
[HTN-95-81644] p 542 A9537692
Adaptive computations of flow around a delta wing with
vortex breakdown
[HTN-95-20948] p 465 A9S-88987
Criteria for location of vortex breakdown over delta
wings
[HTN-95-01092] p 468 A95-90278
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VORTEX FILAMENTS SUBJECT INDEX
Unsteady aerodynamic effects of trailing edge controls
on delta wings
[HTN-95-01099] p 469 A95-9028S
Numerical investigation of high incidence flow over a
double-delta wing
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748160] p 588 A95-94454
Computation of vortex breakdown on a rolling delta
wing
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748195] p 591 A95-94484
Numerical simulation of transient vortex breakdown
above a pitching delta wing
[AD-A281075] p 107 N95-16808
Navier-Stokes, flight, and wind tunnel flow analysis for
the F/A-18 aircraft
[NASA-TP-3478] p 120 N95-19114
Computation of vortex breakdown
P165 N95-19462
Effect of juncture fillets on double-delta wings
undergoing sideslip at high angles of attack
[AD-A286165] p 232 N95-22039
Numerical investigation into vortical flow about a
delta-wing configuration up to incidences at which vortex
breakdown occurs in experiment
[PB95-198024] p593 N95-30837
VORTEX FILAMENTS
Vortex cutting by a blade, part 1: General theory and a
simple solution
[HTN-95-20822] p 543 A95-88083
Computation of vortex breakdown
p 165 N95-19462
A numerical method for modelling wings with sharp
edges maneuvering at high angles of attack
p503 N95-29122
VORTEX FLAPS
Wing download reduction using vortex trapping plates
[HTN-94-00710] p4 A95-60188
Aerodynamic characteristics of strake vortex flaps on
a strake-wing configuration
[BTN-95-EIX95062487537] p 187 A95-69245
Estimation of aerodynamic characteristics for the vortex
flaps by the suction analogy P 471 A95-91496
Low speed aerodynamic characteristics of delta wings
with vortex flaps: 60 deg and 70 deg delta wings
[NAL-TR-1245] P 331 N95-25105
Pressure based high order TVD methodology for
dynamic stall control
[AD-A290149] p479 N95-29316
VORTEX GENERATORS
Experimental study of three-dimensional separation
[BTN-94-EIX94441385752] p 179 A95-68216
Entrapment and acoustic variations in a round jet from
introduced streamwise vorticity
[BTN-95-EIX95042474409] p 209 A95-68291
Flow structure in the wake of a wishbone vortex
generator
[BTN-95-EIX9514255304*] P 304 A95-73454
Separation control on high-lift airfoils via micro-vortex
generators
[BTN-95-EIX95152582326) P 265 A95-73529
Mixing enhancement by and noise characteristics of
streamwise vortices in an air jet
[HTN-95-42322] P 371 A95-86151
Low Reynolds number laminar separation bubble control
using a backward facing step
[SAE PAPER 932572] P 467 A95-90061
Vortex generation and mixing in three-dimensional
supersonic combustors
[BTN-95-EIX0616952745783] p 614 A95-94503
Axis switching and spreading of an asymmetric jet Role
of vorticity dynamics
[NASA-TM-106385] P 73 N95-14418
Mach number, flow angle, and loss measurements
downstream of a transonic fan-blade cascade
[AD-A280907] p 108 N95-16824
Three dimensional compressible turbulent flow
computations for a diffusing S-duct with/without vortex
generators
[NASA-CR-195390] P 138 N95-17402
Experimental investigations of on-demand vortex
generators p250 N95-22451
Direct numerical simulations of on-demand vortex
generators: Mathematical formulation
p 251 N95-22452
Performance characterization of a highly-offset cfiffuser
with and without blowing vortex generator jets
[AD-A289334] p 375 N95-26901
Collected papers on wind turbine technology
[NASA-CR-195432] p 447 N95-27970
Comparative performance tests on the Mod-2, 2.5-mW
wind turbine with and without vortex generators
p 377 N95-27978
Comparison of measured and calculated dynamic loads
for the Mod-2 2.5 mW wind turbine system
P440 N95-27983
The decay of longitudinal vortices shed from airfoil vortex
generators
[NASA-CR-198356] p 480 N95-29402
A wind tunnel investigation of the effects of micro-vortex
generators and Gumey flaps on the high-lift characteristics
of a business jet wing
[NASA-TM-110626] p 607 N95-30827
VORTEX IN CELL TECHNIQUE
Central-difference and upwind-biased schemes for
steady and unsteady Euler aerofoil computations
[HTN-95-01094] p 469 A95-90280
Numerical solution of Euler and Navier-Stokes equations
for 2D transonic problems p 638 A95-95366
VORTEX LATTICE METHOD
Numerical simulation of steady and unsteady,
vortioty-dominated aerodynamic interference
[BTN-95-EIX95062487524] p 186 A95-69232
Sidewash on the vertical tail in subsonic and supersonic
flows
[BTN-9S-EIX95152582316] p 264 A95-73519
Static aeroelastic characteristics of a composite wing
[BTN-95-EIX95152582340] p 282 A95-73542
Estimation of aerodynamic characteristics for the vortex
flaps by the suction analogy p 471 A95-91496
Vortex lattice method simulation of unsteady flow due
to wing/external store combination p 471 A95-91499
An experimental investigation of forward-swept wings
at low Reynolds numbers
[SAE PAPER 931370] p 604 A95-93650
An efficient discrete vortex method for low Reynolds
number incompressible flows p 639 A95-95407
Panel methods p 165 N95-19448
A nonlinear vortex lattice method for unsteady flow with
separated vortex
[DLR-FB-94-32] p 704 N95-32787
VORTEX RINGS
Active open-loop control of particle dispersion in round
jets
[HTN-95-42334] p 372 A95-86163
Experiments on microbursts p562 N95-29110
VORTEX SHEDDING
Vortex shedding noise control in idling circular saws
using air ejection at the teeth
[BTN-94-EIX94371347214] p 257 A95-69970
Row past a symmetric wedge with forward splitter
plate p 427 A95-82406
Sphere wakes at moderate Reynolds numbers in a
turbulent environment
[HTN-95-42331] p 372 A95-86160
Low-dimensional description of the dynamics in
separated flow past thick airfoils
[HTN-95-20832] p 544 A95-88093
A numerical investigation of flow around a
square-section cylinder mounted with a splitter plate
p639 A95-95401
Effects of splitter plate on wake formation from a circular
cylinder A discrete vortex simulation
p639 A95-95404
Numerical simulation of the flow about the F-18 HARV
at high angle of attack
[N AS A-CR-196396] p9 N95-10940
High angle of attack aerodynamics p 74 N95-14450
Interaction, bursting and control of vortices of a cropped
double-delta wing at high angle of attack
[AD-A283656] p 119 N95-18669
Research on bluff body vortex wakes
[AD-A286319] p223 N95-20177
High frequency flow-structural interaction in dense
subsonic fluids
[NASA-CR-4652] p 330 N95-24217
The acoustic characteristics of turbomachinery
cavities
[NASA-CR-4671] p 476 N95-28720
The effects of three dimensional imposed disturbances
on bluff body near wake flows
[AD-A290824] p 555 N95-29654
Validation of the helicopter rotor code HERO
[PB95-198040] p607 N95-30838
VORTEX SHEETS
Vortex cutting by a blade. Part II: Computations of vortex
[BTN-94-EIX94441386611] p 208 A95-67342
Tip vortex on a swept wing. Mean flow and unsteady
phenomena
[BTN-94-EIX94441385755] p 184 A95-68219
Vorticity concentration at the edge of the inboard vortex
sheet
[HTN-95-31010] p 221 A95-71180
Computation of vortex formation over ELAC-1
configuration using vorticity confinement
[AIAA PAPER 95-6157] p 470 A95-90469
Effect of density gradients in confined supersonic shear
layers. Part 2: 3-D modes
[NASA-CR-198030] p 349 N95-24413
A numerical method for modelling wings with sharp
edges maneuvering at high angles of attack
p503 N95-29122
A nonlinear vortex lattice method for unsteady flow with
separated vortex
[DLR-FB-94-32] p 704 N95-32787
VORTICES
Vortex cutting by a blade. Part II: Computations of vortex
response
[BTN-94-EIX94441386611] p 208 A95-67342
Elliptic tip effects on the vortex wake of an axisymmetric
body at incidence
[BTN-94-EIX94441386612] p 208 A95-67343
Aspects of vortex breakdown
[HTN-95-A0001] p 183 A95-67828
Lift analysis of a variable camber foil using the discrete
vortex-blob method
[BTN-94-EIX94441386623] p 179 A95-68172
Adaptive computations of flow around a delta wing with
vortex breakdown
[BTN-94-EIX94441386631J p 184 A95-68180
Experimental study of three-dimensional separation
[BTN-94-EIX94441385752] p 179 A95-68216
Phenomenological description and simplified modelling
of the vortex wake issuing from a jet in a crossflow
[BTN-94-EIX94441385754] p 184 A95-68218
Suppression of vortex asymmetry and side force on a
circular cone
[BTN-95-EIX95042474413] p 209 A95-68287
Entrainment and acoustic variations in a round jet from
introduced streamwise vorticity
[BTN-95-EIX95042474409] p 209 A95-68291
Vortical flow structure near the F/A-18 LEX at high
incidence
[BTN-95-EIX95062487555] p 186 A95-68369
Research aircraft observations of a polar low at the east
Greenland ice edge
[HTN-95-A0175] p215 A9S-69766
Time-resolved surface heat flux measurements in the
wing/body junction vortex
[BTN-95-EIX95082502716] p 220 A95-71029
Flow structure in the wake of a wishbone vortex
generator
[BTN-95-EIX95142553044] p 304 A95-73454
Effects of spatial order of accuracy on the computation
of vortical flowfields
[BTN-95-EIX95152577604] p 305 A95-73479
Experimental investigation of the flowfield about an
upswept afterbody
[BTN-95-EIX95152582321] p 265 A95-73524
Navier-Stokes prediction of large-amplitude delta-wing
roll oscillations
[BTN-95-EIX95152582329] p 281 A95-73531
Forebody flow control on a full-scale F/A-18 aircraft
[BTN-95-EIX95152582333] p 281 A95-73535
Pneumatic concept for tip-stall control of cranked-arrow
wings
[BTN-95-EIX95152582335] p 281 A95-73537
Effect of leeward flow dividers on the wing rock of a
delta wing
[BTN-95-EIX95152582347] p 282 A95-73549
Transient structure of vortex breakdown on a delta
wing
[BTN-95-EIX95182619073] p 268 A95-75758
Numerical study of sound generation due to a spinning
vortex pair
[BTN-95-EIX95182619075] p 307 A95-75760
Diurnal variation of lee vortices in Taiwan and the
surrounding area
[HTN-95-91363] p318 A95-76394
Influence of streamwise curvature on longitudinal
vortices imbedded in turbulent boundary layers
[BTN-94-EIX94401378820] p 307 A95-76489
On the role of the outer region in the
turbulent-boundary-layer bursting process
[BTN-94-EIX95011441078] p 348 A95-81056
Measurements of vortex pair interaction with a dean
or contaminated free surface
[BTN-94-EIX95011441063] p 429 A95-82798
Vortex methods for the computational analysis of
rotor/body interaction
[HTN-95-61072] p 369 A95-83656
Structure of supersonic jet flow and its radiated sound
[HTN-95-S1645] p 431 A95-85027
Crossflow topology of vortical flows
[HTN-95-51664] p 432 A95-85046
Force and moment on a Joukowski profile in the
presence of point vortices
[BTN-95-EIX95262694298] p 434 A95-85469
Compressible inviscid vortex flow of a sharp edge delta
wing
[BTN-95-EIX95262694308] p 370 A95-85479
Mixing enhancement by and noise characteristics of
streamwise vortices in an air jet
[HTN-95-42322] p 371 A9S-86151
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SUBJECT INDEX VORTICES
Quantitative investigation of compressible mixing:
Staged transverse injection into Mach 2 flow
[HTN-95-42330] p 404 A95-861S9
Near field of a coaxial jet with and without axial
excitation
[HTN-95-42332] p 372 A95-86161
Interferometric investigations of compressible dynamic
stall over a transiently pitching airfoil
[HTN-95-42338] p 372 A95-86167
Airborne measurements during the European Arctic
Stratospheric Ozone Experiment : Observation of OdO
[HTN-95-00745] p 445 A95-86315
Pulsed jet ignition modeling with a full chemistry
p538 A95-87184
Numerical model of boundary-layer control using air-jet
generated vortices
[HTN-95-42581] p 459 A95-87211
Effects of spatial order of accuracy on the computation
of vortical flcwfields
[HTN-95-42589] p 459 A95-87219
Vorticity in an inviscid fluid at hypersonic speeds
[HTN-95-42S90] p 539 A95-87220
Aerodynamics of ctetta wings-with application to high-
alpha flight mechanics p 460 A95-87395
Head-on parallel blade-vortex interaction
rHTN-95-€1197] p 491 A95-87570
Airfoil pressure measurements during oblique
shcok-wave/vortex interaction in a Mach 3 stream
[HTN-95-81641] p 542 A95-87689
Effects of fme scales on lift of airfoils in an unsteady
stream
[HTN-95-81643] p 542 A95-87691
Effects of trailing-edge jet entrainment on delta wing
vortices
[HTN-95-81644] p 542 A95-87692
Doppler lidar investigation of wake vortex transport
between closely spaced parallel runways
[HTN-95-81645] p 462 A95-87693
Some aspects of the aeroacoustics of extreme-speed
jets p572 A95-88893
Unsteady aerodynamics of vortical flows: Early and
recent developments p 462 A95-88896
Vortex cutting by a blade, Part 2: Computations of vortex
response
[HTN-95-20937] p 464 A95-88976
Elliptic tip effects on the vortex wake of an axisymmetric
body at incidence
[HTN-95-20938] p 464 A95-88977
Lift analysis of a variable camber foil using the discrete
vortex-blob method
[HTN-95-20940] p 545 A95-88979
Nonlinear analysis of swept wing transitional boundary
layers
[SAE PAPER 932515) p 466 A95-89188
Computation of vortex formation over ELAC-1
configuration using vorticity confinement
[AIAA PAPER 95-6157] p 470 A95-90469
High angle of attack missle aerodynamics
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-3-060] p475 A95-91673
Recent research in ASTOVL aircraft ground
environment
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-9040] p 475 A95-91694
Estimation of atmospheric turbulence severity from
in-situ aircraft measurements p 659 A95-93479
Turbulence near thunderstorm tops
p675 A95-93S53
Primary and secondary vortex structures over
accelerated-decelerated airfoils at high angles of attack
[SAE PAPER 931368] p 586 A95-93649
A three-dimensional Navier-Stokes/futl-potenSaJ
coupled analysis for rotor blades
[ISBN 1-879921-01-4] p 587 A95-93748
Numerical solutions of three dimensional viscous flows
[ISBN 1-879921-01-4] p 587 A95-93749
Quantifiable vortex features of F-106B aircraft at
subsonic speeds
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748161] p 588 A95-94455
Jet transport response to a horizontal wind vortex
(BTN-9S-EIX0619952748163J p619 A95-94457
Computation of delta-wing roll maneuvers
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748164] p 605 A95-94458
Spectral mapping of quasiperiodic structures in a vortex
flow
[BTN-9S-EIX0619952748165] p 589 A95-94459
Flow physics of critical states for rolling delta wings
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748180] p 590 A95-94473
Effect of leading-edge extension fences on the vortex
wake of an F/A-18 model
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wind tunnels p 165 N95-19275
Analysis of test section sidewall effects on a two
dimensional airfoil: Experimental and numerical
investigations p 165 N95-19276
Calculation of wall effects of flow on a perforated wall
with a code of surface singularities p 165 N95-19277
Interference corrections for a centre-line plate mount
in a porous-walled transonic wind tunnel
p 122 N95-19280
Correction of support influences on measurements with
sting mounted wind tunnel models p 122 N95-19281
The dynamic approach to rotor blade research: ARA's
oscillatory test facility
[ARA-MEMO-405] p 223 N95-20758
Row quality improvements in the NASA Lewis Research
Center 9- by 15-foot Low Speed Wind Tunnel
[NASA-CR-195439] p 627 N95-31653
WIND TUNNEL DRIVES
Operating capability and current status of the reactivated
NASA Lewis Research Center hypersonic tunnel facility
[AIAA PAPER 95-6146] p 521 A95-90461
Improved speed control system for the 87,000 HP wind
tunnel drive
[NASA-TM-106840] p211 N95-19794
WIND TUNNEL MODELS
Preliminary assessment of tunnel wall interference in
the NDA cryogenic wind tunnel
[BTN-95-EIX95062487531 ] p 187 A95O239
Application of transonic small disturbance theory to the
active flexible wing model
[BTN-95-EIX95182619210] p 270 A95-76636
Multiple-function digital controller system for active
flexible wing wind-tunnel model
[BTN-95-EIX95182619212] p 322 A95-76638
Flutter suppression control law design and testing for
the active flexible wing
[BTN-95-EIX95182619214] p 292 A9S-76640
Design and multifunction tests of a frequency
domain-based active flutter suppression system
[BTN-95-EIX95182619215] p 292 A95-76641
Flutter suppression for the active flexible wing: A
classical design
[BTN-95-EIX95182619216] p 292 A95-76642
Low-speed wind tunnel tests of two waverider
configuration models
[AIAA PAPER 95-6093] p 493 A95-89251
Boundary-layer transition and global skin friction
measurement with an oil-fringe imaging technique
[SAE PAPER 932550] p 547 A95-90054
Effects of vibration on inertial wind-tunnel model attitude
measurement devices
[NASA-TM-109083] p 21 N95-11466
Test model designs for advanced refractory ceramic
materials p55 N95-11968
Experimental Aerodynamics Division
[NAL-SP-9404] p35 N95-12166
A wall interference assessment and correction system
[NASA-CR-196940] p 58 N95-12228
Design and testing of an oblique all-wing supersonic
transport
[NASA-CR-196394] p 48 N95-12785
Mach number control in the High Speed Wind Tunnel
of NLR
[PB94-201670] p53 N95-13243
Comparison of computational and experimental results
for a supercritical airfoil
[NASA-TM-4601] p 108 N95-16908
Evaluation of combined wall- and support-interference
on wind tunnel models p 122 N95-19278
Interaction of a three strut support on the aerodynamic
characteristics of a civil aviation model
p 122 N95-19279
Interference corrections for a centre-line plate mount
in a porous-walled transonic wind tunnel
p122 N95-19280
Correction of support influences on measurements with
sting mounted wind tunnel models p 122 N95-19281
Calculation of support interference in dynamic
wind-tunnel tests p 122 N95-19282
Multiport pressure measurements on continuously
moving wind tunnel models
IARA-MEMO-391] p 188 N95-19772
The dynamic approach to rotor blade research: ARA's
oscillatory test facility
[ARA-MEMO-405] p 223 N95-20758
Testing in the ARA Transonic Wind Tunnel
[ARA-MEMO-395] p 239 N95-20799
Dynamic response tests of inertial and optical
wind-tunnel model attitude measurement devices
[NASA-TM-109182] p 296 N95-23011
Development of a model protection and dynamic
response monitoring system for the national transonic
facility
[NASA-CR-195041] p 340 N95-24388
Angular displacement measuring device
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11937-1] p 362 N95-26015
Experimental investigation of static and dynamic ground
effect on HOPE ALFLEX vehicle
[NAL-TR-1236] p 388 N95-26525
Experimental investigation of aerodynamic devices for
wind turbine rotational speed control, phase 1
[DE95-004034] p 564 N95-30016
Boundary-layer transition and global skin friction
measurement with an oil-fringe imaging technique
[NASA-CR-198814] p 557 N95-30224
A laser-based ice shape profilometer for use in icing
wind tunnels
[NASA-TM-106936] p 646 N95-30851
SOFIA 2 model telescope wind tunnel test report
[NASA-TM-110668] p 683 N95-32764
WIND TUNNEL NOZZLES
Computation of nonequilibrium viscous flows in arc-jet
wind tunnel nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 94-0254] p2 A95-60173
Operating capability and current status of the reactivated
NASA Lewis Research Center hypersonic tunnel facility
[AIAA PAPER 95-6146] p 521 A95-90461
Optimized design of a hypersonic nozzle
p297 N95-23304
Three-dimensional Navier-Stokes analysis and redesign
of an imbedded bellmouth nozzle in a turbine cascade
inlet section p311 N95-23423
Supersonic quiet-tunnel development for
laminar-turbulent transition research
[NASA-CR-198040] p 340 N95-24302
Row models for the design of a hypersonic iodine vapor
wind tunnel nozzle with chemical and vibrational
nonequilibrium effects p 592 N95-30448
WIND TUNNEL STABILITY TESTS
Full-scale hingeless rotor performance and loads
[NASA-TM-110356] p 691 N95-32699
WIND TUNNEL TESTS
An experimental investigation of wing tip turbulence with
applications to aerosound
[AIAA PAPER 86-1918] p 1 A95-60164
Wing download reduction using vortex trapping plates
[HTN-94-00710] p4 A95^0188
Effect of wind tunnel acoustic modes on linear oscillating
cascade aerodynamics
[HTN-94-00760] p 14 A95-60199
Comparison of theory and experiment tor non-linear
flutter and stall response of a helicopter blade
[BTN-94-EIX94351108100] p 191 A95-66500
Experimental study of three-dimensional separation
[BTN-94-EIX94441385752] p 179 A95-68216
Tip vortex on a swept wing. Mean flow and unsteady
phenomena
[BTN-94-EIX94441385755] p 184 A95-68219
Suppression of vortex asymmetry and side force on a
circular cone
[BTN-95-EIX95042474413] p 209 A95-68287
Vortical flow structure near the F/A-18 LEX at high
incidence
[BTN-95-EIX95062487555] p 186 A95-68369
Effect of ground and ceiling planes on shape of
energized wakes
[BTN-95-EIX95062487558] p 186 A95-68372
Recent studies of rotorcrafl blade-vortex interaction
noise
[BTN-95-EIX95062487521] p218 A95-69229
Repeatability of ice shapes in the NASA Lewis icing
research tunnel
[BTN-95-EIX95062487528] p 204 A95-69236
Preliminary assessment of tunnel wall interference in
the NDA cryogenic wind tunnel
[BTN-95-EIX95062487531] p 187 A95-69239
Comparison of electrostatic and aerodynamic forces
during parachute opening
[BTN-95-EIX95062487532] p 187 A95-69240
Aerodynamic mechanism of galloping
[BTN-94-EIX94371347709] p 219 A95-69968
Main features of overexpanded triple jets
[BTN-95-EIX95142553040] p 304 A95-73458
Separation control on high-lift airfoils via micro-vortex
generators
[BTN-95-EIX95152582326] p 265 A95-73529
Analysis of a higher harmonic control test to reduce
blade vortex interaction noise
[BTN-95-EIX95152582330] p 265 A95-73532
Forebody flow control on a full-scale F/A-18 aircraft
[BTN-95-EIX95152582333] p 281 A95-73535
Effect of underwing frost on a transport aircraft airfoil
at flight Reynolds number
[BTN-95-EIX95152582334] p276 A95-73536
Pneumatic concept for tip-stall control of cranked-arrow
wings
[BTN-95-EIX95152582335] p 281 A95-73537
Flow study of supersonic wing-nacelle configuration
[BTN-95-EIX95152582344] p 266 A95-73546
Computational study of plume-induced separation on a
hypersonic powered model
[BTN-95-EIX95152582346] p 266 A95-73548
Base drag prediction on missile configurations
[BTN-95-EIX95152583256] p 266 A95-73557
Aerodynamic characteristics of a canard-controlled
missile at high angles of attack
[BTN-95-EIX95152583257] p 267 A95-735S8
Some aspects of the aerodynamics of separating
strap-ons
[BTN-95-EIX95182617464] p 298 A95-75735
Comparison of linear stability results with flight transition
data
[BTN-95-EIX95182619097] p 283 A95-76582
Effect of ambient turbulence intensity on sphere wakes
at intermediate Reynolds numbers
[BTN-95-EIX95182619101] p 308 A95-76586
Observations on using experimental data as boundary
conditions for computations
[BTN-95-EIX95182619103] p 321 A95-76588
Simulation and model reduction for the active flexible
wing program
[BTN-95-EIX95182619211] p 295 A95-76637
On-line analysis capabilities developed to support the
active flexible wing wind-tunnel tests
[BTN-95-EIX95182619213] p 296 A95-76639
Flutter suppression control law design and testing for
the active flexible wing
[BTN-95-EIX95182619214] p 292 A95-76640
Design and multifunction tests of a frequency
domain-based active flutter suppression system
[BTN-95-EIX95182619215] p 292 A95-76641
Flutter suppression for the active flexible wing: A
classical design
[BTN-95-EIX95182619216] p 292 A95-76642
Rolling maneuver load alleviation using active controls
[BTN-95-EIX95182619217] p 270 A95-76643
Dynamic investigation of the angular motion of a rotating
body-parachute system
[BTN-95-EIX95182619220] p 270 A95-76646
Natural laminar flow wing concept for supersonic
transports
[BTN-9S-EIX95182619226] p 308 A95-76652
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Aerodynamic characteristics of external store
configurations at low speeds
[BTN-95-EIX95182619230J p 271 A95-76656
Study of the droplet spray characteristics of a subsonic
wind tunnel
[BTN-95-EIX9S182619235] p 271 A95-76661
Laser velocimetry seed-particle behavior in shear layers
atMach12
[BTN-95-EIX95212645712] p 272 A95-76764
Hypersonic model testing in a shock tunnel
(BTN-95-EIX95222650789) p 329 A95-79245
Similarity rule for jet-temperature effects on transonic
base pressure
[BTN-95-EIX95222650791] p 329 A95-79247
Design features of the NAL ramjet engine test facility
p410 A95-S2319
Hypersonic wind tunnel test of sidewall compression
type scramjet inlet p410 A9S-82320
An experimental investigation of scramjet nozzle flow
p402 A95-82322
Computational/experimental investigation of staged
injection into a Mach 2 flow
[HTN-95-51646] p 432--A95-85028-
Surface interference in Rayleigh scattering
measurements near forebodies
[HTN-95-51670] p 433 A95-85052
Wind-tunnel tests of an inclined cylinder having helical
grooves
[BTN-95-EIX95262694306] p 411 A95-85477
Techniques for tailoring aircraft stall and post-stall
behavior
[SAE PAPER 931226] p 458 A95-87199
Aerodynamic characteristics of truncated airfoils at high
angle of attack
[SAE PAPER 931227] p 460 A95-87365
Measurement of free-flight dynamic stability derivatives
of cones in a hypersonic gun tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 95-6082] p 519 A95-87411
Effects of periodic spanwise blowing on Delta-wing
configuration characteristics
[HTN-95-61631] p 461 A95-87679
Dynamic pitch-up of a delta wing
[HTN-95-81633] p 462 A95-87681
Separation of winged vehicles in supersonics
[AIAA PAPER 95-6092] p 526 A95-88601
Operation of the adaptive-wall wind tunnel of TsAGI,
Moscow p519 A95-88901
Adaptive-wall wind-tunnel research at Ames Research
Center A retrospective p519 A95-88902
Adaptive wall technology for minimization of wind tunnel
boundary interferences - where are we now?
p519 A95-88903
Aerodynamic tailoring of the Learjet Model 60 wing
[SAE PAPER 932534] p 492 A95-89194
Low-speed wind tunnel tests of two waverider
configuration models
[AIAA PAPER 95-6093] p 493 A95-89251
Air data prediction from surface pressure measurements
on guided munitions
[BTN-95-EIX95282706664] p 466 A95-89641
Preliminary study on the fixed transition technique for
a shock tube transonic airfoil flow
[BTN-95-EIX95282705928] p 455 A95-89663
Boundary-layer transition and global skin friction
measurement with an oil-fringe imaging technique
[SAE PAPER 932550] p 547 A95-90054
A note on the interpretation of mini-tuft photographs
[HTN-95-01089] p 468 A95-90275
Measurement of drag using a momentum balance
[HTN-9S-01090] p 468 A95-90276
The verification of a theoretical helicopter rotor blade
sailing method by means of windtunnel testing
[HTN-95-01093] p 468 A95-90279
Characterization of a hot-film probe for hypersonic
flow
[AIAA PAPER 95-6110) p511 A95-90440
The use of thermochromic liquid crystals for heat transfer
measurements in short duration hypersonic wind tunnel
facilities
[AIAA PAPER 95-6115] p 520 A95-90443
Operating capability and current status of the reactivated
NASA Lewis Research Center hypersonic tunnel facility
[AIAA PAPER 95-6146] p 521 A95-90461
Buffeting tests in a cryogenic windtunnel
[HTN-95-92833] p 470 A95-90751
High subsonic and high Reynolds number wind tunnel
tests of two-dimensional natural-laminar-flow airfoils with
suction boundary layer control p472 A95-91508
Aerodynamic characteristics of supersonic
air-intake/aircraft integrated models p472 A95-91512
An experimental study on supersonic laminar flow
control p473 A95-91523
Experimental study for improving the lift to drag ratio
of next generation SST p 473 A95-91524
Experimental investigation on aerothermodynamic
characteristics of hypersonic transport
p473 A95-91525
A shock tunnel test of a winged hypersonic research
vehicle p 474 A95-91538
Experimental study of the aerodynamic characteristics
of the counter-rotation propellers p 474 A95-91562
Wake velocity measurement of counter-rotation
propellers p474 A95-91563
Preliminary tests of a transonic flutter control wing
model p499 A95-91566
An experimental investigation of forward-swept wings
at low Reynolds numbers
[SAE PAPER 931370] p 604 A95-93650
Quantifiable vortex features of F-106B aircraft at
subsonic speeds
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748161] p 588 A95-94455
Analysis of some interference effects in a transonic wind
tunnel
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748166] p 589 A95-94460
Actuated forebody strake controls for the F-18
High-Alpha Research Vehicle
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748173] p619 A95-94467
—Operational and research aspects of-a radio-controlled-
model flight test program
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748177] p 606 A95-94471
Navier-Stokes applications to high-lift airfoil analysis
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748182] p 590 A95-94475
Effect of leading- and trailing-edge flaps on clipped delta
wings with and without wing camber at supersonic
speeds
[NASA-TM-4542] pS N95-10028
Two-dimensional converging-diverging rippled nozzles
at transonic speeds — performed in the Langley 1 $-Foot
Transonic Tunnel
[NASA-TP-3440] p6 N95-10129
Instabilities orginating from suction holes used for
Laminar Flow Control (LFC)
[NASA-CR-196395] p6 N95-10131
Numerical study of mixing in a high and low enthalpy
supersonic test facility p 7 N95-10467
Control of wind tunnel operations using neural net
interpretation of flow visualization records
[NASA-TM-106683] p 24 N95-10854
Dynamic response of NASA Rotor Test Apparatus and
Sikorsky S-76 hub mounted in the 80- by 120-Foot Wind
Tunnel
[NASA-TM-108847] p 25 N95-11389
A shadowgraph study of the National Launch System's
1 1/2 stage vehicle configuration and Heavy Lift Launch
Vehicle configuration — Using the Marshall Space Right
Center's 14-Inch Trisoric Wind Tunnel
[NASA-RP-1347] p35 N95-11710
Shock-tunnel combustor testing for hypersonic
vehicles
[NASA-CR-196836] p 52 N95-11938
Measurements of pressure and thermal wakes in a
transonic turbine cascade
[AD-A283464] p 38 N95-12548
Supersonic base flow investigation over axisymmetric
afterbodies
[PB94-180957] p 39 N95-12578
Experimental aerodynamic characteristics of a generic
hypersonic accelerator configuration at Mach numbers 1.5
and 2.0 — conducted in the Langley Unitary Plan Wind
Tunnel
[NASA-TM-4413] p 39 N95-12770
Design and testing of an oblique all-wing supersonic
transport
[NASA-CR-196394] p 48 N95-12785
NASA's Hypersonic Research Engine Project A
review
[NASA-TM-107759] p 50 N95-12860
Role of wind tunnels and computer codes in the
certification and qualification of rotorcraft for flight in
forecast icing
[NASA-TM-106747] p 39 N95-13197
VUV shock layer radiation in an arc-jet wind tunnel
experiment p67 N95-13719
Measured and calculated spectral radiation from a blunt
body shock layer in an arc-jet wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 94-0086] p 67 N95-13720
Dynamics of the McDonnell-Douglas Large Scale
Dynamic Rig and dynamic calibration of the rotor
balance
[NASA-TM-108855] p 65 N95-13891
Scale effects on aircraft and weapon aerodynamics
[AGARD-AG-323] p 67 N95-14103
Quality assessment for wind tunnel testing
[AGARD-AR-304] p 67 N95-14197
A selection of experimental test cases for the validation
of CFD codes, volume 1
[AGARD-AR-303-VOL-1 ] p 91 N95-14201
High Alpha Technology Program (HATP) ground test
to flight comparisons p68 N95-14230
Right and full-scale wind-tunnel comparison of pressure
distributions from an F-18 aircraft at high angles of attack
— Conducted in NASA Ames Research Center's 80 by
120 ft wind tunnel p 68 N95-14231
Comparison of X-31 flight wind-tunnel, and water-tunnel
yawing moment asymmetries at high angles of attack
p68 N95-14234
Free-to-roll tests of X-31 and F-18 subscale models with
correlation to flight test results p 69 N95-14237
Computational analysis of forebody tangential slot
blowing p 71 N95-14253
F/A-18 and F-16 forebody vortex control, static and
rotary-balance results p 72 N95-14254
Ultra-high bypass ratio jet noise
[NASA-CR-195394] p 100 N95-14610
Control of unsteady separated flow associated with the
dynamic stall of airfoils
[NASA-CR-197024] p 74 N95-14613
Low-speed wind tunnel testing of the NPS and NASA
Ames Mach 6 optimized waverider
[AD-A283585] p 75 N95-15319
Pressure measurements on an F/A-18 twin vertical tail
-in-buffeting-flow.-Volume-2:-Steady-and-unsteady-RMS-
pressure data
[AD-A281581] p76 N95-15465
Wind-tunnel blockage and actuation systems test of a
two-dimensional scramjet inlet unstart model at Mach 6
[NASA-TM-109152] p 97 N95-15898
Two-dimensional scramjet inlet unstart model:
Wind-tunnel blockage and actuation systems test
[NASA-TM-109984] p 97 N95-15899
Experimental study at low supersonic speeds of a missile
concept having opposing wraparound tails
[NASA-TM-4582] p 106 N95-16069
An approach to aerodynamic characteristics of low radar
cross-section fuselages p106 N95-16251
Wall-signature methods for high speed wind tunnel wall
interference corrections p 107 N95-16257
Hypersonic air-breathing aeropropulsion facility test
support requirements p 144 N95-16319
Free-jet testing at Mach 3.44 in GASL's aero/thermo
test facility p 145 N95-16320
Error propagation equations for estimating the
uncertainty in high-speed wind tunnel test results
[DE94-014136] p 145 N95-16509
Measurements of unsteady pressure and structural
response for an elastic supercritical wing
[NASA-TP-3443] p 104 N95-16S60
Structural effects of unsteady aerodynamic forces on
horizontal-axis wind turbines
[DE94-011863] p 157 N95-16939
Data acquisition and processing software for the Low
Speed Wind Tunnel tests of the Jindivik auxiliary air
intake
[AD-A285455] p 108 N95-17178
Reid verification of the wind tunnel coefficients
p 109 N95-17291
Active load control during rolling maneuvers —
performed in the Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel
[NASA-TP-3455] P129 N95-17397
A selection of experimental test cases for the validation
of CFD codes, volume 2
[AGARD-AR-303-VOL-2] p 109 N95-17846
2-D airfoil tests including side wall boundary layer
measurements p 158 N95-17847
Measurements on a two-dimensional aerofoil with
high-lift devices p 109 N95-17848
Investigation of the flow over a series of 14 percent-thick
supercritical aerofoils with significant rear camber
p 109 N95-17849
Surface pressure and wake drag measurements on the
Boeing A4 airfoil in the IAR 1.5X1.5m Wind Tunnel
Facility p 110 N95-17850
2-D aileron effectiveness study p 110 N95-17851
Investigation of an NLF(1)-0416 airfoil in compressible
subsonic flow p 110 N95-17852
Experiments in the trailing edge flow of an NLR 7702
airfoil P110 N95-17853
Two-dimensional 16.5 percent thick supercritical airfoil
NLR 7301 p110 N95-17854
Low-speed surface pressure and boundary layer
measurement data for the NLR 7301 airfoil section with
trailing edge flap p111 N95-17855
Data from the GARTEur (AD) Action Group 02 airfoil
CAST 7/DOA1 experiments p111 N95-17856
OAT15A airfoil data p 111 N95-17857
A supercritical airfoil experiment p 111 N95-17858
Two-dimensional high-lift airfoil data for CFD code
validation pi 12 N95-17859
Measurements of the flow over a low aspect-ratio wing
in the Mach number range 0.6 to 0.87 for the purpose of
validation of computational methods. Part 1: Wing design,
model construction, surface flow. Part 2: Mean flow in the
boundary layer and wake. 4 test cases
p112 N95-17860
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Detailed study at supersonic speeds of the flow around
delta wings p 112 N95-17861
Pressure distributions on research wing W4 mounted
on an axisymmetric body p 112 N95-17862
DLR-F4 wing body configuration p 130 N95-17863
DLR-F5: Test wing for CFD and applied aerodynamics
p113 N95-17864
Low aspect ratio wing experiment
p113 N95-1786S
Wind tunnel investigations of the appearance of shocks
in the windward region of bodies with circular cross section
at angle Of attack p113 N95-17866
Three-dimensional boundary layer and flow field data
of an inclined prolate spheroid p 158 N95-17867
Force and pressure data of an ogive-nosed slender body
at high angles of attack and different Reynolds numbers
p113 N95-17868
Ellipsoid-cylinder model p 158 N95-17869
Supersonic vortex flow around a missile body
p114 N95-17870
Test data on a non-circular body for subsonic, transonic
and supersonic Mach numbers p 158 N95-17871
Wind tunnel test on a 65 deg delta wing with a sharp
or rounded leading edge: The international vortex flow
experiment p114 N95-17872
Delta-wing model p114 N95-17873
Experimental investigation of the vortex flow over a
76/60-deg double delta wing p 114 N95-17874
Wind tunnel test on a 65 deg delta wing with rounded
leading edges: The International Vortex Row Experiment
p114 N95-17875
Investigation of the flow development on a highly swept
canard/wing research model with segmented leading- and
trailing-edge flaps p114 N95-17876
Subsonic flow around US-orbiter model FALKE in the
DNW P115 N95-17877
Low speed propeller slipstream aerodynamic effects
pi 16 N95-17882
Wind tunnel performance comparative test results of a
circular cylinder and 50 percent ellipse tailboom for
circulation control antitorque applications
[AD-A283335] p 130 N95-18008
Overview of unsteady transonic wind tunnel test on a
semispan straked delta wing oscillating in pitch
[AD-A284097] p117 N95-18380
A selection of experimental test cases for the validation
of CFD codes. Supplement Datasets A-E
[AGARD-AR-303-SUPPL] p 117 N95-18539
Pressure measurements on an F/A-18 twin vertical tail
in buffeting flow. Volume 4. part 2: Buffet cross spectral
densities
[AD-A285555] p 143 N95-18641
Hypersonic wind tunnel test techniques
[AD-A284057] p 118 N95-18663
Static investigation of two lluidic thrust-vectoring
concepts on a two-dimensional convergent-divergent
nozzle
[NASA-TM-4574] p 120 N95-19042
Navier-Stokes, flight, and wind tunnel flow analysis for
the F/A-18 aircraft
[NASA-TP-3478] p 120 N95-19114
2-0 and 3-D oscillating wing aerodynamics for a range
of angles of attack including stall
[NASA-TM-4632] P 120 N95-19119
Documentation and archiving of the Space Shuttle wind
tunnel test data base. Volume 1: Background and
description
[NASA-TM-104806-VOL-1J P151 N9S-19237
Wall Interference, Support Interference and Row Reid
Measurements
[AGARD-CP-535] P 162 N95-19251
The crucial role of wall interference, support interference
and flow field measurements in the development of
advanced aircraft configurations p 162 N95-19252
The utilization of a high speed reflective visualization
system in the study of transonic flow over a delta wing
p 121 N95-19259
Transonic and supersonic flowfield measurements about
axisymmetric afterbodies for validation of advanced CFD
codes p 121 N95-19260
Determination of solid/porous wall boundary conditions
from wind tunnel data for computational fluid dynamics
codes p164 N95-19266
Adaptive wind tunnel walls versus wall interference
correction methods in 2D flows at high blockage ratios
p147 N95-19267
Development of pneumatic test techniques for subsonic
high-lift and in-ground-effect wind tunnel investigations
p 121 N95-19268
Interference determination for wind tunnels with slotted
walls p147 N95-19269
Wall interaction effects for a full-scale helicopter rotor
in the NASA Ames 80- by 120-foot wind tunnel
•p 121 N95-19270
Unsteady flow testing in a passive low-correction wind
tunnel p 147 N95-19272
Calculation of low speed wind tunnel wall interference
from static pressure pipe measurements
p 164 N95-19273
The traditional and new methods of accounting for the
factors distorting the flow over a model in large transonic
wind tunnels p 165 N95-19275
Analysis of test section sidewall effects on a two
dimensional airfoil: Experimental and numerical
investigations p 165 N95-19276
Calculation of wall effects of flow on a perforated wall
with a code of surface singularities p 165 N95-19277
Evaluation of combined wall- and support-interference
on wind tunnel models p 122 N95-19278
Interaction of a three strut support on the aerodynamic
characteristics of a civil aviation model
p 122 N95-19279
Interference corrections for a centre-line plate mount
in a porous-walled transonic wind tunnel
p 122 N95-19280
Correction of support influences on measurements with
sting mounted wind tunnel models p 122 N95-19281
Calculation of support interference in dynamic
wind-tunnel tests p 122 N95-19282
Methods for scaling icing test conditions
[NASA-TM-1 06827] p 124 N95-19284
An investigation of drag repeatability in half model testing
in the ARA Transonic Wind Tunnel
[ARA-MEMO-392] p 188 N95-19546
Documentation and archiving of the Space Shuttle wind
tunnel test data base. Volume 2: User's Guide to the
Archived Data Base
[NASA-TM-104806-VOL-2] p 205 N95-19624
Prediction of wind tunnel effects on the installed F/ A-1 8A
inlet flow field at high angles-of-attack
[NASA-CR-1 95429] p 197 N95-19651
Multiport pressure measurements on continuously
moving wind tunnel models
[ARA-MEMO-391 ] p 188 N95-19772
Wind tunnel tests of a 42 inch diameter sell-starting
autogyro rotor
[AD-A279922] p 188 N95-19863
Static investigation of two fluidic thrust-vectoring
concepts on a two-dimensional convergent-divergent
nozzle
[NASA-TM-4574] p 222 N95-19913
Investigation of a thermal buoyancy effect on the drag
of half models tested in the ARA Transonic Wind Tunnel
[ARA-MEMO-407] p 222 N95-19946
Flow coefficient behavior for boundary layer bleed holes
and slots
[NASA-TM-106846] p 244 N95-19953
16-foot transonic tunnel test section flowfield survey
[NASA-TM-109157] p 238 N95-20669
The dynamic approach to rotor blade research: ARA's
oscillatory test facility
[ARA-MEMO-405] p 223 N95-20758
Application of pressure sensitive paint in hypersonic
flows
[NASA-TM-106824] p 223 N95-20794
Testing in the ARA Transonic Wind Tunnel
[ARA-MEMO-395] p 239 N95-20799
Wake measurements in a strong adverse pressure
gradient
[NASA-CR-197272] p 224 N95-21031
Pressure measurements on an F/A-18 twin vertical tail
in buffeting flow. Volume 4, pan 1: Buffet cross spectral
[AD-A285593] p 237 N95-21214
Experiments on the flow field physics of confluent
boundary layers for high-lift systems
[NASA-CR-197318] p224 N95-21343
Pressure measurements on an F/A-18 twin vertical tail
in buffeting flow. Volume 1: Wind tunnel test summary
[AD-A279126] p 225 N95-21877
Effects of yaw and pitch motion on model attitude
measurements
[NASA-TM-4641 ] p 250 N95-22109
Large-eddy simulation of flow through a plane,
asymmetric ditfuser p 250 N95-22449
Experimental investigations of on-demand vortex
generators p250 N95-22451
Transverse vorticity measurements in the NASA Ames
80 x 120 wind tunnel boundary layer
p 251 N95-22457
Wing pressure distributions from subsonic tests of a
high-wing transport model — in the Langley 1 4- by 22-Foot
Subsonic Wind Tunnel
[NASA-TM-4583] p 272 N95-22802
Dynamic response tests of inertial and optical
wind-tunnel model attitude measurement devices
[NASA-TM-109182] p 296 N95-23011
Experimental results for a hypersonic nozzle/afterbody
flowfield
[NASA-TM-4638] p 274 N95-23250
Performance of the 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic tunnel
with air, nitrogen, and sulfur hexafluoride media under
closed loop automatic control
[NASA-CR-195052] p 310 N95-23257
Crossflow instability control on a swept-wing: Preliminary
studies p274 N95-23283
Preliminary identification of buffet problems in high speed
civil transport p 294 N95-23319
A study of the vortex flow over 76/40-deg double-delta
wing
[NASA-CR-195032] p 314 N95-23466
Three-dimensional interaction of wake/boundary-layer
and vortex/boundary-layer data report
[CUED/A-AEREO/TR-23] p 329 N95-24210
Supersonic quiet-tunnel development for
laminar-turbulent transition research
[NASA-CR-198040] p 340 N95-24302
Study of compressible flow through a
rectangular-to-semiannular transition duct
[NASA-CR-4660] p 338 N95-24392
DSMC calculations for 70-deg blunted cone at 3.2 km/s
in nitrogen
[NASA-TM-109181] p 348 N95-24396
Performance of an aerodynamic yaw controller mounted
on the space shuttle orbiter body flap at Mach 10
[NASA-TM-109179] p 330 N95-24397
Experimental study of the effects of Reynolds number
on high angle of attack aerodynamic characteristics of
forebodies during rotary motion
[NASA-CR-195033] p 330 N95-24443
Exploratory flow visualization investigation of
mast-mounted sights in presence of a rotor
[NASA-TM-4634] p 330 N95-24566
Using digital filtering techniques as an aid in wind turbine
data analysis
[DE94-011862] p357 N95-24853
Effects of cavity dimensions, boundary layer, and
temperature on cavity noise with emphasis on benchmark
data to validate computational aeroacoustic codes
[NASA-CR-4653] p 361 N95-24879
Numerical and experimental study of drag characteristics
of two-dimensional HLFC airfoils in high subsonic, high
Reynolds number flow
[NAL-TR-1244T] p 331 N95-24998
Low speed aerodynamic characteristics of delta wings
with vortex flaps: 60 deg and 70 deg delta wings
[NAL-TR-1245] p 331 N95-25105
Thrust measurements of a complete axisymmetric
scramjet in an impulse facility p339 N95-25395
Scramjet thrust measurement in a shock tunnel
p339 N95-25396
Balances for the measurement of multiple components
of force in flows of a millisecond duration
p350 N95-25400
Aerodynamic characteristics of the orbital reentry vehicle
experimental probe fins in a supersonic flow
[NAL-TR-1232] p 342 N95-25664
Measurements of longitudinal static aerodynamic
coefficients by the cable mount system
[NAL-TR-1226] p 331 N95-25761
Fundamental wind tunnel experiments on low-speed
flutter of a tip-fin configuration wing
[NAL-TR-1228] p 332 N95-25762
Heat transfer measurements in small scale wind
tunnels
[AD-A288689] p 341 N95-26053
Airfoil modification effects on subsonic and transonic
pressure distributions and performance for the EA-6B
airplane
[NASA-TP-3516] p 373 N95-26382
Experimental investigation of static and dynamic ground
effect on HOPE ALFLEX vehicle
[NAL-TR-1236] p 388 N95-26525
Wind tunnel experiments on wake flow field behind a
reentry capsule from a viewpoint of parachute deployment
at supersonic speeds
[ISAS-655] p374 N95-26740
Effects of three-dimensional imposed 3-D disturbances
on bluff-body near wake flows
[AD-A289553] p 374 N95-26757
An experimental investigation of helicopter downwash
and tailboom interaction at the Wichita State University
7x10 foot wind tunnel p375 N95-26955
Incorporating biplane wing theory into a large, subsonic,
all-cargo transport p 391 N95-26956
The lift-fan aircraft Lessons learned
[NASA-CR-196694] p 392 N95-27143
Sailplane glide performance and control using fixed and
articulating wingtets
[NASA-CR-198579] p 392 N95-27180
Wind-tunnel test of the S814 thick root airfoil
[DE95-000268] p 376 N95-27541
Further investigations of icing effects on an advanced
high-lift multi-element airfoil
(NASA-TM-106947] p 381 N95-27762
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Modeling of aircraft unsteady aerodynamic
characteristics. Part 2: Parameters estimated from wind
tunnel data
[NASA-TM-110161] p410 N9S-27839
Collected papers on wind turbine technology
[NASA-CR-195432] p 447 N9S-27970
Horizontal axis wind turbine post stall airfoil
characteristics synthesization p 376 N95-27974
Comparative wind tunnel tests of NACA 23024 airfoils
with several aileron and spoiler configurations
p 376 N95-27976
Comparative wind tunnel test at high Reynolds numbers
of NACA 64 621 airfoils with two aileron configurations
p377 N95-27977
Flow structure generated by perpendicular blade vortex
interaction and implications for helicopter noise
predictions
[NASA-CR-198590] p 377 N95-28193
Performance study for inlet installations
[NASA-CR-189714] p 406 N9S-28227
Measurements of store forces and moments and cavity
pressures for a.generic_stx)rejn and jrear a ,bpx cavity at
subsonic and transonic speeds
[NASA-TM-4611] p 378 N95-28241
Construction and wind tunnel test of a 1/12th scale
helicopter model
[AD-A288487] p 378 N95-28331
Experimental investigation of inlet-combustor isolators
for a dual-mode scramjet at a Mach number of 4
[NASA-TP-3502] p 407 N95-28343
Study of potential aerodynamic benefits from spanwise
blowing at wingtip
[NASA-TP-3515] p 378 N95-28669
Numerical study to assess sulfur hexafluoride as a
medium for testing multielement airfoils
[NASA-TP-3496] p 378 N9S-28674
Influence of turbulence parameters. Reynolds number,
and body shape on stagnation-region heat transfer
[NASA-TP-3487] p 550 N95-28719
The effects of three-dimensional imposed disturbances
on bluff body near wake flows: Effects of taper and splitter
plates on the near wake characteristics of a circular cylinder
in uniform and shear flow
[AD-A292113] p 477 N95-28921
A nonintrusive method of quantifying flow visualization
data in vortex flow fields
[AO-A289802] p 552 N95-28948
Interactions of spanwise and chordwise vorticity
associated with three-dimensional dynamic stall over an
oscillating wing
[AD-A290546] p 477 N95-29091
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) analysis of a C-135
aircraft with a side-mounted splitter plate (with comparison
to wind tunnel data)
[AD-A292029] p 553 N95-29187
A two element laminar flow airfoil optimized for cruise
[NASA-CR-198580] p 479 N95-29338
An experimental investigation of the time-dependent
separation of tangent bodies in supersonic flow
[AD-A290720] p 480 N95-29500
Transonic, supersonic and hypersonic wind-tunnel tests
on aerodynamic characteristics of reentry body with
blunted cone configuration
[ISAS-658] p480 N95-29640
The effects of three dimensional imposed disturbances
on bluff body near wake flows
[AD-A290824] p 555 N95-29654
Experimental studies on boundary-layer transition on a
reentry vehicle at transonic and supersonic speeds
[ISAS-6S9] p555 N95-29712
Effects of elevated free-stream turbulence and
streamwise acceleration on flow and thermal structures
in transitional boundary layers p 556 N95-29729
Hailstone heat and mass transfer measurements
[ISBN-O-315-86304-8] p 563 N95-29797
Experimental investigation of aerodynamic devices for
wind turbine rotational speed control, phase 1
[DE95-004034] p564 N95-30016
Boundary-layer transition and global skin friction
measurement with an oil-fringe imaging technique
[NASA-CR-198814] p 557 N95-30224
Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of the stability and
control characteristics of a series of flying wings with sweep
angles of 50 deg
[NASA-TM-4640] p SOS N95-30226
Growth and development of roughness-induced
stationary crossfkw vortices p 482 N95-30294
Fabry-Perot interferometer measurement of static
temperature and velocity for ASTOVL model tests
[NASA-TM-107014] p645 N95-30S87
Axial loads on yawed rotors
[PB95-214193] pS92 N9S-30638
Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a proposed
wing-body reusable launch vehicle concept
[NASA-TM-108489] p 592 N95-30712
A wind tunnel investigation of the effects of micro-vortex
generators and Gumey flaps on the high-lift characteristics
of a business jet wing
[NASA-TM-110626] p 607 N95-30827
A laser-based ice shape profilometer for use in icing
wind tunnels
[NASA-TM-106936] p 646 N95-30851
Unsteady transonic wind tunnel test on a semispan
straked delta wing, oscillating in pitch. Part 1: Description
of the model, test setup, data acquisition, and data
processing
[AD-A293113] p593 N95-30885
Hypervelocrty wind tunnel number 9, high Mach number
development program
[AD-A289934] p 594 N95-30929
Hot jet/wake turbulent structure and laser propagation.
Part 3: Laser propagation measurements and modeling
p647 N95-30992
Afterbody/nozzle pressure distributions of a twin-tail
twin-engine fighter with axisymmetric nozzles at Mach
numbers from 0.6 to 1.2
[NASA-TP-3509] p 594 N95-31984
CorjtrqUrf unsteady separateeI flow associated with the
dynamic stall of airfoils
[NASA-CR-1989r2] P594 N95-32193
Computer model to simulate testing at the National
Transonic Facility
[NASA-TM-4664] p 627 N95-32217
SOFIA: Aft cavities wind tunnel test
[NASA-TM-110673] p 683 N95-32682
SOFIA 2 model telescope wind tunnel test report
[NASA-TM-110668] P 683 N95-32764
Drag measurements of an axisymmetric nacelle
mounted on a flat plate at supersonic speeds
[NASA-TM-4660] p 684 N95-32821
Numerical simulation of high enthalpy shock tunnel
p700 N95-34514
Srdewall-effect of the wind tunnel on the estimation of
the aerodynamic characteristics of a delta wing
p685 N95-34525
WIND TUNNEL WALLS
Preliminary assessment of tunnel wall interference in
the NDA cryogenic wind tunnel
[BTN-95-EIX95062487531] p 187 A95-69239
Two-variable method for blockage wall interference in
a circular tunnel
[BTN-95-EIX95062487540] p 187 A95-69248
Symposium on Aerodynamics & Aeroacoustics, Tucson,
AZ, Mar. 1-2. 1993
[ISBN 981-02-1732-3] p 462 A95-88892
Operation of the adaptive-wall wind tunnel of TsAGI,
Moscow p519 A95-88901
Adaptive-wall wind-tunnel research at Ames Research
Center A retrospective p 519 A95-88902
Adaptive wall technology for minimization of wind tunnel
boundary interferences - where are we now?
p519 A9S-88903
Use of partially open wind tunnel walls for blockage-free
separated flows on bodies p 474 A95-91558
Wall-signature methods for high speed wind tunnel wall
interference corrections p 107 N95-16257
Surface pressure and wake drag measurements on the
Boeing A4 airfoil in the IAR 1.5X1.5m Wind Tunnel
Facility p110 N95-17850
2-D aileron effectiveness study p 110 N95-17851
Data from the GARTEur (AD) Action Group 02 airfoil
CAST 7/DOA1 experiments p 111 N95-17856
OAT1SA airfoil data p 111 N95-17857
A supercritical airfoil experiment p 111 N95-17858
Two-dimensional high-lift airfoil data for CFD code
validation p 112 N95-17859
Wan Interference, Support Interference and Flow Reid
Measurements
[AGARD-CP-535] p 162 N95-19251
The crucial role of wall interference, support interference
and flow field measurements in the development of
advanced aircraft configurations p 162 N95-19252
Boundary-flow measurement methods for wall
interference assessment and correction: Classification and
review p 163 N95-19262
Estimating wind tunnel interference due to vectored jet
flows p 164 N95-19265
Determination of soGd/porous wall boundary conditions
from wind tunnel data for computational fluid dynamics
codes p 164 N95-19266
Adaptive wind tunnel walls versus wall interference
correction methods in 2D flows at high blockage ratios
p 147 N95-19267
Interference determination for wind tunnels with slotted
wans p 147 N95-19269
Unsteady flow testing in a passive low-correction wind
tunnel p 147 N95-19272
Analysis of test section sidewall effects on a two
dimensional airfoil: Experimental and numerical
investigations p 165 N95-19276
Calculation of wall effects of flow on a perforated wall
with a code of surface singularities p 165 N95-19277
Evaluation of combined wall- and support-interference
on wind tunnel models p 122 N9S-19278
Prediction of wind tunnel effects on the installed F/A-18A
inlet flow field at high angles-of-attack
[NASA-CR-195429] p 197 N95-19651
Investigation of a thermal buoyancy effect on the drag
of half models tested in the ARA Transonic Wind Tunnel
[ARA-MEMO-407] p 222 N95-19946
A wall interference assessment/correction system
[NASA-CR-197421] p 309 N95-23183
A method for the modelling of porous and solid wind
tunnel walls in computational fluid dynamics codes
p523 N95-29795
Investigation of water droplet trajectories within the
NASA icing research tunnel
[NASA-TM-107023] p 684 N95-32769
WIND TUNNELS
Aeroacoustic probe design for microphone to reduce
flow-induced self-noise
[AIAA PAPER 93-4343) p 19 AS«-60163
Oblique incidence sound absorption of porous materials
covered by perforated metal and exposed to tangential
airflow
[HTN-94-00681] p 19 A95-60165
Planar air density measurements near model surfaces
by ultraviolet Rayleigh/Raman scattering
[BTN-94-EIX94441386614] p213 A95-67345
Measurement and analysis of nitric oxide radiation in
an arcjet flow
[BTN-95-EIX95082502727] p 243 A95-71040
Rarefied gas numerical wind tunnel: OREX and HOPE
P427 A95-82391
Experimental investigation of the sources of propeller
noise due to the ingestion of turbulence at low speeds
[BTN-95-EIX95262697042] p 569 A95-86859
Operation of the adaptive-wall wind tunnel of TsAGI,
Moscow p519 A95-68901
Review of new French facilities for PREPHA program
[AIAA PAPER 95-6128] p 520 A95-90449
Effect of leading-edge extension fences on the vortex
wake of an F/A-18 model
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748192] p 591 A95-94481
Control of wind tunnel operations using neural net
interpretation of flow visualization records
[NASA-TM-106683] p 24 N95-108S4
Test model designs for advanced refractory ceramic
materials p 55 N95-11968
Developments in laser-based diagnostics for wind
tunnels in the Aeromechanics Division: 1987-1992
[AD-A283011] p84 N95-13687
Quality assessment for wind tunnel testing
[AGARD-AR-304] p 67 N95-14197
Computational analysis of forebody tangential slot
blowing p 71 N95-14253
F/A-18 and F-16 forebody vortex control, static and
rotary-balance results p72 N95-142S4
Flight evaluation of pneumatic forebody vortex control
in post-stall flight p72 N95-14259
Research and technology highlights, 1993
[MASA-TM-4575] p 102 N95-15065
Low-speed wind tunnel testing of the NPS and NASA
Ames Mach 6 optimized waverider
[AD-A283585] p 75 N9S-15319
STOVL CFD model test case p 115 N95-17881
Universal wind tunnel data acquisition and reduction
software
[AD-A283897] p 171 N95-18365
Hypersonic flight testing
[AD-A283981] p134 N95-18891
Wall correction method with measured boundary
conditions for low speed wind tunnels
p164 N95-19263
Estimating wind tunnel interference due to vectored jet
flows p164 N9S-19265
Development of pneumatic test techniques for subsonic
high-lift and in-ground-effect wind tunnel investigations
p 121 N95-19268
Wall interaction effects for a full-scale helicopter rotor
in the NASA Ames 80- by 120-foot wind tunnel
p 121 N95-19270
Prediction of wind tunnel effects on me installed F/A-18A
inlet flow field at high angles-of-attack
[NASA-CR-195429] p 197 N95-19651
Application of wavelet-filtering techniques to intermittent
turbulent and wall pressure events. Part 1: Exploratory
results
(AD-A286077) p 247 N9S-20849
A three-dimensional orthogonal laser velotimeter for the
NASA Ames 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-108864] p 249 N95-21323
NTS-spill test facility wind tunnel exhaust plume
characterization
[DE9S-003630] p 297 N95-24019
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Anechoic wind tunnel study of turbulence effects on wind
turbine broadband noise p 451 N95-27992
Unsteadiness of shock-induced turbulent boundary layer
separation. An inherent feature of turbulent flow or solely
a wind tunnel phenomenon
[AD-A290367] p 554 N95-29228
Telepresence media resource tape
[NASA-TM-110648] p 569 N95-30248
Patterns in the sky: Natural visualization of aircraft flow
fields
(NASA-SP-514) p 584 N95-31000
Investigation of water droplet trajectories within the
NASA icing research tunnel
[NASA-TM-107023] p 684 N95-32769
Sidewall-effect of the wind tunnel on the estimation of
the aerodynamic characteristics of a delta wing
p 685 N95-34525
Direct numerical simulation of incompressible
homogeneous isotropic turbulence using NWT
p706 N95-34530
Performance evaluation of the NWT with incompressible
NS code p 707 N95-34533
WIND TURBINES
Aerodynamic characteristics of truncated airfoils at high
angle of attack
[SAE PAPER 931227] p 460 A95-87365
TKKMOO: A computer simulation program for an
integrated wind diesel system. Version 1.0: Document and
user guide
[PB94-179090] p 60 N95-11798
Structural effects of unsteady aerodynamic forces on
horizontal-axis wind turbines
[DE94O11863] p157 N95-16939
Wind turbine blade aerodynamics: The combined
experiment
[DE94-011866] p118 N95-18645
Wind turbine blade aerodynamics: The analysis of field
test data
[DE94-011867] p118 N95-18646
Evidence that aerodynamic effects, including dynamic
stall, dictate HAWT structural loads and power generation
in highly transient time frames
[DE94-011865] p216 N95-19855
Advanced wind turbine design studies: Advanced
conceptual study
[DE93-000031] p 256 N95-20985
Using digital filtering techniques as an aid in wind turbine
data analysis
[DE94-011862] p357 N95-24853
NREL airfoil families for HAWTs
[DE95-000267] p357 N95-24882
Wind technology development Large and small
turbines
[OE95-000286] p358 N95-26090
A comparison of measured wind park load histories with
the WISPER and WISPERX load spectra
[DE9S-000295] p 446 N95-27459
Collected papers on wind turbine technology
[NASA-CR-195432] p 447 N95-27970
Horizontal axis wind turbine post stall airfoil
characteristics synthesization p 376 N95-27974
Preliminary analysis of dynamic stall effects on a
91-meter wind turbine rotor p376 N95-27975
Comparative wind tunnel test at high Reynolds numbers
of NACA 64 621 airfoils with two aileron configurations
p 377 N95-27977
Comparative performance tests on the Mod-2, 2.5-mW
wind turbine with and without vortex generators
p 377 N95-27978
Design of a real-time wind turbine simulator using a
custom parallel architecture p 449 N95-27979
A NASTRAN-based computer program for structural
dynamic analysis of Horizontal Axis Wind Turbines
p 439 N95-27980
Aeroelastic stability of wind turbine blade/aileron
systems p 377 N95-27981
Calculation of design load for the MOD-5A 7.3 mW wind
turbine system p 440 N95-27982
Comparison of measured and calculated dynamic loads
for the Mod-2 2.5 mW wind turbine system
p 440 N95-27983
Control system design for the MOD-5A 7.3 mW wind
turbine generator p 440 N95-27985
Use of blade pitch control to provide power train damping
for the Mod-2. 2.5-mW wind turbine p 440 N95-27986
Variable speed generator application on the MOD-5A
7.3 mW wind turbine generator p440 N95-27989
Measurement and prediction of broadband noise from
large horizontal axis wind turbine generators
p 451 N95-27990
Observed acoustic and aeroelastJc spectral responses
of a MOD-2 turbine blade to turbulence excitation
p 451 N95-27991
Anechoic wind tunnel study of turbulence effects on wind
turbine broadband noise p 451 N95-27992
Experimental investigation of aerodynamic devices for
wind turbine rotational speed control, phase 1
[DE95-004034] p 564 N95-30016
PREDICHAT: First order performance calculations of
windturbine rotors using the method of the acceleration
potential
[PB95-206454] p 564 N95-30200
Axial loads on yawed rotors
[PB95-214193) p592 N95-30638
Acceleration potential models
PREDICHAT/PREDICDYN applied for calculation of
axisymmetric dynamic inflow cases
[PB95-207015] p647 N9S-30957
Digital simulation of wind velocities for wind turbine
rotors: General considerations
[PB95-206447] p 677 N95-31157
Wind turbine trailing edge aerodynamic brakes
[DE95-0040611 p683 N95-32548
Techniques for the determination of local dynamic
pressure and angle of attack on a horizontal axis wind
turbine
[DE95-009204] p 707 N95-32685
WIND VELOCITY
A technique for detecting a tropical cyclone center using
a Doppler radar
[HTN-95-20631] p215 A95-69574
Ascent wind model for launch vehicle design
[BTN-95-EIX95041503799] p 239 A95-70124
Verification of terminal forecasts p664 A95-93502
Jet stream winds: Comparisons of operational analyses
with independent aircraft data at multiple longitudes
p665 A95-93506
MEMFOG - The Memphis fog algorithm
p668 A95-93516
Certification methodology applied to the NASA
experimental radar system p 41 N95-13205
Groundspeed filtering for CTAS
[NASA-CR-197223] p 97 N95-15785
Evaluation of an unlighted swinging airport sign
[AD-A284763] p 146 N95-18087
NTS-spill test facility wind tunnel exhaust plume
characterization
[DE95-003630] p 297 N95-24019
Preliminary analysis of dynamic stall effects on a
91-meter wind turbine rotor p 376 N95-27975
Comparative wind tunnel tests of NACA 23024 airfoils
with several aileron and spoiler configurations
p376 N95-27976
Comparative wind tunnel test at high Reynolds numbers
of NACA 64 621 airfoils with two aileron configurations
p377 N95-27977
Comparative performance tests on the Mod-2, 2.5-mW
wind turbine with and without vortex generators
p377 N95-27978
Comparison of measured and calculated dynamic loads
for the Mod-2 2.5 mW wind turbine system
p440 N95-27983
The performance of cargo airdrop systems using g-12E
parachutes: Statistical determination of minimum altitude
[AD-A291666] p 381 N95-28454
Digital simulation of wind velocities for wind turbine
rotors: General considerations
[PB95-206447] p677 N95-31157
WIND VELOCITY MEASUREMENT
Comparison of wind profiler and aircraft wind
measurements at Chebogue Point, Nova Scotia
[HTN-95-41833] p 353 A95-80559
The detection and measurement of microburst wind
shear by an airborne lidar system p 543 A95-87798
ITWS gridded analysis p654 A95-93455
Test results of a low cost airport weather radar
p662 A95-93492
Microburst vertical wind estimation from horizontal wind
measurements
[NASA-TP-3460] p 131 N95-18198
Comparative performance tests on the Mod-2. 2.5-mW
wind turbine with and without vortex generators
p377 N95-27978
WINDING
A time stepping coupled finite element-state space
modeling environment for synchronous machine
performance and design analysis in the ABC frame of
reference p649 N95-31948
WINDOWS (APERTURES)
Science objectives and performance of a radiometer
and window design for atmospheric entry experiments
[NASA-TM-4637] p 63 N95-12190
Science objectives and performance of a radiometer
and window design for atmospheric entry experiments
p85 N95-13718
Development of repair processes and sources for
C/KC-135 aircraft windows/windshields
[AD-A288348] p 367 N95-26629
WINDOWS (INTERVALS)
Terminal Doppler Weather Radar point target filter
threshold selection p 662 A95-93490
WINDPOWER UTILIZATION
TKKMOD: A computer simulation program for an
integrated wind diesel system. Version 1.0: Document and
user guide
[PB94-179090] p60 N95-11798
Structural effects of unsteady aerodynamic forces on
horizontal-axis wind turbines
[DE94-011863] p157 N95-16939
Advanced wind turbine design studies: Advanced
conceptual study
[DE93-000031] p 256 N95-20985
Wind technology development Large and small
turbines
[DE95-000286] p 358 N95-26090
Collected papers on wind turbine technology
[NASA-CR-195432] p 447 N95-27970
Comparative performance tests on the Mod-2, 2.5-mW
wind turbine with and without vortex generators
p377 N95-27978
Design of a real-time wind turbine simulator using a
custom parallel architecture p 449 N95-27979
WINDPOWERED GENERATORS
TKKMOD: A computer simulation program for an
integrated wind diesel system. Version 1.0: Document and
user guide
[PB94-179090] p60 N95-11798
Collected papers on wind turbine technology
[NASA-CR-195432] p 447 N95-27970
Control system design for the MOD-5A 7.3 mW wind
turbine generator p 440 N95-27985
Variable speed generator application on the MOD-5A
7.3 mW wind turbine generator p 440 N95-27989
Measurement and prediction of broadband noise from
large horizontal axis wind turbine generators
p 451 N95-27990
WINDS ALOFT
Real time for the calculation of the aerodynamic of
aircrafts with delta wings p460 A95-67399
A study of the savings in time and fuel to aviation through
the use of upper-air wind forecasts p 672 A95-93538
WINDSHIELDS
Impact finite element analysis, as an alternative to the
testing of windscreens for bird impact
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-23-196]
pSOO A95-91732
Development of repair processes and sources for
C/KC-135 aircraft windows/windshields
[AD-A288348] p 367 N95-26629
An analysis of B-1B exterior jet blast windshield anti-icing
performance using pre-cooled compressor bleed air
[AD-A292522] p 485 N95-28811
Transmittance characteristics of US Army rotary-wing
aircraft transparencies
[AD-A295035] p 693 N95-34793
WING CAMBER
Lift analysis of a variable camber foil using the discrete
vortex-blob method
[BTN-94-EIX94441386623] p 179 A95-68172
Variable camber geometry for transport aircraft wings
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-35-061]
p603 A95-93626
Effect of leading- and trailing-edge flaps on clipped delta
wings with and without wing camber at supersonic
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Army Aviation Systems Command, Saint Louis, MO.
US Army rotorcrafl turboshaft engines sand and dust
erosion considerations p 198 N95-19656
Army Aviation Technical Test Center, Fort Rucker, AL.
Test operations procedure (TOP) 7-3-534 airworthiness
testing of fixed wing aircraft Asymmetric power testing
[AD-A289458] p 391 N95-26994
Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Lab.,
Hanover, NH.
Analyzing the stability of floating ice floes
[AO-A292149] p 563 N95-29160
Army Communications-Electronics Command, Fort
Monmouth, NJ.
Spatial awareness comparisons between large-screen,
integrated pictorial displays and conventional EFIS
displays during simulated landing approaches
[NASA-TP-3467] p 80 N95-14852
Tactical low-level helicopter communications
p702 N95-32492
Army Construction Engineering Research Lab,
Champaign, ll~
Environmental Compliance Assessment and
Management Program
[AO-A279605] P 255 N95-20441
Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station,
Vicksburg, MS.
Additives in bituminous materials and fuel-resistant
sealers
[DOT/FAA/CT-94/78] P 55 N95-12131
Marginal aggregates in flexible pavements: Background
survey and experimental plan
[DOT/FAA/CT-94/58] p 53 N95-12216
Super-heavy aircraft study
[AD-A279602) p 238 N95-19955
Real-time testing and demonstration of the US Army
Corps of Engineers' Real-Time On-The-Fly positioning
system
[AD-A288624] p 334 N95-2S609
Army Materiel Command, Aberdeen Proving Ground,
MD.
Utilization of composite materials by the US Army: A
look ahead p 421 N95-28421
Army Natick Research and Development Command,
MA.
Parachute inflation: A problem in aeroelasticity
[AD-A284375] p117 N95-18340
The performance of cargo airdrop systems using g-12E
parachutes: Statistical determination of minimum altitude
[AD-A291666] p 381 N95-28454
Army Night Vision Lab, Fort Betvoir, VA.
Development and flight testing of an Obstacle Avoidance
System tor US Army helicopters p 687 N95-32500
Army Research Insl for the Behavioral and Social
Sciences, Alexandria, VA.
Using the backward transfer paradigm to validate the
AH-64 Simulator Training Research Advanced Testbed for
Aviation
(AD-A2857S8) p 238 N95-19931
Army Research Lab, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD.
Proceeding towards nypervelocities in ram
accelerators p 19 N95-10285
Navier-Stokes predictions of missile aerodynamics
p 74 N95-14451
Helicopter Performance Evaluation (HELPE) computer
model
[AD-A284319] p 131 N95-18381
Static aerodynamics CFD analysis for 120-mm
hypersonic KE projectile design
[ARL-MR-184] p 118 N95-18611
Numerical computations of supersonic base flow with
special emphasis on turbulence modeling
[AD-A283688] p119 N95-18670
Comparison of meteorological data with fitted values
extracted from projectile trajectory
[AD-A285921] p 255 N95-19989
Statistical analysis of Turbine-Engine Diagnostic~(TED)~~
field test data
[AD-A286032] p 248 N95-20998
Workshop report Measurement techniques in highly
transient, spectrally rich combustion environments
[AO-A288395] p 350 N95-25606
Numerical simulation of ram accelerator performance
including transient effects during initiation of combustion
and sensitivity studies p 629 N95-31203
Workshop report Measurement techniques in highly
transient, spectrally rich combustion environments
p629 N95-31208
Army Research Lab, Cleveland, OH.
Sensor fault detection and diagnosis simulation of a
helicopter engine in an intelligent control framework
[AD-A290223] p 137 N95-15970
Detecting gear tooth fracture in a high contact ratio face
gear mesh
[NASA-TM-106822] p 162 N95-19125
Vibration analysis of a split path gearbox
[NASA-TM-106875] p 438 N95-27855
Army Research Lab, Watertown, MA.
Rationale for the Modular Air-system Vulnerability
Estimation Network (MAVEN) methodology
[AD-A285797J p 284 N95-22510
Army Strategic Defense Command, Huntsville, AL.
Aero-optics system integration
[TABES PAPER 94-604] p 100 N95-14638
Army Tank-Automotive Command, Warren, Ml.
Fuel-type classification and parameters prediction by
Gas Liquid Chromatography analysis
[AD-A293442] p 630 N95-31368
Army Tank-Automotive Systems Development Center,
Warren, Ml.
Evaluation of commercial water-in-fuel test kits
[AD-A292135] p 537 N95-29572
Army Test and Evaluation Command, Aberdeen
Proving Ground, MD.
Test Operation Procedure (TOP): Vibration testing of
helicopter equipment
[AD-A284433] p 81 N95-15815
Arnold Engineering Development Center, Arnold AFS,
TN.
A model for preliminary facility design including
simulation issues p 144 N95-16318
Hypersonic air-breathing aeropropulsion facility test
support requirements p 144 N95-16319
Hypersonic wind tunnel test techniques
[AD-A284057] p 118 N95-18663
Hypersonic flow-field measurements: Intrusive and
nonintrusive
[AD-A283867] p 119 N95-18674
Hypersonic flight testing
[AD-A283981] p 134 N95-18891
Description and flow characterization of hypersonic
facilities
[AD-A284291] p 223 N95-20248
Analysis of planar laser-induced fluorescence images
obtained during shakedown testing of the AEDC impulse
facility
[AD-A293237J p 646 N95-30906
Icing simulation in the aeropropulsion systems test
facility propulsion development test cell C-2
[AD-A293039] p 599 N95-31667
Subscale study of engine bellmoutri inlet vortices in test
cell RID
[AD-A294993] p 707 N95-34818
Atlantic Orient Corp, Norwich, VT.
Advanced wind turbine design studies: Advanced
conceptual study
[OE93-000031]
 P2S6 N95-20985
Atlantic Research Corp, Alexandria, VA.
Through-the Thickness(R) braided composites for
aircraft applications p 421 N95-28273
Auburn Univ, AL.
Hypervelocity Impact Test Facility: A gun for hire
(TABES PAPER 94-605] p 86 N95-14639
Influence of backup bearings and support structure
dynamics on the behavior of rotors with active supports
[NASA-CR-197438] p 310 N95-23190
Aerodynamic flight control to increase payload capability
of future launch vehicles
[NAS-CR-196560] p 300 N95-24032
Dynamic behavior of a magnetic bearing supported jet
engine rotor with auxiliary bearings
[NASA-CR-197860] p338 N95-24213
Influence of backup bearings and support structure
dynamics on the behavior of rotors with active supports
[NASA-CR-199080] p 703 N95-32689
Dynamic behavior of a magnetic bearing supported jet
engine rotor with auxiliary bearings p 703 N95-32691
Dynamic modelling and response characteristics of a
magnetic bearing rotor system with auxiliary bearings
p 703 N95-32692
Synchronous dynamics _of a coupled
shaft/bearing/housing system with auxiliary support from
a clearance bearing: Analysis and experiment
p703 N95-32693
Avlons Marcel Dassautt-Bregiiet Aviation, Saint-Cloud
(France).
Review of the EUROPT Project AERO-0026
p129 N95-16573
AVRO International Aerospace, Woodford (England).
Health and usage monitoring systems: Corrosion
surveillance p262 N95-23506
B
Baker (Wilfred) Engineering, Inc., San Antonio, TX.
Quantity-distance requirements for earth-bermed aircraft
shelters
[AD-A279692] p 341 N95-24424
Battelle Columbus Labs, OH.
Bicarbonate of soda blasting technology for aircraft
wheel departing
[PB94-193323] p 104 N95-17466
Ultrasonic techniques for repair of aircraft structures with
bonded composite patches p 136 N95-19486
Aircraft corrosion study
[AO-A279527] p 241 N95-21687
Battelle Memorial Inst, Columbus, OH.
Development of repair processes and sources for
C/KC-135 aircraft windows/windshields
[AD-A288348] p 367 N95-26629
Alternatives to ozone depleting refrigerants in test
equipment p 630 N95-31767
Resource document for the design of electronic
instrument approach procedure displays
[AD-A295108] p 691 N95-34797
BBN Systems and Technologies Corp, Cambridge, MA.
An active liner system for jet engine exhaust silencers,
phase 1
[AD-A293277] p 617 N95-31191
BBN Systems and Technologies Corp, Canoga Park,
CA.
Assessing effects of military aircraft noise on residential
property values near airbases p 31 N95-11310
Belgian Center for Corrosion Study, Brussels
(Belgium).
In-situ detection of surface passivation or activation and
of localized corrosion: Experiences and prospectives in
aircraft p 302 N95-23508
Test method and test results for environmental
assessment of aircraft materials p 302 N95-23509
Bihrte Applied Research, Inc, Hampton, VA.
Experimental study of the effects of Reynolds number
on high angle of attack aerodynamic characteristics of
forebodies during rotary motion
[NASA-CR-195033) p 330 N95-24443
Bihrte Applied Research, Inc, Jericho, NY.
Validation of the NASA Dryden X-31 simulation and
evaluation of mechanization techniques
p69 N95-14236
Btonetics Corp, Hampton, VA.
Measurement and prediction of broadband noise from
large horizontal axis wind turbine generators
p 451 N95-27990
BloTechnotogy, Inc, Falls Church, VA.
Development of an intervention program to encourage
shoulder harness use and aircraft retrofit in general aviation
aircraft Phases 1 and 2
[AD-A290966] p 485 N95-29873
BKM, Inc, San Diego, CA.
Advanced diesel electronic fuel injection and
turbocharging
[AD-A279176] p 211 N95-19809
C-3
Boeing Aerospace Co. CORPORA TE SOURCE
Boeing Aerospace Co, Seattle, WA.
Comparative performance tests on the Mod-2, 2.5-mW
wind turbine with and without vortex generators
p377 N95-27978
Comparison of measured and calculated dynamic loads
for the Mod-2 2.5 mW wind turbine system
p 440 N95-27983
Use of blade pitch control to provide power train damping
for the Mod-2. 2.5-mW wind turbine p 440 N95-27986
Boeing Co, Seattle, WA.
Full-scale testing and analysis of fuselage structure
p95 N95-14485
Impact damage resistance of composite fuselage
structure, part 2 p 533 N 95-28838
Challenges and payoff of composites in transport
aircraft 777 empennage and future applications
p534 N95-29031
Boeing Commercial Airplane Co, Seattle, WA.
Transmission loss characteristics of aircraft sidewall
systems to control cabin interior noise
p28 N95-11261
Comments on the use of structurebome noise analysis
for large commercial airplanes p 30 N95-11287
Effect of constraining layer stiffness on performance of
damping tile materials using finite element modelling with
Rayleigh integral p30 N95-11306
Two-dimensional high-lift airfoil data for CFD code
validation p 112 N95-17859
The application of Newman crack-closure model to
predicting fatigue crack growth p 167 N95-19483
Consistent approach to describing aircraft HIRF
protection
[NASA-CR-195067] p 334 N95-25341
Local design optimization for composite transport
fuselage crown panels p 398 N95-28473
Composite fuselage crown panel manufacturing
technology p 399 N95-28474
Impact damage resistance of composite fuselage
structure, part 1 p399 N95-28482
NASA-ACEE/Boeing 737 graphite-epoxy horizontal
stabilizer service p 400 N95-28489
Noise exposure reduction of advanced high-lift
systems
[NASA-CR-195077] p 452 N95-28670
The effects of design details on cost and weight of
fuselage structures p 501 N95-28831
Manufacturing scale-up of composite fuselage crown
panels p532 N95-28835
Dimensional stability of curved panels with cocured
stiffeners and cobonded frames p 532 N95-28836
Design, analysis, and fabrication of a pressure box test
fixture for tension damage tolerance testing of curved
fuselage panels p533 N95-28839
Global cost and weight evaluation of fuselage keel
design concepts p 501 N95-28840
Advanced composite fuselage technology
p535 N95-29034
Cost model relationships between textile manufacturing
processes and design details for transport fuselage
elements p536 N95-29043
Boeing Defense and Space Group, Philadelphia, PA.
Application of advanced material systems to composite
frame elements p 422 N95-28432
Characterization and manufacture of braided
composites for large commercial aircraft structures
p426 N95-28478
Advanced flight control technology achievements at
Boeing Helicopters p 624 N95-32014
Boeing Defense and Space Group, Seattle, WA.
Euler technology assessment for preliminary aircraft
design employing OVERFLOW code with multiblock
structured-grid method
[NASA-CR-46S1 ] p273 N95-23095
Investigation of static and cyclic bearing failure
mechanisms for GR/EP laminates P422 N95-28427
Investigation and characterization of SEU effects and
hardening strategies in avionics
[AD-A291058] p 509 N95-29950
Cadmium plating replacements p 631 N95-31773
Boeing Military Airplane Development Seattle, WA.
TranAin A full-potential, solution-adaptive, rectangular
grid code for predicting subsonic, transonic, and
supersonic flows about arbitrary configurations. User's
manual
[NASA-CR-4349] p 377 N95-28230
TranAin A full-potential, solution-adaptive, rectangular
grid code for predicting subsonic, transonic, and
supersonic flows about arbitrary configurations. Theory
document
[NASA-CR-4348] p378 N95-28265
Bombardier, Inc., Montreal (Quebec).
Design and structural validation of CF116 upper wing
skin boron doubter p 393 N95-27510
British Aerospace Airbus Ltd, Bristol (England).
The impact of non-linear flight control systems on the
prediction of aircraft loads due to turbulence
p 143 N95-18598
British Aerospace Aircraft Group, Bristol (England).
Application of superplastically formed and diffusion
bonded structures in high intensity noise environments
p 174 N95-19162
British Aerospace Aircraft Group, Preston (England).
Transonic and supersonic f lowfield measurements about
axisymmetric afterbodies for validation of advanced CFD
codes p 121 N95-19260
British Aerospace Aircraft Group, Warton (England).
Current and future problems in structural acoustic
fatigue p 173 N95-19143
British Aerospace Defence Ltd, Preston (England).
Composite repair of composite structures
p 395 N95-27521
The FCS-structural coupling problem and its solution
p 623 N95-32005
Pilot Induced Oscillation: A report on the AGARD
Workshop on PIO p 624 N95-32017
British Aerospace Defence Ltd, Walton (England).
Experimental Aircraft Programme (EAP): Flight control
system design and test p623 N95-32010
Flight demonstration of an advanced pitch control law
in the VAAC Harrier aircraft p623 N95-32012
British Columbia Univ., Vancouver (British Columbia).
Unsteady flow testing in a passive low-correction wind
tunnel p 147 N95-19272
Brown-Buntin Associates, Inc., Vtsalla, CA.
INM contour validation: A case study
p31 N95-11321
Brown Unlv, Providence, Rl.
Aerodynamic parameter estimation via Fourier
modulating function techniques
[NASA-CR-4654] p 335 N95-24630
High order accuracy computational methods in
aerodynamics using parallel architectures
[AD-A294167] p 686 N95-34763
Bumette Engineering, Falrbom, OH.
An evaluation of aircraft CRT and dot-matrix display
legibility requirements
[AD-A283933] p 138 N95-18164
California Inst of Tech, Pasadena, CA.
Research on bluff body vortex wakes
[AD-A286319] p 223 N95-20177
Shock wave interactions in hypervelocity flow
[AD-A286507] p 250 N95-22212
California Polytechnic State Unrv, San Luis Obispo,
CA.
The FC-1D: The profitable alternative Flying Circus
Commercial Aviation Group
[NASA-CR-197152] p 46 N95-12628
The OFP-6M transport jet
[NASA-CR-197159] p 46 N95-12637
Central coast designs: The Eightball Express. Taking
off with convention, cruising with improvements and
landing with absolute success
[NASA-CR-197181] p 47 N95-12643
Numerical design of advanced multi-element airfoils
[NASA-CR-197135] p 76 N95-15762
A real-time algorithm for integrating differential satellite
and inertial navigation information during helicopter
approach
[NASA-CR-197409] p 229 N95-21891
Developing a workstation-based, real-time simulation for
rapid handling qualities evaluations during design
[NASA-CH-198831] p 505 N95-30335
California Unrv, Davis, CA.
Numerical simulation of helicopter engine plume in
forward night
[NASA-CR-197488] p 107 N95-16589
Analysis of the longitudinal handling qualities and
pilot-induced-oscillation tendencies of the
High-Angle-of-Attack Research Vehicle (HARV)
p293 N95-23297
High-lift flow-physics flight experiments on a subsonic
civil transport aircraft (B737-100) p 275 N95-23333
Unique considerations in the design and experimental
evaluation of tailored wings with elastically produced
chordwise camber p 423 N95-28436
Analysis and design methodology for chordwise
deformable wings p 692 N95-33311
California Unlv, Los Angeles, CA.
Aeroelastic simulation of higher harmonic control
[NASA-CR-4623] p 37 N9S-11911
In-flight imaging of transverse gas jets injected into
transonic and supersonic crossflows: Design and
development
[NASA-CR-186031] p 157 N95-17418
Demonstration of the Dynamic Flowgraph Methodology
using the Titan 2 Space Launch Vehicle Digital Flight
Control System
[NASA-CR-197517] p 150 N95-17493
Minimal time detection algorithms and applications to
flight systems
[TR-2-FSRC-93] p 171 N95-18564
The accuracy of parameter estimation in system
identification of noisy aircraft load measurement
[NASA-CR-197516] p 134 N95-19130
Effect of density gradients in confined supersonic shear
layers, part 1
[NASA-CR-198029] p 348 N95-24412
Effect of density gradients in confined supersonic shear
layers. Part 2: 3-D modes
[NASA-CR-198030] p 349 N95-24413
Aeroelasticaty and structural optimization ol composite
helicopter rotor blades with swept tips
[NASA-CR-4665] p 397 N95-28262
Turbulent airflow noise production and propagation
patterns of a subsonic jet impinging on a flat plate
p580 N9S-29502
Vibration reduction in helicopter rotors using an actively
controlled partial span trailing edge flap located on the
blade p624 N95-32111
A stochastic adaptive control application to flight
systems p699 N95-34806
California Univ., San Dtego, La Jolla, CA.
Theories of turbulent combustion in high speed flows
[AD-A280933] p 23 N95-10535
Calspan Advanced Technology Center, Buffalo, NY.
Evaluation of F-18A approach and landing flying qualities
using an in-flight simulator
[CALSPAN-6241-F-1] p12 N95-10442
Cambridge Acoustical Associates, Inc, Cambridge,
MA.
The use of cowl camber and taper to reduce rotor/stator
interaction noise
[NASA-CR-195421] p 323 N95-22675
Cambridge Hydrodynamics, Inc, Princeton, NJ.
Numerical studies of turbulent free surface (lows and
unsteady propeller flows
[AD-A294377] p 706 N95-34343
Cambridge Unrv, Cambridge (England).
Designing in three dimensions p 90 N95-14130
Three-dimensional interaction of wake/boundary-layer
and vortex/boundary-layer data report
[CUED/A-AEREO/TR-23] p 329 N95-24210
Carnegie-Mellon Inst of Research, Pittsburgh, PA.
Development of an Automated Nondestructive
Inspection (ANDI) system for commercial aircraft, phase
1
[AD-A283500] p 40 N95-12623
Carnegie-Mellon Unlv, Pittsburgh, PA.
Research on an autonomous vision-guided helicopter
[AIAA PAPER 94-1240-CPJ p 18 N95-11510
Computing quantitative characteristics of finite-state
real-time systems
[AD-A282839] p 83 N95-14343
Transport phenomena in stratified multi-fluid flo w in the
presence and absence of gravity p 95 N95-14563
A feedforward control approach to the local navigation
problem for autonomous vehicles
[AD-A282787] p 126 N95-17706
Collected papers of the Soar/IFOR project. Spring
1994
[AD-A280063] p 238 N95-20624
Software process improvement in the NASA software
engineering laboratory
[AD-A289912] p 450 N95-28627
New adaptive methods for reconfigurable flight control
systems, appendix 1
[AD-A292711] p619 N95-30937
Case Western Reserve Unlv, Cleveland, OH.
Three dimensional compressible turbulent flow
computations for a diffusing &duct with/without vortex
generators
[NASA-CR-195390] p 138 N95-17402
Catholic Unlv. of America, Washington, DC.
Application of wavelet-filtering techniques to intermittent
turbulent and wall pressure events. Part 1: Exploratory
results
[AD-A286077] p247 N95-20849
CCG Associates, Inc, Silver Spring, MD.
Identification of Artificial Intelligence (Al) applications for
maintenance, monitoring, and control of airway facilities
[AD-A282479] p 125 N95-17373
Central Aerohydrodynamlcs Inst, Zhukovsky (Russia).
Optical surface pressure measurements: Accuracy and
application field evaluation p 175 N95-19274
Central Inst. of Aviation Motors, Moscow (Russia).
Solution of Navier-Stokes equations using high accuracy
monotone schemes p 161 N95-19019
The mathematical models of ftow passage for gas turbine
engines and their components p 140 N95-19020
C-4
CORPORA TE SOURCE Defence Research Agency
Simulation of mult/disciplinary problems for the
thermostress state of cooled high temperature turbines
p 140 N95-19021
Application of multicomponent models to flow passage
simulation in multistage turbomachines and whole gas
turbine engines ' p 140 N95-19022
Simulation of steady and unsteady viscous flows in
turbomachinery p 140 N95-19023
Application of multidisciplinary models to me cooled
turbine rotor design p 140 N95-19024
Verification of multidisciplinary models for
turbomachines p 140 N95-19025
Perspective problems of gas turbine engines
simulation p 140 N95-19026
Central Research and Development InsL Etektropribor,
Saint Petersburg (Russia).
Navigational technology of dual usage
p 688 N95-33131
Centre d'Etudes et de Recherches, Toulouse (France).
Experimental techniques for measuring transonic flow
with a three dimensional laser velocimetry system.
Application to determining the drag of a fuselage
p 163 N95-19258
Analysis of test section sidewall effects on a two
dimensional airfoil: Experimental and numerical"
investigations p 165 N95-19276
Low-level data fusion for landing runways detection
p689 N95-33136
Centre de Recherches en Physique de
I'EnvlronnemenL Vellzy (France).
Experimental study of the helicopter-mobile
radioelectrical channel and possible extension to the
satellite-mobile channel p 247 N95-20945
Centre National d'Etudes Spatiates, Toulouse (France).
A processing centre for the ONES CE-GPS
experimentation p 125 N95-17196
Centra Svlluppo Matertall S0JL, Trento (Italy).
Thermal testing of high performance thermal barrier
coatings for turbine blades p 202 N95-19681
Ceramic Composites, Inc, Mlllersvllle, MD.
Ceramic composite combustor cans for expendable
turbine engines
[AD-A289551] p 407 N95-28646
Cessna Aircraft Co, Wichita, KS.
Design limit loads based upon statistical discrete gust
methodology p 133 N95-18603
CFD Research Corp, Huntsvllle, Al_
Pressure based high order TVD methodology for
dynamic stall control
[AD-A290149] p 479 N95-29316
Chalk (Charles R.), Wllllamsvllle, NY.
Calspan experience of PIO and the effects of rate
limiting p 598 N95-31072
Charles River Analytics, Inc, Cambridge, MA.
A neural expert approach to self designing flight control
systems
[AD-A279965] p 237 N95-21122
CMI Aviation Authority, Farnborough (England).
Human factors certification in the development of future
air traffic control systems p 690 N95-34770
Christian Brothers Coll, Memphis, TN.
Improved modeling of unsteady heat transfer (The first
step)
IAD-A292777] p 648 N95-31432
Cincinnati Untv, OH.
Atmospheric and wind modeling for ATC
(NASA-CR-196786] p 98 N95-13725
Assessment of CTAS ETA prediction capabilities
[NASA-CR-197224] p 97 N95-15728
Groundspeed filtering for CTAS
[NASA-CR-197223] p 97 N95-15785
Experimental and numerical simulations of the effects
of ingested particles in gas turbine engines
p 199 N95-19662
City CdL of the City Unrv. of New York, NY.
Image representation using fast algorithms based on
the Zak transform
(AD-A293416) p 679 N95-31684
City Unrv, London (England).
Interference determination for wind tunnels with slotted
walls p 147 N95-19269
CrvfJ Aeromedical Inst, Oklahoma CHy, OK.
The performance of child restraint devices in transport
airplane passenger seats
[DOT/FAA/AM-94/19] p 40 N95-12146
The role of flight progress strips in en route air traffic
control: A time-series analysis
(DOT/FAA/AM-95/4] p 280 N95-2356S
Development of qualification guidelines for personal
computer-based aviation training devices
[DOT/FAA/AM-95/6] p 323 N95-23603
Aircraft fires, smoke toxicrty, and survival: An overview
[DOT/FAA/AM-95/8] p 277 N95-24024
A review of civil aviation fatal accidents in which
lost/disoriented was a cause/factor 1981-1990
[DOT/FAA/AM-95/1] p 278 N95-24071
Development of an intervention program to encourage
shoulder harness use and aircraft retrofit in general aviation
aircraft, phases 1 and 2
[DOT/FAA/AM-95/2] p 333 N95-24384
Conversion of the TRACON operations concepts
database into a formal sentence outline job task
taxonomy
[DOT/FAA/AM-95/16] p 488 N95-28819
Ctarkson Unrv, Potsdam, NY.
A, time stepping coupled finite element-state space
modeling environment for synchronous machine
performance and design analysis in the ABC frame of
reference p 649 N95-31948
Clemson Unrv., SC.
Maximum-likelihood spectral estimation and adaptive
filtering techniques with application to airborne Doppler
weather radar
[NASA-CR-197699] p 316 N95-23670
Characterizing the wake vortex signature for an active
line of sight remote sensor
(NASA-CR-197697] p 333 N95-24391
A general theory of two- and three-dimensional rotational
flow in subsonic and transonic turbomachines
[NASA^CR=t496] p~377~N95-~28003~
Effects of elevated free-stream turbulence and
streamwise acceleration on flow and thermal structures
in transitional boundary layers p 556 N95-29729
Coherent Technologies, Inc, Boulder, CO.
Airport surveillance using a solid state coherent lidar
p 41 N95-13207
Wake vortex detection at Denver Stapleton Airport with
a pulsed 2-micron coherent lidar p 42 N95-13211
College of William and Mary, WHIIamsburg, VA.
A spectrally accurate boundary-layer code for infinite
swept wings
[NASA-CR-195014] p 159 N95-18042
Preparation of course materials: Elementary
mathematics of powered flight p 324 N95-23320
Colorado Unlv, Boulder, CO.
High performance parallel analysis of coupled problems
for aircraft propulsion
[NASA-CR-195355) p 23 N95-10132
Structural effects of unsteady aerodynamic forces on
horizontal-axis wind turbines
[DE94-011863] p157 N95-16939
State-to-state collisional dynamics of atmospheric
[AD-A285053] p 245 N95-20484
High-performance parallel analysis of coupled problems
for aircraft propulsion
[NASA-CR-197440] p289 N95-23088
Integration of AIRSAR and AVIRIS data for Trail Canyon
alluvial fan, Death Valley, California p 709 N95-33760
Columbia Unrv, New York, NY.
Qualitative environmental navigation: Theory and
practice p 601 N95-30486
Combustion Inst, Pittsburgh, PA.
The 25th International Symposium on Combustion
[AD-A286825] p 630 N95-31268
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research
Organization, Hlghett, Victoria (Australia).
Expert systems and artificial intelligence applications in
engineering design and inspection p 710 N95-33008
Computer Sciences Corp, Hampton, VA.
A grid generation system for multi-disciplinary design
optimization p 567 N95-28763
Concordia Unlv, Montreal (Quebec).
Finite element vortjcity-based methods for the solution
of the incompressible and compressible Navier-Stokes
equations p 553 N95-29119
Conductus, Inc, Sunnyvale, CA.
The mm-wave resonant methods for the detection of
corrosion, phase 1
[AD-A291315] p 556 N95-29941
Connecticut Unlv, Storrs, CT.
MATSurv multjsensof air traffic surveillance
[AD-A292253] p 489 N9S-28887
The fluid mechanics of a high aspect ratio slot with an
impressed pressure gradient and secondary injection
p557 N95-30304
ConsJgtto Naztonate defle RJcercne, Rome (Italy).
MAX-91: Polarimetric SAR results on Montespertoli
site p320 N95-23940
Constnicdones Aeronauticas S-A, Madrid (Spain).
A study of the effect of store unsteady aerodynamics
on gust and turbulence loads p 133 N95-18601
Repairs of CFC primary structures
p396 N9S-27527
Continuum Dynamics, Inc, Princeton, NJ.
A novel instrumentation system for measurement of
helicopter rotor motions and loads data, phase 1
[AD-A293309] p 607 N95-30923
Coordinating Research Council, Inc, Atlanta, GA.
The effect of aviation fuels containing low amounts of
static dissipater additive on electrostatic charge
generation
[AD-A280075] p 420 N95-28152
ComeD Unrv., Ithaca, NY.
Wave cycle design for wave rotor engines with limited
nitrogen oxide emissions p 161 N95-18901
Fatigue crack growth in 2024-T3 aluminum under tensile
and transverse shear stresses p 153 N95-19490
Cranfield Unlv, Bedford (England).
Particle trajectories in gas turbine engines
p 199 N95-19663
DACCO SCI, Inc, Columbia, MD.
The use of electrochemistry and ellipsometry for
identifying and evaluating corrosion on aircraft
[AD-A285323] p 151 N95-16371
The use of electrochemistry and ellipsometry for
identifying and evaluating corrosion on aircraft
[AD-A288536] p 381 N95-27186
The-use-of-electrochemtstry-and-ellipsometry-for-
identifying and evaluating corrosion on aircraft
[AD-A290249] p 504 N95-29426
Daiko Ltd. (Japan).
Parallel computation of transonic flows about an aircraft
configuration using mult-block structured grids
p685 N95-34537
DASCON Engineering, Bay Village, OH.
Collected papers on wind turbine technology
[NASA-CR-195432] p 447 N95-27970
Dassault Aviation, Saint-Cloud (France).
Aeroacoustic qualification of HERMES shingles
p 173 N95-19145
Brite-Euram programme: ACOUFAT acoustic fatigue and
related damage tolerance of advanced composite and
metallic structures p 174 N95-19159
FASTPACK: Optimized solutions for modular avionics
derived from a parametric study. Part 1: Platform
features p233 N95-20634
Composite repair of metallic airframe: Twenty years of
experience p393 N95-27508
Catapult-launching of the RAFALE design and
experimentation p609 N95-32008
Dayton Unlv, OH.
Conference on Aerospace Transparent Materials and
Enclosures, volume 1
[AD-A283925] p 133 N95-18677
Lubricant evaluation and performance, 2
[AD-A279144] p 242 N95-21969
An analysis of B-1B exterior jet blast windshield anti-icing
performance using pre-coded compressor bleed air
[AD-A292522] p 485 N95-28811
Image representation using fast algorithms based on
the Zak transform
[AD-A293416] p 679 N95-31684
Perceptual dimensions of simulated scenes relevant for
visual low-altitude flight
[AD-A294385] p 700 N95-34344
Altitude cuing effectiveness of terrain texture
characteristics in simulated low-altitude flight
[AD-A294369] p 700 N95-34362
Dayton Unhr. Research Inst, OH.
Conference on Aerospace Transparent Materials and
Enclosures. Volume 2: Sessions 5-9
[AD-A283926] p 131 N95-18162
Color control in a multichannel simulator display. The
display for advanced research and training
(AD-A279717] p 239 N95-20992
De Havtlland Aircraft Co. of Canada Ltd, Downsylew
(Ontario).
A review of gust load calculation methods at de
Havilland p118 N95-18604
Interference corrections for a centre-line plate mount
in a porous-walled transonic wind tunnel
p 122 N95-19280
Defence Research Agency, Bedford (England).
Investigation of the flow over a series of 14 percent-thick
supercritical aerofoils with significant rear camber
p 109 N95-17849
Detailed study at supersonic speeds of the flow around
delta wings p 112 N95-17861
Pressure distributions on research wing W4 mounted
on an ansymmetric body p 112 N95-17862
Boundary-flow measurement methods for wall
interference assessment and correction: Classification and
review p 163 N95-19262
The Anglo-French Compact Laser Radar demonstrator
programme p703 N95-32501
Defence ResesfCn Agency, F&jnborouQn, H&mpsnire
(England).
A method of calculating the safe fatigue life of compact,
highly-stressed components p 93 N95-14464
C-5
Defence Research Establishment Pacific CORPORA TE SOURCE
Measurements on a two-dimensional aerofoil with
high-lift devices p 109 N95-17848
Measurements of the flow over a low aspect-ratio wing
in the Mach number range 0.6 to 0.87 for the purpose of
validation of computational methods. Part 1: Wing design,
model construction, surface flow. Part 2: Mean flow in the
boundary layer and wake, 4 test cases
p112 N95-17860
The operation of gas turbine engines in hot and sandy
conditions-. Royal Air Force experiences in the Gulf
conflict p 198 N95-19655
The calculation of erosion in a gas turbine compressor
rotor p199 N95-19664
The corrosion and protection of advanced aluminium -
lithium airframe alloys p 302 N95-23497
Non-destructive detection of corrosion for life
management p314 N95-23505
A theoretical and experimental investigation of the flow
over supersonic leading edge wing/body configurations
[DRA-TM-AERO-PROP-41] p 331 N95-2S649
Adhesively bonded composite patch repair of cracked
aluminum alloy structures p 393 N95-27507
The application of helicopter mission simulation to
Nap-of-the-Earth operations p710 N95-32496
Defence Research Establishment Pacific, Victoria
(British Columbia).
Composite repair issues on the CF-18 aircraft
p395 N95-27S18
Defence Science and Technology Organisation,
Canberra (Australia).
Helicopter life substantiation: Review of some USA and
UK initiatives
[AD-A290045] p 502 N95-28851
Preparation of S-70A-9 Black Hawk helicopter for flight
tests to investigate cause of cracking of inner fuselage
panel
[AD-A293891] p 608 N95-31544
Defence Science and Technology Organisation,
Melbourne (Australia).
Data acquisition and processing software for the Low
Speed Wind Tunnel tests of the Jindivik auxiliary air
intake
[AD-A285455] p108 N95-17178
Variations observed in the AC generator signal period
of a Sea King helicopter
[AD-A284280] p 230 N95-19963
A preliminary study of the airwake model used in an
existing SH-60B/FFG-7 helicopter/ship simulation
program
[DSTO-TR-0015] p224 N95-21659
Enhancement of F/A-18 operational flight
measurements: Data report for phase 1
[DSTO-TR-0049] p 286 N95-23666
An overview of Health and Usage Monitoring Systems
(HUMS) tor military helicopters
[DSTO-TR-0061] p 327 N95-24200
Helicopter life substantiation: Review of some USA and
UK initiatives
[DSTO-TR-0062] p 328 N95-24201
A portable transmission vibration analysis system for
the S-70A-9 Black Hawk helicopter
[DSTO-TR-0072] p 348 N95-24203
Design and development of a test rig for the high
frequency testing of rolling sleeve airsprings
[DSTO-TN-0001] p411 N95-26378
F/A-18 IFOSTP Fatigue test airbag load determination
on the vertical and horizontal tails
[DSTO-TR-013S] p388 N95-26389
Characteristics of the turbine inlet temperature sensing
circuit for the T56 turbo-prop engine
[DSTO-TR-0095] p 405 N95-26424
Bonded composite repair of metallic aircraft
components: Overview of Australian activities
p392 N9S-27505
Scarf repairs to graphite/epoxy components
p396 N95-27523
A review of Australian and New Zealand investigations
on aeronautical fatigue during the period Apr. 1993 - Mar.
1995
[AR-009-202] p397 N95-27918
Tie-down trials involving a Sikorsky S-70B-2 helicopter
[DSTO-TR-0132] p 400 N96-28S67
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle technology
[DSTO-GD-0044] p 503 N95-29362
Estimation of aerodynamic load distributions on the
F/A-18 aircraft using a CFD panel code
[DSTO-TR-0147] p 504 N95-29445
Water model tests on the Allison T56 series 3
combustion system
[DSTO-TR-0139] p 697 N95-33250
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency,
Arlington, VA.
Technology reinvestment project's focus area:
Affordable polymer matrix composites for airframe
structures
[PB95-136032J p 324 N95-23168
Delavan, Inc., West Des Molnes, IA.
Thermal chemical energy of ablating silica surfaces in
air breathing solid rocket engines p 148 N95-16316
Delaware State ColL, Dover, DE.
Mode of human image representation and error checking
strategies in complex visual displays
[AD-A290107] p485 N95-29210
Delaware Univ., Newark, DE.
The effect of material heterogeneity in curved composite
beams for use in aircraft structures p 422 N95-28426
Department of Defense, Fort Meade, MD.
Unmanned aerial vehicles. 1994 master plan
p607 N95-31416
Department of Defense, Washington, DC.
Unmanned aerial vehicles
[AD-A286190] p 231 N95-20329
Unmanned aerial vehicles, 1994 master plan
[AO-A291628] p398 N95-28411
Department of Energy, Washington, DC.
Thermal barrier coatings issues in advanced land-based
gas turbines p 344 N95-26122
Thermal barrier coatings application in diesel engines
p345 N95-26124
Department of the Air Force, Brooks AFB, TX.
Civil Reserve Air Reet-Aeromedical Evacuation Shipset
(CRAF-AESS) p 568 N95-29619
International access to aeromedical evacuation medical
equipment assessment data p 569 N95-29622
Department of the Air Force, California City, CA.
Aeroelastic pilot-in-the-loop oscillations
P598 N95-31070
Department of the Air Force, Tinker AFB, OK.
Oklahoma City air logistics center (USAF) aging aircraft
corrosion program p262 N95-23519
Department of the Air Force, Wright-Patterson AFB,
OH.
Environmentally safe aviation fuels
p 631 N95-31768
Department of the Navy, Washington, DC.
Comer vortex suppressor
[AD-D016423] p116 N95-18337
Hydrofoil force balance
[AD-D016475] p 160 N95-18461
Integrated aerodynamic fin and stowable TVC vane
system
[AD-D016457J p 151 N95-19073
Solid fuel ramjet composition
[AD-D016458] p 152 N95-19090
Malone-brayton cycle engine/heat pump
[AD-D016573J p244 N95-20295
Passive range measurement system
[AD-D016222] p 258 N95-21100
Lift enhancement device
[AD-D016522] p224 N95-21864
Suppressor of oscillations in airframe cavities
[AD-D017265] p 388 N95-26507
Balanced on air aircraft
[AD-D017251] p389 N95-26537
Apparatus and method for producing three-dimensional
images
[AD-D017455] p646 N95-30727
Composite structure forming a wear surface
[AD-D017462J p629 N95-30749
High aspect ratio metal microstructures and method for
preparing the same
[AD-D017463] p629 N95-30750
Apparent size passive range method
[AD-D017360] p611 N95-31180
Energy absorption device for shock loading
[AD-D017476] p706 N95-34449
Desert Research Inst, Reno, NV.
Replicator for characterization of cirrus and polar
stratospheric cloud particles
[NASA-CR-197785] p 445 N95-26669
Detroit Diesel Allison, Indianapolis, IN.
Compressor discharge film riding face seals
p60 N95-13599
Experimental study of vane heat transfer and
aerodynamics at elevated levels of turbulence
[NASA-CR-4633] p 244 N95-19912
Deutsche Aerospace A.O, Bremen (Germany).
Acoustic fatigue testing on different materials and
skin-stringer elements p 174 N95-19156
Deutsche Aerospace A.G, Munich (Germany).
X-31 quasi-tailless flight demonstration
p 70 N95-14243
Aeromechanical design of modem missiles
p73 N95-14446
MicroChannel heat pipe cooling of modules
p246 N95-20649
Optical backplane for modular avionics
p 257 N95-20652
Corrosion protection measures for CFC/metal joints of
fuel integral tank structures of advanced military aircraft
p303 N95-23510
Experience of in-service corrosion on military aircraft
p303 N95-23516
On aircraft repair verification of a fighter A/C integrally
stiffened fuselage skin p394 N9S-27515
Composite repair of a CF18: Vertical stabilizer leading
edge p395 N95-27517
X-31: A program overview and flight test status
p609 N95-32013
Deutsche Airbus G.mJ>.H, Bremen (Germany).
Tools for applied engineering optimization
p128 N95-16570
The global aircraft shape p 128 N95-16571
Aerodynamic shape optimization p 128 N95-16572
Deutsche Airbus G.m.b.H, Hamburg (Germany).
Treatment of non-linear systems by
timeplane-transformed CT methods: The spectral gust
method p 143 N95-18600
Development of load spectra for Airbus A330/A340 full
scale fatigue tests p135 N95-19479
Damage occurrence on composites during testing and
fleet service: Repair of Airbus aircraft
p396 N95-27526
Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fuer Urft-
und Raumfahrt, Brunswick (Germany).
Parameter identification for X-31A at high angles of
attack p69 N95-14235
Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fuer Luft-
und Raumfahrt, Goettlngen (Germany).
Numerical simulation and analysis of the hypersonic
turbulent flow past a blunt-fin/ramp configuration
[DLR-FB-94-19] p 483 N95-30349
Deutsche Forschungsanstalt fuer Luft- und Raumfahrt,
Brunswick (Germany).
2-D airfoil tests including side wall boundary layer
measurements p 158 N95-17847
DLR-F4 wing body configuration p 130 N95-17863
Subsonic flow around US-orbiter model FALKE in the
DNW p115 N95-17877
Pressure distribution measurements on an isolated TPS
441 nacelle p115 N95-17878
Theoretical investigations of shock/boundary layer
interactions on a Ma(infinity) = 8 waverider
[DLR-FB-94-12] p119 N95-18910
Wall correction method with measured boundary
conditions for low speed wind tunnels
p164 N95-19263
SCARLET: DLR rate saturation flight experiment
p598 N95-31068
Handling qualities analysis on rate limiting elements in
flight control systems p619 N95-31071
Experiences with ADS-33 helicopter specification testing
and contributions to refinement research
p621 N95-31993
Model following control for tailoring handling qualities:
ACT experience with ATTHeS p 622 N95-32000
Advanced gust management systems: Lessons learned
and perspectives p 622 N95-32002
The DLR research programme on an integrated multi
sensor system for surface movement guidance and
control p689 N95-33135
Deutsche Forschungsanstalt fuer Luft- und Raumfahrt,
Cologne (Germany).
Wind tunnel investigations of the appearance of shocks
in the windward region of bodies with circular cross section
at angle of attack p113 N95-17866
Experimental investigation of turbulent particle
dispersion in swirling flows
[DLR-FB-94-20] p647 N95-31355
Deutsche Forschungsanstalt fuer Luft- und Raumfahrt,
Goettlngen (Germany).
DLR-F5: Test wing for CFD and applied aerodynamics
p113 N95-17864
Three-dimensional boundary layer and flow field data
of an inclined prolate spheroid p158 N95-17867
Force and pressure data of an ogive-nosed slender body
at high angles of attack and different Reynolds numbers
P113 N95-17868
Wind tunnel test on a 65 deg delta wing with rounded
leading edges: The International Vortex Flow Experiment
p 114 N95-17875
Flow field investigation in a free jet - free jet core system
for the generation of high intensity molecular beams
[DLR-FB-94-11] p172 N95-18912
Structural aspects of active control technology
p 623 N95-32006
A nonlinear vortex lattice method for unsteady flow with
separated vortex
CDLR-FB-94-32] p 704 N95-32787
DmYacto Ltd, Windsor (Ontario).
Characterization of corrosion and development of a
breadboard of a D sight aircraft inspection system, phase
1
[AD-A288347] p 380 N95-26527
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Donmar Ltd, Newport Beach, CA.
Cost effective, dual-purpose machine vision-based
detectors for (1) smoke and flame detection, and (2) engine
overhead/bum-through and flame detection
[AD-A292284) p 579 N95-28870
Oomter Lutttahrt GjrU>.H, Friedrichshafen (Germany).
Automatic flight control system for an unmanned
helicopter system design and flight test results
p622 N95-32004
Douglas Aircraft Co, Inc, Long Beach, CA.
Evaluation of all-electric secondary power for transport
aircraft
[NASA-CR-189077] p 441 N95-27999
Aircraft IR/acoustic detection evaluation. Volume 2:
Development of a ground-based acoustic sensor system
for the detection of subsonic jet-powered aircraft
[NASA-CR-189705-VOL-2] p 452 N95-28073
Impact of composites on future transport aircraft
p534 N95-29030
Progress in manufacturing large primary aircraft
structures using the stitching/RTM process
p537 N95-29050
Test results from large wing and fuselage panels
p537 N95-29051
Dow Chemical Co, Midland, HI.
Novel matrix resins for composites for aircraft primary
structures, phase 1
[NASA-CR-189657] p 23 N95-10318
Development of RTM and powder prepreg resins for
subsonic aircraft primary structures p 536 N95-29044
Dow-United Technologies Composite Products, Inc,
WaHingford, CT.
Application of damage tolerance methodology in
certification of the Piaggio P-180 Avanti
p399 N95-28480
Draper (Charles Stark) Lab, me, Cambridge, HA.
Error modeling for differential GPS
[NASA-CR-188367] p 488 N95-28716
A vehicle health monitoring system for the Space Shuttle
Reaction Control System during reentry
[NASA-CR-188370] p 527 N95-29447
Drexel Unlv, Philadelphia, PA.
Design of robust optimal control systems and stability
analysis of real structured uncertainties
[AD-A279089] p 256 N95-21913
Duke Untv, Durham, NC.
Acoustic radiation damping of flat rectangular plates
subjected to subsonic flows p 172 N95-18542
Nonlinear dynamics and aeroelastcity of rotorcraft in
forward flight
[AD-A291714] p400 N95-28504
Dynamic Soft Analysis, Inc, Pittsburgh, PA.
CAE for thermal management of aerospace electronic
boards using the BETAsoft program
P438 N95-27354
Eagle Ventures, Rockvtlle, MD.
Independent review of Aviation Technology and
Research Information Analysts System (ATRIAS)
[AD-A284049] p 226 N95-21518
Ecole NatJonale Superieure de I'Aeronautlque et de
I'Espace, Toulouse (France).
Numerical study of Sorter instability: Application to the
design of a quiet supersonic wind tunnel
[PB94-184801] p21 N95-10844
Ecole Polytechnlque, Montreal (Quebec).
Thermal-mechanical fatigue crack growth in aircraft
engine materials
[ISBN-0-315-86543-1] p 647 N95-310S8
EG and G Energy Measurements, Inc, Goteta, CA.
Turbine-engine applications of thermograpruc-phosphor
temperature measurements
[DE95-003625] p 358 N95-25110
EktetJcs Aircraft, Inc, Torrance, CA.
Static and dynamic force/moment measurements in the
Eidetics water tunnel p 69 N95-14238
F/A-18 and F-16 forebody vortex control, static and
rotary-balance results p 72 N95-14254
EMettes International, Inc, Torrance, CA.
Development of a multicomponent force and moment
balance for water tunnel applications, volume 1
[NASA-CR-4642-VOL-1] p 161 N95-18955
Development of a multicomponent force and moment
balance for water tunnel applications, volume 2
[NASA-CR-4642-VOL-2] p 161 N95-18956
Electronics Research I ah, Salisbury (Australia).
A PC-based interactive simulation of the F-111C Pave
Tack system and related sensor, avionics and aircraft
P129 N95-16969
Eloret Corp, Palo Alto, CA.
Computational flow predictions for hypersonic drag
devices p37 N95-11967
Development and application of structural dynamics
analysis capabilities
[NASA-CR-197229) p 96 N95-14922
Particle kinetic simulation of high altitude hypervelocity
flight
[NASA-CR-197383] p 309 N95-22481
Eltro GjrubJi,' Heidelberg (Germany).
Laser based obstacle warning sensors for helicopters
p686 N95-32499
Enron Research, Inc, Boulder, CO.
Electrochemical impedance pattern recognition for
detection of hidden chemical corrosion on aircraft
components
[AD-A284998] p 241 N95-20481
Electrochemical impedance pattern recognition for
detection of hidden chemical corrosion on aircraft
components
[AD-A285998] p241 N95-20716
Electrochemical impedance pattern recognition for
detection of hidden chemical corrosion on aircraft
•~"components, phase 1
[AD-A291345] p 556 N95-29946
Embry-flkJdle Aeronautical Unlv, Daytona Beach, FL
Viper cabin-fuselage structural design concept with
engine installation and wing structural design
[NASA-CR-197162] p 45 N95-12305
Triton 2 (1B)
[NASA-CR-197188] p 46 N95-12636
Cabin fuselage structural design with engine installation
and control system
[NASA-CR-197173] p 47 N95-12639
Energy and Environmental Analysis, Inc, Arlington,
VA.
Air pollution mitigation measures for airports and
associated activity
[PB94-207610] p216 N95-19582
Energy and Environmental Research Corp, Durham,
NC.
Nitrogen oxide emissions and their control from
uninstalled aircraft engines in enclosed test cells: Joint
report to Congress on the Environmental Protection
Agency - Department of Transportation study
[PB95-166237] p 358 N95-26005
Engineering Software Research and Development,
Inc, Saint Louis, MO.
Elastic-plastic models for multi-site damage
p 92 N95-14454
Environmental Protection Agency, Ann Arbor, Ml.
Regulatory impact analysis and regulatory support
document: Control of air pollution; determination of
significance for nonroad sources and emission standards
for new nonroad compression-ignition engines at or above
37 kilowatts (50 horsepower)
[PB94-194594] p61 N95-12855
Environmental Protection Agency, Cincinnati, OH.
Bicarbonate of soda blasting technology for aircraft
wheel departing
[PB94-193323] p 104 N95-17466
ESDU International Ltd, London (England).
Symmetric steady manoeuvre loads on rigid aircraft of
classical configuration at subsonic speeds
[ESDU-94009] p43 N95-11774
Application of muttivariate optimisation techniques to
determination of optimum flight path trajectories
[ESDU-94012] p44 N95-11793
Examples of flight path optimisation using a muttivariate
gradient-search method. Addendum A: Variation of
optimum flight profile parameters with range
[ESDU-94016-ADD-A] p 44 N95-11794
Electors and jet pumps: Computer program for design
and performance for steam/gas flow
(ESDU-94046] pSOO N95-28704
Effects of small changes on rate of climb
[ESDU-94039] p 501 N95-28707
Computer program for estimation of leading-edge
suction distribution for plane thin wings at subsonic
(AD-A28SSOO]
(ESDU-94038] p476 N95-28708
Leading-edge suction distribution for plane thin wings
at subsonic speeds
[ESOU-94037] p477 N95-28800
Increments in aerofoil lift coefficient at zero angle of
attack and in maximum lift coefficient due to deployment
of a plain traling-edge flap, with or without a leading-edge
high-lift device, at low speeds
[ESDU-94028] p477 M95-28885
Shear force, bending moment and torque of rigid aircraft
in symmetric steady maneuvering flight
[ESDU-9404S] p502 N95-28896
Excrescence drag levels on aircraft
[ESDU-94044]
 P477 N95-28897
Wave drag coefficient for axisymmetric forecowls at zero
incidence (M sub infinity less than or equal to 1.5)
[ESDU-94014] p 552 N95-28903
Surface pressure coefficient distributions for
axisymmetric forecowls at zero incidence (M sub infinity
less than or equal to 1.5)
[ESDU-9401S] p477 N95-28904
Effects of cabin pressure on climb and descent rates
[ESDU-94040] p503 N95-29016
Increments in aerofoil lift coefficient at zero angle of
attack and in maximum Irft coefficient due to deployment
of a trailing-edge split flap, with or without a leading-edge
high-lift device, at low speeds
[ESDU-94029] p479 N95-29129
Increments in aerofoil lift coefficient at zero angle of
attack and in maximum lift coefficient due to deployment
of various leading-edge high-lift devices at low speeds
[ESDU-94027] p 481 N95-29898
Introduction to the estimation of the lift coefficients at
zero angle of attack and at maximum lift for aerofoils with
high-lift devices at low speeds
[ESDU-94026] p 481 N95-29899
Esquimau Defence Research Detachment, Victoria
(British Columbia).
Water blastirig~palrit7emoval "methods
p650 N95-32170
Facilities used for plastic media blasting
p627 N95-32176
Operational parameters and material effects
p 651 N95-32179
Eurocontrol Experimental Centre, Bretlgny (France).
Data link terminal DLT document
[PB95-110805] p229 N95-21369
Euracopter Deutschland Gjn-b.H, Munich (Germany).
Helicopter internal noise p 173 N95-19144
External patch repair of CFRP/honeycomb sandwich
p395 N95-27522
HeliRadar A rotating antenna synthetic aperture radar
for helicopter allweather operations p 705 N95-33137
European Space Agency. European Space Operations
Center, Darmstadt (Germany).
Safety aspects of spacecraft commanding
p 149 N95-17248
EURECA mission control experience and messages for
the future p 149 N95-17252
Packet utilisation definitions for the ESA XMM mission
p 150 N95-17596
Fabrics Italians Apparecchteture Radloelettriche S.P.A,
Milan (Italy).
An approach to sensor data fusion for flying and landing
aid purpose p 686 N95-32488
Falrchild Space Co, Germantown, MD.
Evolutionary Telemetry and Command Processor (TCP)
architecture p 86 N95-14162
Federal Aviation Administration, Atlanta, GA.
Evaluation of an unlighted swinging airport sign
[AD-A284763] p 146 N95-18087
Operational And Supportability Implementation System
(OASIS) test and evaluation master plan
[AD-A284765] p 126 N95-18088
Fuselage bumthrough from large exterior fuel fires
[AD-A286295] p 226 N95-22318
Weather And Radar Processor (WARP) Test and
Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP)
[AD-A288280] p445 N95-26453
The 1994 updated National Airspace System
performance assessment for year 2005
[AD-A288652] p 380 N95-26485
Precision landing system mathematical modeling study
report for Andrews Air Force Base, runway 19U Camp
Springs. MD
[AD-A289015] p384 N95-27903
Federal Aviation Administration, Atlantic City, NJ.
Terminal Doppler Weather Radar Build 5A Operational
Test and Evaluation (OT/E) integration and OT/E
operational test plan
[AD-A283052] p 61 N95-12996
Proceedings of the FAA Inspection Program Area
Review
[AD-A283849] p 77 N95-14350
Investigation of flight data recorder fire test
requirements
[AD-A28S832] p232 N95-20032
An evaluation of Automatic Terminal Information Service
(ATIS) flight deck display presentation options
[AD-A280100] p228 N95-21020
Minima reduction simulation test results
[AD-A285626] p 228 N95-21148
Bird ingestion into large turbofan engines
[DOT/FAA/CT-93/14] p 333 N95-24631
The controller memory guide. Concepts from the field
[AD-A289263] p 383 N95-26978
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Aircraft advanced materials research and development
program plan
[AD-A290542] p 505 N95-29565
The effect of wear on fire-blocking layer material
effectiveness
[AD-A291520] * p 485 N95-29855
Evaluation of retro-reflective beads in airport pavement
markings
[AD-A291065] p 523 N95-29967
Prototype stop bar system evaluation at Seattte-Tacoma
International Airport
[AD-A290136] p 490 N95-30031
Offshore next generation weather radar (NEXRAD) test
and evaluation master plan (TEMP)
[AD-A291435] p 556 N95-30072
Offshore next generation weather radar (NEXRAO)
OT&E integration and OT&E operational test
[AD-A293223] p 646 N95-30902
Electrical short circuit and current overload tests on
aircraft wiring
[AD-A293308] p 646 N95-30922
A NASPAC-Based analysis of the delay and cost effects
of the western-pacific region preliminary resectorization
effort of 1993
[AOA288696] p 601 N95-31013
Evaluation of alternative pavement marking materials
[AD-A292973] p 626 N95-31468
Chemical options to halons for aircraft use
[AD-A293741] p599 N95-31569
The ATC operational evaluation of the prototype
integrated terminal weather system (ITWS) at Dallas/Fort
Worth and Orlando airports (May-September 1993)
[AD-A293808] p 677 N95-31587
Gas chromatography/ion mobility spectrometry as a
hyphenated technique for improved explosives detection
and analysis p 701 N95-33278
Federal Aviation Administration, Cambridge, MA.
Inspecting for widespread fatigue damage: Is partial
debonding the key? p 93 N95-14458
Nonlinear bulging factor based on R-curve data
p 94 N95-14476
An analysis of tower (local) controller-pilot voice
communications
[AD-A283718] p 160 N95-18436
Aircraft wake vortex takeoff tests at O'Hara International
Airport
[AD-A283828J p 118 N95-18624
Recommendation on transition from primary/secondary
radar to secondary-only radar capability
[AD-A286279] p 249 N95-22005
Estimate of probability of crack detection from service
difficulty report data
[PB95-149381] p328 N95-24295
Aviation capacity enhancement plan 1994
[AD-A292758] p 598 N95-31428
Guidelines for the design of GPS and LORAN receiver
controls and displays
[AD-A293753] p 602 N95-31572
Integration of air traffic databases: A case study
[AD-A293691] p 602 N95-32022
Federal Aviation Administration, Kansas City, MO.
Fatigue evaluation of empennage, forward wing, and
winglets/tip fins on part 23 airplanes
[PB94-196813] p79 N95-13981
Federal Aviation Administration, Long Beach, CA.
Widespread fatigue damage monitoring: Issues and
concerns p 136 N95-19488
Federal Aviation Administration, Oklahoma City, OK.
Automation and cognition in air traffic control: An
empirical investigation
[AD-A291932] p 488 N95-28790
Aircraft evacuations through Type-3 exits I: Effects of
seat placement at the exit
[DOT/FAA/AM-95/22] p 599 N95-31845
Federal Aviation Administration, Washington, DC.
Airborne Windshear Detection and Warning Systems.
Fifth and Final Combined Manufacturers' and
Technologists' Conference, part 1
INASA-CP-10139-PT-1] p 10 N95-10566
FAA vertical flight bibliography
[DOT/FAA/RD-94/17] p 14 N95-11684
Airborne Windshear Detection and Warning Systems.
Fifth and Final Combined Manufacturers' and
Technologists' Conference, part 2
[NASA-CP-10139-PT-2] p 41 N95-13203
Federal aviation regulations, part 91. General operating
and flight rules. Change 5
[PB94-194883] p 123 N95-17476
Federal aviation regulations, part 91. General operating
and flight rules. Change 8
[PB94-217445] p 188 N95-19720
Census US civil aircraft calendar year 1993
[AD-A286309] p219 N95-20091
Oceanic operations: An authoritative guide to oceanic
operations
[FAA-AFS-550] p 277 N95-24065
Federal Aviation Administration plan for research,
engineering and development, 1995
p 363 N95-24202
Enplanement and all cargo activity
[AD-A280074) p412 N95-28151
Ninth DOD/NASA/FAA Conference on Fibrous
Composites in Structural Design, volume 3
[NASA-CR-198718] p 420 N95-28266
Ninth DOD/NASA/FAA Conference on Fibrous
Composites in Structural Design, volume 2
[NASA-CR-198722] p 424 N95-28462
Development of a coding form for approach control/pilot
voice communications
[DOT/FAA/AM-95/15] p 384 N95-28540
Federal aviation administration plan for research,
engineering and development
[AD-A290952] p 490 N95-29733
Terminal area forecasts-fiscal years 1993-2010
[AD-A290835] p 490 N95-29880
FAA aviation forecasts: Fiscal year 1995-2006
[AD-A293682] p 584 N95-31S98
Fermi National Accelerator Lab., Batavla, ll_
Reducing process noise in superconducting helium liquid
level probes
[DE95-008956] p 629 N95-30765
Florida Atlantic Univ., Boca Raton, FL
Effect of weak periodic pressure gradient on streamwise
vortices near a wall p29 N95-11263
Exact dynamic responses of periodic multi-span beams
under convected pressure fields p 25 N95-11288
High-and low-frequency dynamics of isolated blades and
rotors with dynamic stall and wake
[AD-A290358] p 503 N95-29322
Florida State Univ., Gainesville, Fl_
PIV investigation of compressibility effects on dynamic
stall p478 N95-29102
Florida State Univ., Tallahassee, FL
The spectrum and directivity of turbulent mixing noise
from supersonic jets p579 N95-29415
Florida Univ., Gainesville, FL.
Intertaminar shear test method development for long
term durability testing of composites
p 301 N95-23300
Innovative processing of composites for ultra-high
temperature applications, book 1
[AD-A290889] p 537 N95-29842
Foreign Broadcasting Information Service,
Washington, DC.
FBIS report Science and technology. Central Eurasia
[FBIS-UST-95-029] p649 N95-31728
Foster-Milter Associates, Inc, Waltham, MA.
Evaluation of the fuselage lap joint fatigue and
terminating action repair p 166 N95-19477
Foundation for Scientific and Industrial Research,
Trondhelm (Norway).
Response to noise around Vaemes and Bodoe
airports
[PB94-207065] p 62 N95-13575
FractuResearch, Inc, Galena, OH.
Testing and analysis of flat and curved panels with
multiple cracks p 93 N95-14460
Fujitsu Ltd, Tokyo (Japan).
Numerical analysis around the whole SST
configuration p 693 N95-34541
Computations of low speed flow about space-plane
p685 N95-34544
Galaxy Scientific Corp, Hampton, VA.
Ninth DOD/NASA/FAA Conference on Fibrous
Composites in Structural Design, volume 1
[NASA-CR-198723] p 421 N95-28420
Galaxy Scientific Corp, Pleasantvtlle, NJ.
Artificial intelligence with applications for aircraft
(DOT/FAA/CT-94/41) p 99 N95-13895
Rotorcraft ditchings and water-related impacts that
occurred from 1982 to 1989, phase 1
[AD-A279164] p 189 N95-19805
Test and evaluation report for the Manual Domestic
Passive Profiling System (MDPPS)
[AD-A286312] p 225 N95-20093
Commuter airplane accident data analysis
[AD-A286315] p 226 N95-20174
Commuter/air taxi ditchings and water-related impacts
that occurred from 1979 to 1989
[AD-A285691] p 226 N95-20275
Test and Evaluation Plan (TEP) for Improvised Explosive
Device Screening Systems (IEDSS)
[AD-A286382] p 227 N95-22319
Digital systems validation. Chapter 20 Artificial
Intelligenge with applications for aircraft Handbbook,
volume 2
[AD-A288492] p 448 N95-26638
Corrosion of fire-damaged aircraft
[AD-A294968] p 693 N95-34583
GEC-Marconi Avionics Ltd, Rochester (England).
A tactical navigation and routeing system for low-level
flight p709 N95-32494
GEC-Marconi Materials Technology, Towcester
(England).
High performance backplane components for modular
avionics p 247 N95-20653
GEC-Marconi Research Centre, Great Baddow
(England).
MCMs for avionics: Technology selection and
intermodule interconnection p 234 N95-20641
General Accounting Office, Washington, DC.
European aeronautics: Strong government presence in
industry structure and research and development support.
Report to Congressional Requesters
[GAO/NSIAD-94-71] p176 N95-18578
Naval aviation: F-14 upgrades are not adequately
justified. Report to Congressional Committees
[AD-A286338] p 231 N95-20212
Report to the Secretary of Defense. Unmanned aerial
vehicles: No more Hunter systems should be bought until
problems are fixed
[GAO/NSIAD-95-52] p 286 N95-24091
Report to Congressional Committees. Tactical Aircraft:
Concurrency in development and production of F-22
aircraft should be reduced
[GAO/NSIAD-95-59] p 336 N95-26338
Asian Aeronautics: Technology acquisition drives
industry development Report to Congressional
requesters
[GAO/NSIAD-94-140] p 367 N95-26817
Report to Congressional Committees. Comanche
Helicopter: Testing needs to be completed prior to
production decisions
[GAO/NSIAD-95-112] p 397 N95-27910
Report to the Chairman, Legislation and National
Security Subcommittee, Committee on Government
Operations, House of Representatives. Tactical aircraft
F-15 replacement is premature as currently planned
[GAO/NSIAD-94-118] p 679 N95-31987
Report to the Chairman, Legislation and National
Security Subcommittee, Committee on Government
Operations, House of Representatives. C-17 Aircraft
program: Improvements in initial provisioning process
[GAO/NSIAD-94-63] p 584 N95-32194
Report to the Chairman, Legislation and National
Security Subcommittee, Committee on Government
Operations, House of Representatives. Unmanned aerial
vehicles: Performance of short-range system still in
question
[GAO/NSIAD-94-65] P 609 N95-32196
Fact sheet for Congressional Committees. Air traffic
control: Status of FAA's modernization program
[GAO/RCED-94-167FS] p 603 N95-32197
Report to Congressional Committees. Military airlift C-17
settlement is not a good deal .
[GAO/NSIAD-94-141] p 585 N95-32198
Report to the Chairman, Subcommittee on
Transportation and Related Agencies, Committee on
Appropriations, House of Representatives. Air traffic
control: Status of FAA's plans to dose and contract out
low-activity towers
[GAO/RCED-94-265] p 603 N95-32199
Report to the Chairman, Subcommittee on Aviation,
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation,
US Senate. Aviation safety: Data problems threaten FAA
strides on safety analysis system
[GAO/AIMD-95-27] p 687 N95-32705
Fact sheet for Congressional requesters. Airport
competition: Essential air service slots at O'Hare
International Airport
[GAO/RCED-94-118FS] p 699 N95-32759
Army aviation: Modernization strategy needs to be
reassessed. Report to Congressional requestors
[GAO/NSIAD-95-9] p 683 N95-32783
Report to the Chairman, Subcommittee on Aviation,
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation,
US Senate. Aviation Safety: FAA can better prepare
general aviation pilots for mountain flying risks
[GAO/RCED-94-15] p 687 N95-32784
Report to the Chairman, Subcommittee on
Transportation and Related Agencies, Committee on
Appropriations, US Senate. Airport Improvement Program:
Reliever airport set-aside funds could be redirected
[GAO/RCED-94-226] p 699 N95-32786
Aviation security: Development of new security
technology has not met expectations. Report to
Congressional requesters
[GAO/RCED-94-142] P 687 N95^2885
C-8
CORPORA TE SOURCE ICASE
Report to the Chairman, Subcommittee on
Transportation and Related Agencies, Committee on
Appropriations, US Senate. Airport Improvement Program:
The Military Airport Program has not achieved intended
impact
[GAO/RCED-94-209] p 700 N95-32S88
General AppDed Science Labs, Inc., Ronkonkoma, NY.
Free-jet testing at Mach 3.44 in GASL's aero/thermo
test facility p 145 N95-16320
General Dynamics/Comratr, San Diego, CA.
Development of a low-cost, modified resin transfer
molding process using elastomeric tooling and automated
preform fabrication p420 N95-28268
General Dynamics Corp, Fort Worth, TX
Applications of a damage tolerance analysis
methodology in aircraft design and production
p 426 N95-28483
General Electric Co, Cincinnati, OH.
Engine structures analysis software: Component
Specific Modeling (COSMO)
[NASA-CR-195378] p 57 N95-11711
Elements of a modem turbomachinery design system
p90 N95-14129
The role of CFD in the design process
p90 N95-14135
Scramjet testing guidelines p 138 N95-16317
Modem transport engine experience with environmental
ingestion effects p 199 N9S-19660
Active control of fan noise-feasibility study. Volume 1:
Flyover system noise studies
[NASA-CR-19S392-VOL-1] p 258 N95-21888
PVD TBC experience on GE aircraft engines
p345 N95-26126
A summary of computational experience at GE Aircraft
Engines for complex turbulent flows in gas turbines
p439 N95-27S85
Combustion system CFD modeling at GE Aircraft
Engines p439 N95-27889
UHB engine fan broadband noise reduction study
[NASA-CR-198357] p 580 N95-29641
The effect of interface properties on nickel base alloy
composites
[NASA-CR-198363] p 629 N95-30787
General Electric Co, Lynn, MA.
Brush seals for turbine engine fuel conservation
p59 N95-13595
General Electric Co, Philadelphia, PA.
Aeroelastic stability of wind turbine blade/aileron
systems p377 N95-27981
Control system design for the MOD-5A 7.3 mW wind
turbine generator p 440 N95-27985
Variable speed generator application on the MOD-5A
7.3 mW wind turbine generator p 440 N95-27989
General Electric Co, Schenectady, NY.
Toughened Silcomp composites for gas turbine engine
applications
[DE95-002851] p 235 N95-21243
Calculation of design load for the MOD-5A 7.3 mW wind
turbine system p440 N95-27982
Grid generation and surface modeling for CFD
p 551 N95-28726
General Motors Corp, Lagrange, IL.
High-speed seal and bearing test facility
p53 N95-13601
Geophex Ltd, Raleigh, NC.
Geophex airborne unmanned survey system
[DE95-007566] p 392 N95-27440
Georgia Inst of Tech, Atlanta, GA.
Integrated design and manufacturing for the high speed
civil transport
[MASA-CR-197183] p48 N95-12700
Fracture mechanics validity limits p 95 N95-14480
Numerical study of the effects of icing on viscous flow
over wings
[NASA-CR-197102] p 75 N95-14803
A linear system identification and validation of an AH-64
Apache aeroelastic simulation model
p146 N95-18903
Development of pneumatic test techniques for subsonic
high-lift and in-ground-effect wind tunnel investigations
p 121 N95-19268
Discrete crack growth analysis methodology for through
cracks in pressurized fuselage structures
p 166 N95-19473
Residual life and strength estimates of aircraft structural
components with MSD/MED p 136 N95-19485
A FEAM based methodology for analyzing composite
Patch repairs of metallic structures p394 N95-27511
Operator modeling in commerical aviation: Cognitive
models, intelligent displays, and pilot's assistants
[NASA-CR-198609] p 401 N95-28203
A vorticity-vetociry approach for three-dimensional
unsteady viscous flow over wings p478 N95-29108
A fourth order Euler/Navier-Stokes prediction method
for the aerodynamics and aeroelastkaty of hovering rotor
blades p 554 N95-29242
Analytical investigations in aircraft and spacecraft
trajectory optimization and optimal guidance
[NASA-CR-4672] p 526 N95-29339
Model development for active control of Stan phenomena
in aircraft gas turbine engines p 514 N95-29679
Unsteady pressure and inflow velocity on a pitching rotor
blade in hover p480 N9S-29771
Airborne passive polarimetric measurements of sea
surface anisotropy at 92 GHz
[NASA-CR-197288] p 707 N95-32823
Georgia Tech Research Inst, Atlanta, GA.
Temperature effects on acoustic interactions between
attitude test facilities and jet engine plumes
[NASA-CR-197638] p 258 N95-21170
Flutter analysis of composite box beams
[NASA-CR-197931] p 294 N95-23392
Effects of cavity dimensions, boundary layer, and
temperature on cavity noise with emphasis on benchmark
data to validate computational aeroacoustJc codes
[NASA-CR-4653] p 361 N95-24879
Measurements of ions formed in jet engine exhaust
plumes
[AD-A290940J p514 N95-29764
German-Dutch Wmd Tunnel, North East Polder *
(Netherlands).
Correction of support influences on measurements with
sting mounted wind tunnel models p 122 N95-19281
Gibson (J. C.), Saint Annes (England).
Looking for the simple PIO model
p597 N95-31066
The prevention of PIO by design p 620 N95-31991
Grumman Aerospace Corp, Bethpage, NY.
Comparison of resin film infusion, resin transfer molding,
and consolidation of textile preforms for primary aircraft
structure p 425 N95-28477
Advanced wing design survivability testing and results
p400 N95-28488
Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corp, Bethpage, NY.
Novel cost controlled materials and processing for
primary structures p 532 N95-28830
Cross-stiffened continuous fiber structures
p 536 N95-29041
H
Hampton Unhr, VA.
Steady and unsteady three-dimensional transonic flow
computations by integral equation method
[NASA-CR.196777] p 10 N95-11582
1994 NASA-HU American Society for Engineering
Education (ASEE) Summer Faculty Fellowship Program
[NASA-CR-194972] p 325 N95-23276
Development of a rotary wing Navier-Stokes CFD code
based on TLNS3D code
[AD-A290421] p554 N 95-29387
Application of murtigrid computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) methods to rotor analysis
[AD-A293012] P 648 N95-31475
Harris, Miller, Miner and Hanson, Inc, Lexington, MA.
The present and future of aircraft noise models: A user's
perspective p32 N95-11324
Harvard Unhr, Cambridge, HA.
Development of techniques for the in situ observation
of OH and HO2 for studies of the impact of high-altitude
supersonic aircraft on the stratosphere
[NASA-CR-196759] p 61 N95-12832
In situ measurements of CIO and implications for the
chemistry of inorganic chlorine in the lower stratosphere
p563 N95-29830
HeOerdc Air Force Academy, Athens (Greece).
Investigation of shear layer transition using various
turbulence models P 248 N95-21096
Helsinki Univ. of Technology, Espoo (Finland).
TKKMOD: A computer simulation program for an
integrated wind diesel system. Version 1.0: Document and
user guide
[PB94-179090] p60 N95-11798
Using landmarks for the vehicle location measurement
[PB94-184512] p43 N95-12582
Hercules Aerospace Co, Magna, ITT.
Recent advances in graphite/epoxy motor cases
p 149 N95-16333
Advanced tow placement of composite fuselage
structure p 420 N95-28271
Automated fiber placement: Evolution and current
demonstrations p532 N95-28832
High Plains Engineering, Tehachapi, CA.
Observations on PIO p 597 N95-31064
High Technology Corp** Hampton, VA.
Computational studies of laminar to turbulence
transition
[AD-A285622} p 248 N95-21146
Hot) Aeronautics, Inc, LomUa, CA.
Unified criteria for ACT aircraft longitudinal dynamics
p607 N95-31065
The role of handling qualities specifications in flight
control system design p 620 N95-31990
Honeywell, Inc, Minneapolis, MN.
Micro-time stress measurement device development
[AD-A289511] p 448 N95-26845
Dynamic inversion: An evolving methodology for flight
control design p621 N95-31996
Honeywell Technology Center, Minneapolis, MN.
Empirical results on scheduling and dynamic
backtracking p299 N95-23761
Synthetic Terrain Imagery for Helmet-Mounted Display.
Volume 2: Software design document
[AD-A293611] . p612 N95-31655
Synthetic Terrain Imagery for Helmet-Mounted Display,
volume 1
[AD-A293612] p 612 N95-31656
Hood Technology Corp, Hood River, OR.
Adaptive tuned vibration absorbers: Tuning laws,
tracking agility, sizing, and physical implementations
p25 N95-11280
Houston Univ., TX
Basic studies in turbulent shear flows
[AD-A28914S] p 437 N95-26998
Hughes Aircraft Co, Culver City, CA.
Advanced data visualization and sensor fusion:
Conversion of techniques from medical imaging to Earth
science p711 N95-34236
Hughes Associates, Inc, Columbia, MO.
Analysis of test criteria for specifying foam firefighting
agents for aircraft rescue and firefighting
[AD-A286381) p 227 N95-22352
Hughes STX, Inc, Lexington, MA.
Radar studies of aviation hazards
[AD-A285845] p 226 N95-21831
I
Illinois Univ., Chicago, IL
Holographic interferometric tomography for
reconstructing flow fields p 310 N95-23287
Failure analysis for polycarbonate transparencies
[AD-A292992] p 630 N95-31471
IMITECH, Inc, Schenectady, NY.
Development of LaRC (TM): IA thermoplastic polyimide
coated aerospace wiring
[NASA-CR-195048] p 537 N95-30252
Imperial ColL of Science and Technology, London
(England).
The effects of three dimensional imposed disturbances
on bluff body near wake flows
[AD-A290824] p 555 N95-29654
Industrial ColL of the Armed Forces, Washington, DC.
Strategy in the commercial aircraft industry in the United
States: A comparison of decisionmaking by
McDonnell-Douglas and Boeing aircraft companies from
1977-1983
[AD-A288289] p 366 N95-26409
Surviving the peace. Lessons learned from the aircraft
industry in the 1920s and 1930s
[AD-A288284] p 366 N95-26455
Industrieanlagen-Betriebsgesellschafl mJ>.H,
Ottobrunn (Germany).
Thermoacoustic environments to simulate reentry
conditions p 86 N95-14096
Design and operation of a thermoacoustic test facility
p147 N95-19150
Instttut Franco-Allemand de Recherches, Saint-Louts
(France).
Shock tube investigations of combustion phenomena
in supersonic flows
[PB94-175262] p55 N95-11796
Supersonic base flow investigation over axisymmetric
afterbodies
[PB94-180957] p39 N95-12578
Institute for Aerospace Research, Ottawa (Ontario).
Applications of the five-hole probe technique for flow
field surveys at the Institute for Aerospace Research
p 163 N95-19255
Evaluation of combined wall- and support-interference
on wind tunnel models p 122 N95-19278
Double pass retroreflectJon for corrosion detection in
aircraft structures p 323 N95-23503
Institute for Computer Applications In Science and
Engineering, Hampton, VA.
Agglomeration multjgrid for viscous turbulent flows
[AD-A284064] p8 N95-10848
3D visualization of unsteady 2D airplane wake vortices
[AD-A284745] p 27 N95-11593
On the interaction of jet noise with a nearby flexible
structure
[NASA-CR-194934] p 57 N95-11812
Research in progress in applied mathematics, numerical
analysis, fluid mechanics, and computer science
[AD-A284982] p61 N95-11932
C-9
IDA CORPORA TE SOURCE
Algorithms for bilevel optimization
[NASA-CR-194980] P 170 N95-16897
ICASE
[NASA-CR-195001] P 170 N95-16898
Floating shock fitting via Lagrangian adaptive meshes
[AD-A289758] P 170 N95-18110
The stability of two-phase flow over a swept-wing
[NASA-CR-194994] P 159 N95-18190
On the Lighthill relationship and sound generation from
isotropic turbulence
[NASA-CR-195005] P 159 N95-18191
Effect of crossflow on Goertler instability in
incompressible boundary layers
[NASA-CR-195007] P 159 N95-18193
A study of the vortex flow over 76/40-deg double-delta
wing
[NASA-CR-195032] p314 N95-23466
Cumulative reports and publications through December
31,1994
[NASA-CR-195043] P 361 N95-2608S
Acoustic field in unsteady moving media
[NASA-CR-198162] P 438 N95-27179
Response of multi-panel assembly to noise from a jet
in forward motion
[NASA-CR-198164] P 442 N95-28673
Pressure updating methods for the steady-state fluid
equations
[NASA-CR-198163] P 569 N95-30353
Institute for Defense Analyses, Alexandria, VA.
The opportunities for and challenges of common
integrated electronics
[AD-A279991] P 248 N95-20966
The value of simulation for training
[AD-A289174] P411 N95-26556
Institute of Noise Control Engineering, Poughkeepste,
NY.
Noise Con 1994: Proceedings of the 1994 National
Conference on Noise Control Engineering. Progress in
Noise Control for Industry
[LC-75-24750] p28 N95-11259
Institute de Pesqulsas Espaclals, Sao Paulo (Brazil).
Regenerative cooling for liquid propellant rocket thrust
chambers
[INPE-5565-TDI/540] P 150 N95-18720
International Centre for Theoretical Physics, Trieste
(Italy).
Dynamics of phase ordering of nematics in a pore
[DE95-607662] P 362 N95-25978
Interturblne Holding B.V, Lomm (Netherlands).
Braze repair possibilities for hot section gas turbine
parts P201 N95-19677
Iowa State Univ. of Science and Technology, Ames, IA.
Idealized textile composites for experimental/analytical
correlation P 301 N95-23277
Study of compressible flow through a
rectangular-tc-semiannular transition duct
[NASA-CR-4660] P338 N95-24392
A fixed time performance evaluation of parallel CFD
applications
[DE94-014240] P 436 N95-26445
Computation of the integrated aerodynamic and
propulsive flowfields of a generic hypersonic space
plane P 481 N95-29788
An interacting boundary layer method for unsteady
compressible flows P557 N95-30290
Nonlinear stability of unsteady viscous flow
[AD-A294931] P 707 N95-34597
Ishlkawa|lma-Harlma Heavy Industries Co. Ltd, Tokyo
(Japan).
Design of secondary flow control cascade using
numerical simulation P698 N95-34507
A study of supersonic mixing flow field with ramp
injector p706 N95-34512
Israel Aircraft Industries Ltd, Ben-Gurlon Airport
(Israel).
Lavi flight control system: Design requirements,
development and flight test results p 621 N95-31994
Israel Aircraft Industries Ltd, Tashan (Israel).
Probabilistic inspection strategies for minimizing service
failures P 93 N95-14461
Israel Inst of Metals, Haifa (Israel).
Prediction of fatigue crack growth under constant
amplitude and random loading using specimens with
multiple cracks
[AO-A291614] P397 N95-28409
Istanbul Univ. (Turkey).
At Istanbul-AtaturK Airport measurement and analysis
of noise in due of taKe-off time p 31 N95-11319
Jet Propulsion Lab., California Inst of Tech,
Pasadena, CA.
Possible near-IR channels for remote sensing
pretipitable water vapor from geostationary satellite
platforms
[HTN-95-70139] p 214 A95-69431
Estimates of total organic and inorganic chlorine in the
lower stratosphere from in situ and flask measurements
during AASE 2
[HTN-95-A0861] p317 A95-76265
In situ observations in aircraft exhaust plumes in the
lower stratosphere at midlatitudes
[HTN-95-A0862] p318 A95-76266
Meridional distributions of NO(X). NO(Y), and other
species in the lower statosphere and upper troposphere
during AASE 2
[HTN-95-70944] p 352 A95-78009
Comparison of column abundances from three infrared
spectrometers during AASE 2
[HTN-95-70946] p 352 A95-78011
Latitude variations of stratospheric trace gases
[HTN-95-70948] p 352 A95-78013
Guidance and control, 1993; Annual Rocky Mountain
Guidance and Control Conference, 16th, Keystone, CO,
Feb. 6-10, 1993
[ISBN-0-87703-36S-X] p 341 A95-80389
The Cassini spacecraft Object oriented flight control
software p359 A95-80405
A generic telerobotjcs architecture for C-5 industrial
[AIAA PAPER 94-1264-CP] p 27 N95-11529
Reid verification of the wind tunnel coefficients
p 109 N95-17291
Virtual reality flight control display with
six-degree-of-freedom controller and spherical orientation
overlay
[NASA-CASE-NPO-18733-1-CU] p 288 N95-22578
In-flight radiometric calibration of AVIRIS in 1994
p705 N95-33754
TIMS observations of surface emissivity in
HAPEX-Sahel p 709 N95-33799
Jiaotong Unlv, Shanghai (China).
Simulation investigation on system identification of gas
turbine
[PB95-104238] p 139 N95-17749
Johns Hopkins Untv, Baltimore, MD.
Induced Compton scattering by relativistic electrons in
magnetized astrophysical plasmas p 563 N95-29885
Johns Hopkins Univ., Columbia, MD.
The 1993 JANNAF Propulsion Meeting, volume 1
(CPIA-PUBL-602-VOL-1) p 148 N95-16312
Johns Hopkins Unrv, Laurel, MD.
Application of scramjet engine technology to the design
of ram accelerator projectiles p 19 N95-10282
Johnson Controls, Inc, Milwaukee, Wl.
Development of a bipolar lead/acid battery for the more
electric aircraft
[AD-A284050] p 160 N95-18660
Joint Inst. for Advancement of Right Sciences,
Hampton, VA.
An approximate theoretical method for modeling the
static thrust performance of non-axisymmetric
two-dimensional convergent-divergent nozzles
[NASA-CR-195050] p 273 N95-23193
Joint Publications Research Service, Arlington, VA.
JPRS report Science and technology. Central Eurasia:
Engineering and equipment Gas dynamics of supersonic
shortened nozzles
[JPRS-UST-94-003-L] p 22 N95-10931
JPRS report Science and technology. Central Eurasia
[JPRS-UST-95-011] p335 N95-24541
JPRS report Science and technology. Central Eurasia
[JPRS-UST-94-022] p438 N95-27699
Joint Publications Research Service, Washington, DC.
JPRS report Science and technology. Central Eurasia
[JPRS-UST-94-027] p 349 N95-24470
JPRS report Science and technology. Central Eurasia
[JPRS-UST-94-018] p349 N95-24472
JPRS Report Science and technology. Central
Eurasia
[JPRS-UST-94-032] p350 N95-24759
K
K. T. Analytics, Inc. Frederick, MD.
Air pollution mitigation measures for airports and
associated activity
[PB94-207610] p216 N95-19582
Kaman Sciences Corp, Albuquerque, NM.
Fault detection techniques for complex cable shield
topologies
[AD-A286632] p 247 N95-20771
TIM-SCT cable testing protocol
[AD-A286633] p 231 N95-20772
Kansas Unhr, Lawrence, KS.
Gemini: A long-range cargo transport
[NASA-CR-197149] p 45 N95-12626
A preliminary design proposal for a maritime patrol strike
aircraft MPS-2000 Condor
[NASA-CR-197182] p 47 N95-12689
On-line, adaptive state estimator for active noise
control p322 N95-23308
Preliminary design problems and solutions for a
supersonic oblique all-wing transport aircraft
p 390 N95-26942
Design of a high altitude long endurance aircraft with
manufacturing considerations p 391 N95-26947
Prevention and control of inlet unstart using an SR-71
simulation p 367 N95-26948
An easy way to analyze longitudinal and
lateral-directional trim problems with AEO or OEI
p409 N95-26949
Preliminary results and research capabilities of a new
jet facility at the University of Kansas
p412 N95-26951
Navier-Stokes solution of wing wake structure and its
perturbation p479 N95-29121
Kansas Univ. Center for Research, Ine, Lawrence, KS.
Application of optimization technique to control system
design for departure prevention and aircraft model
estimation through dynamic inversion
pS17 N95-29156
Design, analysis and control of large transports so that
control of engine thrust can be used as a back-up of the
primary flight controls
[NASA-CR-198958] p 518 N95-30254
Kawasaki Heavy Industries Ltd, Tokyo (Japan).
A large scale 3D Navier-Stokes analysis using
NAL-NWT p707 N95-34539
Role of computational fluid dynamics in aeronautical
engineering. Number 12: Formulation and verification of
uni-particle upwind schemes for the Euler equations
p707 N95-34540
Kazan Aviation Inst. (USSR).
Joint Proceedings on Aeronautics and Astronautics
(JPAA)
[ISBN-7-80-046602-7] p 104 N95-16249
Service and physical properties of liquid-jet fuels
p 151 N95-16256
Development of strength analysis methods and design
model for aircraft constructions in Kazan Aviation
Institute p 127 N95-16264
Theoretical fundamentals of the aircraft GTE tests
p138 N95-16265
Generalized method of solving topological optimization
problems for electrical airplane equipment systems in
computer-aided design p 169 N95-16272
Development of processes, means, and theoretical
principles of thin-walled detail plastic forming at Kazan
Aviation Institute p 155 N95-16281
Kossel (Horst), Shrewsbury, MA.
Activated buoyancy propulsion = Paradox Power (tm)
[TABES PAPER 94-619] p 74 N95-14646
Knig Life Sciences, Inc, Houston, TX.
A surgical support system for Space Station Freedom
p149 N95-16776
Kyushu Untv, Kasuga (Japan)
Numerical simulations of dynamic stall phenomena in
low speed flows p685 N95-34546
Numerical simulation of unsteady viscous flow around
an airfoil with oscillating spoiler p685 N95-34547
Laboratory for Strength of Materials Components and
Structures, Pusplptek (Indonesia).
Prediction of fatigue crack growth under flight-simulation
loading with the modified CORPUS model
p 166 N95-19471
Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory, Palisades,
NY.
An in situ evaluation of TOPEX/Poseidon altimetric
measurements versus meaurements made by moorings
and inverted echo sounders for sea surface height
[NASA-CR-198621] p447 N95-27805
Lawrence Uvermore National Lab, Uvermore, CA.
An Echelle Grating Spectrometer (EGS) for mid-IR
remote chemical detection
[DE94-019310] p 249 N95-21478
Overview of remote sensing laser development and
semiconductor laser technology
[DE94-019103] p256 N95-21552
CAUOPE and TAISIR airborne experiment platform
[DE94-018328] p 250 N95-22299
A hybrid vehicle evaluation code and its application to
vehicle design. Revision 1
[DE95-008053] P 441 N95-28029
C-10
CORPORA TE SOURCE MIT
Whirl plus tilt
[DE95-007948] p 452 N95-28108
A hybrid vehicle evaluation code and its application to
vehicle design, revision 2
[DE95-008060] p 441 N95-28139
Integrated X-ray testing o1 the electro-optical breadboard
model for the XMM reflection grating spectrometer
[DE95-008829] P 644 N95-30507
Mapping hidden aircraft defects with dual-band infrared
computed tomography
[DE95-011531] pS84 N95-32164
MachinabiEty study of Aermet 100
[DE95011532] P 701 N9S-33408
Unitized Regenerative Fuel Cells for solar rechargeable
aircraft and zero emission vehicles
[DE95-010684] p 708 N95-33642
Lear Jet Industries, Inc, Wichita, KS.
Aircraft nosewheel steering simulation
p412 N95-26944
Lehlgh Urtfv, Bethlehem, PA.
Corrosion and corrosion fatigue of airframe aluminum
alloys p87 N95-14465
Evaluation of patch effectiveness in repairing aircraft
- - -components -p 394 - N95-27513 -
Uburdi Engineering Ltd, Hamilton (Ontario).
Protective coatings for compressor gas path
components P 201 N95-19675
Lightning Technologies, Inc, PlttsfWd, MA.
Aircraft fuel system lightning protection design and
qualification test procedures development
[AD-A288401] p 380 N9S-26497
Lightwave Atmospherics, Inc, MarBlehead, MA.
Remote sensing of turbulence in the dear atmosphere
with 2-micron lidars p 59 N95-13213
Unkoeping Univ. (Sweden).
Aspect estimation of an aircraft using library model
silhouettes
[PB95-141834] p360 N95-25894
Lockheed Aeronautical Systems Co, Burbank, CA.
Process and control systems for composites
manufacturing p 420 N95-28267
Lockheed Aeronautical Systems Co, Marietta, GA.
Advanced composites structural concepts and materials
technologies for primary aircraft structures: Structural
response and failure analysis
[NASA-CR-4448] p 11 N95-10240
Advanced composites structural concepts and materials
technologies for primary aircraft structures. Structural
response and failure analysis: ISPAIM modules users
manual
(NASA-CR-4449} p 12 N95-10242
Advanced composites structural concepts and materials
technologies for primary aircraft structures:
Design/manufacturing concept assessment
[NASA-CR-4447] p 12 N95-10316
Thermally stable organic polymers
[AO-A281380] P 87 N95-14363
An assessment of viscous effects in computational
simulation of benign and burst vortex flows on generic
fighter wind-tunnel models using TEAM code
[NASA-CR-4650] p 273 N95-23185
Structural modification and repair of C-130 wing structure
using bonded composites p 394 N95-27512
Structural testing of the technology integration box
beam p 441 N95-28467
Advanced textile applications for primary aircraft
structures p399 N95-28476
Requirements for effective use of CFD in aerospace
design p 551 N95-28725
ISPAN (Interactive Stiffened Panel Analysis): A tool for
quick concept evaluation and design trade studies
p533 N95-28846
Advanced composite structural concepts and materials
technologies for primary aircraft structures: Advanced
material concepts
[NASA-CR-4485] p503 N95-29027
Textile composite fuselage structures development
p534 N95-29033
Advanced resin systems and 3D textile preforms for low
cost composite structures P 535 N95-29035
Thermally stable organic polymers
(AD-A290755] p 537 N95-29482
Lockheed Corp, Fort Worth, TX.
Right test results of the F-16 aircraft modified with the
axisymmetric vectoring exhaust nozzle
pTO N95-14245
VTsta/F-16 Multi-Axis Thrust Vectoring (MATV) control
law design and evaluation p 71 N95-14248
Overview of unsteady transonic wind tunnel test on a
semispan straked delta wing oscillating in pitch
[AD-A284097] p117 N95-18380
Unsteady transonic wind tunnel test on a semispan
straked delta wing, oscillating in pitch. Part 1: Description
of the model, test setup, data acquisition, and data
processing
(AD-A293113) p 593 N95-30885
Lockheed Engineering and Sciences Co, Hampton,
VA.
Determining the accuracy of maximum likelihood
parameter estimates with colored residuals
[NASA-CR-194893] p 51 N9S-11869
An approximate Riemann solver for thermal and
chemical nonequiiibnuni flows
[NASA-CR-195003] p 96 N95-14912
Laminar and turbulent flow computations of Type 4
shock-shock interference aerothermal loads using
unstructured grids
[NASA-CR-195008] p97 N95-15604
A verification procedure for MSC/NASTRAN Finite
Element Models
[NASA-CR-4675] p 392 N95-27371
Lockliecu Engineering and Sciences Co, Houston, TX.
An avionics scenario and command model description
for Space Generic Open Avionics Architecture (SGOAA)
[NASA-CR-188330] p 49 N95-11913
An axisymmetric analog two-layer convective heating
procedure with application to the evaluation of Space
Shuttle Obiter wing leading edge and windward surface
_heating
[NASA-CFI-188343] "p54 N95-11937
Space Generic Open Avionics Architecture (SGOAA):
Overview p 99 N95-14161
Lockheed Environmental Systems and Technologies
Co, Las Vegas, NV.
Parts washing alternatives study: United States Coast
Guard. Project summary and report
[PB95-166146] p343 N95-26004
Lockheed-Fort Worth Co, Fort Worth, TX.
Euler Technology Assessment program for preliminary
aircraft design employing SPLITFLOW code with Cartesian
unstructured grid method
[NASA-CR-4649] p 273 N95-22917
Rapid repair of large area damage to contoured aircraft
structures p394 N95-27516
Application of advanced safety technique to ring laser
gyro inertial navigation system integration
p689 N95-33140
Lockheed Martin Corp, Denver, CO.
Determining GPS average performance metrics
p383 N95-27791
Lockheed Sanders, Inc, Nashua, NH.
New technologies for space avionics
[NASA-CR-197574] p 150 N95-18196
Loral Federal Systems, Manassa, VA.
Advanced flight computer. Special study
[NASA-CR-198165] p449 N95-27246
Loral Systems, Inc, Orlando, FL
Advanced distributed simulation technology advanced
rotary wing aircraft Strawman verification and validation
plan for the ARWA simulator system
[AD-A280237] p 19 N95-10349
Advanced distributed simulation technology advanced
rotary wing aircraft. System/segment specification.
Volume 1: Simulation system module
[AD-A280238] p 20 N95-10350
Advanced distributed simulation technology advanced
rotary wing aircraft. System/segment specification.
Volume 3: Visual system module
[AD-A280239] p 20 N95-10351
Advanced distributed simulation technology advanced
rotary wing aircraft System/segment specification.
Volume 2: Flight station module
[AD-A280432] p20 N95-10352
Advanced distributed simulation technology advanced
rotary wing aircraft. System/segment specification.
Volume 5: Simulation system module AH-64D kit
[AD-A280433] p 20 N95-10353
Advanced distributed simulation technology advanced
rotary wing aircraft Software reusability report
[AD-A28O434] p20 N95-10354
Advanced distributed simulation technology advanced
rotary wing aircraft. Study comparing approaches to
modeling the ARWA main rotor
[AD-A280824] p 79 N95-14306
ADST ARWA visual system module software design
document
[AO-A283874] p 99 N95-14357
ADST system test report for the rotary wing aircraft aimet
aeromodel and weapon model merge with the ATAC 2
A laboratory scale supersonic combustive flow system
[DE95-006347] p 420 N95-27851
Loyola ColL, Baltimore, MD.
JTEC/WTEC annual report and program summary:
1993/94
[NASA-CR-198563] p 454 N95-28038
LTV Aerospace and Defense Co, Dallas, TX.
Probabilistic design of advanced composite structure
p424 N95-28443
Lucas Electronics, Birmingham (England).
The application of Ada and formal methods to a safety
critical engine control system p 710 N95-33142
Lyrmtech, Inc, College Station, TX
Corrosion of aircraft materials: Correlation between
nanometer scale and macroscopic structural damage
parameters
[AD-A285930] p 241 N95-20299
M
[AD-A281580] p127 N95-16171
Los Alamos National Lab, NM.
Hypersonic Gas-Surface Energy Accommodation Test
Facflity
[DE94-014468] p39 N95-12652
NTS-spil] test facility wind tunnel exhaust plume
characterization
[DE95-OO3630] p 297 N95-24019
Phonon characteristics of high (T sub c) superconductors
from neutron Doppler broadening measurements
[DE95-003703] p 324 N95-24076
Manchester Untv. (England).
Collaborative research on aircraft icing and charging
processes in ice
" [AD-A285102] p~276 N95-23201
Marotta Scientific Controls, Inc, Montvflle, NJ.
A Lifting Ball Valve for cryogenic fluid applications
p156 N95-16349
Martin Marietta Corp, Baltimore, MD.
Application of fiber-reinforced bismaleimide materials to
aircraft nacelle structures p 397 N95-28278
Martin Marietta Corp, Moorestown, NJ.
Doppler radar detection of vortex hazard indicators
p42 N95-13212
Maryland Untv, College Park, MD.
Techniques for designing rotorcraft control systems
[NASA-CR-196192] p 52 N95-12791
Cooperative control theory and integrated flight and
propulsion control
[NASA-CR-197493] p 142 N95-17404
Experimental data on the aerodynamic interactions
between a helicopter rotor and an airframe
p116 N95-17883
Liquid flow-through cooling of electronic modules
p246 N95-20647
A numerical study of the starting process in a hypersonic
shock tunnel p626 N95-30493
Massachusetts Inst of Tech, Cambridge, MA.
TDWR scan strategy implementation
[AD-A284877] p 98 N95-15749
Unsteady flow phenomena in discrete passage diffusers
for centrifugal compressors
[AD-A281412] p 155 N95-16163
Workshop on Formal Models for Intelligent Control
[AD-A281399] p 169 N95-16864
Design of high performance multivariable control
systems for supermaneuverable aircraft at high angle of
attack
[NASA-CR-197661] p293 N95-22908
Anechoic wind tunnel study of turbulence effects on wind
turbine broadband noise p 451 N95-27992
A numerical method for modelling wings with sharp
edges maneuvering at high angles of attack
p503 N95-29122
Dynamic stall of a NACA 0012 airfoil in laminar flow
p479 N95-29243
Modeling and control of rotating stall in high speed
multi-stage axial compressors p 513 N95-29244
Intelligent turbine engines for Army applications
[AD-A290532] p 514 N95-29496
An exploratory survey of information requirements for
instrument approach charts
[AD-A293882] p 601 N95-31520
Current issues in the design and information content
of instrument approach charts
[AD-A294752] p 690 N95-34562
Massachusetts mat of Tech, Lexington, MA.
Future enhancements to ground-based microburst
detection p11 N95-10570
Ground-based wake vortex monitoring, prediction, and
ATC interface p42 N95-13209
Aircraft wake RCS measurement p 59 N95-13210
Solid state radar demonstration test results at the FAA
Technical Center
[AD-A281520] p 154 N95-16097
GPS-Squitter capacity analysis
[AD-A280037] p 245 N95-20599
Calculation of satellite drag coefficients
[AD-A285118] p300 N95-23781
Initial evaluation of the Oregon State University planetary
boundary layer column model for ITWS applications
[AD-A293775] p 677 N95-31465
Integrated terminal weather system (ITWS)
demonstration and validation operational test and
evaluation
[AD-A293932] p 602 N95-31521
C-11
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GPS-Squitter interference analysis
[AD-A293690] p689 N9S-33480
Massachusetts Univ., Amherst, MA.
Intelligent finite element submodeling of multichip
modules for reliability analysis
[AD-A292911] p 679 N95-314SS
MCAT Inst, Moffett Field, CA.
Parallel aeroelastic computations for wing and wing-body
configurations
[NASA-CR-196835] p 36 N95-11766
Planetary entry experiments
[NASA-CR-194215] p 101 N95-13717
Science objectives and performance of a radiometer
and window design for atmospheric entry experiments
p 85 N95-13718
Three-dimensional unsteady flow calculations in an
advanced gas generator turbine p 312 N95-23425
MCAT Inst, San Jose, CA.
Instabilities orginating from suction holes used for
Laminar Row Control (LFC)
[NASA-CR-196395] p6 N95-10131
Numerical simulation of the flow about the F-18 HARV
at high angle of attack
[NASA-CR-196396] p9 N95-10940
High speed civil transport Sonic boom softening and
aerodynamic optimization
(NASA-CR-196397] p 28 N95-11192
Development of an upwind, finite-volume code with
finite-rate chemistry
[NASA-CR-196749] p9 N95-11366
Computational analysis of forebody tangential slot
blowing on the high alpha research vehicle
[NASA-CR-196750] p 10 N95-11367
Shock-tunnel combustor testing for hypersonic
vehicles
[NASA-CR-196836] p 52 N95-11938
High speed civil transport aerodynamic optimization
[NASA-CR-196960] p 38 N95-12389
Design and testing of an oblique all-wing supersonic
transport
[NASA-CR-196394J p 48 N95-12785
Numerical simulation of the SOFIA flowfield
[NASA-CR-197025] p 74 N95-14612
Control of unsteady separated flow associated with the
dynamic stall of airfoils
[NASA-CR-197024] p 74 N95-14613
Numerical simulation of the flow about the F-18 HARV
at high angle of attack
[NASA-CR-197023] p 74 N95-14614
Numerical simulation of the SOFIA flow field
[NASA-CR-197757] p 436 N95-26589
Aeroelasticity of wing and wing-body configurations on
parallel computers
[NASA-CR-197756] p 389 N95-26590
Computational analysis of forebody tangential slot
blowing on the high alpha research vehicle
[NASA-CR-197754] p 389 N95-26591
Supersonic transport grid generation, validation, and
optimization
[NASA-CR-197752] p 448 N95-26648
CFD research, parallel computation and aerodynamic
optimization
[NASA-CR-197748] p 373 N95-26649
Design and testing of low sonic boom configurations
and an oblique all-wing supersonic transport
[NASA-CR-197744] p 389 N95-26651
Numerical simulation of the flow about the F-18 HARV
at high angle of attack
[NASA-CR-197755] p 374 N95-26735
Development of an upwind, finite-volume code with
finite-rate chemistry
[NASA-CR-197747] p 374 N95-26760
Computational support of the laminar flow supersonic
wind tunnel, CNSFV code development. Magtev, and grid
generation
[NASA-CR-197750) p411 N95-26775
Turbomachinery design and tonal acoustics
computatiofis
[NASA-CR-197749] p 406 N95-26777
Supersonic civil airplane study and design: Performance
and sonic boom
[NASA-CR-197745] p 390 N95-26813
Control of unsteady separated flow associated with the
dynamic stall of airfoils
[NASA-CR-198972] p 594 N95-32193
McDonnell Aircraft Co, Saint Louis, MO.
ACT/ICAPS: Thermoplastic composite activities
p 421 N95-28274
Analysis techniques for the prediction of springback in
formed and bonded composite components
p 421 N95-28289
Development of composite cam/through bulkhead
p 423 N95-28438
McDonnell-Douglas Aerospace, Long Beach, CA.
Comparison of stochastic and deterministic nonlinear
gust analysis methods to meet continuous turbulence
criteria p133 N95-18602
The crucial role of wall interference, support interference
and flow field measurements in the development of
advanced aircraft configurations p 162 N95-19252
Crew aiding and automation: A system concept for
terminal area operations, and guidelines for automation
design
[NASA-CR-4631] p 228 N95-19950
Guidance and control requirements for high-speed
Rollout and Tumoff (ROTO)
(NASA-CR-195026] p 292 N95-22674
Advanced subsonic airplane design and economic
studies
[NASA-CR-195443] p 338 N95-24304
Noise impact of advanced high lift systems
[NASA-CR-195028] p 362 N95-26160
The relation of handling qualities ratings to aircraft
safety p 597 N95-31067
Development of stitched/RTM primary structures for
transport aircraft
[NASA-CR-191441] p630 N95-31421
The importance of flying qualities design specifications
for active control systems p 621 N95-31992
Fan noise prediction assessment
[NASA-CR-195051] p711 N95-33831
McDonnell-Douglas Aerospace, Saint Louis, MO.
Impact of agility requirements on configuration
synthesis
[NASA-CR-4627] p 44 N95-11952
Fiber Optic Control System integration for advanced
aircraa Electro-optic and sensor fabrication, integration,
and environmental testing for flight control systems:
Laboratory test results
[NASA-CR-195408] p 161 N95-18938
Fiber Optic Control System integration for advanced
aircraft. Electro-optic and sensor fabrication, integration,
and environmental testing for flight control systems
[NASA-CR-191194] p162 N95-19236
Transonic wind tunnel boundary interference
correction p 147 N95-19271
Transverse vorticity measurements in the NASA Ames
80 x 120 wind tunnel boundary layer
p 251 N95-22457
The applicability of turbulence models to aerodynamic
and propulsion flowfields at McDonnell-Douglas
Aerospace p439 N95-27886
McDonnell-Douglas Corp, Long Beach, CA.
2-D aileron effectiveness study p 110 N95-17851
McDonnell-Douglas Corp, Saint Louis, MO.
Integration of a mechanical forebody vortex control
system into the F-15 p72 N95-14258
Aeromechanics technology, volume 1. Task 1:
Three-dimensional Euler/Navier-Stokes Aerodynamic
Method (TEAM) enhancements
[AD-A285713] p 132 N95-18483
Acoustic fatigue characteristics of advanced materials
and structures p 174 N95-19157
Performance study for inlet installations
[NASA-CR-189714] p 406 N95-28227
Comparison of spatial numerical operators for
duct-nozzle acoustics p580 N95-30158
PSC algorithm description p695 N95-33013
PSC implementation and integration
p695 N95-33014
Propulsion Controlled Aircraft design and development
p697 N95-33022
McDonnell-Douglas Research Labs, Saint Louis, MO.
Low-energy pneumatic control of forebody vortices
p72 N95-14256
MDA Engineering, Inc, Arlington, TX
Three-dimensional hybrid grid generation using
advancing front techniques p 567 N95-28745
Mechanical Engineering Lab, Sakura (Japan).
Long endurance stratospheric solar powered airship
[PB95-178729] p 336 N95-26009
Mestre Greve Associates, Newport Beach, CA.
Determining the effects of alternative departure cutback
altitudes and power settings: A case study, John Wayne
Airport p31 N95-11320
Michigan Untv, Ann Arbor, Ml.
Conceptual design of the AE481 Demon Remotely
Piloted Vehicle (RPV)
[NASA-CR-197164] p44 N95-12294
Forced response of mistimed bladed disks
p 141 N95-19383
Design considerations for an archimedean slot spiral
antenna p211 N95-19798
Design of a controller for a flexible pointing system using
Hfinfinity) synthesis
[AD-A286572] p 256 N95-20828
Robust fixed-structure control
[AD-A286515] p 257 N95-22216
Scattering and radiation from cylindrically conformal
antennas p 645 N95-30669
Robust fixed-structure control
[AD-A292883] p 679 N95-30961
Simulation of patch and slot antennas using FEM with
prismatic elements and investigations of artificial absorber
mesh termination schemes
[NASA-CR-198974] p 704 N95-32822
Near-limit drop deformation and secondary breakup
p704 N95-32902
Midwest Research InsL, Golden, CO.
Observed acoustic and aeroelastic spectral responses
of a MOD-2 turbine blade to turbulence excitation
p 451 N95-27991
Midwest Research InsL, Kansas City, MO.
Development ol anti-icing technology
[PB94-195369] p 78 N95-15439
Minnesota DepL of Transportation, Duluth, MN.
Development of anti-icing technology
[PB94-195369] p 78 N95-15439
Minnesota Unlv, Minneapolis, MN.
Feedback control laws for highly maneuverable
aircraft
[NASA-CR-197944] p 295 N95-23410
Studies in drag reduction p 478 N95-29094
Experiments on microbursts p 562 N95-29110
Emerging applications in probability (Sensor
management)
[AD-A292781] p 601 N95-31433
Mississippi State Untv, Mississippi State, MS.
Wing design for a civil tiltrotor transport aircraft
[NASA-CR-197523] p 130 N95-18090
Crossflow instability control on a swept-wing: Preliminary
studies p274 N95-23283
Thin tailored composite wing for civil tiltrotor
p285 N95-23317
TIGER: A user-friendly interactive grid generation system
for complicated turbomachinery and axis-symmetric
configurations p 322 N95-23419
Mississippi State Univ., State College, MS.
Propulsion/airframe interference for ducted propfan
engines with ground effect
[NASA-CR-197110] p 81 N95-14909
Mississippi Unlv, University, MS.
Atmospheric effects on the risetime and waveshape of
sonic booms p 100 N95-14886
Proceedings of the Sixth International Symposium on
Long-Range Sound Propagation
[AD-A290920] p 580 N95-30084
Investigating the use of smart acoustically active
surfaces for flow separation control in turbomachinery
[AD-A292819] p 648 N95-31443
Missouri Unlv, Rolla, MO.
Ducted fan acoustic radiation including the effects of
nonuniform mean flow and acoustic treatment
[NASA-CR-197449] p 172 N95-16401
MITech, Inc, Pleasantvllle, NJ.
Research requirements for future visual guidance
systems
[AD-A279188] p 191 N95-19810
Mitre Corp, Bedford, MA.
Thunderstorm hypothesis reasoner
[AD-A282664] p 60 N95-12805
Mitre Corp, McLean, VA.
Air traffic operational inventory CY 1994
[AD-A288281] p 382 N95-26454
Effects of civil tiltrotor service in the northeast corridor
on en route airspace loads
[AD-A293586] p 599 N95-31687
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd, Tokyo (Japan).
Activities of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd.
[PB94-179694] p 22 N95-10085
Verification of turbine cascade flow with tip clearance
p 698 N95-34511
Calculation of supersonic combustion in SCRAM JET
engines p698 N95-34513
Modem Technologies Corp, Mlddleburg Heights, OH.
The decay of longitudinal vortices shed from airfoil vortex
generators
[NASA-CR-198356] p 480 N95-29402
MoDer International, Inc, Davis, CA.
Evaluation of thermal barrier and PS-200 self-lubricating
coatings in an air-cooled rotary engine
[NASA-CR-195445] p 289 N95-23222
Monash Unhr, Clayton (Australia).
Development of a composite repair and the associated
inspection intervals for the F-111C stiffener runout
region p 66 N95-14477
Motoren- und Turbinen-Union Muenchen GJHD.H,
Munich (Germany). •
Performance deterioration of axial compressors due to
blade defects p 199 N95-19665
Impact loading of compressor stator vanes by hailstone
ingestion p 200 N95-19670
Damage of high temperature components by dust-laden
air p201 N95-19673
C-12
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N
Nagoya Univ., Nagoya (Japan).
A simulation of damping process of pendulum motion
due to aerodynamic forces p711 N95-34551
Nangla Associates, Bristol (England).
Estimating wind tunnel interference due to vectored jet
flows p 164 N95-19265
Nanjing Univ. of Aeronautics and Astronautics,
Nanjing, Jlangsu (China).
Joint Proceedings on Aeronautics and Astronautics
(JPAA)
[ISBN-7-80-046602-7] p 104 N95-16249
Investigation of dynamic inflow's influence on rotor
control derivatives p 155 N95-16250
An approach to aerodynamic characteristics of low radar
cross-section fuselages p 106 N95-16251
An improved method of airfoil design
p106 N95-16252
Wall-signature methods for high speed wind tunnel wall
interference corrections p 107 N95-16257
An investigation of polynomial calibrations methods for
wind tunnel balances p 144 N95-16258
Linear prediction data extrapolation super-resolution
---radar imaging p-155 -N95-16268-
Application of GPS/SINS/RA integrated system to
aircraft approach landing p 125 N95-16277
The computer analysis of the prediction of aircraft
electrical power supply system reliability
p 155 N95-16278
Naples Univ. (Italy).
Adaptive wind tunnel walls versus wall interference
correction methods in 2D flows at high blockage ratios
p 147 N95-19267
National Academy of Sciences - National Research
Council, Washington, DC.
Aeronautics and space technology, past, present, and
future p35 N95-11892
Assessment of the Space Station program
p 149 N95-16352
Airborne geophysics and precise positioning: Scientific
issues and future directions
[IC-94-68678] p 446 N95-27156
High-stakes aviation: US-Japan technology linkages in
transport aircraft
[LC-94-65759] p 381 N95-27907
National Aeronautical Lab., Bangalore (India).
Evaluation of the dynamic stability characteristics of the
NAL Light Transport Aircraft
[NAL-PDCA-9217] p 142 N95-16392
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Washington, DC.
Microwave and infrared simulations of an intense
corrective system and comparison with aircraft
observations
[HTN-95-60511] p 214 A95-68762
Orbital velocities induced by surface waves
[HTN-95-90902] p 253 A95-72411
Buckling and vibration analysis of laminated panels using
VICONOPT
[PAPER-1746] p230 A95-72580
Analysis of the physical state of one Arctic polar
stratospheric cloud based on observations
[HTN-95-70917] p 351 A95-77982
The distribution of hydrogen, nitrogen, and chlorine
radicals in the lower stratosphere: Implications for changes
in O3 due to emission of N0(y) from supersonic aircraft
[HTN-95-70935] p 351 A95-78000
An analysis of aircraft exhaust plumes form accidental
encounters
[HTN-95-70943] p 351 A95-78008
Fine-scale, poleward transport of tropical air during
AASE2
[HTN-95-70949] p 352 A95-78014
Guidance and control, 1993; Annual Rocky Mountain
Guidance and Control Conference, 16th, Keystone, CO,
Feb. 6-10.1993
[ISBN-0-87703-365-X] p 341 A95-80389
Education, training, and human engineering in
aerospace: SAE Aerotech '93, Costa Mesa. CA, Sep.
27-30,1993
[SAESP-992] p417 A9S-84553
An overview of millimeter-wave spectroscopic
measurements of chlorine monoxide at Thule, Greenland.
February-March, 1992: Vertical profiles, diurnal variation,
and longer-term trends
[HTN-95«>722] p 444 A95«292
Hypersonic flow past open cavities
[HTN-95-42577] p 458 A95-87207
The NASA-sponsored Maryland center for hypersonic
education and research
[AIAA PAPER 95-6105] p 519 A95-88010
Research and educational initiatives at the Syracuse
University Center for Hypersorocs
[AIAA PAPER 9S6107] p 520 A95-90439
Characterization of a hot-film probe for hypersonic
flow
[AIAA PAPER 95-6110] p 511 A95-90440
Hypersonic aerodynamics test facility using the external
propulsion accelerator
[AIAA PAPER 95-6138] p 470 A95-90455
Sensitivity of engine-integrated waverider performance
to static margin constraint
[AIAA PAPER 95-6142] p 496 A95-90458
Scramjet thrust measurement in a shock tunnel
[HTN-95-C0008] p 586 A95-93396
Low gravity quenching of hot tubes with cryogens
[ISBN 1-879921-01-4) p 635 A95-93728
Numerical study of multi-element airfoil aerodynamics
[ISBN 1-879921-01-4] p 587 A95-93750
The High Speed Research Program
[NASA-TM-109869) p 10 N95-10548
The model builders
[NASA-TM-109902] p 20 N95-10552
Aerc-Space Plane: Flexible access to space
[NASA-TM-109904] p 22 N95-10553
Scientific balloons
[NASA-TM-109907JL _ P? N9S-1p556_
General Aviation Task Force report
[NASA-TM-109950] p1 N95-11463
Revitalizing general aviation
[NASA-TM-110113] p 129 N95-16982
NASA High Performance Computing and
Communications program
[NASA-TM-4653] p 176 N95-18573
Aeronautical engineering: A continuing bibliography with
indexes (supplement 315)
[NASA-SP-7037(315)] p219 N95-21640
Turbine design and application volumes 1, 2, and 3
[E-5666-Vol-1-3] p236 N95-22341
NASA video catalog
[NASA-SP-7109(01)] p363 N95-24238
The atmospheric effects of stratospheric aircraft: A
fourth program report
[NASA-RP-1359] p 357 N95-24274
Aeronautical engineering: A continuing bibliography with
indexes (supplement 316)
(NASA-SP-7037(316)] p 328 N95-24465
Aeronautical engineering: A continuing bibliography with
indexes (supplement 317)
[NASA-SP-7037(317>] p 328 N95-25798
Aeronautical engineering: A continuing bibliography with
indexes (supplement 318)
[NASA-SP-7037(318>] p 367 N95-27543
Research and Technology Objectives and Plans
Summary (RTOPS)
[NASA-TM-108574] p 453 N95-28002
The process for addressing the challenges of aircraft
pilot coupling P597 N95-31063
Aeronautics and space report of the President
[NASA-TM-110743] p 681 N95-31979
Notions! Aoronflutics &nd Spscc Adntirastrstlon. Ames
Research Center, Moffett Field, CA.
Validation of the dynamic response of a blade-element
UH-60 simulation model in hovering flight
[HTN-94-00663] p 18 A95-60155
Evaluation of simulation motion fidelity criteria in the
vertical and directional axes
[HTN-94-00666] p 18 A95-60156
Navier-Stokes simulation of rotor-body flowfield in hover
using overset grids
[PAPER CIS], p 1 A9S-60160
Optimum full-scale subsonic wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 66-0732] p 18 A95-60161
AeroacoustJc probe design for microphone to reduce
flow-induced self-noise
[AIAA PAPER 93-4343] p 19 A95-60163
An experimental investigation of wing tip turbulence with
applications to aerosound
[AIAA PAPER 86-1918] pi A9S«(164
Oblique incidence sound absorption of porous materials
covered by perforated metal and exposed to tangential
airflow
[HTN-94-O0681 ] p 19 A95-6016S
On the scaling of small-scale jet noise to large scale
[AIAA PAPER 92-02109] p 27 A95-60166
Flight test development and evaluation of a Kalman filter
state estimator for tow-altitude flight
[HTN-94-00684] p 16 A95-60167
Design of a model following, state variable feedback
controller for the X-14 VTOL aircraft
(HTN-94-00685) p 16 A95-60168
Recent advances in Euier and Navier-Stokes methods
for calculating helicopter rotor aerodynamics and
[HTN-94-00686] p2 A95-60169
Simulation development of a forward sensor-enhanced
low-altitude guidance system
[HTN-94-00688] p 17 A95-60170
NASA. Ames Research Center
Experimental and analytical investigations of wave
enhanced supersonic combustors
[AIAA PAPER 89-2787] p 14 A95-60172
Computation of nonequilibrium viscous flows in arc-jet
wind tunnel nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 94-0254] p2 A95-60173
Jet to freestream velocity ratio computations for a jet
inacrossflow
[AIAA PAPER 93-4860] p2 A95-60178
Numerical simulation of powered-lift flows
[HTN-94-00700] p3 A95-60179
Dryden lectureship in research, a perspective on CFD
validation
[AIAA PAPER 93-0002] p3 A95-60180
Accuracy enhancements for overset grids using a defect
correction approach
[AIAA PAPER 94-0523] p3 A95-60181
Interferometry and computational studies of an
oscillating airfoil compressible dynamic stall flowfield
[HTN-94-00703] p3 A95-60182
Dynamic stall of an oscillating wing. Part 1: Evaluation
of turbulence models
[AIAA PAPER 93-3403] p3 A95-60184
A comparison of turbulence models in computing
~ multfelement'airfoil flows
[AIAA PAPER 94-0291 ] p4 A95-60185
A comparison of three-dimensional nonequilibrium
solution algorithms applied to hypersonic flows with stiff
chemical source terms
[AIAA PAPER 93-2861 ] p4 A95-60186
Numerical simulation of a complete STOVL aifcraft in
ground effect
[AIAA PAPER 93-4880] p4 A95-60187
Wing download reduction using vortex trapping plates
[HTN-94-00710] p4 A95-60188
An assessment of upper surface blowing for the
reduction of tilt rotor download
[HTN-94-00711] pS A95-60189
Study of noise on a small-scale hovering tilt rotor
[HTN-94-00712] pS A95-60190
LDV measurements in dynamically separated flows
[ISBN 0-8194-1311-9] pS A95-60191
Aerodynamic interactions between a rotor and wing in
hover
[HTN-94-00714] p 5 A95-60192
A study of compressibility effects on dynamic stall of
rapidly pitching airfoils
[HTN-94-00715] pS A95-60193
Three-dimensional model interpretation of NO(x)
measurements from the lower stratosphere
[HTN-95-90534] p 213 A95-67806
Review of numerical procedures for computational
surface thermochemistry
[BTN-94-EIX94441386682] p 205 A95-68191
Effect of ground and ceiling planes on shape of
energized wakes
[BTN-95-EIX95062487558] p 186 A95-68372
Trajectory-based heating analysis for the European
Space Agency/Rosetta Earth Return Vehicle
[BTN-95-EIX95041503787] p 205 A95-69218
Numerical simulation of incidence and sweep effects
on delta wing vortex breakdown
[BTN-95-EIX95062487526] p 186 A95-69234
Simulation and flight test evaluation of head-up-display
guidance for harrier approach transitions
[BTN-95-EIX95062487533] p 194 A95-69241
Row resolution and domain influence in rarefied
hypersonic blunt-body flows
[BTN-95-EIX95082502729] p 220 A95-70136
Measurement and analysis of nitric oxide radiation in
anarcjelflow
[BTN-95-EIX95082502727] p 243 A95-71040
Rotorcraft control system design for uncertain vehicle
dynamics using quantitative feedback theory
[HTN-95-31012J p 236 A95-71182
Advance finite element modeling of rotor blade
aeraelasticrty
[HTN-95-31013] p 221 A95-71183
Performance of a focused cavity aerosol spectrometer
for measurements in the stratosphere of particle size in
the 0.06-2.0-mtcrometer-diameter range
[HTN-95-90914] p 253 A95-72423
High-order state space simulation models of helicopter
flight mechanics
[HTN-95-A0494] p 237 A95-72565
Flap-lag damping in hover and forward flight with a
three-dimensional wake
[HTN-95-A0496] p 221 A95-72567
Progress in high-lift aerodynamic calculations
[BTN-95-EIX95152582315] p 264 A95-73518
Navier-Stokes prediction of large-amplitude delta-wing
roll oscillations
[BTN-95-EIX95152582329] p 281 A95-73531
Forebody flow control on a full-scale F/A-18 aircraft
[BTN-95-E1X95152582333] p 281 A95-73535
C-13
NASA. Ames Research Center CORPORA TE SOURCE
Hypersonic nonequilibrium Navier-Stokes solutions over
an ablating graphite nosetip
[BTN-95-EIX95152583252] p 305 A95-73553
Hypersonic convective heat transfer over 140-deg blunt
cones in different gases
[BTN-95-EIX9S1S2S83253] p 306 A95-735S4
Investigation of the effects of bandwidth and time delay
on helicopter roll-axis handling qualities
[HTN-95-80853] p 290 A95-75095
Aeroacoustic model for weak shock waves based on
Burgers equation
[BTN-95-EIX95182619076] p 269 A95-7S761
Estimates of total organic and inorganic chlorine in the
lower stratosphere from in situ and flask measurements
during AASE 2
[HTN-95-A0861] p317 A95-76265
In situ observations in aircraft exhaust plumes in the
lower stratosphere at midlatitudes
[HTN-95-A0862] p318 A95-76266
H-infinity helicopter flight control law design with and
without rotor state feedback
[BTN-95-EIX95182619129J p 291 A95-76606
Automatic guidance and control for helicopter obstacle
avoidance
[BTN-95-EIX95182619130] p 291 A95-76607
CFD optimization of a theoretical minimum-drag body
[BTN-95-EIX95182619234] p 308 A9S-76660
Analysis of the physical state of one Arctic polar
stratospheric cloud based on observations
[HTN-95-70917] p 351 A95-77982
The distribution of hydrogen, nitrogen, and chlorine
radicals in the lower stratosphere: Implications for changes
in O3 due to emission of NO(y) from supersonic aircraft
[HTN-95-70935] p 351 A95-78000
Vertical transport rates in the statosphere in 1993 from
observations of CO2, N2O, and CH4
[HTN-95-70941] p 351 A95-78006
Fine-scale, poleward transport of tropical air during
AASE 2
(HTN-95-70949) p 352 A95-78014
Identification and simulation evaluation of a combat
helicopter in hover
[BTN-95-EIX95242670749] p 335 A95-81098
SOFIA: Stratospheric Observatory for Infrared
Astronomy p 363 A95-81583
Education, training, and human engineering in
aerospace; SAE Aerotech '93, Costa Mesa, CA, Sep.
27-30, 1993
[SAESP-992] p417 A95-84553
Optimal trajectories for hypersonic launch vehicles
[HTN-95-61120J p415 A95-84884
Transition correlations in three-dimensional boundary
layers
[HTN-95-51648] p 432 A95-85030
Practical formulation of a positively conservative
scheme
[HTN-95-51668] p 433 A95-85050
Effect of Reynolds number and turbulence on airfoil
aerodynamics at -90-degree incidence
[HTN-95-42320J p 370 A95-86149
Reduction of blade-vortex interaction noise through
porous leading edge
[HTN-95-42324] P 371 A95-86153
Interferometric investigations of compressible dynamic
stall over a transiently pitching airfoil
[HTN-95-42338] P 372 A95-86167
Head-on parallel blade-vortex interaction
[HTN-95-61197J p 491 A95-87570
Unsteady panel method for flows with multiple bodies
moving along various paths
(HTN-95-61203) P 540 A95-87576
Heat-transfer measurements and computations of
swept-shock-wave boundary-layer interactions
[HTN-95-81634] P 541 A95-87682
Dynamic-stall and structural-modeling effects on
helicopter blade stability with experimental correlation
[HTN-95-81646J P 542 A95-87694
Laser interferometer skin-friction measurements of
crossing-shock-wave/turbulent-boundary-layer
ns
[HTN-95-20834] p 544 A95-88095
Equivalent plate structural modeling for wing shape
optimization including transverse shear
[HTN-95-20839) p 492 A95-88100
Symposium on Aerodynamics & Aeroacoustics, Tucson.
AZ, Mar. 1-2. 1993
[ISBN 981-02-1732-3] p 462 A95-88892
Adaptive-wall wind-tunnel research at Ames Research
Center A retrospective p 519 A95-88902
Adaptive wall technology for minimization of wind tunnel
boundary interferences - where are we now?
p519 A95-88903
Supersonic and hypersonic shock/boundary-layer
interaction database
[HTN-95-20930] p 463 A95-B8969
Aerodynamic tailoring of the Learjet Model 60 wing
[SAE PAPER 932534] p 492 A95-89194
Boundary-layer transition and global skin friction
measurement with an oil-fringe imaging technique
[SAE PAPER 932550] p 547 A95-90054
Accurate drag prediction: A prerequisite for drag
reduction research
[SAE PAPER 932571 ] p 467 A95-90060
Right-testing and frequency-domain analysis for
rotorcrafl handling qualities
[HTN-95-01083] p515 A95-90269
Navier-Stokes calculations of rotor-airframe interaction
in forward flight
[HTN-95-01087] p 468 A95-90273
Sensitivity of engine-integrated waverider performance
to static margin constraint
[AIAA PAPER 95*142] p 496 A95-90458
Research activity at the shock tube facility at NASA
Ames p547 A95-90559
Parallel CFD design on network-based computer
[AIAA PAPER 95-0984] p 565 A95-90656
A computational environment for exhaust nozzle
design
[AIAA PAPER 95-1016] p 566 A95-90688
Assessment of Russian VSTOL technology evaluating
the YAK-38 'FORGER' and YAK-141 'FREESTYLE'
p497 A95-90868
Parallel computational fluid dynamics '91; Conference
Proceedings, Stuttgart, Germany, Jun. 10-12,1991
[ISBN 0-444-89363-6] p 548 A95-91479
Aerodynamic simulation on massively parallel systems
p549 A95-91487
Turbulence near thunderstorm tops
p675 A95-93553
The appliation of potential CFD methods to helicopter
hover flows
[ISBN 1-879921-01-4] p 587 A95-93747
Analytic solution of the thickness problem of a
rectangular wing in steady subsonic flow
[ISBN 1-879921-01-4] p 588 A95-93758
Lift-enhancing tabs on multielement airfoils
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748187] p 591 A95-94479
EMS helicopter incidents reported to the NASA Aviation
Safety Reporting System p 596 A95-95201
Emergency medical service (EMS): A unique flight
environment p 596 A95-95203
Initial exploration of the ASRS database
p 681 A95-95204
Computational fluid dynamics '92; Proceedings of the
European Computational Fluid Dynamics Conference, 1 st,
Brussels, Belgium, Sep. 7-11.1992. Vote. 1 & 2
[ISBN 0-444-89793-3] p 638 A95-95357
Design and flight evaluation of an integrated navigation
and near-terrain helicopter guidance system for night-time
and adverse weather operations
[NASA-TM-108837] p 11 N95-10846
Computational fluid dynamics uses in fluid
dynamics/aerodynamics education
[NASA-TM-108834] p8 N95-10847
Dynamic response of NASA Rotor Test Apparatus and
Sikorsky S-76 hub mounted in the 80- by 120-Foot Wind
Tunnel
[NASA-TM-108847] p 25 N95-11389
Numerical analysis of tangential slot blowing on a generic
chined forebody
[NASA-TM-108845] p 37 N95-11927
Test model designs for advanced refractory ceramic
materials p55 N9S-11968
Science objectives and performance of a radiometer
and window design for atmospheric entry experiments
[NASA-TM-4637] p 63 N95-12190
Flight investigation of the use of a nose gear jump strut
to reduce takeoff ground roll distance of STOL aircraft
[NASA-TM-108819] p 44 N95-12225
The selective use of functional optical variables in the
control of forward speed
[NASA-TM-108849] p 35 N95-12227
Measurements of atmospheric turbulence effects on tail
rotor acoustics
[NASA-TM-108843] p 38 N95-12360
Modification of the Ames 40- by 80-foot wind tunnel
for component acoustic testing for the second generation
supersonic transport
[NASA-TM-108850] p 65 N95-13642
User's guide for ENSAERO A multidisciplinary program
for fluid/structural/control interaction studies of aircraft
(release 1)
[NASA-TM-108853] p 65 N95-13662
VUV shock layer radiation in an arc-jet wind tunnel
experiment p67 N95-13719
Measured and calculated spectral radiation from a blunt
body shock layer in an arc-jet wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 94-0086] p 67 N95-13720
Dynamics of the McDonnell-Douglas Large Scale
Dynamic Rig and dynamic calibration of the rotor
balance
[NASA-TM-108855] p 65 N95-13891
Simulation of Shuttle launch G forces and acoustic loads
using the NASA Ames Research Center 20G centrifuge
p 86 N95-14089
Numerical simulation of the flow about an F-18 aircraft
in the high-alpha regime p 68 N95-14232
Free-tc-roll tests of X-31 and F-18 subscaJe models with
correlation to flight test results p 69 N95-14237
Computational analysis of forebody tangential slot
blowing p 71 N95-14253
Comparison of full-scale, small-scale, and CFD results
for F/A-18 forebody slot blowing p72 N95-14255
Higher harmonic control analysis for vibration reduction
of helicopter rotor systems
[NASA-TM-103855] p 66 N95-14419
Aircraft maneuver envelope warning system
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11953-1] p 82 N95-14518
Experimental/analytical approach to understanding
mistuning in a transonic wind tunnel compressor
[NASA-TM-108833] p 95 N95-14617
Air-breathing aerospace plane development essential:
Hypersonic propulsion flight tests
[NASA-TM-108857] p 66 N95-14921
A supercritical airfoil experiment p 111 N95-17858
Low aspect ratio wing experiment
p113 N95-17865
STOVL CFD model test case p115 N95-17881
Parametric study on laminar flow for finite wings at
supersonic speeds
[NASA-TM-108852] p116 N95-18101
VSTOL Systems Research Aircraft (VSRA) Harrier
[NASA-TM-110117] p 126 N95-18347
NASA develops new digital flight control system
[NASA-NEWS-RELEASE-94-47] p 144 N95-19029
An assessment of the adaptive unstructured tetrahedral
grid, Euler Flow Solver Code FELISA
[NASA-TP-3526] p 119 N95-19041
2-D and 3-D oscillating wing aerodynamics for a range
of angles of attack including stall
[NASA-TM-4632] p 120 N95-19119
Wall interaction effects for a full-scale helicopter rotor
in the NASA Ames 80- by 120-foot wind tunnel
p 121 N95-19270
Simulation of rotor blade element turbulence
[NASA-TM-108862] p 232 N95-21186
A three-dimensional orthogonal laser velocimeter for the
NASA Ames 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-108864] p 249 N95-21323
Row visualization studies of VTOL aircraft models during
Hover in ground effect
[NASA-TM-108860] p 272 N95-22666
Nonlinear system guidance in the presence of
transmission zero dynamics
[NASA-TM-4661 ] p 309 N95-22804
Experimental results for a hypersonic nozzle/afterbody
flow field
[NASA-TM-4638] p 274 N95-23250
System for determining aerodynamic imbalance
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11913-1] p311 N95-23377
Engines-only flight control system
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11944-1] p 294 N95-23389
Aerodynamic surface distension system for high angle
of attack forebody vortex control
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11979-1] p 286 N95-23390
Cueing light configuration for aircraft navigation
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11982-1] p 280 N95-23393
Lift enhancing tabs for airfoils
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11990-1] p 286 N95-23395
AVIRIS and TIMS data processing and distribution at
the land processes distributed active archive center
p325 N95-23872
TRISTAR 1: Evaluation methods for testing head-up
display (HUD) flight symbology
[NASA-TM-4665] p 288 N95-24030
Geometric analysis of wing sections
[NASA-TM-110346] p 335 N95-24629
Aerodynamic shape optimization of wing and wing-body
configurations using control theory
[NASA-CR-198024] p 335 N95-25334
Angular displacement measuring device
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11937-1] p 362 N95-26015
Aerodynamics model for a generic ASTOVL lift-fan
aircraft
[NASA-TM-110347] p 332 N95-26302
Simulation model of the integrated flight/propulsion
control system, displays, and propulsion system for
ASTOVL lift-fan aircraft
[NASA-TM-108866] P 405 N95-26412
Flightpath synthesis and HUD scaling for V/STOL
terminal area operations
[NASA-TM-110348] p 383 N95-26587
The lift-fan aircraft Lessons learned
[NASA-CR-196694] p 392 N95-27143
C-14
CORPORA TE SOURCE NASA. Kennedy Space Center
Calculation of three-dimensional (3-0) internal flow by
means of the velocity-vorticity formulation on a staggered
grid
[NASA-TM-110352] p 376 N95-27258
NAS Technical Summaries, March 1993 - February
1994
[NASA-RP-1355] p453 N95-27367
A procedure for automating CFO simulations of an
inlet-bleed problem p 552 N95-28768
Investigation of wing upper surface flow-field disturbance
due to NASA DC-8-72 in-flight inboard thrust-reverser
deployment
[NASA-TM-110351] p 457 N95-28816
Bibliography of Doctor Chul Park
[NASA-TM-110353] p 527 N9S-29351
Boundary-layer transition and global skin friction
measurement with an oil-fringe imaging technique
[NASA-CR-198814] p 557 N95-30224
Numerical simulations of the flow in the HYPULSE
expansion tube
[NASA-TM-110357] p 523 N95-30228
Telepresence media resource tape
[NASA-TM-110648] p 569 N95-30248
Moving base simulation of an integrated flight and
_ _ProPulsi9n controlsystern fqr_an_ejectoi:augmentor.STOVL_
aircraft in hover
[NASA-TM-108867] p 606 N95-30646
Right test evaluation of the Stanford University/United
Airlines differential GPS Category 3 automatic landing
system
[NASA-TM-1103S4] p 593 N95-30788
Stratospheric Observatory For Infrared Astronomy
(SOFIA). Phase A: System concept description
[NASA-TM-110669] p 680 N95-32187
Numerical solution of the full potential equation using
a chimera grid approach
[NASA-TM-110360] p 594 N95-32188
Flight test of a low-altitude helicopter guidance system
with obstacle avoidance capability p688 N95-32490
SOFIA: Aft cavities wind tunnel test
[NASA-TM-110673] p 683 N95-32682
Full-scale hingeless rotor performance and loads
(NASA-TM-110356] p 691 N95-32699
SOFIA 2 model telescope wind tunnel test report
[NASA-TM-110668] p 683 N95-32764
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Flight
Research Center, Edwards, CA.
Flight test of the X-29A at high angle of attack: Flight
dynamics and controls
[NASA-TP-3537] p 284 N95-22806
Direct adaptive performance optimization of subsonic
transports: A periodic perturbation technique
[NASA-TM-4676] p 284 N95-22829
NASA Dryden flow visualization facility
[NASA-TM-4631 ] p 449 N95-27914
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Goddard Space Right Center, Greenbelt, MD.
Using IRI for the computation of ionospheric corrections
for altimeter data analysis p212 A95-66949
Microwave and infrared simulations of an intense
corrective system and comparison with aircraft
observations
[HTN-95-60511] p214 A95-68762
Possible near-IR channels for remote sensing
precipitable water vapor from geostationary satellite
platforms
[HTN-95-70139] p 214 A95-69431
Behavior of an inversion-based precipitation retrieval
algorithm with high-resolution AMPR measurements
including a low-frequency 10.7-GHz channel
[HTN-95-70134] p 252 A95-70656
A survey of bidirectional greater than or equal to MeV
ion flows during the Helios 1 and Helios 2 mission:
Observations from the Goddard Space Flight Center
instruments
[HTN-95-70542] p 237 A95-71656
Trajectory modeling of emissions from lower
stratospheric aircraft
[HTN-95-41219] p317 A95-75031
Sensitivity of two-dimensional model predictions of
ozone response to stratospheric aircraft An update
(HTN-95-A0863) p318 A95-76267
The distribution of hydrogen, nitrogen, and chlorine
radicals in the lower stratosphere: Implications for changes
in O3 due to emission of NO(y) from supersonic aircraft
[HTN-95-70935] p 351 A95-78000
Comparison of column abundances from three infrared
spectrometers during AASE 2
[HTN-95-70946] p 352 A95-78011
Chemical change in the arctic vortex during AASE 2
IHTN-95-70947] p 352 A95-78012
Fine-scale, poleward transport of tropical air during
AASE 2
[HTN-95-70949] p 352 A95-78014
Guidance and control, 1993; Annual Rocky Mountain
Guidance and Control Conference, 16th, Keystone. CO.
Feb. 6-10,1993
[ISBN-0-8T703-365-X] p 341 A95-80389
Effects of a polar stratosphere cloud parameterization
on ozone depletion due to stratospheric aircraft in a
two-dimensional model
[HTN-95-A1038] p 443 A95-84543
Reentry analysis for low Earth orbiting spacecraft
p415 A95-85774
The effect of high lift to drag ratio on aerobraking
p415 A95-85807
Low-dimensional description of the dynamics in
separated flow past thick airfoils
[HTN-95-20832] p 544 A95-88093
Three dimensional model calculations of the global
dispersion of high speed aircraft exhaust and implications
for stratospheric ozone loss p 26 N95-10657
Flight Mechanics/Estimation Theory Symposium 1995
[NASA-CP-3299] p416 N95-27763
Impact of Ada and object-oriented design in the flight
dynamics division at Goddard Space Flight Center
[NASA-CR-189412] p 567 N95-28807
Gorrection-of thnrcirrus effectS"in~AVIRIS"images~using ~~
the sensitive 1.375-micron cirrus detecting channel
p708 N95-33748
Remote sensing of smoke, clouds, and radiation using
AVIRIS during SCAR experiments p 708 N95-33749
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Hugh
l_ Dryden Right Research Center, Edwards, CA.
A flying qualities study of longitudinal long-term dynamics
of hypersonic planes
[AIAA PAPER 95-6150] p 521 A95-90464
Propulsion controlled aircraft research
p 497 A95-90869
Development and flight testing of the HL-10 lifting
body p498 A95-90872
Operational and research aspects of a radio-controlled
model flight test program
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748177] p 606 A95-94471
Dryden and transonic research
[NASA-TM-104281 ] p1 N95-10709
Dryden overview for schools
[NASA-TM-104282] p 21 N95-10710
. F-18 HARV presentation for industry
[NASA-TM-104283) p 13 N95-10711
Dryden tour tape, 1994
[NASA-TM-104288] p 21 N95-10714
Research excitation system flight testing
[NASA-TM-104289] p 13 N95-10715
NASA and the SR-71: Back to the future
[NASA-TM-104290] p 13 N95-10716
Radio controlled for research
[NASA-TM-104292] p 17 N95-10717
The crash of Right 232
[NASA-TM-104279] p11 N95-10737
Building the Integrated Test Facility: A foundation for
the future
[NASA-TM-104280] p 21 N95-10738
HL-10 dedication ceremony
[NASA-TM-104295] p 13 N95-10740
F-104 resource tape
[NASA-TM-104296] p 13 N95-10741
F-15 835 (HIDEC) resource tape
[NASA-TM-104297] p 13 N95-10742
F-16XL resource tape
[NASA-TM-104298] p 13 N95-10743
F-18 high alpha research vehicle resource tape
INASA-TM-104299) P 13 N95-10744
X-31 resource tape
[NASA-TM-104300] p 13 N95-10745
The Western Aeronautical Test Range
[NASA-TM-104301] p 21 N95-10746
Dryden overview for schools
[NASA-TM-104302] p 21 N95-10747
F-15 Propulsion Controlled Aircraft (PCA)
[NASA-TM-104303] p 17 N95-10748
NACA/NASA: X-1 through X-31
[NASA-TM-104304] p 1 N95-10749
Dryden summer 1994 update
[NASA-TM-104305] p 33 N95-10750
X-31 tailless testing
[NASA-TM-104306] p 13 N95-10751
Effects of mass on aircraft stdearm controller
characteristics
[NASA-TM-104277] p 51 N95-11868
Dynamic ground effects flight test of an F-15 aircraft
[NASA-TM-4604] p 38 N95-12191
Fourth High Alpha Conference, volume 1
[NASA-CP-10143-VOL-1] p 67 N95-14229
Flight and full-scale wind-tunnel comparison of pressure
distributions from an F-18 aircraft at high angles of
attack p 68 N95-14231
Fourth High Alpha Conference, volume 2
[NASA-CP-10143-VOL-2] p 69 N95-14239
F-18 high alpha research vehicle: Lessons learned
p 69 N95-14240
Design and development of an F/A-18 inlet distortion
rake: A cost and time saving solution
p 69 N95-14241
X-31 high angle of attack control system performance
p70 N95-14244
Multi-application controls: Robust nonlinear
multivariable aerospace controls applications
p 71 N95-14249
Fourth High Alpha Conference, volume 3
[NASA-CP-10143-VOL-3] p 71 N95-14251
Development of a low-aspect ratio fin for flight research
experiments
[NASA-TM-4596] p 108 N95-16858
Shear buckling analysis of a hat-stiffened panel
(NASA-TM-4644J p 158 N95-17490
F-15 resource tape
[NASA-TM-110502] p 230 N95-19994
F-16XL interview with Maria Bohn-Meyer
[NASA-TM-110505] p 223 N95-19996
Acoustic climb to cruise test
[NASA-TM-110504] p 230 N95-20155
Flight assessment of the onboard propulsion system.
—modertor the Performarice"Seeking~Cbntf6l algorithm on
an F-15 aircraft
[NASA-TM-4705] p617 N95-31425
Flight test validation of a frequency-based system
identification method on an F-15 aircraft
[NASA-TM-4704] p 620 N95-31846
X-29 flight control system: Lessons learned
p 622 N95-32001
An Electronic Workshop on the Performance Seeking
Control and Propulsion Controlled Aircraft Results of the
F-15 Highly Integrated Digital Electronic Control Flight
Research Program
[NASA-TM-104278] p 694 N95-33009
An overview of integrated flight-propulsion controls flight
research on the NASA F-15 research airplane
p694 N95-33010
Performance seeking control program overview
p 695 N95-33011
Minimum fuel mode evaluation p 695 N95-33015
Minimum fan turbine inlet temperature mode
evaluation p 696 N95-33016
Maximum thrust mode evaluation p696 N95-33017
Rapid deceleration mode evaluation
p696 N95-33018
Performance seeking control excitation mode
p696 N95-33019
Performance seeking control (PSC) for the F-15 highly
integrated digital electronic control (HIDEC) aircraft
p697 N95-33020
Background and principles of throttles-only flight
control P 697 N95-33021
Flight test of a propulsion controlled aircraft system on
the NASA F-15 airplane p691 N95-33023
Design challenges encountered in the F-15 PCA flight
test program p 692 N95-33025
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Hugh
L. Dryden Right Research Facility, Edwards, CA.
Right experience with lightweight, low-power
miniaturized instrumentation systems
[BTN-95-EIX95062487522] p 180 A95-69230
Row-visualization study of the X-29A aircraft at high
angles of attack using a 1 /48-scale model
[NASA-TM-104268] p8 N95-10858
Transonic flight test of a laminar flow leading edge with
surface excrescences
[NASA-TM-4597] p9 N95-11158
On the use of controls for subsonic transport
performance improvement: Overview and future
directions
[NASA-TM-4605] p 10 N 95-11408
Water tunnel flow visualization study of a 4.4 percent
scale X-31 forebody
[NASA-TM-104276] p 36 N95-11898
Numerical modeling of a cryogenic fluid within a fuel
tank
[NASA-TM-4651] p 89 N95-13892
In-flight lift-drag characteristics for a forward-swept wing
aircraft and comparisons with contemporary aircraft)
[NASA-TP-3414] p117 N95-18565
Determination of stores pointing error due to wing
flexibility under flight load
[NASA-TM-4646] p 134 N95-19044
PIO: A historical perspective p 597 N95-31062
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. John
C. Stennts Space Center, Bay Saint Louis, MS.
Evaluation of the Sparton tight-tolerance AXBT
[HTN-95-40728] p 251 A95-70473
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. John
F. Kennedy Space Center, Cocoa Beach, Fl_
Application of airborne field mill data for use in launch
support
f.HTN-95-50054] p 98 A95-62279
C-15
NASA. Johnson Space Center CORPORA TE SOURCE
Development of a climatological data base to help
forecast cloud cover conditions for shuttle landings at the
Kennedy Space Center p 670 A95-93529
Analysis of rapidly developing fog at the Kennedy Space
Center p 671 A95-93531
A review of falconry as a bird control technique with
recommendations for use at the Shuttle Landing Facility,
John F. Kennedy Space Center, Florida, USA
[NASA-TM-110142] p 381 N95-27859
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX.
Guidance and control, 1993; Annual Rocky Mountain
Guidance and Control Conference, 16th, Keystone, CO.
Feb. 6-10. 1993
[ISBN-0-87703-365-X] p 341 A95-80389
Education, training, and human engineering in
aerospace; SAE Aerotech '93, Costa Mesa, CA, Sep.
27-30,1993
[SAESP-992J p417 A95-84553
Reentry analysis for low Earth orbiting spacecraft
P415 A95-85774
Development of the NASA/FLAGRO computer program
for analysis of airframe structures p 94 N95-14473
Landing gear energy absorption system
[NASA-CASE-MSC-22277-1 ] p 96 N95-15306
Virtual environment application with partial gravity
simulation p 169 N95-15988
Documentation and archiving of the Space Shuttle wind
tunnel test data base. Volume 1: Background and
description
[NASA-TM-104806-VOL-1] p 151 N95-19237
Documentation and archiving of the Space Shuttle wind
tunnel test data base. Volume 2: User's Guide to the
Archived Data Base
[NASA-TM-104806-VOL-2] p 205 N95-19624
Preload release mechanism
[NASA-CASE-MSC-22327-1] p 350 N95-25592
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA.
A grid generation and flow solution method for the Euler
equations on unstructured grids
[HTN-95-20003] p 153 A95-63201
Demonstration of an elastically coupled twist control
concept for tilt rotor blade application
[BTN-94-EIX94441386633] p 196 A95-68182
Parallel implicit unstructured grid Euler solvers
[BTN-95-BX95042474393] p 217 A95-68307
Coupling equivalent plate and finite element formulations
in multiple-method structural analyses
[BTN-95-EIX95062487548] p 192 A95-68362
Passive porosity with free and fixed separation on a
tangent-ogive forebody
[BTN-95-EIX95062487554] p 185 A95-68368
Approximate method for calculating heating rates on
three-dimensional vehicles
[BTN-95-EIX95041503778] p 210 A95-69209
Navier-Stokes simulations of Orbiter aerodynamic
characteristics including pitch trim and bodyflap
[BTN-95-EIX95041503779] p 204 A95-69210
Multiblock analysis for Shuttle Orbiter reentry heating
from Mach 24 to Mach 12
[BTN-95-EIX95041503780] p 205 A95-69211
Recent studies of rotorcraft blade-vortex interaction
noise
[BTN-95-EIX95062487521] p218 A95-69229
Interpretation of waverider performance data using
computational fluid dynamics
[BTN-95-EIX95062487534] p 193 A95-69242
Numerical study of the performance of swept, curved
compression surface seramjet inlets
(BTN-95-EIX95112524198] p 197 A95-69310
Subsidence of aircraft engine exhaust in the
stratosphere: Implications for calculated ozone
depletions
[PAPER-93GL03426] p 251 A95-70297
Effects of leading and trailing edge flaps on the
aerodynamics of airfoil/vortex interactions
[HTN-95-31011] p221 A95-71181
Air and ground resonance of helicopters with elastically
tailored composite rotor blades
[HTN-95-A0497] p 222 A95-72568
Buckling and vibration analysis of laminated panels using
VICONOPT
[PAPER-1746] p230 A95-72580
Mach wave emission from a high-temperature
supersonic jet
[BTN-95-EIX95152577586) p 264 A95-73496
Separation control on high-lift airfoils via micro-vortex
generators
[BTN-95-eiX95152582326] p 265 A95-73529
Analysis of a higher harmonic control test to reduce
blade vortex interaction noise
lBTN-95-EIX95t52582330] p 265 A95-73532
Computational study of plume-induced separation on a
hypersonic powered model
[BTN-95-EIX95152582346] p 266 A95-73548
Aerodynamic characteristics of a hypersonic viscous
optimized waverider at high altitudes
[BTN-95-EIX95152583251] p 266 A95-73552
Application of the multigrid solution technique to
hypersonic entry vehicles
[BTN-95-EIX95152583254] p 306 A95-73555
Higher-order viscous shock-layer solutions for
high-altitude flows
[BTN-95-EIX95152583255] p 306 A95-73556
Optimization o) contoured hypersonic scramjet inlets
with a least-squares parabolized Navier-Stokes
procedure
[HTN-95-20976] p 261 A95-74042
Sensitivity of acoustic predictions to variation of input
parameters
[HTN-95-a0855] p 267 A95-75097
An analytical and experimental investigation of the
response of the curved, composite frame/skin
specimens
[HTN-95-80857] p 283 A95-75099
Aerodynamics of the Shuttle Orbiter at high altitudes
[BTN-95-EIX95182617454] p 298 A95-75725
Zonally decoupled direct simulation Monte Carlo
solutions of hypersonic blunt-body wake flows
[BTN-95-EIX95182617458] p 268 A95-75729
Multigrid solution of compressible turbulent flow on
unstructured meshes using a two-equation model
[BTN-94-EIX94401378794] p 307 A95-76484
Summary of an active flexible wing program
[BTN-95-EIX95182619209] p 283 A95-76635
Application of transonic small disturbance theory to the
active flexible wing model
[BTN-95-EIX95182619210] p 270 A95-76636
Simulation and model reduction for the active flexible
wing program
[BTN-95-EIX95182619211] p 295 A95-76637
Multiple-function digital controller system for active
flexible wing wind-tunnel model
[BTN-9S-EIX95182619212] p 322 A95-76638
On-line analysis capabilities developed to support the
active flexible wing wind-tunnel tests
[BTN-95-EIX95182619213] p 296 A95-76639
Flutter suppression control law design and testing for
the active flexible wing
[BTN-95-EIX95182619214] p 292 A95-76640
Design and multifunction tests of a frequency
domain-based active flutter suppression system
[BTN-95-EIX95182619215] p 292 A95-76641
Flutter suppression for the active flexible wing: A
classical design
[BTN-95-EIX95182619216] p 292 A95-76642
Rolling maneuver load alleviation using active controls
[BTN-95-EIX95182619217] p 270 A95-76643
Viscoplastjc response of structures for intense local
heating
[HTN-95-41540] p 346 A95-77921
The distribution of hydrogen, nitrogen, and chlorine
radicals in the lower stratosphere: Implications for changes
in O3 due to emission of NO(y) from supersonic aircraft
[HTN-95-70935] p 351 A95-78000
An analysis of aircraft exhaust plumes form accidental
encounters
[HTN-95-70943] p 351 A95-78008
Meridional distributions of NO(X), NO(Y). and other
species in the lower statosphere and upper troposphere
during AASE 2
[HTN-95-70944] p 352 A95-78009
Guidance and control, 1993; Annual Rocky Mountain
Guidance and Control Conference, 16th, Keystone, CO,
Feb. 6-10,1993
[ISBN-0-87703-365-X] p 341 A95-80389
Effects on stratospheric ozone from high-speed civil
transport Sensitivity to stratospheric aerosol loading
[HTN-95-91842] p354 A95-80830
An intercomparison of aircraft instrumentation for
tropospheric measurements of sulfur dioxide
[HTN-95-91855] p 354 A95-80843
An intercomparison of aircraft instrumentation for
tropospheric measurements of carbonyl sulfide, hydrogen
sulfide, and carbon disulfide
[HTN-95-91856] p 355 A95-80844
An intercomparison of instrumentation for tropospheric
measurements of dimethyl sulfide: Aircraft results for
concentrations at the parts-per-trillion level
[HTN-95-91857] p 355 A95-80845
Load alleviation maneuvers for a launch vehicle
p342 A95-81360
A higher harmonic control test in the DNW to reduce
impulsive BVI noise
[HTN-95-61071] p 385 A95-83655
Computational/experimental investigation of staged
injection into a Mach 2 flow
[HTN-95-51646] p 432 A95-85028
Screech tones from free and ducted supersonic jets
[HTN-95-51647] p 432 A95-85029
Shear buckling response of tailored composite plates
[HTN-95-51680] p418 A95-85062
Nonreflective boundary conditions for high-order
methods
(HTN-95-42328) p 371 A95-86157
Quantitative investigation of compressible mixing:
Staged transverse injection into Mach 2 flow
[HTN-95-42330] p 404 A95-86159
An overview of millimeter-wave spectroscope
measurements of chlorine monoxide at Thule, Greenland.
February-March, 1992: Vertical profiles, diurnal variation,
and longer-term trends
(HTN-95-00722) p 444 A95-86292
Mach wave emission from a high-temperature
supersonic jet
[HTN-95-42571] p 458 A95-87201
Preconditioned domain decomposition scheme for
three-dimensional aerodynamic sensitivity analysis
[HTN-95-42597] p 459 A95-87227
Thrust modeling for hypersonic engines
[AIAA PAPER 95-6081 ] p 509 A95-87410
Active control of fan noise from a turbofan engine
[HTN-95-61198] p 570 A95-87571
Improving the efficiency of aerodynamic shape
optimization
[HTN-95-61204] p 540 A95-87577
Multipoint inverse design of an infinite cascade of
airfoils
[HTN-95-81640] p 541 A95-87688
The detection and measurement of microburst wind
shear by an airborne lidar system p 543 A95-87798
Fluctuating wall pressures near separation in highly
swept turbulent interactions
[HTN-95-20823] p 543 A95-88084
Aerodynamic Investigation with focusing schlieren in a
cryogenic wind tunnel
[HTN-95-20835] p 544 A95-88096
Chemical recombination in an expansion tube
[HTN-95-20844] p 544 A95-88105
Sensitivity derivatives for three dimensional supersonic
Euler code using incremental iterative strategy
[HTN-95-20845] p 545 A95-88106
Symposium on Aerodynamics & Aeroacoustics, Tucson,
AZ, Mar. 1-2.1993
[ISBN 981-02-1732-3] p 462 A9S-88B92
An introduction to generalized functions with some
applications in aerodynamics and aeroacoustics
pS65 A9S-6S89S
Lightning protection technology for small general
aviation composite material aircraft
[SAE PAPER 931241] p 483 A95-88964
Computing unsteady shock waves for aeroacoustic
applications
[HTN-95-20928] p 463 A95-88967
Control-nonlinear-nonstationary structural response and
radiation near a supersonic jet
[HTN-95-20929] P 463 A95-88968
Demonstration of an elastically coupled twist control
concept for tilt rotor blade application
[HTN-95-20959] p 465 A95-88998
Low-speed wind tunnel tests of two waverider
configuration models
[AIAA PAPER 95-6093] p 493 A95-89251
NASA evaluation of Type 2 chemical depositions
[SAE PAPER 932582) p 495 A95-90086
Noise control in aeroacoustics; Proceedings of the 1993
National Conference on Noise Control Engineering,
NOISE-CON 93. Williamsburg, VA, May 2-5, 1993
[ISBN 0-931784-26-3] P 573 A95-90088
The high speed civil transport A technology challenge
p496 A95-90089
Studies of blade-vortex interaction noise reduction by
rotor blade modification p 573 A95-90093
A prediction method for broadband shock associated
noise from supersonic rectangualr jets
p 574 A95-90100
Progressive wave equations and algorithms for sonic
boom propagation p 575 A95-90104
A total variation diminishing finite difference algorithm
for sonic boom propagation models p 575 A95-90105
Recent laboratory studies of loudness and annoyance
to sonic booms p 575 A95-90117
Improvement of the predicted aural detection code
ICHIN (I Can Hear It Now) p 576 A95-90123
Numerical investigation of sound transmission through
double wall cylinders with respect to active noise control
p 577 A95-90134
The influence of source acceleration on acoustic
signals p 577 A95-90136
Effects of signal analysis parameters and noise removal
on measured aircraft spectra P 578 A95-90137
Navier-Stokes calculations of rotor-airframe interaction
in forward flight
tHTN-95-01087] p 468 A95-90273
C-16
CORPORA TE SOURCE NASA. Langley Research Center
Research and educational initiatives at the Syracuse
University Center for Hypersonics
[AIAA PAPER 95-6107] p 520 A95-90439
Characterization of a hot-film probe for hypersonic
flow
[AIAA PAPER 95-6110] p511 A95-90440
Integrated performance and reliability specification fen-
digital avionics systems
[AIAA PAPER 95-0953) p 506 A95-90632
Buffeting tests in a cryogenic windtunnel
[HTN-95-92833] p 470 A95-90751
Algorithmic trends in computational fluid dynamics: The
Institute for Computer Applications in Science and
Engineering (ICASE)/URC Workshop. NASA Langley
Research Center, Hampton, VA, US, Sep. 15-17. 1991
[ISBN 0-387-94014-6] p 550 A95-91915
Comparison of coordinate-invariant and
coordinate-aligned upwinding for the Euler equations
[HTN-95-A1753] p 633 A95-93316
Aircraft nose gear shimmy studies
[SAE PAPER 931401] p 628 A95-93671
An electrorheologically controlled semi-active landing
gear
(SAE PAPER 931403] p 605 A95-93673
Evaluation of a multigrid-based Navier-Stokes solver for
aerothermodynamic computations
IBTN-9S-EIX95302694459] p 583 A95-94056
Quantifiable vortex features of F-106B aircraft at
subsonic speeds
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748161] p 588 A95-94455
Comparison of the predictive capabilities of several
turbulence models
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748167] p 589 A95-94461
In-flight pressure measurements on a subsonic transport
high-lift wing section
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748170] p 589 A95-94464
Actuated forebody strake controls for the F-18
High-Alpha Research Vehicle
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748173] p619 A95-94467
Implicit upwind-Euler solution algorithms for
unstructured-grid applications p 641 A95-95454
Effect of leading- and trailing-edge flaps on dipped delta
wings with and without wing camber at supersonic
speeds
[NASA-TM-4542] p5 N95-10028
Effect of passive venting on static pressure distributions
in cavities at subsonic and transonic speeds
[NASA-TM-4549] p6 N95-10029
Two-dimensional converging-diverging rippled nozzles
at transonic speeds
[NASA-TP-3440] p6 N95-10129
Extended cooperative control synthesis
[NASA-TM-4561 ] p 17 N95-10220
Fly-By-Light/Power-By-Wire Requirements and
Technology Workshop
[NASA-CP-10108] p 12 N95-10245
Langley overview
[NASA-TM-109891 ] p 20 N95-10547
Airborne Windshear Detection and Warning Systems.
Fifth and Final Combined Manufacturers' and
Technologists' Conference, part 1
[NASA-CP-10139-PT-1J p 10 N95-10566
Vertical wind estimation from horizontal wind
measurements p 26 N95-10567
Characteristics of a dry, pulsating microburst at Denver
Stapleton Airport p 26 N95-10568
The NASA Langley 8-foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel
calibration
[NASA-TP-3437] p 8 N95-10739
Computer-aided light sheet flow visualization using
photogrammetry
[NASA-TP-3416] p 26 N95-10859
High-Alpha Research Vehicle (HARV) longitudinal
controller Design, analyses, and simulation resultss
[NASA-TP-3446] p 17 N95-10860
Formal design and verification of a reliable computing
platform for real-time control (phase 3 results)
[NASA-TM-109140] p 33 N9S-10873
Design and evaluation of candidate pressure ports for
the HYFLITE experiment
[NASA-TM-109146] p 22 N95-11003
The use of the Regier number in the structural design
with flutter constraints
[NASA-TM-109128] p 13 N95-11465
Effects of vibration on inertial wind-tunnel model attitude
measurement devices
[NASA-TM-109083] p 21 N95-11466
Potential impacts of advanced aerodynamic technology
on air transportation system productivity
[NASA-TM-109154] p 10 N95-11489
Accurate interlaminar stress recovery from finite element
analysis
[NASA-TM-109149] p 57 N95-11815
Modeling and life prediction methodology for Titanium
Matrix Composites subjected to mission profiles
[NASA-TM-109148] p 55 N95-11915
Computer code for determination of thermally perfect
gas properties
[NASA-TP-3447] p 37 N95-11995
Application of two procedures for dual-point design of
transonic airfoils
[NASA-TP-3466] p 38 N95-12176
En route noise levels from propfan test assessment
airplane
[NASA-TP-3451] p 62 N95-12341
Ten-year ground exposure of composite materials used
on the Bell Model 206L helicopter flight service program
[NASA-TP-3468] p 55 N95-12357
Flight test of takeoff performance monitoring system
[NASA-TP-3403] p 51 N95-12664
Experimental aerodynamic characteristics of a generic
hypersonic accelerator configuration at Mach numbers 1.5
and 2.0
[NASA-TM-4413] p 39 N95-12770
NASA's Hypersonic Research Engine Project A
review
[NASA-TM-107759] p 50 N95-12860
Planar Rayleigh scattering and laser-induced
fluorescence for visualization of a hot Mach 2 annular
airjet __
[NASA-TM-4576] ~ " p 54 N95-13196
Airborne Windshear Detection and Warning Systems.
Fifth and Final Combined Manufacturers' and
Technologists' Conference, part 2
[NASA-CP-10139-PT-2] p41 N95-13203
Windshear certification data base for forward-look
detection systems p 41 N95-13204
Certification methodology applied to the NASA
experimental radar system p4l N95-13205
Simultaneous three-dimensional velocity and mixing
measurements by use of laser Doppler velocimetry and
fluorescence probes in a water tunnel
[NASA-TP-3454] p 53 N95-13553
A review of 50 years of aerodynamic research with
NACA/NASA
[NASA-TM-109163] p 102 N95-13663
Spiral microstrip antenna with resistance
[NASA-CASE-LAR-15088-1] p 91 N95-14139
Base passive porosity for drag reduction
[NASA-CASE-LAR-15246-1 ] p 91 N95-14183
High Alpha Technology Program (HATP) ground test
to flight comparisons p 68 N95-14230
Comparison of X-31 flight wind-tunnel, and water-tunnel
yawing moment asymmetries at high angles of attack
P68 N95-14234
Flight validation of ground-based assessment for control
power requirements at high angles of attack
p 70 N95-14246
High angle of attack flying qualities criteria for
longitudinal rate command systems p 70 N95-14247
Preparations for flight research to evaluate actuated
forebody strakes on the F-18 high-alpha research
vehicle p 72 N95-14257
Airplane takeoff and landing performance monitoring
system
[NASA-CASE-LAR-14745-2-SB] p 85 N95-14415
FAA/NASA International Symposium on Advanced
Structural Integrity Methods for Airtrame Durability and
Damage Tolerance
[NASA-CP-3274-PT-1] p 92 N95-14453
Influence of crack history on the stable tearing behavior
of a thin-sheet material with multiple cracks
p 93 N95-14467
Spatial awareness comparisons between large-screen,
integrated pictorial displays and conventional EFIS
displays during simulated landing approaches
[NASA-TP-3467] p 80 N95-14852
High-Speed Research: 1994 Sonic Boom Workshop:
Atmospheric Propagation and Acceptability Studies
[NASA-CP-3279] p 75 IM95-14878
An optical technique for examining aircraft shock wave
structures in flight p 96 N95-14879
Heavy rain effects p78 N95-14899
The characterization of widespread fatigue damage in
fuselage structure
[NASA-TM-109142] p 88 N95-14920
Research and technology highlights. 1993
[NASA-TM-4575] p 102 N95-15065
Wind-tunnel blockage and actuation systems test of a
two-dimensional scramjet inlet unstart model at Mach 6
[NASA-TM-109152] p 97 N95-15898
Two-dimensional scramjet inlet unstart model:
Wind-tunnel blockage and actuation systems test
[NASA-TM-109984] p 97 N95-15899
Experimental study at low supersonic speeds of a missile
concept having opposing wraparound tails
[NASA-TM-4582] p 106 N95-16069
A study of software standards used in the avionics
industry p 137 N95-164S6
Rapid solution of large-scale systems o1 equations
p 169 N95-16458
Applications of automatic differentiation in computational
fluid dynamics p 156 N95-16461
Matlab as a robust control design tool
p 169 N95-16474
Measurements of unsteady pressure and structural
response for an elastic supercritical wing
[NASA-TP-3443] p 104 N95-16560
Applications of automatic differentiation in CFD
I NASA-TM-109948] p 157 N95-16828
Comparison of computational and experimental results
for a supercritical airfoil
[NASA-TM-4601 ] p 108 N95-16908
Modeling of Instrument Landing System (ILS) localizer
signal on runway 25L at Los Angeles International
Airport
[NASA-TM-4588] p 125 N95-17384
Active load control during rolling maneuvers
[NASA-TP-3455] p 129 N95-17397
Single-engine tail interference model
p115 N95-17879
Twin engine afterbody model p 115 N95-17880
Microburst vertical wind estimation from horizontal wind
measurements
[NASA-TP-3460] p 131 N95-18198
Special effects of gust loads on military-aircraft
p 133 N95-18605
Dynamic Stability Instrumentation System (DSIS).
Volume 1: Hardware description
[NASA-TM-109160-VOL-1] p 171 N95-18899
Static investigation of two fluidic thrust-vectoring
concepts on a two-dimensional convergent-divergent
nozzle
[NASA-TM-4574] p 120 N95-19042
Navier-Stokes. flight, and wind tunnel flow analysis for
the F/A-18 aircraft
[NASA-TP-3478] p 120 N95-19114
Impact of dynamic loads on propulsion integration
p 174 N95-19148
FAA/NASA International Symposium on Advanced
Structural Integrity Methods for Airtrame Durability and
Damage Tolerance, part 2
[NASA-CP-3274-PT-2] p 124 N95-19468
The characterization of widespread fatigue damage in
fuselage structure p 166 N95-19472
Nonlinear analysis of damaged stiffened fuselage shells
subjected to combined loads p 137 N95-19499
Static investigation of two fluidic thrust-vectoring
concepts on a two-dimensional convergent-divergent
nozzle
[NASA-TM-4574] p 222 N95-19913
Vapor generator wand
[NASA-CASE-LAR-15058-1] p 238 N95-20080
Parallel calculation of sensitivity derivatives for aircraft
design using automatic differentiation
[NASA-TM-110103] p231 N95-20370
16-foot transonic tunnel test section flowfield survey
[NASA-TM-109157] p 238 N95-20669
The personal aircraft: Status and issues
[NASA-TM-109174] p 223 N95-20688
Why do airlines want and use thrust reversers? A
compilation of airline industry responses to a survey
regarding the use of thrust reversers on commercial
transport airplanes
[NASA-TM-109158] p 226 N95-20706
Acoustic receptivity due to weak surface
inhomogeneities in adverse pressure gradient boundary
layers
[NASA-TM-4577] p 249 N95-21258
Application of Navier-Stokes code PAB3D with
kappa-epsilon turbulence model to attached and separated
flows
[NASA-TP-3480] p 224 N95-21338
Effects of yaw and pitch motion on model attitude
measurements
[NASA-TM-4641] p 250 N95-22109
Wing pressure distributions from subsonic tests of a
high-wing transport model
[NASA-TM-4583] p 272 N95-22802
Integrated aerodynamic/dynamic/structural
optimization of helicopter rotor blades using multilevel
decomposition
[NASA-TP-3465] p 285 N95-22953
Compendium of NASA data base for the Global
Trope-spheric Experiment's Pacific Exploratory Mission
West-A (PEM West-A)
[NASA-TM-109177] p 320 N95-23009
Dynamic response tests of inertial and optical
wind-tunnel model attitude measurement devices
[NASA-TM-109182] p 296 N95-23011
Mach 10 computational study of a three-dimensional
scramjet inlet flow field
[NASA-TM-4602] p 309 N95-23015
Mach 10 computational study of a three-dimensional
scramjet inlet flow field
[NASA-TM-4602] p 310 N95-23210
C-17
NASA. Lewis Research Center CORPORA TE SOURCE
New nondestructive techniques for the detection and
quantification of corrosion in aircraft structures
p315 N95-23512
DSMC calculations for 70-deg blunted cone at 3.2 km/s
in nitrogen
[NASA-TM-109181] p 348 N95-24396
Performance of an aerodynamic yaw controller mounted
on the space shuttle ortaiter body flap at Mach 10
[NASA-TM-109179] p 330 N95-24397
A crew-centered flight deck design philosophy tor
High-Speed Civil Transport (HSCT) aircraft
[NASA-TM-109171] p 335 N95-24582
Aviation system capacity improvements through
technology
[NASA-TM-109165] p 333 N9S-24633
Internal performance characteristics of thrust-vectored
axisymmetric ejector nozzles
[NASA-TM-46101 p 331 N95-25338
Design and evaluation of a foam-filled hat-stiffened panel
concept for aircraft primary structural applications
[NASA-TM-109175] p 346 N95-26251
Flutter clearance flight tests of an OV-10A airplane
modified for wake vortex flight experiments
[NASA-TM-109168] p 366 N95-26381
Airfoil modification effects on subsonic and transonic
pressure distributions and performance for the EA-6B
airplane
[NASA-TP-3516) p 373 N95-26382
Aircraft noise prediction program theoretical manual:
Rotorcraft System Noise Prediction System (ROTONET),
part 4
[NASA-TM-83199-PT-4] p 451 N95-26392
Radiation safety aspects of commercial high-speed flight
transportation
[NASA-TP-3524J p 453 N95-26427
Incorporating biplane wing theory into a large, subsonic,
all-cargo transport p 391 N95-26956
A study of workstation computational performance for
real-time flight simulation
[NASA-TM-109184) p 449 N95-27241
Hardware cleanliness methodology and certification
p419 N95-27656
Modeling of aircraft unsteady aerodynamic
characteristics. Part 2: Parameters estimated from wind
tunnel data
[NASA-TM-110161] p410 N95-27839
A numerical study of fundamental shock noise
mechanisms
[NASA-TM-110608] p 451 N95-27908
Measurements of store forces and moments and cavity
pressures for a generic store in and near a box cavity at
subsonic and transonic speeds
[NASA-TM-4611] p 378 N95-28241
Resin transfer molding of textile preforms for aircraft
structural applications p 421 N95-28276
Experimental investigation of inlet-combustor isolators
for a dual-mode scramjet at a Mach number of 4
[NASA-TP-3502] p 407 N95-28343
Effects of floor location on response of composite
fuselage frames p 423 N95-28439
Overview of the ACT program p 424 N95-28463
Designers' unified cost model p 424 N95-28464
Composite fuselage shell structures research at NASA
Langley Research Center p 425 N95-28466
Technology integration box beam failure study
p 441 N95-28468
Development of stitched/RTM composite primary
structures p 425 N95-28469
Test and analysis results for composite transport
fuselage and wing structures p 398 N95-28470
Tension fracture of laminates for transport fuselage. Part
1: Material screening p 398 N95-28471
Recent progress in NASA Langley textile reinforced
composites program p 425 N95-28475
Effect of low-speed impact damage and damage location
on behavior of composite panels p 426 N95-28481
Damage tolerance of a geodesically stiffened advanced
composite structural concept for aircraft structural
applications p 399 N95-28487
Study of potential aerodynamic benefits from spanwise
blowing at wingtip
[NASA-TP-3515] p 378 N95-28669
Numerical study to assess sulfur hexafluoride as a
medium for testing multielement airfoils
[NASA-TP-3496] p 378 N95-28674
Rapid Airplane Parametric Input Design (RAPID)
p 501 N95-28730
Algorithms for high aspect ratio oriented triangulations
p 476 N95-28731
Block-structured grids for complex aerodynamic
configurations: Current status p 551 N95-28736
An unstructured-grid software system for solving
complex aerodynamic problems p 476 N95-28743
An efficiency study of the simultaneous analysts and
design of structures
INASA-TM-110168] p 501 N95-28820
Third NASA Advanced Composites Technology
Conference, volume 1, part 2
[NASA-CP-3178-VOL-1-PT-2] p 531 N95-28823
Tension fracture of laminates for transport fuselage. Part
2: Large notches p 532 N95-28837
Design and evaluation of a foam-filled hat-stiffened panel
concept for aircraft primary structural applications
p502 N95-28841
Buckling analysis of curved composite sandwich panels
subjected to inpiane loadings p 533 N95-28845
Technology integration box beam failure study
p552 N95-28847
A global/local analysis method for treating details in
structural design p 552 N95-28848
Third NASA Advanced Composites Technology
Conference, volume 1. part 1
[NASA-CP-3178-VOL-1-PT-1] p 534 N95-29029
Advanced composites technology program
p534 N95-29032
Weavability of dry polymer powder towpreg
p535 N95-29036
Mechanical characterization of 2D, 2D stitched, and 3D
braided/RTM materials p 535 N95-29038
Performance of resin transfer molded multiaxial warp
knit composites p 535 N95-29039
The effects of aircraft fuel and fluids on the strength
properties of Resin Transfer Molded (RTM) composites
p 536 N95-29047
An extension of the Lighthill theory of jet noise to
encompass refraction and shielding
[NASA-TM-110163] p 580 N95-29452
A hybrid electronically scanned pressure module for
cryogenic environments
[NASA-TM-110146] p 554 N95-29453
Transport delays associated with NASA Langley Right
Simulation Facility
[NASA-TM-110150] p568 N95-29454
Low-speed wind-tunnel investigation of the stability and
control characteristics of a series of flying wings with sweep
angles of 50 deg
[NASA-TM-4640] p 505 N95-30226
Manual for a workstation-based generic flight simulation
program (LaRCsim), version 1.4
[NASA-TM-110164] p518 N95-30327
Structural design using equilibrium programming
formulations
[NASA-TM-110175] p645 N95-30682
Orbiter rarefied-flow reentry measurements from the
OARE on STS-62
[NASA-TM-110182] p 646 N95-307B3
A wind tunnel investigation of the effects of micro-vortex
generators and Gumey flaps on the high-lift characteristics
of a business jet wing
[NASA-TM-110626] p 607 N95-30827
Patterns in the sky: Natural visualization of aircraft flow
fields
[NASA-SP-514] p584 N95-31000
Afterbody/nozzle pressure distributions of a twin-tail
twin-engine fighter with axisymmetric nozzles at Mach
numbers from 0.6 to 1.2
[NASA-TP-3509] p 594 N95-31984
Computer model to simulate testing at the National
Transonic Facility
[NASA-TM-4664] p 627 N95-32217
A highly reliable, high performance open avionics
architecture for real time Nap-of-the-Earth operations
p 693 N95-32497
Drag measurements of an axisymmetric nacelle
mounted on a flat plate at supersonic speeds
[NASA-TM-4660] p684 N95-32821
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Lewis
Research Center, Cleveland, OH.
Effect of wind tunnel acoustic modes on linear oscillating
cascade aerodynamics
[HTN-94-00760] p 14 A95^0199
Marangoni-Benard convection in a low-aspect-ratio
liquid layer p56 A95-61544
Repeatability of ice shapes in the NASA Lewis icing
research tunnel
[BTN-95-EIX95062487528] p 204 A95^9236
Flow structure in the wake of a wishbone vortex
generator
[BTN-95-EIX951425S3044] p 304 A95-73454
Integrated flight/propulsion control for helicopters
[HTN-95^0854] p 290 A95-75096
Numerical analysis of hypersonic low-density scramjet
inlet flow
[BTN-9S-EIX95212645694] p 272 A95-76746
Structure of supersonic jet flow and its radiated sound
[HTN-95-51645] p 431 A95-8S027
Practical formulation of a positively conservative
scheme
[HTN-95-51668] p 433 A95-85050
Stationary premixed flames in spherical and cylindrical
geometries
(HTN-95-42336] p 418 A95-86165
Enhanced mixing of multiple supersonic rectangular jets
by synchronized screech
[HTN-95-42592] p 459 A95-87222
Airfoil pressure measurements during oblique
shcok-wave/vortex interaction in a Mach 3 stream
[HTN-95-81641] p 542 A95-87689
Numerical study of contaminant effects on combustion
of hydrogen, ethane, and methane in air
[AIAA PAPER 95-6097] p 510 A95-88005
Symposium on Aerodynamics & Aeroacoustics, Tucson,
AZ. Mar. 1-2, 1993
[ISBN 981-02-1732-3] p 462 A95-88892
Unsteady aerodynamics of vortical flows: Early and
recent developments p 462 A95-S8896
Design and operation of a supersonic annular flow
facility
[HTN-95-20941] p 465 A95-88980
Noise control in aeroacoustics: Proceedings of the 1993
National Conference on Noise Control Engineering,
NOISE-CON 93. Williamsburg, VA, May 2-5. 1993
[ISBN 0-931784-26-3] p 573 A95-90088
A large hemi-anechoic enclosure for
community-compatible aeroacoustic testing of aircraft
propulsion systems p 577 A95-90132
Operating capability and current status of the reactivated
NASA Lewis Research Center hypersonic tunnel facility
[AIAA PAPER 95-6146] p 521 A95-90461
Parallel computational fluid dynamics '91; Conference
Proceedings, Stuttgart, Germany, Jun. 10-12, 1991
[ISBN 0-444-89363-6] P 548 A95-91479
Power system characteristics for more electric aircraft
[SAE PAPER 931406] p613 A95-93675
Experimental performance of a ventral nozzle with pitch
and yaw vectoring capability for SSTOVL aircraft
[SAE PAPER 931412] p614 A95-93678
3-D Navier-Stokes analysis of crossing glancing
shocks/turbulent boundary layer interactions
[BTN-95-EIX95302729768] p 636 A95-94130
Computational fluid dynamics '92; Proceedings of the
European Computational Fluid Dynamics Conference, 1st,
Brussels, Belgium, Sep. 7-11, 1992. Vols. 1 & 2
[ISBN 0-444-89793-3] p 638 A95-95357
Effects of a forward-swept front rotor on the flowfield
of a counterrotation propeller
[NASA-TM-106671] p7 N95-10148
An aerodynamic analysts of a mixed flow turbine
[NASA-TM-106674] p 15 N95-10153
Flutter analysis of supersonic axial flow cascades using
a high resolution Euler solver. Part V. Formulation and
validation
[NASA-TM-105798] p 23 N95-10244
NASA Lewis Propulsion Systems Laboratory test article
systems criteria
[NASA-TM-106589] p 20 N95-10446
A full Navier-Stokes analysis of subsonic diffuser of a
bifurcated 70/30 supersonic inlet for high speed civil
transport application
[NASA-TM-106637] p8 N95-10820
NASA Lewis Propulsion Systems Laboratory customer
guide manual
[NASA-TM-106569] p 21 N95-10822
Control of wind tunnel operations using neural net
interpretation of flow visualization records
[NASA-TM-106683] p 24 N95-10854
Inlet flow test calibration for a small axial compressor
facility. Part 1: Design and experimental results
[NASA-TM-106719] p 16 N95-11005
Application of an integrated methodology for propulsion
and airframe control design to a STOVL aircraft
[NASA-TM-106729] p 16 N95-11159
Fan noise research at NASA p 28 N95-11260
Radiant energy measurements from a scaled jet engine
axisymmetric exhaust nozzle for a baseline code validation
case
[NASA-TM-106686] p 25 N95-11409
Brush seal performance and durability issues based on
T-700 engine test results
[NASA-TM-106502] p 22 N95-11483
Object-oriented technology for compressor simulation
[NASA-TM-106723] p 49 N95-11864
The development of a highly reliable power management
and distribution system for civil transport aircraft
[NASA-TM-106697] p 50 N95-11867
Structure of a swirl-stabilized, combusting spray
[NASA-TM-106724] p 50 N95-11890
Modification of the two-equation turbulence model in
NPARC to a Chien low Reynolds number k-epsilon
formulation
[NASA-TM-106710] p 37 N95-11917
A new algorithm for five-hole probe calibration, data
reduction, and uncertainty analysis
[NASA-TM-106458] p 38 N95-12378
Piloted evaluation of an integrated methodology for
propulsion and airframe control design
[AD-A290207) p 51 N95-12763
C-18
CORPORA TE SOURCE NASA. Lewis Research Center
Analytical and experimental vibration analysts of a faulty
gear system
(NASA-TM-106689) p 58 N95-12843
Validation of the RPLUS3D code for supersonic inlet
applications involving three-dimensional shock
wave-boundary layer interactions
[NASA-TM-106579] p 39 N95-130S8
Role of wind tunnels and computer codes in the
certification and qualification of rotorcraft for flight in
forecast icing
[NASA-TM-106747] p 39 N95-13197
Activities of the Structures Division. Lewis Research
Center
(NASA-TM-108081) p 59 N95-13235
Hypersonic engine seal development at NASA Lewis
Research Center p60 N95-13602
Computational analysis in support of the SSTO flowpath
test
[NASA-TM-106757] p 89 N95-13665
A Cartesian, cell-based approach for adaptively-refined
solutions of the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations
[NASA-TM-106786] p 73 N95-14297
Hypersonic engine leading edge experiments in a high
heat flux, supersonic flow environment
[NASA-TM-106742] p 91 N95-J4299_
- Axis-switching and spreadmg of an "asymmetric jet Role
of vorticity dynamics
[NASA-TM-106385] p 73 N95-14418
Characterization of annular two-phase gas-liquid flows
in microgravity p 95 N95-14556
Graphical user interface for the NASA FLOPS aircraft
performance and sizing code
[NASA-TM-106649] p 80 N95-14604
NOise radiation by instability waves in coaxial jets
[NASA-TM-106738] p 100 N95-14618
Icing: Accretion, detection, protection
p 77 N95-14897
The aeroacoustics of supersonic coaxial jets
[NASA-TM-106782) p 101 N95-15059
An approach for dynamic grids
[NASA-TM-106774] p 76 N95-15853
Sensor fault detection and diagnosis simulation of a
helicopter engine in an intelligent control framework
[AD-A290223] p 137 N95-15970
Numerical simulation of supersonic compression comers
and hypersonic inlet flows using the RPLUS2D code
[NASA-TM-106580] p 105 N95-16038
Airfoil optimization by the one-shot method
P128 N95-16569
Static and dynamic friction behavior of candidate high
temperature airframe seal materials
[NASA-TM-106571] p 152 N95-16905
A workstation based simulator for teaching compressible
aerodynamics
[NASA-TM-106799] p 170 N95-16906
Optimization of adaptive intraply hybrid fiber composites
with reliability considerations
[NASA-TM-106632] p 157 N95-16911
Interactive computer graphics applications for
compressible aerodynamics
[NASA-TM-106802] p 170 N95-17264
Microgravity isolation system design: A case study
(NASA-TM-106804) p 104 N95-17657
Background noise levels measured in the NASA Lewis
9- by 15-foot low-speed wind tunnel
[NASA-TM-106817] p 145 N95-18054
Numerical mixing calculations of confined reacting jet
flows in a cylindrical duct
[NASA-TM-106736] p 139 N95-18133
Microgravity isolation system design: A modem control
synthesis framework
[NASA-TM-106805] p 105 N95-18197
Measurement of gust response on a turbine cascade
[NASA-TM-106776] p117 N95-18457
Microgravity isolation system design: A modern control
analysis framework
[NASA-TM-106803] p 105 N95-18486
Collection efficiency and ice accretion calculations for
a sprtere. a swept MS(1)-317 wing, a swept NACA-0012
wing tip, an axisymmetric inlet and a Boeing 737-300
[NASA-TM-106831 ] p 123 N95-18582
Users guide for NASA Lewis Research Center DC-9
Reduced-Gravity Aircraft Program
[NASA-TM-106755] p 146 N95-18586
Enhanced capabilities and modified users manual for
axial-flow compressor conceptual design code CSPAN
[NASA-TM-106833] p119 N95-18933
Detecting gear tooth fracture in a high contact ratio face
gear mesh
[NASA-TM-106822J p 162 N95-19125
Methods for scaling icing test conditions
[NASA-TM-106827] p 124 N95-19284
Ice accretion with varying surface tension
[NASA-TM-106826] p 124 N95-19285
Operating capability and current status of the reactivated
NASA Lewis Research Center Hypersonic Tunnel
Facility
[NASA-TM-106808 J p 148 N95-19286
NASA Lewis Research Center Workshop on Forced
Response in Turbomachinery
[NASA-CP-10147] p 141 N95-19380
Steady potential solver for unsteady aerodynamic
analyses p 141 N95-19382
Technology Benefit Estimator fTVBEST): User's
manual
[NASA-TM-106785] p 167 N95-19501
Ice-impact analysis of blades p200 N95-19672
Resistance of silicon nitride turbine components to
erosion and hot corrosion/oxidation attack
P202 N95-19683
Improved speed control system for the 87,000 HP wind
tunnel drive
[NASA-TM-106840] p211 N95-19794
Flow coefficient behavior for boundary layer bleed holes
and slots
[NASA-TM-106846] p 244 N95-19953
Application of pressure sensitive paint in hypersonic
_flows —
[NASA-TM-106824] p 223 N95-20794
Two-dimensional imaging of OH in a lean burning high
pressure combustor
[NASA-TM-106854] p 236 N95-21383
Additional improvements to the NASA Lewis ice
accretion code LEWICE
[NASA-TM-106849] p 309 N95-22669
Stable H(infinity) controller design for the longitudinal
dynamics of an aircraft
[NASA-TM-106847] p 293 N95-22954
Supersonic jet noise reductions predicted with increased
jet spreading rate
[NASA-TM-106872] p 323 N95-23178
NASA low-speed axial compressor for fundamental
research
[NASA-TM-4635] p 296 N95-23192
Design of a GaAs/Ge solar array for unmanned aerial
vehicles
[NASA-TM-106870] p 320 N95-23259
A time-accurate finite volume method valid at all flow
velocities p 314 N95-23447
Sensitivity of combustion-acoustic instabilities to
boundary conditions for premixed gas turbine
combustors
[NASA-TM-106890] p 289 N95-23550
Motor drive technologies for the power-by-wire (PBW)
program: Options, trends and tradeoffs
[NASA-TM-106885] p 295 N95-23671
Research and Technology, 1994
[NASA-TM-106764] p 262 N95-24025
The 1994 Fiber Optic Sensors for Aerospace Technology
(FOSAT) Workshop
[NASA-CP-10166] p337 N95-24207
Crossflow mixing of noncircular jets
[NASA-TM-106865] p 338 N95-24390
The effect of altitude conditions on the particle emissions
of a J85-GE-5L turbojet engine
[NASA-TM-106669] p 339 N95-24561
Assessment of avionics technology in European
aerospace organizations
[NASA-CR-189201] p 337 N95-24624
Recent improvements to and validation of the one
dimensional NASA wave rotor model
[NASA-TM-106913] p 332 N95-25962
A combined geometric approach for solving the
Navier-Stokes equations on dynamic grids
[NASA-TM-106919) p 332 N95-26075
Thermal Barrier Coating Workshop
[NASA-CP-10170] P344 N95-26119
Thermal barrier coatings for aircraft engines: History and
directions p 344 N95-26121
Jet mixer noise suppressor using acoustic feedback
tNASA-CASE-LEW-15170-2) p 362 N95-26187
Supersonic coaxial jet noise predictions
[NASA-TM-106917] p 451 N95-26801
The high speed civil transport and NASA's High Speed
Research (HSR) program p390 N95-26945
Visualization of the multiple supersonic jet oscillations
by swept focused strobed schlieren technique
p 367 N95-26952
NASA Lewis Research Center's combustor test facilities
and capabilities
[NASA-TM-106903] p412 N95-27176
Comparison of numerical results and multicavity purge
and rim seal data with extensions to dynamics
[NASA-TM-106685] p416 N95-27434
Further investigations of icing effects on an advanced
high-lift multi-element airfoil
[NASA-TM-106947] p 381 N95-27762
Two-phase flow research using the learjet apparatus
[NASA-TM-106814] p 438 N95-27854
Optimization of wave rotors for use as gas turbine engine
topping cycles
[NASA-TM-106951J p 406 N95-27860
Industry-Wide Workshop on Computational Turbulence
Modeling
[NASA-CP-10165] p439 N95-27B82
Analysis of aircraft engine blade subject to ice impact
p 407 N95-28277
Numerical analysis of intra-cavity and power-stream flow
interaction in multiple gas-turbine disk-cavities
[NASA-TM-106886] p 407 N95-28344
Probabilistic evaluation of fuselage-type composite
structures p 398 N95-28444
Influence of turbulence parameters, Reynolds number,
and body shape on stagnation-region heat transfer
[NASA-TP-3487] p 550 N95-28719
Surface Modeling. Grid Generation, and Related Issues
in Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) Solutions
[NASA-CP-3291 ] p476 N95-28723
Surface modeling and grid generation for aeropropulsion
CFD p 551 N95-28732
IPACS (Integrated Probabilistic Assessment of
Composite Structures): Code development and
applications p 534 N95-28849
Influence of-tooth profile modification-on spur-gear
dynamic tooth strain
[NASA-TM-106952] p 553 N95-29112
Leading edge film cooling effects on turbine blade heat
transfer
[NASA-TM-106955) p513 N95-29115
Grid orthogonality effects on predicted turbine midspan
heat transfer and performance
[NASA-TM-106931] p 554 N95-29371
Acoustic scattering from ellipses by the modal element
method
[NASA-TM-106935] p 579 N95-29401
Inlet flow test calibration for a small axial compressor
rig. Part 2: CFD compared with experimental results
[NASA-TM-106999] p 514 N95-30007
Use of the PARC code to estimate the off-design
transonic performance of an over/under turboramjet
nozzle
[NASA-TM-106924] p 482 N95-30091
Laser doppler velotimeter system tor subsonic jet mixer
nozzle testing at the NASA Lewis Aero-acoustic Propulsion
Lab
[NASA-TM-106984] p 457 N95-30229
Grid resolution and turbulent inflow boundary condition
recommendations for NPARC calculations
[NASA-TM-106959) p 482 N95-30253
Wave rotor-enhanced gas turbine engines
[NASA-TM-1069981 p 615 N95-30517
The effect of adding roughness and thickness to a
transonic axial compressor rotor
[NASA-TM-106958] p 645 N95-30524
Fabry-Perot interferometer measurement of static
temperature and velocity for ASTOVL model tests
[NASA-TM-107014] p 645 N95-30587
Effects of initial conditions on a single jet in crossflow
[NASA-TM-107002] p 615 N95-30589
NASA Lewis Research Center's preheated combustor
and materials test facility
[NASA-TM-106676] p 626 N95-30592
Object-oriented approach for gas turbine engine
simulation
[NASA-TM-106970] p615 N95-30594
A numerical model for dynamic wave rotor analysis
[NASA-TM-106997] p615 N95-30617
Preliminary assessment of combustion modes for
internal combustion wave rotors
[NASA-TM-107000] p 616 N95-30632
Jet mixing and emission characteristics of transverse
jets in annular and cylindrical confined crossflow
[NASA-TM-106976] p616 N95-30698
Effect of velocity and temperature distribution at the hole
exit on film cooling of turbine blades
[NASA-TM-106954] p 616 N9S-30702
Validation of the NPARC code for nozzle afterbody flows
at transonic speeds
[NASA-TM-106971] p 592 N95-30704
A laser-based ice shape profitometer for use in icing
wind tunnels
[NASA-TM-106936] p 646 N95-30851
Jet mixing in a reacting cylindrical crossflow
[NASA-TM-106975] p 616 N9S-30853
Parametrics on 2D Navier-Stokes analysis ol a Mach
2.68 bifurcated rectangular mixed-compression inlet
[NASA-TM-107003] p617 N95-30861
Experimental and computational investigation of the tip
clearance flow in a transonic axial compressor rotor
[NASA-TM-106711] p 649 N9S-31738
Laser anemometer measurements of the
three-dimensional rotor flow field in the NASA low-speed
centrifugal compressor
[NASA-TP-3527] p618 N95-31985
C-19
NASA. Marshall Space Flight Center CORPORA TE SOURCE
A probabilistic design method applied to smart
composite structures
(NASA-TM-106715] p 651 N95-32206
Steady-state dynamic behavior of an auxiliary bearing
supported rotor system p 703 N95-32690
Investigation of water droplet trajectories within the
NASA icing research tunnel
[NASA-TM-107023] p 684 N9S-32769
Low-order nonlinear dynamic model of 1C
engine-variable pitch propeller system for general aviation
aircraft
[NASA-TM-107006] p 694 N95-32916
Review of combustion-acoustic instabilities
[NASA-TM-107020] p 70S N95-32930
Combustion-acoustic stability analysis for premixed gas
turbine combustors
[NASA-TM-107024] p 694 N95-32931
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Marshall Space Right Center, Huntsville, Al_
Aircraft electric field measurements: Calibration and
ambient field retrieval
[HTN-95-90S08] p 213 A95-67780
High-resolution imaging ol rain systems with the
advanced microwave precipitation radiometer
[HTN-95-70133] p 252 A95-706S5
Behavior of an inversion-based precipitation retrieval
algorithm with high-resolution AMPR measurements
including a low-frequency 10.7-GHz channel
[HTN-95-70134] p 252 A95-70656
Guidance and control, 1993; Annual Rocky Mountain
Guidance and Control Conference. 16th, Keystone, CO,
Feb. 6-10, 1993
[ISBN-0-87703-365-X] p 341 A95-80389
Parameters of Nocilla gas/surface interaction model
from measured accomodation coefficients
[HTN-95-81639] p 541 A95-87687
A programmable heater control circuit for spacecraft
[NASA-TM-108459] p9 N95-11157
A shadowgraph study of the National Launch System's
1 1/2 stage vehicle configuration and Heavy Lift Launch
Vehicle configuration
[NASA-RP-1347] p 35 N95-11710
Illustrated structural application of universal first-order
reliability method
[NASA-TP-3501] p54 N95-11870
Building complex simulations rapidly using MATRIX(x):
The Space Station redesign
[TABES PAPER 94-632] p 87 N95-14653
Tuned mass damper for integrally bladed turbine rotor
[NASA-CASE-MFS-28697-1] p 159 N9S-18325
Validation of a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
code for supersonic axisymmetric base flow
P315 N95-23652
Dynamically timed electric motor
[NASA-CASE-MFS-28958-1 ] p 437 N95-26890
Bearing defect signature analysis using advanced
nonlinear signal analysis in a controlled environment
[NASA-TM-108491] p 441 N95-28364
Transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a proposed
wing-body reusable launch vehicle concept
[NASA-TM-108489] p 592 N95-30712
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Pasadena Office, CA.
Virtual reality flight control display with
six-degree-of-freedom controller and spherical orientation
overlay
[NASA-CASE-NPO-18733-1-CU] p 288 N95-22578
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Wallops Right Center, Wallops Island, VA.
A comparative study of internally and externally capped
balloons using small scale test balloons
p 181 A95-66285
Status of the NASA balloon program
p 181 A95-66296
Overview of the NASA balloon R8D program
p 181 A95-66297
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Wallops Right Facility, Wallops Island, VA.
Orbital velocities induced by surface waves
[HTN-95-90902] p 253 A95-72411
National Aerospace Lab., Amsterdam (Netherlands).
Reanalysis of European flight loads data
[AD-A282052] p9 N95-11179
Mach number control in the High Speed Wind Tunnel
of NLR
[PB94-201670] p 53 N95-13243
Residual-correction type and related computational
methods for aerodynamic design. Part 1: Airfoil and wing
design p 128 N95-16566
Residual-correction type and related computational
methods for aerodynamic design. Part 2: Multi-point airfoil
design p 128 N95-16567
Two-dimensional 16.5 percent thick supercritical airfoil
NLR 7301 pi 10 N95-17854
Low-speed surface pressure and boundary layer
measurement data for the NLR 7301 airfoil section with
trailing edge flap p 111 N95-17855
Wind tunnel test on a 65 deg delta wing with a sharp
or rounded leading edge: The international vortex flow
experiment p114 N95-17872
Sectional prediction of 3D effects for separated flow
on rotating blades
[PB94-201696] p117 N95-18503
Results of uniaxial and biaxial tests on riveted fuselage
lap joint specimens p 136 N95-19491
Gas turbine compressor corrosion and erosion in
Western Europe
[AD-B196178L] p 201 N95-19678
Review of aeronautical fatigue investigation in the
Netherlands during the period March 1991-March 1993
[PB9S-139184] p285 N95-23161
Eddy current detection of pitting corrosion around
fastener holes p315 N95-23507
Demonstration of an automated CFD system for
three-dimensional flow simulations p 551 N95-28767
Multigrid convergence acceleration for the 2D Euler
equations applied to high-lift systems
IPB95-198081] p593 N95-30814
Development of advanced approach and departure
procedures. Failure scenarios
[PB95-198123] p 601 N95-30815
Validation of the helicopter rotor code HERO
[PB95-198040] p607 N95-30838
National Aerospace Lab, Bangalore (India).
Experimental Aerodynamics Division
[NAL-SP-9404] p35 N95-12166
Ageing nuclear power plant management An
aeronautical viewpoint
[NAL-PD-SN-9306] p 105 N95-18606
Solution of full potential equation on an airfoil by multigrid
technique
[NAL-TM-CSS-9303] p 119 N95-18904
CFD: Advances and Applications, part 1
[NAL-SP-9322-FT-1] p 165 N95-19444
Computation of imriscid flows: Full potential method
p 165 N95-19447
Panel methods p 165 N95-19448
Viscous flow past aerofoils axisymmetric bodies and
wings p 123 N95-19457
Computation of vortex breakdown
p 165 N95-19462
Parabolized Navier-Stokes solution of
supersonic/hypersonic flows p 123 N95-19464
National Aerospace Lab, Tokyo (Japan).
Aeroelastic tailoring research
[PB94-180031] p6 N95-10135
Computations of unsteady aerodynamic loads around
oscillating wings. Part 1: Formulation
[PB94-180049] p7 N95-10136
Computations of unsteady aerodynamic loads around
oscillating wings. Part 2: Computed results and
discussions
tPB94-1800S6] p7 N95-10137
Study on tensile fatigue testing method of unidirectional
fiber-resin matrix composites
[NAL-TR-1241] p343 N95-24989
Effect of film cooling/regenerative cooling on scramjet
engine performances
[NAL-TR-1242] p 339 N95-24990
Numerical and experimental study of drag characteristics
of two-dimensional HLFC airfoils in high subsonic, high
Reynolds number flow
[NAL-TR-1244T] p 331 N95-24998
Preliminary experiments of an optical fiber display
[NAL-TR-1257] p362 N95-25004
Right reference display for powered-ltft STOL aircraft
[NAL-TR-1251] p337 N95-25005
Low speed aerodynamic characteristics of delta wings
with vortex flaps: 60 deg and 70 deg delta wings
[NAL-TR-1245] p 331 N95-25105
Aerodynamic characteristics of the orbital reentry vehicle
experimental probe fins in a supersonic flow
[NAL-TR-1232] p 342 N95-25664
Measurements of longitudinal static aerodynamic
coefficients by the cable mount system
[NAL-TR-1226] p 331 N95-25761
Fundamental wind tunnel experiments on low-speed
flutter of a tip-fin configuration wing
[NAL-TR-1228] p 332 N95-25762
Reentry guidance for hypersonic Flight Experiment
(HYFLEX) vehicle
[NAL-TR-1235] p 334 N95-25764
A quiet STOL Research Aircraft Development program
[NAL-TR-1223] p336 N95-25862
Numerical simulation of combustion flow around a flame
holder with hydrogen injection
[NAL-TR-1233] p419 N95-26523
Experimental investigation of static and dynamic ground
effect on HOPE ALFLEX vehicle
[NAL-TR-1236] p 388 N95-26525
Flight evaluation of GPS/DGPS sensor systems installed
in NAL D0228
[NAL-TR-1230] p 382 N95-26585
Experiment on a rectangular cross section scramjet
combustor. 2: Effects of fuel injector geometry
[NAL-TR-1220] P 405 N95-26600
Effects of dust from storage heaters on ignition in
scramjets
[NAL-TR-1234] p 405 N95-26706
Effects of cavity bleed and its configuration on
aerodynamic characteristics of supersonic internal flow
[NAL-TR-1247] p 594 N95-31715
Special publication of National Aerospace Laboratory
[NAL-SP-27] p 684 N95-34505
Numerical simulation of high enthalpy shock tunnel
p700 N95-34514
Hypersonic CFD analysis for the aerothermodynamic
design of HOPE p 684 N95-34520
Direct numerical simulation of incompressible
homogeneous isotropic turbulence using NWT
p 706 N95-34530
Performance evaluation of the NWT with incompressible
NS code P 707 N95-34533
An unsteady simulation of a centrifugal compressor
stage using the NWT p 707 N95-34536
Application of CFD techique for HYFLEX aerodynamic
design p 693 N95-34542
Direct analysis of transonic rotor noise with CFD
technique p711 N95-34549
National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder,
CO.
Determining F-factor using ground-based Doppler radar:
Validation and results pn N95-10571
National Defence Research Establishment, LJnkoeping
(Sweden).
Interfacing a digital compass to a remote-controlled
helicopter
[PB95-164927] p 340 N95-24260
National Defence Research Establishment, Stockholm
(Sweden).
Propulsion research concerning SFRJ-motors
[PB94-179520] P 14 N95-10083
Military aviation maintenance industry in Western
Europe: Concentration and internationalization
[PB94-189180] p104 N95-17451
Evaluation of an autopilot based multimodelling
[PB94-190725] f 142 N95-17454
Computation of transonic flow on composite overlapping
grids in 2 D
[PB95-131348] p248 N95-21132
National Inst of Standards and Technology, Boulder,
CO.
Measurements of shielding effectiveness and cavity
characteristics of airplanes
[PB94-210051] p244 N95-20191
National Inst of Standards and Technology,
Gaithersburg, MD.
Overview of NASREM: The NASA/NBS standard
reference model for telerobot control system architecture
re
[PB94-194560] p58 N95-12854
Evaluation of alternative in-flight fire suppressants for
full-scale testing in simulated aircraft engine nacelles and
dry bays
[PB94-203403] P42 N95-13247
Risk analysis for the fire safety of airline passengers
[PB94-194065] p77 N95-14179
Measurement methods and standards for processing
and application of thermal barrier coatings
p 344 N95-26123
STEP: A futurevision, today
[NONP-NASA-VT-95-49121] p 452 N95-27209
National Physical Lab, Teddington (England).
Effect of atmospheric pressure on measured aircraft
noise levels
[PB95-1304231 p232 N95-21425
National Renewable Energy Lab, Golden, CO.
Structural effects of unsteady aerodynamic forces on
horizontal-axis wind turbines
[DE94-011863] p157 N95-16939
Wind turbine blade aerodynamics: The combined
experiment
[DE94-011866] p118 N95-18645
Wind turbine blade aerodynamics: The analysis of field
test data
[DE94XJ11867] p118 N95-18646
Evidence that aerodynamic effects, including dynamic
stall, dictate HAWT structural loads and power generation
in highly transient time frames
[DE94-011865] p216 N95-19855
Advanced wind turbine design studies: Advanced
conceptual study
[DE93-000031 ] p 256 N95-20985
Using digital filtering techniques as an aid in wind turbine
data analysis
[DE94-011862] p357 N95-24853
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CORPORA TE SOURCE Naval Postgraduate School
NREL airfoil families for HAWTs
[DE95-000267] p 357 N95-24882
Wind technology development Large and small
turbines
[OE95-000286] p 358 N95-26090
A comparison of measured wind park load histories with
the WISPER and WISPERX load spectra
[OE95-000295] p 446 N95-27459
Wind-tunnel test of the S814 thick root airfoil
(DE95-000268) p376 N95-27541
Experimental investigation of aerodynamic devices for
wind turbine rotational speed control, phase 1
[OE95-004034] p564 N95-30016
Wind turbine trailing edge aerodynamic brakes
[DE95-004061] p683 N95-32548
Techniques for the determination of local dynamic
pressure and angle ol attack on a horizontal axis wind
turbine
[OE95-009204] p 707 N95-32685
National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa
(Ontario).
Surface pressure and wake drag measurements on the
Boeing A4 airfoil in the IAR 1.5X1.5m Wind Tunnel
Facility p110 N95-17850
Noise transmission and reduction in turboprop aircraft
p~T75 N9!PT9~164~
Spectrogram diagnosis of aircraft disasters
P124 N95-19167
Erosion of T56 5th stage rotor blades due to bleed hole
overtipflow p 200 N95-19666
Bonded composite repair of thin metallic materials:
Variable load amplitude and temperature cycling effects
p393 N95-27509
Practical experiences in control systems design using
the NCR Bell 205 Airborne Simulator
p624 N95-32015
National Science Foundation, Washington, DC.
Propulsion/airframe interference for ducted preplan
engines with ground effect
[NASA-CR-197110] p81 N9S-14909
National Technical Univ., Athens (Greece).
Single-pass method for the solution of inverse potential
and rotational problems. Part 1:2-0 and quasi 3-0 theory
and application p 107 N95-16563
Single-pass method for the solution of inverse potential
and rotational problems. Part 2: Fully 3-D potential theory
and applications p 107 N95-16564
National Transportation Safety Board, Washington,
DC.
Aircraft accident report Overspeed and loss of power
on both engines during descent and power-off emergency,
landing Simmons Airlines, Inc., d/b/a, American Eagle
Flight 3641. N349SB False River Air Park, New Roads.
Lousiana. 1 February 1994
[PB94-910408] p 78 N95-14916
Annual review of aircraft accident data: US air carrier
operations, calendar year 1992
[PB95-100319] p78 N95-15066
Aircraft accident report: Stall and loss of control on final
approach, Atlantic Coast Airlines, Inc./United Express
Flight 6291 Jetstream 4101, N304UE Columbus, OH, 7
January 1994
[PB94-910409] p 123 N95-17646
Annual review of aircraft accident data: US Air carrier
operations, calendar year 1992
[P895-100319] p 123 N95-17748
Safety study: Commuter airline safety
[PB94-917004] p 124 N95-19132
Special investigation report: Maintenance anomaly
resulting in dragged engine during landing rollout
Northwest Airlines Flight 18, Boeing 747-251B. N637US,
New Tokyo International Airport, Narita, Japan. 1 Mar.
1994
[PB94-917006] p 188 N95-19793
Report of proceedings: Aviation Accident Investigation
Symposium. Volume 2: Participant presentations
[PB94-917007] p277 N95-23598
Aircraft accident report. Runway overrun following
rejected takeoff. Continental airlines flight 795. McDonnell
Douglas MD-82. N18835. UGuardia Airport, Rushing. NY.
2 March 1994
[PB95-910401 ] p277 N95-23609
Aviation Accident Investigation Symposium. Volume 1:
Industry recommendations and Safety Board responses
[PB94-917005] p278 N95-24105
Aircraft accident report- Impact with blast fence upon
landing rollout Action Air Charters flight 990 Piper
PA-31-350, N990RA. Stratford. Connecticut.27 April
1994
[PB94-910410] p333 N95-24206
Aircraft accident report Controlled collision with Terrain
Transportes Aereos Ejecutivos. S.A. (TAESA) Learjet 250,
XA-BBA Dulles International Airport Chantilly, Virginia.
June 18. 1994
[NTSB/AAR-95/02] p 380 N95-26498
Annual review of aircraft accident data: US general
aviation calendar year 1993
[PB95-215828I p 599 N95-31712
Native American Services, Huntsville, Al_
NLS Flight Simulation Laboratory (FSL) documentation
[NASA-CR-196564] p 363 N95-24439
Naval Air Development Center, Warminster, PA.
Preliminary evaluation of the F/A-18 quantity/multiple
envelope expansion
[AD-A284119J p132 N95-18407
Benefits and limitations of composites in carrier-based
aircraft p 422 N95-28422
Navy composite maintenance and repair experience
p 424 N95-28446
Naval Air Station, Norfolk, VA.
US Navy operating experience with new aircraft
construction materials p303 N95-23517
Naval Air Systems Command, Arlington, VA.
Naval Aviation System TEAM mapping, charting, and
geodesy handbook
[AD-A288590] p 446 N95-26841
Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent River, MD.
Evaluation of F-18A approach and landing flying qualities
using an in-flight simulator
[CALSPAN-6241.rE-.1J P-12-N95-10442-
Naval Air Warfare Center, China Lake, CA.
A pulsed liquid fuel ramjet p 617 N95-31201
Naval Air Warfare Center, Indianapolis, IN.
Standard Hardware Acquisition and Reliability Program
(SHARP) advanced SEM-E packaging
p233 N95-20633
Immersion/two phase cooling p 246 N95-20648
Naval Air Warfare Center, Patuxent River, MD.
Add a dimension to your analysis of the helicopter low
airspeed environment
[AD-A283982] p 79 N95-14205
X-31 post-stall envelope expansion and tactical utility
testing p 70 N95-14242
Navy and the HARV: High angle of attack tactical utility
issues p 71 N95-14252
Composite waveform generation for EMP and lightning
direct-drive testing
(AD-A284159] p 92 N95-14405
Flight testing high lateral asymmetries on highly
augmented fighter/Attack aircraft
[AD-A284206] p 130 N95-17953
Comparison of frequency response and perturbation
methods to extract linear models from a nonlinear
simulation
[AD-A284115] p 146 N95-18405
Tilt Rotor Unmanned Air Vehicle System (TRUS)
demonstrator flight test program
[AD-A284151] p132 N95-18415
Application of photogrammetry of F-14D store
separation
[AD-A284154] p 132 N95-18417
The generic simulation executive at Manned Flight
Simulator
[AD-A283997) p 146 N95-18724
Helicopter in-flight simulation development and use in
test pilot training
[AD-A283998] p 146 N95-18725
Assessing aircraft survivability to high frequency
transient threats
[AO-A283999J p 134 N95-18726
Waveform bounding and combination techniques for
direct drive testing
[AD-A284075] p 161 N95-19035
E-6A hardness assurance, maintenance and
surveillance program
[AD-A283994] p 134 N95-19067
The use of genetic algorithms for flight test and
evaluation of artificial intelligence and complex software
systems
[AD-A284824) p 217 N95-19688
Airship applications of modem flight test techniques
[AD-A2842S3] p 194 N95-19731
Naval Air Warfare Center, Trenton, NJ.
Unmanned aerial vehicle heavy fuel engine test
[AD-A284332] p 139 N95-18383
Navy foreign object damage and its impact on future
gas turbine engine low pressure compression systems
p 198 N95-19658
Testing considerations for military aircraft engines in
corrosive environments (a Navy perspective)
P202 N95-19684
Naval Air Warfare Center, Warminster, PA.
Evaluation of alternate F-14 wing lug coating
[AD-A283207] p 129 N95-17631
The Advanced Avionics Subsystem Technology
Demonstration Program p 234 N95-20636
The IEEE scalable coherent interface: An approach for
a unified avionics network p 234 N95-20650
Corrosion behavior of landing gear steels
[AD-A285862] p 242 N95-22132
Corrosion of landing gear steels p 302 N95-23500
Corrosion detection and monitoring of aircraft structures:
An overview p 303 N95-23515
An evaluation of the Software Through Pictures/T Tool
(StP/T) for the Software Support Activity (SSA)
[AD-A288822] p 447 N95-26348
Field repair materials for naval aircraft
p394 N95-27514
Evaluation of proposed agility metrics using X-31 vs.
F/A-18 flight data
[AD-A292573] p 502 N95-28977
A comparison of coating alternatives for US Coast Guard
aircraft
[AD-A293270] p 629 N95-31124
Naval Facilities Engineering Service Center, Port
Hueneme, CA.
Moisture induced pressures in concrete airfield
pavements
[AD-A281974] p52 N95-11789
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA,
Development of an experimental facility for analysis of
rotordynamic phenomena
[AD-A281897] p 25 N95-11330
An application of virtual prototyping to the flight test
and evaluation of an unmanned air vehicle
-[AD-A281749] p-14- -N95-1-1595-
Flight dynamics of an unmanned aerial vehicle
[AD-A282259] p 45 N95-12410
Spectral analysis of vortex/free-surface interaction
[AD-A283210] p96 N95-14658
Artificial neural network modeling of damaged aircraft
(AD-A283227] p 80 N95-14849
Evaluation of energy-sink stability criteria for dual-spin
spacecraft
[AD-A283228] p 87 N95-14850
Low-speed wind tunnel testing of the NPS and NASA
Ames Mach 6 optimized waverider
[AD-A283585] p 75 N95-15319
Combustion efficiency in a dual-inlet side-dump ramjet
combustor
[AD-A283564] p 83 N95-15329
An investigation of the transonic pressure drag
coefficient for axi-symmetric bodies
[AD-A280990] p 105 N95-15994
A computational investigation of wake-induced airfoil
flutter in incompressible flow and active flutter control
[AD-A281534] p 142 N95-16109
Low rate initial production in Army Aviation systems
development
[AD-A281871] p 127 N95-16356
Spread spectrum applications in unmanned aerial
vehicles
[AD-A281035] p 156 N95-16448
Mach number, flow angle, and loss measurements
downstream of a transonic fan-blade cascade
[AD-A280907] p 108 N95-16824
Numerical optimization of synergetic maneuvers
[AD-A283398] p 109 N95-17435
Wind tunnel performance comparative test results of a
circular cylinder and 50 percent ellipse tailboom for
circulation control antitorque applications
[AD-A283335] p 130 N95-18008
A platform independent application of Lux illumination
prediction algorithms
(AD-A283669] p 170 N95-18018
Course module for AA201: Wing structural design
project
[AO-A283618] p 133 N95-18616
Rant and controller optimization by convex methods
[AD-A283700] p 133 N95-18621
Interaction, bursting and control of vortices of a cropped
double-delta wing at high angle of attack
[AD-A283656] p 119 N95-18669
An analysis ol the costs and benefits in improving
F402-RR-406A High Pressure Turbine, second stage
blades under the aircraft engine Component Improvement
Program (OP)
[AD-A285127] p 197 N95-19595
Automation of hardware-in-the-loop testing of control
systems for unmanned air vehicles
[AD-A284833] p 194 N95-19693
Inband radar cross section of phased arrays with parallel
feeds
[AD-A284249] p 210 N95-19730
A computer code (SKINTEMP) for predicting transient
missile and aircraft heat transfer characteristics
[AD-A286044] p 248 N95-21001
A computer-based multimedia prototype for night vision
goggles
[AD-A286208] p 258 N95-21882
Effect of juncture- fillets on double-delta wings
undergoing sideslip at high angles of attack
[AD-A286165] p 232 N95-22039
Evaluation of the Haworth-Newman avionics Display
Readability Scale
[AD-A286127] p 235 N95-22232
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Forecasting aircraft mishaps using monthly maintenance
reports
[AD-A286049] p 227 N95-22417
Design and synthesis of a real-time controller for an
unmanned air vehicle
[AD-A289134] p 408 N95-26555
Comparison of fixed wing aircraft algorithms for
JANUS
[AD-A288503] p 389 N95-26652
Air cushioned landing craft (LCAC) based ship to shore
movement simulation: A decision aid for the amphibious
commander. A (SMMAT) application
[AO-A289635] p 436 N95-26722
A mathematical analysis of the Janus combat simulation
weather effects models and sensitivity analysis of
sky-to-ground brightness ratio on target detection
[AD-A289629] p 446 N95-26858
Construction and wind tunnel test of a 1/12th scale
helicopter model
[AD-A288487] p 378 N95-28331
Proof test methodology for composites
p 424 N9S-28445
Modeling helicopter blade dynamics using a modified
Myklestad-Prohl transfer matrix method
[AD-A289891 ] p 400 N95-28626
An analysis of the impact of ASPA on organizational
and depot level maintenance
[AD-A292670] p 457 N95-29414
Compressibility effects on and control of dynamic stall
of oscillating airfoil
[AD-A291804] p 480 N95-29428
Applications of digital video and synthetic environments
to unmanned aerial vehicles
[AD-A291875] p 504 N95-29437
Design and evaluation of a LOR controller for the
bluebird unmanned air vehicle
[AD-A289769] p 504 N95-29457
Probabilistic reliability modeling of fatigue on the H-46
tie bar
[AD-A289926] p 607 N95-30927
An investigation of the side-dump dual in-line ramjet
combustor p617 N95-31199
A case study of the teaming concept in the procurement
of the V-22 aircraft
[AD-A293770] p608 N95-31578
Modeling F/A-18 flight hour program costs using
regression analysis
[AD-A293771] p 608 N95-31579
An LDV investigation of support structure influence on
the flow field near the wingtip of a STOVL configuration
in hover
[AD-A294126] p 686 N95-34750
Naval Research Lab, Monterey, CA.
Environmental support of naval aviation
[AD-A292873] p 598 M95-31454
Naval Research Lab, Washington, DC.
Problems with aging wiring in Naval aircraft
p 154 N95-16048
Wind tunnel tests of a 42 inch diameter self-starting
autogyro rotor
[AD-A279922] p 188 N95-19863
A review of water mist technology for fire suppression
[AD-A285738] p 225 N95-20071
Statistics of multi-look AIRSAR imagery: A comparison
of theory with measurements p 320 N95-23947
Speech analysis and synthesis based on
pitch-synchronous segmentation of the speech
waveform
[AD-A288824] p 435 N95-26349
Naval Sea Systems Command, Washington, DC.
A theoretical analysis of airborne sound transfer for a
resilientry mounted machine to its foundation
p30 N95-11304
Naval Surface Warfare Center, Bethesda, MD.
Laws of infrared similitude
[AD-A282209] p62 N95-12426
175Hp contrarotating homopolar motor design report
[AD-A291138] p 557 N95-30122
Naval Surface Warfare Center, Dahlgren, VA.
Engineering Codes for aeropredtetion: State-of-the-art
and new methods p 73 N95-14447
Electromagnetic reverberation characteristics of a large
transport aircraft
[AD-A282923J p 82 N95-15392
Wavelet transformations for helicopter identification via
acoustic signatures
[AD-A279980] p 257 N95-20963
Parallel block implicit integration technique for trajectory
parallelism
(AD-A288961] p 450 N95-28335
Nonlinear calibration of an infrared radiometer
(AD-A292436) p 579 N95-28996
The 1995 version of the NSWC aeroprediction code.
Part 1: Summary of new theoretical methodology
[ AD-A291518] p 481 N95-298S3
Naval Surface Warfare Center, Silver Spring, MD.
Hypervelocrry wind tunnel number 9, high Mach number
development program
[AD-A289934] p 594 N95-30929
Naval Test Pilot School, Patuxent River, MD.
T-45A High Angle of Attack Testing: US Naval Test Pilot
School 46th Annual Reunion and Symposium
[AD-A284000] p 231 N95-20466
Naval War ColL, Newport, Rl.
Bomber force 2000: Operational concepts for long-range
combat aircraft
[AD-A279378] p 230 N95-20181
Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, CA.
Composite flight-control actuator development
p410 N95-28281
Nevada Univ, Reno, NV.
Application of CFD to the analysis and design of
high-speed inlets
[NASA-CR-198574] p 438 N95-27240
New Jersey Inst of Tech, Newark, NJ.
Design of a variable area diffuser for a 15-inch Mach
6 open-jet tunnel p 297 N95-23309
New Mexico State Untv, Las Cruces, NM.
Demonstration study of hierarchical control of
fluid-dynamic phenomena
[AD-A289341] p 437 N95-26751
New South Wales Unlv, Kensington (Australia).
Efficient and effective handling of cycle slips in global
positioning system data p43 N95-12230
AIRSAR deployment in Australia, September 1993:
Management and objectives p 321 N95-23948
New York Untv, New York, NY.
Computational fluid dynamics and transonic flow
[AD-A288962] p 436 N95-26405
Nielsen Engineering and Research, Inc., Mountain
View, CA.
Vorticity dynamics and control of dynamic stall
[AD-A288658] p 620 N95-31400
Norfolk State Univ, VA.
Proceedings of the 12th Annual National Conference
on Ada Technology
[AD-A290693] p 569 N95-29644
North Carolina State Univ, Raleigh, NC.
Time accurate computation of unsteady inlet flows with
a dynamic flow adaptive mesh
(AD-A285498] p 157 N95-16736
Development of a model protection and dynamic
response monitoring system for the national transonic
facility
(NASA-CR-195041] p340 N95-24388
North Dakota Untv, Grand Forks, ND.
Preliminary analysis of University of North Dakota aircraft
data from the FIRE Cirrus IFO-2
[NASA-CR-198038] p 357 N95-24219
Northern Research and Engineering Corp, Wobum,
MA.
Small gas turbine component evaluation study
[PB95-147542] p338 N95-24293
Northrop Corp, Hawthorne, CA.
Analysis of composite structures with delaminations
under combined bending and compression
p422 N95-28429
C-130 Advanced Technology Center wing box
conceptual design/cost study p 423 N95-28437
Reliability analysis of composite structures
p 423 N95-28441
A weight-efficient design strategy for cutouts in
composite transport structures p 533 N95-28843
Northrop Corp, Pico Rivera, CA.
Eddy current for detecting second layer cracks under
installed fasteners
[AD-A282412] p 158 N95-17507
Northrop Grumman Corp, Hawthorne, CA.
Repair technology for thermoplastic aircraft structures
p395 N95-27519
Northrop Grumman Corp, Pico Rivera, CA.
Environmentally regulated aerospace coatings
p631 N95-31775
Northwestern Untv, Evanston, ll_
Fatigue reliability method with in-service inspections
p 94 N95-14475
Norwegian Defence Research Establishment, Kjdter
(Norway).
Results from tests of the Kearfott T16-8 Inertia!
Measurement Unit
[PB95-212031] p644 N95-30502
Norwegian Inst for Air Research, KJeller (Norway).
Results from tests of the Honeywell integrated flight
management unit
[PB95-211355] p 601 N95-30597
Notre Dame Untv, IN.
The Elite: A high speed, low-cost general aviation aircraft
for Aeroworfd
[NASA-CR-197161] p 45 N95-12530
Icarus Rewaxed: A high speed, low-cost general aviation
aircraft for Aerowortd
[NASA-CR-197155] p 45 N95-12609
The Balsa bullet A high speed, low-cost general aviation
aircraft for Aerowond
[NASA-CR-197165] p 46 N95-12638
Experiments on the flow field physics of confluent
boundary layers for high-lift systems
[NASA-CR-197318] p 224 N9S-21343
Effects of three-dimensional imposed 3-D disturbances
on bluff-body near wake flows
[AD-A289553] p 374 N95-26757
The effects of three-dimensional imposed disturbances
on bluff body near wake flows: Effects of taper and splitter
plates on the near wake characteristics of a circular cylinder
in uniform and shear flow
[AD-A292113] p 477 N95-28921
The pressure field of a gust interacting with a flat
plate p557 N95-30161
Nottingham Untv. (England).
A rose by any other name: Certification seen as process
rather than content p 688 N95-34766
NYMA, Inc, Brook Park, OH.
Resonant interaction of a linear array of supersonic
rectangular jets: An experimental study
[NASA-CR-195398] p 76 N95-15852
Prediction of wind tunnel effects on the installed F/A-18A
inlet flow field at high angles-of-attack
[NASA-CR-195429] p 197 N95-19651
Users manual for the improved NASA Lewis ice accretion
code LEWICE 1.6
[NASA-CR-198355] p 485 N95-29132
A PC program for estimating measurement uncertainty
for aeronautics test instrumentation
[NASA-CR-198361] p 523 N95-30067
Flow quality improvements in the NASA Lewis Research
Center 9- by 15-foot Low Speed Wind Tunnel
[NASA-CR-195439] p 627 N95-31653
Effects of civil tiltrotor service in the northeast corridor
on en route airspace loads
[AD-A293586] p 599 N95-31687
Computation of noise radiation from turbofans: A
parametric study
[NASA-CR-198359] p710 N95-32836
Numerical simulation of supersonic flow using a new
analytical bleed boundary condition
[NASA-CR-198368] p 697 N95-33208
NYMA, Inc, Cleveland, OH.
On supersonic-inlet boundary-layer bleed flow
[NASA-CR-195426] p 202 N95-19769
Oak Ridge National Lab, TN.
Scale-up and modeling of forced chemical vapor
infiltration
[DE94-017769] p 247 N95-20781
Evolution of oxidation and creep damage mechanisms
in HIPed silicon nitride materials
[DE95-001360] p 300 N95-22689
Cu deposition using a permanent magnet electron
cyclotron resonance microwave plasma source
[DE94-017768] p304 N95-23981
Thermal conductivity of zirconia thermal barrier
coatings p345 N95-26133
Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches
Aerospatiales, Modane (France).
Calculation of wall effects of flow on a perforated wall
with a code of surface singularities p 165 N95-19277
Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches
Aerospatiales, Paris (France).
Lateral jet control for tactical missiles
p84 N95-14448
High angle of attack aerodynamics p 74 N95-14450
Ellipsoid-cylinder model p 158 N95-17869
Supersonic vortex flow around a missile body
p114 N95-17870
Test data on a non-circular body for subsonic, transonic
and supersonic Mach numbers p158 N95-17871
Delta-wing model pi 14 N95-17873
Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches
Aerospatiales, Toulouse (France).
Data from the GARTEur (AD) Action Group 02 airfoil
CAST 7/DOA1 experiments p111 N95-17856
OAT15A airfoil data p 111 N95-17857
Evaluation of the techniques of fuzzy control for the
piloting an aircraft p 621 N95-31997
Office of Naval Research, Arlington, VA.
Fiber-optic rotary joint with bundle collimator
assemblies
[AD-D016504] p258 N95-21673
Ohio Aerospace Inst, Brook Park, OH.
Optimization of aerospace structures
[NASA-CR-196763] p 48 N95-12787
C-22
CORPORA TE SOURCE RAND Corp.
Ohio State Univ., Columbus, OH.
A users manual for the method of moments Aircraft
Modeling Code (AMQ, version 2
[NASA-CR-196*45] p 24 N95-11252
Electromagnetic on-aircraft antenna radiation in the
presence of composite plates
(NASA-CR-196126) p 58 N95-12856
Wing-body juncture flows
(AD-A281S261 p 106 N95-16099
Comparative wind tunnel test at high Reynolds numbers
of NACA 64 621 airfoils with two aileron configurations
p 377 N95-27977
A numerical study of the small scale wing-body junction
problem p482 N95-30235
Ohio Univ, Athens, OH.
Oscillating-flow regenerator test rig
[NASA-CR-196982] p 53 N95-13200
An investigation into the use of satellite-based
positioning systems for flight reference/autoland
operations p 489 N95-29542
Oklahoma City Air Logistics Center, Tinker AFB, OK.
Proceedings of the 2d USAF Aging Aircraft
Conference
[AD-A288217] p 336 N95-25578
Old Dominion Coll, Norfolk, VA.
System_identificatipn_ofjhe Large-Angle Magnetic
-Suspensibn'Test Fixture (LAMSTF) p 296 N95-23299
Optimized design of a hypersonic nozzle
p297 N95-23304
Inner loop flight control for the High-Speed Civil
Transport p 293 N95-23314
Old Dominion Univ., Norfolk, VA.
Methodology for sensitivity analysis, approximate
analysts, and design optimization in CFD for
multidisciplinary applications
[NASA-CR-196981] p 58 N95-13201
Aerodynamic shape optimization of a HSCT type
configuration with improved surface definition
[NASA-CR-197011] p67 N95-13701
Automation of reverse engineering process in aircraft
modeling and related optimization problems
[NASA-CR-197109] p 129 N95-16899
A CFD study of complex missile and store configurations
in relative motion
[NASA-CR-197912] p 285 N95-22949
Aerodynamic design optimization with sensitivity analysis
and computational fluid dynamics
(NASA-CR-197419) p274 N95-23218
Extension to the dynamic modeling of the large angle
magnetic suspension test fixture
[NASA-CR-197801] p411 N95-26768
Unsteady flow simulations about moving boundary
configurations using dynamic domain decomposition
techniques p649 N95-31837
Geometric modeling for computer aided design
[NASA-CR-198828] p 679 N95-31982
Three-dimensional aerodynamic shape optimization
using discrete sensitivity analysis p 691 N95-32904
Oregon State Univ, Corvallis, OR.
Preliminary analysis of dynamic stall effects on a
91-meter wind turbine rotor p 376 N95-27975
Nonlinear adaptive control of highly maneuverable high
performance aircraft p 710 N95-33712
Organisatie voor Toegepast Natuurwetenschappelijk
Onderzoek, Delft (Netherlands).
Partial camera automation in a simulated Unmanned Air
Vehicle
[AD-A288786] p 337 N95-26190
Overset Methods, Inc, Los Altos, CA.
Aerodynamic optimization studies on advanced
architecture computers
[NASA-CR-198045] p 330 N95-24379
The coupling of fluids, dynamics, and controls on
advanced architecture computers
(NASA-CR-197727] p 360 N95-25797
Global flowfield about the V-22 Tiltrotor Aircraft
[NASA-CR-198603] p 375 N9S-27248
Oxford Univ, Oxford (England).
Particle deposition in gas turbine blade film cooling
holes p 199 N95-19661
Soft body impact on titanium fan blades
p200 N95-19671
Pacific Northwest Lab, Richland, WA.
An artificial neural network system for diagnosing gas
turbine engine fuel faults
[DE94-013960] p 138 N95-17371
Pacific-Sierra Research Corp, Santa Monica, CA.
Hot jet/wake turbulent structure and laser propagation.
Part 3: Laser propagation measurements and modeling
p 647 N95-30992
Palermo Univ. (Italy).
An airborne monitoring system for FOD and erosion
faults p200 N95-19668
Paragon Pacific, Inc, El Segundo, CA.
Design of a real-time wind turbine simulator using a
custom parallel architecture p 449 N95-27979
Paris VI Univ. (France).
Optimal shape design for aerodynamics
p 128 N95-16568
PDA Engineering, Costa Mesa, CA.
Response of the B-1B air data sensor to simulated dust
cloud environments
[AD-A286134] p235 N95-22036
Pennsylvania State Univ., State College, PA.
Empirical refinements to boundary layer transition noise
models p 28 N95-11262
Active minimization of energy density in
three-dimensional enclosures
[NASA-CR-197213] p 172 N95-16848
Cavitation modeling in Siler and Navier-Stokes codes
p315 N95-23630
Pennsylvania State Univ, University Park, PA.
Flame-spreading phenomena in the fin-slot region of a
solid rocket motor p 23 N95-10296
Achievements and tasks foractive'noise control
p29 N95-11270
The effect of aircraft speed on the penetration of sonic
boom noise into a flat ocean p 100 N95-14887
Wake turbulence p 75 N95-14894
Anisotropic heat exchangers/stack configurations for
thermoacoustic heat engines
[AD-A280974] p 168 N95-16506
Numerical computation of aerodynamics and heat
transfer in a turbine cascade and a turn-around duct using
advanced turbulence models p313 N95-23444
Convergence acceleration of implicit schemes in the
presence of high aspect ratio grid cells
p 313 N95-23446
Physical Sciences, Inc, Andover, MA.
Ultraviolet emissions occurring about hypersonic
vehicles in rarefied flows
[AD-A281452] p 106 N95-16076
Planning Research Corp, Edwards, CA.
High-angle-of-attack yawing moment asymmetry of the
X-31 aircraft from flight test
[NASA-CR-186030] p13 N95-11410
Strain gage selection in loads equations using a genetic
algorithm
[NASA-CR-4597] p 48 N95-12831
Dynamic ground effects flight test of the NASA F-15
aircraft p 692 N95-33024
Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw (Poland).
Actuating signals in adaptive control systems
[IFTR-13/1994] p361 N95-26330
Photoacoustic chambers for studying solids and gases:
Theory and practical examples
[IFTR-39/1994] p 412 N95-26837
Polytechnic Unlv, Farmingdale, NY.
Research instrumentation for polytechnic university's
supersonic wind tunnel facility
[AD-A290232] p 523 N95-29468
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, CT.
Unsteady flows in turbines: Impact on design
procedure p 90 N95-14132
Ultra-high bypass ratio jet noise
[NASA-CR-195394] p 100 N95-14610
Thermal barrier coating experience in the gas turbine
engine p 345 N95-26125
Thermal barrier coating life modeling in aircraft gas
turbine engines p 346 N95-26140
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft, West Palm Beach, Fl_
STOVL Control Integration Program
[NASA-CR-195358] p 18 N9S-11487
High temperature strain gage technology for gas turbine
engines
[NASA-CR-191177] p57 N95-11996
Fatigue in single crystal nickel superalloys
[AD-A283459] p 56 N95-12546
Fatigue in single crystal nickel superalloys
[AD-A282917] p 88 N95-15415
Fatigue in single crystal nickel superalloys
[AD-A285727] p 152 N95-18068
Aerodynamic design and analysis of a highly loaded
turbine exhaust p 312 N95-23435
Phase 2: HGM air flow tests in support of HEX vane
investigation p 312 N95-23438
A design perspective on thermal barrier coatings
p 344 N9S-26120
Jet engine applications for materials with
nanometer-scale dimensions p 345 N95-26131
F-15 propulsion system p 695 N95-33012
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group, West Palm Beach,
Fl_
Composite intermediate case manufacturing scale-up for
advanced engines p 406 N95-28275
Praxair, Inc., Tonawanda, NY.
Airborne rotary separator study
[NASA-CR-191045] p 150 N95-18743
Princeton Univ, NJ.
Optimum aerodynamic design via boundary control
p127 N95-16565
Studies on high pressure and unsteady flame
phenomena
IAD-A284126} P 152 N95-18410
An investigation of helicopter dynamic coupling using
an analytical model
[NASA-CR-197420] p 285 N95-23217
Computational algorithms for aerodynamic analysis and
design
[AD-A291084] p 482 N95-29972
Requirements and trends of computational
aerodynamics as a tool for aircraft design
p 692 N95-34506
Prins Maurits Lab. TNO, Rijswijk (Netherlands).
Integral rocket ramjets
[AD-A285135] P 240 N95-20906
Purdue Univ, West Lafayette, IN.
Active control of turbomachine discrete tones
p29 N95-11275
Design of a high capacity long range cargo_aircraft_
—[NASA--CR-197176] p45 N95-12363
Bending effects of unsymmetric adhesively bonded
composite repairs on cracked aluminum panels
p92 N95-14456
Gas turbine prediffuser-combustor performance during
operation with air-water mixture
[DOT/FAA/CT-93/52] p 83 N95-15683
Aero-thermodynamic distortion induced structured
dynamic response
[AD-A279931] p 203 N95-19864
Wake measurements in a strong adverse pressure
gradient
[NASA-CR-197272] p 224 N95-21031
Development of quiet-flow supersonic wind tunnels for
laminar-turbulent transition research
[NASA-CR-197286] p 239 N95-21436
Supersonic quiet-tunnel development for
laminar-turbulent transition research
[NASA-CR-198040] p 340 N95-24302
Thermal fracture mechanisms in ceramic thermal barrier
coatings P 346 N95-26138
WINCLR: A computer code for heat transfer and
clearance calculation in a compressor
[NASA-CR-195436] p 366 N9S-26363
Linear and nonlinear discrete-time state-space modeling
of dynamic systems for control applications
p 567 N95-29251
Queensland Univ, Saint Lucia (Australia).
Shock tunnel studies of scramjet phenomena 1993
[NASA-CR-195038] p 350 N95-25394
Thrust measurements of a complete axisymmetric
scramjet in an impulse facility p 339 N95-25395
Scramjet thrust measurement in a shock tunnel
p339 N95-25396
Thrust measurement in a 2-D scramjet nozzle
p339 N95-25397
The Superorbital Expansion Tube concept, experiment
and analysis p 341 N95-25399
Balances for the measurement of multiple components
of force in flows of a millisecond duration
p350 N95-25400
Radian Corp, Austin, TX.
Community relations plan: Galena Airport and Camp ton
Air Force Station, Alaska
[AD-A286722] p 446 N95-27234
Radian Corp, Research Triangle Park, NC.
Nitrogen oxide emissions and their control from
uninstalled aircraft engines in enclosed test cells: Joint
report to Congress on the Environmental Protection
Agency - Department of Transportation study
[PB95-166237] p 358 N95-26O05
RAND Corp, Santa Monica, CA.
Case study of risk management in the USAF B-1B
bomber program
[AD-A282371] p 62 N95-11944
The development of the F100-PW-220 and
F110-GE-100 engines: A case study of risk assessment
and risk management
[AD-A282467] p 51 N95-13289
The F-16 multinational staged improvement program:
A case study of risk assessment and risk management
[AD-A281706] p81 N95-1S4S1
C-23
Remtech, Inc. CORPORA TE SOURCE
Remtech, Inc., Huntsville, Al_
Rarefied gas effects on aerobraking/reentry vehicles
with wakes
[NASA-CR-196586] p 415 N95-27093
Research Inst for Advanced Computer Science,
Moftett Field, CA.
Optimum aerodynamic design via boundary control
[NASA-CR-195882] p 36 N95-11877
Control theory based airfoil design using the Euler
equations
[NASA-CR-196360] p 36 N95-11884
Mesh quality control for multiply-refined tetrahedral
grids
[NASA-CR-197595] p 160 N95-18737
Research Inst. of National Defence, LJnkoeping
(Sweden).
Orientation determination of aircraft using visual 3D
matching and radar. Case study 2
[PB95-165791] p350 N95-25749
Research Triangle Inst, Hampton, VA.
Characteristics of civil aviation atmospheric hazards
p 42 N95-13208
Reticular Systems, Inc., San Diego, CA.
PalymSys (TM): An extended version of CLIPS for
construction and reasoning using blackboards
p217 N95-19767
Rochester Univ., NY.
Scientific and technical photography at NASA Langley
Research Center p310 N95-23290
Rocket Research Corp., Redmond, WA.
Arcjet thruster research and technology, phase 2
[NASA-CR-182276] p 105 N95-18044
Rockwell International Corp, Canoga Park, CA.
CFD analysis of turbopump volutes
p 312 N95-23436
Impeller flow field characterization with a laser two-focus
velocimeter p 313 N95-23440
Rockwell International Corp., Downey, CA.
Requirements report for SSTO vertical take-off and
horizontal landing vehicle
[NASA-CR-197029] p 80 N95-14794
Program test objectives milestone 3
[NASA-CR-197030] p 127 N95-15971
Strategic avionics technology definition studies. Subtask
3-1A3: Electrical Actuation (ELA) Systems Test Facility
[NASA-CR-188360] p 143 N95-18567
Fatigue loads spectra derivation for the Space Shuttle:
Second cycle p 166 N95-19470
Rockwell International Corp, El Segundo, CA.
Extracting a representative loading spectrum from
recorded flight data p 80 N95-14469
Rockwell International Corp., Golden, CO.
Horizontal axis wind turbine post stall airfoil
characteristics synthesization p 376 N95-27974
Rockwell International Corp., Huntsville, Al_
Automated test environment for a real-time control
system
[TABES PAPER 94-631) p 99 N95-14652
High frequency flow-structural interaction in dense
subsonic fluids
[NASA-CR-4652] p 330 N95-24217
Rockwell International Science Center, Thousand
Oaks, CA.
Fundamental concepts in the suppression of
determination buckling by stitching p 426 N95-28486
Rockwell Space Operations Co., Houston, TX.
The navigation toolkit
[NASA-CR-197290] p 229 N95-22161
Rohde and Schwartz, Munich (Germany).
Modular CNI avionics system p 234 N95-20659
Rolls-Royce Ltd, Bristol (England).
Out of area experiences with the RB199 in Toronto
P198 N95-19654
Future directions in helicopter protection system
configuration p 198 N95-19657
Rome Lab., GriffisS AFB, NY.
Generic architectures for future flight systems
p 99 N95-14159
A VHF/UHF antenna for the Precision Antenna
Measurement System (PAMS)
[AD-A285673] p 156 N95-16621
Reliability assessment ot Multichip Module technologies
via the Triservice/NASA RELTECH program
p 245 N95-20643
Assuring Known Good Die (KGD) for reliable, cost
effective MCMs P 246 N95-20644
Rose Engineering and Research, Inc, Incline Village,
NV.
SOFIA: Aft cavities wind tunnel test
[NASA-TM-110673] p 683 N95-32682
Royal Air Force Inst of Aviation Medicine,
Famborough (England).
Quality assurance and risk management: Perspectives
on Human Factors Certification of Advanced Aviation
Systems p 690 N95-34771
Royal Australian Air Force, Amberiey (Australia).
The development of an engineering standard for
composite repairs p 396 N95-27528
Royal Inst of Tech., Stockholm (Sweden).
Turbulence models in the Navier-Stokes simulation of
airfoil stall
[TRITA-NA-9312] p 705 N95-33059
Royal Military Coll. of Saint-Jean, Richelain (Quebec).
Transport aircraft loading and balancing system: Using
a CLIPS expert system for military aircraft load planning
p217 N95-19751
Royal Netherlands Meteorological Inst, De Bill
(Netherlands).
Atmospheric effects of high-flying subsonic aircraft: A
catalogue of perturbing influences
[KNMI-SR-94-03J p 168 N95-18722
Rutgers - The State Univ., New Brunswick, NJ.
Modal identification and its applications to damage
detection in vibrating structures p 704 N95-32920
Rutgers Univ., Plscataway, NJ.
Study of multiple cracks in airplane fuselage by
micromechanics and complex variables
p94 N95-14468
Saab-Scania, Unkoeping (Sweden).
SAAB experience with PIO p 598 N95-31069
Saint Cloud State Coll, MN.
Differential GPS and system integration of the Low
Visibility Landing and Surface Operations (LVLASO)
demonstration p 280 N95-23318
Saint Louis Univ., CahoMa, IL.
Preliminary identification of buffet problems in high speed
civil transport p294 N95-23319
Saint Petersburg Inst of Aerospace Instrumentation,
Saint Petersburg (Russia).
Sea wave parameters, small altitudes and distances
measurers design for movement control systems of ships,
wing-in-surface effect crafts and seaplanes
p708 N95-33141
San Antonio Air Logistics Center, Kelly AFB, TX.
Bicarbonate of soda paint stripping process validation
and material characterization p631 N95-31778
Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM.
Navier-Stokes simulations of WECS airfoil flowfields
[DE94-013341] p7 N95-10226
Ceramic manufacturing: Optimizing a multivariable
system
[DE94-015016] p56 N95-13184
Error propagation equations for estimating the
uncertainty in high-speed wind tunnel test results
[OE94-014136] p 145 N95-16509
Evaluation of scanners for C-scan imaging in
nondestructive inspection of aircraft
[DE94-012473] p 152 N95-19100
Environmental effects on composite airframes: A study
conducted for the ARM UAV Program (Atmospheric
Radiation Measurement Unmanned Aerospace Vehicle)
[DE94-015351] p206 N95-19579
SAR image registration in absolute coordinates using
GPS carrier phase position and velocity information
[DE94-018738] p 228 N95-20195
Assessment of a non-dedicated GPS receiver system
for precise airborne attitude determination
[DE94-019309] p 229 N95-21520
A user's guide to LUGSAN 1.1: A computer program
to calculate and archive lug and sway brace loads for
aircraft-carried stores
[DE95-001919] p232 N95-21730
Moving mass trim control for aerospace vehicles
[DE95-002602] p 299 N95-23532
Verification of computational aerodynamic predictions
for complex hypersonic vehicles using the
INCA(trademark) code
[DE95-004757] p 330 N95-24308
Emerging nondestructive inspection for aging aircraft
[PB95-143053] p 328 N95-25401
A NASTRAN-based computer program for structural
dynamic analysis of Horizontal Axis Wind Turbines
p439 N95-27980
High strain-rate testing of parachute materials
[DE95-009577] p 648 N95-31614
Scandinavian Airlines System, Oslo (Norway).
Scandinavian Airlines Systems experience on erosion,
corrosion and foreign object damage effects on gas
turbines p 198 N95-19659
Science Applications International Corp., Dayton, OH.
Systems engineering design and technical analyses for
Strategic Avionics Crew-station Design Evaluation Facility
(SACDEF)
[AD-A286239] p 235 N95-22024
Visual contrast detection thresholds for aircraft
contrails
[AD-A288618] p 328 N95-25607
Science Univ. of Tokyo (Japan).
Calculation for aerodynamic characteristics on delta
wing with leading-edge separated vortex effect using
boundary element method p 684 N95-34524
Grid generation around airfoil with a flap using boundary
element method p 686 N95-34552
Seagull Technology, Inc, Sunnyvale, CA.
ACSYNT inner loop flight control design study
[NASA-CR-196316J p 17 N95-11223
Selskapet for Industriell og Teknisk Forskning,
Trondheim (Norway).
Metascientific problems in safety science
[PB95-196408] p645 N95-30521
Sextant Avionique, Saint Medard en JaMes (France).
A helmet mounted display for night missions at low
altitude p 693 N95-32503
Sextant Avionique, Valence (France).
Lightweight electronic enclosures using composite
materials p 241 N95-20656
Ship Research Inst, Tokyo (Japan).
Numerical simulation of two-dimensional PAR-WIG
p 685 N95-34S48
Sikorsky Aircraft, Stratford, CT.
Static and fatigue testing of full-scale fuselage panels
fabricated using a Therm-X(R) process
p420 N95-28270
Simula, Inc, Phoenix, AZ.
Rotorcraft crashworthy airframe and fuel system
technology development program
[AD-A289986] p 382 N9S-28630
Smith Advanced Technology, Inc., Huntsville, AL.
HLLV avionics requirements study and electronic filing
system database development
[NASA-CR-193993] p 49 N95-13027
Societe Nationale d'Etude et de Construction de
Moteurs d'Aviation, Evry (France).
New Trends in coatings developments for turbine blades:
Materials processing and repair p 201 N95-19676
Societe Nationale d'Etude et de Construction de
Moteurs d'Aviation, Moissy-Cramayel (France).
New methods, new methodology: Advanced CFD in the
Snecma turbomachinery design process
p90 N95-14134
Design of fan blades subjected to bird impact
p200 N95-19669
Solar Turbines, Inc. San Diego, CA.
Perspective on thermal barrier coatings for industrial gas
turbine applications P 345 N95-26128
Sorbent Technologies Corp, Twinsburg, OH.
Laboratory evaluation of a reactive baffle approach to
NOx control
[AD-A283802] p 255 N95-19921
Southampton Univ. (England).
Near field noise prediction requirements
[ISVR-TR-234] p27 N95-11166
Southwest Research Inst, San Antonio, TX.
A study of aircraft post-crash fuel fire mitigation
[AD-A282208] p 40 N95-12499
Analysis of small crack behavior for airframe
applications p 95 N95-14484
Aircraft stress sequence development: A complex
engineering process made simple p 136 N95-19480
Eddy current for delecting second-layer cracks under
installed fasteners
[AD-A279871] p 244 N95-20414
Mechanism of deposit formation on fuel-wetted hot metal
surfaces
[AD-A289847] p 426 N95-28621
Spectra Research Systems, Inc, Huntsville, Al_
A graphical user interface for design and analysis of
air breathing propulsion systems
[TABES PAPER 94-616] p 83 N95-14645
Spectrum Sciences and Software, Inc, Fort Walton
Beach, FL.
Integrating NOISEMAP with the Geographic Resource
Analysis Support System (GRASS) to enhance
environmental impact assessments and land use
compatibility studies p31 N95-11311
MOAMAP: A model that combines several different kinds
of aircraft operations p 32 N95-11323
SPEEL Ltd, Prague (Czechoslovakia).
Solid-state data recorder, next development and use
p705 N95-33143
SRI International Corp, Menlo Park, CA.
Active control of complex noise problems using a
broadband, multichannel controller p 29 N95-11271
Broadband, wide-area active control of sound radiated
from vibrating structures using local surface-mounted
radiation suppression devices p 30 N95-11283
Formal verification of an avionics microprocessor
[NASA-CR-4682] p 710 N95-33396
Stanford Univ, CA.
High altitude hypersonic flowfield radiation
[AD-A281386] p 106 N95-16160
Design and flight test of a simplified control system for
a transport helicopter p 144 N95-18902
C-24
CORPORA TE SOURCE Tokyo Univ.
Computing methods for the approximate solution of time
dependent problems
[AD-A28600ri p 256 N9S-20719
Unstructured-grid large-eddy simulation of flow over an
airfoil ft 225 N95-22448
Large-eddy simulation of flow through a plane,
asymmetric diffuser p 250 N95-22449
Experimental investigations of on-demand vortex
generators p 250 N95-22451
Direct numerical simulations of on-demand vortex
generators: Mathematical formulation
p 251 N95-22452
Acoustics Of laminar boundary layers breakdown
p 251 N95-22455
Compressrve strength of damaged and repaired
composite plates p 442 N95-28484
A study of fluid problems requiring a direct particle
simulation
[AD-A290212] P567 N95-29074
Wide Area Differential GPS (WADGPS)
p489 N95-29107
Solution of the Navier-Stokes equations on locally
refined Cartesian meshes using state-vector splitting
p 553 N95-29197
_lJnear matrixjnequalities. for the-problem of absolute
stability of control systems p 518 N95-29680
DC electrostatic gyro suspension system for the Gravity
Probe B experiment p 527 N95-29794
A method for the modelling of porous and solid wind
tunnel walls in computational fluid dynamics codes
p523 N95-29795
Computation of high-altitude hypersonic flow-field
radiation p 593 N95-30843
Foundations of technology for constructing highly
reliable distributed realtime systems
[AD-A293254] p 678 N95-30892
State Univ. of New York, Bingnamton, NY.
Wormgear geometry adopted for implementing
hydrostatic lubrication and formulation of the lubrication
problem
[AD-A290331] p210 N95-19567
State Univ. of New York, Farmingdale, NY.
Quality optimization of thermally sprayed coatings
produced by the JP-5000 (HVOF) gun using mathematical
modeling p 152 N95-19008
State Univ. of New York, Oneonta, NY.
A CMC database for use in the next generation launch
vehicles (rockets) p 150 N95-18993
Stevens Inst of Tech., Hoboken, NJ.
Computational predictive methods for fracture and
fatigue p93 N95-14466
Stockholm Univ. (Sweden).
Turbulence models in the Navier-Stokes simulation of
airfoil stall
[TRITA-NA-9312) p 705 N95-33059
Strathclyde Univ., Glasgow (Scotland).
SMART materials: Surfaces, transforms and interfaces.
The commensurate engineering dimension
[AD-A289598] P442 N95-28649
Sulzer Innotec A.G., Winterthur (Switzerland).
Computational methods for preliminary design and
geometry definition in turbomachinery
p89 N95-14128
The industrial use of CFD in the design of
turbomachinery p 90 N95-14133
Sundstrand Aviation-Rockford, ll_
In situ processing methods for composite fuselage
sandwich structures p 531 N95-28826
Sundstrand Power Systems, San Diego, CA.
Small turbojets: Designs and installations
p 138 N95-16323
Sverdrup Technology, Inc, Brook Park, OH.
An analysis code for the Rapid Engineering Estimation
of Momentum and Energy Losses (REMEL)
[NASA-CR-19H78J p108 N95-16887
Three-dimensional Navier-Stokes analysis and redesign
of an imbedded bellmouth nozzle in a turbine cascade
inlet section p311 N95-23423
Sydney Univ. (Australia).
Six degree of freedom flight dynamic and performance
simulation of a remotely-piloted vehicle
[AERO-TN-9301] p 131 N9S-18097
Syracuse Univ., NY.
The noise reduction potential of dual-stream coaxial
rectangular improperly expanded jet flows
[NASA-CR-197820] p 437 N95-26995
Systems and Electronics, Inc., Elk Grove Village, IL
Flight parameters monitoring system for tracking
structural integrity of rotary-wing aircraft
p 135 N95-19469
Systems Control Technology, Inc., Arlington, VA.
Vertical flight terminal operational procedures. A
summary of FAA research and development
[AD-A283550] p 85 N95-15328
Heliport/vertiport MLS precision approaches
(AD-A2835051 p 126 N95-18059
Systems Technology, Inc., Hawthorne, CA.
Proposed incorporation of mission-oriented flying
qualities into MIL-STD-1797A
[AD-A294211] p698 N95-34306
Sytronics, Inc, Dayton, OH.
More supportable T-38A enhancement study
[AD-A283671] p 66 N95-15331
Technion • Israel Inst. of Tech, Haifa (Israel).
Review of some results of the author's fatigue
investigations with applications in engineering and material
science
[TAE-698] p316 N95-23662
Technion Research and Development Foundation Ltd.,
Haifa (Israel).
Advanced interactive display formats for terminal area
traffic control
[NASA-CR-198576] p 384 N95-28188
Technische Hochschule, Aachen (Germany).
Prediction of rotor-blade deformations due to unsteady
airloads
[AD-A284467) p 81~N95-15821~
Investigation of an NLF(1)-0416 airfoil in compressible
subsonic flow p 110 N95-17852
Prediction of rotor-blade deformations due to unsteady
airloads
[AD-A286593] p 231 N95-20860
Technische Hogeschool, Delft (Netherlands).
Experiments in the trailing edge flow of an NLR 7702
airfoil p110 N95-17853
Experimental investigation of the vortex flow over a
76/60-deg double delta wing p 114 N95-17874
Fatigue life until small cracks in aircraft structures:
Durability and damage tolerance p 135 N95-19478
Technische Univ., Brunswick (Germany).
Turbulence: Engineering models, aircraft response
p84 N95-14900
Effects of the specific military aspects of satellite
navigation on the civil use of GPS/GLONASS
p688 N95-33134
Technische Univ, Delft (Netherlands).
Numerical time dependent sheet captation simulations
using a higher order panel method
[P894-204435] p 59 N95-13249
Studies on the flow induced by an oscillating airfoil in
a uniform stream
[PB94-204450] p 40 N95-13250
A SIMULINK environment for flight dynamics and control
analysis: Application to the DHC-2 Beaver. Part 1:
Implementation of a model library in SIMULINK. Part 2:
Nonlinear analysis of the Beaver autopilot
[NONP-NASA-SUPPL-DK-94-2802] p 84 N95-14815
The utilization of a high speed reflective visualization
system in the study of transonic flow over a delta wing
p 121 N95-19259
Numerical simulation of crack growth in pressurized
fuselages
[PB95-192415] p 400 N95-28636
PREDICHAT: First order performance calculations of
windturbine rotors using the method of the acceleration
potential
[PB95-206454] p 564 N95-30200
Axial loads on yawed rotors
[PB95-214193] p 592 N95-30638
Numerical investigation into vortical flow about a
delta-wing configuration up to incidences at which vortex
breakdown occurs in experiment
[PB95-198024] p 593 N95-30837
Dynamical systems as models for flow-induced
vibrations
[PB95-206991] p647 N95-30956
Acceleration potential models
PREDICHAT/PREDICDYN applied for calculation of
axisymmetric dynamic inflow cases
[PB95-207015] p 647 N95-30957
Digital simulation of wind velocities for wind turbine
rotors: General considerations
[PB95-206447] p 677 N95-31157
Robust control: A structured approach to solve aircraft
flight control problems p621 N95-31995
Technische Univ, Munich (Germany).
Aero design of turbomachinery components: CFD in
complex systems p90 N95-14136
Velocity measurements with hot-wires in a
vortex-dominated flowfield p 121 N95-19261
Technology Integration and Development Group, Inc,
Bedford, HA.
Gearbox vibration diagnostic analyzer
[NASA-CR-189141 ] p316 N95-23792
Tennessee Technological Univ, Cookeville, TN.
Fatigue and residual strength investigation of ARALL(R)
-3 and GLARE(R) -2 panels with bonded stringers
' p137 N95-19495
Tennessee Univ, Tullahoma, TN.
A wall interference assessment/correction system
(NASA-CR-197421J p 309 N95-23183
Tennessee Univ. Space InsL, Tullahoma, TN.
A wall interference assessment and correction system
[NASA-CR-196940] p 58 N95-12228
Supersonic laminar flow control research
[NASA-CR-196049] p249 N9S-21340
Handling qualities of the High Speed Civil Transport
P294 N95-23325
Test Devices, Inc, Hudson, MA.
Portable static test facility for small, expendable, turbojet
engines, phase 1
[AD-A286337] p 239 N95-21719
Texas A&M Univ, College Station, TX.
Knowledge-based processing for aircraft flight control
[NASA-CR-194976] p 99 N95-13727
Control of flow separation in airfoil/wing design
applications p 274 N95-23294
Thermohydrodynamic analysis of cryogenic liquid
turbulent flow fluid film bearings, phase 2
(NASA-CR-197412) p 349 N95-24461
Sailplane glide performance and control using fixed and
articulating winglets
[NASA--CR:198579] p 392~ N95-27180
A two element laminar flow airfoil optimized for cruise
I NASA-CR-198580] p479 N95-29338
Texas Instruments, Inc, Dallas, TX.
Ultra-Reliable Digital Avionics (URDA) processor
p245 N95-20638
Texas Technological Univ, Lubbock, TX.
A brief survey of constrained mechanics and variational
problems in terms of differential forms
p360 N95-25803
How to fly an aircraft with control theory and splines
p360 N95-25805
Texas Univ, Austin, TX.
Precision orbit determination of altimetric satellites
p86 N95-14282
Effect of stratification and geometrical spreading on
sonic boom rise time p 75 N95-14880
Unsteadiness of shock-induced turbulent boundary layer
separation. An inherent feature of turbulent flow or solely
a wind tunnel phenomenon
[AD-A290367] p 554 N95-29228
Texas Univ, San Antonio, TX.
Micro-measurements of mechanical properties for
adhesives and composites using digital imaging
technology
[NASA-CR-196111] p22 N95-10231
Probabilistic material strength degradation model for
Inconel 718 components subjected to high temperature,
high-cycle and low-cycle mechanical fatigue, creep and
thermal fatigue effects
[NASA-CR-197832] p419 N95-27167
Textron Bell Helicopter, Fort Worth, TX.
Aircraft fatigue and crack growth considering loads by
structural component p 137 N95-19497
Bell Helicopter Advanced Rotocraft Transmission (ART)
program
[NASA-CR-195479] p 555 N95-29538
Textron Specialty Materials, Lowell, MA.
Evaluation of bonded boron/epoxy doubters for
commercial aircraft aluminum structures
p92 N95-14457
Status of bonded boron/epoxy doubters for military and
commercial aircraft structures p 393 N95-27506
Thomson-CSF, Paris (France).
FASTPACK: Optimized solutions for modular avionics
derived from a parametric study. Part 2: Avionics
P233 N95-20635
Composite cases for airborne electronic equipment A
technology study and EMC p 241 N95-20655
Modular supplies for a distributed architecture
p234 N95-20657
Tica Technologies, Inc, Cambridge, MA.
Optimizing cockpit display configurations with a genetic
algorithm system
[AD-A2B9799] p 508 N95-29123
Tokai Univ, Tokyo (Japan).
Numerical solutions of inviscid and viscous flows about
airfoils by TVD method p 684 N95-34521
Tokyo Noko Univ. (Japan).
Vector-parallel simulations of transonic wind tunnel flows
about a fully configured model of aircraft
p685 N95-34538
Tokyo Univ. (Japan).
Transonic, supersonic and hypersonic wind-tunnel tests
on aerodynamic characteristics of reentry body with
blunted cone configuration
[ISAS-658] p480 N95-29640
Experimental studies on boundary-layer transition on a
reentry vehicle at transonic and supersonic speeds
[ISAS-659] p555 N95-29712
A study on the convergence of a 3-D Euler code for
cascade flow calculations p 706 N95-34S08
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Sidewall-effect of the wind tunnel on the estimation of
the aerodynamic characteristics of a delta wing
p685 N95-34525
Static pressure drop by swirling flow of an internal cooling
air system through a turbine shaft p 698 N95-34560
Tokyo Univ., Sagamihara (Japan).
Viscous shock-layer analysis on hypersonic flow over
reentry capsule with nonequilibrium chemistry
[ISAS-656] p436 N95-26739
Wind tunnel experiments on wake flow field behind a
reentry capsule from a viewpoint of parachute deployment
at supersonic speeds
[ISAS-655] p374 N9S-26740
Toledo Univ., OH.
Modeling improvements and users manual for axial-flow
turbine off-design computer code AXOD
[NASA-CR-195370] p8 N95-10853
User's manual for the NASA Lewis ice accretion/heat
transfer prediction code with electrothermal deicer input
[NASA-CR-4530] p57 N95-11888
Enhanced capabilities and updated users manual for
axial-flow turbine preliminary sizing code TURBAN
[NASA-CR-195405] p 76 N9S-15912
FPCAS2D user's guide, version 1.0
[NASA-CR-195413] p 156 N95-16588
Enhanced analysis and users manual for radial-inflow
turbine conceptual design code RTD
[NASA-CR-195454] p 275 N95-23462
User's guide for ECAP2D: An Euler unsteady
aerodynamic and aeroelastic analysis program for two
dimensional oscillating cascades, version 1.0
[NASA-CR-189146] p316 N95-24189
FPCAS3D User's guide: A three dimensional full
potential aeroelastic program, version 1
[NASA-CR-198367] p 651 N95-32205
Toronto Univ. (Ontario).
Activities of the Institute for Aerospace Studies of
Toronto University p 63 N95-12699
Hailstone heat and mass transfer measurements
[ISBN-0-315-86304-8] p 563 N95-29797
Transportation Research Board, Washington, DC.
Public-sector aviation issues: Graduate research award
papers, 1992-1993
[PB94-217478J p 219 N95-19967
TRW, Inc., Redondo Beach, CA.
Passive MMW camera for low visibility landings
p59 N95-13215
Tsentralnl Aerogidrodinamicheskli InsL, Moscow
(USSR).
The traditional and new methods of accounting for the
factors distorting the flow over a model in large transonic
wind tunnels p 165 N95-19275
Tulsa Univ., OK.
Controller resource management What can we learn
from aircrews?
[DOT/FAA/AM-95/21] p 602 N95-32186
Turbine Support Europa, Tilburg (Netherlands).
High velocity oxygen fuel spraying of erosion and wear
resistant coatings on jet engine parts
p202 N95-19680
Turfaomeca SA - Brevets Szydlowski, Bordes
(France).
Multilayer anti-erosion coatings p201 N95-19679
Turkish Land Forces Command, Ankara (Turkey).
Scarf joint technique with cocured and procured patches
for composite repair p 396 N95-27524
u
Union Carbide Industrial Gases, Inc, Tonawanda, NY.
Airborne rotary air separator study
[NASA-CR-189099] p 290 N95-24053
United Technologies Corp, East Hartford, CT.
Method for extracting forward acoustic wave
components from rotating microphone measurements in
the inlets of turbofan engines
[NASA-CR-195457] p616 N95-30779
United Technologies Research Center, East Hartford,
CT.
Computational fluid dynamics study of the variable-pitch
split-blade fan concept
[NASA-CR-189206] p 15 N95-10247
Hydrocarbon-fueled ramjet/scramjet technology
program, phase 2 extension
[NASA-CR-189659] p 15 N95-10319
Small crack test program for helicopter materials
p92 N95-14455
Unsteady aerodynamic analyses for turbomachinery
aeroelastic predictions p 141 N95-19381
Evaluation of a doubly-swept blade tip for rotorcraft noise
reduction
[NASA-CR-189677] p 452 N95-28264
Automatic blocking for complex three-dimensional
configurations p 566 N95-28734
Development of a linearized unsteady Euler analysis for
turbomachinery blade rows
[NASA-CR-4677] p 592 N95-30611
Untversttaet der Bundeswehr Muenchen, Neubiberg
(Germany).
The 4-D approach to visual control of autonomous
systems
[AIAA PAPER 94-1243-CP] p 27 N95-11513
Universities Space Research Association, Columbia,
MD.
The Elite: A high speed, low-cost general aviation aircraft
for Aerowotld
[NASA-CR-197161] p 45 N95-12530
Icarus Rewaxed: A high speed, low-cost general aviation
aircraft for Aeroworld
(NASA-CR-197155] p 45 N95-12609
The FC-1D: The profitable alternative Flying Circus
Commercial Aviation Group
[NASA-CR-197152] p 46 N95-12628
Triton 2 (18)
[NASA-CR-197188] p46 N95-12636
The OFP-6M transport jet
[NASA-CR-197159] p 46 N95-12637
The Balsa bullet A high speed, low-cost general aviation
aircraft for Aeroworld
[NASA-CR-197165] p 46 N95-12638
Cabin fuselage structural design with engine installation
and control system
[NASA-CR-197173] p47 N95-12639
Central coast designs: The Eightball Express. Taking
off with convention, cruising with improvements and
landing with absolute success
[NASA-CR-197181] p47 N95-12643
LCX: Proposal for a low-cost commercial transport
[NASA-CR-197186] p 47 N95-12645
A preliminary design proposal for a maritime patrol strike
aircraft MPS-2000 Condor
[NASA-CR-197182] p 47 N95-12689
Design and construction of a remote piloted flying
wing
[NASA-CR-197195] p 47 N95-12695
Integrated design and manufacturing for the high speed
civil transport
[NASA-CR-197183] p 48 N95-12700
Design of a vehicle based system to prevent ozone
loss
[NASA-CR-197199] p 48 N95-12702
Cabin-fuselage-wing structural design concept with
engine installation
[NASA-CR-197172] p 49 N95-12993
Viper
[NASA-CR-197191] p 79 N95-13703
The Aluminum Falcon: A low cost modern commercial
transport
[NASA-CR-197180] p 81 N9S-15742
Universities Space Research Association, Houston, TX.
Gemini: A long-range cargo transport
[NASA-CR-197149] p 45 N95-12626
University of Central Florida, Orlando, Fl_
User type certification for advanced flight control
systems p699 N95-34772
University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA.
Programmed ignition of metal compounds in a
scramjet p16 N95-10466
An extension of the continuum model by Grad's thirteen
moment equations for hypersonic rarefied flows
P478 N95-29118
Flow models for the design of a hypersonic iodine vapor
wind tunnel nozzle with chemical and vibrational
nonequilibrium effects p 592 N95-30448
Utah Unhr, San Lake City, UT.
The role of fretting corrosion and fretting fatigue in
aircraft rivet hole cracking p 94 N95-14470
The effects of pitting on fatigue crack nucleation in
7075-T6 aluminum alloy p 88 N95-14482
Vaerioese Air Base, Vaerioese (Denmark).
Flying ambulances: The approach of a small air force
to long distance aeromedical evacuation of critically injured
patients p 568 N95-29618
Veda, Inc, Dayton, OH.
Industry review of a crew-centered cockpit design
process and toolset
[AD-A282966] p 130 N95-17661
Integrated mission precision attack cockpit technology
(IMPACT). Phase 1: Identifying technologies for
air-to-ground fighter integration
[AD-A289562] p 389 N95-26684
Vigyan Research Associates, Inc, Hampton, VA.
A simple analytical aerodynamic model of Langley
Winged-Cone Aerospace Plane concept
[NASA-CR-194987] p 54 N95-12175
Transonic Navier-Stokes calculations about a 65 deg
delta wing
[NASA-CR-4635] p108 N95-17273
Performance of the 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic tunnel
with air, nitrogen, and sulfur hexafluoride media under
closed loop automatic control
[NASA-CR-195052] p310 N95-23257
Virginia Polytechnic InsL, Blacksburg, VA,
Development and verification of a resin film
infusion/resin transfer molding simulation model for
fabrication of advanced textile composites
[NASA-CR-197439] p 301 N95-23179
Flow structure generated by perpendicular blade vortex
interaction and implications for helicopter noise
predictions
[NASA-CR-198590] p 377 N95-28193
A general inverse design procedure for aerodynamic
bodies p606 N95-30497
Virginia Polytechnic Inst and State Univ., Blacksburg,
VA.
Active control of interior noise in a business jet using
piezoceramic actuators p29 N95-11276
Analytical investigation of adaptive control of radiated
inlet noise from turbofan engines p 30 N95-11277
Design of a vehicle based system to prevent ozone
loss
[NASA-CR-197199) p 48 N95-12702
Compression strength of composite primary structural
components
[ NASA-CR-197554 j p 160 N95-18388
Supersonic flow and shock formation in turbine tip
gaps p312 N95-23429
Load transfer in the stiffener-tc-skin joints of a
pressurized fuselage
[NASA-CR-198610] p 439 N95-27865
Vibrational behavior of adaptive aircraft wing structures
modelled as composite thin-walled beams
P423 N95-28435
Computational methods for control and optimal design
of aerospace systems
[AD-A292861] p 608 N95-31451
Performance improvement of composite wings through
aeroelastic tailoring and modem control
[AD-A293689] p 608 N95-31602
Virginia Univ., Chartottesville, VA.
NASA-UVA light aerospace alloy and structures
technology program (LA2ST)
[NASA-CR-198041] p 343 N95-24220
Severe edge effects and simple complimentary interior
solutions for thin-walled anisotropic and composite
structures
[AD-A290645] p 555 N95-29562
Spatially-resolved velocity measurements in steady,
high-speed, reacting flows using laser-induced OH
fluorescence p650 N95-32109
Virginia Univ. Hospital, Chartottesville, VA.
NASA-UVa light aerospace alloy and structures
technology program supplement Aluminum-based
materials for high speed aircraft
[NASA-CR-4645] p 343 N95-24878
Von Karman Inst for Ruid Dynamics,
Rhode-Saint-Genese (Belgium).
Aerodynamic investigation of the flow field in a 180 deg
turn channel with sharp bend p 163 N95-19257
Vought Corp, Dallas, TX.
Repair of high temperature composite aircraft
structure p395 N95-27520
w
Washington State Univ., Pullman, WA.
Interactions of spanwise and chordwise vorticity
associated with three-dimensional dynamic stall over an
oscillating wing
[AD-A290546] p477 N95-29091
Washington Unlv, Seattle, WA.
Visualization of one-dimensional flow processes in a
dual-mode scramjet engine p15 N95-10465
Axial crack propagation and arrest in pressurized
fuselage p94 N95-14479
Automatic multi-block grid generation for high-lift
configuration wings p 567 N95-28764
Investigation of starting and ignition transients in the
thermally choked ram accelerator p 698 N95-34805
Wayne State Unrv, Detroit, Ml.
Active control of panel vibrations induced by a boundary
layer flow
[NASA-CR-197867] p 273 N95-23182
West Virginia Univ., Morgantown, VA.
Determination of stability and control derivatives from
the NASA F/A-18 HARV from flight data using the
maximum likelihood method
[NASA-CR-197320] p 204 N95-19576
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Westinghouse Electric Corp, Baltimore, MO.
Certification of windshear pertorrnance with RTCA class
0 radomes p 41 N95-13206
High density monolithic packaging technology for
digital/microwave avionics P 240 N95-20646
Westinghouse Savannah River Co, Alken, SC.
Residual Stress Measurements with Laser Speckle
Con-elation Imerferometry and Local Heat Treating
[DE95-060082] p 349 N95-24598
Wichita State Univ, Wichita, KS.
Plastic hinge modeling of structures
[NIAR-94-14) p24 N95-11168
The airline quality report, 1994
[NIAR-94-11] p277 N95-24012
A multibody/finite element analysis approach for
modeling of crash dynamic responses
[NIAR-94-3] p277 N95-240SO
Analysis of warping effects on the static and dynamic
response of a seat-type structure
[NIAR-94-12] p348 N95-24211
AIAA Techfest 20 Proceedings
[NIAR-94-1] p367 N95-26941
An exploratory application of neural networks for airfoil
design p 448 N95-26943
— - ^ Creating-an-altemative-parameter optimization-method-
(APO) P375 N95-26946
The near-wake flow behavior of an oscillating airfoil with
modified trailing edge p375 N95-26953
Full span flaperons for a biplane p 391 N95-26954
An experimental investigation of helicopter downwash
and tailooom interaction at the Wichita State University
7x10 foot wind tunnel p 375 N95-26955
Comparative wind tunnel tests of NACA 23024 airfoils
with several aileron and spoiler configurations
p376 N95-27976
Wisconsin Univ., Madison, Wl.
Modeling spatio-temporal databases to measure the
performance of the GPS satellite constellation
p 489 N95-29596
Air/fuel ratio visualization in a diesel spray
p 556 N95-29807
Woodfield (Alan A.), Bedford (England).
Wind shear and its effects on aircraft
p77 N95-14898
Woods Hole Oceanographic Inst, MA.
Assimilation of altimeter data in a quasi-gecstrophic
model of the Gulf Stream system: A dynamical
perspective
[NASA-CR-196313] p 320 N95-23766
Worcester Polytechnic Inst, MA.
Design and construction of a remote piloted flying
wing
(NASA-CR-197195] p 47 N95-12695
Wright Lab., Eglin AFB, Fl_
Eglin Air Force Base Ram Accelerator Research
Facility p 19 N95-10284
Wright Lap., Wright-Patterson AFB, OH.
Numerical study of mixing in a high and low enthalpy
supersonic test facility p7 N95-10467
Pressure measurements on an F/A-18 twin vertical tail
in buffeting flow. Volume 3: Buffet power spectral
densities
[AD-A281444] p 36 N95-11829
Draft standard for color active matrix liquid crystal
displays (AMLCDs) in US Military aircraft. Recommended
best practices
[AD-A282950] p 49 N95-12591
Air Force seal activities p 60 N95-13600
Developments in laser-based diagnostics for wind
tunnels in the Aeromechanics Division: 1987-1992
[AD-A283011] P84 N95-13687
Flight evaluation of pneumatic forebody vortex control
in post-stall flight p 72 N95-14259
Pressure measurements on an F/A-18 twin vertical tail
in buffeting flow. Volume 2: Steady and unsteady RMS
pressure data
tAD-A281581] p 76 N95-15465
Large amplitude nonlinear response of flat aluminum,
and carbon fiber plastic beams and plates
[AD-A282440] p 96 N95-15547
An engineering code to analyze hypersonic thermal
management systems p 155 N95-16322
Numerical simulation of transient vortex breakdown
above a pitching delta wing
[AD-A281075] p 107 N95-16808
Universal wind tunnel data acquisition and reduction
software
[AD-A283897] p 171 N95-18365
Pressure measurements on an F/A-18 twin vertical tail
in buffeting flow. Volume 4, part 2: Buffet cross spectral
densities
[AD-A285555] p 143 N95-18641
Weapons bay acoustic environment
p 173 N95-19146
High-temperature acoustic test facilities and methods
p 174 N95-19149
Nonlinear dynamic response of aircraft structures to
acoustic excitation p 135 N95-19151
Modelling structurally damaging twin-jet screech
p 135 N95-19154
Thermo-acoustic fatigue design for hypersonic vehicle
skin panels p 162 N95-19161
Determination of solid/porous wall boundary conditions
from wind tunnel data for computational fluid dynamics
codes p 164 N95-19266
Proceedings of the USAF Structural Integrity Program
Conference
[AD-A285684] p 194 N95-19517
Summary of a joint program of research into aircraft
flight control concepts
[AD-A280012] p 237 N95-20004
The impact of advanced packaging technology on
modular avionics architectures p 233 N95-20632
Pressure measurements on an F/A-18 twin vertical tail
in buffeting flow. Volume 4, part 1: Buffet cross spectral
densities
[AD-A285593] p 237 N95-21214
Pressure measurements on an F/A-18 twin vertical tail
in buffeting flow. Volume 1: Wind tunnel test summary
[AD-A279126] pj25 N95-21877
Optical processing and'control ""
[AD-A279157] p 259 N95-21975
Damage tolerant repair techniques for pressurized
aircraft fuselages
[AD-A286298] p219 N95-22046
Heat transfer measurements in small scale wind
tunnels
[AD-A288689] p 341 N95-26053
A non-iterative grid deformation algorithm for
computational fluid dynamics for aeroelasticity
[AD-A288298] p 436 N95-26418
Partial discharge testing of high voltage wiring harness
for airborne displays
[AD-A289150] p 401 N95-27003
Structural design optimization with survivability
dependent constraints application: Primary wing box of a
multi-role fighter p 398 N9S-28440
Recirculating cavity casing treatment failure
[AD-A289330] p513 N95-28908
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) analysis of a C-135
aircraft with a side-mounted splitter plate (with comparison
to wind tunnel data)
[AD-A292029] p 553 N95-29187
Survey of CFD applications for high speed inlets
[AD-A291365] p 557 N95-30087
The control system design methodology of the STOL
and maneuver technology demonstrator
p621 N95-31998
Flight evaluation of forebody vortex control in post-stall
flight p609 N95-32003
Wright Research Development Center,
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH.
Characterization of stall inception in high-speed
single-stage compressors
[AD-A291275] p 514 N95-29934
Wyle Labs, Inc, Arlington, VA.
25 years of airport sound insulation programs
p31 N95-11307
Noise modeling for MOAs and ranges
p32 N95-11322
USAF single-event sonic boom prediction model:
PCBoomS p 101 N95-14889
The acoustic characteristics of turbomachinery
cavities
[NASA-CR-4671] p 476 N95-28720
Yale Univ, New Haven, CT.
Transport phenomena and interfacial kinetics in
multiphase combustion systems
[AD-A288297] p418 N95-26417
An analytic modeling and system identification study of
helicopter dynamics p 505 N95-29787
Yalif (Guy U.), MA.
The Computer Aided Aircraft-design Package (CAAP)
p217 N95-19759
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AUSTRALIA
Fatigue resistance of peened 7050-T7451 aluminium
alloy: Repair and re-treatment of a component surface
[BTN-94-EIX94371347838] p 206 A95-69131
Fatigue crack growth in nickel-based superaltoys at
500-700 C. 1: Waspaloy
[BTN-94-EIX94371347843] p 206 A95-69136
Bonded composite repair of cracked load-bearing
holes
[BTN-94-EIX94401360553] p 243 A95-71867
Electromagnetic backscattering from a helicopter rotor
in the decametre wave band regime
(BTN-94-EIX94381353130] p 243 A95-72648
Time-of-flight mass spectrometer for impulse facilities
[BTN-95-EIX95142553057] p 262 A95-73441
Shock tunnel measurements of hypervelocity blunted
cone drag
[BTN-95-EIX95152S77606] p 305 A95-73477
Subharmonic and quasi-periodic motions of an eccentric
squeeze film damper-mounted rigid rotor
[BTN-94-EIX95011440601] p 429 A95-82982
Effect of squeeze film damper land geometry on damper
performance
[HTN-95-92247] p 434 A95-85291
Drag coefficients of spherical liquid droplets. Part 1:
Quiescent gaseous fields
[BTN-95-EIX95262697040] p 538 A95-86857
Drag coefficients of spherical liquid droplets. Part 2:
Turbulent gaseous fields
[BTN-95-EIX95262697041] p 538 A95-86858
Shock tunnel measurements of hypervelocity blunted
cone drag
[HTN-95-42591 ] p 459 A95-S7221
Period evolution of PSR Bt 259-63: Evidence for
propeller-torque spcndown
[HTN-95-B0194) p 581 A95-87903
Chemical recombination in an expansion tube
(HTN-95-20844] p 544 A95-S8105
Scramjet thrust measurement in a shock tunnel
[HTN-95-C0008] p 586 A95-93396
Residual strength of composites with multiple impact
damage
(BTN-94-EIX94511433967] p 701 A95-96664
Efficient and effective handling of cycle slips in global
positioning system data p 43 N95-12230
Residual strength of composites with multiple impact
damage
(AD-A284230] p 87 N95-14409
Development of a composite repair and the associated
_inspection_intervals_for_the.F-J.l.l.C.stiffener runout - --
region p66 N95-14477
A PC-based interactive simulation of the F-111C Pave
Tack system and related sensor, avionics and aircraft
aspects
[AD-A285500J p 129 N95-16969
Data acquisition and processing software for the Low
Speed Wind Tunnel tests of the Jindivik auxiliary air
intake
[AD-A285455] p 108 N95-17178
Six degree of freedom flight dynamic and performance
simulation of a remotely-piloted vehicle
[AERO-TN-9301 ] p 131 N95-18097
Programmable cockpit research simulator
[AD-A279219] p 204 N95-19848
Variations observed in the AC generator signal period
of a Sea King helicopter
[AD-A284280] p 230 N95-19963
A preliminary study of the airwake model used in an
existing SH-60B/FFG-7 helicopter/ship simulation
program
[DSTO-TR-0015] p224 N95-21659
Derived gust spectra for the Macchi MB326H
[ARL-TN-3] p225 N95-21892
Enhancement of F/A-18 operational flight
measurements: Data report for phase 1
[DSTO-TR-0049] p 286 N95-23666
AIRSAR deployment in Australia. September 1993:
Management and objectives p 321 N95-23948
An overview of Health and Usage Monitoring Systems
(HUMS) for military helicopters
[DSTO-TR-0061] p 327 N95-24200
Helicopter life substantiation: Review of some USA and
UK initiatives
[DSTO-TR-0062] p 328 N95-24201
A portable transmission vibration analysis system for
the S-70A-9 Black Hawk helicopter
[DSTO-TR-0072] p 348 N95-24203
Shock tunnel studies of scramjet phenomena 1993
[NASA-CR-195038] p 350 N95-25394
Thrust measurements of a complete axisymmetric
scramjet in an impulse facility p 339 N95-25395
Scramjet thrust measurement in a shock tunnel
P339 N95-25396
Thrust measurement in a 2-D scramjet nozzle
P339 N95-25397
The Superorbital Expansion Tube concept experiment
and analysis p 341 N95-25399
Balances for the measurement of multiple components
of force in flows of a millisecond duration
p350 N95-25400
Configuration and other differences between Black
Hawk and Seahawk helicopters in military service in the
USA and Australia
[AR-008-386] p336 N95-25935
Assessment of overhaul surge margin tests applied to
the T53 engines in ADF Iroquois helicopters
[AR-008-389] p 339 N95-25936
Design and development of a test rig for the high
frequency testing of rolling sleeve airsprings
[DSTO-TN-0001] p411 N95-26378
F/A-18 IFOSTP Fatigue test airbag load determination
on the vertical and horizontal tails
[DSTO-TR-0135] p388 N95-26389
Characteristics of the turbine inlet temperature sensing
circuit for the T56 turbo-prop engine
[DSTO-TR-0095] p 405 N95-26424
Bonded composite repair of metallic aircraft
components: Overview of Australian activities
p392 N95-27505
Scarf repairs to graphite/epoxy components
p396 N95-27523
The development of an engineering standard for
composite repairs p 396 N95-27528
A review of Australian and New Zealand investigations
on aeronautical fatigue during the period Apr. 1993 - Mar.
1995
[AR-009-202] p397 N95-27918
Tie-down trials involving a Sikorsky S-70B-2 helicopter
[DSTO-TR-0132] p400 N95-28567
Helicopter jite_substantiaJion:_Review_otsome.USA and_
UK initiatives
[AD-A290045] p 502 N95-28851
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle technology
[DSTO-GD-0044] p 503 N95-29362
Estimation of aerodynamic load distributions on the
F/A-18 aircraft using a CFD panel code
(DSTO-TR-0147] p504 N95-29445
Preparation of S-70A-9 Black Hawk helicopter for flight
tests to investigate cause of cracking of inner fuselage
panel
[AD-A293891] p 608 N95-31544
Expert systems and artificial intelligence applications in
engineering design and inspection p 710 N95-33008
Water model tests on the Allison T56 series 3
combustion system
[DSTO-TR-0139] p 697 N95-33250
AUSTRIA
Balloon technology and observations; Symposium P3
of the COSPAR Plenary Meeting, 29th, Washington, DC,
Aug. 28-Sept. 5.1992
[HTN-95-70250] p 181 A95*6276
Multidimensional calculation of spark flame initiation by
adopting a generic hydrocarbon kinetic scheme
p528 A95-87566
A poor man's expert system for aviation VSRF in
complex terrain p 669 A95-93524
B
BELGIUM
Modeling resonance in waveguide-to-microstrip
junctions by unilateral fin line resonators
[BTN-94-EIX94381323445] p 242 A95-70844
Experimental investigation of the flowfield about an
upswept afterbody
[BTN-95-EIX95152582321] p 265 A95-73524
Quality estimates and stretched meshes based on
Delaunay triangulations
[HTN-95-42575] p 564 A9S-87205
Computational methods in applied sciences; European
Computational Fluid Dynamics Conference, 1st, Brussels,
Belgium, Sept 7-11. 1992
[ISBNO-444-89795-X] p 539 A95-87552
In-flight interior sound field mapping in propeller
aircraft p 572 A95-88472
Aircraft interior sound field analysis in view of active
control: Results from the ASANCA project
p575 A9S-90109
Computational fluid dynamics '92; Proceedings of the
European Computational Fluid Dynamics Conference, 1st
Brussels, Belgium, Sep. 7-11, 1992. Vols. 1 & 2
[ISBN 0-444-89793-3] p 638 A95-95357
Permeable wall boundary conditions for transonic airfoil
design p 641 A95-95445
A 20 parallel multiblock Navier-Stokes solver with
applications on shared- and disturbed memory machines
p643 A95-95475
Hypersonic Navier-Stokes computations about complex
configurations p 644 A95-95497
Aerodynamic investigation of the flow field in a 180 deg
turn channel with sharp bend p 163 N95-19257
In-situ detection of surface passivation or activation and
of localized corrosion: Experiences and prospectives in
aircraft p 302 N95-23508
Test method and test results for environmental
assessment of aircraft materials p 302 N95-23509
BRAZIL
The joint Russian-Brasil research on balloons
p 182 A95-66303
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Regenerative cooling for liquid propellant rocket thrust
chambers
[INPE-5565-TDI/540] p 150 N95-18720
BULGARIA
A program for scientific and applied investigations using
aerostat complexes p 182 A95-66304
Thundercloud electric field modeling for the
ionosphere-Earth region. 1: Dependence on cloud charge
distribution
IHTN-95-41223]
 P317 A95-7S035
CANADA
Geometrical acoustics approach for calculating the
effects of flow on acoustics scattering
[BTN-94-EIX94321331207J p 61 A95-60790
Lyapunov exponents and stochastic stability of
two-dimensional parametrically excited random systems
[BTN-94-EIX94361122401] p 207 A95-65897
Vortical flow structure near the F/A-18 LEX at high
incidence
[BTN-95-EIX95062487S55] p 186 A95-68369
Aircraft icing measurements in East Coast winter
storms
[HTN-95-60505] p 214 A95-68756
Flight control system mode transitions influence on
handling qualities and task performance
[BTN-95-EIX95062487525] p 203 A95-69233
Mesoscale structure of precipitation bands in a North
Atlantic winter storm
[HTN-95-40659] p 215 A95-69803
Ice accretion on aircraft wings
[BTN-95-EIX95082502224] p 225 A95-71021
Numerical modelling of transverse impact on composite
coupons
[BTN-95-EIX95082502225] p 240 A95-71022
Modelling of pillowing due to corrosion in fuselage lap
joints
[BTN-95-EIX95082502227] p 240 A95-71024
Adaptive remeshing for convective heat transfer with
variable fluid properties
(BTN-95-EIX95082502720] p 243 A95-71033
Large-scale computational fluid dynamics by the finite
element method
[BTN-94-EIX94381359154] p 243 A95-71744
Adaptive finite element method for turbulent flow near
a propeller
[BTN-95-EIX95142553038] p 305 A95-73460
Coupled FEM-BEM approach for mean flow effects on
vibro-acoustic behavior of planar structures
[BTN-95-EIX95152577587] p 263 A95-73495
Postinstability behavior of a two-dimensional airfoil with
a structural nonlinearity
[BTN-95-EIX95152582337] p 266 A95-73539
Multiple site fatigue damage in fuselage skin splices:
Experimental simulation and theoretical prediction
[BTN-95-EIX95152584676] p 276 A95-73588
Validation of an effective flat cruciform-shaped specimen
to study CFRP composite laminates under biaxial
loading
[BTN-95-EIX95152584677] p 282 A95-73589
Evaluation of advanced aerospace materials by depth
sensing indentation and scratch methods
[BTN-95-EIX95152584678] p 282 A95-73590
Improving prediction: The incorporation of simplified
rotor dynamics in a mathematical model of the bell
412HP
[STN-95-EIX95152584679] p 282 A95-73591
Finite element model for a flexible non-symmetric rotor
on distributed bearing: A stability study
[BTN-94-EIX94381352212] p 306 A95-74612
Application of a control-volume-based finite-element
formulation to the shock tube problem
[BTN-95-EIX95182619099] p 295 A95-76584
A comparison of some aerodynamic resistance methods
using measurements over cotton and grass from the 1991
California ozone deposition experiment
[HTN-95-11295] p 319 A95-77000
Theoretical and experimental studies of fretting-initiated
fatigue failure of aeroengine compressor discs
[BTN-94-EIX94421372285] p 343 A95-78467
Study of heat transfer rates during quenching of a hot
tube under microgravity p 428 A95-82641
Experimental investigation of flow-boiling heat transfer
under microgravity p 428 A95-82642
Fractal properties of whitecaps
[HTN-95-92121] p 443 A95-83827
Evolution of the concentrations of trace species in an
aircraft plume: Trajectory study
[HTN-95-A1044] p 443 A95-84549
The effects of surface modification on fretting fatique
in Ti alloy turbine components
IHTN-95-61145] p 404 A95-84909
Explicit Kutta condition for an unsteady two-dimensional
constant potential panel method
[HTN-95-51679] p 433 A95-85061
Compressible Navier-Stokes computations of
multielement airfoil flows using multiblock grids
[HTN-95-42327] p 371 A95-86156
Development of a large-aspect-ratio rectangular
turbulent free jet
[HTN-95-42333] p 372 A95-86162
A flow pattern map for two-phase liquid-gas flow under
reduced gravity conditions p 539 A95-87280
Role of Kutta waves on oscillatory shock motion on an
airfoil
[HTN-95-81642] p 542 A95-87690
Inter-Noise 92: Noise control and the public: International
Congress on Noise Control Engineering, Toronto, Ontario,
Canada. July 20 - 22, 1992. Vols. 1 & 2
[ISBN 0-931784-25-5] p 559 A95-88457
Development and validation of a numerical acoustic
analysis program for aircraft interior noise prediction
p572 A95-88471
Aircraft noise at a West Coast airport in the next
century p 560 A95-90095
Viscous contribution to the high Mach number damping
in pitch of blunt slender cones at small angles of attack
[HTN-95-01096] p 469 A95-90282
Turbulent flow mwasurements with a triple-split hot-film
probe
[HTN-95-A1774] p 634 A95-93337
Stratus' tephigram as a training/forecasting tool
p 657 A95-93465
Transport Canada proposed R&D program for the
development of a multi-parameter dual X-Ka band Doppler
radar for aviation meteorology applications
p659 A9S-93477
The performance of forward scatter visibility sensors for
application in autostations and runway visual range in snow
and freezing precipitation events p 662 A95-93489
Development of a climatology for possible microburst
occurrence in Canada p 664 A95-93497
FTGEN - An automated FT production system
p668 A95-93519
Aviation terminal forecasts based on automated
observations (FTAUTO) p 668 A95-93520
Propulsion education at Carlton University
[SAE PAPER 931391] p613 A95-93667
An educational introduction to transonic compressor
stage design principles
[SAE PAPER 931393] p613 A95-93668
Modeling and analysis for the GPS pseudo-range
observable
[BTN-95-EIX95302731227] p 600 A95-94046
Depolarizing trihedral comer reflectors for radar
navigation and remote sensing
[BTN-95-EIX95302727634] p 636 A95-94108
An improved finite element method for the solution of
the compressible Euler and Navier-Stokes equations
p 640 A95-95439
New eigensolutions and modal analysis for
gyroscopic/rotor systems, part 1: undamped systems
[BTN-94-EIX94522410219] p 702 A95-96373
New eigensolutions and modal analysis for
gyroscopic/rotor systems, part 2: perturbation analysis for
damped systems
[BTN-94-EIX94522410220] p 702 A95-96374
Modal parameters for cracked rotors: models and
comparisons
[BTN-94-EIX94522410226] p 702 A95-96378
Activities of the Institute for Aerospace Studies of
Toronto University p63 N95-12699
Surface pressure and wake drag measurements on the
Boeing A4 airfoil in the IAR 1.5X1.5m Wind Tunnel
Facility p110 N95-17850
A review of gust load calculation methods at de
Havilland p118 N95-18604
Noise transmission and reduction in turboprop aircraft
P175 N95-19164
Spectrogram diagnosis of aircraft disasters
P124 N95-19167
Applications of the five-hole probe technique for flow
field surveys at the Institute for Aerospace Research
p 163 N95-19255
Unsteady flow testing in a passive low-correction wind
tunnel p 147 N95-19272
Evaluation of combined wall- and support-interference
on wind tunnel models p 122 N95-19278
Interference corrections for a centre-line plate mount
in a porous-walled transonic wind tunnel
p 122 N95-19280
Erosion of T56 5th stage rotor blades due to bleed hole
overtpftow p200 N 95-19666
Protective coatings for compressor gas path
components p 201 N95-19675
Transport aircraft loading and balancing system: Using
a CLIPS expert system for military aircraft load planning
P217 N95-19751
Double pass retroreflection for corrosion detection in
aircraft structures p 323 N95-23503
Characterization of corrosion and development of a
breadboard of a D sight aircraft inspection system, phase
1
[AD-A288347] p 380 N95-26527
Bonded composite repair of thin metallic materials:
Variable load amplitude and temperature cycling effects
p393 N95-27509
Design and structural validation of CF116 upper wing
skin boron doubler p 393 N95-27510
Composite repair issues on the CF-18 aircraft
p395 N95-27518
Finite element vorticity-based methods for the solution
of the incompressible and compressible Navier-Stokes
equations p553 N95-29119
Hailstone heat and mass transfer measurements
[ISBN-0-315-86304-8] p 563 N95-29797
Thermal-mechanical fatigue crack growth in aircraft
engine materials
[ISBN-0-315-86543-1] p 647 N95-31098
Practical experiences in control systems design using
the NCR Bell 205 Airborne Simulator
p624 N95-32015
Water blasting paint removal methods
p650 N9S-32170
Facilities used for plastic media blasting
p627 N95-32176
Operational parameters and material effects
p651 N95-32179
CHILE
Natural convection in central microcavities of vertical,
finned enclosures of very high aspect ratios
[BTN-95-EIX95282711336] p 632 A95-92405
CHINA
New strategy combining backward inference with
forward inference in monitoring and diagnosing techniques
for hydrodynamic bearing-rotor systems
[BTN-94-EIX94331336949] p 88 A95-61795
Improved analytical solution for varying specific heat
parallel stream mixing
[BTN-94-EIX94481415349] p 103 A95-65339
Development and application of the double V type flame
stabilizer
[BTN-94-EIX94481415355] p 154 A95-65345
Direct splitting of coefficient matrix for numerical
calculation of transonic nozzle flow
[BTN-94-EIX94481415356] p 103 A95-65346
Aerodynamic design and calculation of flow around the
plane cascade of turbine
(BTN-94-EIX94481415357] p 104 A95-65347
Development of aeronautical mobile satellite services
over the past thirty years
[BTN-95-EIX95152569458] p 305 A95-73498
Effects of AMB parameters on the dynamic stability of
the rotor
[BTN-94-EIX94381353450] p 323 A95-75494
A new type of simulator for simulating the flow-field
distortion of engine inlet
[BTN-95-EIX95202638963] p 289 A95-76673
Simulation on the 3-D turbulent flow in the passages
of finocyl grain
[BTN-95-EIX95202638962] p 279 A95-76674
Aerodynamic parameters of crop canopies estimated
with a center-of-pressure technique
[HTN-95-41901] p356 A95-81648
Numerical analysis of flow field around gas rudder
p407 A95-82333
Nonlinear observer and its application in flight control
p447 A95-82449
Study on a scheme for the prolongation of microgravity
time of balloon-borne drop capsule p 414 A95-82515
An inverse design method of transonic airfoil and wing
[HTN-95-71128] p 385 A95-83489
Nonlinear decouping control study for aircraft
maneuvering flight
[HTN-95-71130] p408 A95-83491
Non-linear viscoelastic-plastic constitutive relations for
an aeronautical PMMA
[HTN-95-71132] p 385 A95-83493
The analysis of the processing increased weight for pilot
production of F-X aircraft
[HTN-95-71133] p 385 A95-83494
Analysis of backscattering from wing and fuselage
joints
[HTN-95-71134] p 430 A95-83495
Swirl control in an S-duct at high angle of attack
[HTN-95-20846] p 545 A95-88107
Optimization of wavedriver configurations generated
from inclined circular and elliptic cones
[AIAA PAPER 95-6089] p 492 A95-89198
Numerical design methods for transonic NLF
configurations p471 A95-91498
Multjvariable adaptive control using only input and output
measurements for turbojet engines
[BTN-95-EIX95292721165] p 677 A95-92597
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New experimental approach to determine initial fatigue
quality with fastener holes
[BTN-94-EIX94522406136) p 701 A95-96273
Joint Proceedings on Aeronautics and Astronautics
(JPAA)
[ISBN-7-80-046602-7] p 104 N95-16249
Investigation of dynamic inflow's influence on rotor
control derivatives p 155 N95-16250
An approach to aerodynamic characteristics of low radar
cross-section fuselages p 106 N95-16251
An improved method of airfoil design
p 106 N95-16252
Wall-signature methods for high speed wind tunnel wall
interference corrections p 107 N95-16257
An investigation of polynomial calibrations methods for
wind tunnel balances p 144 N95-16258
Linear prediction data extrapolation superresolution
radar imaging p 155 N95-16268
Application of GPS/SINS/RA integrated system to
aircraft approach landing pi 25 N95-16277
The computer analysis of the prediction of aircraft
electrical power supply system reliability
p 155 N95-16278
- - — Simulation-irrvestigatiorvon systerrridemificatJ6ri"6rgas "
turbine
[PB95-104238J p 139 N95-17749
Assessment of a non-dedicated GPS receiver system
for precise airborne attitude determination
[DE94-019309] p 229 N95-21520
Numerical investigation to S-inlet flows (Numerical
simulation study of S-inlet flows)
[AD-A289590] p 374 N9S-26713
Plate manipulators
[AD-A289601] p 374 N95-26719
A numerical method for unsteady transonic flow about
wings with control surfaces
[AD-A289631] p 375 N95-26859
Thermal design of returnable satellites
[AD-A294113] p 701 N95-34500
CROATIA
Powerful bolide explosion over North Italy
[HTN-95-80564] p 218 A95-69658
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Numerical solution of Euler and Navier-Stokes equations
for 20 transonic problems p 638 A95-95366
Solid-state data recorder, next development and use
p705 N95-33143
DENMARK
Nordic Standards for measurement of aircraft noise
immission in residential areas and noise reduction of
dwellings p 570 A95-88463
Viscous flow simulation using the discrete vortex
diffusion velocity method p 639 A95-95421
Flying ambulances: The approach of a small air force
to long distance aeromedical evacuation of critically injured
patients p568 N95-29618
EGYPT
Variations of perturbations in perigee height with
eccentricity for artificial Earth's satellites due to air drag
(HTN-95-40013] p 85 A95-62657
Main features of overexpanded triple jets
[BTN-95-EIX95142553040] p 304 A95-T3458
FINLAND
The combination of forecasts in an automated aviation
weather forecasting system p 669 A95-93522
Airborne imaging radiometer scan simulation
[BTN-95-EIX95332753018] p 638 A95-94793
TKKMOD: A computer simulation program for an
integrated wind diesel system. Version 1.0: Document and
user guide
(PB94-179090) p 60 N95-11798
Using landmarks for the vehicle location measurement
(PB94-184512) p43 N95-12582
FRANCE
French contribution to new balloon designs and
materials p 181 A95-66277
Balloon flights in France and in Europe
P204 A95-66301
Nonhydrostatic simulation of frontogenesis in a moist
atmosphere. Part 3: Thermal wind imbalance and
rainbands
[HTN-95-90356] p212 A95-66429
Aspects of vortex breakdown
|HTN-95-A0001] p 183 A95-67828
Shock layers and boundary layers in hypersonic flows
[HTN-95-A0003] p 183 A95-67830
Experimental study of three-dimensional separation
[BTN-94-EIX94441385752] p 179 A95-68216
Prediction of ice accretion: Comparison between the 2O
and 3D codes
[BTN-94-EIX94441385753] p213 A95-68217
Phenomenological description and simplified modelling
of the vortex wake issuing from a jet in a crossflow
[BTN-94-EIX94441385754) p 184 A95-68218
Tip vortex on a swept wing. Mean flow and unsteady
phenomena
[BTN-94-EIX94441385755] p 184 A95-68219
Future SSTs a European approach
[BTN-95-EIX95072419883] p 180 A95-68396
Measurement by coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering
in the RSCh hypersonic wind tunnel
(BTN-95-EIX95112523811] p 188 A95-69322
Side forces at high angles of attack. Why, when, how?
[BTN-95-EIX95112523809] p 194 A95-69324
Precise ortit determination with a short-arc technique
p 240 A95-70543
Secondary source locations in active noise control:
Selection or optimization?
~[BTN34-EIX94381352222r " p 257 A95-71738
Two-equation turbulence model for unsteady separated
flows around airfoils
[BTN-95-EIX95142553054] p 262 A95-73444
Geoid lineations of 1000 km wavelength over the central
Pacific
[HTN-95-11304] p 319 A95-77009
Impact of present aircraft emissions of nitrogen oxides
on tropospheric ozone and climate forcing
(HTN-95-21364) p 353 A95-78679
Potential effects on ozone of future supersonic
aircraft/20 simulation
[HTN-95-51282] p 356 A95-80867
International cooperation in standardization
P452 A95-82665
Staochastic approach to noise modeling for free
turbulent flows
[HTN-95-42321] p 371 A95-86150
Airborne lidar observation of mountain-wave-induced
polar stratospheric clouds during EASOE
[HTN-95-00738] p 444 A95-86308
High pressure vaporization and burning of methanol
droplets in reduced gravity p 527 A95-87285
High temperature aspects of the European Hermes
programs p 524 A95-87379
Scramjet combustor design in France
[AIAA PAPER 95-6094] p 510 A9S-88002
Injection studies in the French hypersonic technology
program
[AIAA PAPER 95-6096] p 510 A95-88004
Integration of an hypersonic airbreathing vehicle:
Assesment of overall aerodynamic performances and of
uncertainties
[AIAA PAPER 95-6100] p 492 A95-88007
Separation of winged vehicles in supersonics
[AIAA PAPER 95-6092] p 526 A95-88601
Compressible Navier-Stokes calculations of the flow
over airfoil sections. Comparisons of 1st and 2nd order
turbulence models
(SAE PAPER 932510] p 546 A95-89183
Corrective term in wall slip equations for Knudsen
layer
[BTN-95-EIX95282705070] p 455 A95-89667
High-frequency acoustic radiation from a curved duct
of circular cross section p 573 A95-90098
Noise and vibration control in aircraft: A global
approach p576 A95-90128
ASTRYD: A new numerical tool for aircraft cabin and
environmental noise prediction pS76 A95-90129
Temperature diagnostics in the hypersonic flow regime:
An application to develop a stagnation temperature
probe
[AIAA PAPER 95-6114] p511 A95-90442
Review of new French facilities for PREPHA program
[AIAA PAPER 95-6128] p 520 A95-90449
Intermetallic and titanium matrix composite materials for
hypersonic applications
[AIAA PAPER 95-6132] p 530 A95-90451
Implicit multi-domain method for unsteady compressible
inviscid fluid flows around 3D projectiles
p548 A95-91482
Effects of free-stream turbulence intensity on a boundary
layer recovering from concave curvature effects
[BTN-95-EIX95282710058] p 632 A95-92471
Optimal shape design in hypersonic aerodynamics and
electromagnetics p 639 A95-95397
Numerical simulation of the 3D turbulent flow around
the combustor dome of an aircraft engine
p 640 A95-95423
Implicit multidomain calculation of viscous transonic
flows without artificial viscosity or upwinding
p 640 A95-95443
A cartesian grid finite element method for aerodynamics
of moving rigid bodies p 642 A95-95471
High performance parallelized implicit Euler solver for
the analysis of unsteady aerodynamic flows
p644 A95-95495
Numerical study of Gortler instability: Application to the
design of a quiet supersonic wind tunnel
[PB94-184801] p21 N95-10844
Shock tube investigations of combustion phenomena
in supersonic flows
[PB94-175262] P 55 N95-11796
Supersonic base flow investigation over axisymmetric
afterbodies
[PB94-180957] p39 N95-12578
AGARD highlights 94/2
[AGARD-HIGHUGHTS-94/2] p 102 N95-13640
Identification of dynamic systems. Volume 3:
Applications to aircraft Part 2: Nonlinear analysis and
manoeuvre design
[AGARD-AG-300-VOL-3-PT-2] p 79 N95-14102
Scale effects on aircraft and weapon aerodynamics
[AGARD-AG-323] p 67 N95-14103
Turbomachinery Design Using CFD
_.[AGARD=LS-J95) p.89-N95-14127
New methods, new methodology: Advanced CFD in the
Snecma turbomachinery design process
p90 N95-14134
Quality assessment for wind tunnel testing
[AGARD-AR-304] p 67 N95-14197
The principles of flight test assessment of
flight-safety-critical systems in helicopters
[AGARD-AG-300-VOL-12] p 77 N95-14199
A selection of experimental test cases for the validation
of CFD codes, volume 1
[AGARD-AR-303-VOL-1 ] p 91 N95-14201
Computational aerodynamics based on the Euler
equations
[AGARD-AG-325] p 72 N95-14264
Missile Aerodynamics
[AGARD-R-804] p 73 N95-14445
Lateral jet control for tactical missiles
p 84 N95-14448
High angle of attack aerodynamics p 74 N95-14450
Computation of supersonic air-intakes
p 74 N95-14452
Flight in an Adverse Environment
[AGARD-LS-197] p 77 N95-14893
Optimum Design Methods for Aerodynamics
[AGARD-R-803] p 127 N95-16562
Optimal shape design for aerodynamics
p 128 N95-16568
Review of the EUROPT Project AERO-0026
p 129 N95-16573
A processing centre for the CNES CE-GPS
experimentation p 125 N95-17196
Experimental and analytical methods for the
determination of connected-pipe ramjet and ducted rocket
internal performance
[AGARD-AR-323] p 149 N95-17278
Aircraft and sub-system certification by piloted
simulation
[AGARD-AR-278] p 145 N95-17388
A selection of experimental test cases for the validation
of CFD codes, volume 2
[AGARD-AR-303-VOL-2] p 109 N95-17846
Data from the GARTEur (AD) Action Group 02 airfoil
CAST 7/DOA1 experiments p 111 N95-17856
OAT15A airfoil data p 111 N95-17857
Ellipsoid-cylinder model p 158 N95-17869
Supersonic vortex flow around a missile body
p114 N95-17870
Test data on a non-circular body for subsonic, transonic
and supersonic Mach numbers p158 N95-17871
Delta-wing model p114 N95-17873
A selection of experimental test cases for the validation
of CFD codes. Supplement Datasets A-E
IAGARD-AR-303-SUPPL] p 117 N95-18539
Aircraft Loads due to Turbulence and their Impact on
Design and Certification
(AGARD-R-798] p 143 N95-18597
Gyroscopic and propeller aerodynamic effects on engine
mounts dynamic loads in turbulence conditions
p 132 N95-18599
On-line handling of air traffic: Management guidance
and control
[AGARD-AG-321 ] p 126 N95-18927
Mathematical Models of Gas Turbine Engines and their
Components
[AGARD-LS-198] p 139 N95-19017
Impact of Acoustic Loads on Aircraft Structures
[AGARD-CP-549] p173 N95-19142
Aeroacoustic qualification of HERMES shingles
p 173 N95-19145
Brite-Euram programme: ACOUFAT acoustic fatigue and
related damage tolerance of advanced composite and
metallic structures p 174 N95-19159
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Wall Interference, Support Interference and Flow Field
Measurements
[AGARD-CP-S35] p 162 N95-19251
Experimental techniques for measuring transonic flow
with a three dimensional laser velocirnetry system.
Application 10 determining the drag of a fuselage
p 163 N95-19258
Analysis of test section sidewall effects on a two
dimensional airfoil: Experimental and numerical
investigations p 165 N95-19276
Calculation of wall effects of flow on a perforated wall
with a code of surface singularities p 165 N95-19277
Interaction of a three strut support on the aerodynamic
characteristics of a civil aviation model
p 122 N95-19279
Erosion, Corrosion and Foreign Object Damage Effects
in Gas Turbines
[AGARD-CP-558J p 197 N95-19653
Design of fan blades subjected to bird impact
p200 N95-19669
New Trends in coatings developments for turbine blades:
Materials processing and repair p 201 N95-19676
Multilayer anti-erosion coatings p 201 N95-19679
Advanced Packaging Concepts for Digital Avionics
[AGARD-CP-562] p 233 N95-20631
FASTPACK: Optimized solutions for modular avionics
derived from a parametric study. Part 1: Platform
features p 233 N95-20634
FASTPACK: Optimized solutions for modular avionics
derived from a parametric study. Part 2: Avionics
p233 N95-20635
Composite cases for airborne electronic equipment: A
technology study and EMC p 241 N95-2065S
Lightweight electronic enclosures using composite
materials p 241 N95-20656
Modular supplies for a distributed architecture
p 234 N95-20657
Experimental study of the helicopter-mobile
radioelectrical channel and possible extension to the
satellite-mobile channel p 247 N95-20945
Application of Direct and Large Eddy Simulation to
Transition and Turbulence
[AGARD-CP-551 ] p 248 N95-21061
Data link terminal DLT document
[PB9S-110805] p229 N95-21369
Corrosion detection and management of advanced
airframe materials
[AGARD-CP-565] p 302 N95-23496
Corrosion in service experience with aircraft in France
p303 N95-23518
Composite Repair of Military Aircraft Structures
[AGARD-CP-550] p392 N95-27504
Composite repair of metallic airframe: Twenty years of
experience p 393 N95-27508
Composite or metallic bolted repairs on self-stiffened
carbon wing panel of the commuter ATR72 design criteria,
analysis, verification by test p 396 N95-27525
AGARD flight test techniques series. Volume 13:
Reliability and maintainability
[AGARD-AG-300-VOL-13] p 504 N95-29503
Flight Vehicle Integration Panel Workshop on Pilot
Induced Oscillations
[AGARD-AR-335] p 597 N95-31061
Active control technology: Applications and lessons
learned
[AGARD-CP-560] p620 N95-31989
Evaluation of the techniques of fuzzy control for the
piloting an aircraft p 621 N95-31997
Catapult-launching of the RAFALE design and
experimentation p 609 N95-32008
Flying qualities of civil transport aircraft with electrical
flight control P 624 N95-32016
Environmentally Safe and Effective Processes for Paint
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[AGARD-LS-201 ] p 650 N95-32165
Selective chemical stripping p 650 N95-32175
Process evaluation p651 N95-32180
Standardization work p651 N95-32181
Low-Level and Nap-of-the-Earth (NOE) night
operations
[AGARD-CP-563] p 686 N95-32486
A helmet mounted display for night missions at low
altitude p 693 N95-32503
Low-level data fusion for landing runways detection
p 689 N95-33136
AGARD index of publications: 1992-1994
[AGARD-INDEX-92-94) p711 N95-33198
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Time-optimal turn to a heading: An analytic solution
[BTN-94-EIX94511433940] p 142 A95-64606
Planar air density measurements near model surfaces
by ultraviolet Rayleigh/Raman scattering
[BTN-94-EIX94441386614] p213 A95-67345
High accuracy navigation and landing system using
GPS/IMU system integration
[BTN-94-EIX94441386129] p 189 A95-68185
GPS/GLONASS/INS test program
[BTN-94-EIX94441386131J p 189 A95-68187
On wave-front curvature in linear stability theory
[BTN-94-EIX94441385756] p 184 A95-68220
Using adaptive structures to attenuate rotary wing
aeroelastic response
[BTN-95-EIX95062487547] p 192 A95-68361
On-the-fly carrier phase ambiguity resolution for precise
aircraft landing
[BTN-95-EIX95112522535] p 190 A95-69328
Laplace interaction law for the computation of viscous
airfoil flow in low- and high-speed aerodynamics
[BTN-95-EIX95142553037] p 263 A95-73461
Analytical solution and parameter estimation of projectile
dynamics
[BTN-95-EIX95212645695] p 272 A95-76747
Transport of exhaust products in the near trail of a jet
engine under atmospheric conditions
[HTN-95-91421] p319 A95-77334
Nitrous oxide and methane emissions from aero
engines
[HTN-95-21363] p 353 A95-78678
North Atlantic air traffic within the lower stratosphere:
Cruising times and corresponding emissions
[HTN-95-91841] p 354 A95-80829
Dynamics of aircraft exhaust plumes in the jet-regime
[HTN-95-51275] p 355 A95-80860
Modeling of aircraft exhaust emissions and infrared
spectra for remote measurement of nitrogen oxides
[HTN-95-51276] p 355 A95-80861
Empirical corrections of the rigid rotor interaction
potential of H2-H2 in the attractive region: Dimer features
in the FIR absorption spectra
[HTN-95-41943] p 361 A95-81690
Mapping of forest fire damages using imaging
spectroscopy p 442 A95-83627
A higher harmonic control test in the DNW to reduce
impulsive BVI noise
(HTN-95-61071] p 385 A95-83655
On the influence of time-varying flow velocity on
unsteady aerodynamics
[HTN-95-61073] p 369 A95-83657
Forming and bonding techniques for high-strength
aluminum alloys
[HTN-95-20605] p418 A95-84786
Automatic riveting cell for commercial aircraft floor grid
assembly
[HTN-95-92309] p 365 A95-85353
Compressible inviscid vortex flow of a sharp edge delta
wing
[BTN-95-EIX95262694308] p 370 A95-85479
Aeroelastic stability of cascades in turbomachinery
[HTN-95-61156] p 405 A95-86255
Airicraft measurements of CLO and HCL during EASOE
1991/92
[HTN-95-00721] p 444 A95-86291
Two dimensional stratospheric aerosol distributions
during EASOE
[HTN-95-00726] p 444 A95-86296
Airborne measurements during the European Arctic
Stratospheric Ozone Experiment column amounts of
HNO3 and O3 derived from FTIR emission sounding
[HTN-95-00742] p 445 A95-86312
Airborne measurements during the European Arctic
Stratospheric Ozone Experiment : Observation of OCIO
[HTN-95-00745] p 445 A95-86315
Airborne measurements during the Arctic stratospheric
experiment Observation of O3 and N02
[HTN-95-00748] p 445 A95-86318
Orbital transport Technical, meteorological and
chemical aspects; Aerospace Symposium, 3rd.
Braunschweig, Germany, Aug. 26-28,1991
[ISBN 3-540-563180] p 524 A95-87373
Environmental aspects of Orbital transport:
p559 A95-87377
Hypersonic technology experimental vehicles (The need
for flight testing at hypersonic speed)
P490 A95-87378
The aerothermodynamic validation reentry experiment
HYPERBA p524 A95-87380
Design optimization of an airbreathing aerospaceplane
P524 A95-87382
Integrated thermal and mechanical analysis of
hypersonic vehicles by using adaptive finite element
methods p524 A95^7383
Estimation of aerodynamic derivatives: Euler scheme
validation and approximate methods for hypersonic
configurations p 460 A95-87385
Numerical modeling and simulation of chemically
reacting reentry flows p 525 A95-87387
The high enthalpy shock tunnel in Goettingen (HEG)
p518 A95-87391
Reentry trajectories and their optimization by an
evolution algorithm p 525 A95-87394
Optimal separation and ascent of lifting upper stages
p 525 A95-87396
Trim conditions for optimal flight performance of
hypersonic aircraft p 514 A95-87397
Handling qualities of hypersonic aircraft and related
control requirements p515 A95-87398
Real time for the calculation of the aerodynamic of
aircrafts with delta wings p 460 A95-87399
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a slender
wing with vertical fins p 460 A95-87400
Influence of the flight trajectory on the exhaust gas
composition of a H2-fueled air-breathing ramjet engine
p509 A95-87404
Modeling of plume chemistry of high flying aircraft with
H2 combustion engines p 509 A95-87405
Testing the hypersonic technology demonstration
nozzle: Results from the test campaign 1993/94
[AIAA PAPER 95-6084] p 509 A95-87413
Experimental and numerical analysis of a two-duct
nozzle/afterbody model at supersonic Mach numbers
[AIAA PAPER 95-6085] p 490 A95-87414
Drag and lift in nonadiabatic transonic flow
[HTN-95-61208] p 540 A95-87581
Doppler lidar investigation of wake vortex transport
between closely spaced parallel runways
[HTN-95-81645] p 462 A95-87693
Broadband noise characteristics of a model
counter-rotating shrouded preplan p 572 A95-88470
Planar air density measurements near model surfaces
by ultraviolet Rayleigh/Raman scattering
[HTN-95-20950] p 546 A95-88989
Aerodynamic off-design behavior of integrated
waveriders from take-off up to hypersonic flight
[AIAA PAPER 95-6091 ] p 466 A95-89200
Aircraft controller synthesis by solving a nonconvex
optimization problem
(BTN-95-EIX95282706672] p515 A95-89636
Experimental results of the European HELINOISE
aeroacoustic rotor test
[HTN-95-01080] p 578 A95-90266
Chemically reacting non-equilibrium boundary layers in
air breathing propulsion systems
[AIAA PAPER 95-6139] p512 A95-90456
Ultrasonic imaging of damages in CRFT-laminates
p578 A95-90828
Solution of the Navier-Stokes equations on a massively
parallel transputer system p 549 A95-91490
Autonomous helicopter hover positioning by optical
tracking
[HTN-95-C0006] p 585 A95-93394
An in-situ system for warning of icing conditions
p 660 A95-93481
An innovative algorithm to accurately solve the Euler
equations for rotary wing flow p 642 A95-95467
The 4-D approach to visual control of autonomous
systems
[AIAA PAPER 94-1243-CP] p 27 N95-11513
Thermoacoustic environments to simulate reentry
conditions p 86 N95-14096
Aero design of turbomachinery components: CFD in
complex systems p 90 N95-14136
Parameter identification for X-31A at high angles of
attack p69 N95-14235
X-31 quasi-tailless flight demonstration
p 70 N95-14243
Aeromechanical design of modern missiles
p 73 N95-14446
Turbulence: Engineering models, aircraft response
p 84 N95-14900
Prediction of rotor-blade deformations due to unsteady
airloads
[AD-A284467] p 81 N95-15821
Tools for applied engineering optimization
p 128 N95-16570
The global aircraft shape p128 N95-16571
Aerodynamic shape optimization p 128 N95-16572
Safety aspects of spacecraft commanding
p149 N95-17248
EURECA mission control experience and messages for
the future p 149 N95-17252
Packet utilisation definitions for the ESA XMM mission
p150 N95-17596
2-D airfoil tests including side wall boundary layer
measurements p158 N95-17847
Investigation of an NLF(1)-0416 airfoil in compressible
subsonic flow p110 N95-17852
DLR-F4 wing body configuration p 130 N95-17863
DLR-F5: Test wing for CFD and applied aerodynamics
p113 N95-17864
Wind tunnel investigations of the appearance of shocks
in the windward region of bodies with circular cross section
at angle of attack p 113 N95-17866
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Three-dimensional boundary layer and flow field data
of an inclined prolate spheroid p 158 N95-17867
Force and pressure data of an ogive-nosed slender body
at high angles of attack and different Reynolds numbers
P113 N95-17868
Wind tunnel test on a 65 deg delta wing with rounded
leading edges: The International Vortex Flow Experiment
p114 N95-17875
Subsonic flow around US-orbiter model FALKE in the
DNW p115 N95-17877
Pressure distribution measurements on an isolated TPS
441 nacelle p 115 N95-17878
Treatment of non-linear systems by
timeplane-transformed CT methods: The spectral gust
method p 143 N95-18600
Theoretical investigations of shock/boundary layer
interactions on a Ma(infinity) = 8 waverider
[DLR-FB-94-12] p 119 N95-18910
Flow field investigation in a free jet - free jet core system
for the generation of high intensity molecular beams
[OLR-FB-94-11]
 P172 N95-18912
Helicopter internal noise p 173 N95-19144
Design and operation of a thermoacoustic test facility
P-147-N95-19150-
Acoustic fatigue testing on different materials and
skin-stringer elements p 174 N95-19156
Velocity measurements with hot-wires in a
vortex-dominated flowfield p 121 N95-19261
Wall correction method with measured boundary
conditions for low speed wind tunnels
p164 N95-19263
Development of load spectra for Airbus A330/A340 full
scale fatigue tests p 135 N95-19479
Performance deterioration of axial compressors due to
blade defects p 199 N95-19665
Impact loading of compressor staler vanes by hailstone
ingestion p 200 N95-19670
Damage of high temperature components by dust-laden
air p201 N95-19673
MicroChannel heat pipe cooling of modules
p246 N95-20649
Optical backplane for modular avionics
p257 N95-20652
Modular CNI avionics system p 234 N95-20659
Prediction of rotor-blade deformations due to unsteady
airloads
[AD-A286593] p 231 N95-20860
Corrosion protection measures for CFC/metal joints of
fuel integral tank structures of advanced military aircraft
p303 N95-23510
Experience of in-service corrosion on military aircraft
p303 N95-23516
On aircraft repair verification of a fighter A/C integrally
stiffened fuselage skin p 394 N95-27515
Composite repair of a CF18: Vertical stabilizer leading
edge p395 N95-27517
External patch repair of CFRP/honeycomb sandwich
p395 N95-27522
Damage occurrence on composites during testing and
fleet service: Repair of Airbus aircraft
P396 N95-27526
Numerical simulation and analysis of the hypersonic
turbulent flow past a blunt-fin/ramp configuration
[DLR-FB-94-19] p483 N95-30349
SCARLET: DLR rate saturation flight experiment
p 598 N95-31068
Handling qualities analysis on rate limiting elements in
flight control systems p619 N95-31071
Experimental investigation of turbulent particle
dispersion in swirling flows
[DLR-FB-94-20] p647 N95-31355
Experiences with ADS-33 helicopter specification testing
and contributions to refinement research
p 621 N95-31993
Model following control for tailoring handling qualities:
ACT experience with ATTHeS p 622 N95-32000
Advanced gust management systems: Lessons learned
and perspectives p 622 N95-32002
Automatic flight control system for an unmanned
helicopter system design and flight test results
p622 N95-32004
Structural aspects of active control technology
p623 N95-32006
X-31: A program overview and flight test status
p609 N95-32013
Laser based obstacle warning sensors for helicopters
p686 N95-32499
A nonlinear vortex lattice method for unsteady flow with
separated vortex
[DLR-FB-94-32] p 704 N9M2787
Effects of the specific military aspects of satellite
navigation on the civil use of GPS/GLONASS
p688 N95-33134
The DLR research programme on an integrated multi
sensor system for surface movement guidance and
control p 689 N95-33135
HeliRadan A rotating antenna synthetic aperture radar
for helicopter alrweather operations p705 N95-33137
Integrated special mission flight management for a flight
inspection aircraft p 692 N95-33145
GREECE
Adaptive modeling of jet engine performance with
application to condition monitoring
(BTN-95-EIX95112524205) p 196 A95-69303
Meteorological impacts on airport noise prediction by
the 'Integrated Noise Model' application based on
Harriltonian Ray-Tracing program and measurements
p 571 A95-88467
Enroute NASA/FAA low-frequency propfan test in
Alabama (October 1987): A versatile atmospheric aircraft
long-range noise prediction system p 573 A95-90099
A robust inverse invistid method for airfoil design
p640 A95-95431
On the prediction of transonic unsteady flows using
second order time accuracy p 641 A95-95448
Multigrid solution for the compressible Euler equations
by an implicit characteristic-flux-averaging
p642 A95-95459
Single-pass method for the solution of inverse potential
- - and rotational problems. Part 1: 2-D and quasi-3-D-theory_
and application p 107 N95-16563
Single-pass method for the solution of inverse potential
and rotational problems. Part 2: Fully 3-D potential theory
and applications p 107 N95-16564
Investigation of shear layer transition using various
turbulence models p 248 N95-21096
H
HONG KONG
Auxiliary power unit noise of Boeing S737 and B747
aircraft p 571 A95-88468
INDIA
Field-consistent element applied to flutter analysis of
circular cylindrical shells
[BTN-94-EIX94341341971] p 56 A95-60871
Unbalance response of a dual rotor system: Theory and
experiment
[BTN-94-EIX94351143320] p 195 A95-65854
Recent trends in balloon flights from TIFR's National
Balloon Facility, Hyderabad p 191 A95-66300
Transient analysis of a cracked rotor passing through
critical speed
[BTN-94-EIX94401360022] p 306 A95-74702
Some aspects of the aerodynamics of separating
strap-ons
[8TN-95-EIX95182617464] p 298 A95-75735
Simple method of supersonic flow visualization using
watenable
[BTN-95-EIX95182619105] p 269 A9S-76590
Switched bias proportional navigation for homing
guidance against highly maneuvering targets
[BTN-95-EIX95182619145] p 279 A95-76622
Flow past a symmetric wedge with forward splitter
plate p427 A95-82406
Boundary layer studies over an S-blade
[HTN-95-92261 ] p 434 A95-85305
Mobile domes for TACTIC telescope
p453 A95^6113
Failure behaviour of carbon fiber/epoxy composites in
pin-ended buckling and bending tests
[HTN-95-71388] p 528 A95-87606
Automatic identification of modal damping from Roquet
analysis
[HTN-95-01084] p 506 A95-90270
Low speed wind tunnel blockage corrections for airfoils
at medium to large angles of attack p 474 A95-91557
Use of partially open wind tunnel walls for blockage-free
separated flows on bodies p474 A95-91558
Reaction-time response of aircraft crash
[BTN-95-EIX95292721296] p 595 A95-92626
Geodesic constant method: A novel approach to
analytical surface-ray tracing on convex conducting
bodies
[BTN-95-EIX95302731054] p 637 A95-94205
Experimental Aerodynamics Division
[NAL-SP-9404] p35 N95-12166
Evaluation of the dynamic stability characteristics of the
NAL Light Transport Aircraft
[NAL-PD-CA-9217] p 142 N95-16392
Ageing nuclear power plant management An
aeronautical viewpoint
[NAL-PD-SN-9306] p 105 N95-18606
Solution of full potential equation on an airfoil by multigrid
technique
(NAL-TM-CSS-9303) p 119 N95-18904
CFD: Advances and Applications, part 1
[NAL-SP-9322-PT-1] p165 N95-19444
Computation of inviscid flows: Full potential method
p 165 N95-19447
Panel methods p 165 N95-19448
Viscous flow past aerofoils axisymmetric bodies and
wings p 123 N95-19457
Computation of vortex breakdown
p 165 N95-19462
Parabolized Navier-Stokes solution of
supersonic/hypersonic flows p 123 N95-19464
INDONESIA
Prediction of fatique crack growth under flight-simulation
loading with the modified CORPUS model
p 166 N95-19471
IRELAND
The influence of alternate inter-blade connections on
ground resonance
[HTN-95-80859] p 267 A95-75101
Safety in airport ground handling p 626 A95-95193
ISRAEL
Continuous gust response and sensitivity derivatives
— using state-space models
[BTN-95-EIX95062487551] p 203 A95-68365
Grid refinement test of time-periodic flows over bluff
bodies
[BTN-94-EIX94401378822] p 307 A95-76491
Dynamic investigation of the angular motion of a rotating
body-parachute system
[BTN-95-EIX95182619220] p 270 A95-76646
Stress considerations in reduced-size aeroelastic
optimization
[BTN-95-EIX95262694313] p 366 A95-85484
Effects of periodic spanwise blowing on Delta-wing
configuration characteristics
[HTN-95-81631] p 461 A95-87679
Optimal design of composite helicopter power
transmission shafts with axially varying fiber layup
[HTN-95-01086) p 529 A95-90272
Fundamentals of catastrophic failure prevention by
thrust vectoring
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748176] p 606 A95-94470
Optimal trajectories for an unmanned air-vehicle in the
horizontal plane
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748191] p 606 A95-94480
Probabilistic inspection strategies for minimizing service
failures P 93 N95-14461
Review of some results of the author's fatigue
investigations with applications in engineering and material
science
[TAE-698] p316 N95-23662
Advanced interactive display formats for terminal area
traffic control
[NASA-CR-198576] p 384 N95-28188
Prediction of fatigue crack growth under constant
amplitude and random loading using specimens with
multiple cracks
[AD-A291614] p397 N95-28409
Lavi flight control system: Design requirements,
development and flight test results p621 N95-31994
ITALY
Selecting and management of fire fighter aircraft
[BTN-95-EIX95062487538] p 193 A95-69246
Simulation of turbulent fluctuations
[BTN-95-EIX95142553041] p 304 A95-73457
Structural acoustic calculations in the low-frequency
range
[BTN-95-EIX95152562336] p 323 A95-73538
Simulation of transverse gas injection in turbulent
supersonic air flows
[BTN-95-EIX95182619080] p 269 A95-75765
Possible effects of CO2 increase on the high-speed civil
transport impact on ozone
[HTN-95-60779] p317 A95-75976
High-speed civil transport impact Role of sultate, nitric
acid trihytfrate. and ice aerosols studied with a
two-dimensional model including aerosol physics
[HTN-95-91843] p 354 A95-80831
Impact on ozone of high-speed stratospheric aircraft
Effects of the emission scenario
[HTN-95-51283] p 356 A95-80868
Matrix fraction approach for finite-state aerodynamic
modeling
[BTN-95-EIX95262694311] p 365 A95-85482
Aerodynamic design and optimization at Alenia D.V.D.
p 491 A95^7564
Numerical and flight measured interior noise
characteristics of a twin-engine turboprop general aviation
aircraft P 573 A95-90094
Experimental active control of sound in the ATR 42
p575 A95-90110
Calculation of control laws for the digital fuel control
unit of a small thrust turbojet
[SAE PAPER 931411] p 614 A95-93677
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Analysis of some interference effects in a transonic wind
tunnel
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Estimation of supersonic leading-edge thrust by a Euler
flow model
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Transonic vortical flow predicted with a structured
miltiblock Euler solver p 642 A95-95462
An unstructured node centered scheme for the
simulation of 3-D inviscid flows p 642 A95-95463
Impact of noise environment on engine nacelle design
p 173 N95-19147
An overall approach of cockpit noise verification in a
military aircraft p 175 N95-19163
Adaptive wind tunnel walls versus wall interference
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An airborne monitoring system for FOD and erosion
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Electromagnetic compatibility effects of advanced
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MAX-91: Polarimetric SAR results on Montespertoli
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Dynamics of phase ordering of nematics in a pore
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short-period controller for a tail-airplane
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Digital autopilot design for combat aircraft in ALENIA
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An approach to sensor data fusion for flying and landing
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Three-dimensional analysis of scramjet nozzle flows
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Surface morphology and structure of carbon-carbon
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the NDA cryogenic wind tunnel
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[BTN-94-EIX94371347214] p 257 A95-69970
Thermochemical nonequilibrium viscous shock-layer
analysis for a Mars aerocapture vehicle
[BTN-95-EIX95082502732] p 239 A95-70139
Flow visualization studies on sidewall effects in
two-dimensional transonic airfoil testing
[BTN-95-EIX9S152582313] p 264 A95-73516
Polar Patrol Balloon
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Numerical investigation of supersonic flows around a
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Determination of piloting feedback structures for an
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An experimental investigation of scramjet nozzle flow
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Experiment of rocket-ram annular combustor
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plane p 402 A95-82327
Life evaluation of a low power arcjet thruster
P403 A95-82337
R & D on HOPE structure p 413 A95-82355
Research and development of thermal protection system
of HOPE re-entry vehicle p413 A95-82358
Hypersonic trajectory control of aerospace plane with
integrated SCRAMJET engine p413 A95-82384
Rarefied gas numerical wind tunnel: OREX and HOPE
p427 A95-82391
VSL analysis of hypersonic flows around a reentry
vehicle with equilibrium air chemistry
P413 A95-82400
The aerodynamic characteristics of cup-like body in
supersonic flow p 427 A95-82407
Air data sensors for atmospheric reentry flight test of
winged space vehicle p 413 A95-82412
NAL aerothermodynamic probing and CFD verification
mission in OREX experiment p368 A95-82413
Hypersonic thermal protection with mass injection at
angle of attack p414 A95-82414
Numerical simulation of unsteady aerodynamic heating
induced by shock reflections p 428 A95-82418
A study on aerodynamic heating phenomena in
three-dimensional shock wave/turbulent boundary layer
interaction induced by sweptback sharp fins at supersonic
flow p428 A95-82419
Experiment and analysis on heat transfer of a scramjet
leading edge model p403 A95-82420
An experimental study on radiation from strong shock
layer p368 A95-82421
Flight evaluation of DGPS and DGPS-INS navigation
systems p 382 A95-82462
A concept of a hypersonic flight experiment of a winged
vehicle p 414 A95-82477
A conceptual design of hypersonic research vehicle with
subscale scramjet engine p 384 A95-82482
Atmospheric reentry flight test of winged space
vehicle p 414 A95-82483
Reentry technology experiment on the first mission of
reentry capsule 'EXPRESS' p 414 A95-82499
Development and flight results of fiber reinforced
balloon p384 A95-82511
Polar Patrol Balloon system and preliminary
experimental results p 368 A95-82513
How 'HITEN's1 aerobraking experiments were carried
out p415 A95-82553
Aero-thermodynamic flight environment at HITEN
aerobrake experiment p415 A95-82554
Experimental investigation of composite channel heat
pipe operation in micro-gravity environment
p428 A95-82645
Hypersonic flow simulation with thermoelectric effect
p368 A95-82669
Studies on gain performance of a combustion driven
CO2 gas dynamic laser p428 A95-82679
Studies on plasma jet igniters p 403 A95-82680
Development of 70MW class superconducting
generators
[BTN-94-EIX95011440854] p 429 A95-82905
Multiple instabilities of three-dimensional boundary
layers along a concave wall
[HTN-95-71126] p 429 A95-83487
Observation of traveling waves in the three-dimensional
boundary layer along a yawed cylinder
[HTN-95-61064] p 430 A95-83648
Instability of three-dimensional boundary layers due to
streamline curvature
[HTN-95^1070] p430 A95-83654
Study on the turbine vane and blade for a 1500 C class
industrial gas turbine
[BTN-94-EIX95011441254] p 431 A95-84211
Air truth validation of cloud albedo estimated from NOAA
advanced very high resolution radiometer data
[HTN-95-A1021] p443 A95-84526
Pulsed jet ignition modeling with a full chemistry
p538 A95-87184
Prediction of NO(x) emission index of turbulent diffusion
flame p538 A95-87195
Numerical simulation of real gas effects and
aerodynamic heating of hypersonic space transportation
vehicles p 540 A95-87558
Prediction level of noise by a helicopter
p 571 A95-88469
A method for disbond detection in thermal tomography
by domain decomposition method p 545 A95-88955
Application of restructurable flight control system to large
transport aircraft
(BTN-95-EIX95282706666) p 515 A95-89639
Preliminary study on the fixed transition technique for
a shock tube transonic airfoil flow
[BTN-95-EIX95282705928] p 455 A95-89663
Nonlinear analysis of the Sorter instability
[BTN-95-EIX95282705926] p 455 A95-89664
Note on prediction of aerodynamic lift/drag ratio of WIG
(Wing-In-Ground) at cruise
[BTN-95-EIX95282705925] p 467 A95-89665
Turbulence characteristics of supersonic boundary layer
past a backward facing step
[AIAA PAPER 95-6126] p 470 A95-90447
Numerical studies of Mach reflection with air chemistry
p 548 A95-90575
Aircraft Symposium, 30th, Tsukuba, Japan, Sep. 30 -
Oct. 2. 1992
[HTN-95-A1609] p 498 A95-91491
MIMO H infinity control design method combined with
exact model matching p 506 A95-91492
A gust alleviation method by the response feedback
p 506 A95-91493
Analysis of approach paths of two aircraft
P487 A95-91494
Estimation of aerodynamic characteristics for the vortex
flaps by the suction analogy p471 A95-91496
Numerical experiments on aerodynamic heating
mechanism in shock reflection processes
p 471 A95-91497
Application of ACT to unstable motions of an airfoil in
ground effect p471 A95-91500
Experience of aircraft manufacturer for paint removal
using dry stripping method p 456 A95-91501
Aero-engine R&D efforts for environmental protection
p512 A95-91502
Flight testing of the composite material bearingless rotor
system for the helicopter p 498 A95-91503
Hubload responses of a rotor in forward flight due to
multiple frequency blade pitch variations
p 515 A95-91504
Application of GPS and Fuzzy Theory to a helicopter
p516 A95-91505
Development of Fly-By-Wire system for BK117
p516 A95-91506
Aerofoil characteristics at low Reynolds number
p472 A95-91507
High subsonic and high Reynolds number wind tunnel
tests of two-dimensional natural-laminar-flow airfoils with
suction boundary layer control p 472 A95-91508
Fixed transition for shock tube transonic flow
p472 A95-91509
Experimental study of shock/shock interference heating
on a swept cylinder p 472 A95-91510
An experimental study on interacting flow between
supersonic flow and secondary flow injected normally
through circular nozzle p 472 A95-91511
Aerodynamic characteristics of supersonic
air-intake/aircraft integrated models p472 A95-91512
A singularity method for a two dimensional stratified
shear flow p 473 A95-91513
Optimum aerodynamic design of aircraft fuselage using
boundary element method p473 A95-91514
A detailed Euler flow analysis of TPS and fanjet
engine P473 A95-91515
Requirements for next generation supersonic
transports p 498 A95-91516
The concept of high speed commercial transporter
structure P 498 A95-91517
Overview of feasibility study on propulsion concepts for
high speed civil transport p 498 A95-91518
Research of the method for evaluating noise caused
by sonic boom p562 A95-91519
A conceptual design of the SST without horizontal tail
p 498 A95-91520
Conceptual study of next generation high-speed civil
transport: A candidate with horizontal tail
p499 A95-91521
Some considerations on system design of the hypersonic
transport and supersonic air-intakes p473 A95-91522
An experimental study on supersonic laminar flow
control P473 A95-91523
Experimental study for improving the lift to drag ratio
of next generation SST p 473 A95-91524
Experimental investigation on aerothermodynamic
characteristics of hypersonic transport
p473 A95-91525
A design of a robust scheduled autopilot
p516 A95-91532
A design of a self-learning robust scheduled autopilot
p516 A95-91533
Design of a flight control system by a new way of pole
placement in LOR p516 A95-91534
An intelligent tutoring system for civil aviation flight
training P 521 A95-91535
Introduction of the GPS to civil aviation field
p487 A95-91536
Arrival traffic handling for a parallel runway airport
p 487 A95-91537
A shock tunnel test of a winged hypersonic research
vehicle P 474 A95-91538
Flight test of STS radio controlled scale model
p 499 A95-91539
CCLA operation on MLS p 487 A95-91540
Aeronautical satellite communications using the ETS-5
satellite P 487 A95-91541
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Status ot Enhanced Vision System
pS06 A95-91542
Guidance and control of HOPE and its future
technologies p 506 A9S-91543
MultiobjecuVe trajectory optimization by goal
programming with fuzzy decision p 526 A95-91544
A guidance concept for hypersonic aerospacecrafts
p526 A95-91549
Optimality of the steady-state flight for hypersonic
aircratt p 526 A95-91550
An application of TLS (Total Least Squares) method
to estimation of aircraft aerodynamic derivatives
p517 A95-91S51
A method for calculating mean aerodynamic center and
zero-lift moment coefficient of aircraft without tail by using
measured flight loads p474 A95-91552
Determination of flight simulator time delay
p522 A95-91553
A systems for flight data acquisition and analysis for a
remotely-piloted research vehicle p517 A95-91554
Functions of NAL fixed base simulator for helicopter
research p522 A95-91555
A simulator study about effects of visibility upon
helicopter pilot performance p 522 A95-91556
On the UF-104 system " p 507 " A9&91559~
On the flight control system for UF-104
p507 A95-91560
Aeroservoelastic coupling on the UF-104 aircraft
p517 A95-91561
Experimental study of the aerodynamic characteristics
of the counter-rotation propellers p 474 A95-91562
Wake velocity measurement of counter-rotation
propellers p474 A95-91S63
Experiment of the large elastic deformation of biconvex
wing sections in an air-flow p475 A95-915&4
Simultaneous structure/aerodynamic design
optimization for a flexible wing structure
p499 A95-91565
Preliminary tests of a transonic flutter control wing
model p499 A95-91566
Supersonic flutter analysis of cantilevered composite
plate-wings p499 A95-91567
Neural network approach to identification of
aerodynamic loads on a wing. 1: Application to cantilevered
beam models p475 A95-91568
Mechanical properties of advanced toughened
bismaleimide matrix composite p 530 A95-91570
Some comments on current research and development
of civil VTOL aircrafts p499 A95-91572
Ducted fan VTOL and its flight control system
pSOO A95-9I573
Flight Test Monitoring System using X-window
pSOO A95-91574
Performance evaluation test of GPS/DGPS navigation
system installed in the NAL Domier 228: Preliminary ground
test results p487 A95-91575
Analysis and scale-model experiment of propeller driving
motor for microwave-powered airplane
p487 A95-91576
Development of a pilot tube with multi-hole pyramidal
head. 2: A five-hole yew probe of engineering model
p522 A95-91577
Exact solution of stability margin for the MIMO control
system p507 A95-91582
Effect of coupling term on stability for the two input
control system p 507 A95-91583
Comparison of the method of analyzing stability margin
by using Minus Inverse Vector Locus with classical
method p507 A95-91584
A study of computational difficulty of numerical method
in optimal control p 507 A95-91585
Flight control system design with Multiple Delay
Model/Multiple Design Point Approach
p507 A95-91586
Missile autopilot designs using full state feedback
p507 A95-91587
Analysis of an MLS automatic landing control law for
the NAL experimental research aircraft 00-228. 2: Curved
approach and landing p 508 A95-91588
Automatic grid generation procedure for complex aircraft
configurations
(BTN-95-EIX95302729765] p 605 A95-94127
Performance variation of scramjet nozzle at various
nozzle pressure ratios
[BTN-95-EIX0616952745781] p615 A95-94505
Heat transfer on bent-noise biconic in hypersonic flow
p639 A95-95394
A numerical investigation of flow around a
square-section cylinder mounted with a splitter plate
p639 A95-95401
2-D and 3-D numerical simulation of a supersonic inlet
flowfield p 641 A95-95457
Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian finite element analysts for
flow-induced vibration of rigid body p 643 A95-95485
Activities of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd.
IPB94-179694] p 22 N9S-10085
Aeroelastic tailoring research
[PB94-180031] 06 N95-10135
Computations of unsteady aerodynamic loads around
oscillating wings. Part 1: Formulation
[PB94-180049] p7 N95-10136
Computations of unsteady aerodynamic loads around
oscillating wings. Part 2: Computed results and
discussions
[PB94-180056] p7 N95-10137
Study on tensile fatigue testing method of unidirectional
fiber-resin matrix composites
[NAL-TR-1241] p 343 N95-24989
Effect of film cooling/regenerative cooling on scramjet
engine performances
[NAL-TR-1242] p 339 N95-24990
Numerical and experimental study of drag characteristics
of two-dimensional HLFC airfoils in high subsonic, high
Reynolds number flow
[NAL-TR-1244T] p 331 N95-24998
Preliminary experiments of an optical fiber display
[NAL-TR-1257] p 362 N95-25004
Flight reference display for powered-lift STOL aircraft
[NAL-TR-1251] p337 N95-25005
Low speed aerodynamic characteristics of delta wings
with vortex flaps: 60 deg and 70 deg delta wings
[NAL-TR-1245] p 331 N95-25105
Aerodynamic characteristics of the orbital reentry vehicle
experimental probe fins in a supersonic flow
[NAL-TR-1232] p 342 N95-25664
Measurements of longitudinal static aerodynamic
coefficients by the cable mount system
[NAL-TR-1226] p 331 N95-25761
Fundamental wind tunnel experiments on low-speed
flutter of a tip-fin configuration wing
[NAL-TR-1228] p332 N95-25762
Reentry guidance for hypersonic Flight Experiment
(HYFLEX) vehicle
[NAL-TR-1235] p 334 N95-25764
A quiet STOL Research Aircraft Development program
[NAL-TR-1223] p 336 N95-25862
Long endurance stratospheric solar powered airship
[PB95-178729] p 336 N95-26009
Numerical simulation of combustion flow around a flame
holder with hydrogen injection
[NAL-TR-1233] p419 N95-26523
Experimental investigation of static and dynamic ground
effect on HOPE ALFLEX vehicle
[NAL-TR-1236] p 388 N95-26525
Right evaluation of GPS/DGPS sensor systems installed
in NAL D0228
[NAL-TR-1230] p 382 N95-26585
Experiment on a rectangular cross section scramjet
combustor. 2: Effects of fuel injector geometry
[NAL-TR-1220] p 405 N95-26600
Effects of dust from storage heaters on ignition in
scramjets
F.NAL-TR-1234] p 405 N95-26706
Viscous shock-layer analysis on hypersonic flow over
reentry capsule with nonequilibrium chemistry
riSAS-656] p436 N95-26739
Wind tunnel experiments on wake flow field behind a
reentry capsule from a viewpoint of parachute deployment
at supersonic speeds
[ISAS-655] P374 N95-26740
Transonic, supersonic and hypersonic wind-tunnel tests
on aerodynamic characteristics of reentry body with
blunted cone configuration
[ISAS-658] p480 N95-29640
Experimental studies on boundary-layer transition on a
reentry vehicle at transonic and supersonic speeds
[ISAS-659] p555 N95-29712
Effects of cavity bleed and its configuration on
aerodynamic characteristics of supersonic internal flow
(NAL-TR-1247] p 594 N95-31715
Special publication of National Aerospace Laboratory
[NAL-SP-27] p684 N95-34505
Design of secondary flow control cascade using
numerical simulation p 698 N95-34507
A study on the convergence of a 3-D Euler code for
cascade flow calculations p 706 N95-34508
Verification of turbine cascade flow with tip clearance
p698 N95-34511
A study of supersonic mixing flow field with ramp
injector p 706 N95-34512
Calculation of supersonic combustion in SCRAMJET
engines p698 N95-34513
Numerical simulation of high enthalpy shock tunnel
p700 N95-34514
Hypersonic CFD analysis for the aerothermodynamic
design of HOPE p 684 N95-34520
Numerical solutions of inviscSd and viscous flows about
airfoils by TVD method p 684 N95-34521
Calculation for aerodynamic characteristics on delta
wing with leading-edge separated vortex effect using
boundary element method p 684 N95-34524
Sidewall-etfect of the wind tunnel on the estimation of
the aerodynamic characteristics of a delta wing
p 685 N95-34525
Direct numerical simulation of incompressible
homogeneous isotropic turbulence using NWT
p706 N95-34530
Performance evaluation of the NWT with incompressible
NS code p 707 N95-34533
An unsteady simulation of a centrifugal compressor
stage using the NWT p 707 N9S-34536
Parallel computation of transonic flows about an aircraft
configuration using multi-block structured grids
p685 N95-34537
Vector-parallel simulations of transonic wind tunnel flows
about a fully configured model of aircraft
p685 N95-34538
A large scale 3D Navier-Stokes analysis using
NAL-NWT p 707 N95-34539
Role of computational fluid dynamics in aeronautical
engineering. Number 12: Formulation and verification of
uni-particle upwind schemes for the Euler equations
p707 N95-34540
Numerical analysis _around the whole SST
configuration " p~693 N95-34541"
Application of CFD techique for HYFLEX aerodynamic
design p 693 N95-34542
Computations of low speed flow about space-plane
p 685 N95-34544
Numerical simulation of two-dimensional PAR-WIG
p685 N95-34548
Direct analysis of transonic rotor noise with CFD
technique p 711 N95-34549
A simulation of damping process of pendulum motion
due to aerodynamic forces p 711 N95-34551
Grid generation around airfoil with a flap using boundary
element method p 686 N95-34552
Static pressure drop by swirling flow of an internal cooling
air system through a turbine shaft p 698 N95-34560
KOREA, REPUBLIC OF
Aeroelastic stability of hingeless rotor blade in hover
using large deflection theory
[BTN-94-EIX94441386616) p 183 A95-67347
Comparison of parameter identification algorithms for
flight vehicles
[BTN-94-EIX94371347708) p219 A95-69967
Static aeroelastic characteristics of a composite wing
[BTN-95-EIX95152582340] p 282 A95-73542
Numerical study of sound generation due to a spinning
vortex pair
[BTN-95-EIX95182619075] p 307 A95-75760
Covariance analysis of strapdown INS considering
gyrocompass characteristics
[BTN-95-EIX95202637592] p 279 A95-76697
Two-dimensional viscous flow past a flat plate
[HTN-95-42210] p 430 A95-84026
Prediction of two-dimensional momentumless wake by
k- epsilon - gamma model
[BTN-95-EIX95262694299] p 434 A95-85470
Aeroelastic response of composite rotor blades
considering transverse shear and structural damping
[HTN-95-81647] p 542 A95-87695
Design of an effective controller via disturbance
accommodating left eigenstructure assignment
[BTN-95-EIX95282706663] p 565 A95-88178
Aeroelastic stability of hingeless rotor blade in hover
using large deflection theory
[HTN-95-20952] p 546 A95-88991
Effects of structural damping on aeroelastic stability of
various shaped composite plate wing
p530 A95-91530
Numerical calculations of the turbulent flow through a
controlled diffusion compressor cascade
[BTN-95-EIX95282710056] p 632 A95-92473
N
NETHERLANDS
On the dynamics of aeroelastic oscillators with one
degree of freedom
[BTN-94-EIX94501431527] p 153 A95-64524
The ICAO CNS/ATM system: New king, new law?
[HTN-95-50218] p 175 A95-64855
World trends in air transport policies. (Approaching the
21st century)
[HTN-95-50220] p 176 A95-64857
EC Aviation Scene
[HTN-95-50223] p 176 A95-64860
Optimal lateral-escape maneuvers for microburst
encounters during final approach
[BTN-95-EIX95182619127] p 276 A95-76604
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Quantitative comparison between interferometric
measurements and Euler computations for supersonic
cone flows
[BTN-95-EIX95222650782] p 358 A95-79238
Flight simulation fatigue crack growth testing of
aluminum alloys
[HTN-95-00652] p418 A95-84731
Fatigue of aircraft materials; Specialists' Conference.
Oelft, Netherlands, 1992
[HTN-95-BD076] p 387 A95-85892
Status and prospects for aluminium-lithium alloys in
aircraft structures p 387 A95-85893
Fatigue of aircraft materials and structures
p387 A95-85894
Fibre-Metal laminates p 387 A95-85895
A review of the hot-wire technique in 2-D compressible
flow
[HTN-95-61157] p 373 A9S-86256
Pressure controlled surfaces - a 3D inverse panel
method as a design tool p 491 A95-87565
Functional requirements of an aerospace Design
representation Programming Interface
(AIAA PAPER 95-0967] p 497 A95-90643
Momentum and scalar transfer coefficients over
aerodynamically smooth Antarctic surfaces
[HTN-9S-92932] p 562 A95-91870
Automation of observations in the Netherlands
p 661 A95-93485
Discretization of the parabolised Navier-Stokes
equations p 638 A95-95362
Grid adaptation for problems in computational fluid
dynamics p 643 A95-95472
Surface grid generation for multi-block structured grids
p 643 A95-95478
Reanalysis of European flight loads data
[AD-A282052] p9 N95-11179
Mach number control in the High Speed Wind Tunnel
of NLR
[PB94-201670] p 53 N95-13243
Numerical time dependent sheet cavitation simulations
using a higher order panel method
[PB94-204435] p 59 N95-13249
Studies on the flow induced by an oscillating airfoil in
a uniform stream
[PB94-204450] p 40 N95-13250
A SIMULINK environment for flight dynamics and control
analysis: Application to the DHC-2 Beaver. Part 1:
Implementation of a model library in SIMULINK. Part 2:
Nonlinear analysis of the Beaver autopilot
[NONP-NASA-SUPPL-DK-94-2802] p 84 N95-14815
Residual-correction type and related computational
methods for aerodynamic design. Part 1: Airfoil and wing
design p 128 N95-16566
Residual-correction type and related computational
methods for aerodynamic design. Part 2: Multi-point airfoil
design p 128 N95-16567
Experiments in the trailing edge flow of an NLR 7702
airfoil p110 N95-17853
Two-dimensional 16.5 percent thick supercritical airfoil
NLR 7301 p110 N95-17854
Low-speed surface pressure and boundary layer
measurement data for the NLR 7301 airfoil section with
trailing edge flap p 111 N95-17855
Wind tunnel test on a 65 deg delta wing with a sharp
or rounded leading edge: The international vortex flow
experiment p 114 N95-17872
Experimental investigation of the vortex flow over a
76/60-deg double delta wing p114 N95-17874
Sectional prediction of 3D effects for separated flow
on rotating blades
[PB94-201696] p117 N95-18503
Atmospheric effects of high-flying subsonic aircraft: A
catalogue of perturbing influences
[KNMI-SR-94-03] p 168 N95-18722
The utilization of a high speed reflective visualization
system in the study of transonic flow over a delta wing
p 121 N95-19259
Correction of support influences on measurements with
sting mounted wind tunnel models p 122 N95-19281
Fatigue life until small cracks in aircraft structures:
Durability and damage tolerance p 135 N95-19478
Results of uniaxial and biaxial tests on riveted fuselage
lap joint specimens P 136 N95-19491
Braze repair possibilities for hot section gas turbine
parts p 201 N95-19677
Gas turbine compressor corrosion and erosion in
Western Europe
[AD-B196178L] p 201 N95-19678
High velocity oxygen fuel spraying of erosion and wear
resistant coatings on jet engine parts
p202 N95-19680
Integral rocket ramjets
[AD-A285135] p 240 N95-20906
Review of aeronautical fatigue investigation in the
Netherlands during the period March 1991-March 1993
[PB95-139184) p285 N95-23161
Eddy current detection of pitting corrosion around
fastener holes p315 N95-23507
Partial camera automation in a simulated Unmanned Air
Vehicle
[AD-A288786] p 337 N95-26190
Numerical simulation of crack growth in pressurized
[PB95-192415] p400 N95-28636
Demonstration of an automated CFO system for
three-dimensional flow simulations p 551 N95-28767
PREDICHAT: First order performance calculations of
windturbine rotors using the method of the acceleration
potential
[PB95-206454] p564 N95-30200
Axial loads on yawed rotors
[PB95-214193] p592 N95-30638
Multigrid convergence acceleration for the 20 Euler
equations applied to high-lift systems
[PB95-198081] p593 N95-30814
Development of advanced approach and departure
procedures. Failure scenarios
[PB95-198123] p 601 N95-30815
Numerical investigation into vortical flow about a
delta-wing configuration up to incidences at which vortex
breakdown occurs in experiment
[P895-198024] p593 N95-30837
Validation of the helicopter rotor code HERO
[PB95-198040] p607 N95-30838
Dynamical systems as models for flow-induced
vibrations
[PB95-206991] p 647 N95-30956
Acceleration potential models
PREDICHAT/PREDICDYN applied for calculation of
axisymmetric dynamic inflow cases
[PB95-207015] p 647 N95-30957
Digital simulation of wind velocities for wind turbine
rotors: General considerations
[PB95-206447] p 677 N95-31157
Robust control: A structured approach to solve aircraft
flight control problems p 621 N95-31995
NEW ZEALAND
An air-driven pressure booster pump for aircraft-based
air sampling
[HTN-95-40689] p216 A95-69833
Verification of terminal forecasts p 664 A95-93502
NORWAY
Assessment of helicopter noise annoyance: A
comparison between noise from helicopters and from jet
aircraft
[BTN-94-EIX94341341967] p 62 A95-60867
Aircraft noise zoning in Norway p 581 A95-88476
Assessment of helicopter noise annoyance: A
comparison between helicopters and jet aircraft
p560 A95-88480
Implicit multiblock Euler and Navier-Stokes
calculations
[HTN-95-A1755] p 634 A95-93318
Response to noise around Vaemes and Bodoe
airports
[PB94-207065] p 62 N95-13575
Scandinavian Airlines Systems experience on erosion,
corrosion and foreign object damage effects on gas
turbines p 198 N95-19659
Results from tests of the Kearfott T16-B Inertial
Measurement Unit
[PB95-212031] p644 N95-30502
Metascientific problems in safety science
[PB95-196408] p645 N95-30521
Results from tests of the Honeywell integrated flight
management unit
[PB95-211355] p 601 N95-30597
OMAN
Study of an airfoil with a flap and spoiler
[BTN-95-EIX95152582327] p 265 A95-73530
POLAND
A tool for airframe shaping - idea and application
[SAE PAPER 931224] p 491 A95-87568
Actuating signals in adaptive control systems
[IFTR-13/1994] p361 N95-26330
PhotoaeoustJc chambers for studying solids and gases:
Theory and practical examples
[IFTR-39/1994] p412 N95-26837
QATAR
Criteria of forecasting low level wind shear over Qatar
p663 A95-93493
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ROMANIA
Direct boundary integral equations method to subsonic
flow with circulation past thin airfoils in ground effect
[BTN-95-EIX95242673940) p 365 A95-82224
Free convection past a uniform flux surface inclined at
a small angle to the horizontal
(HTN-95-42213] p 430 A95-84029
RUSSIA
Soft landing on the slope surface of a landing vehicle
with an air shock-absorber of forced pressurization
[BTN-94-EIX94461407941] p 85 A95-62259
Stabilization of objects with unknown nonstationary
parameters, using adaptive nonlinear continuous control
systems
[BTN-94-EIX94461407944] p 98 A95-62262
On profiling a cam of an axial aviation diesel engine
by periodic splines
[BTN-94-EIX94461407946] p 82 A95-62264
On calculated models for impellers of centrifugal
compressors
[BTN-94-EIX94461407947] p 88 A95-62265
Heat transfer in the flow-through pan of axial
compressors
[BTN-94-EIX94461407949] p 89 A95-62267
Mechanism and technological particular features of
thermomagnetic hardening
[BTN-94-EIX94461407953] p 89 A95-62627
Local-optimal control of a flying vehicle, with final state
optimized
[BTN-94-EIX94461407957] p 83 A95-62631
The effect of rotating loads suspended under a helicopter
on their amplitude-frequency characteristics
[BTN-94-EIX94461407959] p 78 A95-62633
On introduction of artificial intelligence elements to heat
power engineering
[BTN-94-EIX9446H07961] p 100 A95-62635
Profiling of the working surface of electrodes-tools for
circle electrochemical dimensional treatment of
compressor blades
(BTN-94-EIX9446t407964) p 83 A95-62638
Analytical description of and forecast for stress
relaxation of aviation materials under the vibration
conditions
[BTN-94-EIX94461408751] p 126 A95-63634
Selection of optimal parameters for a system, controlling
the flight height, when information about the state vector
is incomplete
[BTN-94-EIX94461408753] p 168 A95-63636
Gas-turbine engines with increased efficiency of two
circuits, due to the use of the utilizing steam-turbine
circuit
[BTN-94-EIX94461408755] p 153 A95-63638
On the particular features of dynamic processes in solids
with varying boundary during interaction with intensive heat
flows
[BTN-94-EIX94461408756] p 171 A95-63639
Ultimate characteristics of a rocket engine with a
turbo-pump supply system
[BTN-94-EIX94461408757] p 148 A95-63640
Mathematical modelling concerning the development of
a system of similar installations, taking into account their
operational intensity (an aircraft-helicopter fleet taken as
an example)
[BTN-94-EIX94461408763] p 103 A95-63646
A stationary flow of a viscous liquid in radial clearances
of rotor bearings in the turbocompressor of an internal
combustion engine
[BTN-94-EIX94461408765] p 153 A95-63648
New approach to geometric profiling of the design
elements of the passage part in turbo-machines
tBTN-94-EIX94461408769] p 153 A95-63652
Calculation of geometry of stamps with small allowances
for pieces of the aerodynamic profile
[BTN-94-EIX94461408772] p 103 A95-63655
On a program-information system TDsoft
[BTN-94-EIX94461408773] p 175 A95-63656
Modelling for optimal operations of line milling of
aerodynamic surfaces
[BTN-94-EIX94461408774] p 138 A95-63657
Two projects of V. M. Myasishchev
[HTN-95-50269] p 176 A95-65764
The scientific ballooning in Russia
p 191 A95-66302
Kinetic theory in aerothermodynamics
[HTN-95-A0002] p 183 A95-67829
State-space representation of aerodynamic
characteristics of an aircraft at high angles of attack
[BTN-95-EIX95062487536] p 187 A95-69244
A new generation of instruments for flying laboratories
(BTN-94-EIX94401363947] p317 A95-75532
Laser device for measuring a vessel's speed
(HTN-95-60992] p 361 A95-80633
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Stability of viscoelastic plate in supersonic flow undei
random loading
[BTN-95-EIX95262694312] p 435 A9S-85483
Verification of engineering methods of aerodynamics for
reentry vehicles by DSMC p 525 A95-87386
Numerical simulation of three-dimensional hypersonic
reacting flows over blunt bodies with catalytic surface
[HTN-95-61184] p 539 A95-875S7
Operation of the adaptive-wall wind tunnel of TsAGI,
Moscow p519 A95-88901
Disturbance generation in supersonic jets under acoustic
excitation
[HTN-95-20926] p 463 A95-88965
Aviation weather forecasting automated methods in the
RAFC Moscow and the Airport Vnukovo
P669 A95-93523
JPRS report Science and technology. Central Eurasia:
Engineering and equipment. Gas dynamics of supersonic
shortened nozzles
[JPRS-UST-94-003-L] p 22 N95-10931
Service and physical properties of liquid-jet fuels
p 151 N95-16256
Development of strength analysis methods and design
~moaBl~for~aifcraft constFucti6ns"in~Kazan Aviation" ~
Institute p 127 N9S-16264
Theoretical fundamentals of the aircraft GTE tests
p 138 N95-16265
Generalized method of solving topological optimization
problems for electrical airplane equipment systems in
computer-aided design p 169 N95-16272
Development of processes, means, and theoretical
principles of thin-walled detail plastic forming at Kazan
Aviation Institute p 155 N95-16281
Solution of Navier-Stokes equations using high accuracy
monotone schemes p 161 N95-19019
The mathematical models of flow passage for gas turbine
engines and their components p 140 N95-19020
Simulation of multidisciplinary problems for the
thermostress state of cooled high temperature turbines
p 140 N95-19021
Application of multicomponent models to flow passage
simulation in multistage turbomachines and whole gas
turbine engines p 140 N95-19022
Simulation of steady and unsteady viscous flows in
turbomachinery p 140 N95-19023
Application of multidisciplinary models to the cooled
turbine rotor design p 140 N95-19024
Verification of multidisciplinary models for
turbomachines p 140 N95-19025
Perspective problems of gas turbine engines
simulation p 140 N95-19026
Optical surface pressure measurements: Accuracy and
application field evaluation p 175 N95-19274
JPRS report: Science and technology. Central Eurasia
[JPRS-UST-94-027] p 349 N95-24470
JPRS report: Science and technology. Central Eurasia
[JPRS-UST-94-018] p 349 N95-24472
JPRS report: Science and technology. Central Eurasia
[JPRS-UST-95-011 ] p335 N95-24541
JPRS Report: Science and technology. Central
Eurasia
[JPRS-UST-94-032] p 350 N95-24759
JPRS report Science and technology. Central Eurasia
(JPRS-UST-94-022) p 438 N95-27699
FBIS report: Science and technology. Central Eurasia
[FBIS-UST-95-029] p 649 N95-31728
Navigational technology of dual usage
p688 N95-33131
Sea wave parameters, small altitudes and distances
measurers design for movement control systems of ships,
wing-in-surface effect crafts and seaplanes
P708 N95-33141
SAUDI ARABIA
Suppression of vortex asymmetry and side force on a
circular cone
[BTN-95-EIX95042474413] p 209 A95-68287
Analytical solution for controls, heats, and states of flight
trajectories
[BTN-95-EIX95152583286] p 282 A95-73587
Stability derivatives of a flapped plate in unsteady ground
effect
[BTN-95-EIX95182619225] p 270 A95-76651
Unsteady ground effects on aerodynamic coefficients
of finite wings with camber
[BTN-95-EIX95182619233) p 271 A95-76659
Modal characteristics of rotors using a conical shaft finite
element
[BTN-94-EIX94401359745] p 346 A95-77379
Similarity solutions for hypersonic flow past slender
bodies of revolution at small incidence
IHTN-95-12195) p 475 A95-91895
Cooling of aerospace plane using liquid hydrogen and
methane
[6TN-95-EIX0619952748171] p 590 A95-94465
SINGAPORE
Scheduling of local nonlinear control laws by exogenous
signals - an application to flight control
[BTN-95-EIX95262694059] p 447 A95-85675
Reduced-order nonlinear analysis of aircraft dynamics
[BTN-95-EIX95282706665] p 455 A95-89640
Measurement in laminar and transitional boundary-layer
flows on concave surface
[BTN-95-EIX95282711333] p 632 A95-92408
Multi-block finite volume calculation of compressible flow
past aerodynamic configurations p 643 A95-95473
SOUTH AFRICA
Aerodynamic effects of delta planform tip sails on wing
performance
[BTN-9S-EIX95062487544] p 185 A95-68358
Aerodynamic characteristics of strake vortex flaps on
a strake-wing configuration
[BTN-95-EIX95062487537] p 187 A95-69245
Static pressure distribution in the inlet of a helicopter
turbine compressor
JBTN-95-EIX95152582339) p 266 A95-73541
Analytic prediction of "lift for delta wings with partial
leading-edge thrust
[BTN-95-EIX95152582345] p 266 A95-73547
Erosion of dust-filtered helicopter turbine engines. Part
1: Basic theoretical considerations
[BTN-95-EIX95182619222] p 288 A95-76648
Erosion of dust-filtered helicopter turbine engines. Part
2: Erosion reduction
[BTN-95-EIX95182619223] p 289 A95-76649
Life prediction of helicopter engines fitted with dust
fitters
[BTN-95-EIX95182619224] p 289 A95-76650
Differencing of density in compressible flow for a
pressure-based approach
[HTN-95-42349] p 373 A95-86178
SPAIN
Design constraints in the payload-range diagram of
ultrahigh capacity transport airplanes
[BTN-95-EIX95152582319] p 276 A95-73522
A study of the effect of store unsteady aerodynamics
on gust and turbulence loads p 133 N95-18601
Repairs of CFC primary structures
p396 N95-27527
SWEDEN
Turbulent transonic airfoil flow simulation using a
pressure-based algorithm
[BTN-95-EIX95182619078] p 269 A95-75763
Experimental investigation of the flow around a circular
cylinder Influence of aspect ratio
[BTN-94-EIX95011441120] p 347 A95-80044
Verification of the damage tolerance of a fighter
aircraft p388 A95-85897
Secondary power system study for the hytex RA3 flight
test vehicle
[AIAA PAPER 95-6158] p512 A95-90470
The Saab-Scania approach to development simulators
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-10-137]
p522 A95-91698
Nortat: Computer generated aerodome forecasts
p668 A95-93521
Navier-Stokes computations around a realistic fighter
configuration p 591 A95-95440
High-lift calculations using Navier-Stokes methods
p 641 A95-95444
Multigrid/multiblock method for transonic potential flow
around wing/body/nacelle configurations including a
slipstream p 591 A95-95451
Navier-Stokes simulation of turbulent vortex
high-Re-number flows over a delta wing
p644 A95-95507
Propulsion research concerning SFRJ-motors
[PB94-179520] p 14 N9S-10083
Military aviation maintenance industry in Western
Europe: Concentration and internationalization
[PB94-189180] p 104 N95-17451
Evaluation of an autopilot based multimodelling
[PB94-190725] p 142 N95-174S4
Low speed propeller slipstream aerodynamic effects
P116 N95-17882
Computational simulations for some tests in transonic
wind tunnels p 164 N95-19264
Calculation of low speed wind tunnel wall interference
from static pressure pipe measurements
p 164 N95-19273
Computation of transonic flow on composite overlapping
grids in 20
[PB95-131348] p 248 N95-21132
Interfacing a digital compass to a remote-controlled
helicopter
[PB95-164927] p 340 N95-24260
Orientation determination of aircraft using visual 3D
matching and radar. Case study 2
[PB95-165791] p350 N95-25749
Aspect estimation of an aircraft using library model
silhouettes
[PB95-141834] p360 N95-25894
SAAB experience with PIO p 598 N95-31069
Turbulence models in the Navier-Stokes simulation of
airfoil stall
[TRITA-NA-9312] p 705 N95-33059
SWITZERLAND
Test bench for rotorcraft hover control
[BTN-94-EIX94511433919] p 169 A95-64585
Data processing and mapping in airborne radiometric
surveys
[HTN-95-51587] p 442 A95-83591
Criticism of the Leq as an index for aircraft noise and
other discontinuous noise sources p 559 A95-88477
Broadband polarization-transfer experiments for rotating
solids
[GTN-95-0009261494012091-58] p 579 A95-92319
Experimental investigation of the flow in diffusers behind
an axial flow compressor
—[BTN;95:EIX9528271u057] p 632~A9£92472~
Aviation and the environment p 657 A95-93464
Computational methods for preliminary design and
geometry definition in turbomachinery
p89 N95-14128
The industrial use of CFD in the design of
turbomachinery p 90 N95-14133
TAIWAN, PROVINCE OF CHINA
Analysis of an oscillating Joukowski airfoil with surface
suction and moving vortices
[BTN-95-EIX95062487527] p 186 A95-69235
Sidewash on the vertical tail in subsonic and supersonic
flows
[BTN-95-EIX95152S82316] p 264 A95-73519
Solutions of generalized proportional navigation with
maneuvering and nonmaneuvering targets
[BTN-95-EIX95202637606] p 279 A95-76683
Integrated design of hypersonic waveriders including
inlets and tailfins
[BTN-95-EIX95212645692] p 271 A95-76744
Impingement cooling of an isothermally heated surface
with a confined slot jet
[BTN-94-EIX94421348950] p 347 A95-78494
Ideal proportional navigation p342 A95-81374
Transonic flutter suppression using active acoustic
excitations
[BTN-95-EIX95262694310] p 408 A95-85481
High angle-of-attack airfoil performance improvement by
internal acoustic excitation
[HTN-95-42347] p 372 A95-86176
Nonlinear asymptotic theory of hypersonic flow past a
circular cone
[HTN-95-92599] p 461 A95-87415
Modeling three-dimensional gas-turbine combustor
model flow using second-moment closure
[HTN-95-20935] p 464 A95-88974
Controlling mechanisms of ignition of solid fuel in a
sudden-expansion combustor
[BTN-95-EIX0616952745791] p 628 A95-94255
Damage tolerance certification of a fighter horizontal
stabilizer
[BTN-95-EIX0619952748186] p 637 A95-94478
TURKEY
Aerodynamic characteristics of external store
configurations at low speeds
[BTN-95-EIX95182619230] p 271 A95-76656
Effect of spherical roughness elements upon transition
of a 3-D boundary layer
[HTN-95-92835] p 471 A95-90753
Vortex lattice method simulation of unsteady flow due
to wing/external store combination p 471 A95-91499
Computer aided static aeroelastic analysis of
wing/pylon/store combination p 499 A95-91531
Effects of splitter plate on wake formation from a circular
cylinder A discrete vortex simulation
p 639 A95-95404
At Istanbul-Ataturk Airport measurement and analysis
of noise in due of take-off time p 31 N95-11319
Scarf joint technique with cocured and precured patches
for composite repair p 396 N95-27524
u
UKRAINE
Investigation of heat transfer in a rotating ring gap with
the axial flow of a coolant during the rotation of the central
shaft
[BTN-94-EIX94461407951 ] p 89 A95-62625
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Engineering methods for the evaluation of transonic
flutter characteristics tor aerodynamic control surfaces
[BTN-94-EIX94461408589J p 141 A95-63064
Investigation of heat transfer between rotating shafts
of transmissions of turbojet engines
[BTN-94-EIX94461408760] p 138 A95-63643
Fatigue strength of high-temperature alloys under
conditions of cyclic temperature variation. Communication
1: Experimental procedure and results
[BTN-94-EIX94401363884] p 307 A95-75516
UNITED KINGDOM
Validation of empirical orbit error corrections using
crossover difference differences
[HTN-94-00912] p 25 A95-60227
Construction of nearly orthogonal multiblock grids for
compressible flow simulation
[BTN-94-EIX94361133526] p 207 A95-65981
Antarctic snow record of southern hemisphere lead
pollution
[HTN-95-40359] p 212 A95-66869
Behavior of the Johnson-King turbulence model in
axisymmetric supersonic flows
[BTN-94-EIX94441386606J p 183 A95-67337
Interference between tanker wing wake with roll-up and
receiver aircraft
tBTN-95-EIX95062487552] p 185 A95-68366
Results and performance of multi-site reference station
differential GPS
[BTN-95-EIX95112522534] p 190 A95-69329
Integrated GPS/Glonass navigation: Algorithms and
results
[BTN-95-EIX95112522531] p 190 A95-69332
Water vapor continuum absorption in mid-latitudes:
Aircraft measurements and model comparisons
[HTN-95-40756] p 252 A95-71186
Aircraft measurements of water vapour continuum
absorption at millimetre wavelengths
[HTN-95-90884] p 253 A95-72393
Electro-optic characterization of ultrafast photodetectors
using adiabatically compressed soliton pulses
[BTN-94-EIX94381359637] p 257 A95-72675
Microphysical and radiative properties of small cumulus
clouds over the sea
[HTN-95-A0526] p 255 A95-73180
On the link between cloud-top radiative properties and
sub-cloud aerosol concentrations
[HTN-95-A0527] p 255 A95-73181
Dynamical instability of the aerogravity assist
maneuver
[BTN-95-EIX95152583282] p 298 A95-73583
Design of wide angle head up displays for synthetic
vision
[BTN-95-EIX95212641070] p 287 A95-76735
Sensitivity of supersonic aircraft modelling studies to
HNO3 photolysis rate
[HTN-95-11475] p 353 A95-79453
Unsteady lift on a swept blade tip
[BTN-94-EIX950114411S4] p 329 A95-80030
Vibration measurements on rotating machinery using
laser Doppler velocimetry
[BTN-94-EIX95011440597] p 429 A95-82986
The legal status and liability of the copilot, part 2
[HTN-95-A0578] p 452 A95-83158
Considerations in the development of the coupled rotor
fuselage model
[HTN-95-61077] p 370 A95-83661
The dynamic nature of rotor thermal bending due to
unsteady lubricant shearing within a bearing
[HTN-95-42091] p 430 A95-83857
Control requirements for the RB 211 low-emission
combustion system
[BTN-94-EIX95011441244] p416 A95-84201
Computational analysis of buffet alleviation in viscous
transonic flow over a porous airfoil
[BTN-95-EIX95262694321] p 366 A95-85492
An overview of the EASOE campaign
(HTN-95-00702] p 443 A95-86272
Mesh generation and adaptivity for the solution of
compressible viscous high speed flows
[BTN-95-EIX952626971S7] p 538 A95-86893
Active boundary-layer control in diffusers
[HTN-95-42580] p 458 A95^7210
Numerical model of boundary-layer control using air-jet
generated vortices
[HTN-95-42581J p 459 A95-87211
Vorticity in an inviscid fluid at hypersonic speeds
IHTN-95-42590) p 539 A95-87220
Possible guidelines for helicopter nosie assessment
[HTN-9S-92535] p 558 A95-87355
The effects and prediction of rotary wing aircraft noise
on the community
[HTN-95-92536] p 558 A95-87356
Environmental noise monitoring - source identification
[HTN-95-92537] p 558 A95-87357
Aircraft noise and sleep disturbance: A field study
[HTN-95-92543] p 558 A95-87363
Noise levels of helicopters performing elevated pad
take-ofl and landing procedures
[HTN-95-92544] p 559 A95-87364
Measurement of free-flight dynamic stability derivatives
of cones in a hypersonic gun tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 95-6082) p 519 A95-87411
Experimental investigation of hypersonic flow over a
wing-body combination
[AIAA PAPER 95-6083] p 460 A95-87412
Buckling and postbuckling of composite structures
[HTN-95-71387] p528 A95-87605
A prediction model for noise from low-altitude military
aircraft p 571 A95-88466
Some aspects of the aeroacoustics of extreme-speed
jets p572 A95-88893
Behavior of the Johnson-King turbulence model in
Axisymmetric supersonic flows
[HTN-95-20932] p 464 A95-88971
The effect of wing sweep back upon transition in
hypersonic flow
[AIAA PAPER 95-6090] p 466 A95-89199
Polymer composite applications to aerospace
equipment
[HTN-95-B0257] p 529 A95-89201
Structural composites in civil gas turbine aero engines
[HTN-95-B0258] p 529 A95-89202
Blade-by-blade tip clearance measurement system for
gas turbine applications
[BTN-95-EIX95292721167] p 546 A95-89899
Past and present UK research on aircraft noise effects
p 560 A95-90090
Reduction of supersonic jet noise using swirl: A concept
revisited p 574 A95-90101
Evaluation of a model for boundary-layer induced noise
in aircraft p 574 A95-90102
Optimum design of composite stiffened wing panels -
a parametric study
[HTN-95-01088] p 496 A95-90274
A note on the interpretation of mini-tuft photographs
[HTN-95-01089] p 468 A95-90275
Measurement of drag using a momentum balance
[HTN-95-01090] p 468 A95-90276
Drag reduction in a rectangular duct using riblets
[HTN-95-01091] p 468 A95-90277
Central-difference and upwind-biased schemes for
steady and unsteady Euler aerofoil computations
[HTN-95-01094] p 469 A95-90280
Crack growth characteristics of integrally machined
stringer-skin panels
[HTN-95-01095] p 496 A95-90281
Preliminary reults from a particle image velocimetry study
of blade-vortex interaction
[HTN-95-01098] p 547 A95-90Z84
Unsteady aerodynamic effects of trailing edge controls
on delta wings
(HTN-95-01099] p 469 A95-90285
Predictive algorithms for the roll control autopilot of a
jet fighter aircraft
[HTN-95-21047] p 515 A95-90424
The use of thermochromic liquid crystals for heat transfer
measurements in short duration hypersonic wind tunnel
facilities
[AIAA PAPER 95-6115] p 520 A95-90443
Buffeting tests in a cryogenic windtunnel
[HTN-95-92833] p 470 A95-90751
High angle of attack missle aerodynamics
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-3-060] 0475 A95-91673
Repairs to composite structure on military aircraft
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-4-067] p 531 A95-91677
The air systems controllerate initiatives and policies for
the procurement of reliable and maintainable equipment
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-6-113] p 549 A95-91682
Air traffic management The future challenge
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-7-145] p 488 A95-91686
Airboume collision avoidance systems - The UK
experience
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-7-146] p 488 A95-91687
Developments in airfield lighting
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-7-147] p 488 A95-91688
Explosive sabotage: The potential effects of explosive
charges on aircraft
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-11-034]
p484 A95-91702
Fault Diagnosis for condition monitoring applied to
hydraulic circuits
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-12-165]
p456 A95-91703
Health monitoring and cost implications for an airline
operator
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-12-166]
p 457 A95-91704
Gas path debris monitoring
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-15-031 ]
p 508 A95-91710
Developments in wear particle analysis using
computerised procedures
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-1S-216]
p457 A95-91713
RAF ejections - historical perspectives and future
requirements
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-18-168]
p484 A95-91717
Novel implements of optical diagnostic techniques for
aerospace applications
(CONGRESS PAPER C428-21-081)
p550 A95-91726
The use of structural optimisation within aerospace
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-23-008]
p500 A95-91729
Simulation of the unsteady interaction of a centrifugal
impeller with its vaned diffuser flow analysis
[BTN-95-EIX95282710055] p 633 A95-92474
Condensation in jet engine intake ducts during stationary
operation
[BTN-95-EIX95292721154] p612 A95-92590
Modelling 2D separation from a high lift aerofoil with a
non-linear eddy-viscosity model and second-moment
closure
[HTN-95-C0005] p 585 A95-93393
A three-dimensional moving mesh method for the
calculation of unsteady transonic flows
[HTN-95-C0007] p 585 A95-93395
The improvement of meteorological data for air traffic
management purposes p 668 A95-93518
Dissemination of weather products
p670 A95-93526
Weather products for aviation from WAFC Bracknell
p 670 A95-93527
A study of the savings in time and fuel to aviation through
the use of upper-air wind forecasts p 672 A95-93538
Creating a global climatology of freezing rain using
numerical model output p 673 A95-93541
Dependable software - the state of the art
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-24-212]
p678 A95-93596
Development of an aircraft cabin water spray system
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-25-030]
p 595 A95-93599
Aircraft cabin water spray systems - research and
regulatory issues
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-25-150]
p595 A95-93600
The mini-business approach at Chadderton
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-26-037]
p 681 A95-93602
Development of an intelligent tool-condition monitoring
system for FMS
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-32-012]
p 583 A95-93617
Non-contact calibration of a CNC rivetting machine
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-32-075]
p583 A95-93618
Variable camber geometry for transport aircraft wings
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-35-061]
p603 A95-93626
The basis of civil certification and continued
airworthiness for composite aircraft structures
[CONGRESS PAPER C428-37-173]
p628 A95-93632
ASTRA - A safe, simplex, fly-by-wire aircraft control
system
[CONGRESS PAPER C42B-37-218]
p610 A95-93634
An efficient discrete vortex method for low Reynolds
number incompressible flows p 639 A95-95407
SAUNA: A system for grid generation and flow simulation
using hybrid structured/unstructured grids
p642 A95-95470
Partially implicit method for simulating viscous aerofoil
flows
[BTN-94-EIX94522406680] p 709 A95-96299
Near field noise prediction requirements
[ISVR-TR-234] P27 N95-11166
Symmetric steady manoeuvre loads on rigid aircraft of
classical configuration at subsonic speeds
[ESDU-94009] P43 N95-11774
Application of multivariate optimisation techniques to
determination of optimum flight path trajectories
[ESDU-94012] P44 N95-11793
Examples of flight path optimisation using a multivariate
gradient-search method. Addendum A: Variation of
optimum flight profile parameters with range
[ESDU-94016-ADD-A) p 44 N95-11794
Designing in three dimensions p 90 N95-14130
A method of calculating the safe fatigue life of compact,
highly-stressed components p 93 N95-14464
Wind shear and its effects on aircraft
p 77 N95-14898
Measurements on a two-dimensional aerofoil with
high-lift devices p 109 N95-17848
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Investigation of the flow over a series of 14 percenl-thick
supercritical aerofoils with significant rear camber
p 109 N95-17849
Measurements of the flow over a low aspect-ratio wing
in the Mach number range 0.6 to 0.87 for the purpose of
validation of computational methods. Pan 1: Wing design,
model construction, surface flow. Part 2: Mean flow in the
boundary layer and wake. 4 test cases
p112 N9S-17860
Detailed study at supersonic speeds of the flow around
delta wings p 112 N95-17861
Pressure distributions on research wing W4 mounted
on an axisymmetric body p 112 N95-17862
Investigation of the flow development on a highly swept
canard/wing research model with segmented leading- and
trailirtg-edge flaps p114 N95-17876
Investigation into the aerodynamic characteristics of a
combat aircraft research model fitted with a forward swept
wing p116 N95-17884
Investigation of the influence of pylons and stores on
the wing lower surface flow p 116 N9S-17885
The impact of non-linear flight control systems on the
prediction of aircraft loads due to turbulence
p 143 N95-18598
Current and future_p_rpblerns_in_structural_acoustic
"fatigue p 173 N95-19143
Application of superplastically formed and diffusion
bonded structures in high intensity noise environments
p174 N95-19162
Transonic and supersonic flowfield measurements about
axisymmetric afterbodies for validation of advanced CFD
codes p 121 N95-19260
Boundary-flow measurement methods for wall
interference assessment and correction: Classification and
review p 163 N95-19262
Estimating wind tunnel interference due to vectored jet
flows P164 N95-19265
Interference determination for wind tunnels with slotted
walls pi47 N95-19269
An investigation of drag repeatability in half model testing
in the ARA Transonic Wind Tunnel
[ARA-MEMO-392] p 188 N95-19S46
Out of area experiences with the RB199 in Toronto
p 198 N95-19654
The operation of gas turbine engines in hot and sandy
conditions: Royal Air Force experiences in the Gulf
conflict p 198 N95-19655
Future directions in helicopter protection system
configuration p 198 N95-19657
Particle deposition in gas turbine blade film cooling
holes p 199 N95-19661
Particle trajectories in gas turbine engines
p 199 N95-19663
The calculation of erosion in a gas turbine compressor
rotor p 199 N95-19664
Soft body impact on titanium fan blades
p200 N95-19671
Multiport pressure measurements on continuously
moving wind tunnel models
[ARA-MEMO-391 ] p 188 N95-19772
Validation and evaluation of the advanced aeronautical
CFD system SAUNA: A method developer's view
[ARA-MEMO-390] p210 N95-19774
Application of three-dimensional hybrid
structured/unstructured grids to land, sea and air
vehicles
[ARA-MEMO-399] p 210 N95-19775
Verification of the CFD simulation system SAUNA for
complex aircraft configurations
[ARA-MEMO-401 ] p211 N95-19776
Inviscid and viscous flow modelling of complex aircraft
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DTFA01-91-Z-02036 p 677 N95-31465
p602 N95-31521
DTFA01-93-C-00001 p 382 N95-26454
DTFA01-93-C-0001 p 599 N95-31687
DTFA01-93-P-02265 p 226 N95-21518
DTFA01-93-Z-02012 p 98 N95-15749
p154 N95-16097
p245 N95-20599
p689 N95-33480
DTFA02-91-C-91089 p 384 N95-28540
p488 N95-28790
DTFA02-93-P-7913 p 602 N95-32186
DTFA03-63-A-00328 p 366 N95-26363
DTFA03-84-R-40032 p 382 N95-28630
DTFA03-894XJ0043 p 189 N95-19805
p226 N95-20174
p226 N95-20275
p227 N95-22319
p448 N95-26638
DTFA03-89-C-0043 p 693 N95-34583
DTFA03-91-A-00018 p 328 N95-25401
DTFA03-92^00003 p 380 N95-26497
DTFA03-92-C-0035 p 225 N95-20093
DTFA03-92-Z-00018 p 77 N95-14179
DTRSS7-88-C-00078 p 690 N95-34S62
DTHSS7-88-C-0078 p 601 N95-31520
EEC-AERCWXH8-CXH) p643 A95-95472
EEC-AERO-0028-C p 575 A95-90109
E-1
EG-77-C-01-4042 CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX
EG-77-C-01-4042 p 451 N9S-27991
EPA-68-CO-0003 p 104 N95-17466
EPA-68-C4-0020 p 343 N95-26004
EPA-68-D1-0177 p358 N95-26005
ESPRIT 3 PRO). 6276 p 247 N95-20653
F-49620-93-1-0009 p 542 A95-87689
FAA-92-G-0004 p94 N95-14470
FAA-92-G-0005 p 94 N95-14479
FAA-92-G-0006 p 87 N95-14465
FAA-92-G-002 p 83 N95-15683
FAA-93-G-0068 p 94 N95-14470
F04701-90-C-0023 p 98 A95-62279
F08630-93-C-0074 p 567 N95-28745
F08635-82-C-0131 p 356 A95-80862
F08635-89-C-0208 p 404 A95-861S8
F0863S-90-C-0053 p 255 N95-19921
F08635-91-C-0189 p 341 N95-24424
F09603-89-G-0096 p 92 N95-14455
F09603-90-D-2217 p 241 N95-21687
p367 N95-26629
F19628-90-C-0002 : p" N95-10570
p 98 N95-15749
p245 N95-20599
p 300 N95-23781
F19628-90-C-0003 p 450 N95-28627
F19628-90-C-002 p 42 N95-13209
F19628-93-C-0054 p 226 N95-21831
F19628-93-K-0018 p 514 N95-29764
F19628-94-C-0001 p 60 N95-12805
F19628-95-C-0002 p 677 N95-31465
p689 N95-33480
FZ9601-89-00089 p 449 N95-27246
F29601-92-C-0109 p 247 N95-20771
p 231 N95-20772
F30602-89-D-0100 p 448 N95-26845
F30602-93-C-0040 p 679 N95-31455
F30602-93-C-0090 p 489 N95-28887
F30602-94-C-0013 p 566 A95-90683
F33615-78-C-3602 " p 12 N95-10442
F33615-S4-C-3627 p 138 N95-18164
F33615-85-C-5152 p 406 N95-28275
F33615-87-C-OS31 p 235 N95-22024
F33615-88-C-2817 p 242 N95-21969
F33615-90-C-0005 p 239 N95-20992
p700 N95-34344
p700 N95-34362
F33615-90-C-0006 p 679 N95-31684
F33615-90-C-2052 p 613 A95-93664
p613 A95-93665
F33615-90-C-3613 P 256 N95-21913
F33615-90-D-4013 P 446 N95-27234
F33615-91-C-1758 p 569 N95-29644
F33615-91-C-1788 P 566 A95-90693
F33615-91-C-2139 P 634 A95-93669
F33615-91-C-2142 p 160 N95-18660
F33615-91-C-2169 p 155 N95-16322
F33615-91-C-3407 p 493 A95-90065
F3361S-91-C-5563 P 530 A95-90477
F33615-91-C-5660 p 158 N95-17507
F33615-91-C-5661 P 244 N95-20414
F33615-92-C-1028 P 647 N95-30992
F3361S-92-C-3400 P 131 N95-18162
p 133 N95-18677
p485 N95-28811
F33615-92-C-3405 P 630 N95-31471
F33615-92-C-3601 p612 N95-31655
p612 N95-31656
F33615-92-C-3604 P 698 N95-34306
F33615-92-C-5936 P130 N95-17661
F33615-92-D-2293 P 328 N95-25607
F33615-93-C-2321 P 407 N95-28646
F3361S-93-D-3800 P 389 N95-26684
F33615-94-C-3402 P 579 N95-28870
F33617-91-C-3004 P 132 N95-18483
F33657-84-O0247 p 593 N95-30885
F33657-90-D-0027 P 423 N95-28437
F33657-93-C-2440 P 66 N95-15331
F34601-90-C-1336 p152 N95-19482
F41624-93-C-2002 P 379 A95-84560
F49620-88-C-0076 P 432 A95-85030
F49620-90-C-0027 p 643 A95-95477
F49620-91-C-0003 P 62 N95-11944
p 81 N95-15451
F49620-91-C-0014 p 248 N95-21146
F49620-91-C-0037 p 539 A95-87220
F49620-91-C-0059 P 639 A95-95383
F49620-92-C-0070 p 479 N95-29316
F49620-92-J-0078 p 608 N95-31451
F49620-92-J-0097 p 707 N95-34597
F49620-92-J-0127 p 257 N95-22216
p679 N95-30961
F49620;92-J-0146 p 541 A95-87582
F49620-92-J-0184 p 23 N95-10S35
F49620-92-J-0189 p 157 N95-16736
F49620-92-J-0227 p 152 N95-18410
F49620-92-J-0386 p619 N95-30937
F49620-92-J-0399 p 372 A95-86160
F49620-93-C-0050 p 237 N95-21122
F49620-93-1-0090 p 686 N95-34763
F49620-93-1-0143 p 567 N95-29074
F49620-93-1-0338 p 250 N95-22212
F49620-93-1-0444 p 245 N95-20484
F49620-93-1-0579 p 397 N95-28409
F49620-93-1-0588 p 523 N95-29468
F49620-93-1-0608 P 485 N95-29210
F49620-94-C-0040 p 241 N95-20299
F49620-94-C-0042 p 151 N95-16371
p381 N95-27186
p504 N95-29426
F49620-94-C-0043 p 241 N95-20481
p241 N95-20716
p556 N95-29946
F49620-94-O0049 P 556 N95-29941
F49620-94-1-0275 p 601 N95-31433
F49620-94-1-0292 P 648 N95-31432
F49629-89-CO014 p 462 A95-88898
GRI-5089-291-2077 p 338 N95-24293
IRADPROJ. R-1056 P 423 N95-28441
JPL-958123 p447 N95-27805
JPL-958208 P320 N95-23766
MDA903-89-C-0003 P 248 N95-20966
MDA903-92-C-0047 p 386 A95-84558
MDA972-90-C-0035 p 83 N95-14343
MIPR-ARO-132-90 P 432 A95-85042
MIPR-ARO-137-86 p5 A9530193
MIPR-114-91 p5 A95-60191
MIPR-130-92 pS A95-60191
MIPR-91-0007 p432 A95-85042
MIPR-92-0004 p5 A95-60191
MOESCX)5650154 p 470 A95-90447
MOESC-06650186 P 470 A95-90447
NAG-991 p 252 A95-70656
NAGW-1230 p 351 A95-78000
NAGW-1331 p458 A95-87207
NAGW-1727 p 352 A95-78014
NAGW-2182 p444 A9S36292
NAGW-2183 P351 A95-77982
NAGW-3713 p520 A95-90439
p511 A95-90440
NAGW-3715 P519 A95-88010
p470 A95-90455
p496 A95-90458
NAGW-674 p544 A95-88105
p 586 A95-93396
P350 N95-25394
NAG1-P1267 p468 A95-90273
NAG1-1056 P411 N95-26768
NAG1-1058 p24 N95-11252
p58 N95-12856
NAG1-1065 p 335 N95-24630
NAG1-1066 p 99 N95-13727
NAG1-1067 p535 N95-29036
NAG1-1088 p293 N95-22908
NAG1-1133 p239 N95-21436
NAG1-1135 p462 A95-88892
NAG1-1141 p418 A95-85062
NAG1-1150 p285 N95-22949
NAG1-1170 p10 N95-11582
NAG1-1175 p273 N95-23182
NAG1-1184 p166 N95-19473
NAG1-1188 P459 A95-87227
p540 A95-87577
P274 N95-23218
NAG1-1189 p509 A95-87410
NAG1-1240 p 437 N95-26995
NAG1-1253 p222 A95-72568
NAG1-1254 p444 A95-86292
NAG1-1257 p526 N95-29339
NAG1-1265 p545 A95-88106
p 58 N95-13201
NAG1-1311 p 153 N95-19490
NAG1-1329 p86 N95-14639
NAG1-1351 p357 N95-24219
NAG1-1365 P575 A95-90105
NAG1-1380 p295 N95-23410
NAG1-1400 p520 A95-90439
NAG1-1410 p605 A95-93673
NAG1-1437 p27 N95-11593
NAG1-1478 p704 N95-32822
NAG1-1522 p 392 N95-27180
p479 N95-29338
NAG1-1539 P377 N95-28193
NAG1-1557 p172 N95-16848
NAG1-1571 p 130 N95-18090
NAG1-1607 p340 N95-24302
MAG1-19317 p283 A95-75099
NAG1-226 p81 N95-14909
NAG1-230 p30 N95-11277
NAG1-343 p283 A95-75099
p301 N95-23179
NAG1-365 p575 A95-90104
NAG1-373 p432 A95-85028
NAG1-537 p 160 N95-18388
P439 N95-27865
NAG1-745 p 343 N95-24220
p 343 N95-24878
NAG1-795 P432 A95-85028
NAG1-833 p 397 N95-28262
NAG1-922 P 526 N95-29339
NAG1-928 p316 N95-23670
NAG2-1005 p543 A95-88084
NAG2-175 p98 N95-13725
NAG2-458 p253 A95-72423
NAG2-462 p 221 A95-72567
NAG2-477 p37 N95-11911
NAG2-561 p285 N95-23217
NAG2-565 p 463 A9S-88969
NAG2-592 p 541 A95-87682
NAG2-663 P445 N95-26669
NAG2-731 p 351 A95-78000
NAG2-733 p 588 A95-93758
p 58 N95-12228
p309 N95-23183
NAG2-789 p 518 N95-30254
NAG2-794 p 52 N95-12791
NAG2-797 p 542 A95-87694
NAG2-817 p566 A95-90688
NAG2-847 p 462 A95-88892
NAG2-854 p 224 N95-21031
NAG2-881 p249 N95-21340
NAG2-882 p43 N95-11699
NAG2-905 p 224 N95-21343
NAG2-908 p 691 N95-32928
NAG3-1072 p377 N95-28003
NAG3-1137 p316 N95-24189
NAG3-1165 p8 N95-10853
p 76 N95-15912
p275 N95-23462
NAG3-1177 p290 A95-75096
NAG3-1198 p137 N95-15970
NAG3-1203 p48 N95-12787
NAG3-1234 p 156 N95-16588
p 651 N95^2205
NAG3-1242 P418 A95-86165
NAG3-1269 p 53 N95-13200
NAG3-1273 P289 N95-23088
NAG3-1316 P210 N95-19567
NAG3-1378 p542 A95-87689
NAG3-1425 p23 N95-10132
NAG3-1434 p349 N95-24461
NAG3-1436 P462 A95-88892
NAG3-1507 p310 N95-23190
p338 N95-24213
p 703 N95-32689
NAG3-1523 p418 A95-86165
NAG3-1561 P338 N95-24392
NAG3-178 P 172 N95-16401
NAG3-330 p377 N95-27977
NAG3-376 P 465 A95-88980
NAG3-378 P 451 N95-27992
NAG3-481 p366 N95-26363
NAG3-510 p95 N95-14556
NAG3-72 p57 N95-11888
NAG3-768 p75 N95-14803
NAG3-867 P419 N95-27167
NAG3-965 p418 A95-86165
NAG3-998 P 142 N95-17404
NAG5-1440 p150 N95-17493
NAG5-1490 p707 N95-32823
NAG5-1602 p252 A95-70656
NAG5-2058 P 447 N95-27805
NAG5-30552 p214 A95-69431
NAG9-622 p92 N95-14454
NAL PRO). EA-9-000 p 35 N95-12166
NALPROJ. IO-8-117L p 142 N95-16392
NASASC-92-17394 p 23 N95-10132
NASA ORDER L-40679-0 p 449 N95-27246
NASW-4435 P44 N95-12294
p 45 N95-12305
p 45 N95-12363
p 45 N95-12530
p 45 N95-12609
p45 N95-12626
p46 N95-12628
p 46 N95-12636
p 46 N95-12637
p 46 N95-12638
p 47 N95-12639
p47 N95-12643
p 47 N95-12645
p 47 N95-12689
p 47 N95-12695
p 48 N95-12700
p48 N95-12702
p49 N95-12993
p79 N95-13703
p81 N95-15742
NAS1-14101 p61 N95-11932
E-2
CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX NCC2-729
p 170 N95-16898
p 361 N95-26085
NAS1-14472 p61 N95-11932
p 170 N95-16898
p 361 N95-26085
NAS1-15810 p61 N95-11932
p 170 N95-16898
p 361 N95-26085
NAS1-16394 p61 N95-11932
p 170 N95-16898
p 361 N95-26085
NAS1-17070 p61 N95-11932
p 170 N95-16898
p 361 N95-26085
NAS1-17130 p61 N95-11932
p 170 N95-16898
p 361 N9S-26085
NAS1-17794 p15 N95-10319
NAS1-18028 p228 N95-19950
NAS1-18107 p61 N95-11932
p 170 N95-16898
NAS1-18240 p249 N95-21258
NAS1-18378 p496 A95-90089
NAS1-18450 p145 N95-16320
_NAS1i1847_1_ p.432_A95-85028-
NAS1-18584-151 p544 A95-88096
NAS1-18584 p230 A95-72580
NAS1-18585 p108 N95-17273
NAS1-18599 p249 N95-21258
NAS1-18605 p61 N95-11932
p 170 N95-16898
p 361 N95-26085
NAS1-18754 p423 N95-28436
NAS1-18758 p422 N95-28426
NAS1-18762 p273 N95-23095
NAS1-18763 p44 N95-11952
NAS1-18778 p 442 N95-28484
NAS1 -18799 p420 N95-28270
NAS1-18841 p23 N95-10318
p536 N95-29044
NAS1-18842 p533 N95-28843
NAS1-18862 p 630 N95-31421
NAS1-18888 p 11 N95-10240
p 12 N95-10242
p 12 N95-10316
p399 N95-28476
p503 N95-29027
p534 N95-29033
NAS1-18889 p398 N95-28471
p398 N95-28473
p399 N95-28474
P426 N95-28478
p399 N95-28482
p 501 N95-28831
p 532 N95-28835
p532 N95-28836
p532 N95-28837
p533 N95-28838
p533 N95-28839
p 501 N95-28840
p535 N95-29034
p 536 N95-29043
NAS1-18935 p342 A95-81360
NAS1-18954 p 536 N95-29047
NAS1-18969 p710 N95-33396
NAS1-19000 p342 A95-81360
p 577 A95-90136
p 578 A95-90137
p51 N95-11869
p 96 N95-14912
p 97 N95-15604
p273 N95-22917
p273 N95-23185
p392 N95-27371
p552 N95-28848
NAS1-19060 p452 N95-28073
NAS1-19061 p432 A95-85029
p258 N9S-21170
p 361 N95-24879
NAS1-19136 p221 A95-71181
NAS1-19143 p452 N95-28264
NAS1-19161 p251 A95-70297
NAS1-19192 p354 A95-80830
NAS1-19299 p 159 N95-18193
NAS1-19316 p483 A9S-88964
NAS1-19317 p 151 N95-16859
p552 N95-28848
NAS1-19341 p 54 N95-12175
NAS1-19345 p496 A95-90089
NAS1-19360 p334 N9S-2S341
NAS1-19462 p406 N95-28227
NAS1-19480 p8 N95-10848
p27 N95-11593
p57 N95-11812
p61 N9S-11932
p 170 N95-16897
NAS1 -19656
NAS1-19672
NAS1 -19703
NAS1 -19708
NAS1 -19955
NAS1 -20090
NAS1-20103
NAS1-20121
NAS1-20228
NAS1-795
NAS1-8585
NAS1 0-1 1624
NAS1 0-1 1853
NAS2-12343
NAS2-12513
NAS2-13445
NAS2-1 3571
NAS2-1 3701
NAS2-13721
NAS2-1 4052 .. .
NAS2-14084
NAS2-S364
NAS3-24631
NAS3-25117
NAS3-25194
NAS3-25266
NAS3-25270
NAS3-25425
NAS3-25455
NAS3-25517
NAS3-25560
NAS3-25685
NAS3-25776
NAS3-25796
NAS3-25950
NAS3-25952
NAS3-25954
NAS3-25965
N ASS- 261 34
NAS3-26309
NAS3-26501
NAS3-26617
NAS3-26618
NAS3-26839
NAS3-27186
p 170
p170
p159
p159
p159
p314
p361
p438
P442
p569
p 159
p371
p310
p 292
p 151
p 351
p452
p362
p711
p 537
p 330
p 404
. .. p 633
p 381
p671
p98
p221
p 377
p378
p 48
p 69
P161
p161
P 17
p 36
p36
P160
p335
p 508
p 502
p392
p 105
P 15
p 18
p 465
p16
p 108
p296
p332
p649
pSO
pSO
p 592
p 555
p57
p 150
p290
p 152
p447
p 161
p162
p 139
p244
p406
p648
p57
p338
p338
p441
p316
p289
p 629
p57
P258
pSSO
p 100
p616
p 154
p7
p16
pSO
p51
p39
p89
p76
p157
p145
P123
P167
p197
p202
p211
P236
P309
p320
N95-16898
N95-18110
N95-18190
N95-18191
N95-18193
N95-23466
N95-26085
N95-27179
N95-28673
N95-30353
N95-18042
A9 5-861 57
N95-23257
N95-22674
N95-16860
A95-78000
N95-28670
N95-26160
N95-33831
N95-30252
N95-24443
A95-86159
A95-93316
N95-27859
A95-93531
A95-62279
A95-71183
N95-28230
N95-28265
N95-12831
N95-14238
N95-18955
N95-18956
N95-11223
N95-11877
N95-11884
N95-18737
N95-25334
N95-29123
N95-28928
N95-27143
N95-18044
N95-1 0247
N95-11487
A95-88980
N95-11005
N95-16887
N95-23192
N95-25962
N95-31738
N95-11901
N95-11951
N95-3061 1
N95-29538
N95-11888
N95-18743
N95-24053
N95-16905
N95-27970
N95-18938
N95-19236
N95-18133
N95-19912
N95-27866
N95-31423
N95-11996
N95-24390
N95-24304
N95-27999
N95-23792
N0<w9f?«>5>
N95-30787
N95-1 1711
N95-21888
N95-29641
N 95-14610
N95-30779
N95-16072
N 95-10148
N95-11159
N95-11867
N95-12763
N95-13197
N95-13665
N95-15852
N95-16911
N95-18054
N 95-1 8582
N95-19501
N95-19651
N9S-19769
N95-19794
N95-21383
N95-22669
N95-23259
P289 N95-23550
p 381 N95-27762
p406 N95-27860
P485 N95-29132
p523 N95-30067
p626 N95-30592
p592 N95-30704
p646 N95-30851
p 627 N95-31653
p 651 N95-32206
p 710 N95-32836
p705 N95-32930
p694 N95-32931
p 697 N95-33208
NAS3-27229 p 323 N95-22675
NAS3-27377 p 480 N95-29402
NAS3-27571 p705 N95-32930
p 694 N95-32931
NAS3-88622 p 337 N95-24624
NASS-32314 p98 N95-13885
NAS7-918 p 288 N95-22578
NAS8-36801 p312 N95-23438
NAS8-37360 p 476 N95-28720
NAS8-37925 p 363 N95-24439
NAS8-38187- —..—p 330 - N95-2421 -7-
NAS8-38416 p541 A95-87687
NAS8-38776 p 168 N95-18093
NAS8-38864 p 313 N95-23440
NAS8-39131 p300 N95-24032
NAS8-39215 p 49 N95-13027
NAS8-39368 p415 N95-27093
NAS8-50000 p437 N95-26890
NAS9-17900 p54 N95-11937
NAS9-18000 p229 N95-22161
NAS9-18426 p 488 N95-28716
p 527 N95-29447
NAS9-18873 p 150 N95-1B196
NAS9-18880 p 143 N95-18567
NAS9-19100 p49 N95-11913
NATO-CG-890894 p 252 A95-70656
NATO-CRG-890427 p 639 A95-95404
NCA2-S11 p237 A95-72565
NCA2-397 p 467 A95-90060
NCA2-581 p 467 A95-90060
NCA2-611 p496 A95-90458
NCCW-0045 p384 N95-28188
NCCW-2 p 230 A95-72580
NCC1-141 p340 N95-24388
NCC1-14 p273 N95-23193
NCC1-193 pSO N95-14794
NCC1-24 p273 N95-23193
NCC1-29 p51 N95-11869
NCC1-68 p 67 N95-13701
p 129 N95-16899
NCC1-99 p679 N95-31982
NCC10-5 p25 N95-11288
NCC2-315 p675 A95-93553
NCC2-374 p 157 N95-17418
p 150 N95-17493
p 134 N95-19130
p 348 N95-24412
p349 N95-24413
NCC2-420 p 2 A95-60173
NCC2-498 p9 N95-11366
p 374 N95-26760
NCC2-505 p 373 N95-26649
NCC2-5061 p 107 N95-16589
NCC2-507 p 438 N95-27240
NCC2-518 p 96 N95-14922
NCC2-522 p 448 N95-26648
NCC2-55 p 164 N95-19266
NCC2-582 p 309 N9S-22481
NCC2-605 p 433 A95-S5050
NCC2-616 P411 N95-26775
NCC2-617 p28 N95-11192
p 48 N95-12785
p389 N95-26651
p390 N95-26813
NCC2-624 p236 A95-71182
NCC2-636 p 74 N95-14612
p436 N95-26589
NCC2-637 p74 N95-14613
p594 N95-32193
NCC2-653 _ p 67 N95-13719
p 67 N95-13720
NCC2-657 p 10 N95-11367
p389 N95-26591
NCC2-669 p97 N95-15728
p 97 N95-15785
NCC2-675 p 401 N96-28203
NCC2-693 p 61 N95-12832
NCC2-694 p 351 A95-78006
NCC2-698 p 6 N95-10131
NCC2-724 p 22 N95-10231
NCC2-729 p 9 N95-10940
p 74 N95-14614
E-3
NCC2-738 CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX
p374 N95-26735
NCC2-738 p52 N95-11938
NCC2-740 p36 N95-11766
P389 N95-26590
NCC2-747 p 375 N95-27248
NCC2-759 p 204 N95-19576
NCC2-762 p 101 N95-13717
NCC2-767 p 406 N95-26777
NCC2-775 p 229 N95-21891
NCC2-796 p 38 N95-12389
p373 N95-26649
NCC2-799 p 360 N95-25797
NCC2-800 p SOS N95-30335
NCC2-806 P 330 N95-24379
NCC2-813 p76 N95-1S762
NCC2-9003 p80 N95-14794
NCC3-181 p 138 N95-17402
NCC3-233 p37 N95-11917
p439 N95-27882
NCC3-365 p 104 N95-17657
p 105 N95-18197
p 105 N95-18486
NCC8-39 p 80 N95-14794
NCC8-47 p 127 N95-15971
NGT-47-020-800 p 325 N95-23276
NGT-S0341 p541 A95-87688
NGT-50441 p76 N95-15853
NGT-50728 p 709 N95-33760
NGT-50952 p 544 A95-88095
NGT-50975 p 333 N9S-24391
NGT-S0981 p 294 N95-23392
NGT-51171 p520 A95-90439
p511 A95-90440
NGT-70312 P 703 N95-32693
NGT-70380 p 520 A95-90439
NIVR-01308N p 593 N95-30814
NIVR-07302N p 593 N95-30837
NOOO19-87-C-0195 p 290 A95-75093
NR PROJ. RH2-1-S-22 p 225 N95-20071
NSC-81-0401-E-007-537 p 464 A95-88974
NSF ATM-84-19733 p 444 A95-86292
NSF ATM-89-12736 p 212 A95-66315
NSF ATM-89-21119 p 351 A95-78000
NSF ATM-90-14763 p214 A95-68845
NSF ATMS-86-11729 p318 A95-76394
NSF ATMS-89-07881 p318 A95-76394
NSF BCS-92-11847 P 29 N9S-11263
NSFCDR-88-03012 P 290 A95-75094
p458 A95-87200
NSF CTS-89-14422 P 639 A95-95383
NSF ECS4394D2528 P 454 N95-28038
NSF ECS-89-22947 p 454 N95-28038
NSF EEC-93-00414 p 520 A95-90439
NSFENG-91-11333 P 454 N95-28038
NSF ENG-92-17849 P 454 N95-28038
NSF-89-1189 P461 A95-87572
NSG-3277 p 376 N95-27976
NSG5-175 P352 A95-78011
p352 A95-78012
NSRC-83-0424-E011-049 p492 A95-89198
N00014-82-K-0185 P 22 N95-10231
N00014-88-C-0291 P 491 A95-87569
N00014-88-C-0721 P 423 N95-28435
N00014-88-K-O141 P 247 N95-20849
N00014-89-J-1361 P 437 N95-26998
N00014-89-J-1815 P 256 N95-20719
N00014-89-J-3018 P 437 N95-26751
N00014-90-C-O039 P 706 N95-34343
N00014-90-J-1305 P464 A95-88977
N00014-90-J-1909 P 491 A95457569
N00014-90-J-4063 P 553 N9S-29060
N00014-90-J-4083 P 374 N95-26757
p477 N95-28921
pSSS N95-29654
N00014-91-C-0001 P 148 N95-16312
N00014-91-C-0124 P 56 N95-12546
p88 N95-15415
p 152 N95-18068
N00014-91-J-1042 P 253 A95-72411
N00014-91-J-4075 P 537 N95-29842
N00014-92-J-1976 P 36 N95-11877
p 127 N95-16565
N00014-92-K-2015 P 238 N95-20624
N00014-93-1-1127 P 168 N95-16506
N00014-94-1-0793 P 223 N95-20177
N000140-86-C-9434 P 635 A95-93698
N0014-94-J-9030 P 442 N95-28649
N00600-94-C-2972 P 608 N95-31525
N00600-94-C-3087 P 607 N95-30923
N60530-88-C-0260 p 410 N95-28281
N61339-91-D-0001 P 19 N95-10349
p 20 N95-10350
p 20 N95-10351
p 20 N9S-10352
p 20 N95-10353
p 20 N95-10354
P79
p99
P127
p423
p422
p447
p566
N62269-87-C-0216
N62269-9OO0282
N62269-904>4>412
N62269-94-C-1267
N68171-94-C-9065 p 470
N68171-94-C-9068 p 81
p231
PROJ. FFIE/633/131.1 p 601
PROJ. RHINO p 173
PROJ. SOFIA p 680
p683
p683
PROJ. 90-19 p 9
RTOP 232-01-02 p 416
RTOP 232-01-04-01 p 10
p223
RTOP 232-01-04-05 p 54
RTOP 232-01-04-06 p 96
p97
RTOP 232-01-04 p22
p63
RTOP 233-01-01-03 p 392
RTOP 233-01-03-23 p 449
RTOP 233-02-OA p 320
RTOP 233-02-03 p 295
RTOP 242-10-80 p 527
RTOP 242-50-01 p 407
RTOP 242-80-01-01 p 348
p330
p646
RTOP 242-80-01 -02 p 526
RTOP 282-10-01-01 p330
RTOP 307-50-00 p 24
RTOP 314-40-52-01-02 p 109
RTOP 324-01-00 p154
RTOP 324-02-00 p 289
RTOP 335-05-01 p 377
RTOP 464-54-03-70 p 320
RTOP 466-05-02 p 223
RTOP 505-10-11 p335
RTOP 505-38-13 p 65
RTOP 505-52-52 p 101
RTOP 505-59-10-13 p 272
RTOP 505-59-10-20 p 224
RTOP 505-59-10-30 p8
p373
p378
RTOP 505-59-10-31 p 108
p627
RTOP 505-59-10 p9
RTOP 505-59-20-01 p 684
RTOP 505-59-20 p 119
RTOP 505-59-304)1 p 5
p 106
RTOP 505-59-304)4 p 331
p594
RTOP 505-59-36-01 p 330
RTOP 505-59-36 p 25
p38
p6S
p383
p367
p409
p376
RTOP 505-59-37 p 44
RTOP 505-59-40-10 p 39
RTOP 505-59-504)2 p 159
p310
RTOP 505-59-52-01 „.. p 361
p580
RTOP 505-59-52 p 120
RTOP 505-59-534)1 p 378
RTOP 505-59-53 p 66
p 161
p 161
p449
p457
p594
RTOP 505-59-54-01 p 21
p108
p296
RTOP 505-59-54-02 p 171
p250
p554
RTOP 505-59-54-17 p 38
RTOP 505-59-54 p 249
RTOP 505-59-85-01 p 340
RTOP 505-604)0 p 337
RTOP 505-61-21 p 377
p378
RTOP 505-61-51 p 66
RTOP 505-62-OJ p210
RTOP 505-624W p 137
N95-14306 RTOP 5054)24)0 p 339 N95-24561
N95-14357 RTOP 505452-10 p 15 N95-10153
N95-16171 p 16 N95-11005
N9S-28438 p 157 N95-16911
N95-28429 p 244 N95-19912
N95-26348 pS14 N95-30007
A95-90678 p592 N95-30611
A95-90455 p 648 N95-31423
N95-15821
 P651 N95-32206
N95-20860 RTOP 505452-12 p 50 N95-11890
N95-30597 RTOP 505452-20 p 202 N95-19769
N95-19144 p697 N95-33208
N95-32187 RTOP 505452-304)1 p6 N95-10129
N95-32682 p 53 N95-13553
N95-32764 p 120 N95-19042
N95-11157 p222 N95-19913
N95-27434 RTOP 505452-36 p 58 N95-12843
N95-11489 p162 N95-19125
N95-20688 p 438 N95-27855
N95-12175
 P553 N95-29112
N95-14912 p555 N95-29538
N95-15604 RTOP 505452-404)1 p15 N95-10319
N95-11483 RTOP 505452-50 p 16 N95-11159
N95-12190
 P51 N95-12763
N95-27371 p 161 N95-18938
N95-27246 p 162 N95-19236
N95-23259 p 293 N95-22954
N95-23671
 P332 N95-25962
N95-29351 p 645 N95-30587
N95-28344 p615 N95-30617
N95-24396 p694 N95-32916
N95-24397 RTOP 505452-52 p 38 N95-12378
N95-30783 p 73 N95-14297
N95-29339 p 91 N95-14299
N95-24566 p 73 N95-14418
N95-10854
 P100 N95-14618
N95-17291
 P76 N95-15853
N95-16072 p 170 N95-16906
N95-23222 p 170 N95-17264
N95-28003 p 138 N95-17402
N95-23009 p 244 N95-19953
N95-20794
 P323 N95-23178
N95-24629 p 296 N95-23192
N95-13642 p 332 N95-26075
N95-15059 p366 N95-26363
N95-22802 p 451 N95-26801
N95-21338 p 550 N95-28719
N95-10739 p 476 N95-28723
N95-26382 p 513 N95-29115
N95-28669 p 554 N95-29371
N95-16908 p579 N95-29401
N95-32217 p 480 N95-29402
N95-11158 p645 N95-30524
N95-32821 p616 N95-30702
N95-19041 p649 N95-31738
N95-10028 p618 N95-3198S
N95-16069 RTOP 505452-70 p 25 N95-11409
N95-25338 RTOP 505452452 p211 N95-19794
N95-31984 p412 N95-27176
N95-24566 p 523 N95-30067
N95-11389 p627 N95-31653
N95-12360 RTOP 5054524J4 p 20 N95-10446
N95-13891 p21 N95-10822
N95-26587 p 626 N95-30592
N9S-26710 RTOP505453-1A p152 N95-16905
N95-26773 RTOP 505453-12 p 629 N95-30787
N95-27258 RTOP 505453-364)1 p 129 N95-17397
N95-12225 RTOP 505453-364)6 p 285 N95-22953
N95-12770 p 397 N95-28262
N95-18042 RTOP 505453-36 P 316 N95-23792
N95-23257 RTOP 505453-40 p 158 N95-17490
N95-24879 RTOP 505453-SB p 57 N95-11711
N95-29452 p 117 N95-18457
N95-19119 p141 N95-19380
N95-28674 p 167 N95-19501
N95-14921 RTOP 505453-504)4 p 55 N95-11915
N95-18955 RTOP 505453-504)6 p 13 N95-11465
N95-18956 p 501 N95-28820
N95-27914 RTOP 505453-504)8 p 346 N95-26251
N95-28816 RTOP 505453-50-13 P 104 N95-16560
N95-32188 p 366 N95-26381
N95-11466 RTOP 505453-52 p 344 N95-26119
N95-17273 RTOP 505453-534)1 p 57 N95-11815
N95-23011 RTOP 505453-704)2 P 452 N95-28073
N95-18899 RTOP 505454-104)9 p 12 N95-10245
N95-22109 RTOP 505454-10-13 P 710 N95-33396
N95-29453 RTOP 505454-124)1 p 10 N95-10566
N95-12176 p41 N95-13203
N95-21323 RTOP 505454-134)1 p 131 N95-18198
N95-24388 RTOP 505454-134)4 p 51 N95-12664
N95-24207 p 125 N95-17384
N95-28230 RTOP 505454-13-22 p 228 N95-19950
N95-28265 RTOP 505-64-13 p 593 N95-30788
N9S-14419 RTOP 505454-29 P 232 N95-21186
N95-19567 RTOP 505454-304)1 p 51 N95-11869
N95-15970 RTOP 505454-30 p 284 N95-22806
E-4
CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX W-7405-ENG-82
RTOP 505-64-36 p 11 N95-10846
p35 N95-12227
p288 N95-24030
RTOP 505-64-50-03 p 33 N95-10873
RTOP 505-64-52-01 p 17 N95-10220
p99 N95-13727
p335 N95-24630
p410 N95-27839
p518 N95-30327
RTOP 505-64-52 p309 N95-22804
RTOP 505-64-53-03 p 80 N95-14852
RTOP 505-68-00 p37 N95-11927
P108 N95-16858
p620 N95-31846
RTOP 505-68-10 p57 N95-11888
p39 N95-13197
p 123 N95-18582
p 124 N95-19284
p 124 N95-19285
p309 N95-22669
p 381 N95-27762
p485 N95-29132
RTOP 505-68-20 p 51 N95-11868
RTOP 505-68-30-01 p 330 N95-24443
p 505"N9530226
RTOP 505-68-30-03 p 120 N95-19114
p273 N95-22917
p273 N95-2309S
p 273 N95-23185
RTOP 505-68-30-05 p 17 N95-10860
RTOP 505-68-30 p 67 N95-14229
p 197 N95-19651
RTOP 505-68-32 p 18 N95-11487
p49 N95-11864
p272 N95-22666
p332 N95-26302
p 405 N95-26412
p606 N95-30646
RTOP 505-68-50 p117 N95-18565
RTOP 505-68-53 p157 N95-17418
RTOP 505-68-70-06 p 406 N95-28227
RTOP 505-68-70-08 p 6 N95-10029
RTOP 505-68-70-09 p 44 N95-11952
p378 N95-28241
RTOP 505-69-10 p 10 N95-11408
p284 N95-22829
RTOP 505-69-20-01 p 102 N95-13663
p333 N95-24633
RTOP 505-69-50 p8 N95-10853
p 80 N95-14604
p76 N95-15912
p 108 N95-16887
p119 N95-18933
p275 N95-23462
p615 N95-30594
RTOP 505-70-69-03 p 37 N95-11995
RTOP 505-70-59 P 89 N95-13665
RTOP 505-70-62-01 p407 N95-28343
RTOP 505-70-62-03 p 50 N95-12860
RTOP 505-70-62-04 p 350 N95-25394
RTOP 505-70-62 p 148 N95-19286
p274 N95-23250
p482 N95-30091
p523 N95-30228
RTOP 505-70-63 p 89 N95-13892
RTOP 505-70-91-01 p54 N95-13196
RTOP 505-90-21 p 377 N95-28003
RTOP 505-90-5K p 439 N95-27882
RTOP 505-90-52-01 p8 N95-10848
p27 N95-11593
p57 N95-11812
p61 N95-11932
p 170 N95-16897
p 170 N95-16898
P170 N95-18110
p 159 N95-18190
p 159 N95-18191
p 159 N95-18193
p314 N95-23466
p 361 N95-26085
p438 N95-27179
p442 N95-28673
p569 N95-30353
RTOP 505-90-53-02 p 26 N95-10859
p449 N95-27241
p568 N95-29454
RTOP 505-90-58 p 406 N95-27860
p615 N95-30517
p616 N95-30632
RTOP 506-40-41-02 p 309 N95-23015
p310 N95-23210
RTOP 506-42-31 p 105 N95-18044
RTOP 506-43-11-01 p537 N95-30252
RTOP 508-68-10 p684 N95-32769
RTOP 509-10-00 p8 N95-10847
RTOP 509-10-11 p65 N95-13662
RTOP 510-02-11-02 p 23 N95-10318
RTOP 510-02-11-08 p 630 N95-31421
RTOP 510-02-13-01 p 11 N95-10240
p 12 N95-10242
p 12 N95-10316
p 151 N95-16859
p 531 N95-28823
p503 N95-29027
p534 N95-29029
RTOP 532-O5-37-63 p 55 N95-12357
RTOP 532-06-37-01 p 451 N95-26392
RTOP 533-02-00 p 13 N95-11410
p36 N95-11898
HTOP 533-02-03 p617 N95-31425
RTOP 533-02-31 p 38 N95-12191
RTOP 533-02-38 p8 N95-10858
RTOP 535-03-10 p23 N95-10244
p323 N95-22675
RTOP 535-03-11-02 p 62 N95-12341
RTOP 536-01-11 p453 N95-27367
RTOP 537-02-00 p 592 N95-30704
RTOP 537-02-20 p616 N95-30853
RTOP 537-02-21 p 139 N95-18133
p236_N95r21383.
P289 N95-23550
p615 N95-30589
p616 N95-30698
p705 N95-32930
p694 N95-32931
RTOP 537-02-22 p 76 N95-15852
p617 N95-30861
RTOP 537-02-23 p8 N95-10820
p37 N95-11917
p 39 N95-13058
p 105 N9S-16038
p482 N95-30253
RTOP 537-03-21-03 p 75 N95-14878
RTOP 537-03-23-03 p 249 N95-21258
RTOP 537-06-20-06 p 151 N95-16860
p343 N95-24878
RTOP 537-06-21-09 p 645 N95-30682
RTOP 537-07-00 p116 N95-18101
RTOP 537-07-20 p 273 N95-23193
RTOP 537-08-21-01 p 335 N95-24582
RTOP 537-09-21-05 p 453 N95-26427
RTOP 537-10-20 p 406 N95-27866
RTOP 538-01-11 p50 N95-11867
RTOP 538-01-13-01 p 334 N95-25341
RTOP 538-02-10-01 p 92 N95-14453
p 88 N95-14920
p 124 N95-19468
RTOP 538-03-11-01 p711 N95-33831
RTOP 538-03-11 p7 N95-10148
p50 N95-11901
pSO N95-119S1
p 100 N95-14610
p 156 N95-16588
p 145 N95-18054
p 258 N95-21888
P580 N95-29641
p457 N95-30229
p616 N95-30779
p710 N95-32836
RTOP 538-03-15-01 p 362 N95-26160
p452 N95-28670
RTOP 538-04-13-01 p 292 N95-22674
RTOP 538-05-13-01 p 238 N95-20669
P226 N95-20706
RTOP 538-06-13 p316 N95-24189
RTOP 538-06-14 p 651 N95-32205
RTOP 538-08-11 p338 N95-24304
RTOP 550-00-00 p416 N95-27763
RTOP 694-03-OC p 146 N9S-18586
RTOP 763-01-51-25 p 22 N95-11003
RTOP 763-23-35-08 p 97 N95-1S898
p97 N95-15899
RTOP 776-33-41 p 447 N95-27970
RTOP 778-32-21 p 101 N95-15743
RTOP 963-20-OC p 438 N95-27854
RTOP 963-70-OH p 104 N95-17657
p 105 N95-18197
p 105 N95-18486
. RTOP-505-68-30 p 69 N95-14239
p 71 N95-14251
RTOP-509-10-11 p23 N95-10132
SBIR-02.04-8581 p415 N95-27093
S2-13534 p 1 A95-60160
T2-341085/8BO3 p 22 N95-10231
W-31-109-ENG-38 p52 N95-11752
p 157 N95-16828
p 231 N95-20370
p258 N95-21388
p300 N9S-22764
W-7405-ENG-36 p39 N9S-12652
p 324 N95-24076
p 420 N9S-27851
W-7405-ENG-48
W-7405-ENG-82
p249
p256
p250
p297
p 441
p452
P441
p644
p584
p701
p708
p24
p436
N95-21478
N95-21552
N95-22299
N95-24019
N95-28029
N95-28108
N95-28139
N95-30507
N95-32164
N95-33408
N95-33642
N95-11135
N95-26445
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A-94007 p 65
A-94053 p 120
A-94069 p 63
A-94076 p 44
A-94104 p 95
A-94105 p8
A-94112 p11
A-94118 p37
A-94119 p274
A-94122 p 38
A-94125 p37
A-94133 p 25
A-94139 p 35
A-94140 p453
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N95-21687
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AD-A279605 p 255 N95-20441
AD-A279692 p 341 N95-24424
AD-A279717 p 239 N95-20992
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AD-A279922 p 188 N95-19863
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AD-A279991 p 248 N95-20966
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AD-A280074 p412 N95-28151
AD-A280075 p 420 N95-28152
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AD-A280239 p 20 N95-10351 #
AD-A280432 p 20 N95-10352
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AO-A280434 p 20 N9S-10354
AD-A280824 p 79 N95-14306 #
AD-A280860 p 21 N95-10919
AD-A280907 p 108 N95-16824 #
AD-A280933 p 23 N95-10535 #
AD-A280974 p 168 N95-16506 #
AD-A280990 p 105 N95-15994 #
AD-A281035 p 156 N95-16448 #
AD-A281075 p 107 N95-16808 #
AD-A281380 p87 N95-14363 #
AD-A281386 p 106 N95-16160 #
AD-A281399 p 169 N95-16864 #
AD-A281412 p 155 N95-16163 #
AD-A281444 p36 N95-11829
AD-A281452 p 106 N9S-16076
AD-A281520 p 154 N9S-16097
AD-A281526 p 106 N95-16099
AD-A281534 p 142 N95-16109
AD-A281580 p 127 N95-16171 #
AD-A281581 p76 N95-15465
AD-A281706 p 81 N95-15451
AD-A281749 p 14 N95-11595 #
AD-A281871 p 127 N95-16356 #
AD-A281897 p 25 N95-11330
AD-A281974 p 52 N95-11789
AD-A281982 p 65 N9S-14144 #
AD-A281985 p 145 N95-17444
AD-A282052 p9 N95-11179 #
AD-A282208 p 40 N95-12499 #
AD-A282209 p 62 N9S-12426 #
AD-A282259 p 45 N95-12410
AD-A282371 p 62 N95-11944
AD-A282412 p 158 N95-17507
AD-A282440 p 96 N95-15547
AD-A282467 p 51 N95-13289
AD-A282479 p 125 N95-17373
AD-A282664 p 60 N95-12805
AO-A282729 p 54 N95-12507 #
AD-A282787 p 126 N95-17706
AD-A282839 p 83 N95-14343
AD-A282917 p 88 N95-15415
AD-A282923 p 82 N95-15392
AD-A282950 p49 N95-12591 #
AD-A282966 p 130 N95-17661 #
AD-A283011 p84 N95-13687 #
AD-A283052 p 61 N9S-12996 #
AD-A283081 p 172 N95-17334 #
AD-A283207 p 129 N95-17631 #
AD-A283210 p96 N95-14658
AD-A283227 p 80 N95-14849 #
AD-A283228 p 87 N95-14850
AO-A283335 p 130 N95-18008 #
AD-A283398 p 109 N95-17435
AD-A283450 p 62 N95-12512
AD-A2834S9 p 56 N95-12546
AD-A283464 p 38 N95-12548
AD-A283500 p 40 N95-12623
A&-A283505 p 126 N95-18059 #
AD-A283550 p85 N9S-15328 #
AD-A283564 p 83 N95-15329 #
AD-A283585 p 75 N95-15319 #
AD-A283618 p 133 N95-18616 #
AD-A283656 p119
AD-A283669 p 170
AD-A283671 p 66
AD-A283688 P119
AD-A283700 p 133
AD-A283718 p 160
AD-A283802 P 255
AD-A283828 p118
AD-A283849 p 77
AD-A283854 p 91
AD-A283867 P119
AD-A283874 p 99
AD-A283897" p 171
AD-A283925 P 133
AD-A283926 p 131
AD-A283933 P 138
AD-A283981 P 134
AD-A283982 p 79
AD-A283994 p 134
AD-A283997 p 146
AD-A283998 P 146
AD-A283999 p 134
AD-A284000 p 231
AD-A284049 p 226
AD-A284050 P 160
AD-A284057 p 118
AD-A284064 p 8
AD-A284075 p 161
AD-A284097 p117
AD-A284099 p 131
AD-A284115 P 146
AD-A284119 p132
AD-A284126 P 152
AD-A284151 P 132
AD-A284154 p 132
AD-A284159 p 92
AD-A284206 P 130
AD-A284230 P 87
AD-A284249 p210
AD-A284253 p 194
AD-A284280 P 230
AD-A284291 P 223
AD-A284319 p 131
AD-A284332 p 139
AD-A284375 p 117
AD-A284433 p 81
AD-A284467 p 81
AD-A284745 P 27
AD-A284763 P 146
AD-A284765 p 126
AD-A284802 p216
AD-A284824 p217
AD-A284833 p 194
AD-A284877 p 98
AD-A284887 p 120
AD-A284971 p 171
AD-A284982 p 61
AD-A284998 p 241
AD-A285053 p 245
AD-A285102 p 276
AD-A285118 p300
AD-A285127 p 197
AD-A285135 P 240
AD-A285190 p 123
AD-A285323 p 151
AD-A285455 p 108
AD-A285498 p 157
AD-A285500 p 129
AD-A28555S p 143
AD-A285593 p 237
AD-A285622 P 248
AD-A285626 P 228
AD-A285673 p 156
AD-A285684 p 194
AD-A285691 p 226
AD-A285713 p 132
AD-A285727 p 152
AD-A285738 p 225
AD-A285758 .'. p 238
AD-A285797 p 284
AD-A28S832 p 232
AD-A28S845 p 226
AD-A285862 P 242
#
N95-18669
N95-18018
N95-15331
N95-18670
N95-18621
N95-18436
N95-19921
N95-18624
N95-14350
N95-14351
N95-18674
N95-14357
N95-18365"
N95-18677
N95-18162
N95-18164
N95-18891
N95-14205
N95-19067
N95-18724
N95-18725
N95-18726
N95-20466
N95-21518
N95-18660
N95-18663
N95-10848
N95-19035
N95-18380
N95-18398
N95-18405
N95-18407
N95-18410
N95-18415
N95-18417
N95-14405
N95-17953
N95-14409
N95-19730
N95-19731
N95-19963
N95-20248
N95-18381
N95-18383
N95-18340
N95-15815
N95-15821
N95-11593
N95-18087
N95-18088
N95-19685
N95-19688
N95-19693
N95-15749
N95-19110
N95-16226 #
N95-11932' #
N95-20481
N95-20484 #
N95-23201
N95-23781
N95-19595
N95-20906
N95-16404
N95-16371
N95-17178
N95-16736
N95-16969
N95-18641
N95-21214
N95-21146
N95-21148
N95-16621
N95-19517
N95-20275
N95-18483
N95-18068
N95-20071
N95-19931
N95-22S10
N95-20032
N95-21831
N95-22132
#
ft
F-1
AD-A285921 REPORT NUMBER INDEX
AD-A285921 p 255 N95-19989
AD-A285928 p 223 N95-19991
AD-A285930 p 241 N95-20299
AD-A285998 p 241 N95-20716
AD-A286007 p 256 N95-20719
AD-A286032 p 248 N95-20998
AD-A286044 p 248 N95-21001
AD-A286049 p 227 N95-22417
AD-A286058 p 258 N9S-21170'
AD-A286077 p 247 N95-20849
AD-A286127 p 235 N95-22232
AD-A286134 p 235 N95-22036
AD-A286165 p 232 N95-22039
AD-A286190 p 231 N95-20329
AD-A286208 p 258 N95-21882
AD-A286239 p 235 N95-22024
AD-A286279 p 249 N95-22005
AD-A286287 p 259 N95-22044
AD-A286295 p 226 N95-22318
AD-A286298 p219 N95-22046
AD-A286309 p 219 N95-20091
AD-A286312 p 225 N95-20093
AD-A286315 p 226 N95-20174
AD-A286319 p 223 N95-20177
AD-A286337 p 239 N95-21719
AD-A286338 p 231 N95-20212
AD-A286381 p 227 N95-22352
AD-A286382 p 227 N95-22319
AD-A286507 p 250 N95-22212
AD-A286515 p 257 N95-22216
AD-A286572 p 256 N95-20828
AD-A286593 p 231 N95-20860
AD-A286632 p 247 N95-20771
AD-A286633 p 231 N95-20772
AD-A286722 p 446 N95-27234
AD-A286825 p 630 N95-31268
AD-A288217 p 336 N95-25578
AD-A288280 p 445 N95-26453
AD-A288281 p 382 N95-26454
AD-A288284 p 366 N95-26455
AD-A288289 p 366 N95-26409
AD-A288297 p418 N95-26417
AD-A288298 p 436 N95-26418
AD-A288347 p 380 N95-26527
AD-A288348 p 367 N95-26629
AD-A288395 p 350 N95-25606
AD-A288401 p 380 N95-26497
AD-A288487 p 378 N95-28331
AD-A288492 p 448 N95-26638
AD-A288503 p 389 N95-26652
AD-A288S36 p 381 N95-27186
AD-A288590 P 446 N95-26841
AD-A288610 P 388 N95-26481
AD-A288618 p 328 N95-25607
AD-A288624 p 334 N95-25609
AD-A288652 P 380 N95-26485
AD-A288658 P 620 N95-31400
AD-A288689 P 341 N95-26053
AD-A288696 P 601 N95-31013
AD-A288744 p 401 N95-28586
AD-A288786 P 337 N95-26190
AD-A288822 P 447 N95-26348
AD-A288824 P 435 N95-26349
AD-A288899 P 502 N95-28928 '
AD-A288961 P 450 N95-28335
AD-A288962 P 436 N95-26405
AD-A289015 P384 N95-27903
AD-A289134 P 408 N95-26555
AD-A289145 P 437 N95-26998
AD-A289150 P 401 N95-27003
AD-A289174 p411 N95-26556
AD-A289190 p 391 N95-27018
AD-A289215 P 449 N95-26990
AD-A289220 P 409 N95-26957
AD-A289221 p409 N95-26958
AD-A289246 p412 N95-26966
AD-A289263 P 383 N95-26978
AD-A289271 p 409 N95-26981
AD-A289280 p 383 N95-26985
AD-A289288 P 410 N95-27036
AD-A289301 P 391 N95-27042
AD-A289306 p 448 N95-26920
AD-A289325 p 448 N95-26895
AD-A289328 p 383 N95-26898
AD-A289330 p 513 N95-28908
AD-A289334 p 375 N95-26901
AD-A289336 p419 N95-26842
AD-A289341 p 437 N95-26751
AD-A289376 p 390 N95-26876
AD-A289378 p 437 N95-26877
AD-A289379 p 406 N95-26878
AD-A289457 p 391 N95-26993
AD-A289458 p 391 N95-26994
AD-A289503 p 390 N95-26844
AD-A289508 p 375 N95-26854
AD-A289511 p 448 N95-26845
# AD-A289540 p 390 N95-26873
# AD-A289551 p 407 N95-28646
# AO-A289553 p 374 N95-26757
# AD-A289562 p 389 N95-26684
# AD-A289590 p 374 N95-26713
# AD-A289598 p 442 N95-28649
# AD-A289601 p 374 N95-26719
# AD-A289629 p 446 N95-26858
# AD-A289631 p 375 N95-26859
# AD-A289635 p 436 N95-26722
# AD-A289758 ~. p 170 N95-18110'*1
# AD-A289759 p 508 N95-28691
AD-A289760 p 508 N95-28692
AD-A289769 p 504 N95-29457
# AD-A289771 .". p410 N95-28598
# AD-A289799 p 508 N95-29123 '
# AD-A289802 : p 552 N95-28948
# AD-A289820 p 197 N95-19653 #
# AD-A289830 p 368 N95-28610
# AD-A289847 p 426 N95-28621
AD-A289891 p 400 N95-28626
AD-A289912 p 450 N95-28627 •
# AD-A289926 p 607 N95-30927 #
AD-A289934 p 594 N95-30929 #
# AD-A289986 p 382 N95-28630
# AD-A290045 p 502 N95-28851
# AD-A290107 p485 N95-29210 #
# AD-A290136 p 490 N95-30031 #
# AD-A290149 p 479 N95-29316 #
# AD-A290196 p485 N95-29057 tt
# AD-A290203 p 553 N95-29060 #
# AD-A290207 p 51 N95-12763 • #
# AD-A290212 p 567 N95-29074 #
# AD-A290223 p 137 N95-15970 * #
# AD-A290232 p523 N95-29468 #
AD-A290249 p 504 N95-29426 #
AD-A290331 p 210 N95-19567 ' #
AD-A290358 p 503 N95-29322 #
AD-A290367 p 554 N95-29228 #
AD-A290421 p 554 N95-29387 #
AD-A290532 p 514 N95-29496 #
AD-A290542 p 505 N95-29565 #
AD-A290546 p 477 N95-29091 tt
AD-A290645 p 555 N95-29562 #
AD-A290693 p 569 N95-29644 #
AD-A290720 p 480 N95-29500 #
AD-A290755 p 537 N95-29482
AD-A290824 p 555 N95-29654 #
AD-A290835 p 490 N95-29880 #
AD-A290856 p 678 N95-30406 #
AD-A290889 p 537 N95-29842 #
AD-A290920 p 580 N95-30084 #
AD-A290940 p 514 N95-29764 #
AD-A290952 p 490 N95-29733 #
AD-A290966 p 485 N95-29873 #
AD-A291058 p 509 N95-29950 #
AD-A291065 p 523 N95-29967 #
AD-A291084 p482 N95-29972 #
# AD-A291138 p557 N95-30122 #
AD-A291275 p 514 N95-29934 #
AD-A291315 p556 N95-29941 #
AD-A291345 p 556 N95-29946 #
AD-A291365 p 557 N95-30087 #
AD-A291435 p 556 N95-30072 #
AD-A291518 p 481 N95-29853 #
AD-A291520 p485 N95-29855 #
AD-A291566 p 162 N95-19251 #
AD-A291614 p397 N95-28409
AD-A291628 p 398 N95-28411
AD-A291666 p 381 N95-28454
AD-A291714 p400 N95-28504
AD-A291804 p480 N95-29428 #
AD-A291875 p 504 N95-29437 #
AD-A291932 p 488 N95-28790 ft
AD-A291964 p 67 N95-14103 #
AD-A292019 p315 N95-23602 #
AD-A292029 p 553 N95-29187 #
AD-A292113 p 477 N95-28921 #
AD-A292121 p248 N95-21061 #
AD-A292135 p 537 N95-29572 #
AD-A292149 p 563 N95-29160 tt
AD-A292253 p 489 N95-28887 tf
AD-A292284 p 579 N95-28870 #
AD-A292357 p 302 N95-23496 #
AD-A292436 p 579 N95-28996 #
AD-A292522 p 485 N95-28811 tf
AD-A292573 p 502 N95-28977 tf
AD-A292670 p 457 N95-29414 #
AD-A292711 p619 N95-30937 #
AD-A292758 p 598 N95-31428 #
AD-A292777 p 648 N95-31432 #
AD-A292781 p 601 N95-31433 #
AD-A292819 p 648 N95-31443 tf
AD-A292861 p 608 N95-31451 #
AD-A292873 p 598 N95-31454 #
AD-A292883 p 679 N95-30961
AD-A292911 p 679
AD-A292973 p 626
AD-A292992 p 630
AD-A293012 p648
AD-A293039 P 599
AD-A293056 p 392
AD-A293113 p593
AD-A293223 p 646
AD-A293237 p 646
AD-A293254 p 678
AD-A293270 p 629
AD-A293277 p617
AD-A293308 p 646
AD-A293309 p 607
AD-A293416 p 679
AD-A293442 p 630
AD-A293452 p 647
AD-A293586 p 599
AD-A293611 p612
AD-A293612 p612
AD-A293682 p 584
AD-A293689 P 608
AD-A293690 p 689
AD-A293691 p 602
AD-A293741 p 599
AD-A293753 p 602
AD-A293770 P 608
AD-A293771 P 608
AD-A293775 P 677
AD-A293782 P 602
AD-A293797 p611
AD-A293808 P 677
AD-A293882 P 601
AD-A293891 P 608
AD-A293902 P 599
AD-A293932 P 602
AD-A293962 P 608
AD-A294113 p701
AD-A294126 P 686
AD-A294167 p 686
AD-A294211 P 698
AD-A294369 P 700
AD-A294375 P 700
AD-A294377 P 706
AD-A294385 P 700
AD-A2947S2 P 690
AD-A294878 P 690
AD-A294931 P 707
AD-A294968 P 693
AD-A294993 P 707
AD-A295035 P 693
AD-A295108 P 691
AD-B167205L P 15
AD-B196152L P 139
AD-B196178L P 201
AD-0016222 P 258
AD-D016423 P 116
AD-D016457 p 151
AD-D016458 P 152
AD-D016475 P 160
AD-D016504 p 258
AD-D016522 p 224
AD-D016573 p 244
AD-D017251 p389
AD-D017265 P388
AD-D017360 p611
AD-D017455 : p646
AD-D017462 p 629
AD-D017463 p629
AD-D017476 P706
AD-E501787 p 248 N95-20966
ADST/TR-94-003276-VOL-2 p 20 N95-10352
ADST/TR-94-003276-VOL-5 p 20 N95-10353
ADST/TR-94-003280 p 79 N95-14306 #
ADST/TR-94-003281 p 20 N95-10354
N95-31455
N95-3H68
N95-31471
N95-31475
N95-31667
N95-27504
N95-30885
N95-30902
N95-30906
N95-30892
N95-31124
N95-31191
N95-30922
N95-30923
N95-31684
N95-31368
N95-31374
N95-31687
N95-31655
N95-31656
N95-31598
N95-31602
N95-33480
N95-32022
N95-31569
N95-31572
N95-31S78
N95-31579
N95-31465
N95-31581
N95-31584
N95-31587
N95-31520
N95-31544
N95-31512
N95-31521
N95-31525
N95-34500
N95-34750
N95-34763
N95-34306
N95-34362
N95-34342
N95-34343
N95-34344
N95-34562
N95-34570
N95-34597
N95-34583
N95-34818
N95-34793
N95-34797
N95-10319
N95-19017
N95-19678
N95-21100
N95-18337
N95-19073
N95-19090
N 95-1 8461
N95-21673
N95-21864
N95-20295
N95-26537
N95-26507
N95-31180
N95-30727
N95-30749
N95-30750
N95-34449
#
#
#
tt
#
#
#
tt
#
#
#
#
#
if
#
if
tf
#
tf
#
#
tf
it
it
#
if
tt
tf
tt
#
tf
tt
it
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
it
it
#
tt
#
it
#
tt
tt
tt
if
tt
tt
• #
#
tf
tt
ADST/TR94-003276-VOL-1
ADST/TR94-003276-VOL-3
ADST/TR94-003282
ADST/WDL/TR-93-003274
ADST/WDL/TR-94-00325 ..
p20 N95-10350
p20 N95-10351 #
p 19 N95-10349 #
p127 N95-16171 tf
p99 N95-14357 tt
AEDC-TR-94-10 p258 N95-21170'#
AEDC-TR-94-12 p599 N95-31667 tf
AEDC-TR-94-14 p646 N95-30906 #
AEDC-TR-94-5 p119 N95-18674
AEDC-TR-94-6 p118 N95-18663
AEDC-TR-94-7 p 134 N95-18891
AEDC-TR-94-8 P 223 N95-20248 #
AEDC-TR-95-5 P 707 N95-34818 tt
F-2
REPORT NUMBER INDEX AR-008-938
AERO-TN-9301 p 131 N95-18097 #
AFCESA/ESL-TR-92-25 p 341 N95-24424
AFIT/CI-95-028 p 690 N95-34570 #
AFIT/CI/CIA-94-013D p 145 N95-17444
AFIT/CI/CIA-94-030D p 62 N9S-12512
AFIT/CI/CIA-94-033D p 91 N95-14351 #
AFrT/CI/CIA-94-095 p65 N95-14144 #
AFIT/CI/CIA-94-118 p 38 N95-12548
AFIT/CI/CIA-94-158 p 508 N95-28692
AFIT/CI/CIA-94-166 p 508 N95-28691
AFIT/CI/CIA-94-170 p552 N95-28948
AFIT/CI/CIA/94-136 p 388 N95-26481
AFIT/CI/CIA/94-159 p 410 N95-28598
AFIT/DS/AA/94-4 p 120 N95-19110
AFIT/DS/AA/94-7 p 480 N95-29500 tt
AFIT/DS/ENS/95-01 p678 N95-30406 it
AFIT/GA/ENY/94D-1 p412
AFIT/GA/ENY/94D-8 p 410
AFIT/GAE/ENY/94D-11 p 390
AFIT/GAE/ENY/94D-13 p 406
AFIT/GAE/ENY/94D-14 p 375
AFIT/GAE/ENY/94D-3 p 448
AFIT/GAE/ENY/95M-01 p611
AFIT/GCS/ENC/94D-01 p 419 N95-26842
AFIT/GCS/ENG/94D-02 p 390 N95-26876
AFIT/GCS/ENG/94D-11 p 448 N95-26895
AFIT/GE/ENG/94D-04 p 449 N95-26990
AFIT/GE/ENG/94D-06 p 391 N95-27042
AFIT/GE/ENG/94D-07 p 437 N95-26877
AFIT/GE/ENG/94D-09 p 383 N95-26898
AFIT/GE/ENG/94D-13 p 383 N95-26985
AFIT/GE/ENG/94D-18 p 409 N95-26957
AFIT/GE/ENG/94D-24 p 409 N95-26958
AFIT/GE/ENG/94D-30 p 409 N95-26981
AFIT/GEE/ENS/94S-26 p 216 N95-19685 tt
AFIT/GOA/ENS/95M-02 p 602
AFIT/GOA/ENS/95M-04 p 599
N95-31581
N95-31512
AFIT/GSO/ENS/94CM>6 p 390 N95-26873
AFIT/GSS/LAR/94D-3 p 401 N95-28586
AFOSR-TR-94-0463 p 54 N95-12507 #
AFOSR-0020TR p 479 N95-29316 #
AFOSR-94-0310TR p 237 N95-21122
AFOSR-94-0338TR p 203 N95-19864
AFOSR-94-0375TR p 23 N95-10535 #
AFOSR-94-0488TR p 248 N95-21146 #
AFOSR-94-0501TR p 152 N95-18410
AFOSR-94-0559TR p 245 N95-20484 #
AFOSR-94-0608TR p 241 N95-20481
AFOSR-94-0625TR p 157 N95-16736 #
AFOSR-94-0640TR p 151 N95-16371 #
AFOSR-94-0673TR p 241 N95-20716 8
AFOSR-94-0674TR p 241 N95-20299 tt
AFOSR-94-0687TR p 381 N95-27186
AFOSR-94-0691TR p418 N95-26417
AFOSR-94-0727TR p 250 N95-22212 #
AFOSR-94-0741TR p 257 N95-22216 #
AFOSR-94-0756TR p 336 N95-25578
AFOSR-94-0760TR p 436 N95-26405
AFOSR-95-0005TR p 485 N95-29210 #
AFOSR-95-0048TR p 523 N95-29468 8
AFOSR-95-0055TR p 567 N95-29074 #
AFOSR-95-0082TR p 482 N95-29972 8
AFOSR-95-0099TR p 556 N95-29941 8
AFOSR-95-0106TR p 556 N95-29946 tt
AFOSR-95-0174TR p619 N95-30937 tt
AFOSR-95-0191TR p 648 N95-31443 tt
AFOSR-95-0192TR p 648 N95-31432 tt
AFOSR-95-0202TR p 679 N95-30961
AFOSR-95-0235TR p 678 N95-30892 #
AFOSR-95-0326TR p 608 N95-31602 tt
AFOSR-95-0344TR p 686 N95-34763 tt
AFOSR-95-0382TR p 707 N95-34597 8
AGARD-AG-300-VOL-12 p 77 N95-14199 8
AGARD-AG-300-VOL-13 p 504 N95-29503 8
AGARD-AG-300-VOL-3-PT-2 p 79 N95-14102 tt
AGARO-AG-321 p 126 N95-18927 8
AGARD-AG-323 p 67 N95-14103 #
AGARD-AG-325 p 72 N95-14264 8
AGARD-AR-278 p 145 N95-17388 #
AGARD-AR-303-SUPPL p117 N95-18539
AGARD-AR-303-VOL-1 p 91 N95-14201 tt
AGARD-AR-303-VOL-2 p 109 N95-17846 tt
AGARD-AR-304 p 67 N95-14197 #
AGARD-AR-323 p 149 N95-17278 8
AGARD-AR-335 p 597 N95-31061 tt
AGARD-CP-535 p 162 N95-19251 #
AGARD-CP-549 p 173 N95-19142 tt
AGARD-CP-550 p 392 N95-27504 tt
AGARD-CP-551 p 248 N95-21061 tt
AGARD-CP-558 p 197 N95-19653 #
AGARD-CP-560 p 620 N95-31989 #
AGARD-CP-562 p 233 N95-20631 #
AGARD-CP-563 p 686 N95-32486 #
AGARD-CP-565 p 302 N95-23496 tt
AGARD-HIGHLIGHTS-94/2 p 102 N95-13640 #
AGARD-INDEX-92-94 p711 N95-33198 tt
AGARD-LS-195 p 89 N95-14127 tt
AGARD-LS-197 p 77 N95-14893 8
AGARI>LS:198 ._^ ...a _pJ39_N95-_190.17__#_
" AGARD-LS-201 p650 N95-32165 tt
AGARD-R-798 p143 N95-18597 tt
AGAHD-R-803 p 127 N95-16562 tt
AGARD-R-804 p 73 N95-14445 tt
AGARD-R-809 p315 N95-23602 8
AIAA PAPER 86-0732 p 18 A95-60161 '
AIAA PAPER 86-1918 p1 A95-60164 *
AIAA PAPER 89-2787 p 14 A95-60172 *
AIAA PAPER 92-02109 p 27 A95-60166 *
AIAA PAPER 934)002 p3 A95-60180 '
AIAA PAPER 93-2861 p4 A95-60186 *
AIAA PAPER 93-3403 p3 A95-60184 *
AIAA PAPER 93-4343 p 19 A95-60163 '
AIAA PAPER 93-4860 p2 A95-60178 "
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BTN-95-EIX95262697157 p 538 A95-86893
BTN-95-EIX95282705070 p 455 A95-89667
BTN-95-EIX952827Q5925 P 467 A95-89665
BTN-95-EIX95282705926 P 455 A9S-89664
BTN-95-EIX95282705928 P 455 A95-89663
BTN-95-EIX95282706404 p 545 A95-88184
BTN-95-EIX95282706655 p 486 A95-89649
BTN-95-EIX95282706656 p 486 A95-89648
BTN-95-EIX95282706663 P 565 A95-88178
BTN-95-EIX9S282706664 p 466 A95-89641
BTN-95-EIX95282706665 p 455 A95-89640
BTN-95-EIX95282706666 p 515 A95-89639
BTN-95-EIX95282706670 p 564 A95-88175
BTN-95-EIX95282706672 p 515 A95-89636
BTN-95-EIX95282707024 p 528 A95-88264
BTN-95-EIX95282710054 p 633 A95-92475
8TN-95-EIX9528271005S p 633 A95-92474
BTN-95-EIX95282710056 p 632 A95-92473
BTN-95-EIX95282710057 p 632 A95-92472
BTN-95-EIX95282710058 p 632 A95-92471
BTN-95-EIX95282711241 p 455 A95-89634
BTN-95-EIX95282711333 p 632 A95-92408
BTN-95-EIX95282711336 p 632 A95-92405
BTN-95-EIX95292721153 p612 A95-92589
BTN-95-EIX95292721154 p 612 A95-92590
BTN-95-EIX9529272115S p 572 A95-89894
BTN-95-EIX95292721165 p 677 A95-92597
BTN-95-EIX95292721167 p 546 A95-89899
BTN-95-EIX95292721173 p 546 A95-89904
BTN-95-EIX95292721296 p 595 A95-92626
BTN-95-EIX95292721316 p 633 A95-92511
BTN-95-EIX95292721321 p 609 A95-92513
BTN-95-EIX95302679864 p 636 A95-94102
BTN-95-EIX95302694459 p 583 A95-94056 '
BTN-95-EIX95302694460 p 636 A95-94057
BTN-95-EIX95302694461 p 636 A95-94058
BTN-95-EIX95302694469 p 588 A95-94065
BTN-95-EIX95302694471 p 636 A95-94067
BTN-95-EIX95302727634 p 636 A95-94108
BTN-95-EIX95302729765 p 605 A95-94127
BTN-95-EIX95302729768 p 636 A95-94130 •
BTN-95-EIX95302729772 p 637 A95-94134
BTN-95-EIX95302730538 p 583 A95-94036
BTN-95-EIX95302730589 p 637 A95-94197
BTN-95-EIX95302731054 p 637 A9S-94205
BTN-95-EIX95302731089 p 618 A95-94208
BTN-95-EIX95302731223 p 600 A95-94044
BTN-95-EIX95302731226 p 618 A95-94045
BTN-95-EIX9S302731227 p 600 A95-94046
BTN-95-EIX95332750473 p 638 A95-94687
BTN-95-EIX95332753018 p 638 A95-94793
CALSPAN-6241-F-1 p 12 N95-10442 #
CARDIVNSWC-TR-81-94/25 p 557 N95-30122 #
CARDIVNSWC-TR-94/002 p 62 N95-12426 #
CARDIVNSWC-TR-94/024 p 579 N95-28996 #
CCMS-95-01 p301 N95-23179 ' #
CCMS-95-04 p 439 N95-27865 * #
CDI-95-03 p607 N95-30923 #
CEAS/AIM-95-171 p451 N95-26801 ' #
CECOM-TR-94-E-1 p 80 N95-14852 ' #
CERL-SR-EC-94/15 p 255 N95-20441
CGR/DC-01/94 p241 N95-21687
CMOTT-94-5 p37 N95-11917 • #
CMOTT-94-9 p 439 N95-27882 • #
CMU-CS-94-134 p238 N95-20624
CMU-CS-94-147 p83 N95-14343
CMU-RI-TR-94-17 p 126 N95-17706
CMU/SEI-94-TR-22 p 450 N95-28627 •
CONF-9204294-1 p 157 N95-16939 #
CONF-9304280-1 p 357 N95-24853 #
CONF-930726-8 p118 N95-18645 #
CONF-940113-11 p118 N95-18646 #
CONF-940135-9 p 247 N95-20781 #
CONF-940416-20 p 56 N95-13184 #
CONF-9404162-10 p 250 N95-22299 #
CONF-9404162-12 p 256 N95-21552 #
CONF-9404162-14 p 297 N95-24019 #
CX3NF-9404179-1 p138 N95-17371 #
CONF-940440-5 p 304 N95-23981 #
CONF-940548-3 p7 N95-10226 #
CONF-940548-7 p216 N95-19855 #
CONF-9406188-1 p 145 N95-16509 #
CONF-940625-7 p 39 N95-12652 #
CONF-940662-1 p 157 N95-16828 • #
CONF-940664-29 p 258 N95-21388 #
CONF-940723-28 p 249 N95-21478 #
CONF-940723-36 p 644 N95-30507 #
CONF-940784-1 p 52 N95-11752 #
CONF-9408163-1 p 228 N95-20195 #
CONF-940865-4 p 300 N95-22689 #
CONF-9409185-2 p 229 N95-21520 #
CONF-9409187-1 p 231 N95-20370 ' #
CONF-9410259-1 p 358 N95-25110
CONF-941109-3 p708 N95-33642 #
CONF-9411142-4 p 299 N95-23S32 #
CONF-9411149-4 p 392 N95-27440 #
CONF-941118-3 p436 N95-26445 #
CONF-941129-9 p 300 N95-22764 #
CONF-941144-14 p 324 N95-24076 #
CONF-941210-2 „ p 358 N95-26090 #
CONF-950116-6 P446 N95-27459 #
CONF-950116-7 P376 N95-27541 #
CONF-950130-3 p 330 N95-24308 #
CONF-950130-7 p 420 N95-27851 #
CONF-950226-3 p 349 N95-24598 #
CONF-950256-1-REV-2 p 441 N95-28139 #
CONF-950256-1 p 441 N95-28029 #
CONF-950309-2 p 683 N95-32548 #
CONF-9S0463-1 p 694 N9S-32636 #
CONF-950550-2 p 648 N95-31614 #
CONF-9506126-2 p 584 N95-32164 #
CONGRESS PAPER C428-10-106 p 517 A95-91700
CONGRESS PAPER C428-10-137 p 522 A95-91698
CONGRESS PAPER C428-11-034 p 484 A95-91702
CONGRESS PAPER C428-11-188 p 484 A95-91701
CONGRESS PAPER C428-12-165 p 456 A95-91703
CONGRESS PAPER C428-12-166 p 457 A95-91704
CONGRESS PAPER C428-15-031 p 508 A95-91710
CONGRESS PAPER C428-15094 p 457 A95-91711
CONGRESS PAPER C428-15-097 p 508 A95-91712
CONGRESS PAPER C428-15-216 p 457 A95-91713
CONGRESS PAPER C428-17-135 p 531 A95-91716
CONGRESS PAPER C428-17-189 p 531 A95-91714
CONGRESS PAPER C428-18-168 p 484 A95-91717
CONGRESS PAPER C428-18-169 p 484 A95-91718
CONGRESS PAPER C428-19-079 p 457 A95-91720
CONGRESS PAPER C428-19-124 p 517 A95-91721
CONGRESS PAPER C428-19-126 p 517 A95-91722
CONGRESS PAPER C428-20-204 p 581 A95-91723
CONGRESS PAPER C428-21-081 p 550 A95-91726
CONGRESS PAPER C428-21-141 p 508 A95-91728
CONGRESS PAPER C428-23-005 p 500 A95-91730
CONGRESS PAPER C428-23-008 p 500 A95-91729
CONGRESS PAPER C428-23-196 p 500 A95-91732
CONGRESS PAPER C428-24-142 p 678 A95-93595
CONGRESS PAPER C428-24-160 p 678 A95-93597
CONGRESS PAPER C428-24-212 p 678 A95-93596
CONGRESS PAPER C428-25-030 p 595 A95-93599
CONGRESS PAPER C428-25-150 p 595 A9S-93600
CONGRESS PAPER C428-25-172 p 595 A95-93598
CONGRESS PAPER C428-25-175 p 596 A95-93601
CONGRESS PAPER C428-26-037 p 681 A95-93602
CONGRESS PAPER C428-26-051 p 681 A95-93603
CONGRESS PAPER C428-27-088 p612 A95-93605
CONGRESS PAPER C428-27-127 p612 A95-93606
CONGRESS PAPER C428-3-056 p475 A95-91674
CONGRESS PAPER C428-3-060 p475 A95-91673
CONGRESS PAPER C428-30-159 p 600 A95-93613
CONGRESS PAPER C428-30-162 p610 A95-93612
CONGRESS PAPER C428-31-151 p 603 A95-93615
CONGRESS PAPER C428-31-152 p 603 A95-93616
CONGRESS PAPER C428-32-012 p 583 A95-93617
CONGRESS PAPER C428-32-017 p 583 A9S-93619
CONGRESS PAPER C428-32-075 p 583 A95-93618
CONGRESS PAPER C428-33-078 p610 A95-93621
CONGRESS PAPER C428-33-123 p610 A95-93620
CONGRESS PAPER C428-33-210 p610 A95-93622
CONGRESS PAPER C428-35-057 p 604 A95-93627
CONGRESS PAPER C428-35-059 p610 A95-93628
CONGRESS PAPER C428-35-061 p 603 A95-93626
CONGRESS PAPER C428-36-192 p612 A95-93631
CONGRESS PAPER C428-36-193 p 625 A95-93630
CONGRESS PAPER C428-37-173 p 628 A95-93632
CONGRESS PAPER C428-37-198 p 628 A95-93633
CONGRESS PAPER C428-37-218 p610 A95-93634
CONGRESS PAPER C428-38-084 p 634 A95-93637
CONGRESS PAPER C428-38-095 p 625 A95-93636
CONGRESS PAPER C428-4-026 p 531 A95-91675
CONGRESS PAPER C428-4-039 p 531 A95-91676
CONGRESS PAPER C428-4-067 p 531 A95-91677
CONGRESS PAPER C428-5-011 p517 A95-91680
CONGRESS PAPER C428-5-025 p 522 A95-91679
CONGRESS PAPER C428-5-036 p 522 A95-91678
CONGRESS PAPER C428-5-138 p 522 A95-91681
CONGRESS PAPER C428-6-113 p 549 A95-91682
CONGRESS PAPER C428-6-114 p 549 A95-91683
CONGRESS PAPER C428-6-115 p 549 A95-91684
CONGRESS PAPER C428-7-145 p 488 A95-91686
CONGRESS PAPER C428-7-146 p 488 A95-91687
CONGRESS PAPER C428-7-147 p 488 A95-91688
CONGRESS PAPER C428-7-148 p488 A95-91689
CONGRESS PAPER C428-8-102 p 581 A95-91691
CONGRESS PAPER C428-9-035 p 508 A95-91696
CONGRESS PAPER C428-9-040 p 475 A95-91694
CONGRESS PAPER C428-9-098 p 475 A95-91695
CONGRESS PAPER C428-9-199 p 475 A95-91697
CPIA-PUBL-602-VOL-1 p 148 N95-16312 ft
CRAD-9206-TR-8940 p 228 N95-199SO * #
CRAD-9310-TR-0127 p 362 N95-26160 • #
CRAD-9310-TR-0128 p711 N95-33831 • #
CRDL-309 p 98 N95-13885 • #
CRREL-94-13 p 563 N95-29160 #
CSD-95-98140 p 704 N95-32787 #
CSDL-T-1241 p488 N95-28716 ' #
CSDL-T-1250 p 527 N95-29447 • #
F-6
REPORT NUMBER INDEX E-9279
CSE-TR-207-94 p 238 N95-20624
CU-CAS-95-03 p 289 N95-23088 ' tt
CUED/A-AEREO/TR-23 p 329 N95-24210 tt
OAAP-LEW-137682 p 59 N95-13235 ' #
DA9426923 p 481 N95-29965
DE93-000031 p 256 N95-20985 #
DE94-011862 p 357 N95-24853 It
OE94-011863 P157 N95-16939 ft
DE94-011865 p216 N95-19855 it
DE94-011866 p118 N95-18645 it
DE94-011867 p118 N95-18646 ft
DE94-012473 p 152 N95-19100 tt
DE94-013330 p 52 N95-11752 #
DE94-013341 p 7 N95-10226 #
DE94-013400 p 157 N95-16828 ' #
DE94-0139SO p 138 N95-17371 #
DE94-014136 p145 N95-16509 tt
DE94-014240 p 436 N95-26445 tt
-DE94-014242 P-24- -N95-1-1135 # -
DE94-014468 p 39 N95-12652 #
DE94-015016 p 56 N95-13184 #
DE94-015351 p 206 N95-19579 #
DE94-016894
 P231 N95-20370 • tt
DE94-017768 p 304 N95-23981 #
DE94-017769 p 247 N95-20781 #
DE94-018328 p 250 N95-22299 tt
OE94-018370 p258 N95-21388 #
DE94-018738 p 228 N95-20195 #
DE94-019103 p256 N95-21552 #
DE94-019309 p229 N95-21520 tt
DE94-019310 p 249 N95-21478 tt
DE95-000088 p 650 N95-32163 tt
DE95-000267 p 357 N95-24882 #
DE95-000268 p 376 N95-27541 #
DE95-000286 p 358 N95-26090 tt
DE95-000295 p 446 N95-27459 tt
DE95-001360 p 300 N95-22689 tt
DE95-001919 p 232 N95-21730 tt
DE95-002602 p 299 N95-23532 tt
DE95-002851 p 235 N9S-21243 #
DE95-002988 p 300 N95-22764 ff
DE95-003625 p 358 N95-25110
DE95-003630 p 297 N95-24019 #
DE95-003703 p 324 N95-24076 tt
DE95-004034 p 564 N95-30016 tt
DE95-004061 p 683 N95-32548 tt
DE95-004757 p 330 N95-24308 tt
DE95-006347 p 420 N95-27851 tt
DE95-007566 p 392 N95-27440 tt
DE95-007948 p 452 N95-28108 tt
DE95-008053 p 441 N95-28029 tt
DE95-008060 p441 N95-28139 tt
DE95-008829 p 644 N95-30507 tt
DE95-008956 p 629 N95-30765 tt
DE95-009204 p 707 N95-32685 tt
DE95-009577 p 648 N95-31614 #
DE95-010308 p694 N95-32636 tt
DE95-010684 p 708 N95-33642 tt
DE95-011531 p584 N95-32164 tt
DE95-011532 p 701 N95-33408 tt
DE95-060082 p 349 N95-24598 tt
OE95-607662 p 362 N95-25978 #
DLR-FB-94-11 p 172 N95-18912 #
DLR-FB-94-12 p 119 N95-18910 #
DLR-FB-94-19 p 483 N95-30349 tt
DLR-FB-94-20 p 647 N95-31355 #
DLR-FB-94-32 p 704 N95-32787 tt
DNA-TR-93-164 p 235 N95-22036 tt
DNA-TR-94-123 p 509 N95-29950 tt
DOC-0710-001 p66 N95-15331 tt
DODA-AR-007-005 p 129 N95-16969 tt
DODA-AR-007-100 p 108 N95-17178
DODA-AR-008-375 p 204 N95-19848
DODA-AR-008-383 p 87 N95-14409 #
DODA-AR-008-545 p 230 N95-19963 tt
DODA-AR-008-924 p 502 N95-28851
DODA-AR-009-205 p 608 N95-31544 #
DOE/CE-41000/2 p235 N95-21243 tt
DOE/MC-29257/4018 p 650 N95-32163 #
DOE/MC-29257/95/C0452 p 694 N95-32636 ff
DOE/MC-30358/95/C0432 p 392 N95-27440 #
DOE/NASA/S776-2 p 447 N95-27970 ' tt
DOT-VNTSC-FAA-94-10 p 249 N95-22005 #
DOT-VNTSC-FAA-94-1 1
DOT-VNTSC-FAA-94-12
DOT-VNTSC-FAA-94-29
DOT-VNTSC-FAA-94-4
DOT-VNTSC-FAA-95-7
DOT-VNTSC-FAA-95-9
DOT/FAA/AAR-95/1
DOT/FAA/AM-94/19
DOT/FAA/AM-95/15
DOT/FAA/AM-95/16
DOT/FAA/AM-95/1
DOT/FAA/AM-95/21
DOT/FAA/AM-95/22
DOT/FAA/AM-95/2
DOT/FAA/AM-95/2
DOT/FAA/AM-95/4
DOT/FAA/AM-95/6
DOT/FAA/AM-95/8
DOT/FAA/AM-95/9
DOT/FAA/AOR-100/94/008
DOT/FAA/ASC-94-1
DOT/FAA/AT-94/1
DOT/FAA/CT-TN92/33
DOT/FAA/CT-TN92/41-I
DOT/FAA/CT-TN92/47
DOT/FAA/CT-TN93/25
DOT/FAA/CT-TN93/35
DOT/FAA/CT-TN94-19
DOT/FAA/CT-TN94-61
DOT/FAA/CT-TN94/16
DOT/FAA/CT-TN94/23
DOT/FAA/CT-TN94/28
DOT/FAA/CT-TN94/29
DOT/FAA/CT-TN94/36
DOT/FAA/CT-TN94/41
DOT/FAA/CT-TN94/48
DOT/FAA/CT-TN94/49
DOT/FAA/CT-TN94/55
DOT/FAA/CT-TN94/6
DOT/FAA/CT-TN95/ 10
DOT/FAA/CT-TN95/ 1
DOT/FAA/CT-88/10-VOL-2
DOT/FAA/CT-90-1 0
DOT/FAA/CT-91 17
DOT/FAA/CT-92-25-VOL-1
DOT/FAA/CT-92-25-VOL-2
DOT/FAA/CT-92-25-VOL-3
DOT/FAA/CT-92/13
DOT/FAA/CT-92/4
DOT/FAA/CT-93/14
DOT/FAA/CT-93/49
DOT/FAA/CT-93/52
DOT/FAA/CT-94/04
DOT/FAA/CT-94/ 1 06
DOT/FAA/CT-94/ 1 1 9
DOT/FAA/CT-94/ 1 1
DOT/FAA/CT-94/ 120
DOT/FAA/CT-94/ 12
DOT/FAA/CT-94/21
DOT/FAA/CT-94/23-PHASE-1 ....
DOT/FAA/CT-94/41
DOT/FAA/CT-94/56
DOT/FAA/CT-94/58
DOT/FAA/CT-94/62
DOT/FAA/CT-94/63
DOT/FAA/CT-94/64
DOT/FAA/CT-94/74
OOT/FAA/CT-94/75
DOT/FAA/CT-94/78
DOT/FAA/CT-94/86
DOT/FAA/CT-94/87
DOT/ F AA/CT-94/ 90
DOT/FAA/CT-95/9
DOT/FAA/NR-94-1
DOT/FAA/PP-94-1
DOT/FAA/RD-93/30
DOT/FAA/RD-93/34
DOT/FAA/RD-94-25
DOT/FAA/RD-94/14-PT-1
DOT/FAA/RD-94/14-PT-2
DOT/FAA/RD-94/1 5
DOT/FAA/HD-94/17
DOT/FAA/RD-94/23
DOT/FAA/RD-94/24
p 160
p 118
p602
p328
p602
p691
p690
p40
p384
p488
p278
p602
p599
p333
p485
p280
p323
p277
p488
p599
p598
p382
p57
p 125
p228
p228
p384
p61
p366
p485
p232
p383
p 146
p445
p380
p556
p601
p646
p 126
p646
p677
p448
p226
p382
p421
p424
p420
p 189
P226
p333
p 191
p83
p227
pSOS
p 626
p328
P523
P226
p9
p40
p99
p380
p53
p490
p368
P77
p380
p226
p55
p225
p 227
p 328
p599
p249
p412
pSS
p53
p118
p 10
p41
p160
p14
p 126
p85
N95-18436
N95- 18624
N95-32022
N95-24295
N95-31572
N95-34797
N95-34562
N95-12146
N95-28540
N95-28819
N95-24071
N95-32186
N95-31845
N95-24384
N95-29873
N95-23565
N95-23603
N95-24024
N95-28790
N95-31687
N95-31428
N95-26454
N95-11888
N95-17373
N95-21148
N95-21020
N95-27903
N95-12996
N95-26363
N95-29855
N95-20032
N95-26978
N95-18087
N95-26453
N95-26485
N95-30072
N95-31013
N95-30922
N95-18088
N95-30902
N95-31587
N95-26638
N95-22318
N95-28630
N95-28420
N95-28462
N95-28266
N95-19805
N95-20275
N95-24631
N95-19810
N95-15683
N95-22352
N95-29565
N95-31468
N95-25401
N95-29967
N95-21518
N95-11179
N95-12623
N95-13895
N95-26527
N95-12216
N95-30031
N95-28610
N95-14350
N95-26497
N95-20174
N95-12131
N95-20093
N95-22319
N95-24295
N95-31569
N95-22005
N95-28151
N95-12131
N95-12216
N95-18624
N95-10566
N95-13203
N9S-18436
N95-11684
N95-18059
N95-15328
tt
it
tt
tt
ff
ff
ft
ff
ff
ft
ff
ft
ff
ff
ff
ft
ff
^
ff
ff
• tt
tt
ft
• #
ff
tt
#
tt
tt
ff
#
ff
tt
ff
' #
• it
• it
tt
tt
ft
ff
ff
ff
tt
ff
ff
ff
ff
#
ff
ff
#
JA
ff
ff
ff
ff
tt
' ff
• ff
ff
ff
ff
DOT/FAA/RD-94/7
DOT/FAA/RD-95-7
DOT/FAA/RD-95/2
DOTVNTSC-FAA-95/2
DRA-TM-AERO-PROP-41 ...
ORA/AP/TM934 1/1.0
DSTO-GD-0004
DSTO-GD-0044
OSTO-TN-0001
DSTO-TN-0002
DSTO-TN-0004
DSTO-TR-0015
DSTO-TR-0043
OSTO-TR-0049
DSTO-TR-0061
DSTO-TR-0062
DSTO-TR-0062
DSTO-TR-Ofl7!>
DSTO-TR-0095
DSTO-TR-0132
DSTO-TR-0135
DSTO-TR-0139
DSTO-TR-0147
E-5666-Vol-1-3
E-7229
E-7267
E-7680
E-8079
E-8151
E-8319
E-8520
E-8725
E-8769
E-8774
E-8839
E-8840
E-8856
E-8882
E-8933
E-8939
E-8957
E-8994
E-9007
E-9008
E-9012
E-9016
E-9023
E-9024
E-9025
E-9034
E-9039
E-9042
E-9045
E-9052
E-9058
E-9072
E-9076
E-9081
E-9085
E-9089
E-9091
E-9093
E-9104
E-9111
E-9124-1
E-9128
E-9141
E-9143
E-9149
E-9152
E-9159
E-9160
E-9170-VOL-1
E-9171
E-9172
E-9175
E-9179
E-9203
E-9207
E-9227
E-9230
E-9235
E-9237
E-9239
E-9241
E-9252
E-9265
E-9275
E-9279
p 131
p602
p691
p 601
, p331
p331
p230
p503
p411
p397
p608
p224
p 108
p286
p 327
p328
p502
p405
p400
p388
p697
p504
p236
p23
p377
P 57
p 108
p 162
p38
P22
P 154
P 21
p 152
p39
p 105
p20
p550
p157
P 8
p80
P 7
p23
P15
p626
p296
p 18
P SO
P SO
P24
p416
P25
P 58
P 8
P 50
P 37
p649
p651
p 16
P 49
p 50
P 57
p 16
p 141
p76
p76
p 100
p339
P 51
P 91
P 39
p 138
p 258
p 101
p 100
p 146
p89
p244
p262
p 117
P73
p 101
p 137
p 167
P 73
p 76
p 161
p 170
p 170
N9S-18198
N95-31572
N95-34797
N95-31520
N95-25649
N95-25649
N95-19963
N95-29362
N95-26378
N95-27918
N95-31544
N95-21659
N95-17178
N95-23666
N95-24200
N95-24201
N95-28851
N95-24203
N95-26424
N95-28567
N95-26389
N95-33250
N95-29445
N95-22341
N95-10244
N95-28003
N95-11888
N95-16887
N95-19236
N95-12378
N95-11483
N95-16072
N95-10822
N95-16905
N95-13058
N95-16038
N95-10446
N95-28719
N95-16911
N95-10820
N95-14604
N95-10148
N95-10132
N95-10153
N95-30592
N95-23192
N95-11487
N95-11901
N95-11951
N95-10854
N95-27434
N95-11409
N95-12843
N95-10853
N95-11867
N95-11917
N95-31738
N95-32206
N95-11005
N95-11864
N95-11890
N95-11711
N95-11159
N95-19380
N95-15853
N95-15852
N95-14618
N95-24561
N95-12763
N95-14299
N95-13197
N95-17402
N95-21888
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N95-14610
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N95-24025
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E-9281 REPORT NUMBER INDEX
E-9281 p 105 N95-18486 • #
E-9282 p 104 N95-17657 • #
E-9283 p 105 N95-18197 • #
E-9294 p 148 N95-19286 • #
E-9295 p 439 N95-27882 • #
E-9299 p 156 N95-16588 ' #
E-9332 p 105 N95-18044 • #
E-9340 p 438 N95-27854 • #
E-934S p210 N95-19567'#
E-9349 p 139 N95-18133 • #
E-9356 p 145 N95-18054 • #
E-9364 p 323 N95-22675 ' #
E-9366 p 162 N95-19125 • #
E-9373 p 223 N95-20794 • #
E-9375 p 124 N95-19285 • #
E-9376 p 124 N95-19284 • #
E-9381 p 123 N95-18S82 ' #
E-9387 p 150 N95-18743 ' #
E-9390 p 618 N95-31985 * #
E-9393 p 202 N95-19769 • #
E-9394 p119 N95-18933 ' #
E-9404
 P211 N95-19794 • #
E-9416 p 197 N95-19651 • #
E-9420 p 244 N95-19953 * #
E-9421 p 293 N95-22954 • #
E-9425 p 309 N95-22669 * #
E-9426 p 337 N95-24207 • #
E-9439 p 447 N95-27970 • #
E-9444 p 236 N95-21383 • #
E-9458 p 476 N95-28723 ' #
E-9461 p 366 N95-26363 • #
E-9465 p 627 N95-31653 " #
E-9477 p 338 N95-24390 ' #
E-9488 p 338 N95-24304 * #
E-9489 p 320 N95-23259 • #
E-9491 p323 N95-23178'#
E-9493 p 289 N95-23222 ' #
E-9498 p 438 N95-27855 • #
E-9509 p344 N95-26119 ' #
E-9521 p 295 N95-23671 * #
E-9523 p 407 N95-28344 • #
E-9530 p 289 N95-23550 * #
E-9538 p 275 N95-23462 ' #
E-9552 p316 N95-24189 • #
E-9575 p592 N95-30611 *#
E-9577 p616 N95-30779 • #
E-9582 p 338 N95-24392 ' #
E-9583 p 290 N95-24053 * #
E-9584 p 451 N95-26801 • #
E-9589 p 316 N95-23792 • #
E-9592 p 337 N95-24624 • #
E-9599 p 412 N95-27176 • #
E-9621 p 332 N95-25962 ' #
E-9630 p 332 N95-26075 * #
E-9638 p 482 N95-30091 " #
E-9652 p 554 N95-29371 • #
E-9653 p 406 N95-27866 ' #
E-9663 p 579 N95-29401 ' #
E-9664 p 646 N95-30851 • #
E-9683 p 381 N95-27762 • #
E-9689 p 406 N95-27860 • #
E-9691 P553 N95-29112'*
E-9704 p 616 N95-30702 * #
E-9705 P513 N95-29115'*
E-9708 p 555 N95-29538 • #
, E-9709 p 645 N95-30524 * #
E-9711 p482 N95-30253 • #
E-9729 p485 N95-29132 • #
E-9730 p 480 N95-29402 ' #
E-9731 P615 N95-30594 • #
E-9732 p 592 N95-30704 • #
E-9736 p616 N95-30853 • #
E-9737 p 616 N95-30698 • #
E-9740 p 580 N95-29641 • #
E-9747 p 710 N95-32836 • #
E-9748 p648 N95-31423 ' #
E-9753 p 457 N95-30229 ' #
E-9759 p 523 N95-30067 • #
E-9769 p 629 N95-30787 • #
E-9776 p615 N95-30617'#
E-9777 p615 N95-30517 ' #
E-9778 p 514 N95-30007 • #
E-9779 p 616 N95-30632 • #
E-9782 p615 N95-30589 ' #
E-9784 p617 N95-30861 •#
E-9789 p 694 N95-32916 * #
E-9796 p 651 N95-32205 • #
E-9799 p 645 N95-30587 • #
E-9807 p 697 N95-33208 • #
E-9825 p 705 N95-32930 * #
E-9828 p 684 N95-32769 • #
E-9834 p 694 N95-32931 ' #
ECU-8200-270 p 710 N95-33396 • #
EDR-17199 p406 N95-27866 ' #
EEC/NOTE-12/94 p 229 N95-21369
EGG-11265-3011 p 358 N95-25110
EOARD-TR-94-07 p 276 N95-23201 #
EOARD-TR-95-06 p 397 N95-28409
EPA/453/R-94/068 p 358 N95-26005 #
EPA/600/R-94/127 p 104 N95-17466
EPA/600/R-95/006 p 343 N95-26004 #
ERL-0656-RR p 129 N95-16969 #
ESC-TR-93-293 p 300 N95-23781 #
ESC-TR-94-022 p 450 N95-28627 •
ESDU-94009 p 43 N95-11774
ESDU-94012 p44 N95-11793
ESDU-94014
 P552 N95-28903
ESDU-94015 p477 N95-28904
ESDU-94016-ADD-A p 44 N95-11794
ESDU-94026 p481 N95-29899
ESDU-94027 p481 N95-29898
ESDU-94028 p477 N95-28885
ESDU-94029 p479 N95-29129
ESDU-94037 p477 N95-28800
ESDU-94038 p476 N95-28708
ESDU-94039 p501 N95-28707
ESDU-94040 p 503 N95-29016
ESDU-94044 p477 N95-28897
ESDU-94045 p 502 N95-28896
ESDU-94046 pSOO N95-28704
ESL-TR-722792-6 p 24 N95-11252'*
F-632 p211 N95-19809
FAA-AC-91-70 p277 N95-2406S #
FAA-AFS-550 -.... p 277 N95-24065 #
FAA-AOR-100-94-009 p 380 N95-26485
FAA-AOR-100-94-012 p 601 N95-31013 #
FAA-APO-94-10 p219 N95-20091
FAA-APO-94-11 p490 N95-29880 #
FAA-APO-95-1 p 584 N95-31598 #
FAA/ACE-100-01 p 79 N95-13981
FBIS-UST-95-029 p 649 N95-31728 #
FNAL-TM-1929 p 629 N95-30765 #
FOA-C-10358-1.3 p 104 N95-17451
FOA-C-20957-2.1 p 142 N95-17454
FOA-C-20963-2.1 p 14 N95-10083
FOA-C-20972-2.5 p 248 N95-21132 #
FOA-C-30763-8.4,3.4 p 360 N95-25894 #
FOA-C-30768-3.6 p 340 N95-24260
FR001 p608 N95-31525 #
FR2198-20 p88 N95-15415
FR7060-001 p 502 N9S-28928 •
F93-2B-OR15 p 79 N95-13703 • #
GAO/AIMD-95-27 p 687 N95-32705 #
GAO/NSIAD-94-118 p 679 N95-31987 #
GAO/NSIAD-94-140 p 367 N95-26817 #
GAO/NSIAD-94-141 p 585 N95-32198 #
GAO/NSIAD-94-63 p 584 N95-32194 #
GAO/NSIAD-94-65 p 609 N95-32196 #
GAO/NSIAD-94-71 p 176 N95-18578 #
GAO/NSIAD-95-112 p 397 N95-27910 #
GAO/NSIAD-95-12 p 231 N95-20212 #
GAO/NSIAD-95-52 p 286 N95-24091 #
GAO/NSIAD-95-59 p 336 N95-26338 #
GAO/NSIAD-95-9 p 683 N95-32783 #
GAO/RCED-94-118FS p 699 N95-32759 #
GAO/RCED-94-142 p 687 N95-32885 #
GAO/RCED-94-15 p 687 N95-32784 #
GAO/RCED-94-167FS p 603 N95-32197 #
GAO/RCED-94-209 p 700 N95-32888 #
GAO/RCED-94-226 p 699 N95-32786 #
GAO/RCED-94-265 p 603 N95-32199 #
GRI-94/0350 p338 N95-24293
GTN-95-0009261494012091-5879 p 579 A95-92319
GTN-95-0040609CW621 p 680 A95-93965
GTN-95-0301010494002231-1662 p 578 A95-92210
H-1913 p117 N95-18S65' #
H-1918 p 8 N95-10858 ' #
H-1962 p48 N95-12831 ' #
H-1972 p449 N95-27914 ' #
H-1984 p284 N95-22806 ' #
H-1993 p 108 N95-16858 • #
H-1994 p9 N95-11158'#
H-1997 ....: p36 N95-11898 * #
H-1999 p38 N95-12191 ' #
H-2002 p10 N95-11408'*
H-2007-VOL-1 p 67 N95-14229 * #
H-2007-VOL-2 p 69 N95-14239 ' #
H-2007-VOL-3 p 71 N95-14251 * #
H-2014 p51 N95-11868*#
H-2015 p13 N95-11410-*
H-2019 p158 N95-17490 ' #
H-2020 p 694 N95-33009 ' #
H-2022 p 134 N95-19044 • #
H-2027 p 157 N95-17418 * #
H-2029 p 89 N95-13892 ' #
H-2030-VOL-1 p 161 N95-18955 * #
H-2030-VOL-2 p 161 N95-18956 * #
H-2040 P 284 N95-22829 ' #
H-2059 p 620 N95-31846 ' #
H-2060 p617 N95-31425 • #
HTN-94-00663 p 18 A95-60155 '
HTN-94-00666 p 18 A95-60156 '
HTN-94-00673 p 1 A95-60160 *
HTN-94-00674 p 18 A95-60161 '
HTN-94-00677 p 19 A95-60163 *
HTN-94-00678 p 1 A95-60164 *
HTN-94-00681 p 19 A95-60165 '
HTN-94-00682 p 27 A9&*0166 *
HTN-94-00684 p 16 A95-60167 *
HTN-94-00685 p 16 A95-60168 '
HTN-94-00686 p 2 A95-60169 *
HTN-94-00688 p 17 A95-60170'
HTN-94-00692 p14 A95-60172'
HTN-94-00694 p2 A95-60173 "
HTN-94-00695 p2 A95-60174
HTN-94-00697 p2 A95-60176
HTN-94-00698 p2 A95-60177
HTN-94-00699 p 2 A95-6017B '
HTN-94-00700 p 3 A9S-60179 '
HTN-94-00701 p 3 A95-60180 *
HTN-94-00702 p3 A9&«0181 *
HTN-94-00703 p 3 A95-60182 '
HTN-94-00704 p3 A95-60183
HTN-94-00705 p 3 A95-60184 •
HTN-94-00707 p 4 A95-60185 *
HTN-94-00708 p 4 A95-60186 *
HTN-94-00709 p 4 A95-60187 •
HTN-94-00710 p 4 A95^0188 *
HTN-94-00711 p5 A95<0189 *
HTN-94-00712 p 5 A95-60190 '
HTN-94-00713 p5 A95-60191 •
HTN-94-00714 p 5 A95-60192 *
HTN-94-00715 p 5 A95-60193 '
HTN-94-00760 p 14 A95-60199 '
HTN-94-00912 p 25 A95-60227
HTN-95-A0001 p 183 A95-67828
HTN-95-A0002 p 183 A95-67829
HTN-95-A0003 p 183 A95-67830
HTN-95-A0175 p215 A95-69766
HTN-95-A0314 p 341 A95-80389 '
HTN-95-A0330 p 251 A95-70297 "
HTN-95-A0493 p 236 A95-72564
HTN-95-A0494 p 237 A95-72565 '
HTN-95-A0495 p 221 A95-72566
HTN-95-A0496 p 221 A95-72567 *
HTN-95-A0497 p 222 A95-72568 '
HTN-95-A0498 p 229 A95-72569
HTN-95-A0499 p 222 A95-72570
HTN-95-A0500 p 230 A95-72571
HTN-95-A0509 p 230 A95-72580 '
HTN-95-A0514 p 230 A95-72585
HTN-95-A0526 p 255 A95-73180
HTN-95-A0527 p 255 A95-73181
HTN-95-A0578 p 452 A95-83158
HTN-95-A0861 p317 A95-76265'
HTN-95-A0862 p318 A95-76266'
HTN-95-A0863 p318 A9S-76267 •
HTN-95-A1021 p443 A95-84526
HTN-95-A1038 p 443 A95-84543 •
HTN-95-A1044 p 443 A95-84549
HTN-95-A1048 p417 A95-84553 *
HTN-95-A1463 p 546 A95-89183
HTN-95-A1465 p 465 A95-89185
HTN-95-A1466 p 466 A95-89186
HTN-95-A1467 p 466 A9S-89187
HTN-95-A1468 p 466 A95-89188
HTN-95-A1469 p 486 A95-89189
HTN-95-AU70 p 492 A95-89190
HTN-95-A1471 p 466 A95-89191
HTN-95-A1472 p 466 A95-89192
HTN-95-A1473 P 492 A95-89193
F-8
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HTN-95-A1474 p 492 A95-89194 •
HTN-95-A1475 p510 A95-89195
HTN-95-A1477 p 547 A95-90052
HTN-95-A1479 p 547 A95-90054 '
HTN-95-A1481 p511 A95-90056
HTN-95-A1482 :. p511 A95-90057
HTN-95-A1483 p 505 A95-90058
HTN-95-A1484 p511 A95-90059
HTN-95-A1485 p 467 A95-90060 •
HTN-9S-A1486 p467 A95-90061
HTN-95-A1487 p 467 A95-90062
HTN-95-A1488 p 467 A95-90063
HTN-95-A1490 p 493 A95-90065
HTN-95-A1491 p 494 A95-90066
HTN-95-A1492 p 494 A95-90067
HTN-95-A1493 p 494 A95-90068
HTN-95-A1494 p 60S A95-90069
HTN-95-A1495 p 494 A95-90070
HTN-95-A1496 p 494 A95-90071
HTN-95-A1497 p 494 A95-90072
HTN-95-A1498 p 494 A95-90073
HTN-95-A1499 p 495 A95-90074
HTN-95-A1500 p 495 A95-90075
_HTN-95:A1501 , ._„ ^ p_495 A95-90076
HTN-95-A1504 p 486 A95-90079
HTN-95-A1505 p 456 A95-90080
HTN-95-A1506 p 456 A95-90081
HTN-95-A1507 p 456 A95-90082
HTN-95-A1508 p511 A95-90083
HTN-95-A1509 p 495 A95-90084
HTN-95-A1510 p 495 A95-90085
HTN-95-A1511 p 495 A95-90086 •
HTN-95-A1512 p 495 A95-90087
HTN-95-A1513 p 573 A95-90088 '
HTN-95-A1597 p 548 A95-91479 •
HTN-95-A1609 p 498 A95-91491
HTN-95-A1753 p 633 A95-93316 '
HTN-95-A1755 p 634 A95-93318
HTN-95-A1767 p 627 A95-93330
HTN-95-A1774 p 634 A95-93337
HTN-95-A1843 p 638 A95-95357 '
HTN-95-B0076 p 387 A95-85892
HTN-95-B0194 p 581 A95-87903
HTN-95-B0254 p 492 A95-89198
HTN-95-B0255 p 466 A95-89199
HTN-95-B0256 p 466 A95-89200
HTN-95-B0257 p 529 A95-89201
HTN-95-B0258 p 529 A95-89202
HTN-95-B0276 p 483 A95-89220
HTN-95-B0277 p 565 A95-89221
HTN-95-B0278 p 493 A95-89222
HTN-95-B0279 p 493 A95-89223
HTN-95-B0280 p 493 A95-89224
HTN-95-B0307 p 493 A95-89251
HTN-95-B0357 p 520 A95-90438
HTN-95-B0358 p 520 A95-90439 •
HTN-95-B0359 p511 A95-90440 *
HTN-95-B0361 p511 A95-90442
HTN-95-B0362 p 520 A95-90443
HTN-95-B0365 p 469 A95-90446
HTN-95-B0366 p 470 A95-90447
HTN-95-B0368 p 520 A95-90449
HTN-95-B0369 p 512 A95-90450
HTN-95-B0370 p 530 A95-90451
HTN-95-B0371 p 547 A95-90452
HTN-95-B0373 p 520 A95-904S4
HTN-95-B0374 p 470 A95-90455 •
HTN-95-B0375 p512 A95-90456
HTN-95-B0376 p 581 A95-90457
HTN-95-B0377 p 496 A95-90458 •
HTN-95-80380 p 521 A95-90461
HTN-95-B0381 p 512 A95-90462
HTN-95-B0383 p 521 A95-90464
HTN-95-B0384 p 521 A95-90465
HTN-95-B0388 p 470 A95-90469
HTN-95-B0389 p512 A95-90470
HTN-95-B0391 p 470 A95-90472
HTN-95-B0392 p 496 A95-90473
HTN-95-B0394 p 530 A95-90475
HTN-95-B0396 p 530 A95-90477
HTN-95-B0408 p 456 A95-90756
HTN-95-C0002 p 595 A95-93390
HTN-95-C0004 p585 A95-93392
HTN-95-C0005 p 585 A95-93393
HTN-95-C0006 p 585 A95-93394
HTN-95-C0007 p 585 A95-93395
HTN-95-C0008 p 586 A95-93396 '
HTN-95-Z0621 p 578 A95-92210
HTN-95-Z0749 p 579 A95-92319
HTN-95-Z0863 p 680 A95-93965
HTN-954>0652 p418 A95-84731
HTN-95-00702 p 443 A95-86272
HTN-95-00721 p 444 A95-86291
HTN-95-00722 p 444 A95-86292 '
HTN-95-00726 p 444 A95-86296
HTN-95-00738 p 444 A95-86308
HTN-95-00742 p 445 A95-86312
HTN-95-00745 p 445 A95-86315
HTN-95-O0748 p445 A95-86318
HTN-9S-00877 p 509 A95-87466
HTN-95O0891 p 526 A95-88601
HTN-95-01080 p 578 A95-90266
HTN-95-010S1 p547 A95-90267
HTN-95-01082 p 468 A95-90268
HTN-95-01083 p515 A95-90269
HTN-95-O1084 p 506 A95-90270
HTN-95-01086 p 529 A95-90272
HTN-95-01087 p 468 A95-90273 •
HTN-95-01088 p 496 A95-90274
HTN-95-01089 p 468 A95-90275
HTN-95-01090 p 468 A95-90276
HTN-95-01091 p468 A95-90277
HTN-95-01092 p468 A95-90278
HTN-95-01093 p 468 A95-90279
HTN-95-01094 p 469 A95-90280
HTN-95-01095 p 496 A95-90281
HTN-95-01096 p 469 A95-90282
HTN-95-01097 p 496 A95-90283
HTN-95-01098 p 547 A95-90284
-HTN-95-01099 p.469. A95-90285._
HTN-95-01218 p 484 A95-91450
HTN-95-10686 p 214 A95-68845
HTN-95-11295 p 319 A95-77000
HTN-95-11304 p319 A95-77009
HTN-95-11475 p 353 A95-79453
HTN-95-11909 p 404 A95-85990
HTN-95-11969 p 543 A95-88011
HTN-95-11994 p 559 A95-88457
HTN-95-12033 p 528 A95-88496
HTN-95-12142 p 497 A95-90866
HTN-95-12195 p 475 A95-91895
HTN-95-12213 p 485 A95-91913
HTN-95-12215 p 550 A95-91915 •
HTN-95-12417 p 611 A95-95210
HTN-95-20003 p 153 A95-63201 •
HTN-95-20602 p 443 A95-84783
HTN-95-20603 p 404 A9S-84784
HTN-95-20605 p418 A95-84786
HTN-95-20631 p215 A95-69574
HTN-95-20713 p 435 A95-86603
HTN-95-20731 p 435 A95-86621
HTN-95-20822 p 543 A95-88083
HTN-95-20823 p 543 A95-88084 •
HTN-95-20825 p 543 A95-88086
HTN-95-20829 p 544 A95-88090
HTN-95-20832 p 544 A95-88093 •
HTN-95-20834 p 544 A95-88095 •
HTN-95-20835 p 544 A95-88096 •
HTN-95-20839 p 492 A95-88100 •
HTN-95-20844 p 544 A95-88105 •
HTN-95-20845 p 545 A95-88106 •
HTN-95-20846 p 545 A95-88107
HTN-95-20853 p 462 A95-88892 •
HTN-95-20921 p 463 A95-88960
HTN-95-20922 p 528 A95-88961
HTN-95-20923 p 529 A95-88962
KTN-95-20924 p 529 A95-88963
HTN-95-20925 p 483 A95-88964 •
HTN-95-20926 p 463 A95-88965
HTN-95-20927 p 463 A95-88966
HTN-95-20928 p 463 A95-88967 •
HTN-95-20929 p 463 A95-88968 •
HTN-95-20930 p 463 A95-88969 •
HTN-95-20931 p 464 A95-88970
HTN-95-20932 p 464 A95-88971
KTN-95-20935 p 464 A95-88974
HTN-95-20937 p 464 A95-88976
HTN-95-20938 p 464 A95-88977
HTN-95-20940 p 545 A95-88979
HTN-95-20941 p 465 A95-88980 •
HTN-95-20948 p 465 A95-88987
HTN-95-20949 p 546 A95-88988
HTN-95-20950 p 546 A95-88989
HTN-95-20952 p 546 A95-68991
HTN-95-20955 p 465 A95-88994
HTN-95-20959 p 465 A95-88998 •
HTN-95-20976 ..„ p 261 A95-74042 •
HTN-95-20983 p 526 A95-90360
HTN-95-21047 p 515 A95-90424
HTN-95-21067 p 500 A95-91636
KTN-95-21068 p 513 A95-91637
HTN-95-21069 p 513 A95-91638
HTN-95-21090 p 530 A95-91659
HTN-95-21104 p475 A95-91673
HTN-95-21105 p 475 A95-91674
HTN-95-21106 p 531 A95-91675
HTN-95-21107 p 531 A95-91676
HTN-95-21108 p 531 A95-91677
HTN-95-21109 p 522 A95-91678
HTN-95-21110 p522 A95-91679
HTN-95-21111 p517 A95-91680
HTN-95-21112 p 522 A95-91681
HTN-95-21113 p 549 A95-91682
HTN-95-21114 p 549 A95-91683
HTN-95-21115 P 549 A95-91684
HTN-95-21117 p 488 A95-91686
HTN-95-21118 p 488 A95-91687
HTN-95-21119 p 488 A95-91688
HTN-95-21120 p 488 A95-91689
HTN-95-21122 p 581 A95-91691
HTN-95-21125 p 475 A95-91694
HTN-95-21126 P 475 A95-91695
HTN-95-21127 p 508 A95-91696
HTN-95-21128 P 475 A95-91697
HTN-95-21129 p 522 A95-91698
HTN-95-21131 p517 A95-91700
HTN-95-21132 P 484 A95-91701
HTN-95-21133 p 484 A95-91702
HTN-95-21134 p 456 A95-91703
HTN-95-21135 p 457 A95-91704
HTN-95-21141 p 508 A95-91710
HTN-95-21142 p 457 A95-91711
HTN-95-21143 P 508 A95-91712
HTN-95-21144 p 457 A95-91713
HTN-95-21145 p 531 A95-91714
HTN-SMVM? .^^ p_531 _ A95-91716
HTN-95^21148 p 484 A95-91717
HTN-95-21149 p 484 A95-91718
HTN-95-21151 p 457 A95-91720
HTN-95-21152 p517 A95-91721
HTN-95-21153 p517 A95-91722
HTN-95-21154 p 581 A95-91723
HTN-95-21157 p 550 A95-91726
HTN-95-21159 P 508 A95-91728
HTN-95-21160 p 500 A95-91729
HTN-95-21161 p 500 A95-91730
HTN-95-21163 p 500 A95-91732
HTN-95-21164 p 678 A95-93595
HTN-95-21165 P 678 A95-93596
HTN-95-21166 P 678 A95-93597
HTN-95-21167 p 595 A95-93598
HTN-95-21168 p 595 A95-93599
HTN-95-21169 P 595 A95-93600
HTN-95-21170 P 596 A95-93601
HTN-95-21171 p 681 A95-93602
HTN-95-21172 P 681 A95-93603
HTN-95-21174 p612 A95-93605
HTN-95-21175 p612 A95-93606
HTN-95-21181 p610 A95-93612
HTN-95-21182 P 600 A95-93613
HTN-95-21184 p 603 A95-93615
HTN-95-21185 p 603 A95-93616
HTN-95-21186 p 583 A95-93617
HTN-95-21187 p 583 A95-93618
HTN-95-21188 p 583 A95-93619
HTN-95-21189 p610 A95-93620
HTN-95-21190 p610 A95-93621
HTN-95-21191 P610 A95-93622
HTN-95-21195 P 603 A95-93626
HTN-95-21196 p 604 A95-93627
HTN-95-21197 p610 A95-93628
HTN-95-21199 P 625 A95-93630
HTN-95-21200 p612 A95-93631
HTN-95-21201 p628 A95-93632
HTN-95-21202 p628 A95-93633
HTN-95-21203 p610 A95-93634
HTN-95-21205 P 625 A95-93636
HTN-95-21206 p634 A95-93637
HTN-95-21209 P 634 A95-93640
HTN-95-21211 P610 A95-93642
HTN-95-21215 P 634 A95-93646
HTN-9S-21216 p586 A95-93647
HTN-95-21217 p586 A95-93648
HTN-95-21218 p 586 A95-93649
HTN-95-21219 p604 A95-93650
HTN-95-21224 p618 A95-93655
HTN-95-21225 P 604 A95-93656
HTN-95-21226 P 604 A95-93657
HTN-95-21227 P 604 A95-93658
HTN-95-21228 p618 A95-93659
HTN-95-21229 p 586 A95-93660
HTN-95-21231 P 587 A95-93662
HTN-95-21233 p613 A95-93664
HTN-95-21234 p613 A95-93665
HTN-95-21236 p613 A95-93667
HTN-95-21237 p613 A95-93668
HTN-95-21238 p 634 A95-93669
HTN-95-21239 p 604 A95-93670
HTN-95-21240 p 628 A95-93671 •
HTN-95-21241 p 605 A95-93672
HTN-95-21242 P 605 A95-93673 '
HTN-95-21243 p 628 A95-93674
HTN-95-21244 p 613 A95-93675 '
HTN-95-21245 p 625 A95-93676
HTN-95-21246 p 614 A95-93677
HTN-95-21247 p 614 A95-93678 '
HTN-95-21250 p 610 A95-93681
HTN-95-21251 p 583 A95-93682
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HTN-95-21260 p 680 A95-93691
HTN-95-21261 p 614 A95-93692
HTN-95-21262 p 635 A95-93693
HTN-95-21267 p 635 A9S-93698
HTN-95-21363 p 353 A95-78678
HTN-95-21364 p 353 A95-78679
HTN-95-31007 p 220 A95-71177
HTN-95-31008 p 220 A95-71178
HTN-95-31009 p 220 A95-71179
HTN-95-31010 p221 A95-71180
HTN-95-31011 p221 A95-71181 '
HTN-95-31012 p 236 A95-71182'
HTN-95-31013 p 221 A95-71183
HTN-95-31014 p 236 A95-71184
HTN-95-40013 p 85 A95-62657
HTN-95-40359 p212 A95-66869
HTN-95-40659 p 215 A95-69803
HTN-95-40689 p 216 A95-69833
HTN-95-40728 p 251 A95-70473
HTN-95-40756 p 252 A95-71186
HTN-95-41219 p317 A95-75031 •
HTN-95-41223 p 317 A95-75035
HTN-95-41393 p 288 A95-76389
HTN-95-41394 p 283 A95-76390
HTN-95-41540 p 346 A95-77921 *
HTN-95-41799 p 353 A95-80525 •
HTN-95-41833 p 353 A95-80559
HTN-95-41901 p356 A95-81648
HTN-95-41943 p 361 A95-81690
HTN-95-42091 p 430 A95-83857
HTN-95-42210 p 430 A95-84026
HTN-95-42213 p 430 A95-84029
HTN-95-42215 p 386 A95-84031
HTN-95-42269 p 380 A95-84963
HTN-95-42298 p418 A95-84992
HTN-95-42308 p 450 A95-85002
HTN-95-42320 p 370 A95-86149 *
HTN-95-42321 p 371 A95-86150
HTN-95-42322 p 371 A95-86151
HTN-95-42324 p 371 A95-86153 *
HTN-95-42327 p 371 A95-86156
HTN-95-42328 p 371 A95-86157 •
HTN-95-42329 p 404 A95-86158
HTN-95-42330 p 404 A95-86159 '
HTN-95-42331 p 372 A95-86160
HTN-95-42332 p 372 A95-86161
HTN-95-42333 p 372 A95-86162
HTN-95-42334 p 372 A95-86163
HTN-95-42336 p 418 A95-86165 '
HTN-95-42337 p 405 A95-86166
HTN-95-42338 p 372 A95-86167 •
HTN-95-42340 p 408 A95-86169
HTN-95-42347 p 372 A95-86176
HTN-95-42348 p 373 A95-86177
HTN-95-42349 p 373 A95-86178
HTN-95-42368 p418 A95-86197
HTN-95-42549 p 458 A95-87199
HTN-95-42570 p 458 A95-87200
HTN-95-42571 p 458 A95-87201 •
HTN-95-42575 p 564 A95-87205
HTN-95-42577 p 458 A95-87207 •
HTN-95-42580 p 458 A95-87210
HTN-95-42581 p 459 A95-87211
HTN-95-42582 p 459 A95-87212
HTN-95-42589 p 459 A95-87219
HTN-95-42590 p 539 A95-87220
HTN-95-42591 p 459 A95-87221
HTN-95-42592 p 459 A95-87222 '
HTN-95-42597 p 459 A95-87227 •
HTN-95-42618 p 483 A95-87248
HTN-95-42619 p518 A95-87249
HTN-95-50054 p 98 A95-62279 '
HTN-95-50218 p 175 A95-64855
HTN-95-50219 p 176 A95-64856
HTN-95-50220 p176 A95-64857
HTN-95-50223 p 176 A95-64860
HTN-95-50269 p 176 A95-65764
HTN-95-51275 p 355 A95-80860
HTN-95-51276 p 355 A95-80861
HTN-95-51277 p 356 A95-80862
HTN-95-51282 p 356 A95-80867
HTN-95-51283 p 356 A95-80868
HTN-95-51323 p 356 A95-80908
HTN-95-51587 p 442 A95-83591
HTN-95-51645 p431 A95-85027 '
HTN-95-51646 p432 A95-85028 '
HTN-95-51647 p 432 A95-85029 '
HTN-95-51648 p 432 A95-85030 '
HTN-95-51660 p 432 A95-85042
HTN-95-51664 p 432 A95-85046
HTN-95-51666 p 433 A95-85048
HTN-95-51668 p 433 A95-85050 •
HTN-95-51669 p 433 A95-85051
HTN-95-51670 p 433 A95-85052
HTN-95-51678 p 404 A95-85060
HTN-95-51679 p 433 A95-85061
HTN-95-51680 p 418 A95-85062 '
HTN-95-51845 p 525 A95-87483
HTN-95-51892 p 539 A95-87530
HTN-95-60505 p214 A95-68756
HTN-95-60511 p 214 A95-68762 '
HTN-95-60545 p 205 A95-69854
HTN-95-60779 p 317 A95-75976
HTN-95-60992 p 361 A95-80633
HTN-95-61064 p 430 A95-83648
HTN-95-61070 p 430 A95-83654
HTN-95-61071 p385 A95-83655 •
HTN-95-61072 p 369 A95-83656
HTN-95-61073 p 369 A95-83657
HTN-95-61074 p 369 A95-83658
HTN-95-61075 p 369 A95-83659
HTN-95-61076 p 369 A95-83660
HTN-95-61077 p 370 A95-83661
HTN-95-61078 p 370 A95-83662
HTN-95-61120 p415 A95-84884 •
HTN-95-61145 p 404 A9534909
HTN-95-61156 p 405 A95-86255
HTN-95-61157 p 373 A95-86256
HTN-95-61179 p 539 A95^7552
HTN-95-61184 p 539 A95-87557
HTN-95-61195 p 491 A95-87568
HTN-95-61196 p 491 A95-87569
HTN-95-61197 p 491 A95-87570'
HTN-95-61198 p 570 A95-87571 '
HTN-95-61199 p 461 A95-87572
HTN-95-61203 p 540 A95-87576 *
HTN-95-61204 p 540 A95-87577 •
HTN-95-61208 p 540 A95-87581
HTN-95-61209 p 541 A95-87S82
HTN-95-61210 p 541 A9S-87583
HTN-95-61221 p 491 A95-87594
HTN-95-70133 p 252 A95-70655 *
HTN-95-70134 p 252 A95-70656 *
HTN-95-70139 p 214 A95-69431 "
HTN-95-70149 p 227 A95-70671
HTN-95-70250 p 181 A95-66276
HTN-95-70542 p 237 A95-71656 '
HTN-95-70917 p 351 A95-77982 •
HTN-95-70935 p 351 A95-78000 *
HTN-95-70941 p 351 A95-78006 '
HTN-95-70943 p 351 A95-78008 •
HTN-95-70944 p 352 A95-78009 *
HTN-95-70946 p 352 A95-78011 "
HTN-95-70947 p 352 A95-78012 "
HTN-95-70948 p 352 A95-78013 '
HTN-95-70949 p 352 A95-78014 •
HTN-95-71126 p 429 A95-83487
HTN-95-71128 p 385 A95-83489
HTN-95-71130 p 408 A95-83491
HTN-95-71132 p 385 A95-83493
HTN-95-71133 p 385 A95-83494
HTN-95-71134 p 430 A95-83495
HTN-95-71387 p 528 A95-87605
HTN-95-71388 p 528 A95-87606
HTN-95-71450 p 545 A95-88789
HTN-95-80258 P212 A95-66315
HTN-95-80564 p218 A95-69658
HTN-95-80651 p 254 A95-72495
HTN-95-80656 p 254 A95-72500
HTN-95-80699 p 254 A95-72543
HTN-95-80701 p 254 A95-72545
HTN-95-80702 p 254 A95-72546
HTN-95-80851 p 290 A95-75093
HTN-95-80852 p 290 A95-75094
HTN-95-80853 p 290 A95-75095 "
HTN-95-80854 p 290 A95-75096 '
HTN-95-80855 p 267 A95-75097 "
HTN-95-80856 p 283 A95-75098
HTN-95-80857 p 283 A95-75099 '
HTN-95-80858 p 283 A95-75100
HTN-95-80859 p 267 A95-75101
HTN-95-81498 P 386 A95-«5212
HTN-95-81499 p 386 A95-85213
HTN-95-81628 p 461 A95-87676
HTN-95-81631 p 461 A95-87679
HTN-95-81632 p 461 A95-87680
HTN-95-81633 p 462 A95-87681
HTN-95-81634 p 541 A95-87682 '
HTN-95-81637 p 541 A95-87685
HTN-95-81639 p 541 A95-87687 '
HTN-95-81640 p 541 A95-87688 '
HTN-95-81641 p 542 A95-87689 '
HTN-95-81642 p 542 A95-87690
HTN-95-81643 p 542 A95-87691
HTN-95-81644 p 542 A95-87692
HTN-95-81645 p 462 A95-87693
HTN-95-81646 p 542 A95-87694 '
HTN-95-81647 p 542 A95-87695
HTN-95-903S6 p212 A95-66429
HTN-95-90508 p213 A95*7780
HTN-95-90534 p213 A95-67806 '
HTN-95-90690 p215 A9S-69717
HTN-95-90694 p 215 A95-69721
HTN-95-90884 p 253 A95-72393
HTN-9S-90902 p 253 A95-72411 "
HTN-95-90914 p 253 A95-72423 *
HTN-95-91363 p 318 A95-76394
HTN-95-91421 p 319 A95-77334
HTN-95-91841 p354 A95-80829
HTN-95-91842 p 354 A95-80830 *
HTN-95-91843 p 354 A95-80831
HTN-95-91855 p 354 A95-80843 '
HTN-95-91856 p 355 A95-80844 *
HTN-95-91857 p 355 A95-80845 *
HTN-95-91872 p 335 A95-81974
HTN-95-92121 p 443 A95-83827
HTN-95-92246 p 433 A95-85290
HTN-95-92247 p 434 A95-85291
HTN-95-92255 p 434 A95-85299
HTN-95-92261 p 434 A95-8S305
HTN-95-92309 p 365 A95-85353
HTN-95-92310 p 365 A95-85354
HTN-95-92311 p 365 A95-85355
HTN-95-92312 p 387 A95-85356
HTN-95-92313 p 404 A95-85357
HTN-95-92510 p 539 A95-87330
HTN-95-92534 p 558 A95-87354
HTN-95-92535 p 558 A95-87355
HTN-95-92536 p 558 A95-87356
HTN-95-92537 p 558 A95-873S7
HTN-95-92542 P 558 A95-87362
HTN-95-92543 p 558 A95-87363
HTN-95-92544 p 559 A95-87364
HTN-95-9254S p 460 A95-87365
HTN-95-92557 p 524 A95-87373
HTN-9S-92594 p 509 A95-87410 *
HTN-95-92595 p 519 A95-87411
HTN-95-92596 p 460 A95-87412
HTN-95-92597 p 509 A95-87413
HTN-95-92598 p 490 A95-87414
HTN-95-92599 p 461 A95-87415
HTN-95-92641 p510 A95-88002
HTN-95-92642 p510 A95-88003
HTN-95-92643 p510 A95-88004
HTN-95-92644 p510 A95-88005 '
HTN-95-92646 p 492 A95-88007
HTN-95-92649 p519 A95-88010 *
HTN-95-92710 p 565 A95-90629
HTN-95-92833 p 470 A95-90751 '
HTN-95-92834 p 497 A95-90752
HTN-95-92835 p 471 A95-90753
HTN-95-92836 p 471 A95-90754
HTN-95-92908 p 484 A95-91846
HTN-95-92932 p 562 A95-91870
HTN-95-92940 p 652 A95-93441
IC-94/138 p362 N95-25978 #
ICAM-94-06-03 p 608 N95-31451 #
ICASE-94-45 p27 N95-11593"#
ICASE-94-48 p57 N95-11812"#
ICASE-94-62 p 8 N95-10848 • #
ICASE-94-77 p 170 N95-16897 • #
ICASE-94-86 p 159 N95-18190 " #
ICASE-94-89 p 170 N95-18110 ' #
ICASE-94-92 p 159 N95-18191 * #
ICASE-94-94 p 159 N95-18193 * #
ICASE-95-39 p 438 N95-27179 • #
ICASE-95-40 p 569 N95-30353 ' #
ICASE-95-41 p 442 N95-28673 ' #
ICASE-95-5 p 314 N95-23466 ' #
ICOMP-94-20 p37 N95-11917'*
ICOMP-94-30 p 439 N95-27882 " #
IDA-D-1490 p 248 N95-20966
IDA-P-2982 p 411 N95-26556
IDA/HQ-93-44599 p 248 N95-20966
IDA/HO-94-45529 p411 N95-26556
IFTR-13/1994 p 361 N95-26330
IFTR-39/1994 p 412 N95-26837
INPE-5565-TDI/540 p 150 N95-18720 #
INT-PATENT-CLASS-B64C-11 /OO
INT-PATENT-CLASS-B64C-19/00
INT-PATENT-CLASS-B64C-25/58
INT-PATENT-CLASS-B64C-5/00 .
INT-PATENT-CLASS-B64C-9/16 .
p 311 N95-23377 '
p 294 N95-23389 •
p96 N95-15306'
p 286 N95-23390 *
p 286 N95-23395 '
INT-PATENT-CLASS-F02C-7/00 . p 362 N95-26187 •
INT-PATENT-CLASS-F16F-7/10 .. p 159 N95-18325 •
INT-PATENT-CLASS-G01B-11 /16 . p 362 N95-26015 •
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INT-PATENT-CLASS-G01C-21/00 p 82 N95-14518 '
INT-PATENT-CLASS-G08B-21/00 p 85 N95-14415 '
INT-PATENT-CLASS-G08B-21/00 p 280 N95-23393 •
INT-PATENT-CLASS-H01R-13/629p350 N95-25592 •
IS-M-790 p 436 N95-26445 #
IS-T-1681 p24 N95-11135 #
ISAS-655 p374 N95-26740 #
ISAS-656 P436 N95-26739 #
ISAS-658 p480 N95-29640 ft
ISAS-659 p 555 N9S-29712 #
ISBN 0-387-94014-6 p 550 A95-91915 •
ISBN 0-444-89363-6 p 548 A95-91479 •
ISBN 0-444-89793-3 p 638 A95-95357 •
ISBN 0-444-89795-X p 539 A95-87552
ISBN 0-8194-1311-9 p5 A95-60191 *
ISBN 0-931784-25-5 p 559 A95-88457
ISBN 0-931784-26-3 p 573 A95-90088 •
ISBN 1-56091-428-9 p417 A95-84553 *
ISBN 1-56347-119-1 p 565 A95-90629
ISBN 1-873082-39-8 ^ .^.........^ ^ p 558_A95-87354
ISBN 1~-87992Wl-4 p 635 A95-93703 ~
ISBN 1-879921-01-4 p628 A95-93716
ISBN 1-879921-01-4 p 635 A95-93723
ISBN 1-879921-01-4 p 635 A95-93728 •
ISBN 1-879921-01-4 p 605 A95-93731
ISBN 1-879921-01-4 p 635 A95-93735
ISBN 1-879921-01-4 p 587 A95-93736
ISBN 1-879921-01-4 p 625 A95-93744
ISBN 1-879921-01-4 p 605 A95-93746
ISBN 1-879921-01-4 p 587 A95-93747 •
ISBN 1-879921-01-4 p 587 A95-93748
ISBN 1-879921-01-4 p587 A95-93749
ISBN 1-879921-01-4 p 587 A95-93750 *
ISBN 1-879921-01-4 p 587 A95-93751
ISBN 1-879921-01-4 p 588 A95-93752
ISBN 1-879921-01-4 p678 A95-93757
ISBN 1-879921-01-4 p 588 A95-93758 '
ISBN 3-540-563180 p 524 A95-87373
ISBN 981-02-1732-3 p 462 A95-88892 *
ISBN-92-836-1006-7 p 77 N95-14893 ft
ISBN-92-836-1007-5 p 127 N95-16562 f
ISBN-92-836-1008-3 p 139 N95-19017 #
ISBN-92-836-1010-5 p315 N95-23602 #
ISBN-92-836-1011-3 p 302 N95-23496 #
ISBN-92-836-1013-X p 597 N95-31061 tt
ISBN-92-836-1014-8 p 504 N95-29503 #
ISBN-92-836-1017-2 p 650 N95-32165 #
ISBN-92-836-1019-9 p711 N95-33198 #
ISBN-951-22-1910-7 p 60 N95-11798 #
ISBN-951-22-1994-8 p 43 N95-12582 #
ISI/SR-94-379 p 238 N95-20624
ISL-PU-347/93 p39 N95-12578
ISTIC-TB-93123 p 139 N9S-17749
ISVR-TR-234 p27 N95-11166
IW-93069R p 564 N95-30200 #
IW-93070R p677 N95-31157 #
IW-93071R p647 N95-30957 #
IW-93073R p592 N95-30638 #
LESC-31195 p49 N95-11913-*
LG92ER0035 p11 N95-10240 ' #
LG92ER0036 p 12 N95-10242 ' #
LG94ER0099 p 67 N95-U363 #
LG94ER0129 p537 N95-29482
LT-94-1067 p 380 N95-26497
M-755 p35 N95-11710'*
M-756 p 54 N95-11870 ' tt
M-773 p 330 N95-24217 • tt
M-778 p 476 N95-28720 • #
M/FAA/002-93-1 p 83 N95-15683 #
M/NAFA/94-1 p 366 N95-26363 ' #
MCAT-OSO6 p 411 N95-26775 ' #
MCAT-94-005 p 101 N95-13717 • #
MCAT-94-01 p9 N95-11366'#
MCAT-94-07 p 52 N95-11938 ' #
MCAT-94-08 p 36 N95-11766 ' #
MCAT-94-09 P 48 N95-12785 * #
MCAT-94-10 p28 N95-11192 • #
MCAT-94-11 :....: :. :.: p9 ras-towo"* tt
MCAT-94-11 p 74 N95-14614 • #
MCAT-94-20 p 74 N95-14613 • tt
MCAT-94-22 p10 N95-11367 • #
MCAT-94-23 p 6 N95-10131 ' tt
MCAT-95-01 p 374 N95-26760 ' #
MCAT-95-03 p 448 N95-26648 ' #
MCAT-95-07 p 389 N95-26651 * #
MCAT-9548 p 436 N95-26589 ' #
MCAT-9S-09 p 594 N95-32193 ' tt
MCAT-95-11 p389 N95-26591 ' #
MCAT-95-13 p 374 N95-26735 ' tt
MCAT-95-14 : p389 N95-26590 ' #
MCAT-95-17 p 406 N95-26777 • #
MCAT-95-18 p 373 N95-26649 • tt
MCAT-95-7 p 390 N95-26813 ' tt
MDC-91K0418 p441 N95-27999 • #
MDC-93K0265 p 630 N95-31421 • tt
MIT-TR-998 p 300 N95-23781 #
MTR-90W00179 p382 N95-26454
MTR-94B0000071 p 60 N95-12805
MTR-94W0000110 p382 N95-26454
MTR-94W0000150 p 599 N95-31687
ISBN-0-309-05045-6 p 381 N95-27907
ISBN-0-309-05183-5 p 446 N95-27156
ISBN-0-309-05506-7 p 219 N95-19967
ISBN-0-309-05761-2 p 78 N95-15439
ISBN-0-315-86304-8 p 563 N95-29797
ISBN-0-31S-86543-1 p 647 N95-31098
ISBN-0-856-79925-4 p 476 N95-28708
ISBN-0-856-79926-2 p 501 N95-28707
ISBN-0-856-79927-0 p 503 N95-29016
ISBN-0-856-79931-9 p 477 N95-28897
ISBN-0-85678-914-9 p 481 N95-29898
ISBN-0-85679-896-7 p 43 N95-11774
ISBN-0-85679-899-1 p 44 N95-11793
ISBN-0-85679-901-7 p 552 N95-28903
ISBN-0-85679-902-5 p 477 N95-28904
ISBN-0-85679-903-3 p 44 N95-11794
ISBN-0-85679-913-0 p 481 N95-29899
ISBN-0-85679-915-7 p 477 N95-28885
ISBN-0-85679-916-5 p 479 N95-29129
ISBN-0-85679-924-6 p 477 N95-28800
ISBN-0-85679-932-7 p 502 N95-28896
ISBN-0-85679-933-5 p 500 N95-28704
ISBN-0-87703-365-X p 341 A95-80389 '
ISBN-0-931784-27-1 p 28 N95-11259
ISBN-1-883-71231-9 p 454 N95-28038 '
ISBN-7-80-046602-7 p 104 N95-16249
ISBN-90-369-2054-X p 168 N95-18722
ISBN-9&6275-963-7 p 40 N95-13250
ISBN-90-6275-965-3 p 59 N95-13249
ISBN-90-9007413-9 p 400 N95-28636
ISBN-92-835-0748-7 p 79 N95-14102
ISBN-92-835-0749-5 p 89 N95-14127
ISBN-92-835-0752-5 p 73 N95-14445
ISBN-92-835-0753-3 p 67 N95-14197
ISBN-92-8354754-1 p 67 N9S-14103
ISBN-92-835-0755-X p 149 N95-17278
ISBN-92-835-075^8 p 162 N95-19251
ISBN-92-835-0757-6 p 145 N95-17388
ISBN-92-835-0758-4 „ p 126 N95-18927
ISBN-92-836-0001-0 p 173 N95-19142
ISBN-92-836-0002-9 p 143 N9S-18597
ISBN-92-8364004-5 p 233 N95-20631
ISBN-92-83&O005-3 p 197 N95-19653
ISBN-92-8364006-1 p 248 N95-21061
ISBN-92-836-0007-X p 620 N95-31989
ISBN-92-836-0009-6 p 686 N95-32486
ISBN-92-836-0010-X p 392 N95-27504
ISBN-92-836-1001-6 p 77 N95-14199
ISBN-92-S36-1002-4 p91 N95-14201
ISBN-92-836-1003-2 p 109 N95-17846
ISBN-92-836-1005-9 p 72 N95-14264
JILA-153-1236 p 245 N95-20484 #
JPRS-UST-94-003-L p 22 N95-10931 #
JPRS-UST-94-018 p349 N95-24472 #
JPRS-UST-94-022 p 438 N95-27699 #
JPRS-UST-94-027 p 349 N95-24470 tt
JPRS-UST-94-032 p 350 N95-24759 tt
JPRS-UST-95-011 p335 N95-24541 #
KNMI-SR-94-03 p 168 N95-18722
L-16700-PT-4 p451 N95-26392 ' #
1-17053 p129 N95-17397 ' #
1-17073 p 104 N95-16560 • #
L-17105 p39 N95-12770 *
L-17162 p249 N95-21258 ' #
L-17167A-VOL-1-PT-1 p534 N95-29029 ' #
L-17167B-VOL-1-PT-2 p 531 N95-28823 ' #
L-17212 p 17 N95-10220 • #
L-17233 p285 N95-22953 ' #
L-17265 p6 N95-10129 ' #
L-17268 p38 N95-12176 • #
L-17272 pS N95-10028 • #
L-17274 p 51 N95-12664 ' #
L-17291 p26 N9S-10859 ' #
L-17299 p6 N95-10029 ' #
L-17322 p8 N95-10739 ' #
L-17323 p 17 N95-10860 • #
L-17327 p37 N95-11995'#
L-17328 p53 N95-13553 ' #
L-17330 p 108 N95-16908 ' #
L-17334 p 125 N95-17384 * #
L-17336 p120 N95-19114-#
L-17337 p106 N95-16069 • #
L-17339 p62 N95-12341 '#
L-17341 p55 N95-12357 • #
L-17348 p309 N95-23015 ' #
L-17348 p310 N95-23210 ' #
L-17350 p 120 N95-19042 ' #
L-17350 p 222 N95-19913 • #
L-17354 p224 N95-21338 ' #
L-17356 p80 N95-14852 * #
L-17360 P373 N95-26382'#
L-17368 p378 N95-28669 • #
L-17374 pM N95-13196 ' #
L-17376 p 131 N95-18198 • #
L-17380 p272 N95-22802 ' #
L-17381 p250 N95-22109 • #
L-17386 p331 N95-25338 • #
L-17388 p378 N95-28241 • #
L-17397 p 102 N95-15065 ' #
L-17401 p378 N95-28674 • #
L-17409 P330 N95-24566 • #
L-17416 p684 N95-32821 '#
L-17422 p407 N95-28343 ' #
L-17427 p505 N95-30226'#
L-17432-PT-1 p92 N95-14453 * #
L-17432-PT-2 p 124 N95-19468 ' #
L-17434 p75 N95-14878 ' #
L-17438 p594 N95-31984 • #
L-17450 p453 N95-26427 • #
L-17459 p627 N95-32217 • #
LA-UR-94-2080 p 39 N95-12652 #
LA-UR-94-3872 p 324 N95-24076 #
LA-UR-95-42 p420 N95-27851 #
LC-75-24750 p 28 N95-11259
LC-94-65759 p 381 N95-27907 tt
LC-94-67487 p 236 N95-22341 • #
LC-94-68678 p 446 N95-27156
#
NAIC-ID(RS)T-0558-93 p 701 N95-34500 tt
NAIC-ID(RS)T-0918-92 p 374 N95-26719
NAIC-ID(RS)T-0920-92 p 375 N95-26859
NAIC-ID(RS)T-0922-92 p 374 N95-26713
NAL-POCA-9217 p 142 N95-16392 tt
NAL-PD-SN-9306 p 105 N95-18606 ft
NAL-SP-27 p684 N95-34505 tt
NAL-SP-9322-PT-1 p 165 N95-19444 tt
NAL-SP-9404 p35 N95-12166 #
NAL-TM-CSS-9303 p119 N95-18904 #
NAL-TR-1220 p 405 N95-26600 ft
NAL-TR-1223 p 336 N95-25862 #
NAL-TR-1226 p 331 N95-25761 #
NAL-TR-1228 p 332 N95-25762 #
NAL-TR-1230 p 382 N95-26585 #
NAL-TR-1232 p 342 N95-25664 #
NAL-TR-1233 p 419 N95-26523 tt
NAL-TR-1234 p 405 N95-26706 tt
NAL-TR-1235 p 334 N95-25764 tt
NAL-TR-1236 p 388 N95-26525 #
NAL-TR-1241 p 343 N95-24989 #
NAL-TR-1242 p 339 N95-24990 #
NAL-TR-1244T p 331 N95-24998 #
NAL-TR-1245 p 331 N95-25105 #
NAL-TR-1247 p 594 N95-31715 #
NAL-TR-1251 P 337 N95-25005 ft
NAL-TR-1257 p 362 N95-25004 #
NAL/TR-1202-PT-1 p 7 N95-10136
NAL/TR-1203-PT-2 p 7 N95-10137
NAL/TR-1208 p6 N95-10135
NAS 1.15:103855 p 66 N95-14419 • #
NAS 1.15:104268 p8 N95-10858 • #
NAS 1.15:104276 p 36 N95-11898 ' #
NAS 1.15:104277 p51 N95-11868'*
NAS 1.15:104278 p 694 N95-33009 ' tt
NAS 1.15:104806-VOL-1 p 151 N95-19237 • #
NAS 1.15:104806-VOL-2 p 205 N95-19624 • #
F-11
NAS 1.15:105798 REPORT NUMBER INDEX
NAS 1.15:105798 p 23
NAS 1.15:106385 p 73
NAS 1.15:106458 p 38
NAS 1.15:106502 p 22
NAS 1.15:106569 p 21
NAS 1.15:106571 , p 152
NAS 1.15:106579 p 39
NAS 1.15:106580 p 105
NAS 1.15:106589 p 20
NAS 1.15:106632 p 157
NAS 1.15:106637 p8
NAS 1.15:106649 p 80
NAS 1.15:106669 p 339
NAS 1.15:106671 p7
NAS 1.15:106674 p 15
NAS 1.15:106676 p 626
NAS 1.15:106683 p 24
NAS 1.15:106685 p416
NAS 1.15:106686 p 25
NAS 1.15:106689 p 58
NAS 1.15:106697 p 50
NAS 1.15:106710 p37
NAS 1.15:106711 p 649
NAS 1.15:106715 p 651
NAS 1.15:106719 p 16
NAS 1.15:106723 p 49
NAS 1.15:106724 p 50
NAS 1.15:106729 p 16
NAS 1.15:106736 p 139
NAS 1.15:106738 p 100
NAS 1.15:106741 p 51
NAS 1.15:106742 p 91
NAS 1.15:106747 p 39
NAS 1.15:106755 p 146
NAS 1.15:106757 p 89
NAS 1.15:106764 p 262
NAS 1.15:106774 p 76
NAS 1.15:106776 p117
NAS 1.15:106782 p 101
NAS 1.15:106784 p 137
NAS 1.15:106785 p 167
NAS 1.15:106786 p 73
NAS 1.15:106799 p 170
NAS 1.15:106802 p 170
NAS 1.15:106803 p 105
NAS 1.15:106804 p 104
NAS 1.15:106805 p 105
NAS 1.15:106808 p 148
NAS 1.15:106814 p 438
NAS 1.15:106817 p 145
NAS 1.15:106822 p 162
NAS 1.15:106824 p 223
NAS 1.15:106826 p 124
NAS 1.15:106827 p 124
NAS 1.15:106831 p 123
NAS 1.15:106833 p119
NAS 1.15:106840 p211
NAS 1.15:106846 p 244
NAS 1.15:106847 p 293
NAS 1.15:106849 p 309
NAS 1.15:106854 p 236
NAS 1.15:106865 p 338
NAS 1.15:106870 p 320
NAS 1.15:106872 p 323
NAS 1.15:106875 p 438
NAS 1.15:106885 p 295
NAS 1.15:106886 p 407
NAS 1.15:106890 p 289
NAS 1.15:106903 p 412
NAS 1.15:106913 p 332
NAS 1.15:106917 p 451
NAS 1.15:106919 p 332
NAS 1.15:106924 p 482
NAS 1.15:106931 p 554
NAS 1.15:106935 p 579
NAS 1.15:106936 p 646
NAS 1.15:106947 p381
NAS 1.15:106951 p 406
NAS 1.15:106952 p 553
NAS 1.15:106954 p 616
NAS 1.15:106955 p 513
NAS 1.15:106958 p 645
NAS 1.15:106959 p 462
NAS 1.15:106970 p615
NAS 1.15:106971 p 592
NAS 1.15:106975 p 616
NAS 1.15:106976 p616
NAS 1.15:106984 p457
NAS 1.15:106997 p615
NAS 1.15:106998 p615
NAS 1.15:106999 p 514
NAS 1.15:107000 p 616
NAS 1.15:107002 p 615
NAS 1.15:107003 p 617
NAS 1.15:107006 p 694
NAS 1.15:107014 p645
N95-10244 • #
N95-14418 ' tf
N95-12378 * tt
N95-11483 ' tt
N95-10822 ' tt
N95-16905 ' tt
N95-13058 ' #
N95-16038 ' tf
N95-10446 * tt
N95-16911 • #
N95-10820
N95-14604
N95-24561
N95-10148
N95-10153
N95-30592
N95-10854
N95-27434
N95-11409 ' tt
N95-12843 ' tt
N95-11867 * tf
N95-11917 ' tt
N95-31738 * tt
N95-32206 ' #
N9S-11005 ' #
N95-11864 • #
N95-11890 • #
N95-11159 ' #
N95-18133 " #
N95-14618 ' tf
N95-12763 ' #
N95-14299 * #
N95-13197 ' tf
N95-18586 ' #
N95-13665 * tt
N95-24025 • tt
N95-15853 ' tt
N95-18457 ' tt
N95-15059 ' tt
N95-15970 ' tf
N95-19501 ' #
N95-14297 ' tt
N95-16906 ' tt
N95-17264 • tt
N95-18486 " #
N95-17657 ' tt
N95-18197 ' tt
N95-19286
N95-27854
N95-18054
N95-19125
N95-20794
N95-19285
N95-19284 * tt
N95-18582 ' tt
N95-18933 * #
N95-19794 " tt
N95-19953 • tt
N95-22954 • #
N95-22669 ' tt
N95-21383 ' #
N95-24390 ' #
N95-23259 ' tt
N95-23178 ' tt
N95-27855 * #
N95-23671
N95-28344
N95-23550
N95-27176
N95-25962
N95-26801
N95-26075
N95-30091 * #
N95-29371 * #
N95-29401 ' #
N95-30851 • tf
N95-27762 ' tt
N95-27860
N95-29112
N95-30702
N95-29115
N95-30524
N95-302S3
N95-30594
N95-30704
N95-30853
N95-30698 * tt
N95-30229 ' #
N95-30617 ' #
N95-30517 ' tt
N95-30007 ' #
N95-30632 * tt
N95-30589 * tt
N95-30861 ' tf
N95-32916 ' #
N95-30587 ' tt
NAS 1.15:107020 p 705 N95-32930 * #
NAS 1.15:107023 p 684 N95-32769 ' #
NAS 1.15:107024 p 694 N95-32931 ' tf
NAS 1.15:107759 p 50 N95-12860 * #
NAS 1.15:108081 p 59 N95-13235 ' #
NAS 1.15:108459 p9 N95-11157 ' #
NAS 1.15:108489 p 592 N9 5-30712'#
NAS 1.15:108491 p 441 N95-28364 " #
NAS 1.15:108574 p 453 N95-28002 ' #
NAS 1.15:108819 p 44 N95-12225 * #
NAS 1.15:108833 p 95 N95-14617 " #
NAS 1.15:108834 p8 N95-10847 ' #
NAS 1.15:108837 p 11 N95-10B46 * #
NAS 1.15:108843 p 38 N95-12360 ' #
NAS 1.15:108845 p 37 N95-11927 ' #
NAS 1.15:108847 p 25 N95-11389 ' #
NAS 1.15:108849 p 35 N95-12227 * #
NAS 1.15:108850 p 65 N95-13642 * if
NAS 1.15:108852 p116 N95-18101 ' #
NAS 1.15:108853 p 65 N95-13662 * #
NAS 1.15:108855 p 65 N9S-13891 * tt
NAS 1.15:108857 p 66 N95-14921 '#
NAS 1.15:108860 p 272 N95-22666 ' #
NAS 1.15:108862 p 232 N95-21186 ' #
NAS 1.15:108863 p 367 N95-26710 ' #
NAS 1.15:108864 p 249 N95-21323 * #
NAS 1.15:108866 p 405 N95-26412 " #
NAS 1.15:108867 p 606 N95-30646 * #
NAS 1.15:109083 p 21 N95-11466'#
NAS 1.15:109128 p 13 N95-11465 ' #
NAS 1.15:109140 p 33 N95-10873 * tt
NAS 1.15:109142 p 88 N95-14920 " #
NAS 1.15:109146 p22 N95-11003 " #
NAS 1.15:109148 p 55 N95-11915'#
NAS 1.15:109149 p 57 N95-11815 * #
NAS 1.15:109152 p 97 N95-15898 • #
NAS 1.15:109154 p 10 N95-11489'#
NAS 1.15:109157 p 238 N95-20669 ' #
NAS 1.15:109158 p 226 N95-20706 * #
NAS 1.15:109160-VOL-1 p 171 N95-18899 * tt
NAS 1.15:109163 p 102 N95-13663 ' #
NAS 1.15:109165 p 333 N95-24633 * tt
NAS 1.15:109168 p 366 N95-26381 ' #
NAS 1.15:109171 p 335 N95-24582 ' #
NAS 1.15:109174 p 223 N95-20688 * tt
NAS 1.15:109175 p 346 N95-26251 ' #
NAS 1.15:109177 p 320 N95-23009 * #
NAS 1.15:109179 p 330 N95-24397 ' #
NAS 1.15:109181 p 348 N95-24396 ' tf
NAS 1.15:109182 p 296 N95-23011 • #
NAS 1.15:109184 p 449 N95-27241 • #
NAS 1.15:109948 p 157 N95-16828 ' tt
NAS 1.15:109950 p1 N95-11463 ' #
NAS 1.15:110103 p 231 N95-20370 • tt
NAS 1.15:110142 p 381 N95-27859 ' #
NAS 1.15:110146 p 554 N95-29453 ' #
NAS 1.15:110150 p 568 N95-29454 • #
NAS 1.15:110161 p410 N95-27839 • #
NAS 1.15:110163 p580 N95-29452 • tt
NAS 1.15:110164 p518 N95-30327 • tt
NAS 1.15:110168 p501 N95-28820 ' #
NAS 1.15:110175 p645 N95-30682 ' #
NAS 1.15:110182 p 646 N95-30783 ' #
NAS 1.15:110346 p 335 N95-24629 • #
NAS 1.15:110347 p 332 N95-26302 ' #
NAS 1.15:110348 p 383 N95-26587 • #
NAS 1.15:110349 p 409 N95-26773 • #
NAS 1.15:110351 p457 N95-28816 ' #
NAS 1.15:110352 p 376 N95-27258 • #
NAS 1.15:110353 p 527 N95-29351 '#
NAS 1.15:110354 p 593 N95-30788 ' #
NAS 1.15:110356 p 691 N95-32699 ' #
NAS 1.15:110357 p 523 N95-30228 * tt
NAS 1.15:110360 p 594 N95-32188 • #
NAS 1.15:110608 p 451 N95-27908 * #
NAS 1.15:110626 p 607 N95-30827 • #
NAS 1.15:110668 p 683 N95-32764 • tf
NAS 1.15:110669 p 680 N95-32187 • tt
NAS 1.15:110673 p 683 N95-32682 ' #
NAS 1.15:110743 p 681 N95-31979 • tf
NAS 1.15:4413 p39 N95-12770 •
NAS 1.15:4542 p 5 N95-10028 ' tf
NAS 1.15:4549 p6 N95-10029 ' #
NAS 1.15:4561 p 17 N95-10220 * #
NAS 1.15:4574 p 120 N95-19042 • tf
NAS 1.15:4574 p 222 N95-19913 " #
NAS 1.15:4575 p 102 N95-15065 ' #
NAS 1.15:4576 p 54 N95-13196 " tt
NAS 1.15:4577 p 249 N95-21258 • tt
NAS 1.15:4582 p 106 N95-16069 • tf
NAS 1.15:4583 p 272 N95-22802 * tt
NAS 1.15:4588 p 125 N95-17384 • tt
NAS 1.15:4596 p 108 N95-16858 • tf
NAS 1.15:4597 p9 N95-11158 " tt
NAS 1.15:4601 p 108 N95-16908 ' #
NAS 1.15:4602 p 309 N95-23015 • tt
NAS 1.15:4602 p310 N95-23210 * #
NAS 1.15:4604 p 38 N95-12191 ' #
NAS 1.15:4605 p 10 N95-11408'*
NAS 1.15:4610 p 331 N95-25338 " #
NAS 1.15:4611 p 378 N95-28241 * tt
NAS 1.15:4631 p 449 N95-27914 * #
NAS 1.15:4632 '. p 120 N95-19119 ' #
NAS 1.15:4634 p 330 N95-24566 ' tt
NAS 1.15:4635 p 296 N95-23192 ' #
NAS 1.15:4637 p 63 N95-12190 * tt
NAS 1.15:4638 p 274 N 95-23250 '#
NAS 1.15:4640 p 505 N95-30226 * #
NAS 1.15:4641 p 250 N95-22109 ' tt
NAS 1.15:4644 p 158 N95-17490 ' tt
NAS 1.15:4646 p 134 N95-19044 • tt
NAS 1.15:4651 p 89 N95-13892 ' #
NAS 1.15:4653 p 176 N95-18573 ' tt
NAS 1.15:4660 p 684 N95-32821 " tf
NAS 1.15:4661 p 309 N95-22804 ' tt
NAS 1.15:4664 p 627 N95-32217 ' #
NAS 1.15:4665 p 288 N95-24030 ' #
NAS 1.15:4676 p 284 N95-22829 ' tt
NAS 1.15:4704 p 620 N95-31846 ' #
NAS 1.15:4705 p617 N95-31425 • tt
NAS 1.15-.83199-PT-4 p 451 N9S-26392 * #
NAS 1.21:290-VoM-3 p 236 N95-22341 '#
NAS 1.21:514 p584 N95-31000 * tt
NAS 1.21:7037(315) p219 N95-21640 '
NAS 1.21:7037(316) p 328 N95-24465 *
NAS 1.21:7037(317) p 328 N95-25798'
NAS 1.21:7037(318) p 367 N95-27543'
NAS 1.21:7109(01) p 363 N95-24238 ' #
NAS 1.26:182276 p 105 N95-18044 • #
NAS 1.26:186030 p 13 N95-11410 ' #
NAS 1.26:186031 p 157 N95-17418 " tt
NAS 1.26:188330 p 49 N95-11913 ' tf
NAS 1.26:188343 p 54 N95-11937 • tt
NAS 1.26:188360 p 143 N95-18567 • tt
NAS 1.26:188370 p 527 N95-29447 • tt
NAS 1.26:189077 p 441 N95-27999 ' #
NAS 1.26:189099 p 290 N95-240S3 ' tt
NAS 1.26:189141 p316 N95-23792 • tt
NAS 1.26:189146 p316 N95-24189 ' #
NAS 1.26:189201 p 337 N95-24624 • tt
NAS 1.26:189206 p 15 N95-10247 • tt
NAS 1.26:189412 p 567 N95-28807 • tf
NAS 1.26:189657 p 23 N95-10318 ' #
NAS 1.26:189659 p 15 N95-10319 ' #
NAS 1.26:189677 p 452 N95-28264 • tt
NAS 1.26:189705-VOL-2 p 452 N95-28073 ' tt
NAS 1.26:189714 p 406 N95-28227 • tt
NAS 1.26:191045 p 150 N95-18743 ' #
NAS 1.26:191177 p 57 N95-11996 ' tt
NAS 1.26:191178 p 108 N95-16887 • #
NAS 1.26:191194 p 162 N95-19236 • tt
NAS 1.26:191441 p 630 N95-31421 * #
NAS 1.26:193993 p 49 N95-13027 • tt
NAS 1.26:194215 p 101 N95-13717 • tt
NAS 1.26:194893 p 51 N95-11869'*
NAS 1.26:194931 p 27 N95-11593'*
NAS 1.26:194934 p 57 N95-11812 ' #
NAS 1.26:194942 p 61 N95-11932 ' #
NAS 1.26:194953 p8 N95-10848 ' #
NAS 1.26:194972 p 325 N95-23276 • #
NAS 1.26:194976 p 99 N95-13727 • ft
NAS 1.26:194980 p 170 N95-16897 ' tt
NAS 1.26:194987 p 54 N95-12175 ' #
NAS 1.26:194994 p 159 N95-18190 ' tt
NAS 1.26:194997 p170 N95-18110 • #
NAS 1.26:195001 p 170 N95-16898 • tf
NAS 1.26:195003 p 96 N95-14912 ' #
NAS 1.26:195004 p 151 N9S-16860 ' tt
NAS 1.26:195005 p 159 N95-18191 * tt
NAS 1.26:195007 p 159 N95-18193 • tt
NAS 1.26:195008 p 97 N95-15604 • #
NAS 1.26:195014 p 159 N95-18042 * tt
NAS 1.26:195026 p 292 N95-22674 • tt
NAS 1.26:195028 p 362 N95-26160 ' #
NAS 1.26:195032 p314 N95-23466 ' tt
NAS 1.26:195033 p 330 N95-24443 ' tt
NAS 1.26:195038 p 350 N95-25394 • tt
NAS 1.26:195041 p 340 N95-24388 * #
NAS 1.26:195043 p 361 N95-26085 ' #
NAS 1.26:195048 p 537 N95-30252 ' tt
NAS 1.26:195050 p 273 N95-23193 * tt
NAS 1.26:195051 p711 N95-33831 ' tt
NAS 1.26:195052 p310 N95-23257 * tt
NAS 1.26:195077 p 452 N95-28670 * tt
NAS 1.26:195312 p 154 N95-16072 ' tt
NAS 1^6:195355 p 23 N95-10132 ' #
NAS 1.26:195358 p 18 N95-11487 • tt
NAS 1.26:195359 p 50 N9S-11901 • tt
NAS 1.26:195360 p 50 N95-11951 * #
NAS 1.26:195370 p8 N95-10853 * #
NAS 1.26:195378 p 57 N95-11711 • tt
NAS 1.26:195390 p 138 N95-17402 ' tt
F-12
REPORT NUMBER INDEX NASA-CASE-MSC-22277-1
NAS 1.26:195392-VOL-1 p 258 N95-21888 • ft
NAS 1.26:195393 p 101 N9S-15743 ' tt
NAS 1.26:195394 p 100 N95-14610 • #
NAS 1.26:195398 p 76 N95-15852 * #
NAS 1.26:195405 p 76 N95-15912 • ft
NAS 1.26:195408 p 161 N95-18938 * #
NAS 1.26:195413 p 156 N95-16588 • tt
NAS 1.26:195416 p210 N95-19567 • ft
NAS 1.26:195421 p 323 N95-22675 • #
NAS 1.26:195426 p 202 N95-19769 • ft
NAS 1.26:195429 p 197 N95-19651 'ft
NAS 1.26:195432 p 447 N95-27970 • ft
NAS 1.26:195436 p 366 N95-26363 ' #
NAS 1.26:195439 p 627 N95-31653 • ft
NAS 1.26:195443 p 338 N95-24304 • ft
NAS 1.26:195445 p 289 N95-23222 * tt
NAS 1.26:195454 p 275 N95-23462 " ft
NAS 1.26:195457 p616 N95-30779 ' #
NAS 1.26:195469 p 406 N95-27866 * #
NAS 1.26:195479 p 555 N95-29538 ' ft
NAS 1.26:195882 p 36 N95-11877 • ft
NAS 1.26:196049 p 249 N95-21340 • ft
NAS 1.26:196059 p 98 N95-13885 • ft
NAS 1.26:196111 p 22 N95-10231 ' #
-NAS-r.26:196126—.:= r^.—..—..-p-58- N95=12856--T?-
NAS 1.26:196192 p 52 N95-12791 • ft
NAS 1.26:196313 p 320 N95-23766 '
NAS 1.26:196316 p 17 N95-11223**
NAS 1.26:196360 p 36 N95-11884"*
NAS 1.26:196394 p 48 N95-12785 ' #
NAS 1.26:196395 p6 N95-10131 ' #
NAS 1.26:196396 p9 N95-10940 ' ft
NAS 1.26:196397 p 28 N95-11192 ' ft
NAS 1.26:196445 p 24 N95-11252**
NAS 1.26:196543 p 168 N95-18093 ' #
NAS 1.26:196560 p 300 N95-24032 ' ft
NAS 1.26:196564 p 363 N95-24439 * ft
NAS 1.26:196586 p415 N95-27093 " ft
NAS 1.26:196694 p 392 N95-27143 ' #
NAS 1.26:196749
 P9 N95-11366 ' #
NAS 1.26:196750 p 10 N95-11367 • ft
NAS 1.26:196759 p 61 N95-12832 " ft
NAS 1.26:196763 p 48 N95-12787 • ft
NAS 1.26:196777 p 10 N95-11582 " ft
NAS 1.26:196786 p 98 N95-13725 • ft
NAS 1.26:196813 p 43 N95-11699'*
NAS 1.26:196835 p 36 N95-11766'*
NAS 1.26:196836 p 52 N95-11938 * ft
NAS 1.26:196940 p 58 N95-12228 ' ft
NAS 1.26:196960 p 38 N95-12389 ' ft
NAS 1.26:196981 p 58 N95-13201 • ft
NAS 1.26:196982 p 53 N95-13200 ' ft
NAS 1.26:197011 p 67 N95-13701 ' #
NAS 1.26:197023 p 74 N95-14614 ' ft
NAS 1.26:197024 p 74 N95-14613 * ft
NAS 1.26:197025 p 74 N95-14612 * ft
NAS 1.26:197029 p 80 N95-14794 • ft
NAS 1.26:197030 p 127 N95-15971 • ft
NAS 1.26:197102 p 75 N95-14803 ' ft
NAS 1.26:197109 p 129 N95-16899 " ft
NAS 1.26:197110 p 81 N95-14909 ' ft
NAS 1.26:197135 p 76 N95-15762 ' #
NAS 1.26:197149 p 45 N95-12626 ' ft
NAS 1.26:197152 p 46 N95-12628 ' ft
NAS 1.26:197155 p 45 N95-12609 ' ft
NAS 1.26:197159 p 46 N95-12637 * ft
NAS 1.26:197161 p 45 N95-12530 * ft
NAS 1.26:197162 p 45 N95-12305 • ft
NAS 1.26:197164 p 44 N95-12294 • ft
NAS 1.26:197165 p 46 N95-12638 ' ft
NAS 1.26:197172 p 49 N95-12993 ' ft
NAS 1.26:197173 p 47 N95-12639 • ft
NAS 1.26:197176 p 45 N95-12363 • ft
NAS 1.26:197180 p 81 N95-15742 • ft
NAS 1.26:197181 p 47 N95-12643 ' ft
NAS 1.26:197182 p 47 N95-12689 * #
NAS 1.26:197183 p 48 N95-12700 ' ft
NAS 1.26:197186 p 47 N95-12645 ' ft
NAS 1.26:197188 p 46 N95-12636 ' ft
NAS 1.26:197191 p 79 N95-13703 ' ft
NAS 1.26:197195 p 47 N95-12695 ' ft
NAS 1.26:197199 p 48 N95-12702 • ft
NAS 1.26:197213 p 172 N95-16848 ' ft
NAS 1.26:197223 p 97 N95-15785 ' ft
NAS 1.26:197224 p 97 N95-15728 ' ft
NAS 1.26:197229 p 96 N95-14922 ' ft
NAS 1.26:197272 p 224 N95-21031 ' ft
NAS 1.26:197286 p 239 N95-21436 • ft
NAS 1.26:197288 p 707 N95-32823 ' ft
NAS 1.26:197290 p 229 N95-22161 ' ft
NAS 1.26:197318 p 224 N95-21343 • ft
NAS 1.26:197320 p 204 N95-19576 • ft
NAS 1.26:197383 p 309 N95-22481 • tt
NAS 1.26:197409 p 229 N95-21891 • ft
NAS 1.26:197412 p 349 N95-24461 • tt
NAS 1.26:197419 p274 N95-23218 ' ft
NAS 1.26:197420
NAS 1.26:197421
NAS 1.26:197438
NAS 1.26:197439
NAS 1.26:197440
NAS 1.26:197449
NAS 1.26:197488
NAS 1.26:197493
NAS 1.26:197516
NAS 1.26:197517
NAS 1.26:197523
NAS 1.26:197554
NAS 1.26:197574
NAS 1.26:197595
NAS 1.26:197638
NAS 1.26:197661
NAS 1.26:197697
NAS 1.26:197699
NAS 1.26:197727
NAS 1.26:197744
NAS 1.26:197745
NAS 1.26:197747
NAS 1.26:197748
NAS 1.26:197749
NAS 1.26:197750 7. .: ~
NAS 1.26:197752
NAS 1.26:197754
NAS 1.26:197755
NAS 1.26:197756
NAS 1.26:197757
NAS 1.26:197785
NAS 1.26:197801
NAS 1.26:197820
NAS 1.26:197832
NAS 1.26:197850
NAS 1.26:197860
NAS 1.26:197867
NAS 1.26:197912
NAS 1.26:197931
NAS 1.26:197944
NAS 1.26:198024
NAS 1.26:198029
NAS 1.26:198030
NAS 1.26:198038
NAS 1.26:198040
NAS 1.26:198041
NAS 1.26:198045
NAS 1.26:198162
NAS 1.26:198163
NAS 1.26:198164
NAS 1.26:198165
NAS 1.26:198355
NAS 1.26:198356
NAS 1.26:198357
NAS 1.26:198359
NAS 1.26:198361
NAS 1.26:198363
NAS 1.26:198367
NAS 1.26:198368
NAS 1.26:198563
NAS 1.26:198574
NAS 1.26:198576
NAS 1.26:198579
NAS 1.26:198580
NAS 1.26:198590
NAS 1.26:198603
NAS 1.26:198609
NAS 1.26:198610
NAS 1.26:198621
NAS 1.26:198718
NAS 1.26:198722
NAS 1.26:198723
NAS 1.26:198814
NAS 1.26:198828
NAS 1 26-198831
NAS 1.26:198958
NAS 1.26:198972
NAS 1.26:198974
NAS 1.26:199080
NAS 1.26:199081
NAS 1.26:288387
NAS 1.26:4348
NAS 1.26:4349
NAS 1.26:4447
NAS 1.26:4448
NAS 1.26:4449
NAS 1.26:4485
NAS 1.26:4496
NAS 1 26:4530 .
NAS 1.26:4597
NAS 1.26:4620
NAS 1.26:4623 _
NAS 1.26:4627
NAS 1.26:4631
NAS 1.26:4633
NAS 1.26:4635
p285
p309
P310
p301
p289
p 172
P107
p142
p134
p 150
P130
p160
p150
P160
p258
p293
p333
p316
p360
p389
p390
p374
p373
p406
p411
p448
p389
p374
p389
p436
p445
p411
p437
p419
P502
P338
P273
p285
p294
p295
p335
p348
P349
p357
P340
p343
p330
p438
p569
p442
p449
p485
p480
p580
p710
p523
p629
p651
p697
p454
p438
p384
p392
p479
p377
p375
p401
p439
p447
p420
p424
p421
P557
p679
p505
p518
p594
p704
p703
P691
P488
P378
p377
P12
P11
P12
P503
p377
p57
p48
p 151
p37
p44
P228
P244
p108
N95-23217 • ft
N95-23183 ' ft
N95-23190 • ft
N95-23179 ' ft
N95-23088 • ft
N95-16401 • ft
N95- 16589 ' ft
N95-17404 • ft
N95-19130 ' ft
N95-17493 • ft
N95-18090 ' tt
N95-18388 * tt
N95-18196 • tt
N95-18737 • ft
N95-21170 • tt
N95-22908 • ft
N95-24391 ' tt
N95-23670 • tt
N95-25797 * tt
N95-26651 ' #
N95-26813 ' ft
N95-26760 • ft
N95-26649 • ft
N95-26777 • ft
N952677S • ft
N95-26648 " ft
N95-26591 • ft
N95-26735 * ft
N95-26590 ' ft
N95-26589 ' #
N95-26669 ' #
N95-26768 • tt
N95-26995 ' tt
N95-27167 • ft
N95-28928 '
N95-24213 • tt
N95-23182 • ft
N95-22949 • ft
N95-23392 ' #
N95-23410 * tt
N95-25334 • ft
N95-24412 ' tt
N9S-24413 ' ft
N95-24219 ' ft
N95-24302 ' tt
N95-24220 ' tt
N95-24379 ' #
N95-27179 ' #
N95-30353 ' ft
N95-28673 ' tt
N95-27246 ' ft
N95-29132 ' #
N95-29402 ' ft
N95-29641 • #
N95-32836 * tt
N95-30067 • ft
N95-30787 • tt
N95-32205 • tt
N95-33208 ' tt
N95-28038 ' ft
N95-27240 ' tt
N95-28188 ' ft
N95-27180 ' tt
N95-29338 ' tt
N95-28193 • tt
N95-27248 • ft
N95-28203 ' ft
N95-27865 ' ft
N95-27805 ' ft
N95-28266 ' #
N9S-28462 • #
N95-28420 • ft
N95-30224 • #
N95-31982 ' tt
N95-30335 " ft
N95-30254 ' tt
N95-32193 ' #
N95-32822 ' ft
N95-32689 " ft
N95-32928 " tt
N95-28716 ' tt
N95-28265 • tt
N95-28230 • tt
N95-10316 ' ft
N95-10240 ' ft
N95-10242 ' tt
N95-29027 • ft
N95-28003 • tt
N95-11888 ' tt
N95-12831 ' ft
N95-16859 * ft
N95-11911 ' tt
N95-11952 '
N95-19950 ' ft
N95-19912 • tt
N95- 17273 ' tt
NAS 1.2&4642-VOL-1 p 161 N95-18955 • #
NAS 1.26:4642-VOL-2 p 161 N95-18956 ' tt
NAS 1.26:4645 p 343 N95-24878 • it
NAS 1.26:4649 p 273 N95-22917 • ft
NAS 1.26:4650 p 273 N95-23185 • tt
NAS 1.26:4651 p 273 N95-23095 ' tt
NAS 1.26:4652 p 330 N95-24217 ' #
NAS 1.26:4653 p 361 N95-24879 • ft
NAS 1.26:4654 p 335 N95-24630 * tt
NAS 1.26:4660 p 338 N95-24392 ' tt
NAS 1.26:4665 p 397 N95-28262 ' tt
NAS 1.26:4671 p 476 N95-28720 • #
NAS 1.26:4672 p 526 N95-29339 • #
NAS 1.26:4675 p 392 N95-27371 • ft
NAS 1.26:4677 p 592 N95-30611'#
NAS 1.26:4679 p 648 N95-31423 • #
NAS 1.26:4682 p 710 N95-33396 * ft
NAS 1.55:10108 p 12 N95-10245 ' #
NAS 1.55:10139-PT-1 p 10 N95-10566 • #
NAS 1.55:10139-PT-2 p 41 N95-13203 ' ft
NAS 1.55:10143-VOL-1 p 67 N95-14229 ' ft
NAS 1.S5-.10U3-VOL-2 p 69 N95-14239 ' it
NAS 1.55:10143-VOL-3 p 71 N95-14251 • ft
NAS 1.55:10147 p 141 N95-19380 ' #
NAS 1755:10165-—..:.-.—..........rp 439" N95=27882- #
NAS 1.55:10166 p 337 N95-24207 • tt
NAS 1.55:10170 p 344 N95-26119 ' tt
NAS 1.55:3178-VOL-1-PT-1 p 534 N95-29029 ' #
NAS 1.55:3178-VOL-1-PT-2 p 531 N95-28823 ' ft
NAS 1.55:3274-PT-1 p 92 N95-14453 ' #
NAS 1.55:3274-PT-2 p 124 N95-19468 • ft
NAS 1.55:3279 p 75 N95-14878 • ft
NAS 1.55:3291 p 476 N95-28723 " tt
NAS 1.55:3299 p 416 N95-27763 " ft
NAS 1.60-3451 p 62 N95-12341 • #
NAS 1.60:3403 p 51 N95-12664 • #
NAS 1.60:3414 p 117 N95-18565 • tt
NAS 1.60:3416 p 26 N95-10859 ' tt
NAS 1.60:3437 p8 N95-10739 ' tt
NAS 1.60:3440 '. p6 N95-10129 ' #
NAS 1.60:3443 p 104 N95-16560 ' #
NAS 1.60:3446 p 17 N95-10860 • tt
NAS 1.60:3447 p 37 N9S-11995'#
NAS 1.60:3454 p 53 N95-13553 ' tt
NAS 1.60:3455 p 129 N95-17397 • tt
NAS 1.60:3460 p 131 N95-18198 ' ft
NAS 1.60:3465 p 285 N95-22953 " tt
NAS 1.60:3466 p 38 N95-12176 ' ft
NAS 1.60:3467 p 80 N95-14852 ' tt
NAS 1.60:3468 p 55 N95-12357 ' #
NAS 1.60:3478 p 120 N95-19114 • #
NAS 1.60:3480 p 224 N95-21338 * tt
NAS 1.60:3487 p 550 N95-28719 ' tt
NAS 1.60:3496 p 378 N95-28674 • ft
NAS 1.60:3501 p 54 N95-11870 ' tt
NAS 1.60:3502 p 407 N95-28343 • tt
NAS 1.60:3509 p 594 N95-31984 • ft
NAS 1.60:3515 p 378 N95-28669 • it
NAS 1.60:3516 p 373 N95-26382 ' ft
NAS 1.60:3524 p 453 N95-26427 • tt
NAS 1.60:3526 p119 N95-19041 • ft
NAS 1.60:3527 p 618 N95-31985 ' tt
NAS 1.60:3537 p 284 N95-22806 " ft
NAS 1.61:1347 p35 N95-11710 • ft
NAS 1.61:1355 p 453 N95-27367 • ft
NAS 1.61:1359 p 357 N95-24274 • ft
NAS 1.71 :LAR-15058-1 p 238 N95-20080 • ft
NAS 1.71:LAR-1S088-1 p 91 N95-14139 • ft
NAS 1.71:LAR-15246-1 p 91 N95-14183 ' ft
NAS 1.71 :MFS-28958-1 p 437 N95-26890 ' ft
NAS-CR-196560 p 300 N95-24032 * #
NASA-AAV-1387
NASA-ASR-268 ..
p569 N95-30248*
p 129 N95-16982 '
NASA-CASE-ARC-11913-1
NASA-CASE-ARC-11937-1
NASA-CASE-ARC-11944-1
NASA-CASE-ARC-11953-1
NASA-CASE-ARC-11979-1
NASA-CASE-ARC-11982-1
NASA-CASE-ARC-11990-1
p311
p362
p294
p82
p286
p280
p286
N95-23377 •
N95-26015 '
N95-23389 '
N95-14518 '
N95-23390 •
N95-23393 '
N95-23395 '
NASA-CASE-LAR-14745-2-S8
NASA-CASE-LAR-15058-1
NASA-CASE-LAR-15088-1
NASA-CASE-LAR-15246-1
p85 N95-14415-
p 238 N95-20080 • tt
p 91 N95-14139 • tt
p 91 N95-14183 ' tt
NASA-CASE-LEW-15170-2 p 362 N95-26187 •
NASA-CASE-MFS-28697-1
NASA-CASE-MFS-28958-1
p 159 N95-18325 "
p 437 N95-26890 • tt
NASA-CASE-MSC-22277-1 p 96 N95-15306 •
F-13
NASA-CASE-MSC-22327-1 REPORT NUMBER INDEX
NASA-CASE-MSC-22327-1 p 350 N9S-2S592 '
NASA-CASE-NPO-18733-1-CU .... p 288 N95-22578 •
NASA-CP-101Q8 p 12 N95-1024S • #
NASA-CP-10139-PT-1 p 10 N95-10566 ' #
NASA-CP-10139-PT-2 p 41 N95-13203 * #
NASA-CP-10143-VOL-1 p 67 N95-14229 " #
NASA-CP-10143-VOL-2 p 69 N95-14239 ' #
NASA-CP-10143-VOL-3 p 71 N95-14251 ' #
NASA-CP-10147 p 141 N95-19380 • #
NASA-CP-10165 p 439 N95-27882 * #
NASA-CP-10166 p337 N95-24207 • #
NASA-CP-10170 p344 N95-26119 * #
NASA-CP-3178-VOL-1-PT-1 p 534 N95-29029 " #
NASA-CP-3178-VOL-1-PT-2 p 531 N95-28823 • #
NASA-CP-3274-PT-1 p 92 N95-14453 ' #
NASA-CP-3274-PT-2 p 124 N95-19468 • #
NASA-CP-3279 p 75 N95-14878 * #
NASA-CP-3291 p 476 N95-28723 ' #
NASA-CP-3299 p 416 N95-27763 * #
NASA-CR-182276 p 105 N95-18044 • #
NASA-CR-186030 p 13 N95-11410 * If
NASA-CR-186031 p157 N95-17418 ' #
NASA-CR-188330 p 49 N95-11913'*
NASA-CR-188343 p 54 N95-11937 ' #
NASA-CR-188360 p 143 N95-18567 * ft
NASA-CR-188367 p 488 N95-28716 ' #
NASA-CR-188370 p 527 N95-29447 ' #
NASA-CR-189077 p 441 N95-27999 • #
NASA-CR-189099 p 290 N95-24053 * #
NASA-CR-189141 p316 N95-23792 * #
NASA-CR-189146 p 316 N95-24189 * #
NASA-CR-189201 p 337 N95-24624 ' #
NASA-CR-189206 p 15 N95-10247 • #
NASA-CR-189412 p 567 N95-28807 * #
NASA-CR-189657 p 23 N95-10318 * #
NASA-CR-189659 p15 N95-10319 * #
NASA-CR-189677 p 452 N95-28264 " #
NASA-CR-189705-VOL-2 p 452 N95-28073 * #
NASA-CR-189714 p 406 N95-28227 * #
NASA-CR-191045 p 150 N95-18743 * #
NASA-CR-191177 p 57 N95-11996 * #
NASA-CR-191178 p108 N95-16887 * #
NASA-CR-191194 p 162 N9S-19236 ' #
NASA-CR-191441 p 630 N95-31421 ' #
NASA-CR-193993 p 49 N95-13027 ' #
NASA-CR-194215 p 101 N95-13717 * #
NASA-CR-194893 p 51 N95-11869 ' #
NASA-CR-194931 p 27 N95-11593'#
NASA-CR-194934 p 57 N95-11812 * #
NASA-CR-194942 p 61 N95-11932 * #
NASA-CR-194953 p8 N95-10848 ' #
NASA-CR-194972 p 325 N95-23276 * #
NASA-CR-194976 p 99 N95-13727 * #
NASA-CR-194980 p 170 N95-16897 ' #
NASA-CR-194987 p 54 N95-12175 * #
NASA-CR-194994 p 159 N95-18190 * #
NASA-CR-194997 p 170 N95-18110 * #
NASA-CR-195001 p 170 N95-16898 * #
NASA-CR-195003 p 96 N95-14912 ' #
NASA-CR-195004 p 151 N95-16860 * #
NASA-CR-195005 p 159 N95-18191 * #
NASA-CR-195007 p 159 N95-18193 ' #
NASA-CR-195008 p97 N95-15604 " #
NASA-CR-195014 p159 N95-18042 * #
NASA-CR-195026 p 292 N95-22674 • #
NASA-CR-195028 p 362 N95-26160 ' #
NASA-CR-195032 p314 N95-23466 * #
NASA-CR-195033 p 330 N95-24443 * #
NASA-CR-195038 p 350 N95-25394 * #
NASA-CR-195041 p 340 N95-24388 ' #
NASA-CR-195043 p 361 N95-26085 " #
NASA-CR-195048 p 537 N95-30252 * #
NASA-CR-195050 p 273 N 95-23193 '#
NASA-CR-195051 p711 N95-33831 • #
NASA-CR-195052 p310 N95-23257 ' #
NASA-CR-195067 p 334 N95-25341 * #
NASA-CR-195077 p 452 N95-28670 * #
NASA-CR-195312 p 154 N95-16072 ' #
NASA-CH-195355 p 23 N95-10132 ' #
NASA-CR-195358 p 18 N95-11487 * #
NASA-CR-195359 p 50 N95-11901 * #
NASA-CR-195360 p 50 N95-11951 * #
NASA-CR-195370 p8 N95-10853 ' #
NASA-CR-195378 p 57 N95-11711'#
NASA-CR-195390 p 138 N95-17402 * #
NASA-CR-195392-VOL-1 p 258 N95-21888 • #
NASA-CR-195393 p 101 N95-15743 * #
NASA-CR-195394 p 100 N95-14610 * #
NASA-CR-195398 p 76 N95-15852 ' #
NASA-CR-195405 p 76 N95-15912 ' #
NASA-CR-195408 p 161 N95-18938 ' #
NASA-CR-195413 p 156 N95-16588 ' #
NASA-CR-195416 p210 N95-19567 * #
NASA-CR-195421 p 323 N95-22675 " #
NASA-CR-195426 p 202 N95-19769 ' #
NASA-CR-195429 p 197 N95-19651 ' #
NASA-CR-195432 p 447 N95-27970 * #
NASA-CR-195436 p 366 N95-26363 * #
NASA-CR-195439 p 627 N95-31653 * #
NASA-CR-195443 p 338 N95-24304 ' #
NASA-CR-195445 p 289 N95-23222 ' #
NASA-CR-195454 p 275 N95-23462 ' #
NASA-CR-195457 p 616 N95-30779 * #
NASA-CR-195469 p 406 N 95-27866 "#
NASA-CR-195479 p 555 N95-29538 ' #
NASA-CR-195882 p 36 N95-11877'#
NASA-CR-196049 p249 N95-21340 ' #
NASA-CR-196059 p 98 N95-13885 ' #
NASA-CR-196111 p22 N95-10231 * #
NASA-CR-196126 p 58 N95-12856 • #
NASA-CR-196192 p 52 N95-12791 '#
NASA-CR-196313 p 320 N95-23766'
NASA-CR-196316 p 17 N95-11223 * #
NASA-CR-196360 p 36 N95-11884 ' #
NASA-CR-196394 p 48 N95-12785 * #
NASA-CR-196395 p 6 N95-10131 ' #
NASA-CR-196396 p 9 N95-10940 ' #
NASA-CR-196397 p 28 N95-11192 * #
NASA-CR-196445 p 24 N95-11252 ' #
NASA-CR-196543 p 168 N95-18093 ' #
NASA-CR-196564 p 363 N95-24439 ' #
NASA-CR-196586 p415 N95-27093 * #
NASA-CR-196694 p 392 N95-27143 * #
NASA-CR-196749 p9 N95-11366 * #
NASA-CR-196750 p 10 N95-11367'#
NASA-CR-196759 p 61 N95-12832 * #
NASA-CR-196763 p 48 N95-12787 * #
NASA-CR-196777 p 10 N95-11582 * #
NASA-CR-196786 p 98 N95-13725 ' #
NASA-CR-196813 p 43 N95-11699 • #
NASA-CR-196835 p 36 N95-11766'#
NASA-CR-196836 p 52 N95-11938 " #
NASA-CR-196940 p 58 N95-12228 ' #
NASA-CR-196960 p 38 N95-12389 • #
NASA-CR-196981 p 58 N95-13201 • #
NASA-CR-196982 p 53 N95-13200 ' #
NASA-CR-197011 p 67 N95-13701 ' #
NASA-CR-197023 p 74 N95-14614 • #
NASA-CR-197024 p 74 N95-14613 ' #
NASA-CR-197025 p 74. N95-14612 ' #
NASA-CR-197029 p 80 N95-14794 ' #
NASA-CR-197030 p 127 N95-15971 * #
NASA-CR-197102 p 75 N95-14803 ' #
NASA-CR-197109 p 129 N95-16899 ' #
NASA-CR-197110 p81 N95-14909 • #
NASA-CR-197135 p 76 N95-15762 ' #
NASA-CR-197149 p 45 N95-12626 ' #
NASA-CR-197152 p 46 N95-12628 • #
NASA-CR-197155 p 45 N95-12609 • #
NASA-CR-197159 p 46 N95-12637 • #
NASA-CR-197161 p45 N95-12530 ' #
NASA-CR-197162 p 45 N95-12305 ' #
NASA-CR-197164 p 44 N95-12294 • #
NASA-CR-197165 p 46 N95-12638 • #
NASA-CR-197172 p 49 N95-12993 • #
NASA-CR-197173 p 47 N95-12639 • #
NASA-CR-197176 p 45 N95-12363 ' #
NASA-CR-197180 p 81 N95-15742 ' #
NASA-CR-197181 p 47 N95-12643 * #
NASA-CR-197182 p 47 N 95-12689'#
NASA-CR-197183 p 48 N 95-12700 • #
NASA-CR-197186 p 47 N95-12645 ' #
NASA-CR-197188 p 46 N95-12636 ' #
NASA-CR-197191 p 79 N95-13703 ' #
NASA-CR-197195 p 47 N 95-12695 '#
NASA-CR-197199 p 48 N95-12702 • #
NASA-CR-197213 p 172 N95-16848 " #
NASA-CR-197223 p 97 N95-15785 ' #
NASA-CR-197224 p 97 N95-15728 • #
NASA-CR-197229 p 96 N95-14922 ' #
NASA-CR-197272 p 224 N95-21031 • tf
NASA-CR-197286 p 239 N95-21436 * #
NASA-CR-197288 p 707 N95-32823 • #
NASA-CR-197290 p 229 N95-22161 ' #
NASA-CR-197316 p 224 N95-21343 * #
NASA-CR-197320 p 204 N95-19576 • #
NASA-CR-197383 p 309 N95-22481 '#
NASA-CR-197409 p 223 N95-21891 • #
NASA-CR-197412 p 349 N95-24461 ' #
NASA-CR-197419 p 274 N95-23218 • #
NASA-CR-197420 p 285 N95-23217 • #
NASA-CR-197421 p 309 N 95-23183 '#
NASA-CR-197438 p310 N 95-23190 •#
NASA-CR-197439 p 301 N95-23179 • #
NASA-CR-197440 p 289 N9S-23088 • #
NASA-CR-197449 p 172 N95-16401 • #
NASA-CR-197488 p 107 N95-16589 • #
NASA-CR-197493 p 142 N95-17404 • #
NASA-CR-197516 p 134 N95-19130 • #
NASA-CR-197517 p 150 N95-17493 ' #
NASA-CR-197523 p 130 N95-18090 ' #
NASA-CR-197554 p 160 N95-18388 ' #
NASA-CR-197574 p 150 N95-18196 ' #
NASA-CR-197S95 p 160 N95-18737 • #
NASA-CR-197638 p 258 N95-21170'#
NASA-CR-197661 p 293 N95-22908 ' #
NASA-CR-197697 p 333 N95-24391 ' #
NASA-CR-197699 p 316 N95-23670 • #
NASA-CR-197727 p 360 N95-25797 • #
NASA-CR-197744 p 389 N95-26651 ' #
NASA-CR-197745 p 390 N95-26813 " #
NASA-CR-197747 p 374 N95-26760 ' #
NASA-CR-197748 p 373 N95-26649 • #
NASA-CR-197749 p 406 N95-26777 ' #
NASA-CR-197750 p411 N95-26775 ' #
NASA-CR-197752 p 448 N95-26648 • #
NASA-CR-197754 p 389 N95-26591 '#
NASA-CR-197755 p 374 N95-26735 * #
NASA-CR-197756 p 389 N95-26590 ' #
NASA-CH-197757 p 436 N95-26589 ' #
NASA-CR-197785 p 445 N95-26669 ' #
NASA-CR-197801 P411 N95-26768 ' #
NASA-CR-197820 p 437 N95-26995 ' #
NASA-CR-197832 p 419 N95-27167 • #
NASA-CR-197850 p 502 N95-28928 '
NASA-CR-197860 p 338 N95-24213 * #
NASA-CR-197867 p 273 N95-23182 • #
NASA-CR-197912 p 285 N95-22949 • #
NASA-CR-197931 p 294 N95-23392 * #
NASA-CR-197944 p 295 N95-23410 • #
NASA-CR-198024 p 335 N95-25334 • #
NASA-CR-198029 p 348 N95-24412 ' #
NASA-CR-198030 p 349 N95-24413 • #
NASA-CR-198038 p 357 N95-24219 • #
NASA-CR-198040 p 340 N95-24302 ' #
NASA-CR-198041 p343 N95-24220 • !?
NASA-CR-198045 p 330 N95-24379 ' #
NASA-CR-198162 p 438 N95-27179 ' #
NASA-CR-198163 p 569 N95-30353 • #
NASA-CR-198164 p 442 N95-28673 • #
NASA-CR-198165 p 449 N95-27246 * #
NASA-CR-198355 p 485 N95-29132 ' #
NASA-CR-198356 p 480 N95-29402 * #
NASA-CR-198357 p 580 N95-29641 ' #
NASA-CR-198359 p 710 N95-32836 • #
NASA-CR-198361 p 523 N95-30067 • #
NASA-CR-198363 p 629 N95-30787 • #
NASA-CR-198367 p 651 N95-32205 * #
NASA-CR-198368 p 697 N95-33208 ' #
NASA-CR-198563 p 454 N95-28038 ' #
NASA-CR-198574 p 438 N95-27240 • #
NASA-CR-198576 p 384 N95-28188 * #
NASA-CR-198579 p 392 N95-27180 • #
NASA-CR-198580 p 479 N95-29338 • #
NASA-CR-198590 p 377 N95-28193 • #
NASA-CR-198603 p 375 N95-27248 ' #
NASA-CR-198609 p 401 N95-28203 • #
NASA-CR-198610 p439 N95-27865 • #
NASA-CR-198621 p 447 N95-27805 • #
NASA-CR-198718 p 420 N95-28266 * #
NASA-CR-198722 p 424 N95-28462 ' #
NASA-CR-198723 p 421 N95-28420 ' #
NASA-CR-198814 p 557 N95-30224 • #
NASA-CR-198828 p 679 N95-31982 * #
NASA-CR-198831 p 505 N95-30335 • #
NASA-CR-198958 p 518 N95-30254 • #
NASA-CR-198972 p 594 N95-32193 * #
NASA-CR-198974 p 704 N95-32822 " #
NASA-CR-199080 p 703 N95-32689 • #
NASA-CR-199081 p 691 N9S-32928 • #
NASA-CR-4348 p 378 N95-28265 ' #
NASA-CR-4349 p 377 N95-28230 ' #
NASA-CR-4447 p 12 N95-10316 • #
NASA-CR-4448 p 11 N95-10240 • #
NASA-CR-4449 p 12 N95-10242 ' #
NASA-CR-4485 p 503 N95-29027 ' #
NASA-CR-4496 p 377 N95-28003 * #
NASA-CR-4530 p 57 N95-11888 * #
NASA-CR-4597 p 48 N95-12831 ' #
NASA-CR-4620 p 151 N95-16859 • #
NASA-CR-4623 p 37 N95-11911 • #
NASA-CR-4627 p 44 N95-11952 *
NASA-CR-4631 p228 N95-19950 • #
NASA-CR-4633 p 244 N95-19912 • #
NASA-CR-4635 p 108 N95-17273 • #
NASA-CR-4642-VOL-1 p 161 N95-18955 ' #
NASA-CR-4642-VOL-2 p 161 N95-18956 • #
NASA-CR-4645 p 343 N95-24878 • #
NASA-CR-4649 p273 N95-22917 • #
NASA-CR-4650 P273 N95-23185 ' #
NASA-CR-4651 p 273 N95-23095 * #
NASA-CR-4652 p 330 N95-24217 • #
NASA-CR-4653 p 361 N95-24879 • #
NASA-CR-4654 p 335 N95-24630 • #
NASA-CR-4660 p 338 N95-24392 ' #
F-14
REPORT NUMBER INDEX NASA-TP-3447
N95-11710 '
N9S-27367 •
N95-24274 •
N95-22341 •
N95-31000 '
N95-21640 '
N95-24465 '
N9S-25798 '
N95-27S43 '
N95-24238 •
#
it
g
#
#
#
N95-14419 •
N95-10858 •
NASA-CR-4665 ............................... p 397 N95-28262 '
NASA-CR-4671 ............................... p 476 N95-28720 '
NASA-CR-4672 ............................... p 526 N95-29339 •
NASA-CR-4675 ............................... p 392 N95-27371 •
NASA-CR-4677 ............................... p 592 N95-3061 1 •
NASA-CR-4679 ............................... p 648 N95-31423 '
NASA-CR-4682 ............................... p 710 N95-33396 '
NASA-NEWS-RELEASE-94-47 ..... p 144 N95-19029 •
NASA-RP-1347 ............................... p35
NASA-RP-1355 ............................... p453
NASA-RP-1359 ............................... p 357
NASA-SP-290-Vol-1-3 .................... p 236
NASA-SP-514 ................................. p 584
NASA-SP-7037(315) ......................
 P219
NASA-SP-7037(316) ...................... p 328
NASA-SP-7037(317) ...................... p 328
NASA-SP-7037(318) ...................... p 367
NASA-SP-7109(01) ........................ p 363
NASA-TM-103855 .......................... p 66
NASA-TWO 04268 .......................... p8
~NASA-TM-~1 M276~nZ~. ............... p 36
NASA-TM- 104277 .......................... p 51
NASA-TM-104278 .......................... p 694
NASA-TM-104279 .......................... p11
NASA-TM-104280 .......................... p 21
NASA-TM-104281 .......................... p 1
NASA-TM-1 04282 .......................... p 21
NASA-TM-1 04283 .......................... p 13
NASA-TM-104288 .......................... p 21
NASA-TM-104289 .......................... p 13
NASA-TM-104290 .......................... p 13
NASA-TM-104292 ..................... ..... p 17
NASA-TM-104295 .......................... p 13
NASA-TM-1 04296 .......................... p 13
NASA-TM-1 04297 .......................... p 13
NASA-TM-104298 .......................... p 13
NASA-TM-104299 .......................... p 13
NASA-TM-104300 .......................... p 13
NASA-TM-104301 .......................... p 21
NASA-TM-1 04302 .......................... p 21
NASA-TM-1 04303 .......................... p 17
NASA-TM-1 04304 .......................... p 1
NASA-TM-104305 .......................... p 33
NASA-TM-104306 .......................... p 13
NASA-TM-104806-VOL-1 .............. p 151
NASA-TM-104806-VOL-2 .............. p 205
NASA-TM-1 05798 .......................... p 23
NASA-TM-1 06385 .......................... p 73
NASA-TM-1 06458 .......................... p 38
NASA-TM-1 06502 .......................... p 22
NASA-TM-1 06569 .......................... p 21
NASA-TM-106571 .......................... p 152
NASA-TM-106579 .......................... p 39
NASA-TM-106580 .......................... p 105
NASA-TM-106589 .......................... p 20
NASA-TM-106632 .......................... p 157
NASA-TM-1 06637 .......................... p8
NASA-TM-1 06649 .......................... p 80
NASA-TM-1 06669 .......................... p 339
NASA-TM-1 06671 .......................... p7
NASA-TM-1 06674 .......................... p15
NASA-TM-106676 .......................... p 626
NASA-TM-106683 .......................... p 24
NASA-TM-106685 .......................... p 416
NASA-TM-106686 .......................... p 25
NASA-TM-106689 .......................... p 58
NASA-TM-106697 .......................... p 50
NASA-TM-106710 .......................... p 37
NASA-TM-1 06711 .......................... p 649
NASA-TM-106715 .......................... p 651
NASA-TM-106719 .......................... p 16
NASA-TM-106723 .......................... p 49
NASA-TM-1 06724 .......................... p 50
NASA-TM-106729 .......................... p 16
NASA-TM-106736 .......................... p 139
NASA-TM-106738 .......................... p 100
NASA-TM-106741 .......................... p 51
NASA-TM-1 06742 .......................... p 91
NASA-TM-106747 .......................... p 39
NASA-TM-106755 .......................... p 146
NASA-TM-106757 .......................... p 89
NASA-TM-106764 .......................... p 262
NASA-TM-1 06774 .......................... p 76
NASA-TM-106776 .......................... p117
NASA-TM-1 06782 .......................... p 101
NASA-TM-1 06784 .......................... p 137
NASA-TM-1 06785 .......................... p 167
NASA-TM-106786 .......................... p 73
NASA-TM-1 06799 .......................... p 170
NASA-TM-106802 .......................... p 170
NASA-TM-1 06803 .......................... p 105
NASA-TM-1 06804 .......................... p 104
N95-11868'
N95-33009 •
N95-10737 •
N95-10738 *
N95-10709 •
N95-10710 •
N95-10711 •
N95-10714 •
N95-10715 •
N95-10716 •
N95-10717 •
N95-10740 •
N95-10741 •
N95-10742 •
N95-10743 •
N95-10744 *
N95-10745 •
N95-10746 «
N95-10747 •
N95-10748 •
N95-10749 *
N9S-10750 "
N95-10751 •
N95-19237 •
N95-19624 •
N95-10244 •
N95-14418 •
N95-12378 *
N95-11483*
N95-10822 •
N95-16905 •
N95-13058 •
N95-16038 •
N95-10446 •
N95-16911 *
N95-10820 •
N95-14604 •
N95-24561 •
N95-10148 •
N95-101S3 •
N95-30592 •
N95-10854 •
N95-27434 •
N95-11409 •
N95-12843 •
N95-11867 •
N95-11917 "
N95-31738 •
N95-32206 •
N95-11005 •
N95-11864 *
N95-11890 •
N95-11159'
N95-18133 •
N95-14618 •
N95-12763 •
N95-14299 •
N95-13197 •
N95-18586 '
N95-13665 •
N95-24025 •
N95-158S3 •
N95-18457 •
N95-15059 •
N95-15970 •
N95-19501 •
N95-14297 •
N95-16906 '
N95-17264 •
N95-18486 •
N95-17657 •
# NASA-TM-106805 p 105 N95-18197 • #
# NASA-TM-106808 p 148 N95-19286 * #
# NASA-TM-106814 p 438 N95-27854 • #
# NASA-TM-106817 p 145 N95-18054 * #
# NASA-TM-106822 p 162 N95-19125 " #
# NASA-TM-106824 p 223 N95-20794 ' #
# NASA-TM-106826 p 124 N95-19285 ' tt
NASA-TM-106827 p 124 N95-19284 • #
NASA-TM-106831 p 123 N95-18582 * g
NASA-TM-106833 p 119 N95-18933 " g
NASA-TM-106840 p211 N95-19794 • g
NASA-TM-106846 p 244 N95-19953 ' #
NASA-TM-106847 p 293 N95-22954 • g
NASA-TM-106849 p 309 N95-22669 * g
NASA-TM-106854 p 236 N95-21383 ' #
NASA-TM-106865 p 338 N95-24390 " g
NASA-TM-106870 p 320 N95-23259 * g
NASA-TM-106872 p 323 N95-23178 * #
NASA-TM-106875 p 438 N95-27855 * g
NASA-TM-106885 p 295 N95-23671 'g
NASA-TM-106886 p 407 N95-28344 * #
NASA-TM-106890 p 289 N95-23550 * #
NASA-TM-106903 p412 N95-27176 ' g
_ NASA-TM-1069.13_ p.332_N95r25962
NASA-TM-106917 p 451 N95-26801 " #
NASA-TM-106919 p 332 N95-26075 " g
NASA-TM-106924 p 482 N95-30091 '#
NASA-TM-106931 p 554 N95-29371 ' #
NASA-TM-106935 p 579 N95-29401 'g
NASA-TM-106936 p 646 N95-30851 '#
NASA-TM-106947 p 381 N95-27762 " g
NASA-TM-106951 p 406 N95-27860 ' g
NASA-TM-106952 p 553 N95-29112 * g
NASA-TM-106954 p616 N95-30702 • g
NASA-TM-106955 p513 N95-29115 ' g
NASA-TM-106958 p 645 N 95-30524 '#
NASA-TM-106959 p 482 N95-30253 * g
NASA-TM-106970 p615 N95-30594 ' g
NASA-TM-106971 p 592 N95-30704 ' g
NASA-TM-106975 p616 N95-30853 * #
NASA-TM-106976 p616 N95-30698 * #
NASA-TM-106984 p 457 N95-30229 * g
NASA-TM-106997 p615 N95-30617 ' g
NASA-TM-106998 p615 N95-30517 • g
NASA-TM-106999 p514 N95-30007 " g
NASA-TM-107000 p616 N95-30632 ' g
NASA-TM-107002 p615 N95-30589 * g
NASA-TM-107003 p617 N95-30861 ' g
g NASA-TM-107006 p 694 N95-32916 * g
g NASA-TM-107014 p 645 N95-30587 * g
g NASA-TM-107020 p 705 N95-32930 " g
g NASA-TM-107023 p 684 N95-32769 " g
g NASA-TM-107024 p 694 N95-32931 *#
g NASA-TM-107759 p 50 N95-12860 ' g
# NASA-TM-108081 p 59 N95-13235 " #
# NASA-TM-108459 p9 N95-11157'#
g NASA-TM-108489 p 592 N95-30712 " g
g NASA-TM-108491 p 441 N95-28364 ' #
g NASA-TM-108574 p 453 N95-28002 ' g
# NASA-TM-108819 p 44 N95-12225 ' g
# NASA-TM-108833 p 95 N95-14617 ' g
# NASA-TM-108834 p8 N95-10847 ' #
# NASA-TM-108837 p 11 N95-10846 ' g
# NASA-TM-108843 p 38 N9S-12360 ' #
# NASA-TM-108845 p 37 N95-11927 ' #
# NASA-TM-108847 p 25 N95-11389 * #
g NASA-TM-108849 p 35 N95-12227 * g
# NASA-TM-108850 p 65 N95-13642 * g
g NASA-TM-108852 p 116 N95-18101 ' g
g NASA-TM-108853 p 65 N95-13662 ' g
# NASA-TM-108855 p 65 N95-13891 ' #
g NASA-TM-108857 p 66 N9S-14921 * #
# NASA-TM-108860 p 272 N95-22666 * g
# NASA-TM-108862 p 232 N95-21186 * g
g NASA-TM-108863 p 367 N95-26710 " g
g NASA-TM-108864 p 249 N95-21323 ' g
# NASA-TM-108866 p 405 N95-26412 * g
# NASA-TM-108867 p 606 N95-30646 * g
g NASA-TM-109083 p 21 N95-11466 ' g
# NASA-TM-109128 p 13 N95-11465 * g
« NASA-TM-109140 p 33 N 95-10873 '#
g NASA-TM-109142 p 88 N95-14920 * #
g NASA-TM-109146 p 22 N95-11003 ' g
# NASA-TM-109148 p 55 N95-11915 ' #
g NASA-TM-109149 p 57 N95-11815 " g
g NASA-TM-109152 p 97 N95-15898 " g
# NASA-TM-109154 p 10 N95-11489 ' #
# NASA-TM-109157 p 238 N95-20669 " g
# NASA-TM-109158 p 226 N95-20706 ' g
g NASA-TM-109160-VOL-1 p 171 N95-18899 " g
g NASA-TM-109163 p 102 N95-13663 ' g
g NASA-TM-109165 p 333 N95-24633 ' #
g NASA-TM-109168 p 366 N95-26381 "g
# NASA-TM-109171 p335 N95-24582 * #
# NASA-TM-109174 p 223 N95-20688 * #
ff NASA-TM-109175 p 346 N95-26251 • g
NASA-TM-109177 p 320 N95-23009 ' g
NASA-TM-109179 p 330 N95-24397 • g
NASA-TM-109181 p 348 N95-24396 " g
NASA-TM-109182 p 296 N95-23011 ' g
NASA-TM-109184 p 449 N95-27241 •#
NASA-TM-109869 p 10 N95-10548 '
NASA-TM-109891 p 20 N95-10547 •
NASA-TM-109902 p 20 N95-10552'
NASA-TM-109904 p 22 N95-10553'
NASA-TM-109907 p 7 N95-10556 '
NASA-TM-109948 p 157 N95-16828 • #
NASA-TM-109950 p! N95-11463'#
NASA-TM-109984 p 97 N95-15899 *
NASA-TM-110103 p 231 N95-20370 • g
NASA-TM-110113 p129 N95-16982'
NASA-TM-110117 p 126 N95-18347 '
NASA-TM-110142 p381 N95-27859 ' g
NASA-TM-110146 p554 N95-29453 ' #
NASA-TM-110150 p568 N95-29454 • g
NASA-TM-110161 p410 N95-27839 " g
NASA-TM-110163 p580 N95-29452 ' g
NASA-TM-110164 p518 N95-30327 ' #
NASA-TM-110168 p501 N95-28820 * g
_L# NASAJTl/M1017.5_ ._P_645_N?5130682_!_#_
NASA-TM-110182 p 646 N95-30783 * g
NASA-TM-110346 p 335 N95-24629 • g
NASA-TM-110347 p 332 N95-26302 ' #
NASA-TM-110348 p 383 N95-26587 * g
NASA-TM-110349 p 409 N95-26773 " g
NASA-TM-110351 p457 N95-28816 ' g
NASA-TM-110352 p 376 N95-27258 " g
NASA-TM-110353 p 527 N95-29351 • g
NASA-TM-110354 p 593 N95-30788 ' g
NASA-TM-110356 p 691 N95-32699 ' tt
NASA-TM-110357 p 523 N95-30228 " g
NASA-TM-110360 p 594 N95-32188 ' g
NASA-TM-110502 p 230 N95-19994'
NASA-TM-110504 p 230 N95-20155 "
NASA-TM-110505 p 223 N95-19996 *
NASA-TM-110608 p 451 N95-27908 ' g
NASA-TM-110626 p 607 N95-30827 ' #
NASA-TM-110648 p 569 N95-30248 '
NASA-TM-110668 p 683 N95-32764 ' #
NASA-TM-110669 p 680 N95-32187 * g
NASA-TM-110673 p 683 N95-32682 " g
NASA-TM-110743 p 681 N95-31979 " #
NASA-TM-4413 p 39 N95-12770 *
NASA-TM-4542 p5 N95-10028 * #
NASA-TM-4549 p6 N95-10029 " g
NASA-TM-4561 p 17 N95-10220 ' #
NASA-TM-4574 p 120 N95-19042 ' g
NASA-TM-4574 p 222 N95-19913 " it
NASA-TM-4575 p 102 N95-15065 " g
NASA-TM-4576 p 54 N95-13196 * #
NASA-TM-4577 p 249 N95-21258 ' g
NASA-TM-4582 p 106 N95-16069 ' g
NASA-TM-4583 p 272 N95-22802 • g
NASA-TM-4588 p 125 N95-17384 • g
NASA-TM-4596 p 108 N95-16858 ' #
NASA-TM-4597 p9 N95-11158 " g
NASA-TM-4601 p 108 N95-16908 ' #
NASA-TM-4602 p 309 N95-23015 ' g
NASA-TM-4602 p 310 N95-23210 * #
NASA-TM-4604 p 38 N95-12191 • g
NASA-TM-4605 p 10 N95-11408 * #
NASA-TM-4610 p 331 N95-25338 • g
NASA-TM-4611 p378 N95-28241 • g
NASA-TM-4631 p 449 N95-27914 • #
NASA-TM-4632 p 120 N95-19119'#
NASA-TM-4634 p 330 N95-24566 * #
NASA-TM-4635 p 296 N95-23192 ' g
NASA-TM-4637 p 63 N95-12190 ' g
NASA-TM-4638 p 274 N95-23250 • g
NASA-TM-4640 p 505 N95-30226 ' #
NASA-TM-4641 p 250 N95-22109 ' #
NASA-TM-4644 p 158 N95-17490 ' g
NASA-TM-4646 p 134 N95-19044 ' #
NASA-TM-4651 p 89 N95-13892 * g
NASA-TM-4653 p 176 N95-18573 ' #
NASA-TM-4660 p 684 N95-32821 ' g
NASA-TM-4661 p 309 N95-22804 • g
NASA-TM-4664 p 627 N95-32217 • #
NASA-TM-4665 p 288 N95-24030 " #
NASA-TM-4676 p 284 N95-22829 • g
NASA-TM-4704 p 620 N95-31846 • g
NASA-TM-4705 p617 N95-31425 • tt
NASA-TM-83199-PT-4 p 451 N95-26392 ' g
NASA-TP-3403 p 51 N95-12664 * tt
NASA-TP-3414 p117 N95-18565 ' g
NASA-TP-3416 p 26 N9S-10859 ' tt
NASA-TP-3437 p8 N95-10739 ' g
NASA-TP-3440 p6 N95-10129 ' g
NASA-TP-3443 p 104 N95-16560 ' #
NASA-TP-3446 p 17 N95-10860 • g
NASA-TP-3447 p 37 N95-11995 ' tt
F-15
NASA-TP-3451 REPORT NUMBER INDEX
NASA-TP-3451 p62 N95-12341 • #
NASA-TP-3454 p 53 N95-13553 ' #
NASA-TP-3455 p 129 N95-17397 • #
NASA-TP-3460 p 131 N95-18198 * #
NASA-TP-3465 p 285 N95-22953 • #
NASA-TP-3466 p 38 N95-12176 • #
NASA-TP-3467 p 30 N95-14852 " #
NASA-TP-3468 p 55 N95-12357 ' #
NASA-TP-3478 p 120 N95-19114 • #
NASA-TP-3480 p 224 N95-21338 ' #
NASA-TP-3487 p 550 N95-28719 ' #
NASA-TP-3496 p 378 N95-28674 • #
NASA-TP-3501 p54 N95-11870-#
NASA-TP-3502 p 407 N95-28343 • #
NASA-TP-3509 p 594 N95-31984 • #
NASA-TP-3515 p378 N95-28669 • #
NASA-TP-3516 p 373 N9S-26382 ' #
NASA-TP-3524 p 453 N95-26427 • #
NASA-TP-3526 p119 N95-19041 •#
NASA-TP-3527
 P618 N95-31985 • #
NASA-TP-3537 p 284 N95-22806 * #
NATICK/TR-95/017 p 381 N95-28454
NAVY-CASE-74885 p 160 N95-18461 #
NAWCAD-SA80 p 132 N95-18407
NAWCADPAX-95-10-RTR p 288 N95-24030 ' #
NAWCADTRN-PE-261 p 139 N95-18383
NAWCADWAR-93082-60 p 129 N95-17631 #
NAWCADWAR-94001-60 p 242 N95-22132 #
NAWCADWAR-95012-4.3 p 502 N95-28977 #
NAWCADWAR-95014-43 p 629 N95-31124 #
NDU-ICAF-94-F2 p 366 N95-26409
NDU-ICAF-94-F56 p 366 N95-26455
NEAR-TR-482 p 620 N95-31400
NFESC-TR-2019-ENV p 52 N95-11789
NIAR-94-11 p277 N95-24012 #
NIAR-94-12 P348 N95-24211 #
NIAR-94-14 p24 N95-11168 #
NIAR-94-1 p367 N95-26941 #
NIAR-94-3 p277 N95-24050 #
NIST/SP-861 p42 N95-13247
NISTIR-5023 p244 N95-20191 #
NISTIR-5412 p58 N95-12854 #
NISTIR-5441 p77 N95-14179 #
NLR-CR-93570L p 593 N95-30885 #
NLR-TP-92371-U P 53 N95-13243
NLR-TP-92409-U P 117 N95-18503
NLR-TP-93109-U P 285 N95-23161 #
NLR-TP-93301-U p 593 N9S-30814 #
NLR-TP-93348-U p 601 N95-30815 #
NLR-TP-93418-U p 607 N95-30838 #
NLR-TP-93511-U P 593 N95-30837 #
NLR-TP-93535-U p9 N95-11179 #
NONP-AGARD-SUPPL-VT-95-3838
0 P117 N95-18539
NONP-NASA-OK-95-48301 p 383 N95-26587 * #
NONP-NASA-SUPPL-DK-94-28027 p 84 N95-14815 #
NONP-NASA-SUPPL-VT-94-32020 p 97
NONP-NASA-VT-94-23139 p 20
NONP-NASA-VT-94-23140 p 10
NONP-NASA-VT-94-23144 p 20
NONP-NASA-VT-94-23146 p 22
NONP-NASA-VT-94-23149 p7
NONP-NASA-VT-94-23627 p 11
NONP-NASA-VT-94-23628 p 21
NONP-NASA-VT-94-23629 p 1
NONP-NASA-VT-94-23630 p 21
NONP-NASA-VT-94-23631 p 13
NONP-NASA-VT-94-23634 p 21
NONP-NASA-VT-94-23635 p 13
NONP-NASA-VT-94-23636 p 13
NONP-NASA-VT-94-23637 p 17
NONP-NASA-VT-94-23640 p 13
NONP-NASA-VT-94-23641 p 13
NONP-NASA-VT-94-23642 p 13
NONP-NASA-VT-94-23643 p 13
NONP-NASA-VT-94-23644 p 13
NONP-NASA-VT-94-23645 p 13
N95-15899 '
N95-10547 '
N95-10548 '
N95-10552 '
N95-10553 '
N95-10556 '
N95-10737 '
N95-10738 '
N95-10709 '
N95-10710 '
N95-10711 '
N95-10714 '
N95-10715 '
N9S-10716 '
N95-10717 '
N95-10740 '
N95-10741 '
N95-10742 '
N95-10743 '
N95-10744 '
N95-10745 '
NONP-NASA-VT-94-23646
NONP-NASA-VT-94-23647
NONP-NASA-VT-94-23648
NONP-NASA-VT-94-23649
NONP-NASA-VT-94-23650
NONP-NASA-VT-94-23651
NONP-N ASA-VT-95-35013
NONP-NASA-VT-95-37002
NONP-NASA-VT-95-41114
NONP-NASA-VT-95-41116
NONP-N ASA-VT-95-41117
NONP-N ASA-VT-95-49121
NONP-NASA-VT-95-57872
. p21
.
 P21
.
 P17
. P1
. p33
. p13
. P129
. P126
p230
p230
P223
P452
p569
N95-10746 '
N95-10747 '
N95-10748 '
N95-10749 '
N95-10750 '
N95-10751 '
N95-16982 •
N95-18347 •
N95-19994 •
N95-20155 '
N95-19996 '
N95-27209
N95-30248 '
NPL-RSA(EXT)0048 p 232 N95-21425
NREC-1762 p338 N95-24293
NREL/TP-440-7224 p 358 N95-26090 #
NREL/TP-441-6913 p 564 N95-30016 #
NREL/TP-441-7077 p 357 N95-24853 #
NREL/TP-441-7078 p 157 N95-16939 #
NREL/TP-441-7080 p216 N95-19855 #
NREL/TP-441-7107 p118 N95-18645 #
NREL/TP-441-7108 p118 N95-18646 #
NREL/TP-441-7805 p 683 N95-32548 #
NREL/TP-442-4740 p 256 N9S-20985 #
NREL/TP-442-7109 p 357 N95-24882 #
NREL/TP-442-7226 p 446 N95-27459 #
NREL/TP-442-7388 p 376 N95-27541 #
NREL/TP-442-7393 p 707 N95-32685 #
NRL/FR/5550-94-9743 p 435 N95-26349
NRL/MR/5710-94-7485 p 188 N95-19863
NRL/MR/6180-94-7624 p 225 N95-20071 #
NRL/MR/7543-94-7218 p 598 N95-31454 #
NSWCDD/TR-93/169 p 257 N95-20963
NSWCDD/TR-93/339 p 82 N95-15392
NSWCDD/TR-94/217 p 450 N95-2833S
NSWCDD/TR-94/379 p 481 N95-298S3 #
NSWCDD/TR-94/96 p 594 N95-30929 #
NTSB/AAR-94/06 p 78 N95-14916 #
NTSB/AAR-94/07 p 123 N95-17646 #
NTSB/AAR-94/08 p 333 N95-24206 #
NTSB/AAR-95/01 p 277 N95-23609 #
NTSB/AAR-95/02 P 380 N95-26498 #
NTSB/ARC-94/02 p 78 N95-15066 #
NTSB/ARC-94/02 p 123 N95-17748 #
NTSB/ARG-95/01 P 599 N95-31712 #
NTSB/RP-94/01-VOL-1 p 278 N95-24105 #
NTSB/RP-94/02-VOL-2 p 277 N95-23598 #
NTSB/SIR-94/02 p 188 N95-19793 #
NTSB/SS-94/02 p 124 N95-19132 #
ODURF-124303 p 129 N95-16899 ' #
OMI-01-92 p375 N95-27248 ' #
OMI-02-93 p 330 N95-24379 ' #
PAPER C15 p 1 A95-60160 '
PAPER-1746 P230 A95-72580 *
PAPER-4384 P230 A95-72585
PAPER-93GL03426 p 251 A95-70297 •
PB94-155702 P454 N95-28038 ' #
PB94-175262 p 55 N95-11796
PB94-179090 p60 N95-11798 #
PB94-179520 p14 N95-10083
PB94-179694 p 22 N95-10085
PB94-180031 p6 N95-10135
PB94-180049 p 7 N95-10136
PB94-180056 p7 N95-10137
PB94-180957 p39 N95-12578
PB94-184512 p43 N95-12582 #
PB94-184801 p21 N95-10844
PB94-189180 p 104 N95-17451
PB94-190725 p 142 N95-17454
PB94-193323 p 104 N95-17466
PB94-194065 p77 N95-14179 #
PB94-194560 P58 N95-128S4 #
PB94-194594 p 61 N95-12855 #
PB94-194883 p 123 N95-17476 #
PB94-195369 p 78 N95-15439
PB94-196813 p79 N9S-13981
PB94-201670 p 53 N95-13243
PB94-201696 p117 N95-18503
PB94-203403 p 42 N95-13247
PB94-204435 p 59 N95-13249
PB94-204450 p 40 N95-13250
PB94-207065 p 62 N95-13575
PB94-207610 p 216 N95-19582
PB94-210051 p244 N95-20191
PB94-217445 p 188 N95-19720
PB94-217478 p219 N95-19967
PB94-910408 p 78 N95-14916
PB94-910409 p 123 N95-17646
PB94-910410 p333 N95-24206
PB94-917004 p 124 N95-19132
PB94-917005 p 278 N95-24105
PB94-917006 p 188 N95-19793
PB94-917007 p 277 N95-23598
PB95-100319 p78 N95-15066
PB95-100319 p 123 N95-17748
PB95-104238 p 139 N95-17749
PB95-110805 P229 N95-21369
PB95-130423 p232 N95-21425
PB95-131348 p 248 N95-21132
PB95-136032 p324 N95-23168
PB95-139184 P285 N95-23161
PB95-141834 p360 N95-25894
PB95-143053 p328 N95-25401
PB95-147542 p 338 N95-24293
PB95-149381 p328 N95-24295
PB95-164927 p 340 N95-24260
PB95-165791 p350 N95-25749
PB95-166146 p343 N95-26004
PB95-166237 P358 N95-26005
PB95-178729 p 336 N95-26009
PB95-192415 p400 N95-28636
PB95-196408 p645 N95-30521
PB95-198024 p 593 N95-30837
PB95-198040 p607 N95-30838
PB95-198081 p593 N95-30814
PB95-198123 p 601 N95-30815
PB95-206447 p 677 N95-31157
PB95-206454 p564 N95-30200
PB95-206991 p 647 N95-30956
PB95-207015 p647 N95-30957
PB95-211355 p 601 N95-30597
PB95-212031 p644 N95-30502
PB95-214193 p 592 N95-30638
PB95-215828 p 599 N95-31712
PB95-910401 p277 N95-23609
PB95-910402 p380 N95-26498
PDA-TR-1754-02-01 p 235 N95-22036
PL-TR-93-1110 p231 N95-20772
PL-TR-93-1111 p247 N95-20771
PL-TR-94-2146 p 226 N95-21831
PL-TR-94-2253 p514 N95-29764
PML-1994-B29 p 240 N95-20906
PNL-SA-22914 p 138 N95-17371
POLY-AE-94-02 p523 N95-29468
PSI-1177/TR-1305 p106 N95-16076
PW/GESP-FR21998-23 p 56 N95-12546
R/D-7213-AN-01 p 81
R/D-7213-AN-01 p231
N95-15821
N95-20860
RAD-93-269-107-12-01 p 446 N95-27234
RAND/N-3616-AF p 62 N95-11944
RAND/N-3618-AF p 51 N95-13289
RAND/N-3619-AF p 81 N95-154S1
REPT-030601-5-T p 704 N95-32822 '
REPT-10428A p98 N95-13885 '
REPT-31-12089 p 101 N95-15743 '
REPT-63193-94U/P60099 p 130 N95-17661
REPT-722792-5 p 58 N95-12856 '
REPT-73-C1 p 12 N95-10316 '
REPT-91-R-1475 p 105 N95-18044 •
REPT-92RR-28 p 126 N95-18059
REPT-93122-01 p17 N95-11223 *
REPT-94-4 p 330 N95-24443 •
REPT-95-C-SRA-001 p 556 N95-29941
REPT-95B00075 p416 N95-27763 *
RIACS-TR-94-17 p36 N95-11877 •
RIACS-TR-94-18 p 36 N95-11884 •
RIACS-TR-94-19 p 160 N95-18737 •
RIACS-TR-95-01 p 335 N95-2S334 •
RL-TR-94-196 p 448 N95-26845
RL-TR-94-218 p 679 N95-31455
RL-TR-94-85 p 156 N95-16621
RL-TR-95-4 p489 N95-28887
F-16
REPORT NUMBER INDEX US-PATENT-CLASS-364-578
RTR-249-01 p 415 N95-27093 • #
R93081 p237 N95-2112Z
R95-970293 p 592 N95-30611 • #
S-786-VOL-1 p 151 N95-19237 " #
S-786-VOL-2 p205 N95-19624 * #
SAE PAPER 930485 p 386 A95-84554
SAE PAPER 931218 p 509 A95-87466
SAE PAPER 931219 p 539 A95-87530
SAE PAPER 931221 p 543 A95-88011
SAE PAPER 931223 p 545 A95-88789
SAE PAPER 931224 p 491 A95-87568
SAE PAPER 931226 p 458 A95-87199
SAE PAPER 931227 p 460 A95-87365
SAE PAPER 931228 p 463 A95-88960
SAE PAPER 931230 p 528 A95-88961
SAE PAPER 931233 p 529 A95-88962
SAE PAPER 931234 p 529 A95-88963
SAE PAPER 931241 p483 A95-88964 '
SAE PAPER 931248 p 483 A95-89220
SAE PAPER 931249 p 565 A95-89221
SAE PAPER 931253 p 493 A95-89222
-SAE-PAPER-931258 ~p~493~"A9y89224
SAE PAPER 931356 p 634 A95-93640
SAE PAPER 931360 p 610 A95-93642
SAE PAPER 931365 p 634 A95-93646
SAE PAPER 931366 p 586 A95-93647
SAE PAPER 931367 p 586 A95-93648
SAE PAPER 931368 p 586 A95-93649
SAE PAPER 931370 p 604 A95-93650
SAE PAPER 931376 p 618 A95-93655
SAE PAPER 931377 p 604 A95-93656
SAE PAPER 931381 p 604 A95-93657
SAE PAPER 931382 p 604 A95-93658
SAE PAPER 931383 p618 A95-93659
SAE PAPER 931384 p 586 A95-93660
SAE PAPER 931386 p 587 A95-93662
SAE PAPER 931388 p613 A95-93664
SAE PAPER 931389 p 613 A95-93665
SAE PAPER 931391 p 613 A95-93667
SAE PAPER 931393 p613 A95-93668
SAE PAPER 931397 p 634 A95-93669
SAE PAPER 931400 p 604 A95-93670
SAE PAPER 931401 p 628 A95-93671 *
SAE PAPER 931402 p 605 A95-93672
SAE PAPER 931403 p 605 A95-93673 *
SAE PAPER 931404 p 628 A95-93674
SAE PAPER 931406 p613 A95-93675 '
SAE PAPER 931410 p625 A95-93676
SAE PAPER 931411 p614 A95-93677
SAE PAPER 931412 p 614 A95-93678 *
SAE PAPER 931416 p 610 A95-93681
SAE PAPER 931417 p 583 A95-93682
SAE PAPER 931422 p 495 A95-90087
SAE PAPER 931439 p 680 A95-93691
SAE PAPER 931442 p 614 A95-93692
SAE PAPER 931444 p 635 A95-93693
SAE PAPER 931449 p 635 A95-93698
SAE PAPER 932055 p 500 A95-91636
SAE PAPER 932056 p 513 A95-91637
SAE PAPER 932057 p 513 A95-91638
SAE PAPER 932084 p 530 A95-91659
SAE PAPER 932119 p 526 A95-90360
SAE PAPER 932510 p 546 A95-89183
SAE PAPER 932512 p 465 A95-89185
SAE PAPER 932513 p 466 A95-89186
SAE PAPER 932514 p 466 A95-89187
SAE PAPER 932515 p 466 A95-89188
SAE PAPER 932517 p 386 A95-84555
SAE PAPER 932521 p 486 A9S-89189
SAE PAPER 932527 p 386 A95-84556
SAE PAPER 932530 p 492 A95-89190
SAE PAPER 932531 p 466 A95^9191
SAE PAPER 932532 p 466 A95-89192
SAE PAPER 932533 p 492 A95-89193
SAE PAPER 932534 p 492 A95-89194 *
SAE PAPER 932535 p 379 A95-84557
SAE PAPER 932536 p 386 A95-84558
SAE PAPER 932536 p 379 A95-84559
SAE PAPER 932541 p 510 A95-89195
SAE PAPER 932544 p 547 A95-90052
SAE PAPER 932550 p 547 A95-90054 *
SAE PAPER 932559 p511 A95-90056
SAE PAPER 932560 p511 A95-90057
SAE PAPER 932561 p 505 A95-90058
SAE PAPER 932562 p 511 A95-90059
SAE PAPER 932570 p 401 A95-84S67
SAE PAPER 932571 p 467 A95-90060 *
SAE PAPER 932572 p 467 A95-90061
SAE PAPER 932573 p 467 A95-90062
SAE PAPER 932574 p 467 A95-90063
SAE PAPER 932577 p 493 A95-90065
SAE PAPER 932579 p 494 A95-90066
SAE PAPER 932580 p 494 A95-90067
SAE PAPER 932582
SAE PAPER 932584
SAE PAPER 932586
SAE PAPER 932596 ..
SAE PAPER 932598 ..
SAE PAPER 932599 ..
SAE PAPER 932600
SAE PAPER 932602
SAE PAPER 932603
SAE PAPER 932604 ..
SAE PAPER 932605
SAE PAPER 932606
SAE PAPER 93261 0
SAE PAPER 93261 5
SAE PAPER 932616
SAE PAPER 932619
SAE PAPER 932623 ..
SAE SP-992
SAE 931256
SAND-93-0208C
SAND-93-4037C ...
SAND-94-0945
SAND-94-1136C
SAND-94-1305C
SAND-94-1417C
SAND-94-1826
SAND-94-2302C
SAND-94-2746C
SAND-94-3190C .. .
SAND-94-8210
SBI-AD-E501-856
SCT-92-RR-9
SEL-95-001
SER-PK-001
SHRP-H-385
SKS/95/1
SR-1
SR-1
SSD94D0217B
SSD94D0298
SSD94D0335
STF40-A93136
STF75-S93041
SWRI-17-4665
TABES PAPER 94-604
TABES PAPER 94-605
TABES PAPER 94-616
TABES PAPER 94-61 9
TABES PAPER 94-631
TABES PAPER 94-632
TACOM-13603
TAE-698
TARDEC-TR-13613 ....
TARDEC-TR-13641
TDCK-93-2570
TDCK-94-2179
TII-R9201-001-RD .
TKK-F-C155
TNO-TM-1994-B-16 ...
TOP-7-3-531
TOP-7-3-534
TR-080594-4871F
TR-112894-3570P ....
TR-1291-1
TR-2-FSRC-93
TR-524727
TR-90425
TR-94-A-O19
p495
p494
p 494
p 379
... p 379
p 380
p380
p494
p 495
n 495
p 495
p 486
p 455
p 456
.... p495
p417
p493
p 145
P 7
p 152
p229
p56
p228
p232
p 648
p299
p330
p 206
p411
... . p 85
p 567
.. p 683
p 78
p 648
p226
p 514
p 80
p 143
p 127
.... p 62
p 645
p 244
p 100
p 86
p 83
P 74
p 99
p 87
p 211
p316
p 537
p630
p240
p 337
p 316
p 60
p 337
p 81
p391
p333
p316
p 698
p 171
p 397
p 382
D 288
A95-90086
A95-90068
A95-90070
A95-fi4568
A95-84570
A95-84571
A95-84572
A95-90072
A95-90073
A95-90074
A95-90075
A9 5-90079
A9 5-90082
A9 5-90084
A95-84553
A95-89223
N95-16509
N95-10226
N95-19100
N95-21 520
N95-13184
N95-201 95
N95-21730
N95-31614
N95-23532
N95-24308
N95-19579
N95-26556
N95-15328
N95-28807
N95-32764
N95-1 5439
N95-31443
N95-21831
N95-29764
N95-14794
N95-18567
N95-15971
N95-13575
N95-30521
N95-20414
N95-14638
N95-14639
N95-14645
N95-14646
N95-14652
N95-14653
N95-19809
N95-23662
N95-29572
N95-31368
N95-20906
N95-26190
N95-23792
N95-11798
N95-26190
N9S-15815
N95-26994
N95-24391
N95-23670
N95-34306
N95-18564
N95-28409
N95-28630
N95-24030
•
.
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ff
ft
ff
ff
ft
ft
• ff
' #
ff
ft
' #
' #
" #
ft
#
#
' #
ft
ff
• ff
ff
ft
' #
ff
ft
' #
TRB/TRR-1428
TRITA-NA-9312
UC-706
UCLA ENG-93-43
UCRL-ID-1 18981
UCRL-ID-1 1 9964
UCRL-JC-1 17130
UCRL-JC-1 17918-REV-1
UCRL-JC-1 17918-REV-2
UCRL-JC-1 18149
UCRL-JC-1 18213
UCRL-JC-1 18226
UCRL-JC-1 18289
UCRL-JC-1 18476
UCRL-JC-120546
UDR-TR-93-81 -2
UDR-TR-94-94
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-010986
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-014581
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-014584
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-020940
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-032067
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-045337
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-046256
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-056503
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-067763
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-082766
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-083602
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-094663
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-125715
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-127567
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-1 29499
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-134443
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-1 59606
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-192562
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-1 94654
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-230571
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-269268
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-279037
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-287027
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-327061
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-329621
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-359320
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-365880
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-666104
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-755248
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-774490
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-839721
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-874403
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-889347
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-921863
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-926117
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-935939
US-PATENT-CLASS-149-19.9
US-PATENT-CLASS-188-379
US-PATENT-CLASS-188-381
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-100R ....
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-104R ....
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-130
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-138
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-182
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-199
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-1
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-215
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-216
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-21
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-3.22
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-51
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-7R
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-75R
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-75R
US-PATENT-CLASS-250-225
US-PATENT-CLASS-340-945
US-PATENT-CLASS-340-946
US-PATENT-CLASS-340-953
US-PATENT-CLASS-340-959
US-PATENT-CLASS-340-961
US-PATENT-CLASS-340-971
US-PATENT-CLASS-340-978
US-PATENT-CLASS-340-981
US-PATENT-CLASS-342-25
US-PATENT-CLASS-345-8
US-PATENT-CLASS-348-117
US-PATENT-CLASS-356-152
US-PATENT-CLASS-356-34
US-PATENT-CLASS-362-62
US-PATENT-CLASS-364^127
US-PATENT-CLASS-364-578
p219
p 705
p358
p 150
p452
p701
p708
p441
p441
p256
p644
p249
p250
p297
p584
p242
p48S
P389
p286
p286
p 116
p82
p85
p362
p288
p224
p85
p706
p611
p629
p244
p646
p 159
p96
p85
p362
p350
P91
p 160
p258
p91
p152
p238
p437
p 151
p85
p362
p388
p629
p294
p258
p311
p280
p 152
p 159
p96
p96
p96
p 116
p706
p294
p286
p388
p286
p286
p224
p 151
p294
p294
p294
p286
p362
p82
p280
p280
p85
p280
p82
p82
P280
p646
p288
p611
p362
p362
P280
p85
p288
N95-19967
N95-33059
N95-25110
N95-17493 *
N95-28108
N95-33408
N95-33642
N95-28029
N95-28139
N95-21552
N95-30507
N95-21478
N95-22299
N95-24019
N95-32164
N95-21969
N95-28811
N95-26537
N95-23395 '
N95-23390 *
N95-18337
N95-14518 '
N95-14415 *
N95-26187 •
N95-22578 *
N95-21864
N95-14415 '
N95-34449
N95-31180
N95-30749
N95-20295
N95-30727
N95-18325 *
N95-15306'
N95-14415 *
N95-26187 '
N95-25592 '
N95-14139 *
N95-18461
N95-21673
N95-14183 *
N95-19090
N95-20080 '
N95-26890 *
N95-19073
N95-14415 "
N95-26015 '
N95-26507
N95-30750
N95-23389 '
N95-21100
N95-23377 '
N95-23393 '
N95-19090
N95-18325 "
N95-15306 *
N95-15306 '
N95-15306 '
N95-18337
N95-34449
N95-23389 *
N95-23390 '
N95-26507
N95-23395 *
N95-23395 '
N95-21864
N95-19073
N95-23389 *
N95-23389 *
N95-23389 '
N95-23390 '
N95-26015 '
N9S-14518 *
N95-23393 "
N95-23393 *
N95-14415 *
N95-23393 *
N95-14518 •
N95-14518 •
N95-23393 '
N9S-30727
N95-22578 "
N95-31180
N95-26015 '
N95-26015 '
N95-23393 *
N95-14415 '
N95-22578 "
ff
#
#
#
#
#
#
ff
#
#
#
#
#
ff
ff
#
#
#
#
#
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US-PATENT-CLASS-395-152 REPORT NUMBER INDEX
US-PATENT-CLASS-395-152 p 288 N95-22578 •
US-PATENT-CLASS-416-144 p 159 N95-18325 •
US-PATENT-CLASS-416-34 p3n N95-23377 '
US-PATENT-CLASS-416-61 p311 N95-23377 *
US-PATENT-CLASS-428-34 p 629 N95-30749
US-PATENT-CLASS-430-324 p 629 N95-30750
US-PATENT-CLASS-434-307R .... p 288 N95-22578 '
US-PATENT-CLASS-434-372 p 288 N9S-22578 "
US-PATENT-CLASS-434-38 p 288 N95-22578 *
US-PATENT-CLASS-434-43 p 288 N95-22578 "
US-PATENT-CLASS-439-248 p 350 N9S-25592 '
US-PATENT-CLASS-60-204 p 362 N95-26187 •
US-PATENT-CLASS-60-271 p 362 N95-26187 •
US-PATENT-CLASS-62-467 p 244 N95-20295
US-PATENT-CLASS-73-178H p 280 N95-23393 •
US-PATENT-CLASS-73-178T p 85 N95-14415 '
US-PATENT-CLASS-74-573R p 159 N95-18325 '
US-PATENT-CLASS-74-574 p 159 N95-18325 *
US-PATENT-5.137,353 p 362 N95-26015 "
US-PATENT-5,294,080 p 286 N95-23395 *
US-PATENT-5,303,882
 P116 N95-18337
US-PATENT-5,315,296 p 280 N95-23393 •
US-PATENT-5,320.304 p 151 N95-19073
US-PATENT-5,320,692 p 152 N95-19090
US-PATENT-5,326,050 p 286 N95-23390 '
US-PATENT-5,327,745 p 244 N95-20295
US-PATENT-5,330,131 p 294 N95-23389 •
US-PATENT-5,335,886 p 224 N95-21864
US-PATENT-5,340,054 p 388 N95-26507
US-PATENT-5,342,737 p 629 N95-30750
US-PATENT-5,352.090 p311 N95-23377 •
US-PATENT-5,353,022 p 85 N95-14415 •
US-PATENT-5,359,326 p 82 N95-14518 '
US-PATENT-5.366,181 p 96 N95-15306 *
US-PATENT-5,373,318 p611 N95-31180
US-PATENT-5,373,922 p 159 N95-18325 •
US-PATENT-5,388,990 p 288 N95-22578 '
US-PATENT-5,389,411 p 629 N95-30749
US-PATENT-5.392,597 p 362 N95-26187 *
US-PATENT-5,393,016 p 706 N95-34449
US-PATENT-5,394,151 p 646 N95-30727
US-PATENT-5.397,244 p 350 N95-25592 '
USMRL-94-29 p 172 N95-17334 #
USMRL-94-37 p 171 N95-16226 #
USAARL-94-42 p 123 N95-16404 #
USAARL-94-47 p 259 N95-22044 #
USMRL-95-19 p693 N95-34793 #
USMRL-95-3 p 485 N95-29057 #
USMRL-9S-4 p391 N95-26993
USAATCOM-TR-94-A-011 p 120 N95-19119**
USMTCOM-TR-94-A-022 p 367 N95-26710 * #
USMTCOM-TR-94-D-22 p 648 N95-31475 #
USAATCOM-TR-95-A-003 p 409 N95-26773 • #
USCG-D-05-94 p241 N95-21687
UTRC-R91-254576-20 p 15 N95-10247 " #
UTSA-MM2-6274 p 22 N95-10231 • #
UVA/528266/MSE94/117 p 343 N95-24220 * #
VPI-E-94-09 p 301 N95-23179 ' #
VPI-E-95-01 p 439 N95-27865 • #
WBE-228-001 p 341 N95-24424
WES/TN/DRP-4-10 p 334 N95-25609
WES/TR/GL-94-12 p 238 N95-19955 #
WHOI-93-29 p 320 N95-23766 •
WL-TM-94-3039-VOL-1 p 225 N95-21877
WL-TM-94-3065-VOL-2 p 76 N95-15465
WL-TM-94-3066-VOL-3 p 36 N95-11829
WL-TM-94-3077 p 96 N95-15547
WL-TM-94-3112-VOL-4-PT-1 p 237 N95-21214 #
WL-TM-94-3130 p 436 N95-26418
WL-TM-94-3132-VOL-4-PT-2 p 143 N95-18641 #
WL-TR-91-7020 p 138 N95-18164 #
WL-TR-93-1177 p49 N95-12591 #
WL-TR-93-2058 p514 N95-29934 #
WL-TR-93-2126-2 p 242 N95-21969
WL-TR-93-3010-VOL-1 p 132 N95-18483 #
WL-TR-93-3048 p 107 N95-16808 #
WL-TR-93-4125 p 244 N95-20414
WL-TR-94-2025 p 160 N95-18660
WL-TR-94-2092 p 513 N95-28908
WL-TR-94-2099 p 401 N95-27003
WL-TR-94-3017 p 117 N95-18380
WL-TR-94-3030 p 256 N95-21913
WL-TR-94-3039
WL-TR-94-3054
WL-TR-94-3063
WL-TR-94-3064
WU-TR-94-3089
WL-TR-94-3094
WL-TR-94-3097
WL-TR-94-3129
WL-TR-94-3131
WL-TR-94-3134
WL-TR-94-3143
WL-TR-94-3162
WL-TR-94-4006
WL-TR-94-4079
WL-TR-94-4083-VOL-1
WL-TR-94-4084-VOL-2
WL-TR-94-5005
WL-TR-95-2001
WL-TR-95-3025
WL-TR-95-3026
p237
p84
p 171
p630
p553
p593
p341
p485
p557
p219
p389
P698
p158
p 194
p 133
p 131
p259
p407
p612
p612
N95-20004 #
N95-13687 #
N95-18365 #
N95-31471 #
N95-29187 #
N95-30885 #
N95-26053
N95-28811 #
N95-30087 #
N95-22046 #
N95-26684
N95-34306 #
N95-17507
N95-19517 #
N95-18677
N95-18162 #
N95-21975
N95-28646
N95-31656 #
N95-31655 #
WSRC-MS-94-0632 p 349 N95-24598 #
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A95-60155 • p 18 A95-62259 p 85
A95-60156 ' p 18 A95-62262 p 98
A95-60160 ' pi A95-62264 p 82
A95-60161 "
 P18 A95^2265 p 88
A95^0163-
 P19 Aotfi^ 089A95-60164 • p 1 A95-62267 p 89
A95-60165 • p 19 A95-62279 • p 98
A95-60166 • p27 A95-62625 p 89
A95-60167-
 P16 A95-62627 p 89
A95-60168 ' p 16 A95-62631 p 83
A95-60169 • p2 A95-62633 p 78
A95-60170'
 P17 A95-62635 p 100
A95-60172 " p 14 A95^2638 p 83
A95-60173-
 P2 A95-62657 p 85
A9S-60174
 P2 A95-63064 p 141
A95-60176
 P2 A95-63201 ' p 153
A95-60177 p2 A95-63520 p 103
A95-60178 ' p2 A95-63522 p 171
A95-60179- p3 A95-63634 p 126
A9S-60180 " p3 A95-63636 p 168
A95-60181 '
 P3 A95^3638 p 153
A9S-60182 ' p 3 A95-63639 p 171
A95-60183 p3 A95-63640 p 148
A9S-60184- p3 A95-63643 p 138
A95-60185-
 P4 A95-63646 p 103
A95-60186- P4 A95-63648 p 153
A95-60187 • p4 A95-63652 p 153
A9S-60188-
 P4 A95-63655 p 103
A95*0189- p5 A9S-63656 p 175
A95^0190' pS A95^3657 p 138
A95-60191 • pS A95*»288 p 125
A95-60192- pS A95-64294 p 125
A95-60193" pS A9S-64524 p 153
A95-60199 • p 14 A95-64580 p 168
A9S-60227
 P25 A9S-64582 p 168
A95-60790 p61 A95-64584 p 141
A95^0842 p56 A95-64585 p 169
A95-60852 p35 A95*1586 p 141
A9S-60865
 P61 A9S^4587 p 142
A9S-60867 p 62 A9S-64588 p 169
A95^0871
 P56 A95-64606 p 142
A95-61S44'
 P56 A95^4608 p 103
A95-61720 p88 A95-64609 p 127
A95-61727 p 82 A95^4610 p 103
A9S-61728 p66 A95-64855 p 175
A95-61732 p 62 A9S^48S6 p 176
A95^1733 p77 A9S-64857 p 176
A95^1734
 P65 A9S-64860 p 176
A95^173S
 P84 A95^5339 p 103
A9S-61736
 P82 A95-6534S p 154
A95-61737 p 82 A95-65346 p 1O3
A95-61739 p 78 A95-65764 p 176
A95-61740 p78 A95-65845 p 207
A9S-61741 p82 A95-65854 p 195
A95-61795 p 88 A95-65897 p 207
A95-6S981
A95-66276
A9S-66277
A95-66282
A95-66285 '
A95-66296 '
A95-66297 *
A95-66300
A95-66301
A95-66302
A95-66303
Aftc ce-irt*
«S*D-OOOU**
A95-66305
A95-66315
A95-66429
A95-66500
A95-66869
A95-66949 •
A95-67298
A9S-67301
A95-67304
A95-67329
A95-67332
A95-67335
A95-67336
A95-67337
A95-67342
A95-67343
A95-67345
A95-67347
A95-67780 '
A95-67806 '
A95-67828
A95-67829
A95-67830
A95-681S8
A95-68161
A95-68162
A95-68165
A95-68168
A95-68172
A95-68173
A95-68174
A95-68180
A95-68181
A95-68182 '
A95-68185
A95-68187
A95-68188
A95-68191 •
A95-68195
A95-68216
A95-68217
A95-68218
A95-68219
A95-68220
A95-68256
A95-68257
A95-68258
A95-682S9
A95-68260
A95-68278
A95-68280
A95-68282
A95-68287
A95-68291
A95-68299
A95-68300
A95-68302
A95-68307 '
A95-68311
A95-68312
A95-68313
A95-68314
A95-68349
A95-68350
A95-68351
A95-66353
A95-68355
A95-68356
A95-68357
A95-68358
A95-68359
p207
p 181
p 181
p 181
p 181
p 181
p 181
p 191
p204
p 191
p 182
n 1flrtp rOfi
p 191
p212
p212
p 191
p212
p212
p 195
p207
p207
p208
p182
p182
p182
p 183
P208
p208
P213
p 183
p213
p213
p 183
p183
p 183
P195
p 195
p 196
P208
p208
p 179
p183
p 184
P184
P179
P196
p189
p189
p189
p205
p 184
p179
p213
p184
p184
P184
p217
p196
p179
p209
P188
P189
p209
p209
p209
P209
p203
p192
p209
p217
P196
P209
P192
p213
p192
p 179
P179
P184
p184
p192
P185
p185
P185
A95-68360
A95-68361
A9S-68362 '
A95-68364
A95-683ES
A95-68366
A95-68367
A95-683E8 '
A9S-68369
A95-68370
A95-68371
A95-68372 '
A95-68393
A95-68394
A95-68395
A9S-68396
A95-68398
A95-68756
A95-68762 '
A95-68845
A95-69131
A95-69136
A95-69164
A95-69209 '
A95-69210 •
A95-69211 •
A95-69212
A95-69213
A95-69214
A95-69215
A95-69216
A95-69218 '
A95-69229 '
A95-69230 '
A95-69232
A95-69233
A95-69234 •
A95-6923S
A95-69236 •
A95-69238
A95-69239
A95-69240
A95-69241 '
A9S-69242 '
A95-69243 •
A95-69244
A95-69245
A95-69246
A9S-69247
A95-69248
A95-69295
A95-69302
A95-69303
A95-69304
A95-69308
A95-69309
A95-69310 '
A95-69318
A95-69322
A95-69324
A9S-69328
A95-69329
A95-69332
A95-69333
A95-69334
A95-69431 '
A95-69574
A95-69658
A9S-69717
A95-69721
A95-69766
A95-69803
A95-69833
A95-69854
A95-69967
A95-69968
A95-69969
A95-69970
A95-69976
A95-70124
A95-70131
A95-70132
A95-70133
p 185
p 192
p 192
p203
p203
p 185
p203
p 185
p 186
p 193
p.203_
p 186
p210
p 180
p 180
p 180
p 180
p214
p214
p214
p206
p206
p206
p210
p204
p205
p205
p193
p193
p 180
p 180
P205
p218
p 180
p186
p203
p 186
p 186
p204
p 186
P187
p 187
p 194
p193
p190
p187
p 187
p 193
p 187
p187
p193
p196
p196
p 196
p210
p19S
P197
p206
p 188
p 194
p 190
p 190
p 190
p 190
p 190
p214
P215
P218
p215
P215
p215
P215
p216
p205
p219
p219
P219
p257
P242
p239
p242
p242
p235
A95-70136 •
A95-70139
A95-70297 *
A95-70473
A95-70543
A95-70655 *
A95-70656 '
A95-70671
A95-70797
A95-70844
A95-70950
A95=71021
A95-71022
A95-71024
A95-71029
A95-71033
A95-71040 '
A95-71177
A95-71178
A95-71179
A95-71180
A95-71181 '
A95-71182 '
A95-71183
A95-71184
A95-71186
A95-71656 "
A95-71738
A95-71744
A95-71867
A95-71908
A95-72393
A95-72411 •
A95-72423 '
A95-72495
A95-72500
A95-72543
A95-72545
A95-72546
A95-72564
A95-72565 '
A95-72566
A95-72567 *
A95-72568 '
A95-72569
A95-72570
A95-72571
A95-72580 •
A95-72585
A95-72648
A95-72675
A95-72885
A95-72888
A95-72891
A95-73180
A95-73181
A95-73345
A95-73433
A95-73435
A95-73437
A95-73438
A95-73439
A95-73441
A95-73444
A95-73451
A95-73452
A95-73454 •
A95-73457
A95-73458
A95-73460
A95-73461
A95-73462
A95-73465
A95-73471
A95-73477
A95-73479
A95-73486
A9S-73493
A95-73494
A95-73495
A95-73496 '
A9S-73497
A95-73498
p220
p239
p251
p251
p240
P252
p252
p227
P257
p242
p2S2
—p225-
p240
p240
p220
p243
p243
p220
p220
p220
p221
p221
p236
p221
p236
p252
p237
p257
p243
p243
p253
p253
p253
p253
p254
p254
p254
P254
p2S4
p236
p237
p221
p221
p222
p229
p222
p 230
p230
p230
p243
p257
p227
p227
p228
p255
p255
p300
p278-
p278
p280
p286
p304
p262
p262
p286
p304
p304
p304
p304
p305
p263
p263
p263
p321
p305
p305
p305
p263
p263
p263
p264
p264
p305
G-1
A95-73516 ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
A9S-73S16
A95-73S17
A95-73518 '
A95-73519
A95-73520
A95-73521
A95-73S22
A95-73523
A95-73524
A95-73525
A95-73526
A9 5-73527
A95-73529 '
A95-73530
A95-73531 '
A95-73532 '
A95-73533
A95-73535 •
A95-73536
A9S-73537
A95-73538
A9S-73539
A95-73540
A95-73541
A95-73542
A95-73544
A95-73546
A95-73547
A95-73548 "
A95-73549
A95-73551
A95-73552 "
A95-73553 "
A95-73554 *
A95-73555 "
A95-73556 '
A95-73557
A95-73558
A95-73559
A95-73560
A95-73561
A95-73564
A95-73568
A95-73571
A95-73S77
A95-73583
A95-73584
A95-73587
A95-73S88
A9S-73589
A95-73590
A95-73591
A95-74042 '
A95-74496
A95-74554
A95-74612
A95-74629
A95-74702
A95-75031 '
A95-75035
A95-75093
A95-75094
A95-7S095 '
A95-75096 '
A95-75097 '
A95-75098
A95-75099 '
A95-75100
A95-75101
A95-75494
A95-75516
A95-75532
A95-75714
A95-75716
A95-7S717
A95-75718
A95-75720
A95-7S725 '
A95-75728
A95-75729 '
A95-75731
A95-75733
A95-75734
A95-75735
A95-75736
A95-75752
A95-757S3
A9S-75754
A95-75755
A95-75756
A95-75757
A95-75758
A95-75760
A95-75761 '
A95-75762
A95-75763
p264
P316
P264
P264
P264
P316
P276
p264
P265
P265
P281
P265
P265
P265
P281
P265
P281
P281
P276
P281
P323
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P281
P266
P282
P282
P266
P266
P266
P282
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P266
P305
P306
P306
P306
P266
P267
p297
P267
P267
p298
P298
P278
P298
p298
p306
P282
P276
P282
p282
P282
P261
p306
P295
p306
P295
p306
p317
P317
P290
p290
p290
p290
p267
P283
p283
p283
p267
P323
p307
p317
p279
P287
p287
p287
p287
p298
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p268
p268
p268
p298
p298
p268
p261
p261
p261
p300
p261
p288
p268
p307
p269
p307
p269
A95-75765
A95-75772
A95-75773
A95-75778
A95-75976
A95-76265 '
A95-76266 '
A95-76267 •
A95-76389
A95-76390
A95-76394
A95-76484 '
A95-76489
A95-76491
A95-76582
A95-76584
A95-7658S
A95-76586
A95-76588
A95-76589
A95-76590
A95-76592
A95-76598
A95-76602
A95-76603
A95-76604
A95-76605
A95-76606 *
A95-76607 "
A95-76608
A95-76609
A95-76615
A95-76616
A95-76621
A95-76622
A95-76626
A95-76630
A95-76631
A95-76635 *
A95-76636 *
A95-76637 '
A95-76638 *
A95-76639 '
A95-76640 '
A95-76641 *
A95-76642 *
A95-76643 *
A95-76644
A95-76645
A95-76646
A95-76647
A95-76648
A95-76649
A95-76650
A95-76651
A95-76652
A95-76653
A9S-76654
A95-7665S
A95-76656
A95-76657
A95-76658
A95-76659
A95-76660 *
A95-76661
A95-76673
A9S-76674
A95-76676
A95-76681
A95-76683
A95-76686
A95-76697
A95-76734
A95-76735
A95-76736
A95-76737
A9S-76740
A95-76742
A95-76744
A95-76746 •
A95-76747
A95-76758
A95-76759
A95-76764
A95-76765
A95-77000
A95-77009
A95-77334
A95-77379
A95-77921 '
A95-77982 '
A95-78000 '
A95-78006 '
A95-78008 '
A95-78009 '
A95-78011 '
p269
p291
P283
p269
p317
p317
p318
p318
p288
P283
p318
P307
p307
P307
p283
p295
p307
p308
p321
p269
P269
p321
P321
p322
p291
p276
p269
p291
P291
p291
p292
P269
P288
p299
p279
P322
p292
p279
p283
P270
P295
p322
p296
P292
p292
P292
p270
P284
p276
P270
p308
p288
p289
P289
P270
P308
p270
p284
p284
P271
P319
P308
p271
p308
p271
p289
p279
p279
p292
p279
p308
p279
p287
P287
p287
p319
p271
p271
p271
p272
p272
p299
p299
p272
p261
p319
p319
p319
p346
p346
p351
p351
p351
p351
p352
p352
A95-78012 '
A95-78013 •
A95-78014 •
A95-78467
A9S-78494
A95-78576
A95-78583
A95-7S678
A95-78679
A95-79236
A9S-79237
A95-79238
A95-79240
A95-7924S
A95-79246
A9S-79247
A95-79248
A95-79249
A95-79251
A95-79453
A95-79988
A9S-80030
A95-80044
A95-80389 '
A95-80390
A95-80405 '
A95-80409
A95-80427
A95-80525 *
A95-80559
A95-80633
A95-80829
A95-80830 "
A95-80831
A95-80843 '
A9S-80844 •
A95-80845 '
A95-8086Q
A95-80861
A9S-8Q8S2
A95-80867
A95-80868
A95-80908
A95-81012
A95-81020
A95-81027
A95-81056
A95-81077
A95-81079
A95-81081
A9S-81088
A95-81092
A95-81093
A95-81096
A95-81097
A9S-81098 '
A95-81099
A95-81100
A95-81101
A9S-812S3
A9S-81360 '
A9S-81374
A95-81S83 '
A95-81648
A95-81690
A95-81974
A95-82176
A95-82224
A95-82251
A95-82259
A95-82301
A95-82319
A95-82320
A95-82321
A95-82322
A9S-82323
A95-82324
A95-8232S
A95-62327
A95-82333
A95-82337
A95-8235S
A95-82358
A95-82384
A95-82391
A95-82400
A95-82406
A95-82407
A95-82412
A95-82413
A95-82414
A95-S2418
A95-82419
A95-82420
A95-82421
A95-82449
p352
p352
p352
p343
p347
p347
p332
p353
p353
p347
p327
p358
p334
p329
p329
p329
p329
p334
p340
p353
p361
p329
p347
p341
P341
p359
P342
p342
p353
p353
p361
p354
p354
P354
p354
p355
p355
p355
p355
p356
p356
p356
p356
p347
p340
p348
P348
p327
p359
p359
p359
p327
P342
p336
p334
p335
P327
P359
p327
p3S9
p342
p342
p363
p356
p361
P335
p450
p365
p450
p427
p416
p410
p410
p402
P402
P402
p412
p402
p402
P407
P403
p413
p413
p413
p427
p413
p427
p427
p413
p368
p414
p428
p428
p403
p368
p447
A95-82462
A95-82477
A95-82482
A95-82483
A95-82499
A95-82511
A95-82512
A95-82513
A9S-82515
A95-82553
A95-82554
A95-82641
A95-82642
A95-82645
A95-8266S
A95-82669
A95-82679
A95-82680
A95-82798
A95-82905
A95-82982
A95-82986
A95-83000
A95-83158
A95-83487
A95-83489
A95-83491
A95-83493
A95-83494
A95-83495
A95-83591
A95-83627
A95-83648
A95-83654
A9S-83655 *
A95-83656
A95-83657
A95-83658
A95-83659
A9S-83660
A95-83661
A95-83662
A95-83827
A95-83857
A95-84026
A95-84029
A95-84031
A9S-84193
A95-84195
A95-84196
A95-84197
A95-84198
A95-84201
A95-84202
A9S-84203
A95-84207
A95-84209
A95-84211
A95-84213
A95-84526
A95-84543 *
A95-84549
A95-84553 '
A95-84554
A95-845S5
A95-84S56
A95-84557
A95-84558
A95-84559
A95-84560
A95-84567
A95-84568
A95-84570
A95-84571
A95-84572
A95-84731
A95-84783
A95-84784
A95-84786
A95-84884 •
A95-84909
A95-84963
A95-84992
A95-8S002
A95-85027 •
A95-85028 '
A95-85029 •
A95-85030 '
A95-85042
A95-85046
A95-85048
A95-85050 '
A9S-85051
A95-8S052
A95-85060
A95-85061
p382
p414
p384
p414
p414
p384
p385
p368
p414
p415
p415
p428
p428
p428
p452
P368
p428
p403
p429
p429
P429
p429
p408
p452
p429
p385
p408
p385
p385
p430
p442
p442
P430
P430
p385
P369
P369
p369
p369
p369
p370
p370
P443
p430
p430
P430
p386
p431
P370
p403
p403
P431
P416
p417
p417
p431
p417
p431
p417
p443
P443
p443
p417
p386
p386
p386
P379
p386
p379
p379
p401
P379
p379
p380
p380
P418
p443
p404
p418
p415
p404
p380
p418
p450
p431
p432
p432
p432
p432
p432
p433
p433
p433
p433
p404
p433
A95-85062 '
A95-85212
A95-85213
A95-85290
A95-85291
A95-85299
A95-85305
A95-85353
A95-85354
A95-85355
A95-85356
A95-85357
A95-85466
A95-85468
A95-85469
A95-85470
A95-85474
A95-85477
A95-85479
A95-85480
A95-85481
A95-85482
A95-85483
A95-85484
A95-85485
A95-85491
A95-85492
A95-85519
A95-8567S
A95-85774 •
A95-85807 •
A95-85892
A95-85893
A95-85894
A95-85895
A95-85896
A95-85897
A95-85898
A95-85990
A95-86113
A95-86149 '
A95-86150
A95-86151
A95-86153 '
A95-86156
A95-86157 '
A95-86158
A95-86159 *
A95-86160
A95-86161
A95-86162
A95-86163
A95-86165 *
A95-86166
A95-86167 '
A95-86169
A95-86176
A95-86177
A95-86178
A95-86197
A95-86255
A95-862S6
A95-86272
A95-86291
A9S-86292 *
A95-86296
A9S-86308
A95-86312
A95-86315
A95-86318
A95-86603
A95-86621
A95-86857
A95-86858
A95-86859
A95-86862
A95-86893
A95-87184
A95-87191
A95-87195
A95-87199
A95-87200
A95-87201 '
A95-87205
A95-87207 '
A95-87210
A95-87211
A95-87212
A95-87219
A95-87220
A95-87221
A95-87222 '
A95-87227 '
A95-87248
A95-87249
A95-87280
p418
p386
p386
p433
p434
p434
p434
p365
p365
p365
p387
p404
p434
p365
P434
p434
p435
p411
p370
p370
p408
p365
p435
p366
p435
p387
p366
p435
p447
p415
p415
p387
p387
p387
p387
p387
p388
P388
p404
p453
p370
P371
p371
p371
p371
p371
p404
p404
p372
p372
p372
P372
p418
p405
p372
p408
p372
p373
p373
p418
p405
P373
p443
p444
p444
P444
p444
p445
p445
P445
P435
p43S
p538
pS38
p569
p564
p538
p538
P538
p538
p458
p458
p458
p564
p4S8
p458
p459
p459
p459
p539
p459
p459
p4S9
p483
p518
P539
G-2
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX A95-91732
A95-87285
A95-87330
A95-87354
A95-87355
A95-87356
A95-87357
A95-87362
A95-87363
A95-87364
A95-87365
A95-87373
A95-87377
A95-87378
A95-87379
A95-87380
A95-87382
A95-87383
A95-87385
A9S-87386
A95-87387
A95-87391
A95-87394
A9S-87395
A95-87396
A9587398
A95-87399
A95-87400
A95-87404
A95-87405
A95-87410 '
A95-87411
A95-87412
A95-87413
A95-87414
A95-87415
A95-87466
A95-87483
A95-87530
A95-87552
A95-87557
A95-87558
A95-87559
A95-87564
A95-87565
A95-87566
A95-87568
A95-87569
A95-87570 '
A95-87571 •
A95-87572
A95-87576 •
A95-87577 '
A95-87581
A95-87S82
A95-87583
A95-87594
A95-87605
A95-87606
A95-87676
A95-87679
A95-87680
A95-87681
A95-87682 '
A95-8768S
A95-87687 •
A95-87688 '
A95-87689 '
A95-87690
A95-87691
A95-87692
A95-87693
A95-87694 •
A9S-8769S
A95-87794
A95-87798 '
A95-87903
A95-88002
A95-88003
A95-88004
A95-8800S '
A95-88007
A95-88010 '
A95-88011
A95-88083
A95-88084 '
A95-88086
A95-88090
A95-88093 '
A95-88095 '
A95-88096 '
A95-88100 '
A95-88105 '
A95-88106 '
A95-88107
A95-88175
p527
p539
p558
p558
p558
p558
p558
p558
p559
p460
p524
p5S9
p490
p524
p524
p524
p524
p460
p525
p525
p518
pS25
p460
p525
p.514._
p515
p460
p460
p509
p509
p509
pS19
p460
p509
p490
p461
p509
p525
pS39
p539
p539
p540
p540
p491
p491
p528
p491
p491
p491
p570
p461
p540
p540
p540
p541
P541
p491
p528
p528
p461
p461
p461
p462
p541
p541
p541
p541
p542
p542
p542
p542
p462
pS42
p542
p543
p543
p581
p510
pSIO
p510
p510
p492
p519
p543
pS43
p543
p543
p544
p544
p544
p544
p492
p544
p545
p545
p564
A95-88178
A95-8S184
A95-88264
A95-88457
A95-88459
A95-88462
A95-88463
A95-88464
A95-S8465
A95-88466
A9S-88467
A95-8846S
A95-88469
A95-88470
A95-88471
A95-88472
A95-88474
A95-88475
A95-88476
A95-88477
A95-88478
A95-88460
A95-88496
A95-88601
A95-88789
A95-88892 *
A95-88893
A95-88895 *
A95-88896 *
A95-88897
A9S-88898
A95^8899
A95-88900
A95-88901
A95-88902 *
A95-88903 •
A95-88955
A95-88960
A95-88961
A95-88962
A95-88963
A95-88964 *
A95-88965
A95-88966
A95-88967 •
A95-88968 •
A9S-88969 *
A95-88970
A9 5-88971
A95-88974
A95-88976
A9S-88977
A95-88979
A95-88980 '
A95-88987
A95-88988
A95-88989
A95-88991
A95-88994
A95-88998 *
A95-89183
A95-89185
A95-89186
A9S-89187
A95-89188
A95-89189
A95-89190
A95-89191
A95-89192
A9S-89193
A95-89194 '
A95-89195
A95-89198
A95-S9199
A95-89200
A95-89201
A95-89202
A95-89220
A95-89221
A95-89222
A95-89223
A95-89224
A95-89251
A95-89634
A95-89636
A95-89639
A95-89640
A95-89641
A9S-89648
A95-89649
A95-89663
A95-89664
A95-8966S
A95-89667
A95-89894
A95-89899
pS65
p545
P528
pS59
p570
p570
p570
p570
P571
p571
P571
p571
p571
p572
p572
p572
p5S9
p559
PS81
p559
P559
p560
p528
P526
P545
p462
p572
PS65
p462
P455
P462
p492
p462
p519
P519
p519
p545
p463
p528
p5Z9
pS29
p483
p463
p463
p463
p463
p463
p464
p464
p464
p464
p464
p54S
p465
p465
pS46
P546
p546
P465
p465
P546
p46S
p466
p466
p466
p4S6
p492
p466
p466
P492
p492
P510
p492
p466
p466
p529
p529
p483
P565
p493
p493
p493
p493
P455
pS15
p515
p4S5
p466
p486
p486
p455
p45S
p467
p4S5
p572
p546
A95-89904
A95-90052
A95-90054 "
A95-90056
A95-90057
A95-90058
A95-90059
A9S-90060 *
A95-90061
A95-90062
A95-90063
A95-90065
A95-90066
A95-90067
A95-90068
A95-90069
A95-90070
A95-90071
A95-90072
A95-90073
A9S-90074
A95-9007S
A95-90076
A95-90079
-A95-90080
A95-90081
A95-90082
A95-90083
A95-90084
A95-90085
A95-90086 '
A95-90087
A95-90088 •
A9S-90089 '
A95-90090
A9S-90092
A95-90093 •
A95-90094
A9S-90095
A95-90097
A95-90098
A95-90099
A95-90100 '
A95-90101
A95-90102
A95-90103
A95-90104 •
A9S-90105 "
A95-90109
A95-90110
A95-90111
A95-90112
A95-90115
A95-90117 •
A95-90118
A95-90119
A95-90120
A95-90121
A95-90122
A95-90123 •
A95-90124
A95-90125
A95-90126
A95-90127
A95-90128
A95-90129
A95-90130
A95-90131
A95-90132 '
A95-90134 '
A95-90136 '
A95-90137 '
A95-90140
A95-90266
A9S-90267
A95-90268
A95-90269
A95-90270
A95-90272
A95-90273 '
A95-90274
A95-90275
A95-90276
A95-90277
A95-90278
A95-90279
A95-90280
A95-90281
A95- 90282
A95-90283
A95-90284
A95-90285
A95-9036C
A9S-90424
A95-90438
A95-90439 •
p546
p547
P547
p511
p511
p505
pS11
p467
p467
p467
p467
p493
p494
p494
p494
p505
p494
p494
p494
p494
P495
p495
P495
p486
— p-456
p456
p456
pS11
P495
p495
p495
p495
pS73
p496
pS60
p573
p573
p573
p560
P573
p573
p573
p574
p574
p574
p574
p575
p575
pS75
p575
pSSO
p561
p561
pS75
pS61
p561
p529
p561
p562
p576
p576
p562
p576
p562
pS76
p576
p576
p577
p577
p577
pS77
pS78
p578
pS78
p547
p468
P515
p5Q6
p529
P468
P496
p468
p468
p468
p468
P468
p469
P496
P469
p496
P547
P469
P526
pS15
P520
p520
A95-90440 '
A95-90442
A95-90443
A95-90446
A95-90447
A95-90449
A95-90450
A95-90451
A95-904S2
A95-90454
A95-90455 '
A95-90456
A95-90457
A95-90458 •
A95-90461
A95-90462
A95-90464
A95-90465
A95-90469
A95-90470
A95-90472
A95-90473
A95-9047S
A9S-90477
A95-90559 '
A95-90575
A95-90629
A95-90631
A95-90632 '
A95-90638
A95-90643
A95-90649
A95-90656 '
A95-90665
A95-90678
A9S-90683
A95-90688 '
A95-90693
A95-90703
A95-90751 •
A95-90752
A95-90753
A95-90754
A95-90756
A9S-90828
A95-90866
A95-90867
A95-90868 '
A95-90869 '
A95-90871
A95-90872 *
A95-90920
A95-90924
A95-90953
A95-9095S
A9S-91450
A9S-91479 '
A95-91482
A95-91487 '
A95-91490
A95-91491
A95-91492
A95-91493
A95-91494
A95-91495
A95-91496
A95-91497
A95-91498
A95-91499
A95-91SOO
A95-91501
A95-91502
A95-91503
A95-91504
A95-91505
A95-91506
A95-91507
A95-91508
A95-91509
A95-91510
A95-91511
A95-91512
A95-91513
A95-91514
A95-91515
A95-91516
A95-91517
A95-91518
A95-91519
A95-91S20
A95-91521
A95-91S22
A95-91523
A95-91524
A95-91525
A95-91530
P511
p511
p520
p469
p470
p520
p512
p530
pS47
p520
p470
p512
p581
p496
p521
p512
pS21
P521
p470
pS12
p470
p496
p530
p.530_
P547
p548
p565
p565
p506
p581
P497
pS21
p565
pS06
p566
p566
p566
p566
p566
p470
p497
p471
p471
P456
p578
p497
p483
p497
p497
p497
p498
p548
p548
p486
p486
p484
p548
P548
p549
p549
p498
p506
p506
P487
p512
p471
p471
p471
p471
p471
p456
pS12
p498
pS15
p516
p516
p472
p472
p472
p472
p472
p472
p473
P473
p473
p498
p498
p498
p562
p498
p499
p473
p473
p473
p473
p530
A95-91S31
A95-91532
A95-91533
A95-91534
A95-91S35
A95-91536
A95-91537
A95-91538
A95-91539
A9S-91540
A95-91541
A95-91542
A95-91543
A95-91544
A95-91S49
A95-91550
A95-91551
A95-91S52
A95-91553
A95-91554
A95-91555
A95-91S56
A95-91557
A95-91558
-A95-91S59-
A95-91560
A95-91561
A95-91562
A95-91563
A95-91564
A95-91565
A95-91566
A95-91567
A95-91568
A95-91570
A95-91572
A95-91S73
A95-91574
A95-91575
A95-91576
A95-91577
A95-91582
A95-91583
A95-91584
A95-915S5
A9S-91S86
A95-91587
A95-91S88
A95-91636
A9S-91637
A95-91638
A95-91659
A95-91673
A95-91674
A95-91675
A95-91676
A95-91B77
A95-91678
A9S-91679
A95-91680
A95-91681
A95-91682
A9 5-91683
A95-91684
A95-91686
A95-91687
A95-91688
A95-91689
A95-91691
A95-91694
A95-91695
A95-91696
A95-91697
A95-91698
A95-91700
A95-91701
A95-91702
A95-91703
A95-91704
A95-91710
A95-91711
A95-91712
A95-91713
A95-91714
A9S-91716
A95-91717
A95-91718
A95-91720
A95-91721
A95-91722
A95-91723
A9S-91726
A9 5-91728
A95-91729
A95-91730
A95-91732
p499
p516
p516
p516
p521
p487
p487
p474
p499
p487
p487
p506
p506
p526
p526
p526
p517
p474
p522
pS17
p522
p522
p474
p474
-p-507"
p507
p517
p474
p474
p475
p499
p499
p499
p47S
p530
p499
pSOO
pSOO
p487
p487
p522
p507
p507
p507
pS07
p507
p507
p508
pSOO
p513
P513
P530
p475
p475
p531
p531
p531
p522
p522
pS17
p522
p549
p549
pS49
P488
p488
p488
p488
p581
p475
P475
P508
p475
p522
p517
P484
p484
p4S6
p457
p508
p457
p508
p457
p531
p531
p484
p484
p457
pS17
p517
pS81
pSSO
p508
pSOO
pSOO
pSOO
G-3
A95-91846 ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
A95-91846
A95-91870
A9S-91895
A95-91913
A9S-91915 •
A95-91916
A95-91917
A95-91925
A95-92210
A95-92319
A95-92405
A95-92408
A95-92471
A95-92472
A95-92473
A95-92474
A9S-9247S
A95-92S11
A95-92513
A95-92S89
A95-92590
A95-92597
A95-92626
A95-92708
A95-92751
A95-93316 *
A95-93318
A9S-93330
A95-93337
A95-93390
A95-93392
A95-93393
A95-93394
A95-93395
A95-93396 '
A95-93441
A95-93442
A95-93443
A95-93445
A95-93446
A9S-93447
A95-93448
A95-93449
A95-93450
A95-93452
A95-93453
A95-93454
A95-93455
A9S-93456
A95-93457
A95-934S8
A95-934S9
A95-93460
A95-93461
A95-93462
A95-93463
A95-93464
A95-9346S
A95-93466
A95-93467
A95-93468
A95-93469
A95-93470
A95-93471
A95-93472
A95-93476
A95-93477
A95-93479
A95-93480
A95-93481
A95-93482
A95-93483
A95-93484
A95-93485
A95-93486
A95-93488
A95-93489
A95-93490
A9S-93491
A95-93492
A95-93493
A95-93494
A95-93495
A95-93497
A95-93498
A95-93500
A9S-93501
A95-93502
A95-93503
A9S-93504
A95-93505
A95-93S06
A95-93SOB
A95-93509
A9S-93S10
A95-93512
p484
p562
p475
p485
p550
p550
p550
p550
p578
p579
p632
P632
P632
p632
P632
P633
P633
p633
p609
p612
p612
p677
P595
p678
P633
p633
P634
p627
P634
pS95
P585
PS85
P585
P585
p586
p652
P652
p652
p652
P652
p652
P653
p653
p653
p6S4
p654
P654
p654
p6S5
p655
p655
p655
P656
p656
p656
p657
P657
p6S7
p6S7
p657
p658
P658
P658
p658
p659
p659
P659
p659
p660
p660
p660
p660
p661
p661
p661
p661
p662
p662
p662
p662
P663
P663
p663
p664
p664
P664
p664
p664
P665
P665
P665
P665
p666
p666
p666
p666
A95-93513
A95-93514
A95-93515
A95-93S16
A95-93517
A95-93518
A95-93519
A95-93520
A95-93521
A9S-93522
A95-93523
A95-93524
A95-93525
A95-93526
A95-93527
A95-93528
A95-93529 *
A95-93531 '
A95-93532
A95-93533
A95-93534
A95-93535
A95-93536
A95-93537
A95-93538
A95-93539
A95-93540
A95-93541
A95-93542
A95-93543
A95-93544
A95-93545
A95-93546
A9S-93547
A95-93548
A95-93549
A95-93551
A95-93552
A95-93553 *
A95-93554
A95-93555
A95-93556
A95-93560
A95-93561
A95-93595
A9S-93596
A95-93597
A95-93598
A95-93599
A95-93600
A95-93601
A95-93602
A95-93603
A95-93605
A95-93606
A95-93612
A9S-93613
A95-93615
A95-93616
A95-93617
A95-93618
A95-93619
A95-93620
A95-93621
A95-93622
A95-93626
A95-93627
A95-93628
A95-93630
A95-93631
A95-93632
A95-93633
A9S-93634
A95-93636
A95-93637
A95-93640
A95-93642
A9S-93646
A95-93647
A95-93648
A95-93649
A95-93650
A95-93655
A95-93656
A96-93657
A95-93658
A95-93659
A95-93660
A95-93662
A95-93664
A95-93665
A95-93667
A95-93668
A95-93669
A95-93670
A95-93671
P667
P667
p667
p668
P668
p668
p668
P668
P668
p669
P669
P669
P669
p670
p670
P670
p670
P671
p671
p671
p671
p671
p672
p672
p672
p672
p673
P673
p673
p673
p674
p674
p674
p674
p674
p675
p675
p675
p675
p595
p676
p676
p676
p677
p678
p678
p678
p595
p595
p595
p596
p681
p681
p612
p612
p610
p600
p603
p603
p583
p583
p583
p610
p610
p610
p603
p604
p610
p625
p612
p628
p628
p610
p625
p634
p634
p610
p634
pS86
p5S6
p586
p604
p618
P604
p604
p604
p618
p586
p587
p613
p613
p613
p613
p634
p604
P628
A95-93672
A95-93673 '
A95-93674
A95-93675 '
A95-93676
A95-93677
A95-93678 •
A95-93681
A95-93682
A95-93691
A95-93692
A95-93693
A95-93698
A95-93703
A95-93716
A95-93723
A9S-93728 •
A95-93731
A95-93735
A95-93736
A95-93744
A95-93746
A95-93747 '
A95-93748
A95-93749
A95-93750 '
A95-93751
A95-93752
A95-93757
A95-937S8 '
A95-93965
A95-94036
A95-94044
A9S-94045
A95-94046
A95-94056 '
A9S-94057
A95-94058
A95-94065
A95-94067
A95-94102
A9S-94108
A95-94127
A95-94130 '
A9S-94134
A95-94197
A95-94205
A95-94208
A95-94248
A95-94250
A95-94252
A95-94255
A95-94454
A9S-94455 '
A95-94456
A95-944S7
A95-94458
A95-94459
A95-94460
A95-94461 '
A95-94462
A95-94463
A95-94464 '
A95-94465
A95-94466
A95-94467 '
A95-94468
A95-94469
A95-94470
A95-94471 '
A95-94472
A95-94473
A95-94474
A95-94475
A95-94476
A95-94477
A95-94478
A95-94479 '
A95-94480
A95-94481
A95-94482
A95-94483
A95-94484
A95-9448S
A95-94487
A95-94495
A95-94S03
A95-94504
A95-94505
A95-94687
A95-94793
A95-9S044
A95-95066
A95-95083
A95-95085
A9S-9S090
p605
p605
p628
p613
p625
p614
p614
p610
p583
p680
p614
p635
p635
P635
p628
P635
p635
P605
p635
P587
p625
p605
p587
P587
p587
p587
p587
P588
p678
pS88
p680
p583
p600
p618
P800
p583
p636
P636
P588
p636
p636
p636
P60S
p636
p637
p637
p637
p618
P680
p637
p637
p628
p588
P588
p589
p619
p605
p589
p589
P589
P625
p589
pS89
p590
p590
p619
P584
p584
p606
p606
P619
P590
p606
p590
P590
P606
p637
p591
p606
p591
p591
p591
P591
P614
p638
p614
p614
P614
p615
p638
P638
p611
p681
P596
p600
p600
A95-95091
A95-95159
A95-95161
A95-95192
A95-95193
A95-95194
A95-95198
A95-95201
A95-95203
A95-95204
A95-95210
A95-95357
A95-95362
A95-95366
A95-95383
A95-95394
A95-95397
A95-95401
A95-95404
A95-95407
A95-95421
A95-95423
A95-95431
A95-95439
A95-95440
A95-95443
A95-95444
A95-95445
A95-95446
A95-95448
A95-95451
A95-95454
A95-95457
A95-95459
A95-95462
A95-95463
A95-95467
A95-95470
A95-95471
A95-95472
A95-95473
A95-95475
A95-95477
A9 5-95478
A95-95485
A95-95495
A95-95497
A95-95507
A95-96241
A95-96273
A95-96299
A95-96373
A95-96374
A95-96378
A95-96559
A95-96579
A95-96655
A95-96664
N95-10028
N95-10029
N95-10083
N95-10085
N95-10129
N95-10131
N95-10132
N95-10135
N95-10136
N95-10137
N95-10U8
N95-10153
N95-10220
N95-10226
N95-10231
N95-10240
N95-10242
N95-10244
N95-10245
N95-10247
N95-10282
N95-10284
N95-10285
N95-10296
N95-10316
N95-10316
N95-10319
N95-10349
N95-10350
N95-10351
N95-10352
N95-10353
N95-10354
N95-10442
N95-10446
N95-10465
N95-10466
•
•
•
•
•
'#
"#
• #
'#
•#
'#
' #
' #
#
'#
'#
•#
'#
'#
•#
•if
' #
•#
#
#
#
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p601
p625
p626
P596
p626
p611
p596
p596
P596
p681
p611
P638
p638
p638
p639
p639
p639
p639
p639
p639
p639
p640
p640
P640
p591
p640
p641
p641
p641
p641
p591
p641
p641
p642
p642
p642
p642
p642
p642
p643
p643
p643
p643
p643
p643
p644
p644
p644
p709
p701
p709
p702
p702
p702
p702
p702
p701
p701
pS
P6
P14
p22
p6
p6
p23
p6
P7
P7
P7
P15
p17
P7
p22
P 11
P12
p23
P12
p15
p19
P19
p19
p23
P12
p23
P15
P19
p20
p20
p20
p20
p20
P12
p20
P15
p 16
N95-10467
N95-10535 #
N95- 10547 •
N95-10548 '
N95-10552 '
N95- 10553 '
N95-10556 •
N95-10566 •#
N95- 10567 '#
N95-10568 '#
N95-10570 •#
N95-10571 '#
N95-10657 '#
N95-10709 '
N95-10710 '
N95-10711 '
N95-10714 '
N95-10715 *
N95-10716 '
N95-10717 '
N95-10737 '
N95-10738 *
N95-10739 '#
N95-10740 '
N95-10741 •
N95-10742 *
N95-10743 '
N95-10744 •
N95-10745 '
N95-10746 '
N95-10747 '
N95-10748 *
N95-10749 •
N95-10750 '
N95-10751 '
N95-10820 '#
N95-10822 *#
N95-10844
N95-10846 '#
N95-10847 •#
N95- 10848 ' #
N95-10853 •#
N95- 10854 ' #
N95-10858 ' #
N95-10859 * #
N95-10860 • #
N95-10873 " #
N95-10919
N95-10931 #
N95-10940 * #
N95-11003 •#
N95-11005 '#
N95-11135 #
N95-11157 •#
N9S-11158 '#
N95-11159 •#
N95-11166
N95-11168 #
N95-11179 #
N95-11192 •#
N95-11223-*
N95-11252 •#
N95-11259
N95-11260 '#
N95-11261 #
N95-11262 #
N95-11263 #
N95-11270 #
N95-11271 #
N95-11275 '#
N95-11276 #
N95-11277 '#
N95-11280 #
N95-11283 #
N95-11287 #
N95-11288'*
N95-11304 #
N95-11306 #
N95-11307 #
N95-11310 #
N95-11311 #
N95-11319 #
N95-11320 #
N95-11321 #
N95-11322 #
N95-11323 #
N95-11324 #
N95-11330
N95-11366'#
N95-11367 '#
N95-11389-#
N95-11408 • #
N95-11409'#
N95-11410'*
N95-11463 •#
N95-11465 •#
P7
P23
p20
p 10
p20
P22
p7
p10
p26
p26
p11
P11
p26
P1
P21
P13
p21
P13
p13
P17
P11
P21
p8
p13
P13
p13
p 13
P13
p13
P21
p21
P17
P1
p33
P13
p8
p21
P21
P11
p8
p8
p8
p24
p8
p26
P17
p33
p21
P22
P 9
P22
p 16
P24
p9
p9
p 16
P27
p24
p9
p28
P17
p24
p28
p28
P28
p28
p29
p29
p29
P29
p29
p30
p25
p30
p30
p25
p30
p30
p31
p31
p31
p31
p31
p31
p32
p32
P32
P25
p9
p10
P25
p 10
P25
p 13
P1
P13
G-4
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N95-11466'#
N95-11483 •#
N95-11487 •#
N95-11489 '#
N95-11510 '
N95-11513 '
N95-11529 •
N95-11582 '#
N95-11S93 •#
N95-11595 tt
N95-11684 #
N95-11699 '#
N95-11710 '#
N95-11711 •#
N95-11752 #
N95-11766 '#
N95-11774
N95-11789
N95-11793
N95-11794
N95-11796
N9S-11798 #
N95-11812 •#
N95-11815 •#
N95-11829
N95-11864 '#
N95-11867 •#
N9S-11868 '#
N95-11869 '#
N95-11870 •#
N95-11877 '#
N95-11884 '#
N95-11888 '#
N95-11890 '#
N9S-11892
N95-11898 '#
N95-11901 '#
N9S-11911 •#
N95-11913 '#
N95-11915 '#
N95-11917 '#
N95-11927 •#
N9S-11932 '#
N95-11937 '#
N95-11938 •#
N95-11944
N95-11951 •#
N95-11952 '
N95-11967 •#
N95-11968 '#
N95-11995 '#
N95-11996 •#
N95-12131 #
N95-12146 #
N95-12166 tt
N95-12175 •#
N95-12176 '#
N95-12190 '#
N9S-12191 '#
N95-12216 tt
N95-12225 '#
N95-12227 'if
N95-12228 '#
N95-12230 #
N95-12294 • #
N95-12305 '#
N95-12341 •#
N9S-12357 • #
N95-12360 ' tt
N95-12363 ' #
N95-12378 ' tt
N95-12389 '#
N95-12410
N95-12426 tt
N95-12499 #
N95-12507 tt
N95-12512
N95-12530 '#
N95-12546
N95-12548
N95-12578
N95-12582 ft
N95-12591 tt
N95-12609 •#
N95-12623
N95-12626 ' tt
N95-12628 •#
N95-12636 '#
N95-12637 '#
N95-12638 '#
N95-12639 • #
N95-12643 '#
N95-12645 ' if
N95-12652 #
N9S-12664 '#
N9S-12689 '#
p21
p22
p 18
p 10
p 18
p27
p27
p 10
P27
P14
p 14
p43
p35
P57
p52
p36
P43
P52
p 44
p44
P55
p60
p57
P57
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P49
p50
p51
p51
P54
p36
P36
P57
P50
p35
p36
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p37
p49
p55
p37
P37
p61
p54
P52
p62
p50
p44
p37
p55
P37
P57
p55
p40
p35
pS4
p38
p63
p38
p53
p 44
p35
p58
p43
p44
p45
p62
p55
p38
P4S
p38
p38
P45
p62
p40
p54
p62
p4S
p56
p38
p39
P43
p49
P4S
p40
p45
p46
p46
p46
p46
p47
p 47
P47
P39
P51
P47
N95-12695 •#
N95-12699 if
N95-12700 'if
N95-12702 •#
N95-12763 '
N95-12770
N95-12785
N95-12787
N95-12791
N9S-12805
N95-12831
N95-12832 • #
N95-12843 ' tt
N95-12854 #
N95-12855 if
N95-12856 ' if
N95-12860
N95-12993 ' #
N95-12996
N95-13027 •#
N95-13058
N95-13184 ft
N95-13196 '#
N.95-_13197_'£
N95-13200 '
N95-13201
N95-13203 •#
N95-13204 '#
N95-13205
N95-13206 •#
N95-13207 •#
N95-13208
N95-13209 •#
N95-13210
N95-13211
N95-13212
N95-13213
N95-13215
N95-13235 ' #
N95-13243
N95-13247
N95-13249
N95-13250
N95-13289
N95-13553
N95-13575
N95-13595
N95-13599
N95-13600
N95-13601
N95-13602
N95-13S40 ff
N95-13642 ' if
N95-13662 ' tt
N95-13663 • tt
N95-13665 • #
N95-13687
N95-13701
N95-13703
N95-13717
N95-13718 •#
N95-13719 '#
N95-13720
N95-13725 •#
N95-13727 •#
N95-13885 • #
N95-13891 •
N95-13892 • if
N95-13895 #
N95-13931
N95-14089 • #
N95-14096-0
N95-14102 tt
N95-14103
N95-14127
N95-14128
N95-14129 tt
N95-14130
N95-14132 #
N95-14133 #
N95-14134 tt
N95-14135 #
N95-14136 tt
N95-14139
N95-14144 #
N95-14159 '#
N95-14161 'if
N95-14162 • tt
N95-14179
N9S-14183-*
N95-14197
N95-14199
N95-14201
N95-14205
N9S-14229
N95-14230'#
•
tt
•ft
•ft
•ft
•tt
•#
•#
•tt
tt
•ft
tt
•#
•ft
•
#
•#
#
•ft
p47
p63
p 43
P48
p51
p39
p48
p48
P52
p60
p48
p61
p58
p58
p61
p58
p50
P49
p61
P49
p39
p56
p54
'# p39
#
•#
'
'tt
•tt
'
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•ft
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#
#
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•tt
#
tt
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#
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tt
tt
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•
p53
p58
P41
P41
P41
p41
p41
P42
p42
p59
P42
p42
p59
p59
p59
pS3
p42
p59
p40
p51
p53
p62
p59
p60
p60
p53
p60
p 102
p65
p65
p102
p89
p84
p67
P79
p 101
p85
p67
p67
p98
p99
p98
p65
p89
p99
P79
p86
p86
p79
p67
p89
p89
p90
p90
p90
p90
P90
p90
p90
p91
p65
p99
p99
p86
P77
p91
p67
P77
p91
P79
p67
p68
N95-14231 '#
N95-14232 ' if
N95-14233 ' tt
N95-14234 ' #
N95-14235 ' tt
N95-14238 ' #
N95-14237 • tt
N95-14238 ' ft
N95-14239 ' #
N95-14240 ' tt
N95-14241 -ft
N95-14242 ' tt
N95-14243 '#
N95-14244 • tt
N95-14245 '#
N95-14246 "if
N95-U247 • tt
N9S-14248 '#
N95-14249 * #
N95-14251 '#
N95-14252 ' #
N95-14253 ' #
N95-14254 • tt
N95-14255 * #
-N95-14256 -*-#•
N95-14257 • if
N95-14258 ' #
N9S-14259 ' #
N95-14264 #
N95-14282 ' #
N95-U297 ' tt
N95-14299 ' #
N95-14306 tt
N95-14343
N95-14350 #
N95-14351 tt
N95-14357 tt
N95-14363 tt
N95-14405
N95-14409 #
N95-14415 '
N95-14418 '#
N95-14419 '#
N95-14445 #
N95-14446 #
N95-14447 #
N95-14448 #
N95-14450 tt
N95-14451 #
N95-14452 tt
N95-14453 * #
N95-14454 ' if
N95-14455 * #
N95-14456 ' #
N95-14457 • #
N95-14458 ' tt
N95-14460 ' #
N95-14461 '#
N95-144S4 ' tt
N95-14465 ' #
N95-14466 ' tt
N95-14467 ' tt
N95-14468 * #
N95-14469 * tt
N95-14470 ' tt
N95-14473 ' tt
N95-14475 ' tt
N95-14476 ' tt
N95-14477 'tt
N95-14479 ' tt
N95-14480 * tt
N95-14481 '#
N95-14482 * tt
N95-14484 ' tt
N95-14485 " #
N95-14486 • #
N95-14518 •
N95-14556 • #
N95-14563 • tt
N95-14604 '#
N95-14610 •#
N95-14612 •#
N95-14613 •#
N95-146U •#
N95-14617 '#
N9S-14618 "#
N95- 14638 it
N95- 14639 • tt
N95- 14645 #
N95-14646 #
N95-14652 #
N95-14653 •#
N9S-146S8
N95- 14794 • #
N95-14803 ' tt
N95-14815 tt
p68
p68
p68
p68
p69
p69
p69
p69
p69
p69
p69
p70
p70
p70
p70
p70
p70
p71
p71
P71
p71
P71
P72
P72
-p-72-
p72
P72
p72
p72
p86
p73
p91
p79
p83
P77
p91
p99
p87
p92
p87
p8S
p73
p66
p73
p73
p73
p84
p74
p74
p74
p92
p92
P92
p92
P92
p93
p93
p93
p93
p87
p93
p93
p94
p80
p94
p94
p94
p94
p66
p94
p95
p80
p88
P95
p95
p80
p82
p95
p95
p80
p100
P74
p74
p 74
p95
plOO
p100
p86
P83
p74
p99
p87
p96
p80
P75
p84
N95-14849 tt
N95- 14850
N95- 14852 ' ft
N95-14878 ' tt
N95- 14879 ' tt
N95-14880 "#
N95-14886 ' tt
N95-14887 • #
N95-14889 • tt
N95- 14893 #
N95-14894 #
N95- 14897 •#
N95- 14898 #
N95-14899 ' tt
N95- 14900 #
N95-14909 • #
N95-14912'#
N95-14916 #
N95-14920 • #
N95-14921 '#
N95-14922 * #
N95-15059 '#
N95-15065 •#
N95-15066 tt
N95-15306 '
N95-15319 #
N95-15328 tt
N95- 15329 tt
N95-15331 #
N95-15392
N95-15415
N95-15439
N95-15451
N95-15465
N9S-15547
N95-15604 •#
N95-15683 #
N95-15728 •#
N95-15742'#
N95- 15743 '#
N9S-15749 #
N95-15762 '#
N95-15785 '#
N95-15815 tt
N95-15821
N95-1S852-*
N95- 15853 "#
N95-1S898'*
N95- 15899 '
N95-15912'#
N95- 15970 *#
N95-15971 •#
N95-15988 '#
N95-15994 #
N95-16038 ' #
N95-16048 '#
N95- 16069 ' tt
N95- 16072 ' tt
N95-16076
N95-16097
N95- 16099
N95-16109
N95-16160 #
N95-16163 #
N95-16171 #
N95-16226 tt
N95-16249 #
N95-16250 tt
N95-16251 #
N95- 16252 #
N95- 16256 #
N95-16257 #
N95-16258 #
N95-16264 #
N95- 16265 #
N95-16268 #
N95-16272 tt
N95-16277 #
N95-16278 #
N95-16281 tt
N95-16312 #
N95-16316 #
N95-16317 #
N95-16318 tt
N95-16319 tt
N95-16320 '#
N95-16321 tt
N95-16322 #
N95-16323 #
N95- 16333 #
N95-16349 #
N95-1S352 #
N95-16356 #
N95-16371 #
N9S-16392 #
N95-16401 • tt
p80
p87
p80
p75
p96
p75
p 100
p100
p 101
P77
p75
P77
p77
p78
p84
p81
p96
p78
p88
p66
P96
p101
p102
p78
p96
P75
p85
p83
p66
p82
p88
p78
p81
p76
P96
P97
p83
p97
p81
p101
P98
p76
p97
p81
p81
p76
p76
p97
P97
p76
p137
p127
p169
p105
p105
P154
p106
P154
p106
p154
p106
p142
p106
p155
p127
p 171
p 104
p155
p106
p106
p151
p107
p 144
p127
p138
p 155
p169
p125
p155
p155
p 148
p148
p138
p 144
P144
p145
p 148
p155
p138
p 149
p156
p 149
p127
p 151
p 142
p 172
N95- 16404 #
N95-16448 tt
N95-16456 ' tt
N95-16458 ' tt
N95-16461 '#
N95- 16474 • tt
N95- 16506 #
N95- 16509 tt
N95-16560 '#
N95- 16562 tt
N95- 16563 tt
N95- 16564 ft
N95-16565 tt
N95- 16566 tt
N95-16567 #
N95-16568 #
N95- 16569 ' tt
N95-16570 tt
N95-16571 tt
N95-16572 tt
N95-16573 #
N95-16588 ' #
N95- 16589 ' tt
N95-16621 tt
N95-16736— #-
N95-16776 ' #
N95-16808 #
N95-16824 tt
N95-16828 • tt
N95-16848 ' #
N95-16858 ' #
N95-16859 * #
N95-16860 ' #
N95-16864 #
N95-16887 • #
N95- 16897 ' #
N95-16898 • tt
N95- 16899 ' #
N95- 16905 ' #
N95- 16906 ' #
N95- 16908 ' #
N95-16911 '#
N95- 16939 #
N95- 16969 tt
N95- 16982 *
N95-17178
N95-17196 '#
N95-17248 ' tt
N95-17252 ' #
N95- 17264 • tt
N95-17273 ' #
N95-17278 #
N95-17291 '#
N95- 17334 #
N95-17371 #
N95-17373
N95-17384 '#
N95-17388 #
N95-17397 •#
N95-17402 •#
N95-17404 ' tt
N95-17418 '#
N95-17435
N95-17444
N95-17451
N95-17454
N95-17466
N95-17476 #
N95-17490 • #
N95-17493 ' #
N95-17507
N95-17596'*
N95-17631 tt
N95-17646 #
N95-17657 •#
N95-17661 #
N95-17706
N95-17748 #
N95-17749
N95-17846 #
N95-17847 #
N95-17848 tt
N95-17849 #
N95-17850 tt
N95-17851 if
N95-17852 tt
N95-17853 tt
N95-17854 tt
N95-17855 if
N95-17856 tt
N95-17857 if
N95-17858 ' #
N95-17859 if
N95-17860 tt
N95-17861 if
N95-17862 tt
p123
p156
p137
p169
p 156
p169
p168
p145
p 104
p127
p107
p107
p127
p128
p 128
p128
p128
p 128
p128
p128
p129
p156
p107
p156
p 157
p149
p107
p108
p157
p172
p 108
p151
p151
p169
p108
p170
p170
p129
p152
p170
p108
p 157
p157
p129
p129
p108
p125
p 149
p 149
p170
p108
p149
p109
p172
p138
p125
p 125
p 145
p129
p138
p142
p157
p109
p 145
p 104
p 142
p 104
p123
p158
p150
p158
p 150
p129
p123
p104
p 130
p 126
p 123
p139
p109
p 158
p 109
p109
p 110
p 110
p 110
p 110
p110
p 111
p 111
p 111
p 111
p 112
p 112
p 112
p 112
G-5
N95-17863 ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
N95-17863 tt
N95-17864 tt
N95-17865 '#
N95-17866 ft
N95-17867 #
N95-17868 tt
N95-17869 ft
N95-17870 #
N95-17871 #
N95-17872 ft
N95-17873 #
N95-17874 ft
N95-17875 #
N95-17876 ft
N95-17877 #
N95-17878 #
N95-17879 '#
N95-17880 '#
N95-17881 '#
N95-17882 #
N95- 17883 #
N95-17884 #
N95-17885 ft
N95-17953
N95-18008 #
N95-18018
N95-18042 '#
N95-18044 •#
N95-18054 ' tt
N95- 18059 #
N95-18068 #
N95- 18087 #
N95-18088 #
N95-18090 •#
N95-18093 '#
N95-18097 #
N95-18101 •#
N95-18110 '#
N95-18133 '#
N95-18162 #
N95-18164 #
N95-18190 '#
N95-18191 •#
N95-18193 '#
N95-18196 •#
N95-18197 •#
N95-18198 •#
N95- 18325 *
N95-18337
N95-18340 #
N95- 18347 '
N95-18365 #
N95-18380
N95-18381
N95- 18383
N95-18388 '#
N95-18398
N95- 18405
N95-18407
N95-18410
N95-1841S
N95-18417
N95-18436
N95-18457 • #
N95-18461 #
N95-18483 #
N9S-18486'#
N95-18503
N95-18539
N95-18542
N95-18564 #
N95-18565 • #
N95-18567 • #
N95-18573 '#
N95-18578 #
N95-18582 ' #
N95-18586 ' #
N95-18597 #
N95-18598 #
N95-18599 #
N95-18600 #
N95-18601 #
N95-18602 #
N95-18603 #
N95-18604 #
N95-18605 • #
N95-18606 #
N95-18611 #
N95-18616 #
N95-18621 #
N95-18624 #
N95-18641 #
N95-18645 #
N95-18646 #
N95-18660
N95-18663
p130
p 113
p 113
p 113
.P158
p 113
p 158
p 114
P158
p 114
p 114
p 114
p 114
p 114
P115
p 115
p 115
p 115
p115
p 116
p 116
p 116
p 116
P130
p 130
P170
P159
p 105
P145
p126
P152
p 146
P126
P130
P168
p 131
p 116
P170
p139
P131
P138
p159
p 159
P159
P150
p 105
p131
P159
p 116
p 117
p 126
p 171
p 117
p 131
p139
p 160
P131
P146
p 132
p 152
P132
P132
p160
p 117
p160
p132
P105
p 117
p117
P172
p 171
p 117
p143
p 176
P176
p123
p146
p 143
P143
p 132
p 143
P133
P133
p133
P118
P133
P105
p 118
P133
P133
p 118
P143
p118
p 118
P160
p 118
N95-18669
N95- 18670
N95-18674
N95-18677
N95-18720 #
N95-18722
N95-18724
N95-18725
N95-18726
N95-18737 •#
N95- 18743 •#
N95-18891
N95-18899 • #
N95-18901
N95-18902
N95-18903
N95-18904 #
N95-18910 ft
N95-18912 tt
N95-18927 #
N95-18933 '#
N95-18938 '#
N95-18955 •#
N95-18956 •#
N95-18993 '#
N95-19008 ' #
N95-19017 #
N95-19019 #
N95-19020 #
N95-19021 #
N9S-19022 #
N95-19023 #
N95-19024 #
N95-19025 #
N95-19026 #
N95-19029 '
N95-19035
N9S-19041 '#
N95-19042 '#
N95-19044 •#
N95-19067
N95-19073
N95-19090
N95-19100 #
N95-19110
N95-19114*#
N95-19119-*
N95-19125-*
N95-19130'#
N95-19132 #
N95-19142 #
N95-19143 ft
N95-19144 #
N95-19145 #
N95-19146 ft
N95-19147 #
N95-19148*#
N95-19149 ft
N95-19150 ft
N95-19151 #
N95-19154 ft
N95-19156 ft
N95-19157 #
N95-19159 #
N95-19161 ft
N95-19162 ft
N95-19163 #
N95-19164 #
N95-19167 #
N95-19236 ' ft
N95-19237 ' #
N95-19251 #
N95-19252 #
N95-19255 #
N95-19257 ft
N95-19258 #
N95-19259 #
N95-19260 ft
N95-19261 #
N95-19262 #
N95- 19263 #
N95-19264 #
N95-19265 ft
N95-19266'#
N95-19267 #
N95-19268 '#
N95-19269 #
N95-19270 •#
N95-19271 ft
N95-19272 #
N95-19273 ft
N95-19274 ft
N95-19275 #
N95-19276 #
N95-19277 #
N95-19278 #
p119
p119
p 119
P133
p150
P168
p 146
p 146
p 134
p 160
p150-
p 134
p 171
p161
p 144
p146
p 119
p119
P172
p 126
P119
p 161
P161
p 161
P150
p152
p 139
p 161
p 140
p 140
p 140
p140
p 140
P140
p 140
p144
p 161
P119
p120
p 134
P134
p 151
p152
p 152
P120
P120
P120
p162
p 134
p124
p 173
P173
p173
p173
p173
P173
p174
p 174
p 147
P135
P135
P174
p174
p 174
p 162
P174
p175
p175
p124
p162
P151
p162
p162
p163
p 163
p163
p121
p 121
p121
p163
p 164
p164
p 164
p164
p 147
p121
p 147
p121
p 147
p147
p164
p175
p165
p165
p165
p122
N95-19279 #
N95- 19280 ft
N95-19281 #
N95- 19282 #
N95-19284 • f
N95- 19285 * ft
N95-19286 * tt
N95- 19380 '#
N95-19381 '#
N95-19382 '#
N95-19383 •#
N95-19444 tt
N95-19447 #
N95-19448 #
N95-19457 #
N95-19462 #
N95-19464 #
N95-19468 •#
N95-19469 •#
N95-19470 '#
N95-19471 '#
N95-19472 * #
N95-19473 •#
N95-19477 •#
N95-19478 '#
N95-19479 •#
N95-19480 •#
N95-19482 *#
N95-19483 "#
N95-19485 •#
N95-19486 *#
N95-19488 ' #
N95-19490 '#
N95-19491 '#
N95-19495 *#
N95-19496 "#
N95-19497 •#
N95-19499 '#
N95-19501 '#
N95-19517 #
N95-19546 ft
N95-19567 • #
N95-19576 ' #
N95-19579 #
N95-19582 #
N95-19595 ft
N95-19624 '#
N95-19651 '#
N95-19653 #
N95-19654 #
N95-19655 #
N95-19656 ft
N95-196S7 #
N95-19658 #
N95-19659 #
N95-19660 #
N95-19661 #
N95-19662 #
N95-19663 #
N95-19664 #
N95-19665 #
N95-19666 #
N95-19668 #
N9S-19669 #
N95-19670 #
N95-19671 #
N95-19672 '#
N95-19673 #
N95-19675 #
N95-19676 #
N95-19677 ft
N95-19678 #
N9S-19679 #
N95-19680 #
N95-19681 if
N95-19683 * #
N95-19684 #
N95-19685 #
N95-19688 #
N95-19693 #
N95-19720 #
N95-19730
N95-19731
N95-19751 "#
N95-19759 •#
N9S-19767 • #
N95-19769 '#
N9S-19772 #
N95-19774 ft
N95-19775 ft
N95-19776 ft
N95-19777 #
N95-19789 #
N95-19793 #
N95-19794 •#
N95-19798 '#
P122
P122
p122
P122
p124
p 124
p 148
p 141
p141
p 141
p 141
p165
P165
p165
p123
p165
P123
p124
p135
p166
P166
p166
P166
p166
p 135
p135
P136
p152
P167
p 136
p 136
p136
p 153
P136
P137
p167
P137
p137
P167
p194
p 188
P210
P204
p206
p216
p197
P205
p 197
P197
P198
p198
P198
p 198
P198
p198
P199
P199
P199
p199
p199
p199
p200
p200
p200
p200
p200
p200
p201
p201
p201
p201
p201
p201
p202
p202
p202
p202
p216
p217
p194
p188
p210
p194
p217
p217
p217
p202
p188
p210
p210
p211
p211
p194
p188
p211
p211
N95-19805
N95-19809
N95-19810
N95-19848
N95-19855
N95-19863
N95-19864
N95-19912 •
N95-19913 '
N95-19921
N95-19931
N95-19946
N95-19950'
N95-19953 •
N95-19955
N95-19963
N95-19967
N95-19989
N95-19991
N95-19994 '
N9S-19996 '
N95-20004
N95-20032
N95-20071
N95-20080 '
N95-20091
N95-20093
N95-20155 '
N95-20174
N9S-20177
N95-20181
N95-20191
N95-20195
N95-20212
N95-20248
N95-20275
N95-20295
N95-20299
N95-20329
N95-20370 "
N95-20414
N95-20441
N95-20466
N95-20481
N95-20484
N95-20530 '
N95-20S99
N95-20624
N95-20631
N95-20632
N95-20633
N95-20634
N95-20635
N95-20636
N95-20638
N95-20641
N95-20643
N95-20644
N95-20646
N95-20647
N9S-20648
N95-20649
N95-20650
N95-20652
N95-20653
N95-20655
N95-20656
N95-20657
N95-20658
N95-20659
N95-20669 '
N95-20688 '
N95-20706 '
N95-20716
N95-20719
N9S-207S8
N95-20771
N95-20772
N95-20781
N95-20794 '
N95-20799
N9S-20828
N95-20849
N95-20860
N95-20906
N95-20945
N95-20963
N95-20966
N95-20985
N95-20992
N9S-20998
N95-21001
N95-21020
N95-21031
N95-21061
N95-21096
p 189
p211
p 191
p204
# P216
p188
p203
# P244
# P222
p25S
# p238
# P222
# P228
# p244
# p238
# P230
# p219
# P255
# p223
p230
p223
# p237
# P232
# P225
# p238
p219
p22S
p230
# p226
p223
p230
# p244
# p228
# P231
# p223
# p226
p244
# p241
p231
# P231
P244
p25S
# p231
p241
# p245
# p245
p245
p238
# p233
# p233
ft p233
# p233
# p233
# p234
tt p245
# p234
# p245
# p246
# p240
ft p246
# p246
# p246
# P234
# p257
# p247
# p241
# p241
# p234
# P247
# p234
# p238
'# p223
'# p226
# p241
# p256
# p223
# p247
# p231
# p247
'# p223
# p239
# p2S6
# p247
# P231
# p240
# p247
p2S7
p248
# p256
p239
# p248
# p248
p228
" # p 224
# p248
# p248
N95-21100
N95-21122
N95-21132 #
N95-21146 ft
N95-21148 #
N95-21170 •#
N95-21186 '#
N95-21214 #
N95-21243 #
N95-21258 '#
N95-21323 ' #
N95-21338 •#
N95-21340 '#
N95-21343 '#
N95-21369
N95-21383 ' #
N95-21388 #
N95-21425
N95-21436-*
N95-21478 #
N95-21S18 #
N95-21520 #
N95-21SS2 #
N95-21640 *
N95-21659
N95-21673
N95-21687
N95-21719 #
N95-21730 #
N95-21831 #
N95-21864
N95-21877
N9S-21882 #
N95-21888 * ft
N95-21891 • if
N9S-21892
N95-21913
N95-21969
N95-21975
N95-22005 #
N9S-22024 #
N95-22036 #
N95-22039
N95-22044 #
N95-22046 #
N95-22109 '#
N95-22132 #
N95-22161 •#
N95-22212 #
N95-22216 #
N95-22232 #
N95-22299 #
N95-22318 ft
N95-22319 #
N95-22341 • ft
N95-22352 #
N95-22417 #
N95-22448 ' #
N95-22449 ' #
N95-22451 *#
N95-22452 ' #
N95-22455 ' #
N95-22457 • #
N95-22481 ' #
N95-22510 #
N95-22578 *
N9S-22666 ' #
N95-22669 ' #
N95-22674 * #
N95-22675 * #
N95-22689 #
N95-22764 if
N95-22802 ' #
N95-22804 ' ft
N95-22806 " #
N95-22829 • #
N95-22908 " ft
N95-22917'*
N95-22949 • #
N95-22953 * #
N95-22954 ' ft
N95-23009 ' #
N95-23011 '#
N95-23015 ' ft
N95-23031 '#
N9S-23038 * #
N95-23088 ' tt
N95-2309S ' #
N9S-23161 #
N9S-23168 #
N95-23178 ' it
N95-23179 • #
N95-23182'#
N95-23183 ' #
N9S-23185 '#
N95-23190 '#
p258
p237
p248
p248
p228
p258
p232
p237
p235
p249
p249
p224
p249
p224
p229
p236
p258
p232
p239
p249
p226
p229
p256
p219
P224
p258
p241
p239
p232
P226
p224
p225
p258
p258
p229
p225
P256
p242
p259
p249
P235
p235
p232
p259
P219
p250
p242
p229
p250
p257
p235
p250
p226
P227
p236
p227
p227
p225
p250
p250
p2S1
p251
p251
p309
P284
p288
p272
p309
p292
P323
P300
p300
p272
p309
P284
p284
p293
p273
p285
p285
p293
p320
p296
P309
p301
p301
p289
P273
p285
p324
p323
P301
p273
p309
P273
p310
G-6
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX N95-28462
N95-23192 ' tt
N9S-23193 '#
N95-23201 tt
N95-23210 ' #
N95-23217 • #
N95-23218 ' #
N95-23222 ' tt
N95-23250 ' tt
N95-23257 • tt
N95-23259 ' #
N95-23276 • #
N95-23277 * #
N95-23283 • #
N95-23284 • #
N95-23287 " #
N95-23290 • #
N95-23294 • #
N95-23297 • #
N95-23299 ' #
N95-23300 * #
N95-23304 * #
N95-23308 ' #
N95-23309 ' #
N95-23311 •#
N9f^?3314 • #
N95-23317 '#
N95-23318 '#
N95-23319'*
N95-23320 ' #
N95-2332S " #
N95-23333 ' #
N95-23377 *
N95-23389 '
N95-23390 •
N95-23392 ' #
N95-23393 *
N95-23395 '
N95-23410 ' #
N95-23419 •#
N95-23423 * #
N95-23425 * #
N95-23429 ' #
N95-23435 ' #
N95-23436 ' #
N95-23438 * #
N95-23440 ' #
N95-23444 " #
N95-23446 * #
N95-23447 • #
N95-23462 ' #
N95-23466 • #
N95-23496 #
N95-23497 #
N95-23500 #
N95-23503 #
N95-23505 #
N95-23506 #
N95-23507 #
N95-23508 #
N95-23S09 #
N95-23510 #
N95-23512 #
N95-23S13 #
N95-23S15 #
N95-23516 #
N95-23517 #
N95-23518 #
N95-23519 #
N95-23532 #
N95-23S50 ' tt
N95-23S65 #
N9S-23S98 #
N95-23602 #
N95-23603 #
N95-23609 #
N95-23630 * #
N95-23652 ' #
N95-23662 #
N95-23666
N95-23670 ' #
N95-23671 ' it
N95-23761 *#
N95-23766 *
N95-23781 #
N95-23792 • #
N95-23872 ' #
N95-23940 ' #
N95-23947 • #
N95-23948 * tt
N95-23981 #
N95-24012 #
N95-24019 #
N95-24024 #
N95-24025 * #
N95-24030 • tt
N95-24032 ' #
p296
P273
p276
P310
p285
p274
p289
P274
p310
P320
p325
p301
P274
P324
P310
p310
P274
P293
P296
P301
p297
P322
p297
p311
P293
p285
P280
P294
P324
p294
P275
P311
p294
P286
P294
p280
p286
p295
P322
p311
p312
p312
p312
p312
p312
P313
P313
P313
p314
p275
p314
p302
p302
P302
p323
P314
P262
P31S
p302
p302
p303
p315
p303
p303
p303
P303
P303
P262
p299
p289
p280
p277
p315
p323
p277
p315
p315
P316
p286
p316
P295
P299
P320
p300
p316
P325
P320
P320
p321
p304
p277
p297
p277
p262
p288
p300
N95-24050 #
N95-24053 • tt
N95-24065 it
N95-24071 ft
N95-24076 #
N95-24091 ft
N95-24105 if
N95-24189 '#
N95-24200
N95-24201
N95-24202 tt
N95-24203
N95-24206 tt
N95-24207 ' it
N95-24210 #
N95-24211 #
N95-24213 •#
N95-24217 '#
N95-24219 ' #
N95-24220 ' #
N95-24238 ' #
N95-24260
N95-24274 • #
N95-24593.
N95-24295 *
N95-24302 • #
N95-24304 • #
N95-24308 #
N95-24379 * #
N95-24384 #
N95-24388 • #
N95-24390 • #
N95-24391 '#
N95-24392-*
N95-24396 • #
N95-24397 * #
N95-24412 •#
N9S-24413 "tt
N95-24424
N95-24439 * tt
N95-24443 * tt
N95-24461 •#
N95-24465 '
N95-24470 tt
N95-24472 #
N95-24541 ft
N95-24561 '#
N95-24566 • #
N95-24582 • #
N95-24598 tt
N95-24624 ' #
N9S-24629 * #
N95-24630 ' #
N95-24631 #
N9S-24633 • #
N95-24759 #
N95-24853 #
N95-24878 ' #
N95-24879 ' #
N95-24882 #
N95-24989 #
N95-24990 #
N95-24998 #
N9S-25004 #
N95-25005 tt
N9S-25105 #
N95-25110
N9S-25264 ' #
N95-2S334 •#
N95-25338 ' #
N95-25341 'it
N95-25394'#
N9S-25395 ' tt
N95-25396 ' #
N95-25397 * #
N95-2S399 ' #
N95-25400-*
N95-25401
N9S-25578
N95-2S592 '
N95-25606
N95-25607
N95-256Q9
N9S-25649 tt
N95-25664 tt
N95-25749
N95-25761 tt
N95-25762 #
N95-25764 tt
N95-25797 • tt
N95-25798 •
N95-25803 ' tt
N95-25805 ' tt
N95-25862 #
N95-25894 ft
N95-25935
p277
p290
p277
P278
P324
p286
p278
P316
p327
P328
p363
p348
P333
p337
p329
p348
p338
p330
p357
p343
p363
p340
p357
p338
P328
p340
p338
P330
p330
p333
p340
P338
P333
p338
p348
P330
P348
p349
p341
p363
P330
P349
p328
p349
p349
p335
p339
p330
p335
p349
p337
p335
p33S
p333
p333
p350
p357
P343
p361
p357
p343
P339
p331
P362
P337
P331
P358
p360
p335
p331
p334
p350
p339
P339
p339
P341
p350
P328
P336
p350
p350
p328
p334
p331
p342
p3SO
p331
p332
p334
p360
p328
p380
p360
p336
p360
p336
N95-25936
N95-25962 * tt
N95-25978 #
N95-25004 #
N95-26005 #
N95-26009
N95-26015 '
N95-26053
N95-26075 ' #
N95-26085 ' tt
N95-2S090 #
N95-26119 '#
N9S-26120 ' tt
N9S-26121 ' #
N95-26122 '#
N9S-26123 • tt
N95-26124 '#
N95-26125 * #
N9S-26126 • #
N9S-26128 ' #
N95-26131 •#
N95-26133 • #
N9S-26138 ' #
N95-26140 •#
N95-26160 ' tt
N95-26187 *
N95-26190
N9S-26251 '#
N95-26302 ' tt
N95-26330
N95-26338 tt
N95-26348
N95-26349
N95-26363 " #
N95-26378
N95-26381 ' tt
N95-26382 • it
N95-26339
N95-26392 • #
N95-26405
N95-26409
N95-26412 •#
N95-26417
N95-26418
N95-26424
N95-26427 • #
N95-26445 #
N95-26453
N95-26454
N95-26455
N95-26481
N95-2648S
N95-26497
N9S-26498 #
N95-26507
N95-26523 #
N95-26525 #
N95-26527
N95-26537
N95-2655S
N95-26556
N9S-265S5 #
N95-26587 * #
N9S-26S89 ' #
N9S-26590 * tt
N9S-26591 '#
N95-26600 #
N95-26629
N95-26638
N95-26648 ' #
N95-26649 • #
N95-26651 '#
N95-26652
N95-26669 ' #
N95-26684
N95-26706 #
N9S-26710'#
N95-26713
N95-26719
N9S-26722
N95-26735 ' #
N95-26739 #
N95-26740 #
N95-2675)
N95-267S7
N95-26760 • #
N95-26768 • #
N95-26773 •#
N95-267T5'#
N9S-26777 • #
N95-26801 '#
N95-26ai3'#
N95-26817 tt
N95-26837
N95-26841
N95-26842
P339
p332
P362
P343
p358
p336
P362
p341
P332
p361
p358
p344
p344
P344
p344
p344
p345
p345
P345
p345
P345
p345
p346
P346
p362
p362
p337
p346
p332
p361
p336
P447
p435
p366
p411
p366
P373
P388
p4S1
p436
p366
p405
p418
p436
p405
p453
p436
P445
p382
p366
p388
P380
p380
p380
p388
P419
P388
P380
p389
P408
p411
p382
p383
p436
p389
p389
P405
p367
p448
p448
p373
p389
p389
P445
p389
p40S
p367
p374
p374
P436
p374
p436
p374
P437
P374
p374
p411
p409
p4U
p406
p451
p390
p367
p412
p446
p419
N9S-26844
N95-26845
N95-26854
N95-268S8
N9S-268S9
N95-26873
N9S-26876
N95-26877
N95-26878
N95-26890 • #
N95-26895
N95-26898
N95-26901
N9S-26920
N95-26941 #
N95-26942 tt
N95-26943 #
N95-26944 #
N95-26945 '#
N95-26946 #
N95-26947 #
N95-26948 #
N95-26949 #
N9y26951 — tt~
N95-26952 • tt
N95-26953 #
N95-26954 #
N95-26955 #
N9S-26956 ' #
N95-26957
N95-269S8
N95-26966
N9S-26978
N95-26981
N95-2698S
N95-26990
N95-26993
N9S-26994
N95-26995 " #
N9S-26998
N9S-27003
N95-27018
N95-27036
N95-27042
N95-27093 * tt
N95-27143 • #
N95-27156
N95-27167 " tt
N95-27176 " #
N95-27179 * #
N95-27180 "tt
N95-27186
N95-27209
N95-27234 #
N95-27240 • #
N95-27241 "ft
N95-27246 * #
N95-27248 • #
N95-27258 * #
N95-27354 • #
N95-27367 • #
N95-27371 '#
N95-27434 • ft
N95-27440 #
N95-27459 #
N95-27504 ft
N95-27505 tt
N95-27506 tt
N95-27507 ft
N95-27508 #
N95-27509 #
N95-27510 #
N95-2751 1 tt
N95-27512 tt
N95-27513 #
N95-27514 ft
N95-27515 #
N96-27516 tt
N95-27S17 tt
N95-27518 tt
N95-27519 tt
N95-27520 #
N95-27521 #
N95-27522 #
N95-27523 #
N95-27524 #
N95-27525 #
N95-27526 tt
N95-27527 #
N95-27528 #
N95-27541 #
N95-27S43 '
N95-276S6 • tt
N9S-27699 tt
N95-27762 " ft
N95-27763 ' tt
p390
p448
p375
p 446
P375
p390
p390
p437
P406
p437
p448
P383
p375
p448
p367
p390
p 448
p412
p390
p37S
p391
p367
p409
"p~412
p367
p375
p391
P375
p391
p409
p409
p412
p383
p409
p383
p449
p391
p391
p437
p437
p401
p391
p410
p 391
p415
p392
p446
p419
P412
p438
p392
p 381
p452
p446
p438
p449
p449
p375
p376
P438
p453
P392
p416
p392
p446
p392
p392
p393
p393
p393
p393
p393
p394
p394
p394
p394
p394
P394
P395
P395
p39S
p395
p395
p395
p396
p396
p396
p396
P396
p396 •
p376
p367
p419
p438
p381
P416
N95-27791 • ft
N95-27805 * #
N95-27839 " ft
N95-27851 #
N95-27854 ' tt
N95-27855 " tt
N95-27859 ' tt
N95-27860 • ft
N95-27865 ' #
N95-27866 ' ft
N95-27882 ' tt
N95-27885 " ft
N95-27886 • tt
N95-27889 * tt
N95-27903
N95-27907 tt
N95-27908 ' ft
N95-27910 tt
N95-27914 ' tt
N95-27918
N95-27970 " #
N9S-27974 • #
N95-27975 ' #
N95-27976 * #
N95-27977 ' tt
N95-27978 ' #
N95-27979 • tt
N95-27980 ' tt
N95-27981 '#
N95-27982 • tt
N9S-27983 ' tt
N95-27985 • tt
N95-27986 • tt
N95-27989 • ft
N95-27990 ' #
N95-27991 •#
N95-27992 * tt
N9S-27999 • #
N95-28002 ' tt
N95-28003 • tt
N95-28029 tt
N9S-28038 • ft
N9S-28073 • tt
N95-28108 tt
N9S-28139 tt
N9S-28151
N95-281S2
N95-28188 "ft
N95-28193 * tt
N9S-28203 ' ft
N95-28227 " #
N95-28230 ' ft
N95-28241 "ft
N95-28262 • tt
N95-28264 * ft
N95-28265 ' ft
N95-28266 * #
N95-28267-0
N95-28268 ' ft
N95-28270 * #
N95-28271 -ft
N95-28273 "ft
N95-28274 • ft
N95-28275 • tt
N95-28276 • #
N95-28277 "ft
N95-28278 * #
N95-28281 "ft
N95-28289 ' tt
N9S-28331
N95-28335
N95-28343 • ft
N95-28344 ' #
N95-28364 • #
N95-28409
N95-2841 1
N95-28420 • #
N95-28421 '#
N95-28422 * #
N95-28426 • tt
N95-28427 • #
N95-28429 ' ft
N95-28432 '#
N95-28435 • #
N95-28436 * #
N95-28437 • ft
N95-28438 * ft
N95-28439 ' #
N95-28440 • #
N95-28441 '#
N95-28443 • ft
N9S-28444 • #
N95-28445 ' #
N95-28446 • #
N95-28454
N95-28462 • tt
p383
p447
p410
p420
p438
p438
p381
p406
p439
p406
p439
p439
p439
p439
p384
p381
p451
p397
p449
p397
P447
p376
p376
p376
p377
p377
p449
p439
p377
p440
p440
p440
p440
p440
p451
p451
p451
p441
p453
p377
p441
p454
p452
p4S2
p441
p412
p420
p384
p377
p401
p406
p377
p378
P397
p452
P378
p420
p420
p 420
p420
p420
p421
p421
P406
p421
p407
p397
p 410
p421
p378
p450
P407
p407
p441
p397
p398
p421
p421
p422
p422
p422
p422
p422
P423
P423
p423
p423
p423
p398
p423
p424
p398
P424
p424
P381
P424
G-7
N95-28463 ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
N95-28463 • #
N95-28464 • #
N95-28465 * #
N95-28466 • #
N95-28467 ' #
N95-28468 ' #
N95-28469 • #
N95-28470 ' #
N95-28471 •#
N95-28473 * #
N95-28474 ' #
N95-28475 • #
N95-28476 • #
N95-28477 " #
N95-28478 • #
N95-28480 • #
N95-28481 • #
N95-28482 • #
N95-28483 • #
N95-28484 • #
N9S-28486 • #
N95-28487 ' #
N9S-28488 * #
N95-28489 ' #
N95-28504
N95-28540 #
N95-28567
N95-28586
N95-28598
N95-28610
N95-28621
N95-28626
N95-28627 '
N95-28630
N95-28636 #
N95-28646
N95-28649
N95-28669 • #
N95-28670 ' #
N95-28673 • #
N95-28674 • #
N95-28691
N95-28692
N95-28704
N95-28707
N95-28708
N95-28716 '#
N95-28719 '#
N95-28720 • #
N95-28723 * #
N95-2872S • #
N95-28726 • #
N95-28730 ' #
N95-28731 * #
N95-28732 ' #
N95-28734 • #
N95-28736 * #
N95-28743 • #
N95-28745 • #
N95-28763 ' #
N95-28764 • #
N95-28767 • #
N95-28768 • #
N9S-28790 #
N95-28800
N95-28807 • #
N95-28811 #
N95-28816 * #
N95-28819 #
N95-28820 * #
N95-28823 • #
N95-28826 * #
N9S-28830 • #
N95-28831 '#
N95-28832 * #
N95-28835 • #
N95-28836 ' #
N95-28837 " #
N95-28838 • #
N95-28839 ' #
N95-28840 ' #
N95-28841 •#
N95-28843 ' #
N9S-28845 ' #
N9S-28846 • #
N95-28847 • #
N95-28848 • #
N95-28849 ' #
N95-28851
N95-28870 #
N95-28885
N9S-28887 #
N95-28896
N95-28897
N95-28903
N95-28904
p424
p424
p4S3
p425
p441
p441
p425
p398
p398
p398
p399
p425
p399
p425
p426
p399
p426
P399
P426
P442
P426
p399
P400
p400
P400
p384
P400
p401
P410
p368
P426
P400
p450
p382
p400
p407
p442
P378
p4S2
p442
p378
P508
p508
pSOO
P501
p476
p488
p550
p476
p476
p551
pS51
p501
p476
p551
pS66
p551
p476
p567
p567
p567
p551
p552
p488
p477
P567
p485
p457
p488
p501
p531
p531
p532
p501
p532
p532
P532
p532
p533
p533
P501
p502
p533
p533
P533
P552
p552
p534
P502
P579
p477
p489
P502
p477
P552
p477
N95-28908
N95-28921 #
N9S-28928 '
N95-28948
N95-28977 #
N9S-28996 #
N95-29016
N95-29027 • #
N95-29029 * #
N95-29030 • #
N9S-29031 '#
N95-29032 ' #
N95-29033 " #
N9S-29034 ' #
N95-29035 * #
N95-29036 * #
N95-29038 * #
N95-29039 ' #
N95-29041 '#
N95-29043 * #
N95-29044 * #
N95-29047 • #
N95-29050 ' #
N95-29051 '#
N95-29057 #
N95-29060 #
N95-29074 #
N95-29091 #
N95-29094
N95-29102
N95-29107
N95-29108
N95-29110
N95-29112 '#
N95-29115 '#
N95-29118 #
N95-29119
N95-29121
N95-29122
N95-29123 '
N95-29129
N95-29132 ' #
N95-29156
N9S-29160 #
N95-29187 #
N95-29197
N95-29210 #
N95-29228 #
N95-29242
N95-29243
N95-29244
N95-29251
N95-29316 #
N95-29322 #
N95-29338 * #
N95-29339 * #
N95-29351 *#
N9S-29362
N9S-29371 •#
N95-29387 #
N95-29401 • #
N95-29402 ' #
N95-29414 #
N95-29415
N95-29426 #
N95-29428 #
N95-29437 #
N95-29445
N95-29447 * #
N95-29452 * #
N95-29453 ' #
N95-29454 • #
N95-29457
N95-29468 #
N95-29482
N9S-29496 #
N9S-29500 #
N95-29S02
N95-29503 #
N95-29S38 ' #
N95-29S42
N95-29562 #
N95-29565 #
N95-29572 #
N95-29596
N95-29618 #
N95-29619 #
N95-29620 #
N95-29622 #
N95-29640 #
N95-29641 '#
N9S-29644 #
N95-29654 #
N95-29679
N95-29680
N95-29712 #
p513
p477
p502
pS52
p502
p579
p503
p503
p 534
p534
p534
p534
p534
P535
pS35
P535
pS35
p535
p536
p536
p536
p536
p537
p537
p485
p553
p567
p477
p478
p478
p489
p478
p562
p553
p513
p478
pS53
p479
p503
p508
p479
p485
p517
p563
p553
p553
p48S
p5S4
p554
p479
p513
p567
p479
p503
p479
p526
p527
p503
P5S4
p554
pS79
p480
p457
p579
pS04
p480
p504
p504
p527
p580
p554
p568
p504
p523
p537
p514
p480
p580
p504
p555
p489
p5S5
p505
p537
p489
p568
p568
pS68
p569
p480
pS80
p569
p5S5
p514
p518
p555
N95-29729
N95-29733 #
N95-29764 #
N95-29771
N95-29787
N95-29788
N95-29794
N95-29795
N9S-29797
N95-29807
N95-29830
N95-29842 #
N95-29853 #
N95-29855 #
N9S-29873 #
N95-29880 #
N95-29885
N95-29898
N95-29899
N95-29934 #
N95-29941 #
N95-29946 #
N95-29950 #
N95-29965
N9S-29967 #
N95-29972 #
N95-30007 ' #
N95-30016 #
N9S-30031 #
N95-30067 • #
N95-30072 #
N95-30084 #
N9S-30087 #
N95-30091 '#
N95-30122 #
N9S-30158 •#
N95-30161 •#
N95-30200 #
N95-30224 ' #
N95-30226 ' #
N9S-30228 ' #
N95-30229 • #
N95-3023S
N95-30248 '
N95-30252 ' #
N95-30253 • #
N95-30254 • #
N9S-30290
N95-30294
N95-30304
N9S-30327 ' #
N95-30335 * #
N95-30349 #
N95-30353 ' #
N95-30406 #
N95-30448
N9S-30486
N95-30493
N95-30497
N95-30502 #
N95-30507 #
N95-30517 •#
N95-30521
N95-30524 ' #
N95-30S87 ' #
N95-30589 • #
N95-30592-*
N95-30594 • #
N95-30597 #
N95-30611 •#
N95-30617 '#
N95-30632 ' #
N9S-30638 #
N95-30646 • #
N95-30669
N95-30682 * #
N95-30698 • #
N95-30702 ' #
N95-30704 • #
N95-30712'*
N95-30727
N9S-30749
N9S-30750
N95-30765 #
N95-30779 ' #
N95-30783 * #
N9S-30787 • #
N95-30788 ' #
N95-30814 #
N95-30815 #
N95-30827 • #
N95-30837 #
N95-30838 #
N95-30843
N9S-30851 •#
N95-30853 ' #
P556
P490
p514
p480
pSOS
p481
p527
p523
p563
pS56
P563
p537
p481
P485
p485
p490
p563
p481
p481
p514
p556
p556
p509
p481
p523
P482
p514
pS64
p490
p523
p556
pS80
p557
p482
p557
P580
p557
p564
pSS7
pSOS
p523
p457
p482
pS69
P537
P482
p518
p557
p 482
pS57
P518
pSOS
p483
p569
p678
pS92
p601
p626
p606
p644
p644
p615
p645
p645
p645
p615
p626
p615
p601
p592
p615
p616
P592
p606
p645
P645
p616
p616
p592
p592
p646
p629
p629
p629
p616
p646
P629
PS93
p593
p601
p607
pS93
p607
p593
p646
P616
N95-30861 '#
N95-30885 #
N95-30892 #
N95-30902 #
N95-30906 #
N95-30922 #
N95-30923 #
N95-30927 #
N95-30929 #
N95-30937 #
N95-30956
N95-30957 #
N95-30961
N95-30992
N95-31000 ' #
N95-31013 #
N95-31061 #
N95-31062 •#
N95-31063 •#
N9S-31064 #
N95-31065 #
N95-31066 #
N95-31067 #
N95-31068 #
N95-31069 #
N95-31070 #
N95-31071 #
N95-31072 #
N95-31098
N95-31124 #
N95-31157 #
N95-31180
N95-31191 #
N95-31199
N95-31201
N95-31203
N95-31208
N95-31268
N95-31355 #
N95-31368 #
N95-31374 #
N95-31400
N95-31416 #
N95-31421 '#
N95-31423 '#
N95-31425 '#
N95-31428 #
N95-31432 #
N95-31433 #
N95-31443 #
N95-31451 #
N95-31454 #
N95-3145S #
N95-31465 #
N95-31468 #
N95-31471 #
N95-31475 #
N95-31512 #
N95-31S20 #
N95-31521 #
N95-31525 #
N95-31544 #
N95-31569 #
N95-31572 #
N95-31578 #
N95-31579 #
N95-31581 #
N95-31584 #
N95-31587 #
N9S-31598 #
N95-31602 #
N95-31614 #
N95-31653 ' #
N95-31655 #
N95-31656 #
N95-31667 #
N95-31684 #
N95-31687 #
N95-31712 #
N95-31715 #
N95-31728 #
N95-31738 *#
N95-31767 •#
N95-31768 '#
N95-31773 '#
N95-31775 * #
N95-31778 •#
N95-31798 '#
N95-31837
N95-3W5 #
N95-31846 ' #
N95-31948
N95-31979 '#
N95-31982 •#
N95-31984 '#
N95-31985 ' #
p617
p593
p678
p646
p646
p646
p607
p607
p594
p619
p647
p647
p679
p647
p584
p601
p597
p597
p597
p597
p607
p597
p597
pS98
pS98
p598
p619
p598
p647
p629
p677
p611
p617
p617
p617
p629
p629
p630
p647
p630
p647
p620
p607
p630
p648
p617
p598
p648
p601
p648
p608
p598
p679
p677
p626
p630
p648
p599
p601
p602
p608
p608
p599
p602
P608
P608
p602
p611
P677
P584
p608
p648
P627
p612
p612
p599
p679
P599
p599
pS94
p649
P649
p630
p631
p631
p631
p631
p631
p649
p599
p620
p649
p681
p679
p594
p618
N95-31987 #
N95-31989 #
N95-31990 #
N95-31991 #
N9S-31992 #
N95-31993 #
N95-31994 #
N95-31995 #
N95-31996 #
N9S-31997 #
N95-31998 #
N9S-31999 #
N95-32000 #
N95-32001 *#
N95-32002 #
N95-32003 #
N95-32004 f
N95-3200S #
N95-32006 #
N9S-32007 #
N95-32008 #
N9S-32009 #
N95-32010 #
N95-32011 #
N95-32012 #
N9S-32013 #
N95-32014 #
N95-32015 #
N9S-32016 #
N95-32017 #
N95-32022 #
N95-32109
N95-32111
N95-32163 #
N95-32164 #
N95-32165 #
N95-32170 #
N95-32175 #
N95-32176 #
N95-32179 #
N95-32180 #
N95-32181 #
N9S-32186 #
N9S-32187 •#
N9S-32188 •#
N95-32193 '#
N95-32194 #
N95-32196 #
N95-32197 #
N95-32198 #
N9S-32199 #
N95-32205 * #
N95-32206 ' #
N95-32217 '#
N95-32486 #
N95-32488 #
N95-32490 ' #
N95-32492 #
N9S-32494 #
N95-32496 #
N95-32497 * #
N95-32499 #
N95-32500 #
N95-32501 #
N95-32503 #
N95-32548 #
N95-32636 #
N95-32682 ' #
N95-32685 #
N95-32689 ' #
N95-32690 * #
N95-32691 *#
N95-32692 * #
N95-32693 * #
N95-32699 * #
N95-32705 #
N95-32759 #
^495-32764 • #
N95-32769 * #
N95-32783 #
N95-32784 ff
N9S-32786 #
N95-32787 #
N95-32821 •#
N95-32822 * #
N95-32823 * #
N9S-32836 • #
N95-32885 #
N95-32888 #
N95-32902
N95-32904
N95-32916 '#
N95-32920
N9S-32928 * #
N95-32930 • #
N9S-32931 ' #
p679
p620
p620
p620
p621
p621
p621
p621
p621
p621
p621
p622
p622
p622
p622
p609
p622
p623
p623
p609
P609
p623
p623
pS23
p623
p609
p624
p624
p624
p624
p602
p650
p624
peso
p584
peso
peso
peso
p627
p651
p651
p651
p602
peso
p594
pS94
p584
P609
p603
p585
p603
P651
p651
p627
p686
p686
p688
p702
P709
p710
P693
P686
p687
p703
p693
P683
P694
P683
p707
p703
p703
p703
p703
p703
p691
P687
p699
p683
P6&4
p683
p687
p699
P704
P684
p704
p707
p710
P687
p700
p704
p691
p694
p704
pS91
p705
p694
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ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX N95-34818
N95-33008 ft
N95-33009 ' #
N95-33010'#
N95-33011 '#
N95-33012 'ft
N95-33013 '#
N95-33014 •#
N95-33015 •#
N95-33016'#
N95-33017 •#
N95-33018 ' #
N95-33019 '#
N95-33020 ' #
N95-33021 •#
N95-33022 • #
N95-33023 * #
N95-33024 ' #
N95-33025 • #
N95-33059 #
N95-33131 ft
N95-33134 ft
N95-33135 ft
N95-33136 ft
N95-33137 #
N95-33140 ft
N9S-33141 #
N95-33142 ft
N95-33143 #
N9S-33145 #
N95-33198 #
N95-33208 ' #
N95-33250
N95-33278 * #
N95-33311
N95-33396 * #
N95-33408 #
N95-33480 #
N95-33642 #
N95-33712
N95-33748 ' #
N95-33749 * #
N95-33754 * #
N95-33760 ' #
N95-33799 ' #
N95-33831 '#
N95-34236 ' #
N95-34306 #
N95-34342 #
N95-34343 #
N95-34344 #
N9S-34362 #
N95-34449
N95-34500 #
N95-34505 #
N95-34506 #
N95-34507 #
N95-34508 #
N95-3451 1 #
N95-34512 #
N95-34513 #
N95-34514 #
N95-34520 #
N95-34S21 #
N95-34S24 #
N95-34S25 #
N95-34S30 #
N95-34S33 #
N95-34536 #
N95-34537 ft
N95-34538 #
N95-34S39 #
N95-34S40 #
N95-34S41 #
N95-34542 ff
N95-34544 #
N95-34546 #
N95-34S47 #
N95-34548 #
N95-34549 #
N95-34SS1 #
N95-34S52 #
N95-34S60 #
N95-34562 #
N95-34570 #
N95-34583 #
N95-34597 #
N95-34750 #
N9S-34763 #
N9SO4766 • #
N95-34770 ' #
N95-34771 •#
N95-34772 • #
N95-34793 ff
N95-34797 tt
N95-34805
N9 5-34806
P 710 N95-34818 ft p 7i
p694
p694
p695
P695
p695
p69S
p695
p696
p696
p696
p696
p697
p697
p697
P691
p692
p692
p705
p688
P688
p689
p589
p-705
p689
p708
p710
p705
P692
p711
p697
P697
p701
p692
p710
p701
P689
p708
P710
p708
p708
p705
p709
p709
p711
p711
p698
p700
p706
p700
p700
p706
p701
p684
p692
p698
pros
p698
p706
p698
p700
p684
p684
P684
p685
p706
p707
p707
p685
p68S
p707
p707
p693
p693
p685
P685
p685
p685
p711
p 711
P686
p698
P690
p690
p693
p707
p686
P686
p688
p690
pS90
p699
P693
P691
P698
P699
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